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Will a high slope valve, when placed in the instrument, burst into spurious 
oscillation, thus giving rise to incorrect readings and possible damage 
to the valve? 
The " AVO " Valve Characteristic Meter incorporates a 
specially designed panel layout and wiring system (prov. 
patent) which virtually eliminates spurious oscillation. 
Does the instrument contain valves which may need replacing from time 
to time? 
With the exception of a small protection diode, there are 
no internal valves to deteriorate or break down and 
cause misleading readings to be given. Thus, expensive 
periodical replacements are not required. 
Will the instrument detect grid current and indicate its direction and 
magnitude ? 

The "AVO" Valve Characteristic Meter will indicate the 
direction of flow of grid current and give its magnitude 
in microamps. 
Does the Instrument test diodes and rectifiers under load? 2/60 
The "AVO" Valve Characteristic Meter checks 
diodes and rectifiers under load conditions. 

The "AVO" Valve Characteristic Meter measures inter - 
electrode insulation in megohms with valve cold or hot, also 
cathode /heater insulation with the valve hot, and indicates 
any breakdown below 10 megohms. It will carry out tests 
on small thyratrons, tuning indicators, etc. It is fitted with 
bases for most valves in current use and adaptors will be 
available to keep the instrument fully up -to -date should new 
bases come into use. A special form of polarised relay is 
incorporated to give protection against inadvertent over. 
loads or valve failure. 

Write for fully descriptive literature 

with 
sufficient scope 
for YOUR 
requirements ! 

When purchasing a Valve Tester 

ask the following questions:- 

Is it a simple Go /No Go instrument, or will it enable you to take 
measurements at any point on a characteristic curve? 
The " AVO " Valve Characteristic Meter can be set up 
in a matter of seconds and used as a simple Go /No Go 
tester if required. It will, in addition, produce sufficient 
information to enable the valve's static characteristic 
curves to be plotted. 
Does the instrument depend for its operation on pre -determined em- 
pirical data issued by its manufacturer? 
The " AVO " Valve Characteristic Meter simulates nor- 
mal working conditions for the valve under test and thus 
is capable of reproducing the valve manufacturer's data. 
If you are called upon to select a pair of accurately matched valves, will 
the valve tester carry out the required checks, and maintain your reputa- 
tion as an expert? 
The " AVO " Valve Characteristic Meter enables the 
slope, and anode, screen, or grid current of a multi - 
electrode valve to be checked with any voltage between 
0 and -100V on the control grid. 
Before any information can be obtained about a valve, must the instru- 
ment be provided with a complex series of accessories which may become 
lost, mutilated. or are not available when an unusual or new type of 
valve has to be tested? 
The " AVO " Valve Characteristic Meter is provided 
with two handbooks. The first gives detailed informa- 
tion on the technique of valve testing, full circuit dia- 
grams and adequate operating instructions. The second 
is a quick reference Data Manual covering more than 
3,000 British, American and Continental valves, and gives 

inter -service equivalents. The Valve Data Manual is 
issued for the convenience of the instrument user, but 

even without it valves can, if necessary, be checked 
using data taken from the valve maker's data sheets. 

THE AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAOQUIIPMENT CO. LTD. 
WINDER ROUSE - DOUGLAS- STREET LONDON S.W.1 e&pd p av-te VlCtorid 3404 -9 
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PLA ST/C MOUL fl/ND S 
FOR TH E 

ELECTRON /C 
AND 

ALLIED INDUSTRIES 

FULLY A.1.0. APPROVED FOR DEFENCE PROGRAMME 
REQUIREMENTS. 

AMPLE CAPACITY AVAILABLE FOR ALL COMPRESSION 

MOULDINGS, UP TO 250 TON PRESSES, AND SMALL 

PRECISION MOULDINGS IN THERMOPLASTICS. 

SPECIAL GRADE MOULDINGS IN MELAMINE AND NYLON - 

FILLED PHENOL. 

PROMPT AT- ENTION TO ALL ENQUIRIES. 

GOOD, RELIABLE DELIVERY, AND FIRST -RATE QUALITY 
IN PRODUCTION. 

A REPRESENTATIVE WILL CALL, IF DESIRED. 

PLEASE WRITE FrR 
FULL DETAILS 

SKIRTED AND U ?:KIRTED, IN TWO SIZES, AT EXTREN'ELY KEEN PRICES 

VISCOSE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY LIMITED 
WOLOHAM ROAD, &FOML =Y, KENT. RAVEMSBOURNE 264I 
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A NEW R.F. PENTODE WITH 
1 Recommended Frequency Limit 400 Mc /s. 
2 Mutual Conductance 5.1mA /11 

3 Filament Consumption 175 mA. 

The Mullard R.F. Pentode, EF95, provides a better 
size to performance ratio than that previously 
obtainable from British valves of a similar class. 
It is constructed on the B7G miniature base and 
works efficiently at frequencies up to 400 Mc /s. 
Some of the more outstanding features of this 
valve include low input capacitance, 
low anode to grid capacitance, high mutual 
conductance and low heater consumption. 
These features, together with an operating voltage 
of 180 volts (120 volts under certain conditions), 
will particularly interest designers of compact 
communications equipment. In circuits involving a 
number of R.F. and I.F. stages, the EF95 may 
be used throughout, with a resultant marked 
saving in total heater consumption. Furthermore, 
the use of only one valve type in such applications 
enables maintenance problems to be reduced. 
The EF95 has similar electrical characteristics 
to the American 6AK5, and may be used as a 
direct replacement for it. 
Full technical information on this and other 
types in the Mullard range of communication 
valves is available on request. 

HEATER 

TECHNICAL DATA 
CHARACTERISTICS 

Vh - 
Ih - 

6.3V 
0.178 A 

Va 
Va 

- 180 V 
- 120 V 

Va max. - 180 V 
pa max. - 1.7 W 

Vgl -2.0 V Vg2 max. - 140 V 
CAPACITANCES la 7.7 mA pg2 max. - 0.5 W 
tini - 4.0 µµF Ig2 - 2.4 mA Ik max. - 18 mA 
tout - 2.8 PüF gm - 8.1 mA /V 
ca -gI - 0.02 µµF ra - 890IC2 BASE B7G 

cMtli?rdD 
MULLARD LTD., COMMUNICATIONS & INDUSTRIAL VALVE DEPT., CENTURY HOUSE, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.C.2 

MVr133 
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APPLICATION 95 
SERIES 38 

fiee;e,a,7----Au 

"FLEXILANT" 

MO GN 
SERIES 38 

IN this instance the Series 38 11 Flexilant " Mounting 

protects a delicate instrument from vibration and shock. 

Other applications are manifold - from 

aircraft to power -station instrument panels: 

from ships instruments to the protection of 

pyrometers in a steel works. 

We produce a range of components that 

absorb vibration ; eliminate noise; suppress 

shock. Our new catalogue lists all these 

for you. 

RUBBER BONDERS LIMITED 

IN ASSOCIATION WITH EMPIRE RUBBER COMPANY I Proprietors: H.G. MILES LTD.) 

DUNSTABLE BE1)LOUDSIIIRE 

TELEPHONE: DDNSTASLE 533.531 14 LINES) TELEGRAMS: SPANDIT. DUNSTABLE 

xIL 
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... with safety in the hazardous enterprise 
of the deep sea trawler is its radio and 

radar equipment upon which safe navigation 
depends. Thousands of soldered joints 

contribute to the efficient functioning of 
this delicate apparatus. One dry or H.R. 

joint could mean the breakdown 
of a circuit, the destruction of the 

vital link, a pe :-ilcus voyage. 

SUP 
erspeec 

FAULTLESS FLUXING PRESERVES THE VITAL LINK 

Dry or H R. joints are impossible with Superspeed for the flux is always 
released in exactly the correct proportion. This faultless fluxing action is 

achieved by the unique STELLATE core which gives six 
points of rapid solder collapse. At soldering temperature 
the activated rosin flux is released immediately for effec- 
tive spreading and wetting. Superspeed is being used more 
and more in the production of radio and radar equip- 
ment where faultless joints are essential. 

"WHITE FLASH" ACTIVATED ROSIN -CORED SOLDER 
for general electrical, electronic and telecommunication work and 
all standard uses. A.I.D. and G.P.O. approved. Complies with 
M.O.S. Specification DTD 599. In all standard tin /lead alloys, 
1 0-22 s.w.g. Alsoavailable in a range of coloured cores, indispens- 
able for simple intermediate and final inspection and circuit or 
operator identification. Samplesof Superspeed and the comprehensive 
Superspeed booklet gladly sent on request. Technical advisere are 
available for free consultation. 

MANUFACTURED BY THE ENT11 OVEN GROUP 

Cored and solid solder 
rings and solid solder 
washers supplied to cus- 
tomers' specifications. 

Marketed by Enthoven Solders Limited, Enthoven House, 89, Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4. Tel. Mansion House 4533 
jots sd 
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present 
THEIR LATEST .7 DEVELOPMENTS 

IN CONDENSERS... 
FOR the benefit of those who 

were unable to visit the recent 
R.E.C.M.F. Exhibition, and for those 
who had not the time available to 
inspect our Stand in detail, we illustrate 
here the range of T.C.C. latest develop- 
ments displayed thereon. 

These are indicative of the progress 
which is constantly being maintained, 
and which ensures that " T.C.C. 
Leadership in Condensers " is a 
tangible reality. 

I. SMALL CAPACITY CLOSE TOLERANCE 
TUBULAR CERAMICS 

For top end coupling in Band Pass 
Filters. Capacity range 0.5 pF to 5 pF at 
500 v. D.C. Tolerances +20% and ± 10 %. 

2. TANTALUM ELECTROLYTICS 
The special neutral electrolyte pre- 

vents corrosive in j u ry in the event of mech- 
anical damage. These 8 N.F condensers 
are for working voltages up to 120 v D.C. 
and for temperatures up to 120 °C. 

3. "METALPACK" & "METALMITE" PAPER 

TUBULARS IMPREGNATED in "VISCONOL -X" 
New impregnant improves reliability 

at 100 °C. Full Ministry Type Approval 
(R.C.S.I31 Cat.A.H2) has been granted. 

4. "METALPACK" PAPER TUBULARS with 
CERAMIC END SEALS 

New external construction gives 
complete protection against moisture in 
100% humidity at 100°C. 

5. H.V. TUBULAR CERAMICS 
For Pulse Feeders in Radar equipment 

and Line Time bases in T.V. receivers. 
Ranges available for I kV. to IO kV. D.C. 
working. Capacities from IO to 620 pF. 

6. HIGH VOLTAGE PAPER SMOOTHING 
CONDENSERS TYPE C.P. 561 

For 25 kV. E.H.T. smoothing in large 
screen T.V. receivers. Absence of metal 
at "hot end" prevents corona losses. 

7. HIGH TEMPERATURE ELECTROLYTICS 
Ability to work at 85 °C. without 

voltage de- rating. Characteristics low 
leakage current and high ripple rating. 

JUNE, 1953 

THE TELEGRAPH CONDENSER COMPANY LIMITED 
RADIO DIVISION: NORTH ACTON LONDON W.3 Telephone: ACORN 0061 (9 lines) 
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.. as shown at 
the R.E.C.M.F. [1 
EXHIBITION 
IN LONDON... 

7 

Obviously, there is no room in this 
announcement for full technical 

data on these various Condensers. 
We shall be happy to supply com- 

plete details of any range in which you 
are particularly interested, or to advise 
you of the types most suited to your 
particular requirements. 

8. SUB - MINIATURE ELECTROLYTICS for 
HEARING AIDS & TRANSISTORS 

Smallest Electrolytic ever made. Two 
sizes available-6 p.F for 3 v. D.C. work- 
ing and 8 µF for 6 v. D.C. working. 

9. Hi -K CERAMIC DISC 
For T.V. de- coupling and spark sup- 

pression. Two sizes -I0 mm. and 20 mm. 
diam. Capacity range .001 µF to .02 ILF. 

10. IMPROVED" PICOPACK "ELECTROLYTICS 
Smaller sizes and higher ratings are 

now offered. Voltage range extended 
to 450 v. D.C. at 70 °C. Entirely new 
range for 85 °C. working. 

II. METALLISED POLYSTYRENE CONDENSERS 

Small sizetubularsforTuned Filters. Ex- 
cellent electrical properties. Max. capa- 
city is .5 µF for 350 v. D.C. wkg. at 70 °C. 

12. CLOSE CONTROLLED TEMPERATURE 
COEFFICIENT CERAMICS 

For Temperature Compensation in 
Oscillator and I.F. circuits. "Plimoseal" 
finish improves stability. Available in 6 
temperature Coefficients. 

13. HIGH VOLTAGE ELECTROLYTICS 

Type 928 -8uF. 800 v. D.C. working. 
900 v. surge at 60 °C. 700 v. D.C. working. 
800 v. surge at 70 °C. All- Aluminium 
Internal Construction: Chassis mount- 
ing. Fully tropical. 

14. CLOSE ACCURACY PLASTIC FILM 
CONDENSERS 

For Tuned Filters in Carrier Tele- 
phony equipment and Reference Stan- 
dards. Exceptionally stable capacity, 
better than 0.1%. Tolerances f 

THE TELEGRAPH CONDENSER COMPANY LIMITED 
RADIO DIVISION: NORTH ACTON LONDON W.3 Telephone: ACORN 0061 (9 lines) 
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WE' PRESENT another advance in our 

new Series 800, Mark II Reproducers. Skilful design of 

the magnet system enables us to provide increased 

sensitivity in the three most popular sizes -5in., 64in. 

and 7 x 4in. elliptical -with a negligible increase in 

overall depth. 

Designers of sets in which bulk, weight and cost 

are important factors are invited to ask for samples 

of the 10,000 Gauss versions of Types 850, 865 and 

874. These will gladly be supplied, together with 

full technical information. 

Rae- q 
Loud -speaker 

Manufacturers 
to the radio industry 

since 1930 

REPRODUCERS AND AMPLIFIERS LIMITED 
WOLVERHAMPTON ENGLAND 

Telephone: Wolverhampton 22241 (5 lines) 

Telegrams: Audio. Wolverhampton 

I// 
::: ,,,, 

uhIDIIII111K111IIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
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* A NEW, BETTER TV TUNER ! 

PERFORMANCE 
GAIN 
Power gain of the unit is 24dB. measured from the aerial input to 
the I.F. output, the mixer anode load for measurement purposes 
being 1k /ohm shunted by 12pF. As a practical example, using a 

two valve transformer -coupled amplifier with a bandwidth of 

2.75 Mc /s (including sound rejector circuits) an aerial input o' 

25 microvolts modulated I00°,ó produces 2 volts p.p. across the 

diode load. 

NOISE 
Noise figure on all channels better than 10.5dB. 

I.F. REJECTION 
Better than 45dB. on all channels at any spot frequency in the 
1.F. channel. 

IMAGE REJECTION 
Better than 60dB. on all channels. 

OSCILLATOR DRIFT 
Measured on channel 5, with stable H.T. supply, for a period of 

two hours after a warming -up period of two minutes, ambient 
temperature increased from 18 °C to 60 °C, total drift 30Kc /s. 

Drift, with change in H.T. supply from 160 volts to 230 volts, 
less than 10Kc/s. 

SWITCH RESETABILITY 
Better than 5Kc /s on all channels. 

POWER REQUIREMENTS 
180V. 12.6V. at .3 amps. Heaters are series connected with both 
ends isolated from chassis. 

9 

5-Channel, Switched 
TELETUNER 

Type TV.5 

INSTANT and POSITIVE SELECTION by single 
knob control of any one of the five B.B.C. Tele- 
vision channels is the job for which we designed 
this new "Cyldon" Switched Teletuner. It was the 
centre of great interest at the recent R.E.C.M.F. 
Exhibition, and we are pleased and proud to 
present these further details. 
The " Cyldon " TV.5 Teletuner comprises a pentode R.F. 
amplifier stage and a double triode frequency changer, 
channel selection being accomplished by the switching of 
incremental inductances. More constant performance over 
the television band is thus obtained by avoiding the tracking 
difficulties inherent in the Infinitely variable type of tuner. 
Ease of handling by the user and rapid conversion as alterna- 
tive transmissions become available are further important 
advantages of this unit. 

Underside view of "Cyldon" TV.5 Teletuner, with casing removed. 

Another new "Cyldon" Teletuner ... Type TV.I2, a 

12- channel Tuner which performs the functions of RF 

amplifier and frequency changer of a television re- 
ceiver. Write for booklet TV.I953 giving full details. 

Contractors to Ministry of Supp /y, Post 
Office, and otherh'MGovernment Depts 

CAMBRIDGE ARTERIAL ROAD ENFIELD MIDDX. Enfield 2071 -2 
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WIDE RANGE 

CAPACITANCE 

BRIDGE 

WIRELESS WORLD TUNE, 1951 

For the accurate measurement of in situ capacitance or 

resistance, all measurements being made in the form 

of a three terminal network. 

Capacitance range - 0.002 pF to 100N,F in 18 ranges. 
Resistance range - l o to 10,000Mo in 18 ranges. 
Ranges increase in alternate decimal multiples of 3 and 10. 

Frequency 1592c/s (c) = 10,000). 

Accuracy ± 1.0% of full scale on all ranges. 

Full technical details are available on request. 

STANDN° 3 c. 

giartn, , a:. wahan''zazJab arszlizla 
s(C12) A Company within the j. Arthur Rank Organisation 

WORSLEY BRIDGE ROAD LONDON SE26 
Telephone HITher Green 4600 

SALES AND F. C. Robinson & Partners Ltd., Havent & Co., Ltd., Atkins, Robertson & Whiteford Ltd., 
SERVICING AGENTS 287 Deansgate, Manchester, 3 S9 Moor St. Birmingham, 4 100 Torrisdale Street, Glasgow, S.2. 
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NO /SSEMBLING- 

WIRED COMPLETE 

FOR IMMEDIATE 

INSTALLATION 

MODEL TCA/6236 with mounting assembly 
of sturdy die -cast metal ; three section telescopic 
rod (extended 6a in., closed 24 in.) of high - 
grad= brass. All exposed parts heavily chromium 
plated and with fully weatherproofed connections. 
Complete with ;6 in. low -loss co -axial polythene 
insulated P.V.C. covered cable, fitted with standard 
co -axial plug. 

LIST PRICE 35/- 
MODEL TCA /6260 as above but 
with 6o n. cable. 

LIST PRICE 37/6 
Full details are given in leaflet No. N 11W, 
ova !able on request. 

completely fitted 
FROM THE OUTSIDE 
aka' READY FOR USE 
IN FIVE MINUTES! 

The "Ai1TEX" 
Here is revolution in car aerial 

design -a ONE hole fixing aerial that 
can be completely installed FROM 
THE OUTSIDE. No longer is it 

necessary to manoeuvre under the 
scuttle or dashboard and to work " by 
feel." Thanks to the use of a special 
split washer device, in conjunction 
with a positioning sleeve, the aerial is 

self- locating, and is firmly secured 
FROM THE OUTSIDE. It can be 

mounted vertically or horizontally (or 
at any angle in between) in any con- 
venient position on the car -on either 
a flat or curved surface, such as the 
bonnet, scuttle, roof or mudguard. 

And in position it is entirely free from 

rattle - due to the special packing glands 

which also ensure the smooth action of 

the telescopic rod. This aerial has that high - 

signal pick -up and electrical efficiency always 

associated with every Antiference Aerial. 

ANTIFERENCE LIMITED, BICESTER ROAD, AYLESBURY, BUCKS. 
67 BRYANSTON STREET. LONDON. W.I. 
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FOR HIGH- FREQUENCY INSULATION 
specify 

'FREQUELEX' 
The Tuning Coil shown is supported by our "FREQUELEX" 
Ceramic Rods, and forms part of a 200 K.W. Radio Transmitter. 
This is only one of many applications where Rods made to close 
limits are required. 
We specialise in the manufacture of Ceramic Rods and Tubes of 
various sections in several classes of materials over wide 
dimensional ranges. 
The Principal Materials are :- 
I. Porcelain for general insulation. 
2. Frequelex for High Frequency insulation. 
3. Permalex and Templex for Capacitors. 
The degree of accuracy depends on the size of the 
Rod or Tube, but the standard degree of accuracy 
is outlined in the Inter Service Component Manu- 
facturer's Council -Panel R Specification embodied 
in our Catalogue of Radio Frequency Ceramics, 
copy of which will be sent on request. 
Large Rods up to 44" long and r" square are used 
as supports for Tuning Coils, etc. 

,f`ai Photograph by 
a ä .,l permission of 

the Standard 
Telephones & 
Cables Ltd. 

We shall be pleased to have your enquiries 
for all sizes of Tubes and Rods. Prompt 
deliveries can be given for most sizes. 

utters LOW LOSS CERAMICS 
BULLERS LIMITED, 6 Laurence Pountney Hill, E.C.4. Phone: MANsion House 9971 (3 lines) Grams: Bullers, Cannon, London 

BLAB 

Power supplies: 
200 - 250 Volt. 50 c/s 

SELECTIVE 

TRANSMISSION 
MEASURING SET 

MODEL RP 3110 
Designed and manufactured for G.P.O. 

This is a precision instrument for measure- 
ments on multi- circuit coaxial cable carrier 
systems by means of a comparison with 
locally generated signals of known frequency 
and level. 

Frequency coverage : 60 Kc /s -3 Mc /s in 
7 ranges. 

Calibration accuracy : below 0.2% or 2 Kc /s 
whichever is the greater. 

Range of measurements: 
through levels + IO db to - 61.5 db 

or terminated levels 4- 10 db to - 81-5 db 
referred to ImW in 75 ohms 

BRITISH COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION LTD. 
SECOND WAY, EXHIBITION GROUNDS, WEMBLEY, MIDDX. 

Telephone: WEMBLEY 1212 Cables: BEECEECEE, WEMBLEY 
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DUBILIER 
MICA DIELECTRIC 

CAPACITORS 
Eminently suitable for H.F. 

Transmitting and I.F. Heating 

Circuits. 

V 

Makers of the first, and of the largest Mica Capacitors in the World, Dubilier 

have maintained the lead in this important branch of Capacitor Engineering. 
The example shown is a solid filled mica capacitor in a substantial porcelain 

acintainer. Screw threaded metal terminal bosses with large surface area contacts provide a convenient 

means of mounting. 
These capacitors are designed for use as Grid and Anode stoppers, as By -Pass Capacitors in radio - 

frequency power circuits where a small radio- frequency component is superimposed upon a higher D.C, 

or low- frequency A.C. voltage, and in oscillatory circuit positions in low power radio -frequency 

transmitters and similar equipment. 

Full details of these and other outstanding Capacitors are available upon application. 

DCAPACITORS R UBILIE 
DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD., DUCON WORKS, VICTORIA RD., N. ACTON, LONDON, W.3. 

Phone: Acorn 2241 (5 lines). Grams: Hivoltcon, Wesphone, London. Cables: Hivoltcon, London, Marconi International Code 

nue 
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EA 
FISHING 

ENT51 S INSTRUM 
W 

Sifam Instruments are 
fitted to the SIMRAD Echo Sounding 
electronic gear manufactured by 
Simonsen Radio A.S., Oslo. This 
highly sensitive apparatus is used 
by the Norwegian fishing fleet to 
locate shoals of fish. 

When the fishermen have hauled 
their nets or seines, and secured a 
good catch, they call the fish whole- 
saler on their SIMRAD Radio Tele- 
phone, which is also fitted with a 
SIFAM Instrument. 

The particular instrument used for this 
purpose is the SIFAM Type M.20. Details 
of this and other Sifam Instruments will be 

furnished on application. 
Write for Catalogue No. S.11. 

ENGLAND 

SIFAM ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO. LTD. 

Phone. Torquay 4547;8. LEIGH COURT, TORQUAY, DEVON 

,JUNE, 1953 

EXACT 
EFFORTLESS 

TUNING 

The S.L.8 Spin wheel drive gives easy 
control through a ratio 24 -1. Fitted 
with constant velocity coupling, it 
eliminates strain on the Condenser, 
providing mechanical and electrical 
isolation from vibration and noise. 

Complete with 3 -band glass scale 9in. 
X 44in. Printed short, medium and 
long wavebands with station names. 
Scale length lin. Supplied with 
florentine bronze escutcheon. 

PRICE 27/6. 

S.L.5, similar but fitted with reverse 
vernier drive, gives ratios of 18 -1 
search and 50 -1 reverse vernier. 

PRICE 26/6. 

Replacement Scales calibrated to Copenhagen 
Plan now available for : 

Airplane drive 2/3 retail Full Vision Drive 2/9 retail 
Squareplane Drive 2/6 retail S.L.8 or S.L.5 Drive 4/6 retail 

PRECISION COMPONENTS BY 

JACKSON 
BROS. (LONDO N) LIMITED 
KING SWAY WADDON SURREY 

Telephone: Croydon 2754 
Telegrams : Walfileo, Souphone, London 
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Mullard Ferroxa,te 
being extruded Into 
rods for H.F. cores. 

i MAGNETIC MATERIALS Extensive 
research and manufactining facilities have established 

Mullard as the leading producers of magnetic materials. 
They were the first, for examp.e, to introduce Ferroxcube, the 

world's most efficient magnetic ferrite; ` Ticonal ' =isotropic 
permanent magnets, renownec br their high stability and high 
energy output; and Magna 31:_r, an entirely new type of 
permanent magnet with the insulating properties of a ceramic. 

The wealtl_ of experience gair_ed from these deve opments is 
available to a_l users of magneti: tnater_als through t le Mullard 
advisory service. An enquiry to the address below will put a 
team of specialised engineers et dour d sposal. 

Mullard 
' TICONAL' PERMANENT MAGNETS IAGNIDUR (Formerly Ferroxdure) 

PERMANENT MAGNETS FERRIXIUBE MAGNETIC CORE MATERIAL 

t LLLARD LTD., COh1P)NENT DIYISrO . CENTDLY LOUSE, SEAPTESEURY AVENIS, LONDON, W.C.: 

13Qm 
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Now available in England -che 
book "Magnetic Recording " 
by Dr. S. J. Begun. A com- 
prehensive treatise. Price 25/ -, 

postage 9d. extra. 

A self -contained recorder /reproducer giving a faultless performance. The ideal 
equipment for HOME ENTERTAINMENT, PUBLIC ADDRESS, CONFERENCE 
RECORDING, and SOUND COMMENTARY for SILENT FILM PROJECTORS. 

" Finger Tip " operation -one control provides for " Record " -" Play " " Rewind " or " Fast Forward " requirements. 
Constant Tape Speed -7.5 inches per second. 
Frequency Response -Essentially flat from 100 -7500 c.p.s. Trade 
High Quality Push /Pull Output. enquiries Recording Duration 30 minutes per reel. 
Dynamio Range approximately 40 decibels. invited 
Power Supply 200/250 A.C. 50 cycles- Consumption 80 watts. 

THERMIONIC PRODUCTS LTD. 
Division S/M WW, HYTHE, SOUTHAMPTON. Phone: Hythe 3265 
London Showrooms : Morris House, Jermyn Street, Haymarket, S.W.I. 

Phone : Whitehall 6422. 

MODELS AVAILABLE 
FROM 

£69 -10 -0 
Sales and Service Centres : Birmingham - Bristol - Manchester . Leeds . Newcastle and Glasgow 

VIDEO OSCILLATOR 
TYPE 0222A 

covers io Kc /s -io Mc /s 
Model 0222A is introduced to meet the demand for 
an oscillator reaching 10 Mc /s. It is an improved 
version of the 0222 which it supersedes All the 
outstanding features of the original model are 
retained, including low harmonic content and 
exceptional stability of frequency and amplitude. 

SPECIFICATION 
Frequency Range: Frequency Accuracy: Output Impedance: 

10 Kc /s -10 Mc f s in 6 ranges 1% 75 ohms 
Freqpency Stability: Output: Total Harmonic Content: 

better than 1 in 10' in 1 hour + 10 db to -SO db on 1 Vp -p less than I% 
Amplitude constant to within ± ? db at any frequency setting 

THE WAYNE KERR LABORATORIES LIMITED NEW MALDEN SURREY MALDEN 2202 
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A Technical Handbook 
for Electronic Engineers 

This Handbook contains the fullest information about all types of 
Ferranti Valves and Cathode Ray Tubes, giving for each type 
complete data such as physical details, base connections, ratings, 
operating conditions, with graphs, etc., where necessary. 
The whole is a most valuable book of reference to the electronics 
engineer. It is in loose -leaf form, so that new data can readily 
be inserted. 

Price 5'- 
Additional data sheets will be sent to subscribers from time to time. 

17 

MOSTON MANCHESTER 10 

London Office : KERN HOUSE 
36 KINGSWAY, W.C.2 

FERRANTI 
FE 155 
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NEW 
EGEN MINIATURE 

POTENTIOMETERS 

WIRELESS WORLD 

Designed to meet the demand for Egen 
reliability within the smallest possible compass, 
these exceptionally small carbon potentiometers 

(â' diameter) retain all the desirable features of 
their standard -size counterparts. The special Egen 

carbon deposition process ensures a highly stable 
resistance element of extreme durability. 

Double- contact rotor 
provides firm balanced 
contact with exceptional 
freedom from wear and 
noise. Positively located 
soldering tags, silver plated 
for easy soldering. All steel parts rustproofed. 
Standard resistance values available, from 5000 ohms 
to 2 megohms. 

TYPE 105 

Type 115 is identical to Type 105 
except that a 2 -pole Q.M.B. switch is incorporated. 

SUB - MINIATURE VOLUME CONTROLS 
For use in Deaf Aids and other 
miniature electronic apparatus 

PRE -SET RESISTORS 
A wire -wound pre -set 
resistor for panel or chassis mounting 

Export enquiries welcomed 

POTENTIOMETERS 

EGEN ELECTRIC LTD., CHARFLEET INDUSTRIAL ESTATE;. 

CANVEY ISLAND, ESSEX PHONE: CANVEY 691 -2 

TUNE, 1953 

MAI NS 
[ 1 IIAIS1'OIEI1I IH,II 

FULLY INTERLEAVED 
SCREENED AND IMPREGNATED. ALL GUARANTEED. 
ALL PRIMARIES ARE 200 /250 v. Half Shrouded. 
HSM63 (Midget). Ourput250 -0 -250 v. 60 m/a , 6.3 v. at 3 amps., 

5v. at 2 amps. 181 - 
HS63. Output 250 -0 -250 v. 60 m /a., 6.3 v. at 3 amps., 5 v. at 

2 amps: 18/6 
HS40. Windings as above. 4 v. at 4 amps., 4v . at 2 amps 18 /6 

Output 
HS2. 250 -0-250 v. 80 m/a 2I /- 
HS3. 350 -0 -350 v. 80 m /a. HS30. 300 -0 -300 v. 80 m /a. 2I /- 
HS2X. 250 -0 -250 v. 100 m /a. HS75. 275 -0 -275 v. 100 m /a.. 23/- 
HS30X. 300-0 -300 v. 100 mia. HS3X. 350 -0 -350 v. 100 m /a. 23/- 

Fully Shrouded 
FSM63 (Midget). Output250 -0 -250 v. 60 m /a., 6.3 v. at 3 amps., 

5 v. 2 amps. 18/6 
Output 

FS2. 250 -0 -250 v. 80 m /a. 23/- 
FS30. 300-0-300 v. 80 m /a. F53. 350-0-350 v. 80 m /a. 23/- 
FS2 X. 250 -0 -250 v. 100 m /a. F575. 275 -0 -275 v. 100 m /a 25/9 
FS30X. 300-0 -300 v. 100 m /a. FS3X. 350 -0 -350 v. 100 m /a 25/9 
All the above have 6.3 4 -0 v. at 4 amps., 5-4-0 at 2 amps. 
F543. Output 425-0-425 v. 200 m /a., 6.3 v. 4 amps., C.T. 6.3 v. 

4 amps. C.T. 5. v 3 amps. Fully shrouded 51 /- 
F550. Output 450 -0-450 v. 250 m /a., 6.3 v. 2 amps., C.T. 6.3. v 

4 amps., C.T. 5 v. 3 amps. Fully shrouded. 75/- 
F30X. Output 300-0 -300 v. 80 m /a., 6.3 v. 7 amps., 5 v.2 amps 

Framed. Flying leads 31/9 
F35X. Output 350 -0.350 v.250 m /a., 6.3 v. 6 amps., 4 v. 8 amps , 

4 v. 3 amps.,0-2-6.3 v.2 amps. Fully shrouded 71/6 
FS160X. Output 350 -0-350 v. 160 m /a., 6.3 v .6 amps., 6.3 v 

3 amps., 5 v. 3 amps. Fully shrouded 47/6 
FS43X. Output 425 -0 -425 v. 250 m /a., 6.3 v. 6 amps., 6.3 v 

6 amps., 5 v. 3 amps. Fully shrouded 69/- 
HS6. Output 250 -0 -250 v. 100 m/a., 6.3 v. 6 amps., C.T. 5 v 

3 amps. For receiver R1355. Half shrouded. 29/3 
HSISO. Output 350 -0-350 v. 150 m /a., 6.3 v. 3 amps., C.T. 5 v 

3 amps. Half shrouded 30/9 
F36. Output 250 -0 -250 v. 100 m /a., 6.3 v. 6 amps., C.T. 5 v 

3 amps. Fully shrouded 32/6 
FSI20. Ourput 350-0-350 v. 120 m /a., 6.3 v. 2 amps., C.T. 6.3. v 

2. amps., C.T. 5 v. 3 amps. Fully shrouded 33/- 
F5256. Output 250 -0 -250 v. 80 m/a . 6 3 v at 6 amps., 5 v. at 

3 amps. Fully shrouded 30/9 
PRI /I. Output 230 v. at 30 m /a., 6.3 v. at 1.5/2 amps 23/- 
F5150. 350 -0 -350 v. 150 m /a., 6.3 v. 4 amps., 5 v. 3 amps 34/9 
FSISOX. Output 350 -0 -350 v. at 150 m /a., 6.3 v. at 2 amps , 

C.T. 6.3 v. at 2 amps., C.T. 5 v. at 3 amps. Fully shrouded 34/9 
The above have inputs of 200/250 v. 

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS 
All 200/250 v. Input 

F4. 4 v. at 2 amps., 9/-. F6. 6.3 v at 2 amps. 7/6 
F6X. 6.3 v. at 0.3 amps., 61 -. FI2X. 12 v. at 1 amp 8/- 
FU6. 0- 2- 4 -5 -6.3 v. at 2 amps., I1 / -. F12. 12.6 v tapped 6.3 v 

at 3 amps. 18/6 
F24. 24 v. tapped 12 v. at 3 amps 26/- 
F29. 0- 2- 4 -5 -6.3 v. at 4 amps., 20/9. FU12. 0-4-6.3 v. at 

3 amps. 19/6 
FÚ24. 0 -12 -24 v. at 1 amp. 19/6 
FS. 6.3 v. at 10 amps., or 5 v. at IO amps. or 12.6 v. at 5 amps 

or 10 v. at 5 amps. 37/9 
F6/4. Four windings at 6.3 y. tapped 5 v. at 5 amps. each, giving 

by suitable series and parallel connections up to 6.3 v. at 
20 amps. 57/- 

F30. 30 v. at 4 amps., 40/ -. F31. 0 -4 -6.3 v. at 4 amps. 23/6 
F25. 25 v. at 4 amps., 40/ -. F26. Two windings 6.3 v. at 

1 amp. 11 /- 
F.27. Two windings 12 v. at 1.5 amp. 26/- 
F.28. Two windings 5. v at 3 amps., 25/ -. F32. 10 v. at 5 amps. 30/- 
F33. 0- 10 -30 -60 -100 v. at I amp 45/- 
F34. 0- 4- 9 -15 -24 v. at 3 amps., 31/6. F35. 6.3 v. at 6 amps 25/- 
F36. 0 -9 -30 v. at 3 amps., 30/ -. F37. 0 -9 -15 v. at 3 amps. 261 - 
F38. 0.9 -I5 v. at 1.5 amps., 24/ -. F39. 0 -9 -15 v. at 6 amps 32/6 
F40. 0- 12 -18 -24 v. at 4 amps.. 42/6. F41. 6.3 v, at 1.5 amps 8/6 

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS 
MOPI. Ratios, 26, 46, 56, 66, 90, 120 -1 50 m /a. max. current, 

C.T. for Q.P.P. Class B, etc. Secondary 2/4 ohms. Top panel 
and clamped, each 6/- 

OPIO. 10/15 watts output. 20 ratios on Full and Half primary 19/9 
OP30. 30 watts output, 20 ratios on Full and Half primary 28/6 
Williamson's O.P. Transformer to Author's specification E4/13/6 
Chokes for Williamson's Amplifier. 30H. at 20 m /a. 18/6 

10H. at 150 m /a. 35/6 

REDUCTION OF 1/6 IN THE E ON ALL ITEMS 
Quotations, etc.- stamped addressed envelope, please 

C.W.O. (add 1/3 in f for carriage). 
Trade and also export enquiries invited. 

H. ASHWORTEß (Dept. WW), 
676, Gt. Horton Road, Bradford, Yorks. 
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Did you build you own T/V receiver? 

If so, and you have a 9" or 12" set and now 

want to convert to big- screen viewing, 

how better than by using an `ENGLISH 

ELECTRIC' 16" T9oI Metal C.R. tube. 

To help you carry out the work our 

leaflet EVI03A gives you the complete 

line and frame scanning information 

necessary, together with a suggested list 

of required components. 

And why a T90 -because it offers you 

brilliance, long life, high safety factor, ease 

of handling and withal it is British made. 

It is the tube specified by the de- 

signers of the 'Tele-King' and 'Magna- 

view' circuits and ̀ Viewmaster' conversion 

circuit. 

Brilliant black and white picture focus- 

sing over entire screen area with excellent 

contrast range; high optical quality glass 

face plate; wide angle scanning (700); 

fitted ion trap; overall length 171-r, 

diameter 16 ". 

'ENGLISH ELECTRIC' 
BRITISH MADE LONG LIFE 16" T901 METAL C.R. TUBE 

If you have any difficulty in obtaining supplies write to: 

The ENGLISH ELECTRIC Company Limited, Television Department, Queens House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2. 
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Send for our fully 
illustrated Catalogue 

EVERY CIRCUIT 
is to be found in its Transformer, which, like 
the human heart, must keep the lifeblood 
flowing evenly and constantly under both 
normal and abnormal conditions. 

POTTED COMPOUND FILLED 
TRANSFORMERS AND CHOKES 

manufactured by WODEN have been designed 
to fulfil such a purpose, and for this reason 
they have been standardized by many leading 
Radio,Television and Electron icmanufacturers 
and also Government Research Departments. 
Their choice is only made after exhaustive 
tests for accuracy and reliability. To merit 
this confidence, there Is a constant need to 
provide components of the highest quality and 
our ample research and testing facilities 
ensure continued progress in this direction. 

WOGEN TRANSFORMER CO. LTD. 
MOXLEY 'ROAD 

HIGH GRADE LABORATORY EQUIPMENT 
REBUILT AND GUARANTEED AS NEW 

SIGNAL GENERATOR TYPE T.F.I44G 

WE HAVE A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF ELEC- 
TRONIC EQUIPMENT BY WELL KNOWN MAKERS, 
INCLUDING ULTRA HIGH FREQUENCY RECEIVERS 
WITH FREQUENCY RANGES UP TO 6,000 Mc /s. A 
SMALL SELECTION OF OTHER EQUIPMENT IS 

SHOWN BELOW :- 
" Q " Meter type TF. 329G. Output Meters type TF. 340. 
Transmitter Output Meters Microphotometers by Hilger. 

3-10 W Max. 100/200 Mc /s F.M. Signal Generators by Boonton, 
Furzehill Oscilloscope type Sullivan Precision Beat Fre- 

1684D. quency Oscillators. 
Microwave Receivers, Frequency ranges from 150.3.000 Mc/s. 

For further particulars of these and other high -grade 
electronic instruments, write to :- 

HATFIELD INSTRUMENTS LTD. 
175 UXBRIDGE ROAD, HANWELL, LONDON, W.7 

Telephone: EALING 0779/9857 

B 1 LSTO N - STAFFS. 
T E L E P H O N E: B I L STO N 419 59 

can help your career through 
personal postal tuition 

in any of these subjects: 
Accountancy Exams * Aircraft Eng. & Radio * Architecture * Auditing * Book- keeping * Building * Carpentry * Chemistry * Civil Service * Commercial Art * Commercial Arithmetic * Company Law * Costing * Diesel Engines * Draughtsmanship * Electric Wiring * Engineering 
Civil ; Electrical ; Mechanical ; Motor ; Steam ; Structural) * Jigs, Tools 

and Fixtures * Journalism * Languages * Locomotive Engineering * 
Mathematics * Mining * Modern Business Methods * Plumbing * Police * 
Press Tool Work * Quantity Surveying * Radio * Salesmanship * 
Secretarial Exams. * Shorthand * Surveying * Telecommunications * 
Television * Textiles * Works Management * Workshop Practice. 

and GENERAL CERTIFICATE OF EDUCATION 
SUCCESS WILL BE YOURS 

As a Bennett College Student your own Personal 
Tutor will coach you until you qualify, at your pace 
with no time wasted. You will learn quickly, easily. 

SEND TO -DAY FOR A FREE PROSPECTUS 

TO THE BENNETT COLLEGE (DEPT.F.41) SHEFFIELD 

Please send use your prospectus for 
(Subject) 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

AGE (tP UNDER 21) 
(PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK. LETTERS) 
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WIRELESS WORLD 

The Ediswan Mazda AC /SP3.RH is an indirectly 
heated Pentode with a special heater construction designed 

to reduce hum due to A.C. fields within the valve. 
Its high working slope makes it very suitable for use in 

audio frequency stages employing negative feed back. 
The high -slope short grid -base characteristic renders it suitable also as an 

harmonic generator and as an oscillator in high stability crystal drive equipment. 
Provided precautions are taken to minimise hum due to external wiring the 
AC /SP3.RH may also be successfully employed in the early stages of amplifiers 
where the reduction of hum, noise and microphony is of primary importance. 
Many of these valves have been supplied to the British Broadcasting Corporation 
for use in their special recording, 
amplifying, and crystal controlled 
precision drive equipments, some 
of which are illustrated on this 
page. 

B.B.C. Type D. Recorder 
Line Amplifier LFA /1 using 
two pentode connected 
AC /SP3.RH valves 

AC/SP3.RH 

wit 4-04 vus 

B.B.C. Type D. Recorder Loudspeaker Amplifier 
LSM /7 using three pentode connected AC /SP3. R H valves 

**CC*** 

TYPICAL OPERATING CONDITIONS 

AC/SP3.RH 

Frequency 
Comparator 

A farm Relays 

Output 
Amplifier 

21 

Frequency 
Multiplier -"-^ 
Oscillator C 
Limiter & 
Separator 

Frequency Control 
Condenser 

CrYstal 
Connection Tube."'"_ 

Inner Oven 
Thermometer 
Crystal Oven 

Assembly 
Contact 

Thermometer 

L.T. Transformer 

Power Supply 

Terminations 

B.B.C. Crystal Drive Equipment (Type CP -17E) 
using nine AC /SP3.RH valves in the crystal main- 
taining amplifier, frequency divider, frequency 
multiplier and oven temperature relay. b* 

Anode Voltage (Va) 250 250 250 250 
Screen Voltage (Vg2) 80 100 160 200 
Grid Bias (Vgl) 1.25 1.7 2.75 3.5 
Anode Current (mA) 7.8 7.9 10.5 12.3 
Screen Current (mA) 2.45 2.5 3.3 3.85 
Mutual Conductance (mA /V) 7.0 7.0 7.45 7.6 
Anode AC Resistance (ra) 

(Meg ohms) 0.55 0.55 0.4 0.3 
Input Capacity (Hot) 

(l.4LF) 20 19.9 19.7 19.5 

EDI5WAN 

RATING 

Heater Voltage 
Heater Current (Amps) . 

Maximum Anode Voltage 
Maximum Screen Voltage 
Mutual Conductance (mA /V) . 

Vb 
Ih 
Va 

Vg2 
gm 

Taken at Va =250; Vg2 =100; Vgi =1.5 

BASE 

British 7 pin 
Pin No. 1 Metallising 
Pin No. 2 Anode 
Pin No. 3 Suppressor Grid (G3) 
Pin No. 4 Heater 

MAZDA 
VALVES AND CATHODE RAY TUBES 

4.0 
1.0 
250 
250 
7.7 

Pin No. 5 Heater 

Pia No. 6 Cathode 

Pin No. 7 Screen (G2) 

Top Cap Control Grid (G1) 

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC COMPANY, LTD., 155 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2 
Telephone - Gerrard 8660 Member of the A.E.t. Group of Companies Telegrams - Ediswan Wesicent London 

RVq 
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_/eIDCOLP\ 
(Regd rrode Mork) 

WIRELESS 

SOLDERING 
INSTRUMENTS 

SOUND 
JOINTS 
for all 
SOUND 
EQUIPMENT 

Types are 
available 

for Shields Extra 

Factory Bench 
Line, Maintenance 
Engineer & Home 
Constructor 

Supplied for any 
volt range to meet 
our world -wide 
consumers demands 

Heating time : 90 seconds. 
Consumption : 25 watts. 
Weight : 4 ozs. 
High temperature. 
Handle unaffected by element 
temperature. 
Length of instrument : r. 
Equally suitable for daily or 
intermittent use. 

Y}' dia. bit Standard Model. 
}' dia. bit Standard Model. 

l}' Detachable bit Type (Factory Bence 
Line). 

Made in England. 
Registered Design (British, U.S.A. 
Canadian) and Foreign Patents. 

Apply Sole Manufacturers and Suppliers 

ADCOLA PRODUCTS LTD. 
Sales Offices & Works : CRANMER COURT, CLAPHAM 
HIGH ST., LONDON, S.W.4. MACaulay 4272 

WORLD 

"TELEMAX 
s 

JUNE, 1953 

TELEVISION 
PROJECTOR 

Is-eL.10 

SCREEN 

SIZE 

4 FEET 

BY 

3 FEET 

z3 valve soh. circuit. Sensitivity better than 5o microvolts. 
Full bandwidth. 4' X 3' picture. 5 channel facility. A.C. only. 
Insulated chassis. Neutral coloured rexine covered case, size 

approx. 23" X 22" x at ", fitted with castors and geared lifting 

jack for tilt. 
Complete with 
valves, c.r.t. and 
optical unit. 

Detailed Specification troni die lllanufacturers:- 
TELEMECIIANICS LTD. 
3 NEWMAN YARD, NEWMAN ST., 
LONDON W.1 LANgham 7965 

SCREENED 

CONNECTORS 
for cables of 0.2" to 1.03" O.D. 

Single and multi -way types. 
Special types fitted with coupling rings. 

Cable joining connectors. 
U.S. Type Connectors 

as illustrated. 

LD.071 

r(r6r- 

CABLE 
O.D. TYPE CODE 

NO. 

0.41' 
0.25' 
0.2' 

fits on 
cD.07i 
co.071 
vo.071 

fits on 
cD.071 
[.D.071 

fits on 
cu.071 
1.1).071 

Straight plug 
Reducing adaptor 
Reducing adaptor 

Elbow plug adaptor 

Bulkhead (Junction) 
adaptor 

Chassis receptacle 

RD.07/03 

í.D.071 

vD.071 

cD.071 

Other Transradio specialised products: 
CO -AX air -spaced articulated 

Very Low Loss Cables. 
CD.071 Microdual Two -speed Precision Drives. 

TRANSRADIO 
LT D 

I38A CROMWELL ROAD, LONDON, SW7, 

ENGLAND Telephone: FREmantle 4421 (P.B.X.) 
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An unsolicited 
TECHNICAL REPORT 

given by the 

NATIONAL FEDERATION OF GRAMOPHONE SOCIETIES* 
on 

AXIOM HIGH FIDELITY LOUDSPEAKERS 

MODEL 150 MARK 
II 12' TWIN CONE 

101 8" SINGLE 
CONE 

102 8' SINGLE 
CONE 

Goodmans Industries 
Ltd. 

we have 
COURTESY of had the opportunity 

these speakers 
recently h tests. improvement 

on 

these 
150. II, 

thorough 
very definite 

imp 

The Mar, Mark 
II, smoother middle 

the Mark I model, with 
a firmer, (nominally 

register and 
lower not possible 

resonance 
house theMspeak 

in t . 

the cabinet 
It was not p ur purpose by 

Go the cabinet 
designed for 

the p p 
which absorbed 

Goodmans, but 
mounted in a 

labyrinth 

all the sound 
from the back 

of the cone 

thetoutt characteristics 
of this 

reprodu 
the outstanding very even response 

middle 
n, upper begs. y 

onse extends to 
hiss of 

middle and upper 
registers and 

low needle 
hiss o 

unobjectionable 
quality. Rasp 

This is an excellent 
single unit 

which should 
give 

every satisfaction 
to Societies. 

It will handle 
up 

to 15 watts. between the Models ensity of the 
The main difference 

se and flux nsityofthe 
is the 

ual 
tiesiare, naturally. 

bytter. vedse 4 in and increased 
price. 

These 
improved reed doub g best 8' units 

which we 
onse 

claim for 
haeee are undoubtedly 

the 
i was fully 

have far 
db. from 40 

to 15.0008 .p.S 
was 

within 3-4 showed no signs 

substantiated. with peak 
up to 6 watts. the Axiom 

Excellent 
fed wh p wider 

Excellent results 
l 

with 
were obtained 

running 

dos in parallel 
with th and also boy running 

secure 

units iní 
parallel. In 

the latter case 
there was 

rather 
in p ht in the extreme 

bass. 

rather llsa 
weight of light and 

air in the treble 

pleasing 
using an 

A very P into a corner 
in 

and wide sound 
source can be 

secured by 

or 12" 
unit a small baffle 

reflecting 
8" 

mfr. 
parallel with 

another 
in series with 

the 

condenser 

The top speaker 
should have 

a 

condenser (NOT 
electrolytic) 

voice coil. price the performance quality. 
For 
Axioms 

their sand and 
p 

Axioms 101 and 
102 is outstanding 

-in 

i 

AXIOM 150 Mk. II 
EIS . 11 5 (Incl. purchase tax) 

AXIOM 22 Mk. II 
EI9 . 8 . 4 (incl. purchase tax' 

AXIOM 101 
E6. 12 . I (incl, purchase tax) 

AXIOM 102 
E9. 18. 2 (incl. purchase tax) 

* We acknowledge with thanks the permission to reproduce the above report 
which is an extract from the January issue of the Society's private journal 

All these models are stocked by the leading dealers, but in case of difficulty please order direct from us. We 
invite you to write for further details of any unit. Remember we can give you outlined dimensioned drawings 
of reflex chambers for all Speakers mentioned. 

" Axiom" and ` Audiom " are registered Trade Marks pi 

GOO DM ANS INDUSTRIES LTD., Axiom Works, Wembley, Middx. 
Telephone : WEMbley 1200 Cables : Goodaxiom. Wembley, England 
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NEWS t WE NOW INTRODUCE -fl' 
THE "TELE- VIEWER" 

5 CHANNEL TELEVISOR 
A Design of a Complete 12 in. or 9 in. 

SUPERHET Ty RECEIVER FOR THE HOME CONSTRUCTOR 
This receiver has been developed after most careful research and affords a high 
standard of Television entertainment by producing a picture of reallyoutstanding 
quality. 
We confidently believe that not only have we achieved a T.V. Receiver that 
surpasses in efficiency any other designed for the home constructor, but that 
successful construction, even by the most inexperienced is assured by the step 
by step wiring detail and diagrams provided, and at about half the cost of the 
nearest comparable commercial receiver. 
Here are some of the features which combine to make this such a fine receiver 

The Superhet circuit easily tuned to any of the five channels, i.e. 
LONDON, SUTTON COLDFIELD, HOLME MOSS, WENVOE and 
KIRK -O- SHOTTS. (The extreme ease of tuning is accomplished 
by the provision of pre -aligned I.F.T's). 
A lifelike, almost stereoscopic, picture quality made possible by the 
following factors : 

a. Excellent band width of I.F. circuits. 
b. A really efficient video amplifier. 
c. C.R.T. Grid modulated from low impedance source. 
d. High E.H.T. voltage (approx. 10 kV.) 

The picture brilliance is also much above the average and enables 
comfortable viewing with normal room lighting or daylight. 
FIRM picture "HOLD" circuits (Frame -Line) ensure a steady 
picture, free from bounce or flicker even under the most adverse 
conditions met with in "fringe" areas and excellent "interlace" 
ensures the absence of " liney effect." 
Picture linearity better than 5% I (Some commercial receivers are 
passed at 15 %). 
Negative feedback is used in the audio frequency circuits which 
provide 2/3 watts of High Quality Sound. 
Entire receiver built on two chassis units, each measuring 14/in. x 
6fin. x 34in. 
Rigid C.R.T. mounting enables entire receiver to be safely handled 
with tube in position. 

This complete TELE- 
VISOR, including all Valvescan be 
built for only 
(pWa ens? of C.R.T). £28 .O.O 

All pre -set controls are mounted on side of chassis enabling all 
adjustments to be carried out whilst facing the C.R. Tube. 
As no hire purchase terms are available the receiver can be bought 
in five separate sages (practical diagramnand circuits are provided for 
each stage) thus enabling hire purchase interest rates to be avoided. 
The complete set of ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS will be available 
about 23rd May, price 5/- (refunded against first order). The in- 
structions include really detailed PRACTICAL LAYOUTS, WIRING 
DATA AND COMPONENT PRICE LIST. 
ALL COMPONENTS ARE AVAILABLE FOR INDIVIDUAL PUR- 
CHASE. A CABINET WILL ALSO BE AVAILABLE. 

STERN RADIO LTD. 
109 & 115, FLEET STREET, E.C.4 

Tel., CENTRAL 5812 -3-4 

There are 8 different types of 
'ACRU' Neon Indicator Lamps 

During the past 4 years over 4- million 
'ACRU' Neon Indicator Lamps have been 
installed by hundreds of firms with not 

a single complaint about a failure. 

The Minimum life of r ACRU' Neon 
Indicator Lamps is 25,000 hours. 

Ask for leaflets 

THE ACRU ELECTRIC TOOL 
MFG. CO., LTD. 

Chapel St., Levenshulme, Manchester 19 
Tel.: RUSholme 4613 

11111 17_711 

CONSOLES 
For Major Film Mixer 

Suites to Individual 
requirements. 

` VIEWMASTER" 

CONSOLES 
AS SHOWN 

Beautifully designed and 
finished in Walnut, Oak, 
Mahogany and Teak, to 
customers' requirements 

Standard "VIEWMASTER" model as shown £13.0.0 
With Full Length Doors ... ... ... £14.0.0 
Universal Model for all 16' tubes now in preparation. 

Carriage and Packing 151- extra. 
Fitted with shelf for easy mounting. These are NOT mass produced and 
dimensions can be altered to suit personal requirements. 

Individual and Trade Enquiries to 

H. ASHDOWN 
CABINET MAKER 

98 HERTFORD ROAD, EDMONTON, N.9 
Phone: TOT. 2621 
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Miniature 
Switches 

WIRELESS WORLD 

, 

" A chip off the old block " -this 
refers of course, to the miniature 

version of the well -known A.B. 

" H " Type switch. It combines all the 

virtues of the Standard " H " 

Type -yet takes up so much less 

space. Of sound and robust 

design it is capable of operating under 
widely varying conditions. 

We have an extensive range of 
switches for all radio and elec- 

tronic equipment. 

Manufacturers are invited to make 

full use of our Technical Service 

and we will be pleased to supply 
our free illustrated catalogue on 

request. 

Individual specifications welcomed 

25 

Metal Products Ltd 
I6 BERKELEY STREET, LONDON, W.I 

'Phone : GROsvenor 5206/1. 
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E DL /YS ~T' E 
RADIO ENGINEERING 

OF SURPASSING EXCELLENCE 

MODEL '680X' 
COMMUNICATION RECEIVER 

Five switched ranges Variable selectivity 
Fifteen valves Crystal filter 
Two r.f. stages "S" meter 
Two i.f. stages Push -pull output 
Separate oscillator Polychromatic finish 

MODEL ' 750' 
COMMUNICATION RECEIVER 

Double superheterodyne Separate gain controls 
Eleven valves Long linear scales 
High sensitivity Mechanical bandspread 
Variable selectivity Robust construction 
Freedom from images Chrome handles 

LIST PRICE IN U.K. £106:0 : 0 LIST PRICE IN U.K. £68 : 0 : 0 
(exempt from Purchase Tax) (exempt from Purchase Tax) 

Please write for full specification to the manufacturers :- 
STRATTON & CO. LTD., EDDYSTONE WORKS, BIRMINGHAM, 31 

1i SPECIAL 
ANNOUNCEMENT TO ALL 

TAPE RECORDING 
ENTHUSIASTS 

A new version of the famous " LANE " Tape Table 
is now available incorporating - 
Three very high grade motors designed 
and made for the job, by the Verdik 
engineers. 
Even better heads. 
Positive braking on all functions. 
Fast forward run and rewind in SO secs, 
WITHOUT UNLACING TAPE. 
Very simple to use. Only two controls. 
One for rewind and one ON -OFF 
switch. 

No Tape Table of this grade has ever been offered 
to the public at anything like the price and it is fully 
guaranteed. 

AWE TAPE 
TABLE 

MK. IV £17.0 
From your roca, dealer or in case of difficulty write to:- 

VERDIK SALES LTD. 
17 SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.1 

'Phone: GERrard 8266 

Type ' S" 
Frequency tinge : 1100 Kc/s to 
15 Mc;s. 
Quartz crystal plate of appro- 
priate cwt and dimensions to 
suit the frequency require- 
ment, mounted in bakelite case 
l ¡in. high, I,$in, wide, fin. 

thick, with two tin. diameter 
pins fin. apart. Frequency 
tolerance 0.01% of nominal at 
20 °C., or better for special 
applications. frequency -tem- 
peratureco- cfficientbetter chan 
2 parts n 10' per I° C., over 
temperature range of -20 °C. 
to + 70° C. 

CRYSTAL 

FREQUENCY 

CONTROL 

Be SURE 

with 

BROOKES 
Because we specialise in the 

exclusive production of 

Crystals, all our skill and 

resources are devoted to 

ensuring precise accuracy 

and conformity to specifica- 

tion. 

We are suppliers to Ministry o 

Supply, Home Office, etc. 

BROOKES CRYSTALS LTD. 
10 STCCKWELL STREET, GREENWICH, LONDON, S,E.10 

Phone: Greenwich 1828. Grams. Xtals Green, London. Cables: Xtals, London 
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e(ewr.se 

For the measurement of the Q of a circuit, there are 

no better instruments than Marconi. Model TF 329G applies to the 

frequency range 5o kc /s to 5o Mc /s. In addition to direct Q readings, 

the TF 329G can be used for a considerable range of 

indirect measurements carried out by the normal resonance methods. 

These include inductance of coils, capacitance and phase defect of condensers, 

the characteristics of transmission lines. Special jigs 

are available for investigating dielectric losses. 

4 

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS 
SIGNAL GENERATORS BRIDGES VALVE VOLTMETERS - FREQUENCY STANDARDS 

WAVE METERS WAVE ANALYSERS BEAT FREQUENCY OSCILLATORS 

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS LTD ST. ALBANS HERTS Telephone: St. Albans 6161/7 

Midland Office: 19 The Parade, Leamington Spa. Northern Office: 30 Albion Street, Kingston- upon -Hull. 

Export Office: Marconi House, Strand, London, W.C.2 
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SKIRT No. 4 

Sta,tdard Base 

for 23/4" or 2%" Lúlves 

for l' ío Valves 

for IV Valves 

Recognised as the Most Reliable Valveholders 

JUNE, 1953 

87G Valveholders 
are now available moulded in:- 
Phenol Formaldehyde (Black). 

Nylon loaded Phenol Formaldehyde 
(Natural Brown). 

P.T.F.E. 

SKIRT No.5 
Anti -Microphone Base 

Wholesale Enquiries: - 
CYRIL FRENCH LTD., 
High St., Hampton Wick, 
Middlesex. KIN. 2240. 

Manufacturer? Enquiries: THE McMURDO INSTRUMENT CO. LTD.. VICTORIA WORKS, ASHTEAD, SURREY 
ASHTEAD 3401 

Aoee. 

*.O.TSrown 

TYPE 

HEADPHONES 

LOBALT 
STE EL 

G. T. 

MSA STEEL 
POLE PIECES 

for LONG LIFE and 

TROUBLE -FREE SERVICE 
1'1ùe io e featherweight node, of exceptionally 
ecrong oonstructtou and high sensitivity. It 
nppeale equally to both amateur and profeseionel 
radio- engiueen. It /noorporatn powerful cobalt 
steel magnate with net Staley diaphragms. 
D.C. Beelstanee : 4,000 ohms. 
Impedance : 14,000 ohms at 1,000 c /s. 
For full detail, of other models in the wide 
S. G. Brown range please write for Illustrated 
Brochure " W." 

*.(6. T6'rown ftb. 
SHAKESPEARE ST., WATFORD, HERTS. 

Telephone: Watford7241. 

High Sensitivity 
PANEL MOUNTING 

Meters 
Moving coil Meters are supplied with either spade 
or knife edge pointer and the highly accurate 
mirror scale as a standard fitting. Special scales 
to customers' specifications. Sizes and ranges: 
2j' (25µA to 50A), 3#' and 5' (15µA to 50A). 2#" 
and 3}" sizes available as Moving Iron Meters. 
Send today for prices and full details. 

BRITISH PHYSICAL LABORATORIES 
Radleu, HERTS Telephone: Radlett 5674/5 /6 
LONDONS TOCKIST: M.R. SUPPLIES Ltd.,New Oxford St., W. C.1 

dm BP4 
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TAPE RECORDING 
SPECIALISTS 

We carry extensive stooks of all accessories and detail below a selection of these. Pay us a 

visit -it will be worth while, and you will be able to see and hear the remarkable 
Burgoyne Recorder, at only £33 . 12 .0. 

Cash Deposit 12 Monthly 
MICROPHONES Payments 

ROTHERMEL 
Crystal Microphone 2ÁD56... £2 19 6 
RESLO 
Redo RV High or Low Im- 
pedance ... ... £9 0 0 £3 0 
UR High or Low Impedance £7 5 0 £2 5 
UR-S as above with switch ... £7 10 0 £2 10 
RONETTE High Fidelity Crystal Microphones 
CORONATION Hand or 
Desk Microphone .. ... £2 12 0 - 
B110 Reporter Microphone .. £2 12 0 - 
BUROOYNE 044 Desk 
Microphone . ... £2 15 0 - 
HM Hand Microphone with 
Filtered Insert - £4 7 6 £1 7 
088 Ball Microphone with 
Filtered Insert .. £4 10 0 £1 7 
OS8U, do. do. with Universal 
Joint ... .. ... ... £5 2 6 £1 12 
088 /F do. do. Mounted on 
Flexible Chrome Tube with 
Universal Joint £6 19 6 £1 19 
G210. Streamlined Tilting 
Head Microphone with Filter- 
cal Insert 19 6 £1 9 
Microphone Desk Stands ... 17 6 - 
Table Stands ... £2 12 6 - 

o 
o 
o 

13 4 
11 8 
11 8 

- - 
-- 

6 8 0 

6 8 3 

6 

6 

6 

9 0 

11 6 

9 0 - - 
TAPE TABLES 

BURGOYNE MARK IV Half Track High Impedance, High 
fidelity heads 7iin. /sea. Fast rewind through heads, 
with spare spool ... £16 10 0 £5 10 0 £1 1 8 
(Carriage and Packing 7/6). 

TAPE TABLES (cone) 

LANE MARK IV do. do. £17 10 0 
TRUVOX 2 speed. Push 
Button Control. 3 Motor 
Drive, Half Track, Low Im- 
pedance Heads 
(Carriage and Packing 10 / -). 

CABINETS 
A suitable Cabinet for Transportable Recorder, as used in Burgoyne 
Recorder, 21 }in. x 13in. x 121in. £4 10 0 £1 10 0 8 4 

AMPLIFIERS 
BURGOYNE b Valve Record/Playback Amplifier A8, completely 
wired and tested ready to use £11 15 0 £3 18 0 16 6 

Cash 

29 

The Grundig 
Tape Recorder 

Deposit 12 Monthly 
Payments 

£6 10 0 £1 1 8 

£23 2 0 £7 14 0 £1 9 0 

COMPLETE RECORDERS 
BURGOYNE Dual Track 
Transportable Recorder 
(Carriage and Packing 21/ -). 
GRUNDIG Reporter, 2 -spd. 

(See illustration). 
GRUNDIG Console, 2 -spd. 

HEADPHONES 
S. G. BROWN. Type A, 
adjustable Reed Movement... 
S. G. BROWN. Type F, 

pFOesaatherweight 
General Pur- 

S. G. BROWN. Type ñ, 
Moving Coil for High Fidelity 

£33 12 0 £11 4 0 

£84 0 0 £28 O 0 

£99 15 0 £33 5 0 

£2 

£5 

£6 

2 9 

7 0 

7 0 

£4 5 0 £1 5 0 8 0 

£1 15 0 - - 
£5 10 0 £1 10 0 

TAPES 
BURGOYNE 1,200ft. High 
Coercivit 
BURGOYNE 600ft. High 
Coeerrcciiviity 

(S del ci 
a 

lyre) pow for high 
fiity 
EMI 800ft. High or Low 
foercivity 
EMI 1,200ft. High or Low 
Coercivity 
FERROGRAPH 1,200ft. 
High Coercivity 
B.A.S.F. MAGNETO- 
PHON 1,200ft. High Coerc- 
ivity 
SCOTCH BOY 600ft. Med- 
ium Coercivity 
SCOTCH BOY 1,200ft. 
Medium Coercivity .. 
SOUND MIRROR 1,2001t. 
Paper Tape ... ... 

Cash 

£1 15 0 

£1 1 0 

£1 1 0 

£1 15 0 

£2 5 0 

£2 0 0 

£1 1 0 

£1 15 0 

£1 5 0 

TAPES (cant) 
GEC 1,20011. Medium Coer- 
civity ... 
AGFA 1,200ft. High Coer- 
eivityy 
AGFA 600ft. High Coercivity 
Tape Spools 1.200ft. ... 
Tape Spools 60011. ... 
B .S.R. Type FP.10 Clock or 
Antiolock -Wise. 1,400 r.p.m. 

MOTORS 
4 pole 3in. 03 Torque 
B.S.R. BRA, 2,750 
r.p.m. 2 po e 3ín. /03 Torque... 
B .S.R. Type 511.2, 2,750 
r.p.m. 2 pole 2in. /03 Torque... 
COLLARO Clock or Anti- 
clockwise. (Inc. cooling fan), 
1,400 r.p.m. 4 pole 4ín. /03 
Torque ... 

Cash 

£1 10 0 

£1 17 6 
£1 2 6 

4 6 
3 6 

£1 18 O 

£1 12 0 

£1 5 0 

£1 18 6 

*Past and packing extra where not shown. 

HEADS 
BURGOYNE high imped- 
ance, half track width, built 
in tape guides, fully enclosed, 
single hole fixing. Record 
Playback or Erase ... .. 
TAMSA high impedance, half 
track width, Record/Play- 
back, Playback or Erase 
Series 100 

OSCILLATORS 
BURGOYNE Oscillator 
Unit, complete with 8V6 
Valve ... .. ... 
LANE Oscillator Unit, com- 
plete with 6V6 Valve .. 
BURGOYNE Oscillator Coil 
for high impedance heads ... 
TAMSA Oscillator Coil for 
high impedance heads ... 
WEARITE 579 Oscillator or 
Rias Transformer ... 

10 0 

Cash 

£1 17 6 

£2 7 6 

£2 2 0 

£3 10 0 

8 6 

10 6 

7 6 

THE NEW BURGOYNE AMPLIFIER AND TONE CONTROL UNIT MODEL A.7/8 
In response to widespread demand we have decided to introduce 

an entirely new Amplifier equipment, capable of a high standard of 
performance, at the extremely low figure of £9.19s.6d. complete. 
This low price is made possible by the increased production now 
available from our factory. 

The Amplifier Is built as two units :- 
1. THE TONE CONTROL AND PREAMPLIFIER section 

consists 
i Amplifier when used 

triode 
th the current h fidelity, low output 

type type of pick -up. A wide range of bass and treble control is available ; 

approximately 20 DB cut and lift at each end of the scale. A three 
position input switch is incorporated :- RADIO -78- 33/45. Each 
position brings into use the correct compensation for the particular 
input, with special attention to the rising frequency characteristic of 
LP records. 

DID YOU KNOW 
At onetime we wereleading Government Surplus Stockists 
-a tact which will be to your advantage it you call at our 
Showrooms. We have left miscellaneous quantities of 

earplug electronic equipment, is very great variety and 
this wil. be offered at unheard of and unrepeatable 
Bargain Prices for a limited period. 
Do not fallto pay us a visit. A showroom is being allotted 
to the display of this ms t! rial which can be Inspected 
at your leisure. 

MAIL ORDER SUPPLY CO. THE RADIO CE 

2. THE MAIN AMPLIFIER consists of a 6,17 pentode feeding a 
five output valve. In view of the large signal obtained from the 
preamplifier, considerable overall negative feed -back is permissible 
and the quality achieved sets an entirely new standard for inexpensive 
equipment. 

The division of this 5 valve Amplifier into two units permits the 
small and comparatively light preamplifier unit to be mounted in an 
easily accessible position, i.e., on the top board of the cabinet, and an 
engraved indicator panel is included in order that a smart appearance 
may be achieved. The main Amplifier, which includes power pack, 
may then stand in the bottom of the cabinet, thus simplifying any 
installation problems to a considerable degree. 

The complete equipment may be heard at our showroom and we 
suggest that you bring along a favourite record and judge it for your- 
self. You will hear the sort of reproduction associated normally with 
25 -30 guinea equipment, and we feel quite confident that you will be 
amazed at the fidelity and " punch " of such a modestly priced outfit. 

f9. 19. 6 Carriage Paid. 

ON HIRE PURCHASE TERMS 
Deposit f2. 19.6 

12 monthly payments of 15/.. 

NTRE, 33, 

If you wish to be Included in our revised Mailing List 
please send your Name and Address (BLOCK LETTERS) 
with fid. fee. 

Tottenham Court Road, London, W.I 
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gets the best 
out of ALL makes 
of tape -recorder 

Scotch Boy' fits all makes of tape recorders. It 
brings new clarity, new fidelity, an all -round 
improvement to your own recordings. 
`Scotch Boy' is a medium coercivity, plastic - 
backed tape with a frequency range of 5o c/s to 
io kc /s at a tape speed of y§" per second. It is 
available in six reel sizes from 3ooft. to i,000metres, 
to provide a wide range of playing times. 
`Scotch Boy' is used by the B.B.C. and most other 
big recording and broadcasting corporations. 
Ask your dealer for ' Scotch Boy' and hear the 
difference it makes on your own machine. 

Another Product 

Write for further details of 
MINNESOTA MINING & MANUFACTURING CO. LTD 
167 STRAND, LONDON W.C,z TEMPLE BAR 6363 

POWER SUPPLY UNITS REDUCE YOUR PRESS TOOL COSTS 

ï% 

QY tm sr, fi 
SERIES 100 

DC Output, Stabilised, 200 -350v 120mA, continuously 
variable. 

AC Output, Unstabilised 0- 4-6.3v 3.0A. 

Bench Model as illustrated .. £58. 
Rack Mounting Model .. .. £59. 

Delivery ex stock. 
Available with negative bias supply at £63 and [64, 
Power Supply Units and other special electronic equip- 
ment made to customers' specifications. 

Pamphlet and full particulars from :- 
HARVEY ELECTRONICS LTD. 

Precision Mechanica. ani Electrical Engineers 

273, FARNBOROUGH ROAD. FARNBOROUGH, 
HAMPSHIRE Telephone: FARNBOROUGH 1120 

( THE HUNTON UNIVERSAL BOLSTER OUTFIT 

FOR SHEET METAL PIERCING AND 

BLANKING ON FLY PRESSES 

Bolster Frame wit,, 
2 adlustable gauges 
and insertable steel 
Holders for Dies 
tin. to 3 }in. bore 

diameter - 
//161x1=11 

ct- 1 1 

1 1- 1ll/ d' 
illlllll llllri'i' l llGmi 1,ro 

Equip your Press with 
the Hunton Outfit and use 
inexpensive standardised Punches and 
Dies tin. to 31in. diameter, obtainable from stock -in 'tin. sizes 
-when required. 
Standardised Tools also available at short notice for Square, Oblong 
and other shapes, Louvre Forming (up to 8in. long), Corner Notching, 
Corner Radiusing, Angle Iron Notching and Piercing, etc. 

Get the Outfit now -Buy Punches, Dies and Tools as you need them 

Desc,iptive brochure and prices on request 

Two Punch Holders 
with detachable 
positive- action 
Strippers take the 
complete range of 
Punches tin. to 3 }in. 

diameter. 

HUNTON LIMITED 
Phoenix Works, 114 -116, Euston Road, London, N.W.1 
Telephone : EUSton 1477 -8 -9. Telegrams : Untonexh, London 
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"Frequentite" is the most suitable insulating material for all high frequency 

applications. Seventeen years ago we introduced the first British -made 

low -loss ceramic, and consultation with us before finalising the design of 

new components is a wise precaution. 

STEATITE & PORCELAIN PRODUCTS LTD. 
Head Office: Stourport -on- Severn, Worcestershire. Telephone: Stourport III. Telegrams: Steatain, Stourport 
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Connoisseur 

PRICE (without Pick -up) 

£16.10.0 Plus £5.7.3 tax 
OVERSEAS AGENTS 

S. AFRICA : W. L. Procter (Pty.) Ltd., 63 Strand 
Street, Cape Town. 
AUSTRALIA : J. H. Magrath & Co. Pty. Ltd., 
208 Little Lonsdale Street, Melbourne. 
CANADA : The Astral Electric Co., 44 Danforth 
Street, Toronto, Ontario. 
NEW ZEALAND: Turnbull & Jones Ltd. Head 
Office : 12,14 Courtenay Place, Wellington. 
HONG KONG : The Radio People Ltd., 31 Nathan 
Road, Hong Kong. 

3-speed MOTOR 
Test this new motor at your earliest oppor- 
tunity. 
You will find it possesses all the qualities you 
have been looking for ! 

I2in. turntable, 333, 45 and 78 r.p.m. Syn- 
chronous motor, virtually vibrationless. 
Suitable for standard, transcription and micro- 
groove recordings. 
Input voltages : 200 -250 A.C. 50 cycles. 

110 volts 60 cycles to order. 

3 bead DICH -UP 
The CONNOISSEUR SUPER LIGHTWEIGHT PICK -UP 
Extremely low mass at needle point (4/5 m.g. only), allowing for 
reduction in downward pressure to 8/10 grams for standard 
recordings, and 4/6 grams for microgroove recordings. 
PRICES with one Head, E4 /10; -, plus E1/9/3 tax. 
Extra Heads, each E2,í10 / -, plus 16/3 tax. 
Spare Armature System with sapphire, 10 /3, plus 3/4 tax. 

A. R. SUGDEN & CO 
(ENGINEERS) LTD. 

WELL GREEN LANE, BRIGHOUSE, YORKSHIRE 
Telephone: HALIFAX 69169. 

Announcing the 
SCALAMP 
ELECTROSTATIC 
VOLTMETER 

(:at. No. 
4t'.W. turo 

DIRECT READING. 

ZERO CURRENT 
DRAIN. 

THREE SECONDS 
PERIOD. 

LAMP OPERATES 
FROM MAINS OR 

4 VOLT BATTERY. 

BRIGHT SPOT - 
AND- HAIRLINE 

INDICATOR. 

This instrument intro- 
duces a completely new 
conception of electrostatic 
voltmeter. It is compact, 

portable and robust, and does not 
require critical levelling or special 
mounting. The movement has 
a taut suspension, is critically 
damped, and readings can be 
taken with rapidity and ease. 
Three models are available: 

Cat. No. W.W. 11308 
1 - 5 kV A.C. D.C. 

Cat. No. W.W. 11309 
3 - 10 kV A.C. D.C. 

Cat. No. W.W. 11310 
5 - I8 kV D.C. and 
5 - 12 kV A.C. R.M.S. 

Please write for illustrated leaflet. 

SCIENTIFIC 1 1© INSTRUMENTS 

W. G. PYE & CO. LTD., GRANTA WORKS, CAMBRIDGE 

YOUNG MEN AGED 17 -19 with G.C.E. and at 
least one year's study in Mathematics and Physics 
to Advanced level, have a wonderful opportunity 
to train for an interesting and well -paid career 
with the greatest Electronic Group in the Common- 
wealth. 

ONCE A YEAR at least 24 Scholarships (to the 
value of (3,000) are awarded for a four -year course 
in Electronic Engineering. With this Scholarship 
and grants, students may become almost self- support- 
ing while still under training. During the course 
the students' progress and welfare are the main 
consideration. 

Write immediately for full details. Next course 
commences October 6th. Selected applicants will 
be required for a personal interview in late July 
or early August. 

E.M.I. INSTITUTES 
(DEPT. 127 0) 

10, PEMBRIDGE SQ., LONDON, W.2 
Tel. : BAYswater 5131/2 

Associated with 
" H.M.V." 

MARCONIPHONE 
COLUMBIA 

ETC. 
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THE WEARITE "TAPE- DECK" 

THE Wright and Weaire " Tape -Deck " 

is a basic unit which permits the con- 

struction of recorders of many and varied 

types to meet the diverse needs of Science, 

Education, and Entertainment. Its extreme 

operational simplicity and robustness will 

commend it on the one hand to those applica- 

tions where unskilled hands may use it, 

while on the other its technical performance 

and engineering features will engage the 

attention of the serious recordist. 

MEDIUM Standard i` plastic or paper based coated tape. 

TRACK WIDTH o. s' 
NUMBER OF TRACKS PERMISSIBLE 2. 

OPERATING TAPE SPEEDS 71" per sec. and 3eee" per sec. 

PLAYING TIME PER TRACK 45 mins. at 71" per sec. 
(1,75o ft. reel) 90 m.ns. at 3a" per sec. 

REWIND TIME (AND RAPID WIND -ON) Less than 
t minute. 

ATTAINABLE FREQUENCY RESPONSE + 3 DB 
50- 52,000 c.p.s. at 7f" per sec. 

(Tape to Spec. WW37z'49) 50 -6000 c.p.s. at 3f" per sec. 

" WOW " AND FLUTTER Less than 0.2%. 

LONGTERM SPEED STABILITY Better than o.5 %. 

POWER CONSUMPTION 57 watts. 

DIMENSIONS t61" x I3" x s" above deck and 6" max. below 

WEIGHT 18 lbs. 

* "Tape- Deck" is registered Trade Mark No. 684413 
granted in 19.19. The Manual of the Tape Deck -price 216 - 
ean be obtained from your local dealer or direct if difficulty is 

experienced. The Manual contains a technical description of the 

" Tape -Deck" and suggests a tried and proven circuit for itr 

best usage. 

WRIGHT & WEAIRE LTD. 
138 SLOANE STREET LONDON S.W.I Telephone: SLOANE 15 io 

t 
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Since they were first marketed 25 years ago, Westinghouse Metal Recti- 
fiers have been used extensively for anode supplies to both home con- 
structed and commercial radio receivers. The original copper -oxide types 
have long been superseded by Westalite rectifiers for this particular 
application, the latter having an extremely high efficiency. The advent of 
television widened the scope of Westinghouse Metal Rectifiers and today 
very many thousands are used in commercial television receivers. Long 
life -high efficiency- reliability -are salient features of , . . 

WESTINGHOUSE[ O WESTINGHOUSE (©I 

ESTALITE 
METAL RECTIFIERS 

Dept. W.W,6, WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SIGNAL CO., LTD., 82 York Way, King's Cross, London, N.1. 

ALWAYS FIT" 

CASTORS 
THE WORLD'S BEST 

CONTRACTING 
TUBE 

ADAPTOR 
For 4 ", I ", li ", lá" tubes. 
Quickgrip Adaptors are fitted 
by hand as no tools are required. 

2 ", 22 ", 3" and 4" wheels 
may be used. 

Ask for Brochure 
and pages 8, 25, 57. 

Numerous other types of 
head fittings available. 

Pngineers, Patentees and Sole Manufa'turers 
AUTOSET PRODUCTION LTD. 

DEPT. H," STOUR STREET, BtRM NGHAM, 18 
EDG 1 143/44 tscd. over 30 years. 

Please mention " Wireless World" 

SIGNAL GENERATOR TYPE 10. 100 Kc /s -100 Mc /s 
Price £7 . 10 . 0 

The accuracy, reliability and comprehensive specification, are some of 
the reasons why the TYPE 10 has achieved such outstanding success. 

100 Kc /s to 100 Mc /s Modulated or unmodulated carrier Direct 
calibration Adjustable 400 c.p.s., AF signal Stable RF oscillator 
Large, easily read scale AC mains operation. 

New instruments now available include the HOMELAB CHECKTEST 
price 37/6d. and a range of accurately calibrated variable condensers, 
100pf, 500pí, and I000pf, price 42/- each. 

Obtainable only direct from the manufacturers. Send for full technical 
details or call at address below, 

Overseas enquiries invited. 

HOMELAB INSTRUMENTS LTD., 
615 -617, HIGH ROAD, LEYTON, LONDON, E.IO 

Telephone: LEY 5651 
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Letter from America 
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A Super 12 /CS /AL Wharfedale. 
floor by m would sound even better in the cab' 

what it was. reflex about 8 cu. ft, 
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Scarcely reason pleased 
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has and re- and 
book " from 

speaker to cover) 
you sayents- 

I hang 
how astonishing you convey the fact that this speaker, 

g how well a good program source, is P ker, BY saying this you do not 
program 

u that aiseco 
grime suitable 'F om miraculous 
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completely 
made 

dimensional. 
p on one's can be made and To it before you as e's receiving set the instruments 

broadcast and when before conductor's desk 
though you, the listener, were are 
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will a Cher. this that the Amer can. 
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as this cted 
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thinks all people, 
Toscanini. 

On 
Stars and jump in the river 

one 
y neighbour Oc scan an jump iny, I Poured it on and the speaker took 

(Signed) L. J. 

West 110th Street, 
New York 

U.S.A' 
21st March, 1953. 
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WHARFEDALE SPEAKERS 

Super 5 

Diameter 5in. 
Flux density 13,000 

lines. 
16/13/3, inc. P.T. 

Wharfedale 
FOR HIGH QUALITY SPEAKERS 

New 32 -page Catalogue now ready, containing complete set 
of response curves all taken under identical conditions. 

Available on request. 

WHARFEDALE WIRELESS WORKS ' BRADFORD ROAD 
Telegrams : Wharfdel, Idle, Bradford 

Super 8, CS, 
Diameter Bin. 

Flux density 13,000 
lines. 

L6/13/3, inc. P.T. 

Super 12'CS'AL 
Diameter 12ín. 

Flux density 17,000 
lines. 

C2I 6 5, inc. P.T. 

W15/CS 
Diameter I5in. 

Flux density 13,500 
lines. 

C16. 

' IDLE BRADFORD ' YORKS 
Telephone : Idle 461 
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It is the aerial which provides the vital link between 
transmitted waves and the receiver. Its efficiency in terms of 
maximum forward gain, high front 'back ratio, broad bandwidth, 
and accurate matching governs the picture strength, quality and 
freedom from interference. That is why it is wise to specify Aerialite 
aerials- designed and manufactured by an organisation with 21 
years specialisation in this field. Some of the television aerials in 
the Aerialite comprehensive range are :- 

i 4 

The AERFRINGE Models are three element 
fringe types which have a folded dipole con- 
struction for extra broad bandwidth and high 
definition. 
The Model 63A (Illustrated) has a forward gain 
of 8.0 dB which ensures excellent reception even 
in difficult and distant areas. Retail price 
£133,1- complete with tin. x IOft. light alloy 
mast, double chimney lashing brackets, etc. 

U ï ï y i i 

The AERBEAM Model is a four element folded 
dipole aerial with an extra high forward gain of 
11 dB and a very narrow beam. It is suitable for 
outer fringe areas and is available for channels 
3, 4 and S on vertical polarisation and channels 
I and 5 on horizontal polarisation. Retail price : £13/5,'- complete with IOft. mast, double chimney 
lashing brackets, etc. 

E: i i i 9 i 7 i 
The DUBLEX range was first introduced at the 
1952 National Radio Show and has proved its 
value as an inexpensive yet high gain aerial with 
excellent interference rejection properties. 
The novel double folded element construction 
gives a forward gain of 6.0 dB with a max /min 
ratio of 25 dB. Retail price : 77S with 7ft. mast 

`etc., E4 8/6. 77T with IOft. x tin. o.d. mast, 
double lashings E7115' -. 77X array only E2:15 -. 
For horizontal polarisation retail prices are 10 
extra on above. 

a 

91 6 i i 4u G, I s +l s ä ii A 

For Belfast and Newcastle Transmitters. The majority of Aerialite 
TA/ aerials are suitable for horizontal polarisation and provide 
same high level of aerial efficiency. Please add the suffix HOR [oche 
model number when ordering. 

Specify and use 
Aerial te R.F. Cables 

for T V Aerial Installation.. 

AERIALITE LTD., STALYBRIDGE, CHESHIRE 

JUNE, 1953 

"EXCEL' 
MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDERS 
Used as a first class recorder for high fidelity work 
also employed with EXCEL Synchroniser Unit for high 
quality synchronised sound with sub -standard film pro- 
jectors. Standard full track ; also half track to order. 

WIDE FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
FREEDOM FROM " WOW " AND FLUTTER 
103ín. DIAMETER FLYWHEEL 
SUPERIMPOSING 
NOISE SUPPRESSION 
TAPE CAPACITY : Standard 3250 ft. single sided 
spools and NAB 2400 ft. double sided spools. 
PORTABLE. WIDTH 141ín. DEPTH 174- in. 

HEIGHT Elfin. 
For full details and nearest Agent please write to 

EXCEL SOUND SERVICES LTD. 
NORWOOD WORKS, NORWOOD AVE., SHIPLEY YORKS. 

Telephone : Shipley 5125.1 

CABINET SYSTEM 

,Ilù' 
The unique Widney- 
Dorlec feature of com- 
ponents which enables 
any size of Cabinet to 
be built is again incor- 
porated in this gauge. 
Made from mild steel, 
assembled by spot 
welding giving a very 

A, neat external and in- 
ternal appearance. 
Removable panels can 

be fitted using special corner 
gusset plates. 

TECHNICAL SALES OFFICE AND SHOWROOMS 
299 NEW KING'S ROAD, 

LONDON, S.W.B. 

Telephone : RENown 1601 

Manufacturers 
avtl INf 

ESTABLISHED 1898 

HALLAM. SLEIGH E CHESTON LTD 
MONEY WORKS - BIRMINGHAM .4 

ohe..: Auen cos ov ,. atoa. Grams, s ,.,c... s...twmn. 
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if qou look foB/G RESULTS 

4'm i'*??9 
. 
¡Lk % 

EACH 

It's a knockout -the vast improvement that arises 
from the use of OSMOR " Q " Range Coils. No wonder 

our customers are enthusiastic ! They tell us these 
" mighty marvels in miniature " are super selective and 

sensitive to a degree they never dreamed possible. And 
we guarantee them -they're the outcome of patient 

scientific research plus the highest technical ability. 
They put real "punch" into a set and score an easy win 

on these plus points- 
- Only Iin. high. * Packed in damp -proof con- 

tainers. * Variable iron -dust cores. * Fitted tags 
for easy connection * Low loss Polystyreneformers. 

COILPACKS. Now at new lower prices! A full range is 
available for Superhet and T.R.F. Mains or Battery. Size only I fin. 
high x 3 4in. wide x 2 }in. Ideal for the reliable construction of 
new sets, also for conversion of the 21 RECEIVER, TR 1196, 
TYPE 18, WARTIME UTILITY and others. Aligned and tested, 
with full circuits, etc. Fully descriptive leaflets available. 

A spotlight on just one of the 
range of OS!MIOR 

"Q" coils. 

H.F. CHOKE Type Q.C.1. 
Frequency coverage 150 kc /s. to 20 m /c. 
Iron -dust core and single -screw fixing. 
Prototype tested and ap- 
proved by M. G. Scroggie, 
B.Sc., M.I.E.E. Ideal as 

anode load in TRF re- 
ceivers, for decoupling and 
general purpose. Price 4/ -. 

Lines- gou'ry oss the right lissas ! 

DIALS 
Type A. GLASS DIAL 
ASSEMBLY (as illus.) 
measuring 7in. x Tin. 
(94in. x 94in. overall) 
mounts in any position 
on or above the chassis 
and works with any type 
of drive. Choice of two 3- colour scales - 
GI(L.M.S.) or G2(M.S.S.). Price complete, 
24/6. Pulley assembly for right -angle drive 
if required I'9 extra. P. & P. 1/6. 

TWO for the Price of ONE! 
The NEW °SMOR 

CHASSIS CUTTER 
of entirely new design. Cuts two sizes of 
holes with any one reversible punch and 
die ; and can be operated with a spanner 
or tommy -bar. Blanks easily removed. 

Type Hole Sizes 
I Iin. x I4in. 
2 Jin. x I }in. 
3 lin. x 14in. 
4 I }in. x tin. 

Post and Packing 1/- (any 
Tommy Bars 

Price 
19/6 
18/9 
22/6 
27/3 

type). 

Prov. 
Pat. 

1/3 each 

The OSMOR " JIFFY PUNCH " 
For cutting smaller holes neatly and quickly 
with one blow of a light hammer. 

Type Hole Size Price 
}in. 6/6 

2 Jin. 7/6 
3 fin. 8/9 

Both types of cutters are of hardened 
steel and are for use on steel up to 
18 s.w.g. Brass and Dural up to 16 s.w.g. 
Aluminium and Copper up to 14 s.w.g. I 

)( 
Pray. 
Pat. 

p P Drum, Drive, Spring 
and Cord for use with 

both above types of dials, 3/2. 

METAL DIALS 
Overall size 54ìn. sq., 
as illustrated. Cream 
background, 3- colour. 
Type M I, L.M.S. waves. 
M2, L. & M. waves. 
M3, M. & 2 /S. waves. 
Price 3/6 each. 
Pointer, 1/6. 

We keep stocks of many radio components 
for use in published circuits, including 

"WIRELESS WORLD" 
" NO COMPROMISE" TRF TUNER. 
(Osmor coils QAI I and QHFII for M.W. 
and QAI2 and QHFI2 for L.W. are suitable 
price 4 /- each.) 
"MIDGET MAINS RECEIVER" 
(Osmor coils QAI I for M.W. and QAI2 
for L.W. are suitable, price 4/- each.) 

" PRACTICAL WIRELESS " 
3 -speed Autogram. Modern I- nalver. A.C. 
Band-Pass 3. RI 155 Converter. Attache case 
portable. Modern high power Amplifier -2. 

Dear Reader, 
We can't mention all our products here 

but shall be glad to receive your enquiries for 
Chassis, Tuning Condensers, Switches, 
Volume Controls and all other Radio 
Components. If it's top- quality components 
and a speedy, courteous service you are looking 
for -try Osmor. We really shall do our best 
for you. 

37 

Keep those small components -resistors, 
condensers, etc., neatly stored yet visible 

by using an 

OSMOR "JAR- RACK" 
(If you're a generous husband you'll buy 
one or two for your wife's larder, too - 
she will appreciate somewhere to store 
her preserves.) Holds any I lb. jam jars, 
with or without lids. Easily removed, cannot 
fall out. Just the thing for the tidy " HAM " 
or Radio Dealer. 
Type 1 for wall- fixing, 6/9 each, holds 8 jars. 
(Jars are not supplied but are easily ob- 
tained). 
Length 24in. enamelled olive green. 
Type 2 (as illustrated) for screwing under 
shelf, 5/9 each, holds 6 jars. 
Length 18in., enamelled green. 
Post and packing 1/- (either type). 

, (Trade supplied) 
You won't 

believe it ! 
the first time you hear your own 
voice ! Have fun and find endless 
pleasure in using an inexpensive 
TAPE RECORDER you can build 
yourself. We can supply all the parts 
to make a really efficient unit, utilis- 
ing your gramophone turntable 

(which can still be used for its normal pur- 
pose). Send 2/6 only for easy -to- follow blue- 
prints and instructions, or ask for details. 

1.F.s. 465 k /c. Permeability- tuned, with 
flying leads. Standard size Ijin. x IJin. x 
34in. For use with OSMOR coilpacks and 

ti 
others, 14/6 pair. PREALIGNED, 1/6 extra 

Send 5d. (stamps) for 
FREE CIRCUITS and 
full lists of coils, coilpacks 
and radio components. 

radio products ltd. 
(Dept. W.42) BRIDGE VIEW WORKS, BOROUGH HILL, CROYDON, SURREY. Telephone : Croydon 5148/9 
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0 -1000 VOLTS 

WITH THE NEW 
SOLARTRON 

Twin- Regulated 
Power Supply 

MODEL SRS.152 

FEAT U RES: 

Wide Range of positive and neg- 
ative output voltages. High 
quality components including only 
paper type capacitors. Automatic 
overload protection. High Stability. 

SPECIFICATION: 
D.C. Output Series Condition: 0 -1,000 volts i- ve or -ve, 0 -150 m, a. 

or 0 -500 volts -4-ve and 0 -500 volts -ve, 0 -150 mia. 
Parallel Condition : 0 -500 volts -I -ve or -ve, 0 -300 mia. 
A.C. Output Unstabilised : Two outputs 6.3 volts, 5 amps. each. 
Stability : 0.2°, for :L10% mains input change. 

WIRELESS WORLD 

-------_ 
ORDER NOW 

TUNE, 1953 

THIS new power supply 
consists of two separate 

high stability units mounted 
in a two tier case with an 
internal switching mechanism 
and link so that the outputs 
may be interconnected. 
Careful design and choice of 
components ensures complete 
reliability of operation up to 
1 KV with a maximum load of 
150 m /a. Alternatively, when 
the units are switched to 
parallel operation, a supply of 
0 -500 volts is available at 
300 m,'a. 

The units are available 
separately for bench or 19in. 
rack mounting. 

FOR EARLY DELIVERY 

altbi la -`; Write for details to 

SOLARTRON LABORATORY INSTRUMENTS LTD. _________ _ 
,,1{t; 22 HIGH STREET KINGSTON SURREY TEL: KINGSTON 8981 PBX 

QUALITY COMPONENTS 
for the Electronic and Instrument Industries 

Constanta High Stability Resistors 
(Stability and tolerance from =- 0.5% to -i I0(!ó) 

Constanta Carbon Potentiometers 

Winkler Precision Multiway Switches 
(Up to 30 -ways per bank and up to 16 banks, I to 3 poles) 

Winkler Key Switches 
(Up to 8 change -over switches in one unit of small 
dimensions) 

Wire -wound Potentiometers 
( watt to 250 watts) 

Ganged Carbon Potentiometers 

Vitreous Wire -wound Resistors 

Heavy Duty Multiway Switches 

Miniature Mass Type Resistors 

G. A. STANLEY PALMER 
.1.ß._ße.5. 

Maxwell House. Arundel Street, 
LONDON, W.C.2. 

I`hone : TEMple Bar 1610 

THE GOLDRING 
MAGNA CARTRIDGE 

A magnetic Turnover Cartridge with 
high output and cantilever styli. 
Entirely new principle. (Pat. applied 
for.) 
Output comparable to crystal pick- 
u ps. 
Cantilever styli give minimum 
record wear and eliminate needle - 
talk. 
Styli easily replaceable. 
Smooth extended frequency 
response on both standard and 
L -P. records. 
The ideal replacement Cartridge 
for 3 -speed record changers and 
units. 

Of special interest to the designer of 
new equipment. 
Write for full technical information to 

E R W I N N S C H A R F 
49 -Sla, DE BEAUVOIR ROAD, N.I 

Telephone : CLlssold 3434 -5 -6 
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MAGNETI C 
TAPE 

RECORDER 

The Tape Player itself is of 
unit construction which en- 
ables many special require- 
ments and applications to be 

met without undue modifica- 
tion. The following features 
can be provided to special 
order :- 
Tape speeds 7 1" and 15" per 
second, or 31" and 1r per 

second. 

Synchronous drive motor. 

Remote operation or foot 
control. 

Automatic back spacing and 
reverse drive for dictation 

purposes. 

Cassette tape loading. 

Rack mounted assembly. 

" from a pedigree line" 

And its SPECIFICATION 
TAPE SPEEDS 

TRACKS 

PLAYING TIME 
PER TRACK 

SPOOLS 

SENSE OF 
SPOOLING 
REWIND TIME 

HEADS 

TAPE 
OPERATION 

7r and 31' per second. 

.1" wide. Number of tracks 2. 

30 minutes at 7V per second. 
60 minutes at 3 2' per second. 

Standard 7' and 5' plastic or 
metal. 

From left to right with tape 
coating inwards. 

One minute for 1,200 ft. of 
tape (approx.). 

R.F. erase head. Record/ 
playback head off -set for 
recording on upper track. 
Provision on player unit for 
additional monitoring head for 
special applications. 

Single control provides:- 
Record, Playback. Fast For- 
ward, Cueing, Rewind. 
To ensure additional safety 
against accidental erase, an 
additional record / playback 
switch is provided on the 
amplifier assembly. Power and 
brake operation is by means of 
a relay which will enable re- 
mote operation to be provided 
in special applications. 

FREQUENCY 
RESPONSE 

DISTORTION 

SIGNAL /NOISE 
RATIO 

INPUTS 

OUTPUTS 

WOW AND 
FLUTTER 

MAINS SUPPLY 

DIMENSIONS 

WEIGHT 

At 71' per second 60. 10,000 
C.P.S. plus or minus 3 db. 
At 31 per second 70 -7,000 
C.P.S. plus or minus 3 db. 

Less than 24% total harmonic 
distortion at normal operating 
level. 

Approximately 50 db. using 
standard high output tape. 

(1) Up to 50 ohms low level 
-110 db. microphone input. 
(2) High Z up to 100 K at iv. 
unbalanced (radio input). 

(1) 24 ohms at 3 watts to in- 
ternal loudspeaker. 
(2) 15 ohms at 3 watts for ex- 
ternal speaker. 

Total wow and flutter content 
less than 2 %. 

200/250 v. 50 cycles 230 V.A. 
Other voltages and frequencies 
supplied to special order. 

16' wide x 11' high x l8' deep 
approx. 

45 lbs. 

39 

M S S RECORDING COMPANY LTD 
POYLE CLOSE COLNBROOK BUCKINGHAMSHIRE TELEPHONE COLNBROOK 284 
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B.A. SCREWS, NUTS, WASHERS, ETC. 

And. Screws 
Assd. Nuts 

2 6 
2;6 

Prices per Gross 
Brass Nuts 

OBA Full 6 9 Lock 6 - 
Screws and Nuts 2BA S 6 5 - 

gr. each 2 6 4BA S - 4 - 
Brass Screws SBA 4 - 3.9 
Assorted 6BA ., 4- 36 
2BA516,4BA S- 7BA 46 
6BA4 -,8BA 4 6 8BA 4 6 4'- 

Brass Washers 
Assd. 1/6, OBA2,- 
IBA 2/ -, 2BA 1/10 
3BA 1/9, 4BA 1/8 
SBA 1/6, 6BA 1;6 
8BA 116 

Soldering Tags, Assd. 2,-. 2BA 2,3, 4BA 2, -, 6BA 1 10, 8BA I;10. 
Eyelets and Rivets, assd. 1 /6. Aluminium Rivets, assd.. U6. 
Br. Knurled Terminal Nuts, 6BA 8d., 4BA 1/ -, 2BA 1 6 doz. 
Br. Terminals, w nuts, heavy type, NP, 6d. each, 5,6 doz. GRUB 
SCREWS, Assd. 1,6, 6BA 1 /3, 4BA 1 4, 2BA 16 per 3 doz. 

A SELECTION FROM OUR HUGE STOCK OF 
SCREWS. 

PER HALF -GROSS. 
CH., Cheese. RH., Round. CS., 

., Nickel Plated. CP., Cadmium PI. 

PRICES 
ABBREV. : Heads. 
Countersunk. NP 
SC., Self- colour. 
6BA ;" CH NP 6 

16 

T 
SC 
NP 

," Inst/H 
B7.Z" NP 

1" CS 

4BA 
4-1-1" CH SC " NP 

:"," .. 
3s" 

f Hex H 

BRASS 
b" RH NP 

7 1" 
,7 

9 1 

¡10 é" 
II ;" 

7, 

I" 
16 CS 
s iá, 
a .. 

196" 6 .. 
5" 

2 - 
IMI 
21 
23 
26 
I9 
I9 
2- 

2- 
21 
21 
22 
26 
33 
26 
3,'6 

SC 
NP 
SC 
NP 

BRASS 
4=" RH NP 

4 " . 
cS 
,, 

STEEL 
5 ;" CH NP 
6 f" RH SC 
7 4'-" CS CP 
9 á" RH SC 
II é"CSCP 

2- 
21 
23 

4 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

f" RH SC 

é"CSCP 

43-" RH SC 
I" CS CP 
I" CH 

2 
I 

,2 

14 

;15 

5 

2/6 
I r" H, H 2/9 

STEEL 
IiI0 4=" CS CP 
213 f" 
2r9 4" RH 
3/- á" SC 
1,8 '" z 
2'- 4" CS CP 
23 ;" RH SC 
1,10 4" CP 

2BA BRASS STEEL 
" RH NP 2'10 f CH NP 4'6 á" H HSC 

4" SC 3'- 4" LgeRH 
;" 33 I" 5- 4a-" RH SC 

3'6 If" NP 6,- I" CH 
f" CS 4'- II" RH CP 

f" Hex H SC 10- If" SC 4/9 I" CS 

8BA BRASS 
ib" CH NP 2- g" CH SC 

2'6 6" RH NP 
}" CS I,8 1°°-6" 

-r5r," CH 23 4" 
TV CS 1.9 4" Hex 
¡" 26 774" 

STEEL 
2- 4" CH CP 
2'2 6" CS 
2-6 6" CH 
2-9 ;; z" RH , 

29 4" CH NP 
2110 f" RH CP 

1,'2 

1/3 
I¡'4 
l'2 
14 
I4 
1,'6 

I9 

1'9 
2- 
2- 
26 
29 
2- 

2I- 
2 r- 
212 
212 
2!3 
23 

ALL ABOVE POSTAGE EXTRA. 
Manufacturers' enquiries invited, abundant stocks of 

most items 
Large stocks of Copper and RESISTANCE WIRES ; 

Paxolin type TUBING ; Limited Bakelite and Ebonite 
PANELS ; TUFNOL and EBONITE TUBES and ROD ; 

ERIE and DUBILIER RESISTORS ; GERMANIUM and 

SILICON DIODES. 
POST ORDERS ONLY PLEASE. 

Send stamp for comprehensive lists. Trade supplied. 

POST RADIO SUPPLIES 
33, BOURNE GARDENS, 

LONDON, E.4 
Telephone : CLlssold 4688 & 2021 

JUNE, 1953 

A workshop 
in your 
pocket ! 

FOR ONLY 

25's 
Post Free 

THE 
TELEVISION 
& RADIO SERVICE 

ENGINEERS' MASTER TRIMMER 
I End Trimmer I Side Trimmer 
I Yaxley Switch Contact Adjuster 
I Low Capacity Trimmer I Screwdriver 
I Set of Feeler Guages 1 Set of Six 

Box Spanners from I to 8 B.A. I Set of 
Four Spanners from 0 to 8 B.A. 
in durable black crackle finish metal case. 

Export Ezu iries & S. NEWMAN Ltd. 
100 HAMPSTEAD RD., LONDON, N.W.1 Telephone: EUSton 5176 7 

K IT 

'WM 

MODELS 
&[2 HAVE EVERYTH /NG 

10 WATTS PUSH-PULL HICH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER 
3 INPUTS: CRYSTAL & M /C. MICS. & CRAM. 

3 TAPE SPEEDS: 3%. 71/2 & 15 IN C1-35 PER 5ECO6D 

2 TRACKS PER TAPE - 2 IfatS RECORDINC 

2 SEPARATE INPUT CONTROLS FDP 1h1,1 

COMPLETELY AUTOMATIC ERASE (cccnecec) 
DETACHABLE SPEAKER UNIIT 605EL Ir 

FAST REWIND & FORWARD WIND 
MONITORED & DIRECT INPUTS 

VERY COMPACT ,u,cEG ,. 15 %y° x 10' "x 7%' 

SEND 
STAMP 
FOR FUL1.Y. 
ILLUSTRATED 

..BROCHURE" 

MODEL IJ 

£65 
MODEL 12 

£66 -10 -0 
ASSOCIATED CINE EQUIPMENTS LTD. 

353, BEXLEY ROAD, ERITH, KENT. Phone: Erith 2543. 
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* A POINT OF DETAIL No. 3 

SLOPE.,, 
and its rate of change 
The present possibility of using wide 
range loudspeakers for the reproduc- 
tion of commercial programmes in- 
evitably involves some control over 
bandwidth if the highest quality is to be 
obtained at all times. 
The three main desirable variables are 
(a) control of final slope of attenuation, 
(cb) control of rate of change of slope, 

) control of frequency of turnover. 
In the Q.U.A.D. amplifier, the final 
slope and the rate of change of slope 
are combined in a single continuously 
variable control with a range as shown.* 
The whole characteristic may be switched 
into the harmonic range at two fre- 
quencies. In this way the rate of change 
need be no more than is required by the 
programme. 
The above is just one more reason 
why the Q.U.A.D. amplifier will give 
you the closest approach to the 
original sound from the pi o- 
gramme to be reproduced. 

of oef If 

Curves of response provided by 

bass and treble controls. 

I1!iÌ1IIIfIII'iíiiis 
iri1Et1Sii:iiiiiiig1l!lI1IIt 
fii14í111I11111111IIIIMi:!!4!fi1111111 I/IIIIIIIIIIIIII=IIOnI 
M111111 111 Ì ÌÌÌÌÌÌÌi 

e le MD ea 
CYCLES PER SECOND W 

bee sa.10 

THE Q.U.A.D. AMPLIFIER 
COMPLETE IN TWO UNITS 

AS ILLUSTRATED 

£35 
Write for the Q.U.A.D. booklet .. . 

U N T N G O O N H U N T S T E L i 3 6 1 
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Examples from the new range of 

TAYLOR INSTRUMENTS 
Model 45B Valve Tester 

A comprehensive mutual conductance valve tester, suitable for most 

types of British, American and Continental valves. Supplied with valve 

manual giving data for testing nearly 3,000 valves. For use on A.C. mains. 

TAYLOR 
Montrose Avenue 

Model 120A Taylor Junior 

Universal Testmeter 

1,000 ohms per volt A.C. and D.C. 2 ¡in. scale with knife -edge 
pointer, instantaneous overload protection. Rugged black 
moulded case with separate battery compartment. 19 ranges : 

Volts. A.C. and D.C., 0- 2,500. 

Milliamps. D.C., 0 to 500. 

Resistance. 0- 200,000 ohms in two Ranges. Complete 
with leads, prod., etc. 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 

1 We are at the 

B. I. I. 

I Exhibition I 

1 Olympia -Stand 126 1 

(1st Floor) 

(June 30th -IIth July) 

* Illustrated instruments are available on Hire Purchase. 

For full details of the complete range of Taylor instruments pease write for our new 16 page catalogue. 

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD. 
Slough Bucks. Telephone : Slough 21381 

" Sound Reproduction " 
By G. A. BRIGGS 

SOME EARLY REACTIONS 41" 

TO THE ENLARGED AND 

REVISED 3rd EDITION 

P.C.W., Rickmansworth, Herts.28.3.53 
" I have just finished my first reading of yau, 
latest edition of .5011.A' D REPRO DEC T l U.1', 

which I have found better than ever; it 

includes a gnat deal of new material. Please 
Arep it up. ' 

H.D., The Vicarage, Bicknoller, 
Somerset. 9.3.53 

" J.B.:3. /consider this edition real 
triumph, and fdudd the whole honk along 
absorbing -it is to all intenta and purposes a 

new book." 

G.P.J., Hampstead, N.W.3 16.3.53 
" Like so many other a m trura I sound 
reproduction front the domestic- otuairal poi.,' 
of view, I one most of my acquaintance anti,. 
the science to Mr. Briaga' stir udating wrì ling.. 
on the subject." 

W.F.C., Hampton Hill, Middlesex. 
6.4.53 

" I Aare not yet had time to study 8.R.3 is 

detail, but l have got far enough to realise that 
my colleague woe right when he said that it 
was worth buying even if one already had ihr 
second edition." 

NOW 368 PAGES 

315 ILLUSTRATIONS 
(Plus l - 

for 
postage) 

CORONATION OFFER! 

A few copies available in red 
leather to match previous de 
luxe editions at 25s. Od. (plus 
Is. Od. for postage). 

GET YOUR COPY 7C 
TODAY 

Sold by leading Radio 
Dealers and Booksellers. 

Wharfed ale WIRELESS WORKS 

BRADFORD RD., IDLE, BRADFORD, YORKS. 'Phone: Idle 461 

The coupon below will 
save you MONEY 

Let International Correspondence Schools perfect 
your knowledge of radio and T,V. To mark the 
Coronation, I.C.S. offer their Standard Home Study 
Courses at specially reduced fees, for a limited period 
only. These include :- 
RADIO ENGINEERING . RADIO SERVICE ENGINEER- 
ING . RADAR, ELEMENTARY ELECTRONICS, AD- 
VANCED SHORT WAVE RADIO . RADIO . T/V TECH- 
NOLOGY and training for the following examinations - 
B.I.R.E. . P.M.G. CERTIFICATES FOR WIRELESS OPER- 
ATORS . C. & G. TELECOMMUNICATIONS . C. & G. 
RADIO SERVICING CERT. (R.T.E.B.) . C. & G. RADIO 
AMATEURS, etc., etc. 

But ACT NOW -Don't miss this chance of obtaining an I.C.S. 

training at reduced fees. Fill in the coupon, stating the subject in 

which you are interested, and POST TODAY! 

Dept. 223C, I.C.S., 71, Kingsway, W.C.2 

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS 
Dept. 223C, International Bldgs., Kingsway, London, W.C.2. 

I am interested in your Coronation offer. 

Please send FREE Book on 

Name Age 
(BLOCK LETTERS. PLEASE) 

Address 

SINCE 1945 I.C.S HAVE TRAINED 150.000 AMBITIOUS MEN 
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C 

TELE -KING 
Superheterodyne 

12" 14" 

16" or 17" 

TELEVISION 
RECEIVER 

All components are manufactured 

to commercial standards as 

supplied to leading manufacturers 

OVER 4,000 CONSTRUCTED SINCE THE RADIO Exh. 1952 

Designed with the co- operation and approval of the leading manu- 
facturers, this is a superheterodyne 5 channel model for 
home constructors. It incorporates wide angle scanning com- 
ponents, automatic noise and spot limiters, and has a 3 Mc /s 
Bandwidth, Sensitivity 15µV. Although designed for a 16" metal 
C.R.T. it is simple to align. The same plans can also be used for a 

14" tube. This receiver has a very high efficiency and can be used 

satisfactorily in fringe areas. 

FULL CONSTRUCTIONAL DATA 

Full constructional data in envelope includes actual size working diagrams, and 

32 page booklet giving complete instructions for assembling, explanatory 
drawings and components list. 

From all important Radio Stores or Bookshops, or post free from 

TECHNICAL SUPPLIERS LTD 6, 
HUDSON HOUSE, 63 GOLDHAWK ROAD, um 

LONDON, W.12 

COMPONENTS READILY AVAILABLE FROM ALL LEADING STOCKISTS 

Wide angle scanning components ; Ready -made Chassis : Transformers and Coils by- 

ONE MODEL FOR 

ALL CHANNELS 

Alexandra Palace 

Sutton Goldfield 

Holme Moss 

Kirk o' Show 

Wenvoe 

ALLEN COMPONENTS LIMITED 
197 LOWER RICHMOND ROAD, RICHMOND, SURREY 
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250,000 
WE have made more than a 

quarter of a million minia- 
ture instruments in the 

past few years, mostly to strict 
Government specification. The 
full range of E.A.C. instruments 
includes moving coil and moving 
iron patterns in case sizes from 
2" to 8" with cast or Bakelite 
cases. 

E.A.C. also make moving coil 
relays and frequency meters. 
Write for catalogue WL.I. 

JUNE, 1953 

Set up scale A.C. voltmeter. 
Y rectifier moving coil. 

The ELECTRICAL APPARATUS COMPANY LTD., ST. ALBANS 
LONDON MANCHESTER BIRMINGHAM LEEDS GLASGOW 

NEWCASTLE BRISTOL SWANSEA IPSWICH 

z 

s 

NUIn IlNU11UlN Ju WUUU* 

I1aster /idl 
HIGH Q FILTER COILS AND INDUCTORS 

A service available to experimental establish- 
ments and scientific laboratories. Inductors 
and harmonic amplifiers to specified constants 
for audio and lower RF applications. 

/Jlasteiwdio 
VIBRATORPACKS 

148 Standardised Models for 6V or 12V. 
Outputs from 150 to 300V up to 30 watts. 
Application data available for new projects. 

/JIaste,wdio 
Ltd. 

FITZROY PLACE, LONDON, N.W.1 
Telephone : EUSton 2628 

SPECIAL PRODUCTS 
Government Departments in all parts of the 
world who experience difficulty in obtaining 
QUICKLY transmitter equipment to the 
special requirements are continually approach- 
ing us to assist. 

We are in a position to supply at very short 
notice small quantities of complete Trans- 
mitters covering say, 2 -18 mc's with outputs of 
50 watts, 150 watts, 350 watts and 500 watts. 

STILL AVAILABLE 
From stock R.C.A. Transmitters Type ET.4332, 

ET.4336B & K, and T.I 131 VHF, reconditioned 
and complete with Valves. 

Send brief specification of requirements and every 

endeavour will be made to meet it speedily and efficiently. 

McELROY -ADAMS MFG . GROUP LTD. 
(Sole for liallit laite, I 

46, GREYHOUND ROAD, 
Cables: Hallicraft London. 

ll lll!lll L,at c,n,iutl,eta 

LONDON, W.6 
Phone: Fulham 1138,9 
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The 
"Musicunaster" 
Tape Recorder 
MODEL 2B 

British made by British 
craftsmen, this Recorder represents 

an outstanding achievement 

in the field of tape recorders 

THE MUSICMASTER Tape Recorder is a 

moderately priced machine of outstanding 
performance. A Two -Speed tape mechanism 
is employed and the reproduction is completely 
free from all forms of "wow" and "flutter." 
The major features of the machine are listed 
on the right. 

* Further details available on receipt 
of stamped, addressed envelope. 

0.5\oNED FOR CRIr 
C 

B 

y CRITICAL DESIGNE0.5 

MANUFACTURERS OF FIRST GRADE 
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 

Two tape speeds. 
Instant speed- change at turn of switch. 
Perfectly silent mechanism. 
Single slot loading. 
Fast forward and rewind without tape handlings. 
Rewind and forward in 50 seconds. 
Twin track recordings. 
Contacts for external stop and start. 
Electromagnetic braking giving freedom from 

mechanical wear. 
Complete freedom from " wow " and " flutter." 
Positive spool locks. 
Super high fidelity heads. 
Simplicity of control. 
Six -valve negative feedback record playback 

amplifier. 
Radio and Microphone inputs. 
Built -in monitor loudspeaker for playback. 
Gramophone input with special lead. 
Monitoring facilities for listening to material being 

recorded. 
Very high microphone recording sensitivity. 
" Magic -eye " Recording level indicator. 
Provision for headphone playback. 

Special 
Carriage 

transit 

forward 
case £2 

(Refunded on return) 

Camplete with MICROPHONE, TAKE -UP 
SPOOL and one reel of'FERROVOICE' TAPE 

MUSICMASTER TWO -SPEED TAPE DESK 
Available separately £18.18.0 Delivery seven days 

Carr ¡age forward 

OFFICES & SHOWROOM : 196 KINGSLEY ROAD, HOUNSLOW, MIDDX. Telephone : HOUnslow 7947 

Demonstrations on weekdays by appointment only Saturiays 9 a.m. -6 p.m 

WORKS : Willesden, London, N.W.2. 

/kw 
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EXPORT R A n Z O 
ONLY ;{ _.,.. ::. 

TUSES 

900 types 

of Receiving and 

Transmitting Radio 

Tubes available ex stock. 

HALL ELECTRIC LTD 

Haltron House, 49 -55 Lisson Grove, 

London, N.W.1. 

Tel.: Ambassador 1041 (5 lines) Cables: Hallectric, London 

0as? 

and savings up to t of the size and 

weight in comparison with 

other storage batteries of 

similar capacities! The 

Venner silver -zinc accumu- 

lator is ideal when exception- 

ally high rates of discharge 

are a necessary requirement. 

Write for Brochure VA /H7. 

of the 

VENNER ACCUMULATORS LTD. 

Kingston By -Pass, New Maden, S rrej 
Telephone : MALden 2442 

The "RD BABY DE -LUXE 

MK. Il" Amplifier. 
The World's finest medium priced amplifier 

The improvements effected in this latest version o, the already well 
known "RD BABY ", place it in a class apart, .nsurpassed by any 
other amplifier approaching it in price. 

NOTE THESE EXCEPTIONAL IMPROVEMENTS * Power Output increased to 8 -10 watts. * Total harmonic distortion at 8 watt -.25 %. * Total harmonic distortion at 12 watts only -.6 %. * C. ns tent quality maintained at all volume .evels. * Periect phase splitter balance over the full audio range. * All iron cored components now fully shrouded. * Close tolerance high stability resistors employed. Despite 
this vastly improved performance the price L w. 
remains unchanged at 7. F 

With the introductir n of this new amplifier an improved version 
of the " RD JUNIOR " pre -amplifier has also Leon introduced 
-the " RD JUNIOR MK.II ", featuring in particular a variable 
control for the Low Pass Filter. rA 
Price complete with Engraved Control Panel £9. 
Detailed technical specifications, including response curves and 
an illustration, will gladly be forwarded post free on request. 
Available from leading dealers in London and the Provinces, or 
if in any difficulty, please apply direct. 

Trade and Export enquiries invited. 

ROGERS DEVELOPMENTS CO 
Manufacturers of Precision Built Sound Equipment. 

Rodevco House," 116 Blackheath Road, Greenwich. 
London S.E.10 Telephone: TlDeway 1723 
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REGISTERED TRADE MARK 

WIRELESS WORLD 

THE TRADE MARK OF RELIABILITY 

no RELIABLE 

SPECIAL TELEVISION TYPES 
Dry Electrolytic Capacitors for high ripple circuits. A comprehensive 

range of completely dependable capacitors designed specifically for 

Television applications. The types shown below cover the requirements 

of practically all the leading makes of Television Receivers currently in use, 

and are available from all leading wholesalers. 

TYPES L.32 and L.33 EXTERNAL CLIP MOUNTING 

Cap. 
.F. 

DC. Volts 
Wkg. Surge 

Ripple 
Current 

Max. mia 

Dimensions 
L. D. 

T Type 
Ref. 

List 
No. 

List 
Price 

100+200 275 325 550 4" Iä L33 K255 28/6 

60+250 275 325 500 4' Ir L33 K271 28/6 

100 350 400 550 4}" Ir L32 K136 13/6 

60+100 350 400 450 41," I}' L33 KI78 18/6 

60+120 350 400 500 43" I}" L33 K152 19/6 

64+120 350 400 550 4k" Ii' L33 K128A 21/6 

100-{-200 350 400 800 41' Ii" L33 K147 31/. 

100+200 350 400 800 4' Y L33 K189 31/- 

60+250 350 400 450 4z I;" L33 K207 29/- 

64 450 525 600 41" ir L32 K102 13/- 

TYPE L.35 TWIST PRONG MOUNTING 

ISO 350 400 350 4" Ii" L35 K502 17/6 

60+60 350 400 370 3d" I;" L35 K617 16/6 

64+ 120 350 400 450 4;" IQ" L35 K503 19/6 

A. H. HUNT (Capacitors) LTD., WANDSWORTH, LONDON, S.W.18. Tel : BATtersea 1083. Est, 1901 

47 
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-towards perfection - 
LOWTHER A.M. F.M. TUNER 

JUNE, 1953 

Tunable 85 -100 m.c.s on both A.M. and F.M. for experimental 
transmitter from Wrotham and other sites as erected. 

Quality 
whistles 

reception guarantee on live broadcasts. Free from 

and general background noises. 
£22 complete 

ALL TRIODE AMPLIFICATION :- 

£20 complete £21 complete 

The Lowther Master Control unit (see 

details last issue " W.W. ") with Lowther 
B.5F., PX25 output, amplifier offers the 
finest start to quality reproduction or 
modification to your present equipment, 
where either greater control or degree of 
fidelity is required. Further details : 

THE LOWTHER MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
Lowther House, St. Mark's Road, Bromley, Kent 

RA MATE LTD. 

ANNOUNCE THE ADDITION OF A FURTHER 
MODEL TO THEIR RANGE OF HIGH QUALITY 

TAPE RECORDING EQUIPMENT 

THE MODEL SD TAPE DESK (to take 10 1in. NAB Reels) 
Programme Time : 62 minutes at 7i i.p.s. 

124 minutes at 3; i.p.s. 
Panel size : 20in. x 14 }in. 
Two speeds, 3; and 71 i.p.s. Double track heads. Push button 
control. Fast wind and rewind. Three heavy duty motors. Three 
separately shielded heads. Complete with NAB reel adaptors 

PRICE : (fitted with 6RP heads) E50; -1 -. 

ALSO AVAILABLE 
MODEL 5C TAPE DESK (to take 9-gin. reels) 
Programme Time : 55 mins. at 7} i.p.s. 

110 mins. at 31 i.p.s. 
PRICE : (fitted with 6RP heads) 

Large Panel (20in. x 141in.), E47110¡, 
Small Panel (131in. x I51in.), L45 /10, -. 

MODEL SB TAPE DESK (to take 7in. reels) 
Programme Time : 31 mins. at 71 i.p.s. 

62 mins. at 31 i.p.s. 
PRICE : (fitted with 6RP heads) 

Panel size (13 }in. x 151in.), L42/.;. 

PORTABLE RECORDERS 
in rexine covered case, fitted with model 513 tape desk, type D.2. 
C.J.R. amplifier with monitoring. Provision for external loud- 
speaker. 

PRICE : E114/10/- (without microphone). 

High fidelity sound heads. Type 5RP (Recordiplay),E3)5i -. Type 
6RP (super fidelity), E3'15 ¡ -. Type 5E (Erase), E3,51 -. Mumetal 
Screening cans, 8 ¡6. Amplifiers, microphones. All types and 
sizes of magnetic tape. 

I rode supplied. Send for Lists. 

BIHAI/M ATIC LIMITED 
STATION ROAD ASTON BIRMINGHAM 6 

Phone : EAST 0574 Grams : Bradmatic, Birmingham 

Air cooled, compound filled and oil immersed 
transformers for every requirement. 

Further examples from our ranges manu- 
factured to the most stringent specifications. 

We offer you our experience and knowledge to 
meet your own high standards, utdlsing 

conventional design or ' C' core types. 

WILLESDEN TRANSFORMER CO. LTD. 
2a. FRITHVILLE ROAD, SHEPHERDS BUSH, 

LONDON, W.12. 
Tel.: SHEpherds Bush 5819. 
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Waterproof 

WIRELESS WORLD 

Shock Resists - ` 

Airtight 

o 
ee 

ee 
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. 
eMOBILE COMMUNICATIONS 

RECEIVER R209(Mk2) 
Technical Features 

g WAVERANGE: I.0-20.0 Mc /s 
in four ranges. 
RECEPTION : a.m., f.m., 

1 c.w., m.c.w., c.f.s. 
i AERIAL : Rod or wire. CALI- 
% BRATION ACCURACY : 1%. 

FREQUENCY STABILITY : ioo c/s per Mc /s per hour. SIGNAL 

TO NOISE RATIO : At least 2odB with 5 micro volt signal applied 
to 8o ohm input. C.W. FILTER : 950 c /s. POWER SUPPLY : i2 

il volt d.c. at 1.6 amps. DIMENSIONS : width : 52.5 in.; depth : 

9 in.; height : 8.5in. WEIGHT : 25 lb. (approx.). 4 
, - 

fie 

Mullai!d 
EQUI PILE NT 

Compact and lightweight, this new Mullard mobile 
communications receiver, R2o9(Mk2), is designed to give reliable 
performance under the most arduous conditions of service. Maximum 
protection against the effects of shock and vibration is ensured through 
rugged construction and careful mounting of specially designed com- 
ponents, whilst hermetic sealing renders the equipment completely 
airtight and waterproof. Any moisture in the unit at the time of sealing is 

absorbed by a silica gel desiccator. 
Other features of the R2o9(Mk2) include ease of operation, provision for 
either headphone or loudspeaker reception, and a high degree of frequency 
stability, even under extreme variations of temperature. 
Abridged details of the R2o9(Mk2) are given above. More compre- 
hensive information will be gladly supplied on request. 

HIGH GRADE SPECIALISED ELECTRONIC APPARATUS 

MULLARD LTD., EQUIPMENT DIVISION, CENTURY HOUSE, SHAFTESBURY AVE., W.C.2 
(M1414) 
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THE NEED FOR 

WIRELESS WORLD JUNE, 1953 

THE B.P.L. UNIVERSAL TEST SET 
Laboratory sensitivity combined with robust construction 
makes the B.P.L. Universal Test Set the ideal all- purpose 
set for electricians and radio engineers. Sensitivity is 
20,000 ohms per volt for D.C. or A.C. and two ohms 
ranges allow precise measurement of low resistances. The 
easy -to -read two -colour dial and mirror scale provide added 
accuracy. Ranges: A.C. /D.C. Volts: to, 5o, too, 500, 
t,000; D.C. Current: too , A, t mA, to mA, too mA; 
Resistance : o- to,000 ohms (first divn. to ohms), o -s 
megohm. List Price: ,Ii . to. o incl. test leads, subject to 
Trade Discount. 
We also supply B.P.L. Super Rangers and D.C. 
Test Sets, Moving Coil and Moving Iron Panel 
Mounting Meters and a comprehensive range of 

stru 
Measuring Bridges and Electronic Testing in- / / / / / ̂ f 

rents. Write today for full details. 
IIIIppIII ppI111pp1II 

O "''" "'r / % /// 
LEADS TO ISINIIIINIIIIIINIIIIullf 

In',Irrrrvrrn 

British Physical Laboratories 
Radlett, HERTS. 

irii//L%%//i 

Telephone: Radlett 5674/5,'6 

LONDON STOCKIST : M.R. SUPPLIES LTD., 68, New Oxford Street, W C.I 
STANDN °tA 

NSTRUM T 
NDUST /ES 
XHIB'ION 

l./hIPIALONDON 
dN.30-JUl.111'53 

1 4 
2 AND 6 

Yes, ONE BOOK FOR 26! containing ALL 
these time -proved outfits YOU can build * 3 -VALVE 3 -BAND SUPERHET. FEEDER. * 4 -VALVE 3 -BAND SUPERHET. " NORM., HI -FI./ 

GRAM." FEEDER. * 5 -VALVE 3 -BAND A.C. SUPERHET. * 5 -VALVE 3 -BAND A.C. /D.C. SUPERHET. * 6 -VALVE 3 -BAND A.C. SUPERHET. * 6 -VALVE 3 -BAND A.C.'D.C. SUPERHET. * 3 -VALVE 2 BAND " LOCAL STATION " T.R.F. 
SUPER QUALITY FEEDER. * FEEDER AMPLIFIER AND POWER PACK. * MAGIC EYE TUNING INDICATOR UNIT. * SIGNAL TRACER A.C. * 5 -WATT AMPLIFIER A.C. * 10 -WATT PUSH -PULL QUALITY AMPLIFIER, A.C. * SIGNAL GENERATOR, A.C., etc., etc., etc. 

DETAILS for construction, LARGE blueprint circuits, 
COMPLETE parts lists, and technical descriptions, of 
these famous circuits are some of the good things in 
store for you in the NEW 1953 HOME CON- 
STRUCTOR'S HANDBOOK! Also: Set Building Hints, 
Servicing Hints, Facts and Formulae, Resistance Colour 
Code, Symbols, Data, etc., etc., AND our current 
Catalogue, ALL FOR HALF -A -CROWN ! ! 
This famous publication has now been brought completely up to 
date and contains many improvements over previous issues. It 
is printed on fine Art Paper, is profusely illustrated throughout 
its 46 pages, and is a book which should be in every radio man's 
Den. DON'T DELAY, SEND FOR YOUR COPY TO -DAY, 

RODING LABORATORIES 
(Dept. WWJ):. 301 WAN AIRPORT CHRISTCHURCH, HANTS. 

Colossal Purchase of 

EXPORTSURPLUS 
Auto -Changers 

SEVEN TYPES 
With choice of magnetic or crystal heads 

PRICES from 

£7 -I0 -0 to £13 -10 -0 Tax paid 

SHOWING NEARLY 40% REDUCTION 

Full list of models available on request. 

Cash or Easy Terms. 

FRITH RADIOCRAFT LTD. 
69 -71 Churchgate - - - LEICESTER 

Phone : 58927 
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a publication of interest to scientific and 

industrial electronic engineers 
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This G.E.C. folder forms an invaluable reference to 

the latest developments in the field of electronic devices. 

It contains brief specifications, screen characteristics, 
pin connection tables etc. and is available free on 

application. Fuller details of ail the electronic devices 

described in this folder can also be supplied. 

Write to the Osram Valve 
and Electronics Dept. 

for Folder OV1782 

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD., MAGNET HOUSE, KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2 
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DEMONSTRATIONS 
DAILY 

Between 9 -5.30 
Saturdays 9 -I 

A.D.S. 
SUPER QUALITY 

8i WATT AMPLIFIER 
Push Pull 6V6s IS db neg. feed back 25- 18,000 cps t 1 /db. Hum Level - 
80 db at 61 watts. Bas: boost- Treb;e boost and cut LP cor- 16 r15. rection : Provision radio feeder unit. BUILT AND TESTED gns. 

above Amplifier can now be supplied in kit form. f 3 3 Complete with -sully illustrated instruction book. 
2 -Speed RECORD PLAYERS SUPERHET FEEDER fitted B.S.R. M.U. 12 Motor and Three wavebands -B8A Valves. Chancery XTAL Pick -up with universal 7 ks band width. Wired corn- head, 94gns. Post free. 3 -speed model piece and rested. 
I6gns. Post free. 

10 GUINEAS 
FULLY GUARANTEED. 

FOR 
A.C. 
MAINS 
ONLY 

(Dept. W.W.) 
18 Tottenham Court Road. 

LONDON, W.1 
Museum 4539. e,.useum 2453 

Shop Hours : 

Monday to Friday 9 -5.30 p.m. 
Saturdays I p.m. 

M. R. SUPPLIES, LTD. 
Immediate delivery, safely packed, of the following brand new (or otherwise perfect) material. Satisfaction assured. All prices nett. 
ONE -QUARTER H.P. MOTORS, 220 /240 v. 50 c. 1 ph. capacitor -induction. Various good makes: B.T.A., Hoover, English Electric, etc. (our choice, but please state preference). New or as new, 54/15/- (despatch 5/ -). Also a few brand new G.E.C. ONE -THIRD H.P. MOTORS, 220/240 v. 50 e. 1 ph. capacitor- induction, ball- bearing, for vertical or horizontal mount, £6181- (des. 61 -). 
WIRE AND CABLE STRIPPERS (Whanda 15/. model). An ingenious Instrument giving a clean removal of insulation up to 3 /8th In. dia., with three interchangeable gauge heads and micrometer adjustments. Perfect for industrial or amateur use. Half price, 7/6 (des. 9d.). 
E %TRACTOR FANS, 220/250 v. A.C. (Induction motor), with 81e. Impeller (10ín. 
overall dia.), £5/51_ (des. 2/.), with 10in. impeller (lain. overall), £5112/8 (des. 2/ -). O.E.C. MINIATURE CRYSTAL CALIBRATORS (further small supply). Operation 200/250 v. A.C. For frequency calibration in 100 Ke. steps from 100 Kc. to 40 Me /e. Modulation at 400 c /e, switched in If desired. With vacuum mounted crystal. basin 100 Kc. Accuracy 0.001 per cent. Size 88 x 61 x 2tin. Brand new 12 guinea instrument for 86/5/- (des. 2/ -). 
GRAMPIAN AMPLIFIERS, 1953 modeL Compact chassis form units for 200/250 v. A.C. /U.C. operation. Output 4 watts. Size loin. x bin. x 21in. overall. Fitted tone and vol. controle. Complete with valves: 1.1BC41, ÚL41 and ÚY41, ready for use with any pickup and 2/4 olmo speaker. As used in current Grampola Portable Electric Gramophone.. With diagram, brand new. £5 /12 /8 (despatch 2/0). Here is the ideal unit, giving excellent performance, for use In home, clubs and public rooms. 
PHOTO- ELECTRIC CELLS. Cintel Type G.S.47 %. Miniature 3.pin type, standard to many projectors, 1/in. high. Average working volts, 90-each individually marked. With 3.pin base, brand new, 29/6 (des. oil.). 
MOVING COIL AMMETERS (Ernest Turner), Oft amps U.C. in projection housing 3/in. dial, 5in. proj., 25/- (des. 1/ -). Also MICROAMMETERS in same housing, suitable for lab. or bench use, 0 /100 Microamps, 4718, also same style, 0/150 Micro- mps, es. 1 /q. 
PNISELECTO39/6 

(dR3, 
new 
either 

or ae Dew, 24 -volt, 6 -way, full wipers, 27/6 (des. L -). 
A.C. MAINS RELAYS. Very useful miniature type approx. tin. x lin. x ltin., with 230 v. A.C. coil and 2 -pole 5- amp. make " switching, 18/6. Also new Londex type L.F., 110 v. A.C. coil, 3 -pole 4 -amp. "make" .witching, 18/8. We have a large range of Londex Relays- please send enquiries. 
UNIVERSAL A.C. /D.C. GEARED MOTORS. new-, 220/240 v. Reversible and capable of speed control by external variable resistance. Average overall length Bin. Four model. from stock. Final speed (A) 100 r.p.m. (B) 50 r.p.m., either £5 /1716 
(des. 2/6). (C) IO r.p.m. (U) 1 r.p.m.- double reduction- either £8/18/6 (des. 2/6). NIFE CAP LAMPS, with 2-cell Nifo nickel -alkali cell 8in. x 41e. x lfln., with safety lamp, with switch. fitted 2- filament lamp. New, with all headgear and battery waist- strap, complete outfit charged, ready for use. 32/6 (des 2/.). Note to 
C .ntractore-we have about 1,0011 of these in perfect. condition. 
FOOD MIXERS. New 6 -pint model, fitted Klaxon Geared Motor, 220/240 v. 50 e. 
1 ph. We are able to offer a few of these, in new condition, at about one -third of current price. This model stands about 20in high, with heavy gauge aluminium 
boot and stand. Apart from food mixing we offer them as being suitable for use in factories and laboratories for viscous and granular mixing. The limited quantity at 512/17/8 each (despatch U.K. mainland, 7/6). 
Illustrated lists on request: -Philip, Variable Transformers, G.E.C. Miniature Crystal Calibrators, B.P.L. Measuring Instruments, Stuart Electric Pumps 
Synchronous Timing Devices. 

M. R. SUPPLIES, Ltd. 68, New Oxford St., London, W.C.1 
Teiephone MUSeum 2938 
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THE ELAC44DUOMAG'' FOCALISER 

THE 

SENSATIONAL NEW 

ELAC T/V COMPONENT 

The DUOMAG focaliser gives precision 
beam focus and complete picture posi- 

tioning with minimum effect on 
scan coils and ion trap assemblies. It is 

designed for use with magnetically focused 

tubes having 38 m/m diameter necks. 

DUOMAG is a permanent magnet type 
unit using two concentrically mounted 
Sintered Oxide ring magnets arranged 
with opposed magnetic fields. 

Minimum stray magnetic field. Sym- 
metrical, uniform and very low external field. 

Magnets of high electrical resistivity 
enable the unit to be placed in close proximity 
to high efficiency scan coils. 

All insulated construction -No risk of 
high voltage shock. 

Wide range picture shift. 

RETAIL PRICES IN U.K. 

Low Flux, 37/6 ; Med. Flux, 39/6 ; High Flux, 42' -. 

leadee;e9 
4 é e /"P 

cove k e e s 

E.A'C 

ELECTRO ACOUSTIC INDUSTRIES LTD 
STAMFORD WORKS. BROAD LANE. TOTTENIIAM N.Ii TEL: SlAmford Hill 560E -8 
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NEW ARCOLECTRIC SIGNAL LAMPS 
For Low Voltage or Mains 

Illustrated are a few of our wide range 
of new signal or indicator lamps. 

A new mains voltage lampholder, Cat. 
No. S.L.88 /N, has been developed for 
use with the Arcolectric MES neon tube. 
Among the features of this design are easy 
lamp replacement, from front or rear of 
panel, and a built -in resistor. 

The low voltage lampholders are designed 
for use with standard MES bulbs, Features 
are, easy single -hole fixing and pleasing 
appearance. Bulbs are accessible from 
front or back of panel. Insulation of all 
types will withstand a flash test in excess 
of 1,500 volts A.C. 

Write for Catalogue No. 127 

ARCOLECTRIC 
S W 1 T C H E S LTD \ / S.L.82. 

S.L.90. S.L.86. 

CENTRAL AVENUE WEST MOLESEY, SURREY TELEPHONE: MOLESEY 4336 (3 LINES) 

WE PAY TOP PRICES 
For American Surplus Electronic Equipment 

Any quantity or condition 

LOOK AT THESE EXAMPLES 
for equipment in good condition 

Receiver R54 APR4 with tuning units TN I6, 
17, 18, 19, 54 (or bought separately) ... 

Receiver BC348 ... ... 
Frequency Meter TS '175 

TX'RX RTI8'ARCI 
Test Set 1 -100 ... ... 

L135 
L22 

L80 
L50 
L50 

We pay similar Remarkable Prices for 
Receivers APRI, APR4, APRS, R5ARN7, BC342, 

BC312, R78!APSI5, APN9. 

Frequency Meters BC221, TS174 U. 

Test Sets TS3, TS I3, TS I4, TS I7, TS I9, TS33, TS34, 
TS45, TS47, 1E19, TS59, TS IO2, TS I I8, TS 148. 

Transmitters ARTI3, SCRS22, TRCI, TCS6- 12 -13, 

Synchronisers BCI148 Modulators BCI142 

Phone us immediately, transfer charge 

ALTHAM RADIO CO. 
JERSEY HOUSE, JERSEY STREET 

MANCHESTER, 4 
Tei.: CENtral 7834 5,6 

Build Your Own Tape Recorder 
ALL PARTS PRECISION ENGINEERED 

SEND S.A.E. FOR SPECIAL PARTS LIST 
s. d. 

LINCOLN SPOOL ADAPTORS ... ... .. each S 9 

LINCOLN OSCILLATOR COILS, completely 
enclosed in Neosid Former 45 Kc;s ... ... ... each 12 6 

LINCOLN OSCILLATOR UNIT, complete with 
6BW6 valve ... ... ... ... ... each 50 0 

H -MAX " 
MODELG.D.O.I.A 

GRID DIP 
OSCILLATOR 

is an ideal instrument 
for the determina- 
tion of tuned circuit 
resonant frequency, 
tuning transmitters 
without application 
of power, for the 
determination of coil, 
mutual and stray 
inductances and both 
fixed and stray 
capacitances. Covers 
1.5 to 300 Mc's in 

eight ranges. PRICE : 12 Gns. Complete. 

OUR 

0-MAX " 
CHASSIS 
CUTTERS 

each 
I "or}" II6 

12;6 
I ", II" or I}" 14;9 If or 1}" 16.6 
I3" 18 6 

2i" 35 - 
I" square 23 - 
Keys, small, 10d., 
medium, 1,3, large, 
19. 

NEW CATALOGUE IS AVAILABLE, 6d., POST 
FREE. 

ERRY 
25 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1 

TEL. HOLBORN 6231 
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A CLASSIC EXAMPLE 
OF FAIR TRADING 

AMPLIFIERS RiF UNITS SPEAKERS PICK -UPS MOTORS T;V RECORDING EQUIPMENT 

* GUARANTEED MERCHANDISE 
* H.P. TERMS IF DESIRED 

* ALL GOODS IN STOCK AT TIME OF ADVERTISING 
* GOODS SENT TO ANY PART OF WORLD 

All items subject to Purchase Tax held by us for sale at the time 
of the Budget have been automatically reduced in price to conform 
with the new P Tax rates. Time between Budget Day and getting 
this advertisement to press prevents us showing the new prices 
here. However, our own lists of quality audio and television 
equipment with the new prices and terms are ready and will gladly 
be sent on request. A selection of stocks is detailed here. 

* AMPLIFIERS, R F. AND 
CONTROL UNITS 

Item No. 
I. Leak T12 with Control Unit. 
2. Leak Feeder Radio Unit. 
3. Leak Vari- slope. 
4. Quad Amplifier. 
S. Quad Radio Feeder Unit. 
6. Sound Sales A -Z Amplifier. 
7. Rogers R.D. Minor. 
8. Rogers Baby de Luxe Amplifier. 
9. Decca Type No. P.A.S. 

10. Goodsell Amplifier SA.IO. 
I I. Goodsell Control Unit U/TC. 
12. Goodsell Control Unit F /U;IC. 
13. Goodsell MAIS Amplifier. 
14. Goodsell Williamson GW18 Amplifier 
IS. Goodsell Control Unit PIFA. 
16. Wharfedale X /ver Units, all types. 
17. EMG Steep Cut Filter. 

TONE- * PICKUPS AND PICKUP HEADS 
item No. 
36. Decca XMS with two Heads. 
37. Decca Hi -Fi Mag. Pickup Head. 
38. Connoisseur Pickup. 
39. Connoisseur Pickup Head. 
40. Connoisseur Pickup Transformer 
41. Leak Ruby Standard or L.P. 
42. Leak Diamond Std. or L.P. 
43. Leak Pickup Transformer. 
44. Acos G.P.19. 
45. Acos G.P.20. 
46. Acos L.P. and Std. Heads. 
47. Acos Pickup Arm. 
48. Decca Pickup Arm. 
49. Collaro Pickup Arm. 
50. Chancery Crystal Pickup. 
51. Decca Crystal Pickup. 

* MOTORS AND AUTOCHANGERS 
18. Garrard RC.72A Unit with Head. 

19. Garrard RC.75A. 
20. Garrard RC.80. 
21. Garrard Transcription Motor 201. 

22. Garrard Transcription Motor 201/2B. 

23. Garrard Transcription Motor 201;58. 

24. Connoisseur 3- speed. 

25. Decca GU4 Unit. 
26. Decca GU4A Acos Heads. 

27. Decca GU4M Decca Heads. 

28. B.S.R. MUlO Motors and Turntable. 
29. B.S.R. MU 14 Motors and Turntable. 
30. B.S.R. GU4 Motors and Turntable. 
31. Collaro 3 -speed Auto 7 ", 10 ", 12 ". 

32. Collaro 3 -speed Mixer 7', 10 ", 12 ". 

33. B.S.R. Monarch 7 ", 10 ", 12 ". 

34. Trixette A358 3 -speed Garrard. 
3S. Decca Decalian 2 -speed S p. 

* LOUDSPEAKERS 
52. Goodman's Axiom 101 8'. 
53. Goodmans Audiom 60. 
54. Goodmans Axiom 150 Mk. 11. 

SS. Tannoy Duo Concentric 15 ". 

56. Tannoy Duo Concentric 12'. 
57. Decca Corner Speaker. 
58. Wharfedale Super 5 /CS /AL. 
59. Wharfedale Super 8 /CS /AL. 
60. Wharfedale OMMI Direc. 3 -unit. 
61. Wharfedale 10" Golden. 
62. Wharfedale 10" CSB. 

63. Wharfedale W /12,CS. 
64. Wharfedale W12 /CS /AL. 
65. Wharfedale W 15/ CS. 

66. WB Stentorian 12" unit. 
67. Rota G.12 units. 
68. Classic " Concert " 2 -unit. 
69. Acoustical Corner Ribbon. 
70. Vitavox " Klipschorne " 
71. Classic Hi -Fi Cabinet for 

Amp. 
72. Voigt. unit only. 
73. Voigt. Corner Horn (White). 

Quad,'Leak 

SEND NOW FOR NEW LISTS SHOWING REDUCED 

LARGE SCREEN 'l' /V. Decca Projection 
TÍV for sale. Details 

on request. Also other makes, tubes, components, etc. 

Lir.' DEPOSITS All goods value E10 or more avail- 
able on H.P. Terms. Minimum 

deposit- one -third of cash price in all coses. Longer terms on 
goods over E100 by arrangement. 

SERVICE Merchandise is thoroughly tested before 
despatch and guaranteed. Every effort is 

made at all stages of business to ensure your personal satis- 
faction. Enquiries are invited for any items not listed here. 
New showrooms for tape- recorders, large -scale T and 
gramo equipment now open. 

FOR 

QUALITY 
FIRST 

* TAPE DESKS AND RECORDERS 
Item No. 
74. Wearite Type A Tape Deck. 
75. Wearite Type B Tape Deck. 
76. Bradmatic Desk 6RP Heads. 
77. Sound Mirror Type A. 
78. Truvox Type A. 
79. Lane Type I. 
80. Qualtape Type I. 
81. Excel. Pro Tape Desk. 
82. MSS Type PM RI Recorder. 
83. Ferrograph Type A. 
84. Vortexion Recorder with Wearite 

Deck. 
84A. Vortexion with Truvox Desk. 
85. C1R Portable Recorder. 
86. Sound Mirror Portable. 
87. Sound Mirror Table Model. 
88. Simon Model 2B. 
89. Simon Model IA. 
90. Wirek Magnograph. 
91. Wirek Reporter. 
92. Bradmatic Amplifiers. 
93. Scophony Baird Mk. 2. 
94. Grundig Model A. 

* TAPE RECORDING ACCESSORIES 
AND EQUIPMENT 

95. Bradmatic Circuits. 
96. Bradmatic Plate Coil. 
97. Bradmatic Oscillator Coil. 
98. Bradmatic Bias Rejector Unit. 
99. Bradmatic Humeral Screens. 

100. Bradmatic Tape Guides. 
101. Bradmatic 5RP Heads. 
102. Bradmatic 6RP Heads. 
103. Bradmatic 5E Erase Heads. 
104. Sound Mirror Tape, per reel. 
105. G.E.G. Tape, per reel. 
106. E.M.I. Tape, per reel. 
107. Scotch Boy Tape, per reel. 
108. Collaro Tape /Rec. Motors 
109. Spare Spools. 
110. Acos Microphone. 
III. Rothermel Mike. 
112. Reslo Ribbon Mike. 
113. Reslo Table Stand. 
114. Reslo Moving Coil Mike. 
IIS. B.S.R. FP.I0, 1,400 r.p.m. 
116. B.S.R. SR.I, 2,750 r.p.m. 
117. B.S.R. SR.2,2,750 r.p.m. ' Left and right drive. 

PRICES AND TERMS. 

THIS MONTH'S 
SPECIAL OFFER 
Decca P.A. 6 Amplifier 
in case. Plessey 3 -speed 
Autochange for 7 ", 10" 
and 12" records and Good - 
mans Axiom 101 8' 
Speaker. All famous equip- 
ment, brand new and tested. 
Usual price of complete 
outfit, E52,5í9. Our special 
price 

£36 cash 
or L12 deposit and 12 

monthly payments of 46, -. 

CLASSIC [LECTIUCAL 
co., 352/364, LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD, 

LTD. CROYDON, SURREY. 
Telephone. AUDscombr 6061 -6062. 
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poRN 
ANNOUNCEN 

We can supply all the 
parte to help you. 

# Drum (21 in. dia), 1/6 ---- -- 
Driving head 1/6 r 
Double pointer ., 4d. 
Npring 3d. 
Nylon Cord (yard) 6d. , ̂ --- --.__- 
Eng 
Engraved 

Plate,. 
Dial 

I r 
M0-510 Chose 800li -..._ 74 
130 -530 and 800- 
':.200 m. With station names, new wavebands 1/6 

Coils, 180 -550, 800 -2,200 metres, pair 6/6 
Punched chassis, 3 -valve plus rectifier T.R.F. 3/9 
cabinet, Bakelite, in Walnut or Ivory or Wooden 
In Walnut Finish 17/6 
Packing and Insurance 2/6 
SEND 1/6 FOR EASY TO FOLLOW POINT -TO -POINT 
DIAGRAMS AND CIRCUIT DIAGRAM which shows 
how YOU can build the Receiver Illustrated above. 

THE COMPLETE KIT 
to construct a 3 -valve plus rectifier T.R.F. Receiver for 
use on 200/250 v. A.C. mains can he supplied at119 /6` 
plus 2/6 packing and mariage. / 
Each Kit is complete in every detail, nothing has to be 
made or improvised. Easy to follow, point -to -point 
diagrams are supplied, making construction very simple. 
The Dial is illuminated, and the Receiver housed in its 
Inbinet lone 1_in. ,,i - . x bin. presenta an attractive 
ppearanee. 'rb. . line -up is 717A -H.F. Pentode, 

V R 11fi- Detector, 
APT4- Output, and 
Metal Rectifier. 
Waveband coverage is 
for the medium and 
long bands. Choice 
of 3 Cabinets: Bake 
Me in Walnut or 
Ivory, or Wooden 
Walnut finish). 

WIRELESS WORLD JUNE, 1953 

BUILD A 

PROFESSIONAL 
LOOKING RADIO AT 
LESS THAN HALF 

TO -DAY'S PRICE 

MANUFACTURER'S SURPLUS STOCK 

Famous Set Manufacturer's surplus of 
ELECTRIC 'GRAM UNITS 

Two -speed, 331 and 78 r.p.m. For playing standard 
and L.P. re ordings. Complete with Turntable. 
Nor use on 200 -250 V. A.C. mains. Each unit is 
in its original mannfa :turer'a carton and is fully 

guaranteed. Limited 
quantity only avail- 
able at approx. half 
list price. 

£4.2.6 
Ma 2/6 pkg., ear., 

fur. 

GRAMOPHONE UNITS 
GARRARD 
BRAND NEW 

Induction motor, 100.250 
volt, 50 cycles A.O. 
only. 78 r.p.m. The 
GARRARD Induction 
motor is totally enclosed. 
Entirely free from radio 
frequency disturbance, magnetic hum and electrostatic 
Varier le speed. With 12ín. Turntable. Price £4/19/6. 
plus packing and carriage 5/ -, 
GARRARD Type 76. Latest 3 -speed Autochange Unit 
complete with 2 Acon High Fidelity G.P.19 
Pick -up Heads. 1 L.P. and 1 standard. £14.19.6 
GARRARD Rim Drive 78 r.p.m., complete 
with magnetic pick -up and turntable £5 19 6 
COI.LARO 3 -speed single gram- unit, com- 
plete with head for L.P. and Standard 
recordings £9 . S . 0 

Packing and carriage on each of the above units 2, 8. 
S.S.R. " MONARCH " AU TO- CHANGER 
This is a 3 -speed automatic mixed record changer designed 
to play 12in., 10in., and lin. records intermixed in any 
order. Capacity 10 records, operates on 100/125 -200/250 
volts 50 c/e. A.C. 
New reversible dual stylus crystal pick -up has extended 
frequency range to 10,000 c.o.s. Self compensated for the 
L.P. lower frequencies with the Turnover fequency at 
the correct point. PRICE £16.10.3 plus 5/- pkg., Carr. 

....HE FAMOUS "CHANCERY" HIGH, 
FIDELITY MICROCELL PICK-UP - 
TYPE GPX for Standard and Long Playing 

The Chancery ... Light Weight 
GP.% Pick -up 
embodies mbodies cer- 
tain unique 

features achieving a standard of performance not 
possible with normal magnetic or crystal pick -ups. 
The secret of the high standard of performance is 
in the use of the special microcell crystal cartridge 
assembly which has an unusually wide frequency 
response. The sapphire stylus is precision ground 
and semipermanent. With two cartridges 1 L.P. 
and 1 Standard. Price 52/6. Addittnnal L.P. or 
Stendsrd Cartridges can be supplied from stock at 
51/11/8 earls. 

Govt. Surplus - Ex, W.D. STEEL AERIALS 
Alas ideal for ftrh'ng rods -ALL BRAND NEW 

12ft.- 34ft.sections of copper- plated steel highly flexible 
tapering lin. to lin. Brand new in container 8/9. Packing 
and carriage 1 6. Insulated Base 3/. Webbing water. 
proof carrying r use with ehouldereliog, 2i6. 

b VALVE SUPERHET 
RADIO RECEIVER 
CHASSIS, built to 
high standards ensur- 
ing quality reception. 
SPECIFICATION 
VALVE LINE -UP: 
787, 7B7, 7C6, 7C5, 
7Y4. 3 WAVEBANDS 
Long, medium, and 

short. CONTROLS: Tuning, 
wavechange, volume tone control 

on/off Gram. Position on Switch. Pick -up and Extension 
Speaker Sockets Incorporated. For use on 200/250 v. 
A.C. mains. DIMENSIONS: Length 1411n., height 
lltin., width 611n. Distance between control., left to 
right from edge of chassie: lin., 3in., 6 £7.19. 61in., 31m Plus 5/- pkg. /carr. /ins. 7 V 
The above Receiver is lees Speaker and Output Trans- 
former. A suitable loin. Moving Coil Speaker and Out- 
put Transformer can be supplied at 29/- extra. 

A 4 Valve BATTERY SUPERMET RADIO 
RECEIVER CHASSIS 

by the same manor ' - 

facturer is also avail- - 'lyd 
able. 

SPECIFICATION: 
MAZDA VALVE p 
LINE -UP: TP25, VP23, 
HL23 DD, Pen. 25. 3 WAVE. 
BANDS: Long medium and short. CONTROLS: 
Tone, Volume On/Off, Tuning, Wavechange, Gram. 
Position on Switch. Pick -up and Extension Speaker 
Sockets incorporated. Batteries required LT 2 volt, 
HT 120 volt. DIMENSIONS: Height 6in., length 
15in., width Olin. Distance between controls, left to 
right from edge of chassis, 151n., 311n., 31ín., Silo. 
£5.15.0 (Less Batteries) plus 5/- pkg. /ears. /Ins. 
The above Receiver is less Speaker and Output Trans - 
former. A suitable Bin. Moving Coil Speaker and Out- 
put Transformer can be suppled at 23/- extra. 

ONLY A FEW LEFT -BUY NOW! 
FATHE `SOBELL' 4TA6 T TABLE RECEIVER 
M. d L. WAVEBANDS 
Valve Line -up 12.17, 35L6, 
1987 35Z4. 
Entirely transportable and 
unusually sensitive owing to 
special feed -back circuit em- 
ployed. Housed In attractive 
plastic cabinet. 
Choice of 2 Colours -Ice Blue 
or Aero Green. 
Carrying handle incorporated in design. For use oh 200/259 
A.C. /D.C. mains. ore 19 C 

Plus 5/- Pkg. /care. /Ins. O U 

Covered fully by Manufacturer's Guarantee 
UMITED QUANTITY ONLY AVAILABLE AT 

GREATLY REDUCED PRICE 
The Famous 'ROBERTS' M.4.D. 

All Dry Battery Portable 
(Ex-R.A.F.) 

This is a 4 valve superhet 
Receiver covering medium 
and long wavebands. Built 
in Aerial. Housed in a 
superbly finished resin 
covered case. Brand new in 
manufacturers' original 
carton. 

La+UJSPOAKtRS -TAX FREE! 
FLAC -Ilia. dia., Moving Coil, 15 ohms imped. 15/- 
PLESSEY-31n. dia., Moving Coil, 3 ohms imped. 15 /- 
ELAC -3ün. dia., Moving Coil, 3 ohm. imped. 15/- 
ELAC Sin. dia, Moving Coll, 3 ohms [roped... 14/6 
E.M.L -Sin. Elliptical, 15 ohms imped. 27/6 
PLESSEY -Sin. dia., Moving Coil, 3 ohms imped 14/8 
PLESSEY -bin. dia., Mains Energised, 3 ohm 

imped. (600 ohms field), with Pentode Trans- 
former 22/6 

PLESSEY -bin. dia. Mains Energised, 3 ohms 
[mped. (600 ohms field) 19/6 

PLESSEY-10in. dia. Moving Coll, 3 ohms 
imped. 

OOODMANS -12ín. dia., Moving Coil, 15 ohms £ /$ Plus 5f- packing and carriage. 
VITAVOX-K12/20 Zlín. dia, Moving Coil, 15 

ohms imped. £11/11 
Plus 5/- packing and carriage 

A WORLD - FAMOUS Manufacturer's 
Surplus of RADIO RECEIVER CHASSIS 
7 -valve RECEIVER 
Built to exacting speci- 
fications and incorporating 
features ensuring super- 
lative tonal qualities and 
world -wide reception. Speci- 
fication 8 watts push -pull 
output using 2 Mazda 
Pen. 95 valves. Ample 
negative feedback Is ap- 
plied over all the audio - 
amplifier. Amplifier Mazda 
Type HId1DD gives signal 
Detection A.V.C. and Phase Splitting. Two stages of I.F. amplification 485 Re /s., using Mazda VP41. 
FOUR WAVEBANDS -14 M: 24 M., 24 111.-55 M., 190 M. 
-600 M., 900 H, -2,000 M. 
DIRECT ANO) VERNIER TUNING. Gram. position on 
Switch. Provision for external Loudspeaker. For use 
on 200/250 A.C. Maine. 513/10/ -, plus 21 /- pkg. and carr. t 

WILLIAMSON AMiLIFItR KIT 
A complete kit of parts for the construction of the 
latest version of this famous amplifier, complete 
with valves, output and mains transformers. 

15 gns. Pins 7/8 pkg., cary. and OW. 
WILLIAMSON AMPLIFIER TRANS- 

FORMERS (To specification) 
The Output Transformer 3.8 ohms sec., 
The Mains Transformer PREMIER 8P425A, 3/7/8. 

ACCUMULATORS 
By world -famous maker, 2 volt 10 amp. 4 11 

£13.13.0 
plus 7/6 pkg. /care. /Ins. 

with ith Battery 
17/6 extra.) 

1124 RECEIVER UNIT 
Range 30 to 40 Me /s. Contains ein new valves, SODS, 
1.802, 1 -1502 (frequency changer), 1 -1)41, 24 ceramic 
trimmers, 6 ceramic valve -holders, 6 valve screening cane, 
30 resistors, 1 -W /W Pot. Meter Mica Tubular and Block 
Condensers, Ceramic coil former, 2 Weetector W %8 and 
1 Westector W 114, 5 -way 4 -bank switch with long spindle, 
I.F. transformer, etc. 
Brand new in maker's carton at 17/6, plus 3/6 postage 
and packing. 
RI132A RECEIVER. Complete with valves £3 /19/6. 

Plus pkg. and cary. 10/6. 

1155 RECEIVER UNIT 
BRAND NEW 

In original ease. 
complete with to 
valves. Frequency 
range 18.5 Me /s- 
75 Kc /s. in 5 wav r 

banda. 511 /19/6. 
10/6 packing and 
carriage. 

POWER SUPPLY 
UNIT 

for above incorporating 
output stage. Supplies 
an output of 250 volts 
at 80 mA., which is ample 
for the R1155 with the 
output stage. Jones plugs for connecting the Power 
Pack to the Receiver are Included. The 6V6 output stage 
complete with Output Transformer and Silo. speaker Is 
built Into the unit Price £5/5/-, Plus 5/- Pkg. and tear, 
As a special offer, power supply unit including 
speaker together with RI 115 receiver. 
PRICE £16.19.6, Plus 1S/- pkg. d corr. 
* We now Anus available a small quantity of used R1155 

Receivers. We can offer these at the rid.eulonsiy low 
price of 89'19/8. plus 10 /- pkg., Carr., Ins. These 
Receivers have been reconditioned and Air Tested and 
are fully guaranteed to be in perfect working order. 

RI355 RECEIVER AMPLIFIER 
with 5 I.F. Stages for T.V. conversion. Contains 7 VR65's, 
1-5U4, 1- VU120, 1 -EA50, £1/19/6. Plus pkg. and 
carriage 10/-- 

RF 25 UNITS 
Frequency covered 40.50 Mc /s (6.7.5 metres) switched 
tuning. 5 Pre-set positions complete with 3 VR65'8 £1 /5/- 
Plus pkg. and cary. 2 /6. 

RF 26 UNITS 
The ideal short -wave converter for T.V., variable tuning, 
contains 2 -EF54, 1- VR137, £2/19/6. Plus pkg. and 
cary- 2/6. 
Asa special offer cox cas supply the R1355 complete with 
RF.24 or RF.25 at 59 /6 or with RF.26 at 04.17.0 pine car.. 

ROTARY CONVERTER POWER SUPPLY UNITS 
12 v. D.C. Input 230 v. 30 mA Output, Completelq 
smoothed. Complete with ease, 19/6. Plus 5/- pkg. /cary, 

WEYMOUTH MINIATURE COIL PACK 
Covering Med. /Long /Short wave bands. Iron cored coil 
gram. position on switch. Dimene.: Height, llln. Length 
On. Width 211n. Spindle length lin. Price 19/6. 
WEYMOUTH MINIATURE I.F.TRANSFORMERS 
465 Kc,s, iron cored, permeability tuned, 30 6 pair. 

MINIATURE TUNING CONDENSERS 
2 gang .0005 mid. with trimmers 69 

PREMIER RADIO COMPANY 
(Regd.) B. H. Morrl. a Co. (Radio) Limited E.tah. 40 Yrs. 

(Dept. W.W.) 207 EDGWARE ROAD LONDON ' W1 
Telephones: AMBaasador 4033 a PADdington 3271/2 

OPEN I: NTIL 6 P.M. SATURDAYS CLOSED 1 P.M. THURSDAYS 

Terme of Business: 
Cash with order or 
C.O.D. over £1. Please 
add 1/- for Poet Orders 
under 10/ -, 1/6 tinder 
40/- unless otherwise 
stated. 
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ACCLAIMED BY ALL , . 

The PREMIER De Luxe PORTABLE Magnetic 

Tape Recording Kit -Price £31.4.0 

The 
'PREMIER' 
Recorder 

This Recording Outfit has been designed for use with 
Af.C.l -111 "SCOTCH BOY" Magnetic Tape. With 
Ihis high -quality lape a frequency of 60 c. p.s. l0 9.000 c.p.s. 
at tape speed of 7Iin. /sec. can be readily achieved. Addi- 
tional reds of 1,20nft. ran be NU ',plied at 35; -. 

1KSTRUCTIONAL BOOKLET ... 2 6 
This is credited if a complete kit of the Tape 

Recorder is ordered. 

./s it tishal i. uil PREtiIER A'i TS, 
every single item doom to the laid nut and 
bolt is supplied. The Chassis is punched 
and layout diagrams and theoretical 
circuits are included. 
When completed the PREMIER 
PORTABLE TAPE RECORDER 
compares MORE than favourably with 
any other make at double the price. 

57 

ANNOUNCEMENT 

(Plus 15;- Pkg., Carr. & Insur.) 

* Including ALL parts, Valves, Portable Cabinet, 8in. Loudspeaker, Tape - 
Table, Reel of r Scotch Boy' Tape and Rewind Spool, and Microphone. 

THE 7 -VALVE AMPLIFIER IS SPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR HIGH QUALITY REPRODUCTION 
Beet Specification : VALVE LINE -UP : EF37A First Stage, 68L7 Second Stage and Tune Control ; 1ìV-6 Output; 
6X5 Rectifier ; VT601 Bias and Erase Oscillator ; 7193 Record Level Amplifier; 6U6 Magic Eye Record Level Indicator. 
OUTPUT : 4 Watte. FREQUENCY RANGE : 60 c.p.s. to 9,000 c.p -e. CONTROLS t Volume ; Record/ 
Playback Switch ; Treble Boost ; Base Boost--on/off. 
A VISUAL MAGIC EYE Record Level Indicator is incorporated. The unit is housed in a superbly finished rexine covered 
portable cabinet which Incorporates a compartment for the Microphone when not in use. Weight complete 35th. 
Dimensions : S11n. long, Ellin. deep, 0 }in. high. 
The RECORDER incorporates an entirely NEW VERSION of the famous LANE TAPE TABLE. 
Brief Specification : Made to high standards and incorporating features ensuring low level of " Wow " and " Flutter" 
throughout the full length of tape. 
FAST REWIND. Provision for fast rewind and forward run in lees than 1 min. In either direction. WIND AND 
REWIND WITHOUT UNLACING OF TAPE. INSTANTANEOUS BRAKING. THREE MOTORS obviating 
friction drive. 
HIGH FIDELITY RECORD PLAYBACK (1 HOUR APPROX. PLAYING). The Table is fitted with high fidelity 
record playback head of new design wound to high impedance and a separate A.C. Erase Head. The Heads are halt. 
track sine allowing approx. 1 hr. playing from standard 1,200ft. Reel of Tape. 
TAPE SPEED : 7 }in. sec. For use on A.C. 800/250, 60 cycles mains only. 
MICROPHONE : Crystal -specially designed for Premier by famous manufacturer. 

SEPARATE UNITS CAN BE SUPPLIED 
AMPLIFIER KIT (including 8in. Speaker). 
AMPLIFIER (already built, wired and tested).. 
LANE TAPE TABLE& REWIND SPOOL.. 
PORTABLE CABINET (rexine covered)..... 
MICROPHONE 
REEL OF ' SCOTCH BOY " TAPE 

(I.200í t.) ............... ............................... . 

AS LISTED BELOW - 
..E11.0.0 plus 5- )k;. /corr. 
.014.15.0 plus 7: 6 pk f. /carr. 
. L16.10.0 plus 7t 6 p k;. /carr. 
.24.19.6 plus 5/- pk,. /carr. 
62.19.6 plus If- pkg./carr. 

L1.15.0 plus 6d. pkg. /carr. 

CRYSTAL MICROPHONE 
An entirely Insulated crystal microphone which can be 
safely used on A.C./D.C. amplifiers. High impedance. 
No background noise, really natural tone. The ideal 
Mike for tape, wire and sound projectors. Price 22/8. 

MICROPHONE STAND BASE 
Heavy Moulded Black Bead fitted 
with thread Standard te adaptor. 
I1 imensione: 711n. across, 21n. deep. 
Weight: 1}Ib. Poet paid 3/11. 

MOVING COIL MICROPHONE 
Low Impedance. Incorporates press -to 
talk twitch. Housed In strong black bakelite 
case. Dimensions: lia wide, liin. high, 
l din. deep. 

Plue 1/8 poet and ' 916` packing 
A matching transformer for 
high impedance can be supplied 
at 3/6 extra. 

To those unable to build this 
PORTABLE TAPE RECORDER we 

can supply it completely wired, 
testedand ready toplugin at 

39GNS Plus I gn. pkg./corr. 

M:CROPHONES 
I)USTRAFH 3 N E : Moving Coil ; High 
Impedance. Stand Type : E5 /12/6 -Hand Mika 

RONETTE -Crystal Mike ; Incorp. the Filter 
Cell Insert ; High Imped. Ball Type 23/19/6. 
CRYSTAL MICROPHONE- Rothermel 
2AD:6. Especially recommended. 62/19/6. 

Table Stands for all the above 17;6. 

ALL -POWER 
REGULATED POWER SUPPLIES 

MODEL 501 

STABILIZED OUTPUT ... 

UNSTABILIZED OUTPUT 

UNSTABILIZED A.C. ... 

200 -500 VOLTS 0 -250mA 

470,630 VOLTS 0 -250mA 

6.3 VOLTS IOAMPS 

VOLTAGE STABILIZATION WITHIN ± O.02°ó 

EFFECTIVE OUTPUT RESISTANCE 0.252 MAX. 

OUTPUT RIPPLE LESS THAN 2mV RMS. 

STANDARD MODEL 

19" RACK MOUNTING... ... E70 

END FRAMES 

REINFORCED, POLISHED HARDWOOD 
El 15 0 per pair 

STEEL INSTRUMENT CASE ... E4 IO 0 

ALL -POWER TRANSFORMERS LTD. 
CHERTSEY ROAD, BYFLEET, SURREY 

Tel.: BYFLEET 3224.5 

MODEL 501 

(fitted with end frames) 

PRICES QUOTED ARE NET EX WORKS AND ARE 

SUBJECT TO VARIATION WITHOUT NOTICE 
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ANII SIMILAR ANALYSIS 

This Panoramic Display shows the 
Frequency and Magnitude Analysis 
of Torsional Vibration in the Main 
shaft of a Turbo -Jet Engine. 

Model 1950 Panoramic Wave Analyser 
40c 's to 25Kc /s. 

Sensitivity 10mV to 30 volts. 
Time and Amplitude Calibration. 

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS 
DERBY RD., EAST SHEEN, LONDON, S.W.14. Phone PRO 8212 

with a 

CI= 
0C1AC CONVERTER 

Models for Electrical Gramophones from £8 16 0 
Models for 

Radiograms and Autochange Radiograms 
(inc. 3 -speed motors) 

Radios, Televisions, etc. from £11 16 6 
Tape Recorders, Dictating Machines, etc. 
Input, 6, 12, 24, 32, 50, 110 or 200 /250V. D.C. 

Output 230V. 50 or 60 c /s. 
Descriptive literature W.W.29 from the manufacturers: 
NEW CHAPEL ROAD, HIGH ST., FELTHAM, MIDDX. 

Tel.: FELtham 4242 
Service Dept : 57 Fortess Road, London, N.W.5. Tel.: GULliver 5165 & 7202 
Scottish Depot : 257 Corbels Street, Glasgow, C.5. Tel.: South 1326 

Overseas enquiries to nearest E.M.I. Organisation Depot. 

HANNEY of BATH offers 
WILLIAMSON AMPLIFIER. We have limited stocks of WODEN potted com- 
ponents. Output turns. 1VOT. 26 (3.6 ohm secs.), 138/8 ; WOT.25 (1.7 ohm secs.). 
130/- PTA!, 14A mains tram., 87/6 : PCF. 12 150 ma. choke, 44/- ; PCF.22 
30 H. 20 ma. choke, 301- ; PTM 23, mains trans. for pre -amp., 47/8. Resistor 
(RK) and condenser kits (CK) available. RK, main amp., 33/9 : RK, fig. 13, 
916 : RK, fig. 15, 24 /- ; RK, fig. 19, 37/ -; RK, fig. 30, 6/8 ; BK, fig. 27, 9/8 ; 
RK, fig. 20, 24/8 CK. fig. 13, 15/ -; CK, fig. 15, 47/ -; CK, fig. 19, 54/8; 
CK. fig. 20, (less C68 and 72), 12/9 ; CK, fig. 27, 19/- ; CK, fig. 29, 54/ -. RK in- 
cludes all pate. PARTRIDGE unpotted output transformer with terminal board (1.7 
ohm secs.), £6 /1916. E(stune Output transformer £4 /10 /-. Mains transformer 
to specification, 57/8. 10 henry 150 ma. choke, 20/- ; 30 H 20 ma. choke. 10/ -. 
STANDARD VIEWMASTER. Constructors' Envelope, 7/6 ; complete kit with 
wire, sleeving, nuts and bolts, lese valves, tube and cabinet, GENUINE parla only, 
£31. OR in 7 easy stages : 1, 82/3 ; 2, 42/9 : (wenvoe, 39/ -) ; 3, £5 /1 /8 ; 4, 
9/10 5. £10 /4/ -; 6, £7/5/9; 7, 87/8 ; Individual parts (any item separately), 
WB100 (sound end vision chassis), 18/8; WB101, 6/- ; WB102, 18/8 ; WB103, 
42/- ; WB103A, 52/8 : WB104, 15/6 ; WB105, 47/2 : WB106, 25/8 ; WB107, 
32/13; 

12, 21/8 8 V B /Consoles conversion kit 35f ; tube 
B3 () prre -amp 

W11110, 
ssis,, 17/13; 

Westinghouse Rectifiers, 14A86, 20/4 ; 14D36, 11/7 ; WXS and W %6, 8/9 each 
36EHT100, 29/5 ; 36EHT50, 28/1 ; 36EHT45, 23/8 ; K3:I00, 14/8 ; K3/50, 
8/9 ; K3/45, 3 /2. T.C.C. Condensers, £7/10/- (any condenser supplied separ- 
ately). Morganite pots, 5/- each ; Morganite resistors, 38/3. Coivem pot, 22/6: 
or CLR901 3/3 each and CLR4089/22, 8/4 Belling-Lee L707, 8/9. Fuees, 6d. 
each. Wearite Collects (with L9), L'don, 22 /- ; Wenvoe, 29/- ; B'ham., H'Moes 
and K.-0.-S., 30/ -- Pre-amp coils. 4/- Pair.. any channel. 
TELEKINO. Contractor's Envelope, 6 / -, Coliset, 54/3 ; Chassis Kits, 70 /- 
T.C.C. Kit. £71413 ; R.M.4 rectifier, 21/- ; Allen Wide Angle Componente, 
L0.308, 50/- F0.305, 21/- ; DC.300, 42/- FC.302, 35/- ; OL.16 and GLIB, 
10 /- each ; BT.314, 151- ; SC.312, 22/8 ; AT.310, 30/- ; OP.117, 9/- ; Resistors 
and Pote are detailed in our TK Supplement. 
MAGNAVIEW. All component still available as per our April advert. 
LANE MIL 4 TAPE TABLES. £17/10 plus 10 /- packing. Lane tape- recorder 
Constructors' Envelope, 5 / , 
Now In preparation. A Constructor Envelope showing how to build the SOUND - 
MASTER. Not a cheap ready -built Tape Desk with an amplifier, but a professional 
type instrument that can be assembled from precision- engineered paste without 
tools or previous experience. Designed by the designer of the Viewmaster, Mr. 
W. L Flack, Asooe,I.E.E., the Soundmaeter incorporates twin -track, 3 -speed 
ultra silent drive (3 motors), specially screened 3 -watt amplifier and magic eye 
level indicator. Also im preparation, Constructor Envelope for the new WIDE 
ANGLE VIEWMASTER for 14in., lei and 17ín. tubes. 
Send 6d. in stamps for our NEW LIST. Details of the above two designs will be 
sent to all applicants as soon as available. 

L. F. HANNEY 
77, LOWER BRISTOL ROAD, BATH 

TEL 3811 
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TRIGGER -FEED SOLDERGUN 

The Wolf Type 51 with its trigger -feed 
is indispensable to all modern assembly 

GENERAL INDUSTRIAL PURR 
Type 
c h. 

H 

act 

with 
perfectly 

y -grip handle. 
r0 me finish. Net 

7!, oz. 

FINE INSTRUMENT WORK 

Type 31- complete with two 
bits, one straight and one 
angular -easily interchange- 
able. Net weight 8 oz. 

FINE TO MEDIUM WORK 
Type 41 -complete wit 
easily adjustable dia 
bit -the tempera 
be controlled b ": ing 
or shorteni r Net 
weight 8 

MEDIUM TO HEAVY W( 
Type 71 -complete with 
square section bit, heavy 
cfirome finish, plastic easy - 
grip handle. Net weight 
91 oz., 

EXTRA WORK 

aW --- \, 

SO _ NG IRONS 

s 21 and 31 also available with straight handles 

heat deflecting skirt. Ask for models 22 and 32 

Type 81- complete with 
16 oz. bit and easy -grip 
plastic handle heavy chrome 
finish. Net weight 2 Ib. 

WOLF ELECTRIC TOOLS LTD 
PIONEER WORKS HANGER LANE . LONDON W.5 
Branches: Birmingham Manchester Leeds Bristol Glasgow TeL Per /vale 5631.4 

59 

SUB-MINIATURISATION 

Tetrode Subminiature Amplifier 

TYPICAL OPERATION 

Filament Voltage . . 

Filament Current . . 

H.T. Supply Voltage 

Anode Load .. 
Screen Resistance . . 

Stage Gain.. . . 

The maximum cross -section is only 8mm. by 6mm. with a glass 

length of 27.0mm. and the normal filament current is 124, mA 

0.625v 
12-'zmA 

22ív 
I to 2MS2 

3MS2 

32 

VIVA 
I 

THE SCIENTIFIC 
VALVE 

These features in con- 
junction with the high 
efficiency of the Xw=W30 
permit still greater scope 
to the desigeer cf the 
most modern F earirg aids 
and other small elec .conic 
equipment. 

V LS .V Telephone: HARrcw 2655 
SCENT. HARROW -ON- THE-HILL. MID- DLESEX 
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key to vibration analysis 

'1/U1AP,J\M/'u\f1/ UAvr`JU1/1, A 

Resonance, out of control, may cause fatigue failure in any engineering structure 
from a bridge to a turbine blade. 

Resonance, mechanically induced in structures which 
servant of the designer instead of being his master. 

Electro- mechanical fatigue testing is the modern 
efficient structure. 

de Havilland have twenty years of experience in 
vibration analysis in the aircraft industry and other 
industries. Power amplifiers, limiting amplifiers, 
moving -coil vibrators and other equipment are available, 
with expert guidance, for the designers of today. 

are on test, becomes the 

method of ensuring the most 

DE HAVILLAND PROPELLERS LTD 
ELECTRONICS DIVISION, HATFIELD, HERTFORDSHIRE, ENGLAND 

ASK ARTHURS FIRST 
Sent your enquiries for all Radio and e:lectsleal * NEW VALVES goods. especially those in short supply. 

We have probably the largest variety of valves in 
the country. Let us know your requirements. 
AVO METERS IN STOCK 
Avo Model 7 E19 I 

Avo Model 8 £23 I 

Signal Generatcr, Mains and Battery 
Models £30 

Electronic lest Meter L40 
Valve Characteristics Meter £60 * Cossor Oscilloscopes Models 1035 L93 I 

1049 E132 
Also full range TAYLOR METERS. List on requast. 

VALVE MANUALS 
5 0 

Mullard ...."' 
S 0 

Osram 
Brimar Nos. 4 & 5 

ea 

- 2 u Part 2 Mazda, lace - 
Mullard Valve Rep 

ment Guide 2 6 

Amateurs' G,.ide to 
Valve Selection byl 
Mullard .......' 

Postage bd. each extra 

Leak Point I Amplifiers f28 7 0 

Leak Pre -Amplifiers ... f9 9 0 

Leak Tuning Unit f38 5 0 

Wearite Tape Deck f35 0 0 
Grundit Tape Recorder 
two -speed E84 0 0 
Recording Tapes: E.M.I , G.E.C. and 
Scotch Boy, 35/- each. 
Ferrovoice Tape, 1,200ft. on 7in. 
spool 22 6 only (plus 9d. postage). 
Terms C.O.D. or Cash with order. 
Goods offered subject to being unsold 
and to price alteration. 

LTD 
pa0P5 ARTHUR GRAY. 

GRAY HOUSE, 150 -152 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2 
TEMple Bar 5833/4 and 4765 Cables : TELE GRAY, LONDON 

EST. 
1919 

A MINIATURE MAQNETIF 
LIIINTWEIÇNT EARPHONE 

The new Amp.,vox E.4 Earphone 
has been primarily developed for 
use with office dictating machines. 
industrial equipments and hearing 
aids where a highly sensitive. 
lightweight, miniature receiver 
is needed. 
Available in D.C. resistances 
2 -2000 ohms; frequency 100- 
4000 c.p.s.; diameter .835 ". 
depth 420 ": weight } oz. 

AM PLIVOXLTD. 
2 Bentinck Street, London, W.1 

SOUND ENGINEERS TO LEEVERS - RICH I 

LeeRaser 
WIPES WHOLE 
SPOOLS OF 
MAGNETIC 
TAPE 
INSTANTLY ! 

PRICE £9 10 0 

THE FILM INDUSTRY 

Trade 
Enquiries 

Invited. 

LEEVERS -RICH EQUIPMENT LTD., 
37, WARDOUR STREET, LONDON, W.I GER. 4502 
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Attention Music Lovers! Special "Coronation Year "News 

BAKERS 

Selhurst 
RADIO 

INTRODUCING 

THE NEW DE -LUXE 'TRIPLE' CONE LOUD- 
SPEAKER 12 " -I5 WATTS- 18/17,000 cps. 

A worthy successor to our world famous 1952 'TRIPLE' 
Cone, its perfection of Tone and Performance will 
satisfy the most critical music lover. 

THE NEW SPECIAL SINGLE CONE LOUD - 
SPEAKER-I2"-20 WATTS -2516,000 cps. 

THE NEW HEAVY DUTY DUPLEX CONE LOUD- 
SPEAKER 18 " -30 WATTS -18 15,000 cps. 

Of the same high standard in Quality and Performance 
as our De -Luxe model. 

BRIrJG THE ORCHESTRA INTO YOUR HOME WITH 
A BAKER SPEAKER 

BAKERS `Selhurst' RADIO 
Quitable House, Dingwall Road, Croydon. 

PIONEER MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH FIDELITY LOUDSPEAKERS 

Telephone : CROydon 2271 

"DECALS" 
Transfer labels for marking 

electronic equipment 

NO BACKGROUND 

BLACK OR WHITE LETTERING 

PROFESSIONAL FINISH 

GOVT. APPROVED 

Decals are easily applied, without instruments or 
machinery in any location. Decals not only give a per- 
manent neat and clear marking on panels, knobs, cables 
etc., but they are also removable, e.g. when the function 
of a control is changed. The lettering is approx. gin. high. 

Decals are supplied in book form as follows : 

AMATEUR Mk. I I. In Black or White containing approx. 
300 titles relating mainly to amateur radio and covering 
transmission, reception, audio engineering, television, oscil- 
loscopes, disc and tape recording. 

PRICE 3s. 6d. plus 3d. postage. 

STANDARD Mk. I I. In Black or White approx. 750 titles 
covering a wide field of electronics, including amateur and 
industrial equipment, letters and numerals in 2 sizes, Greek 
letters, units of quar.tity etc. Resistor etc. serial numbers, 

PRICE 4s. 9d. plus 3d. postage. 

ALEXANDER EQUIPMENT LIMITED 
Child's Place, Earls Court 

LONDON, S.W.5 
FREmantle 6762 

(Agents wanted for Australia, Canada, South Africa, India and Pakistan) 
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ALL OUR GOODS NOW OFFERED AT POST BUDGET PRICES 
Irrespecti'e of whether we paid the higher, 
pre-Budget, tax, it has been decided to pass 
on to our customers immediately the benefit 
of the welcome reduction in Purchase Tax. 
This is only one example of the EXTRA 
SERVICE you get by buying your new equip- 
ment from the firm backed by EXCEPTIONAL 
TECHNICAL RESOURCES. We are not just 
a selling- machine, but are out to SAVE YOU 
MONEY and ensure that you get the apparatus 
MOST SUITED TO YOUR NEEDS. If our 
10 guinea Amplifier will suit your purpose we 
do not try to sell )ou our 15 guinea model. 
It is, therefore, DEFINITELY IN YOUR 
INTEREST to consult our Chief Engineer 
first (available daily including Sat Jrdays 
11 a.m.-6 p.m.) before purchasing HIGH - 
FIDELITY AMPLIFIER, FEEDER UNIT, 
RECORD PLAYER, SPEAKER or SPEAKER 
CABINET. If you cannot call, send 2 }d. 
stamp for Post -Budget CATALOGUE and 
BARGAIN SUPPLEMENT. 

N.R.S. "SYMPHONY" AMPLIFIERS, 
fitted with the patent "three -channel system" 
giving independent control of Bass, Middle and 
Top, thus affording the maximum possible 
control of tone and compensation for record- 
ing deficiencies. Especially essential %hen 
mixing the playing of old and new 78's with 
the new LP records. Scratch control and 
negative feedback also incorporated. Woden 
transformers. 5 -watt model only IO gns. 
10 -watt model (push -pull triodes), 15 gns. 
Carr. 5 / -. When ordering, state output 
impedance required if kno%n. 

G A R R A R D 3-SPEED AUTO- 
CHANGERS, Model RC80A. The very 
latest model, normally only available for 
export. We consider ourselves very fortunate 
to be able to offer this finest of all auto - 
changers, fitted with special pickup arm to 
take two separate DECCA or ACOS HEADS, 
from stock at present. (Not to be confused 
with auto -changers fitted with turnover 
pick -up.) INTERCHANGEABLE on motor - 
board with previous models. Price [15'3/3. 

Or Special Offer complete with pair Acos 
GPI9 and GPI9LP heads 119!5 /- or two 
Decca XMS heads 120/10/ -. Carr. and pack. 

/ -. Advice re heads if required. Substantial 
rexine- covered portable case to house above 
90/ -, carr. 5/ -. Extra P.U. Head to take thorn 
needles for playing your old 78's if required 
25,- and 35' -. 
MODEL RC75A, current model, same 
specification as above but finished in attractive 
beige hammer -finish instead of dark brown. 
Also, 7 -in. record Centre -Spindle optional 
at 20/9 extra instead of obligatory. Our 
special offer : 113/10/- or with two Acos 
heads Wilk- or two Decca XMS EI8 /ISI-, 
carr. 5/- extra. Extra head for thorns 25/ -. 
Complete in de luxe Portable case with locks, 
[5 a tr- 
"SYMPHONY " BASS REFLEX CABI- 
NET KI S. 30in. high, consist of full ' -cut r thick heavy, inert, non- resonant patent 
board, deflector -plate, felt, all screw;, etc., 
and full instructions. The design is the final 
result of extensive research in our own 
laboratory and is your safeguard of optimum 
acoustic results. 8 -in. speaker model, 85/- ; 

10 -in. speaker model, 97/6 ; 12 -in. speaker 
model, 107/6. Carr. 7/6. Ready built, 7/6 
extra. 
SPEAKERS AT PRE -TAX PRICE. We 
are pleased to be able to offer from our large 
pre -tax stock the fine 12.in. 10 -watt p.m. 
speakers by Grampian. Price E7 each plus 
carriage 5 / -. Smaller (taxed) speakers which 
we now recommend are the Wharfdale 
Bronze Bin. at 64/- and the Bronze 10in. at 
92/8 inclusive. Post 2/6. 
DECCA 3 -SPEED GRAM UNIT, incor- 
porating selected motor and turntable 
cushion- mounted on brown unit plate with 
XMS pickup arm to take latest 3 -pin plug -in 
pickup heads. Units supplied with springs 
for floating plate on wooden motor- board. 
Our special offer : E7 /I0 /- or complete with 
two Decca XMS Heads, E12 /IS /-, or with Acos 
GPI9 and GPI9LP, [I I /10 / -. Post and packing 
2 6. 

DECCA 3 -SPEED GRAM MOTOR for 
331, 45 and 78 instantly switchable 15/18'6. 
All motors complete with turntable, rubber 
mat and fixing screws. Post and packing 26. 
CONSOLE AMPLIFIER CABINETS, 
33in. high, lift -up lid, take Gram, Unit or 
Auto- changer, Amplifier and Radio Feeder 
Unit, finished medium walnut veneer. 
Price 8 gns., also de luxe version, [1015/6, 
carriage extra. Bass Reflex Cabinets to 
match available. Details 21d. 
RECORD PLAYER CABINETS, de luxe 
portable model, 16ín. x 13in. x 7in. with 

in thick uncut motorboard, 15in. x 124in. 
Ideal for GU4A Units. Price 57/6, carr. 2/6. 
MICROGRAM CABINETS, ex- manufac- 
turer, brown rexine, carrying handle, room 
for 3 -4 -watt Amplifier, Gram Unit and baffle 
for 64in. Speaker, attractive gold speaker 
grille in front. While they last 59/6, plus carr. 
and pack., 3/6. Ditto but un- renovated and 
less motorboard, grille and fasteners, 30/ -, 
plis carr. and pack., 3/6. 
MICROGRAM AMPL.FIER, screws 
straight into the above cabinet, gives amazing 
quality for a portable player. Price E7/10/ -, 
carriage 5/ -. 
DE LUXE PORTABLE AUTO - 
CHANGER CASES in high quality rexine, 
fitted hasps. Large enough to spring -mount 
any modern auto -changer. Overall dimen. 
sions : 17in. x ISin. x 104in. high. Motor - 
board can be supplied cut for RC72A, 75A 
or 80 or left blank. Price 90/ -, plus carriage 

COMPLETE RECORD PLAYERS, single - 
record and auto-change. Send for catalogue 
giving details of our single record and auto - 
changing models at bargain prices combined 
with technical excellence. 

NORTHERN RADIO SERVICES 
16 Kings College Road (off Adelaide Road) 

London, N.W.3. 
Phone : PRImrose 8314 

Tubes : Swiss Cottage and Chalk Farm. 
Buses : 2, 13, 113, 31, 187. 

I KW TELEGRAPH TRANSMITTERS. Two HF 300's out- 
put. Operation 3.5 mc. to 16 mc. 

BC6I0 TRANSMITTERS with speech amplifier, aerial tuning 
unit, etc. Brand new. 

RCA TRANSMITTERS. Type ET -4336. Complete with speech 
amplifier, crystal multiplier and VFO units. Unused and re- 
conditioned. Can be supplied with very large quantity of spares. 

RCA TRANSMITTERS. Type ET -4332 modified by R.A.F. 
for use on crystal or master oscillator. Complete with speech 
amplifier. 

EX- R.A.F. 1143 TRANSMITTERS. 

MAGNETO 10 LINE U.C. TELEPHONE SWITCH- 
BOARDS (complete). 

NO. 33 TRANSMITTERS. 

A.R.88D's, A.R.88LF's, A.R.77's, 527's, HRO, R.109 and others. 

AUTOMATIC HIGH -SPEED -TELEGRAPH EQUIPMENT. 
" BOEHME " (U.S.A.). Up to 400 signs per minute on lme and 
wireless. 

NAVY MODEL TBY -8 TRANSMITTING- RECEIVING 
EQUIPMENT. Output 0.75 watts on M.C.W. telegraphy and 
0.5 watts on telephony. Frequency range 28 -80 mc. 

All above items in excellent working condition. 
Working demonstration upon request. 

TX VALVES 803, 805, 807, 813. 814, 861, 866A, DET -16 and 
many others. 

Large stock of Tx condensers, crystals and other components. 
Alignment and repair of communication receivers and all other 
short -wave equipment undertaken. 

P.C.A. RADIO 
Transmitter Division :- Receiver Division :- 

The Arches, Cambridge Grove, 170 Goldhawk Road, 
London, W.6. London, W.12. 

Tel.: RIV 3279. Tel.: SHE 4946. 

Television Radio Record 
CABINETS MADE TO ORDER 

ANY SIZE OR FINISH 

CALL OR SEND DRAWINGS FOR QUOTATIONS 

B. KOSKIE (DEPT. E.) 

72 -76 Leather Lane, Holborn, E.C.1 
Phan, : HOLborn 4777 

THE WORLD'S GREATEST BOOKSHOP 

DES iOR BOOKS, 
All new Books available on day of publication. 
Secondhand and rare Books on every subject. 

Stock of over three million volumes. 

Subscriptions taken for magazines. 

119 -125 CHARING CROSS ROAD LONDON W.C.2 

Gerrard J66o (i6 lines) * Open 9 -6 (Thurs. 9-7) 
Nearest Station : Tottenham Court Road 
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W I T H H A R M O N I C F I L T E R 

This new Advance Constant Voltage Transformer is designed for use 
when an adjustable but closely regulated source of constant A. C. volt- 
age is required. The "Vo'stat" is ideally suitable for the most exacting 
industrial applications as well as for general laboratory work. 

It provides a portable, simple to handle instrument for such duties as 
instrument calibration and testing and many other operations involving 
factors that are sensitive to wave form and voltage. 

Full technical Full technical details are given in LeafletS /19W. 

iteivance 
`VO L S TATS 

One Output Regulated, 
± 17, regulated from 0 to 260 volts. 

One Fixed Output, 
230 volts regulated ± 1 %. 

Total Harmonic Distortion less 
than 5 %. 

Maximum Output 170 watts. 

ADVANCE COMPONENTS LIMITED BACK ROAD-SHERNHALL STREET LONDONE 17 
'Phone : LARkswood 4366/7/8 'Grams : Attenuate. Walt, London. 

CITY SALE 61i EXCHANGE 
THE HIGH FIDELITY SPECIALISTS LIMITED 

90 -94, Fleet Street, London, E.C.4. Phone: Central 9391/2 
Offer the following from their extensive stocks: 

RADIOS 
and TUNERS 

Eddystone S750 com- 
munication Receiver, as 
new 37 guineas 
Armstrong 7 valve push 
pull chassis, vari- selectiv- 
ity £23 15 0 

New Double Deccas 
A.C. / D. C. /batt. 110 -250 
v. all wave with batteries, 

our price 14 guineas 
Bush export model 
EBS24 7 valve, 5 waves, 
bandspread £43 0 0 

Lowther DT4 7 valve 
Tuner unit £34 17 6 

Lowther LES 6 valve 
Tuner £25 15 0 

AMPLIFIERS 
LEAK TL 12 with Vari -slope pre -amplifier (as illus- 
trated) 39 gns. or £ 13.19.0 deposit and 34 6 monthly. 

Acoustical QUAD complete with preamp. £35 
(or £12 deposit and 29/5d monthly) - Chapman 
9 v. 4 wave RIG chassis separate amplifier and power 
pack 29 guineas only as new -R.D. new Baby de 
Luxe amplifier as advertised in this issue, immediate 
delivery from us, also H.P. terms if required. 
Demonstrations daily. 

Let us take your present equipment in 

PART EXCHANGE 
For the latest type. 

Write giving details of your own goods, 
and we will give you an approximate figure. 

TAPE 
RECORDERS 

Special offer of Soundmirror 
recorders, shop soiled only, 
complete with microphone and 
1 reel of tape, 

our price 57 guineas 
(or £20.17.0d deposit and 49;10d 
monthly) 
Grundig 2 speed portable 
recorder 80 guineas cash 
(or £28 deposit and 71/7 
monthly). 

SPEAKERS 
Decca corner horns, polished 
walnut £28.10.0d 
R.D. Junior corner horn 

£20.0.0d 

Suitable speakers for above - 
Wharfedale Super 8 CS /L 
£6.15.0d- Goodmans Axiom 
101 £6.12.3d - Axiom 102 
£9.19.6d- Wharfedale Comer 
assembly 15in. and 5in. units 
sandfilled baffle £60.12.0d. 
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MUREX LTD 
will be showing 

`SINCOMAX' SINTERED COMPOSITE MAGNETS 

WIRELESS WORLD JUNE, 1953 

BRITISH INSTRUMENT 

INDUSTRIES EXHIBITION 
OLYMPIA-JUNE 30 -JULY I I 1953 

SINTERED PERMANENT MAGNETS Also TUNGSTEN 

MOLYBDENUM, TANTALUM & ZIRCONIUM METALS 

... and fabricated instrument & valve components 

MUREX LIMITED (Powder Metallurgy Division) R A I N H A M ESSEX Telephone: Rainham, Essex 3322 

LONDON SALES OFFICE: CENTRAL HOUSE, UPPER WOBURN PLACE, W.C.I. Telephone: EUSton 8265 

Late ALEC DAVIS SUPPLIES LTD. 

600 or 
TYPE 

Dept. W.W. 

18 TOTTENH aM 

COURT ROAD, 

LONDON, W.1 

Tel: MUSeum 2453 4539 

Business Hours : 

Monday- Friday 9 -5.30. 
Saturday 9 -I. 

RELAYS 
COIL RESISTANCE 

s 

3,000 /le !` 

3,000 TYPES : 1.90 to 80,00011 
600 TYPES : 0.452 to 9,2C013. 

ALSO LARGE STOCKS OF 
DOUBLE & TRIPLEWOUND 
AND SLUGGED COILS. 
SIEMENS TYPE HIGH SPEED 

KEY 

SWITCHES 

CONTACTS 
3,000 TYPES : up to 8 sets. 

600 TYPES : up to 4 sets. 

3,000 TYPES: Make (M), Break (B)' 
Ill Twin -silver Twin -platinum, Dome - 
silver (2 amp.), Tungsten (5 amp.), 
and Flat -silver (8- amp.), Change - 

Over (C), in all but Tungsten: Make - 
Before -Break (K), in Twin -silver and 
Twin -platinum. 

600 TYPES: (M), (B) and (C), in 
Twin -silver and Twin -platinum. 

KEY SWITCHES. 
2 CIO. to 8 C/O. Special types made 
up to order. 

TRANSFORMERS 
COILS 
CHOKES 
SPECIALISTS IN 

FINE WIRE WINDINGS 
MINIATURE DEAF AID TRANSFORMERS, PICK -UP 
CLOCK AND INSTRUMENT COILS ETC. 

PLEASE NOTE THIS COMPANY'S 
NAME CHANGED FROM 

RADIOMENDERS LTD. TO 

ELECTRO -WINDS LTD. 
ON THE 4th MARCH, 1953 

ELECTRO -WINDS LTD. 
123 -5 -7 PARCH MORE ROAD, THORNTON HEATH, SURREY 
LIVINGSTONE 2261 EST. 1933 

WILL 
BUY 

any U.S. 
surplus 

radio 
parts, 

equipment 

APN -9, TS -67, R -89B /A RN -5, 
ARC -1, ARC -3, ART -13, 
BC -221, BC -348, SCR -522, 
MN -53, MN -61, RA -1, 
MN -31, MI -32, ARN -7, Head- 
sets, Mikes, Cannon Amphehol 
plugs, 274 -N, ARC -5, Dyna- 
motors, Test sets, "TS-" or 
"1-" prefixes. 

State condition and Best Price 

Aircraft Radio 
Industries, Inc, 

85 St. John Street, New Haven, 
Cables: Arico. Conn., U.S.A. 
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POPULAR 
'H' 

T.V. AERIAL 
Available for all channels 

and Horizontal for 
Pontop Pike and Belfast. 

A very efficient aerial 

at a highly competitive 
price. 

Quickly and easily assem- 
bled and erected. 

All the principal ' Te'e- 

craft' features. .15 spac- 
ing, 5ft. steel stand -off 

arm. Complete in every 

detail .... 

£4 -3 -6 
There is a TELECRAFT AERIAL for every 

contingency -indoors or out 

Send for Descriptive Literature. 

Quadrant Road, Thornton Heath, Surrey. 
THOrnton Heath 1 191 -2 -3 

Depot Addresses : 

BRISTOL. 14, Rose Street, Temple Way, Bristol, I. 

Telephone : 21230. 
MANCHESTER. 172, London Road, Manchester. 

Telephone : Ardwick 2734. 
BIRMINGHAM. 75, Holyhead Road, Handsworth. 

Telephone : North 6301 (Ext. 2). 
CARDIFF. I & 2, Stuart Street, Cardiff. 

Telephone : Cardiff 25955. 
GLASGOW. 423, Clarkston Road, Glasgow, 5.4. 

Telephone : Merrylee 4326. 
BOURNEMOUTH. Canford Chambers, St. Peter's Road. 

Telebhone : 2282. 
PLYMOUTH. 25, William Street (City Centre). 

Telephone : 4797. 
BRIGHTON. 81A, Queens Road, Brighton. 

Telephone : 28117. 

C 1 

65 

i 
This very popular versatile 12in. Single Cone Loudspéaker 
can be used for a variety of applications where good quality 
commercial reproduction is required with Audio Inputs 
of up to 15 watts. Emphasis is laid on the robust construc- 
tion that takes into account the conditions met with in 

some P.A. applications. 
The AUDIOM 60 is eminently suitable for general public 
address use, e.g. Small Theatres, Dance Halls, Ice Rinks 
and Amateur Cinema Installations. Other more specialised 
applications include Bass Units in multi -speaker combina- 
tions, Radiograms, Electronic Organs, Electric Guitars, or 
Amplified String Instruments. 
Naturally we can only list a few of the many uses, although 
we are always pleased to give advice on specialised require- 
ments. 
Goodmans Heavy Duty Output Transformer type H.4 is 

specifically recommended for use with this Loudspeaker. 

ffíf'!f / Sfs 

/AI 
SPECIFICATION 

Fundamental Resonance, 35 or 75 c ¡s. Voice 
Coil Diameter, lain. Voice Coil Impedance, 
15 ohms. Flux Density, 14,000 gauss. 
Total Flux, 158,000 Maxwells. Maximum 
Power Handling, 15 watts peak A.C. Overall 
Diameter, 12 a in. Overall Depth, 71in. 
Baffle Hole Diameter, Min. Mounting 
Holes, 4 holes fain. dia. equispaced on a 

111in. P.C.D. Nett weight, 121 lbs. Finish, 
Grey Rivelling Enamel. 

oar 

GOODMANS INDUSTRIES LTD., 
Axiom Works, Wembly, Middx. 

Telephon_ : WEMbley 1200. Telegrams : Goodaxiom, Wembley, Eng. 

U 
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MODERN TECHNIQUES PROUDLY ANNOUNCE 
THE 

MOTEK K4 UNIT 
Employing the new super sensitive (yellow coding 
Record' Playback Head (Impedance 9,700 ohms @ I Kc) 

* Sturdy Push Button Controls. * Electronic braking system giving smooth and efficient 
braking at the touch of a button (self -contained power 
unit). * 3 Collaro Motors * Rewind and fast forward without handling tape and in 
I min. * Essential parts machined co a very high degree of accuracy 

to ensure negligible wow. * Half track record and erase heads. At tape speed 71in. 
per sec. -I hour's playing. * Response 50- 10,000 c;s. * Pressure pads and roller controlled by single lever. * Size of unit 1611 x III x 4in. * Most visible Unit Fittings chromium plated * Voltage A.C. Mains 2001250 volts. * Each unit is supplied with full instructions and circuit 
diagram for suitable amplifier and is fully guaranteed. * Packed in rigid cardboard carton. 

The Motek K4 unit is beautifully finished and its 
operation and appearance is certain to satisfy the most 
critical. 

Price 17 Guineas 
From your local dealer or in case of difficulty write to :- 
MODERN TECHNIQUES 138 -144 Petherton Road, London, N.S. Tel.: Canonbury 5896 

20 
FREQUENCY w CYCLES PER SECOND 

20.000 

RAtUlO 
fOMPONENTS 

x 
Loudspeakers, Condensers, 
I.F. Transformers, Vibrators, 
Wavechange Switches, Elec- 
trical; wires, etc. Export 
agents for many well -known 
British Radio Components. 
Write for Literature and Prices to : 

EDSTONE 
(ELECTRICAL) 

LIMITED 
tç, Buckingham Palace Gardens, 

LONDON, S.W t, England. 

Cable Address' Edsalorg, London. 

TRADE ONLY 
WE hold large and comprehensive stocks of all 
types Radio Components. Your enquiries are 
invited for condensers, resistors, volume con- 
trols, fuses, valve- holders, headphones, etc., etc., 
also new surplus valves. 

Ring MUS. 5929 -0095, for immediate attention. 

Ra C. SERVICES (RADIO) 
117, CHARLOTTE STREET - LONDON - W.1. 

H. 
OLYTHENE 

F. EQUIPMENT 
(AMBYTHENE BRAND) 

COIL FORMERS 
CHOKES 
STAND -OFFS 
FEED -THROUGH S 

Send for particulars and Samples 

AMPLEX APPLIANCES (KENT) LTD. 
19 DARTMOUTH ROAD, HAYES, BROMLEY, KENT. 

(RAVensburn 5531) 

All export enquiries to 

ANTEX LTD., 3, TOWER HILL, LONDON, E.C.3. 
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MICRO E DUAL 
PRECISION 

DR 

TWO-SPEED 
PRE 

(Patents U.K., 
U.S., etc.) 

Type 52 

TWO SPEEDS SINGLE CONTROL 
FREE OF BACKLASH 

Accuracy of scale reading 100% 

Coarse searching speed plus fine 
setting control. 

Single control knob displaced 
axially to select the speed ratio. 

Spring -loaded gears with auto- 
matic take -up of any wear or 
play between primary and 
secondary drives. 

Pointers geared directly to 
centre spindle. 

Security in operation: friction 
clutch obviates overdriving. 

TYPE 

NO' 

NUMBER 

OF DIAL 
MARKINGS 

EFFECTIVE 

SCALE 

LENGTH 

SPEED RATIOS 

COARSE FINE 

52 

63 

57 

56 

53 

1,000 
1,000 

2,000 
2,000 
2,000 

3.3 feet 
3.3 feet 
6.6 feet 
6.6 feet 
6.6 feet 

I : 8 

I : 8 

I : 15 

1 : IS 

I : 15 

I : 120 

I : 120 

1 : 200 
1 : 200 
I : 20ò 

co-& X 

Other TRANSRADIO specialities: - 
COAX Low Capacitance Cables. 

COAX Precision Connectors. 

TRANSRADIO LTD 
138A CROMWELL RD LONDON,S.W.7.,ENGLAND 

67 

Come to the 
RADIO SHOW 

this Royal Year 

Planned, in its unique way, to be a brilliant 

part of the pattern of Britain's " Royal Year ", 

the 1953 Radio Show will be the finest yet. 

On display will be the newest developments in 

Radio, Television, Telecommunications and 

Electronics. During the period of the Radio 

Show, the Society of British Aircraft Con - 

structors-to whose work the British Radio 

Industry makes so vital a contribution -will 
be staging their annual Flying Display at 

Farnborough. Make your arrangements now 

for your visit to both of these important events. 

BRITISH NATIONAL 

RADIO SHOW 
LONDON Sept. 1-12 

Overseas visitors may obtain 
full information from 

THE RADIO INDUSTRY COUNCIL 
59 Russell Square, London, W.C.1, England 
TELEGRAMS: OIDARION, WESTCENT, LONDON 
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ACTOL is an entirely new and different rosin -cored solder. It is 

manufactured by an exclusive process to a formula developed after years of 

research in the Enthoven laboratories. 

The rosin in ACTOL is chlorine -free. It contains no additive which can 

possibly alter the desirable physical and chemical properties of the flux. 

ACTOL'S flux is vitalised in a unique way to give increased wetting 

and spreading power without affecting its other natural properties. 

ACTOL has the ENTHOVEN stellate core with six points of rapid 

solder wall collapse, this has proved to be the most efficient type of solder - 

core for effective release and wetting. 

ACTOL leaves a hard, non -hygroscopic, non -corrosive, residue of . 

maximum insulation resistance. 

THE LATEST [\T IIOYE\ 
® DEVELOPED AND MANUFACTURED AT THE ENTHOVEN SOLDER FACTORY 
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the OHO vitalised 
cared Solder 

Prior to its introduction, extensive tests were carried out on ACTOL for many months in 

the laboratories of telecommunication equipment and electronic instrument manufacturers. These 

tests proved conclusively that ACTOL is vastly superior to any other rosin -cored solder in the 

production of long- lasting, faultless joints. 

ACTOL is indispensable wherever joints are required to give efficient service over long periods 

and where, therefore, increased fluxing action is desired without the possibility of harmful residue. 

ACTOL solves the problems involved in the soldering of fine 

wires in telecommunication equipment, in electronic instruments 

and all delicate electrical work. 

ACTOL is particularly suitable for soldering non- ferrous 

metals such as copper, brass and nickel- silver and many electro- 

plated surfaces. 

ACTOL is A.1.D. approved. In all standard tin /lead alloys, 

I 0-22 s.w.g. A sample of ACTOL will be gladly sent on request. 

Technical advisors are available for free consultation at all times. 

AID TO EFFICIENT SOLDERING 

Marketed by: Enthov en Solders Ltd. Enthoven House, 89, Upper Thames St., London, E. C.4. Tel: MANsron House 4533 
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Musirlovtrseoe- ywhere are de- ianding the Monarch -the 
new idea nautcmatic recorc dEangers. .1 der before have 
they had Ruch fidelity of taie; con- let.hi automatic 
selec-ion cf all records -12" 10' and 7: Ruch ease of 
open tiomEnd unfailing reliatity. 
Mani lead ng set makers fit fe Monarl- as standard - 
your regxst for informado -. will b-i -rg =1 I details by 
returi. 

Birmingham Sound Reproducers Ltd., Old Hill Staffs. Grams: 'Elec-yonic Old Hill, Cradley Heath.' 
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VALVES, TUBES E CIRCUITS 
6. DM70- SUBMINIATURE TUNING INDICATOR 
FOR BATTERY OR MAINS RECEIVERS (Contd.) 

APPLICATION IN VARIOUS TYPES 
OF RECEIVERS 

Battery Receivers Those receivers provided with a 90 -volt 
battery operate with an h.t. of about 85V after deducting the 
negative grid bias required for the output valve. In such a 
receiver a DM70 connected with pin 4 earthed has a cut -off voltage 
of -10V, which is adequate to indicate the strongest signal likely 
to be encountered. Similarly for a 67.5V battery, the h.t. is of the 
order of 60V giving a cut -off voltage of -7V when connected 
with pin 5 earthed. 

A.B.C. Receivers In an A.B.C. receiver it is usually necessary 
to connect the filament of the DM70 in series with the filaments 
of the other valves. With a chain of valves having 50mA fila- 
ment the 25mA filament of the DM70 should be shunted by a 56n resistor. The positioning of the 
DM70 in the filament chain needs careful consideration to ensure that the values of grid voltage at 
zero and at maximum signal give the optimum amount of indication on the DM70. 

A.C. Mains Receivers The filament of the DM70 can usually be fed from a 6.3 -volt transformer winding through a series resistor of 22052 5± %. Alternatively, a 3.15V centre -tap on the heater supply can 
be used, the value of the series resistor then being 820 ±10 %. 

It is not recommended that the filament of the DM70 be fed with a direct current from the cathode resistor of the output valve owing to the possibility of wide variations in this current resulting in 
reduced life of the indicator. 

The recommended anode voltage for the DM70 in mains receivers is 60V, which can be obtained from the h.t. line by means of a series resistor. This results in a sliding anode voltage dependent upon 
the current of the valve and so extends the range of grid control to deal adequately with strong 
signals in a very sensitive receiver. 

As the filament is supplied with an alternating voltage it is necessary to take precautions to prevent 
hum being introduced into the a.g.c. circuit from the grid of the DM70. 

A.C. /D.C. Receivers The filament of the DM70 shunted by a suitable resistor may be connected in 
series with the heaters of the other valves in an A.C. /D.C. receiver provided a surge current limiting 
device is also included in the series circuit. For mains voltages above 160V the shunt resistor 
should be 1852 ±10% when included in a 100mA heater chain. 

Reprints of this advertisement together with additional data may be obtained free of charge from the address below. 

NIULLARD LTD., Technical Publications Department, Century House, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.2. 
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Exhibition s 

T would be ungracious -and indeed, foolish- to 
complain that too much limelight is thrown on our 
art. All the same, the very large number of exhibi- 
tions concerned with radio and electronics are some- 
thing of an embarrassment to many people, including 
visitors and exhibitors as well. Although almost all 
the exhibitions with which we are concerned 
nowadays are in fact, if not in name, specialized, 
there is a good deal of overlapping between them. 
Manufacturers, naturally enough, want to show their 
products to the largest number of potential users, 
who, in their turn, want to see what is available to 
them. But is it possible to avoid the present dupli- 
cation of effort and to reduce the expenditure of man - 
hours and money by both exhibitors and visitors? 

An exhibition organized by the Radio Communi- 
cation and Electronic Association, with collaboration 
of the Ministry of Supply, was held recently at Farn- 
borough for the benefit of delegates from the Euro- 
pean Defence Community, N.A.T.O. and the British 
Commonwealth. It was supported by firms in the 
components and valve sections of the radio industry, 
and though outwardly of a military character, did in 
fact cover a much wider field. With some justifica- 
tion this was claimed to be " the most comprehensive 
display of electronic equipment held anywhere in the 
world." The pity of it is that this impressive show, 
which presented the " professional" side of the 
industry as it has never been presented before, was 
seen by a mere handful of visitors. 

The success of the Farnborough show gives rise to 
the thought that, for purposes of exhibitions, all radio 
could be divided into two sections, which might very 
roughly be described as professional and domestic. 
The first category would include all products for 
communication, industrial, commercial and military 
applications. The domestic show would, of course, 
deal predominantly with broadcast receiving equip- 
ment, but might also cover electronic equipment 
intended to some extent at least for the general 
public, including perhaps "business radio." The 
advantage would be that annual exhibitions organized 
in this way would provide a focal point of the year 
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for developments in the main spheres of activity. 
Such a scheme might not entirely avoid the need for 
specialized exhibitions, but would at least allow them 
to be still more specialized, and thus obviate much of 
the wasteful overlapping that now occurs. 

Television Conversion 
A LETTER from a correspondent, printed elsewhere 
in this issue, expresses the view that the problems 
involved in designing converters for adapting existing 
television receivers for reception of the proposed 
alternative service are rather more difficult than is 
commonly believed. No doubt, certain types of set, 
operated in favourable conditions, could be fairly 
simply adapted, but it does seem most unlikely that 
a standardized design of converter, applicable to all 
sets in all conditions, could be produced at low cost. 

The tunable receiver having channel selection 
under the control of the user will lend itself more 
readily to conversion to the new band, and so it is 
to be expected that this type of set will become 
increasingly popular when the start of the alternative 
service becomes imminent. 

An allied problem that has not yet been touched 
upon at any length is that of aerials for two -band 
reception. That is one of the many matters con- 
nected with the proposed alternative television service 
that we hope to discuss in detail in the near future. 

Local 'onditions 
THE task of the B.B.C. in providing an acceptable 
medium -wave signal for the whole country is not an 
enviable one, and becomes more difficult as time goes 
on. To an increasing extent, compromises are neces- 
sary. Critics of B.B.C. quality are inclined to over- 
look the fact that a transmitting technique that satis- 
fies the listener who lives, figuratively speaking, on 
the doorstep of a station is quite unacceptable to those 
in the wilds. The only way out of this difficulty lies 
in the use of v.h.f. 
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Components and Techniques 

Survey of the R.E.C.M.F. and Physical Society's Exhibitions 

Since the above two exhibitions ran more or less concurrently in London this 
year and also overlapped to some extent in their types of exhibits, we have 
selected the most interesting items from both shows and combined them into 
this one report. No distinction is made between Physical Society exhibits and 
R.E.C.M.F. exhibits, but each section dealing with components is followed by 

a list of the exhibitors in that class. 

RESEARCH AND MATERIALS 

The problems of noise measurement in fractional -ohm 
resistors at temperatures of the order of 20 deg K ( -253 
deg C) are formidable and offer an interesting challenge 
to the amplifier designer. These have been successfully 
solved in an amplifier designed by P. J. Baxandall at the 
Telecommunications Research Establishment. Two input 
transformers are used, the first operating at low tempera- 
ture and stepping up to 300 in order that the leads to the 
refrigerant container shall be thin enough to avoid too 
much loss by heat conduction; the second transformer 
provides an impedance of 1 MO at 4,000 c /s. In design- 
ing the first transformer it was found that at 20 deg K 
the permeability of Mumetal falls to a third of its normal 
value, but the shunt eddy -current losses are not appreci- 
ably effective. At the level of the noise to be measured 
microphony in the input transformers is a serious factor, 
and anti- vibration mounting is necessary. In order to 
reduce shot noise in the first stage, an ME1400 version 
of the EF37A was used under electrometer conditions with 
an anode current of 110 µA and grid current of 10 -4 LA. 
When used with a tuned circuit having a Q of 50 to 
800 c /s, the noise factor was 2.7 db (a figure of 3 db was 
stipulated). 

A compact selective amplifier for the analysis of fluctua- 
tion noise in germanium rectifiers has been developed by 
the Radio Research Station, Slough. The basis is the 
RC circuit due to Schneider (Phil. Mag. 1945, Vol. 36, 
p. 371) and five resonant frequencies are provided at 
0.1, 0.04, 0.02, 0.01 and 0.005 c/s with an effective Q of 8. 

The transparency to infra -red radiation of germanium 
is exploited in a demonstration, by T.R.E. of the modula- 

G.E.C. wide -band panoramic v.h.f. receiver. 
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tion of a beam. The transmission of infra -red through 
the germanium is dependent on the number of current 
carriers present in the germanium and this can be varied 
by applying an audio signal to a contact fulfilling a similar 
function to the emitter in a transistor. It was shown that 
some plastics with high light transmission are relatively 
opaque at the frequency used, 1.5 x 10' Mc /s (2 microns). 

Selenium in its amorphous form is also transparent to 
radiation from the infra -red to centimetre wavelengths, 
and " optical " components such as prisms and lenses have 
been made by a simple casting technique by the Services 
Electronics Research Laboratory, Baldock. 

An infra -red image converter tube has been applied by 
Prof. B. K. Johnson (Imperial College) to the microscopy 
of opaque specimens, and is being used in the examination 
of minerals for the identification of uniaxial and biaxial 
crystals. 

The detection of impurities in air by the change in 
emission and surface potential of a prepared plate at 
normal temperatures was demonstrated by the Signals 
Research and Development Establishment (Christchurch) 
using a vibrating capacitor in association with a selective 
phase- sensitive amplifier -detector. Potential changes of 
the order of 10 kV can be measured. 

Exploration of the wavelengths and field patterns asso- 
ciated with different oscillation modes in a magnetron is 
effected in apparatus designed by S.E.R.L., Baldock, by 
means of a rotating pick -up probe extending from the 
surface of the cathode. The anode is excited by a tunable 
oscillator and mode " contamination " is readily visible 
on a c.r.t. display. By changing the axial positions of the 
excitation and pick -up probes, longitudinal distributions 
of r.f. voltage can be explored. 

Some results of research into the effects of irradiation of 
insulants by radioactive emanations has been disclosed by 
the Ministry of Supply. Cross linking in long -chain 
polymers, such as polyethylene, affects not only the mech- 
anical and chemical properties such as elasticity, melting 
(transition) point and solubility, but also the power factor 
which is increased at 65 c/s and 1 Mc /s, but appears to 
be unchanged at 9,000 Mc /s. 

Although well past the " breadboard " stage a G.E.C. 
wide -band panoramic v.h.f. receiver developed by the 
Research Laboratories is conveniently included in this 
section, if only to show that there can be no hard dividing 
lines between research, development and production. It is 
of the double superheterodyne type and gives c.r.t. display 
of all signals in bands IOMc /s wide between 80 and 
220 Mc /s. Sensitivity for twice peak noise level is 10 ¿N, 
and limitations usually set to bandwidth by considerations 
of image rejection have been overcome by sweeping the 
second oscillator through the converted signal frequency 
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in the i.f. amplifier. Pulses on either side of zero beat 
for each signal are combined to give a single response 
in the display. Frequency markers are derived from a 
quartz crystal. 

Materials 
Some interesting developments are taking place in the 

field of magnetic materials which will upset many precon- 
ceived ideas on the subject. Having become more or less 
accustomed to the idea of ceramic (ferrite) permanent 
magnets such as Mu'lard "Magnadur," we must now 
accept soft iron permanent magnets. The prediction of 
Prof. Néel of the University of Grenoble, that pure iron 
should develop very high coercive force when the particle 
size is of the order of magnitude of a magnetic domain, 
has been experimentally confirmed and is found to be a 
maximum when the crystal size is between 0.1 and 0.01 
micron. Above and below these limits the material 
exhibits its familiar " soft " characteristics. The problems 
of producing the right grade of power have been solved 
and G.E.C. in this country are now supplying " Gecalloy 
Micropowder " magnets in a variety of shapes. The 
powder has strong cohesive properties and can be cold 
pressed at normal temperatures without a binder, though 
a binder is an advantage in some applications. Like the 
ferrites, micropowder magnets are light, easily moulded 
and have low eddy current losses, but they have the added 
advantage of mechanical softness and ease of working. 
Their properties can also be controlled and in particular 
the ratio of remanence to coercivity can be varied over a 
wide range. Energy content ranges from 0.5 to 1.7 x 10° 
gauss- oersteds according to the grade of the material and 
coercive forces up to 700 oersteds are available. 

Among conventional magnetic alloys the introduction 
by Telegraphic Construction and Maintenance of a new 
series of high- saturation alloys with properties compara- 
ble with Permendur, but with better machining qualities 
was noted; and Swift Levick are now producing columnar 
crystal anisotropic permanent magnets in simple shapes 
on a quantity basis. Made under the trade name of 
" Columax " this alloy has an average energy content of 
6.8 x 106 gauss- oersteds compared with 5 x 106 for 
Alcomax III. 

London Electric Wire (Lewcos) are now producing 
instrument wires with p.t.f.e. coatings from 0.0005 to 
0.0015in thickness with adequate adherence and abrasion 
resistance to withstand normal hazards of winding. Syn- 
thetic enamel coatings with greater abrasion resistance than 

conventional oil -based enamels are now available, under 
the name "Diamel," on precision resistance wires made 
by Johnson, Matthey. A new range of wires introduced 
by B.I. Callenders and known as " Fifty Three " have a 
new strongly adherent and abrasion resistant enamel 
coating with mechanical and electrical properties inter- 
mediate between oil -base and vinyl acetal enamels. Non - 
stretching binding twines, treated with p.v.c., and designed 
to withstand tropical acceptance tests, are now available 
from Associated Techincal Manufacturers. 

Although, for all practical purposes, modern activated 
rosin solder fluxes are non -corrosive, there is still prejudice 
against their use in some quarters, and ordinary rosin is 
used in spite of its slow and uncertain fluxing properties. 
Enthoven have discovered a method of increasing the 
activity of rosin -cored solder without the use of chemical 
additives and have marketed the product under the name 
of " Actol," with a characteristic stellate core, in all stan- 
dard tin /lead alloys and gauges. 

To increase still further the ratio of solder to flux in 
their three -cored solders " Multicore " have developed an 
improved activating agent "Eentacol" which will in future 
be incorporated in their Ersin fluxes which now form 
2.2 instead of 3.4 per cent of the total weight. Fluxed 
solder in tape form is a new departure from Multicore. 
It can be wrapped round a pair of wires and makes an 
effective joint when heated by a match flame. 

Aluminium soldering has always been regarded as 
difficult, but a new process developed by the Sheffield 
Smelting Co., shows more than usual promise and can 
be carried out with ordinary torch flames at a temperature 
of 450 deg C. The joints will withstand the accepted 
accelerated corrosion tests. 
Makers *: Associated Technical Manufacturers (B, C, IM, IS, W); 

Bakelite (IM); Geo. Bray (CE); B.I. Callenders (C, CO, IS, W); 
British Moulded Plastics (IM); Bullers (CE); Clarke (CF, IM, 
IS); Connollys (IM, W); De La Rue (IM); Duratube and Wire 
(C, CO, IS, W); Enthoven (S); Fine Wires (W); Hellerman 
(IM, IS); Henley's (CO, IM, W); London Electric Wire (CO, 
W); Long & Hambley (IM, IS, RP); Magnetic and Electrical 
Alloys (L, M); Marrison and Catherall (M); Micanite and 
Insulators (CF B, CO, IM, IS); Mullard (DC, M); Multicore 
(S); Murex (Ivy); Mycalex (IM); James Neill (M); Reliance Wire 
(B, C, CO, IS, W); Rola -Celestion (D, L, M); Salford (DC, M); 
Geo. L. Scott (L); S.T.C. (M); Steatite (CE); Suflex (B, CO, 
IM, IS, W); Swift Levick (M); H. D. Symons (IM, IS); Taylor 
Tunnicliff (CE); Telcon (C, DC, L, M W); Thermo Plastics 
(CF, IM); Transradio (C, IS, W); United Insulator (CF, CE, IM); 
Vactite Wire (W). 

* Abbreviations: B, braiding; C, cables; CE, ceramics; CF, coil 
formers, bobbins; CO, cords; DC, dust cores; IM, insulating 
materials; IS, insulating sleeving; L, laminations; M, magnets 
and magnetic alloys; RP, rubber products; S, solder; W, bare 
or covered wires. 

COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES 

The fact that we now have five television channels 
all occupied is emphasized this year by the appearance 
of a five -channel tuner for receivers. Made by Cyldon 
it has an EF80 r.f. amplifier and an ECC81 fre- 
quency changer, and the channels are selected, not by 
a continuously variable control, but by switching in incre- 
mental inductances. The power gain of the unit is 24db 
and the i.f. output can be either in the band 9.5 -14 Mc /s 
or the band 15.5-22 Mc/s according to the receiver manu- 
facturer's requirements. 

Another thing which is more of a sub -assembly than 
a component is the Igranic e.h.t. generator, for use with 
the new transformerless line scanning circuits. It contains 
an inductor for boosting the line flyback voltage, an EY51 
e.h.t. rectifier and variable inductor for linearity control, 
the whole being mounted on a moulded base -plate. The 
unit supplies an e.h.t. voltage of 13.5kV. 

For c.r.t. focusing, permanent magnets moulded from 
insulated metal powder are coming very much to the 
fore. Having the advantage of high resistivity, they can 
be placed close to deflector coils without affecting their 
performance. An example of their use is to be seen in 
the focus unit made by Elac, designed for wide -angle c.r. 
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Right: Igranic e.h.t. unit 
for direct -drive line -scan 
circuits. 

Left: Five -channel 
television tuner by 
Cyldon. 
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tubes. This has two ring magnets mounted with their 
fields opposing, and focus is controlled by varying the 
spacing between them -the minimum field being when 
they are closest together. The unit contains two other 
rings, magnetized transversely, which can be adjusted to 
centre the picture. 

The problem of mounting the variable inductors used 
for width and linearity control has been solved in one 
way by Egen Electric, who have combined them into a 
twin unit, and in another by Plessey, who have stowed 
them in the mounting bracket of their new line scan 
transformers. 
Makers : Advance, British Moulded Plastics. Cyldon, Egen, Electro 

Acoustic Industries, Igranic, Long & Hambly. Magnetic & Elec- 
trical Alloys, Mullard, Plessey. Thermo -Plastics, Weymouth, 
Whiteley. 

Capacitors 
Metallized polystyrene film capacitors figure among 

the latest T.C.C. products. These are comparable 
in size to small paper types but have infinitely better 
characteristics. Capacitances up to 0.5 µF are available. 
Another plastic film capacitor, also made by this firm, 
has the exceptionally close tolerance of ± e per cent only 
and power factor of 0.0005. 

The potentially high stability of silvered mica capacitors 
is not always possible to retain when stacked plates 
are used, but Johnson, Matthey have introduced a new 
manufacturing process in which the stack is bonded by 

Above: Zenith twin -brush 
Variac variable voltage trans- 
former. 
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Left: Plessey " Cas- 
film" silvered 
ceramic capacitors. 

Below: Two of the 
Parmeko Jupiter range 
of resin potted trans- 
formers. 

firing at a controlled temperature. Reduction in size 
is claimed as a by- product of this process. 

Wider temperature ranges are a feature of some of 
the latest Hunt's capacitors; for example, their 
" Thermetic Midget " can be used without derating from 
--100 deg C to + 120 deg C. 

A new technique is exemplified by the Plessey " Cas- 
film " silvered ceramic film capacitors. The smallest, 
measuring 0.2 in square only, provides a capacitance of 
0.001 kF at 120 V d.c. working. 

Some interesting miniature trimmers for television and 
v.h.f. applications have appeared this year. Cyldon has 
a chassis- mounting model with ceramic insulation of 0.5 
to 3 pF or 3 to 9 pF, Wingrove & Rogers one of 0.5 to 
3.5 pF with P.T.F.E. insulation and Mullard have a 
new version of their concentric air -dielectric trimmer 
with precision adjustment. 
Makers *: Cyldon (T, V), Daly (E), Dubilier (C, E, M, P, T), Erie 

(C, T), Hunt (E, M, P), Jackson (T, V), Johnson, Matthey (M), 
London Electrical Mtg. (C, M), Mullard (T, V), Plessey (C, E, 
T, V), Stability (C, M), Static (P), Suflex (F), T.C.C. (C, E, F, 
M, P, T), T.M.C. (F, M, P), Walter (T), Wego (M, P), Welwyn 
(T), Wingrove & Rogers (T, V). 

*Abbreviations: C = ceramic, E = electrolytic, F = plastic film. 
M =mica, P= paper, T= trimmers, V= variable. 

Resistors 
To produce a standard resistance of 0.0001 ohm is in 

itself no mean achievement, but to guarantee its accuracy 
to 0.03 per cent demands such skill that few can emulate. 
Yet standards of this value, increasing in decade steps 
to 1,000 ohms, are now included in the Sullivan range 
of standard components. Salford have a new range of 
precision wirewound potentiometers intended primarily 
for use in desyn systems. They have tapped windings, 
single and double elements, twin wipers and provision 
for 360 -deg rotation. 

Miniaturization is extending into unusual fields; for 
example, Painton has introduced a range of miniature 
faders and attenuators of the type generally used in 
control consoles. Some are of the edgewise pattern and 
occupy very little space. 

A glimpse into future development was vouchsafed by 
some unusual fixed resistors shown by the Ministry of 
Supply. In one case a form of conducting glass is applied 
to glass plates and rods and then fired to fuse the 
whole together. In another, microscopic films of one 
of the precious metals is applied to glass plates and 
glass fibres. The former is etched to produce long paths 
and various values of resistance, while the fibres are 
wound on rods to provide a high resistance in a compact 
form. High stability is the aim in these designs. 
Makers *: Doran (S), Dubilier (C, Hs, W), Egen (C), Erg (Hs, W), 

Electrothermal (Hs), Electronic Components (C, W), Erie (C, Hs, 
W), Morganite (C), N.S.F. (C, W), Painton (Hs, W), Plessey (C, 
W), Pye (W), Salford (W), Sullivan (S), Welwyn (C, Hs, W), 
Whiteley (C). 

*Abbreviations: C= carbon, Hs =high stability, S = standards, 
W= wirewound. 

Transformers 
The extension of the resin " potting " technique, as 

used for certain sub -miniature radio assemblies, to the 

Left: Selection of T.C.C. latest type capacitors. 
Above: Elac focusing unit with device for 
picture centring. Right: Marconi 4 -ft metal 
aerial lens for the 9 -mm wavelength. 
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construction of mains transformers may prove an im- 
portant advance in the design of this class of component. 
It results in a considerable saving in size and weight of 
the article and also in the materials used for clamping 
the core and generally providing either an attractive or 
functional finish according to the use to which the com- 
ponent is put. 

The potting resin not only provides a seamless pro- 
tective case, but before setting it penetrates all parts 
of the core and windings and gives internal as well as 
external sealing. Transformers and chokes constructed 
in this way are extremely robust and will withstand a 
considerable amount of rough handling. 

Examples of the potting technique as applied to these 
components are the Jupiter range made by Parmeko and 
the Pentland series introduced recently by Ferranti. 

To the Variac range of variable voltage transformers 
made by Zenith Electric has been added some new models 
in open and enclosed types fitted with twin brushes and 
providing two independently controlled output voltages. 
Makers: Advance, Bulgin, Electro Acoustic, Ferranti, Goodmans, 

Gresham, Igranic, Parmeko, Partridge, Pléssey, Rola- Celestion, 
T.M.C., Weymouth, Whiteley, Woden, Wearite, Zenith. 

Aerials 
A few minor improvements and one or two new 

indoor television aerials seem to comprise this year's 
contribution to broadcast aerial design. 

Belling and Lee have modified the reflector (and 
director) fitting of their television aerials to simplify 
assembly and also impart greater strength. A clamping 
device is used which by means of a single screw simul- 
taneously locks the elements and secures the fitting to the 
cross -arm. 

A square- section cross -arm is Wolsey's contribution to 
the general betterment of aerials. It is claimed to secure 
the elements more positively, prevent displacement by 
high wind and also enables the aerial to be part assembled 
in the factory, thus simplifying the erection on the site. 

Antiference have a new indoor television aerial called 
a " Loftex " for either vertical or horizontal mounting 
and based on the Antex (X -type) principle. This firm 
has introduced also a new type of car aerial with a 
swivelling split -ball base for scuttle mounting at any 
desired angle of slope. It is telescopic, extends to 62 in 
and closes to 24 in. 

Aerial lenses for the 9 -mm wavelength in metal and 
in plastic were used for an interesting demonstration 
staged by Marconi's to illustrate some of the charac- 
teristics of this type. They varied in size from 6 in to 
4 ft in diameter. These lenses are now finding certain 
applications in relay systems. 
Makers *: Antiference (B, C, T), B.I. Callender's (B, C), Belling 

Lee (B, C, T), Henley's (C), Marconi's (S), Reliance Wire (C). 
Suflex (C), Telcon (C), Transradio (C), Wolsey (C, T). 

*Abbreviations: B =sound broadcast, including anti -interference. 
C= cables and feeders, S = special types, T = television. 

Sub -assemblies 
The printed circuit technique is used by Eire in a 

range of compact resistance -capacitance units covering 
such requirements as diode filters, triode and pentode RC 
couplings and various other combinations. 

A considerable saving in assembly time can be effected 
by the use of these units. In one particular case six 
joints replace some 16 or so if separate components are 
used. 

Interference suppressors form another convenient sub- 
assembly and as produced by Dubilier they comprise 
capacitors and chokes of one kind or another. A special 
range of television suppressors is now available for use 
on or in small domestic appliances such as electric sewing 
machine motors and hair dryers. 

Chassis Fittings 
Careful insulation is the main feature of the latest 

valveholder from McMurdo. Intended for B9A e.h.t. 
rectifiers, it has a Nylon- loaded Bakelite socket moulded 
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Some modern miniature trimmers; (b) Mallard air -dielectric 
with precision adjustment, (c) Cyldan television model, 
(d) mangrove & Rogers with P.T.F.E., insulation compared 
in size with a Hunt's " Micromold " (a) measuring fin long. 

1 

0'915 

Left : Belling -Lee 
double- screened 
coaxial plug and 
socket. 

r 0.17m 
135 in -** I-- 

(5) 

(2) (6) (I) (3) 
Gz A E G.B. 

a Gi 

Erie pentode RC coup- 
ler employing printed 
circuit technique. The 
circuit is shown also. 

Below: Dubilier television interference suppressors and some 
of the special chokes now available 
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Left: Bulgin micro- switch 
with side cover -plate re- 
moved. 

Right: Barrier 
terminal strip 
by Carr 
Fastener. 

Right: Coldring No. 200 
magnetic pickup. 

Left: Tannoy 100 - 
watt loudspeaker for 
airfields, harbours, 
etc. 

Left: Front and back 
plates of Acos Mic. 32 
microphone capsule. 

Right: Collaro "Studio" crystal 
pickup. 

Below: Plessey I5 -inch moving - 
coil loudspeaker. 

2SO 

into a Polythene shroud with an integral Polythene 
mounting plate, and the safe working voltage to chassis 
is 25kV. This firm is also producing a quartz crystal 
socket which will take two types of crystals, those with 
-in pin spacing and those with 1--in spacing. 
Belling -Lee have put on the market a very useful 

double- screened coaxial plug and socket. The contact 
assemblies are interchangeable in their housings to give 
either fixed -plug and free -socket or free -plug and fixed - 
socket, and the two parts are secured by a half -turn 
locking ring on the housing of the free part. Another 
improved connecting device is a moulded terminal strip, 
made by Carr Fastener, with screw terminals on the top 
face and small insulating barriers separating them. This 
is claimed to be more reliable than the usual strip con- 
taining metal inserts. 

The range of cabinet components made by Widney- 
Dorlec now includes parts for miniature cabinets. These 
are made on a rather different principle from previous 
ones and are designed for spot welding. This firm also 
has a new telescopic mounting for draw -out chassis which 
locks in two places. 
Makers : A.B. Metal Products. Aerialite, Antiference, Belling -Lee, 

Berco, British Mechanical Productions, British Moulded Plastics, 
Bulgin, Can Fastener, Colvern, Cosmocord, Electronic Compon- 
ents, Electrothermal Engineering, G.K.N., Goldring, Hasset & Harper, Hellerman, Igranic, Imhof, Jackson Bros., Long & Ha:noly, McMurdo. Pa nton, Plessey. Reslosound. Simmonds 
Aerocessories, Steatite, Telcon, Thermo- Plastics, T.M.C., Trans - red o. Tucker Eyelet. United Insulator Co.. Walter, Weymouth, 
Whiteley, Widney -Dorlec, Wimbledon, Wingrove & Rogers, Wireless Telephone Co., Wolsey. 

Switches 

There was nothing very outstanding in switches this 
year except that Bulgin have produced a new and smaller 
version of their well -known micro- switch. Broadly the 
mechanism is as before (see picture) but it has been made 
smaller by folding back on itself the spring leaf on which 
the operating stud presses. Also, the moulded Bakelite 
body has been made as a flat tablet only tin thick. The 
switch can be operated with a pressure of less than an 
ounce and a movement as small as 5 hundredths of an 
inch, and will break a current of up to 3 amps. 
Makers : A.B. Metal Products, Belling -Lee. Berco. British Mech- anical Productions, Bulgin, Diamond H Switches, Electronic 

Components, Electrothermal Engineering, Erie, N.S.F., Painton, 
Plessey, T.M.C., Walter, Whiteley, Wearite. 

Sound Reproduction 
An interesting new p.a. loudspeaker has been developed 

by Tannoy for a.rfielas, harbours, etc. The single driver 
unit is rated to handle 10 watts (120 watts peak) and is 
used in conjunction with a 200 -c /s cut -off horn to give 
an electro- acoustic conversion efficiency of 50 per cent. 
The pressure unit is waterproof and incorporates a 
switched transformer for coupling to line impedances of 
50, 100, 200 or 330 ohms; the coil impedance is 8 ohms. 

Plessey have developed a conv,.ntional cone loudspeaker 
with a power -handling capacity of 25 watts. It is 15 inches 
in nominal diameter and has applications both as a p.a. 
unit and as a bass unit in high -quality loudspeaker corn - 
binations. Elliptical -type loudspeakers have now been 
added to the range of " Elac " units made by Electro- 
Acoustic Industries. 

In the new " 53 " series of Collaro gramophone motors 
and record changers a new speed -change mechanism with 
a large- diameter, concentric -ground rubber idler has been 
designed with al cam mechanism to minimize wear when 
changing speed. A new crystal turnover pickup head, 
the " Studio," has been added to the existing Collaro range 
and incorporates a simple screw fixing for the replaceable 
cantilever stylus arms. 

A turnover pickup working on the moving -iron magnetic 
principle, giving an output of 0.5V at 3.16 cm /sec lateral 
velo_ity has been marketed by Erwin Scharf (Goldring 
No. 200) The armature is coupled to the stylus by a 
rubber block in which the cantilever arm is a push fit. 

Garrard are now in production with a new transcription- 
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a 

Above: Mullard double tetrode for use 
at u.h.f. 

Left: Brimar reliable valve with 
flying leads (equivalent to R18), 

type 3 -speed turntable (Model 301) in which speed 
fluctuations are less than 0.2 per cent. 

A new crystal microphone of interesting design, the Acos 
(Cosmocord) Model 32, is of the diaphragm -driven type, 
and has a flat response up to 6,000 c /s. Cavity resonance 
is controlled by a specially shaped back plate which reduces 
volume and compliance of the enclosed air, while the front 
plate carries a buttressed lug which performs the dual 
function of providing rigidity and improving the polar 
response of the microphone. 
Makers (Component)*: Birmingham Sound Reproducers (GM, 

GU, RC, Collaro 
Elect o Acoustic tic Industries (LS) 

Cosmocord 
Garrard PU); Ediswan (RC); 

(GM, GU, RC, PU); Goodmans (LS, M); Plessey (GM, GU, 
RC, LS PU); Reslosound (LS, M); Rola- Celestion (D, LS); Gold - 
ring (Pb); Tannoy (LS, M); Truvox (LS); V;tavox (LS, M); 
Whiteley (LS, M). 

* Abbreviations: D, diaphragms; E. earphones; GM, gramophone 
motors; GU, gramophone units; RC, record changers; LS, loud- 
speakers; M, microphones; PU, pickups. 

Valves and Cathode Ray Tubes 

Sub -miniature valves with indirectly- heated cathodes 
are quite a new thing in this country. Osram have 
produced two pentodes, a triode, a beam tetrode 
and a rectifier of this type, while Mullard have a triode 
which can be used at frequencies up to 500 Mc /s. In 
directly- heated sub -miniatures, Mullard are contributing 
two new hearing -aid pentodes, the DF64 and DL64, 
designed for 15 -V h.t. batteries and with the very low 
filament consumption of 10mA. Also very economical 

ELECTRONIC APPARATUS 

The definition of " electronics " concerned with the 
extension of man's senses was well illustrated this year by 
three interesting aids to visual observation. One, pro- 
duced by Philips, is an instrument for intensifying x -ray 
images so that the radiologist can see them immediately. 
It works on the. image converter principle. The x -ray 
image is formed on a fluorescent screen and this is in 
contact with a photo -cathode, which emits a correspond- 
ing pattern of electrons. The electrons are accelerated by 
an electrode carrying a high positive potential and focused 
on to a second fluorescent screen very much smaller than 
the first. As a result of this acceleration and reduction 
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Four -gun oscilloscope c.r. tube made by 20th Century 

Electronics. 

to run are their new miniature valves for portable battery 
sets -the filament consumption being only 25mA. Another 
new miniature battery valve is the Brimar 1AC6 heptode 
frequency changer, which has an h.t. consumption of only 
0.7mA and will operate up to 30 Mc /s. Brimar have 
also produced an e.h.t. rectifier, the R19, which has the 
high peak inverse voltage of 25kV, and is enclosed in a 
lead -glass bulb to prevent radiation of x -rays. 

Production of reliable valves is continuing and this 
year a new range is available from Osram. The valves 
are mechanically- improved versions of existing Osram 
types and are known as the "Q" series. Brimar have 
extended their range of " Trustworthy " reliable valves 
with equivalents of the 6AM5, 6C4 and R18. 

Two transistors of the point type are now available 
on the British market. These are the Osram GET1 and 
the S.T.C. LS737, both of which can be used to give a 
gain of about 20db. New germanium diodes are being 
made by S.T.C. and Mullard. 

In cathode ray tubes much interest has been aroused 
by an oscilloscope tube containing four separate guns, 
made by 20th Century Electronics. It operates at 5kV 
on the final anode and the deflection sensitivity is just 
under - mm per volt. Each gun has independent deflect- 
ing plates and the makers claim there is no interaction 
between them. 

Another tube with more electrodes than usual is the 
Mullard 17 -in rectangular television tube MW43 -64. 
This is basically a tetrode, btlt has an extra electrode 
between the accelerator and the final anode for improving 
the uniformity of focus over the whole screen. Like the 
new Ediswan 15 -in tetrode CRM153, this tube has a 
tinted glass face. Two more tetrodes are being made by 
Brimar, a 14 -in rectangular tube C14FM and a 17 -in 
rectangular tube C17FM. 

Remarkable for its extremely small size is the Ferranti 
KD10 voltage stabilizer, which stabilizes at 62 volts 
t 0.15 volts with a running current of 1- 1.2mA. It is 
made in a metal capsule measuring only .kin x fain x tin. 
Miniaturization is also the main feature of the new West- 
inghouse tubular e.h.t. rectifiers, Type 39. They are t36in 
in diameter, and with the selenium elements working 
at the high P.I.V. of 85 volts they are only 0.6in long 
per 1,000 volts. The current rating is 100,1A and the 
upper frequency limit 50 kc /s. 

Philips instrument for intensifying x -ray images. 
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Mullard image converter equipment for high -speed 
photography. 

in size the final image (which is viewed through an eye- 
piece) is about 1,000 times brighter than the original one. 

The second instrument, made by Mullard, uses an 
image converter tube as an electronic shutter for high- 
speed photography -the point being that the electron 
beam in the tube can be interrupted electronically much 
faster than a light beam can be by a mechanical shutter. 
In this way exposures can be made as short as 1 /20th of 
a microsecond! The exposure is actually made by apply- 
ing a positive pulse to a control electrode in the tube, which 
normally has a negative bias to cut off the electron beam. 
This produces a brief image on the fluorescent screen 
which is recorded photographically. Deflector coils enable 
the instrument to make a line of successive images across 
the screen so that a cinematographic effect can be obtained. 

The third electronic aid to observation is a flying -spot 
microscope, produced by Cinema -Television. This uses 
ë conventional flying -spot scanning system 
in conjunction with an optical microscope. 
The main feature of the instrument is that 
the image can be displayed on a number 
of c.r.t. monitors (magnified about 2,000 
times) for demonstration purposes. Apart 
from this, the ability to alter contrast avoids 
the necessity for staining specimens, while 
the use of ultra- violet light for scanning 
gives greater resolving power than is pos- 
sible with an ordinary microscope (because 
of the shorter wavelength). 

Probably the most original instrument 
that has appeared recently is the electronic 
anemometer made by Isotope Develop- 
ments. It measures wind velocities as low 
as 10ft per minute. Basically a radiation 
detector, it uses a wire -cage ionization 
chamber in which is fixed a small piece 
of radioactive material. The wind simply 
blows away the ions which are formed in 
the chamber and the effect is registered 
on a meter in the detector. 

The servo or negative feedback principle 
is to be seen in a good many electronic 
instruments nowadays. In several d.c. 
amplifiers of the mirror- galvanometer type, 
for example, a portion of the output is fed 
back to stabilize the action of the galvo. 
Then in two a.c. voltage regulators a change 
in input voltage is amplified and applied 
to a motor, which drives a variable trans- 
former to correct the change. A new pen 
recorder works on a similar principle with 
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the fluctuations of the d.c. input, the movements of the 
" correcting " motor being used to drive the pen. 

Industrial Electronics 
Applications of electronic techniques in industry 

depend primarily on the measurement of physical con- 
stants and the subsequent derivation of signals for auto- 
matic control. Sometimes one parameter is obtained in 
terms of another as in radioactive thickness gauges where 
the fundamental quantity indicated is mass per unit area 
of sheet material. In the Baldwin rolling mill extension 
gauge, thickness is derived in terms of change in length 
(velocity) of steel strip as it passes through the mill, and 
the method of measurement is novel. Magnetic recording 
heads print an alternating pattern of magnetization on the 
strip before and after rolling, the tracks being offset to 
avoid interference. Pick -up heads follow the recording 
heads and their outputs are combined in a differential 
phase- indicating meter. If the distance between heads 
before and after the rolls is equal, and if there is no 
reduction in thickness, the meter reads zero -fluctuations 
in roll speed are eliminated by driving the recording 
generator from one of the roll spindles. When there is 
a reduction in thickness a corresponding increase in wave- 
length takes place after rolling, and to bring the meter 
back to zero the " pre -rolling " recording head can be 
moved relative to its pick -up by a micrometer, which can 
be calibrated in percentage reduction of thickness. The 
instrument will detect reductions of less than 0.1 per cent 
and can be applied to the production of thin steel strip 
running at speeds of the order of 1,000ft /sec. 

- B.T.H. have applied a high -speed multiple preselecting 
batch counter to the measurement of length, and have 
used it for cutting veneer wood to predetermined lengths. 
A perforated wheel is driven by the wood strip and inter- 
rupts a photo -cell light beam at intervals equivalent to 
1 /10th inch. Four Dekatron counters in cascade record 
the passage of the strip, and when the glow reaches the 
predetermined cathodes in all four tubes, the strip is 
stopped, cut and the counter reset. Up to ten different 
lengths can be selected by push- button and this enables 
the operator to avoid blemishes economically. In prac- 
tice the measuring speed is limited to 12in /sec, though 
the counting 'peed would permit 200in /sec. 

Top left: Electronic 
anemometer by Iso- 
tope Developments. 
Above : Baldwin 
"Quantex" light 
quantity meter. Left : 
Pye direct - reading 
(counter) pH meter. 
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Liquid level meters depending on electronic methods 
are widely used, and in one recent model introduced by 
Fielden, a self -balancing capacitance bridge technique 
is used which provides positive indication and control to 
less than 1 per cent. The principle of the Fielden " Servo - 
graph " recorder has been applied by Stanton Instruments 
to the continuous measurement of weight in a " thermo- 
balance " designed to record the change of weight with 
time in specimens heated in a small furnace to tempera- 
tures up to 1,000 deg. C. 

The metering of light quantity is of importance in many 
photographic and printing processes, and the Baldwin 
" Quantex " light quantity meter is based on the charging 
of a capacitor by a current derived from a photoelectric 
cell. Preset relays give exposures in two ranges covering 
1 sec to 1 hour. 

Process timers are widely used and depend usually on 
the time- constant of an RC circuit. As a demonstration, 
Allied Electronics show equipment designed to life -test an 
electronic d.c. voltage stabilizer through a regime of vary- 
ing load and supply voltage. 

Two watch timers are available from Furzehill Labora- 
tories. Type 774V gives a bright spot on a circular c.r.t. 
trace. The time -base frequency can be varied over a 
small range to bring the spot to a stationary point, when 
the error can be read off a calibrated dial. An alternative 
display expands the watch pulse and provides useful 
information foi the diagnosis of irregularities. In the 
Type 774E each watch beat is recorded on a strip of 
paper which records short -term irregularities as well as 
the average rate. Both instruments make provision for 
the testing of watches with all standard gear trains giving 
beats of 34 to 6 per sec. 

Developments in strain gauge technique include the 
production by Saunders Roe of foil elements by a process 
evolved by Technograph Printed Circuits, Ltd. Consider- 
able simplification of the associated equipment results 
from the increased current -carrying capacity of these 
elements. Pressure gauges employing strain gauges are 
made by Langharn Thompson for use in pipe lines and 
the technique is applied by C. N. Smyth to hypodermic 
needles for use in medical research. 

Ultrasonic flaw detection is now well established and 
developments are mainly in detail. The latest equipment 
made by Glass Developments, Ltd., includes barium 
titanate probes, steerable beam over angles from 90 to 
55 deg to the surface, miniature probes for small speci- 
mens and a single probe transmitting- receiving technique. 
C. N. Smyth has introduced an inexpensive flaw detector, 
with separate or combined transmitting and receiving 
probes, which can be used as an accessory to a Cossor 
oscilloscope. 

The machining of brittle materials by an ultrasonic 
technique has been developed by Mullard. A magneto - 
striction transducer operating at 22kc /s is coupled by a 
tapered metal " velocity step -up transformer " to a cutting 

Furzehill recording watch timer. 

tip, which, when applied with suitable abrasive, rapidly 
penetrates glass and other difficult materials. As the 
motion is translatory rather than rotary, holes and depres- 
sions of other than circular shape are easily formed. 

Measurement of pH (hydrogen ion concentration) is 
important in many industries and correspondingly wide 
variety of instruments is available, as exemplified by the 
small battery- operated portable (Model 30) and the indus- 
trial, hermetically- sealed instrument (Model 28) made by 
Electronic Instruments, for which a wide range of elec- 
trode systems is available. The W. G. Pye No. 11082 
pH meter gives direct readings on a 4 -figure counter with 
an accuracy of 0.01pH. A self -balancing potentiometer is 
driven by a servo motor which is also coupled to the 
counter. Automatic zero correction is carried out con- 
tinuously while the instrument is idle, so that it is always 
available for immediate use. 

In the " Humicon " humidity detector Standard Tele- 
phones make use of glass silk between two perforated 
plates as a moisture -sensitive impedance. The voltage 
drop across this is used to control a series of thyratrons 
which operate appropriate ventilation or heating devices 
in, for example, a G.C.A. radar mobile van. 

The measurement of moisture in coal dust presents 
difficulties due to variable conductivity from impurities, 
and the National Coal Board have found that these effects 
can be eliminated by measuring the effective dielectric 
constant at 30 Mc /s for which purpose a Fielden 
" Drimeter " has been adapted. 

Dawe Instruments have developed a comprehensive 
warning system for inflammable gases in the ventilating 
systems of oil tankers. The principle involved is the rise 
in temperature and resistance of a catalytic platinum fila- 
ment. A motor -driven commutator samples all the 
detectors in sequence and an alarm signal is given on the 
bridge indicator board by concentrations well below the 
explosive limit. 

TEST AND MEASURING INSTRUMENTS 

Under this heading are included instruments in- 
tended for laboratory use, for production testing, and 
for servicing. It is not possible to review any but new 
or substantially improved models, nor the numerous 
industrial instruments (many employing electronic tech- 
niques) such as material testers, that might conceivably 
be employed in the radio industry. 

The first impression on surveying the instruments 
exhibited this year might have been one of disappoint- 
ment at not finding outstanding new types or techniques. 
Closer examination would have shown, however, that 
behind many of the apparently similar front panels a vast 
amount óf real progress has been made. Anyone experi- 
enced in the use of instruments knows that small refine- 
ments may add up to a more significant total than some 
striking departure from previous practice. 
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Even the old- established moving -coil meter has not 
reached the limit of improvement, and this year there 
seems to be more evidence of this than usual. To obtain 
a high sensitivity and speed of response, Everett Edg- 
cumbe use four high -flux magnets in the magnetic cir- 
cuit, which is shaped so as to allow ,a 270- degree scale 
instead of the usual 120 degrees. In the Metrovick 
meters an exceptionally robust result is achieved by 
skilful use of die castings and mouldings. Ballistic charac- 
teristics are especially important in signal level indicators, 
and the new Pullin VU meter, which is a rectifier m.c. 
voltmeter, claims to reach 99 per cent of steady value 
in about 0.3 sec, with an overswing not more than 1.5 
per cent. Another specialized' m.c. instrument is the 
Pye fluxmeter, full -scale reading 700,000 "line- turns" 
(7 milliweber- turns), in the well -known " Scalamp " for- 
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mat; provision is included for rapidly restoring the deflec- 
tion to zero. A portable silicon -crystal millivoltmeter 
developed by A.I.D. for testing signal -generator output 
calibration might well find wider applications on account 
of its frequency range of 1 -300 Mc /s. An attenuator has 
been designed which extends its voltage range (0.05 -0.15). 

Among valve -aided meters the most noticeable trend is 
the use of pre- detector wide -band amplification to increase 
sensitivity, as in those by Dawe and Furzehill. The ranges 
of the latter (Type V.200) are now lmV -1kV full- scale, 
and the frequency coverage -l0 c /s -6 Mc /s -is adequate 
for high -definition v.f. work. _ The Philips 6010 battery- 
powered millivoltmeter, for zero frequency, employs the 
modulation principle so as to amplify stably over twelve 
ranges, 0.1mV -300V, with input resistance 0.67 -100 Mû; 
with the addition of a probe containing a germanium recti- 
fier it can be used for measuring voltages from 5 -1,000 mV 
over the wide frequency range 2 -800 Mc /s. Very high 
input resistance is now becoming common in z.f. valve 
voltmeters; an instrument shown by B.T. -H. is exceptional 
in having an input current of only 0.1 micromicroamp at 
frequencies from zero to 100 kc/s. 

Measurement of very high voltages is a problem. The 
latest Ernest Turner electrostatic voltmeters up to 20 kV 
are protected against brush discharge by the use of fixed 
vanes of graphite- loaded Bakelite. At still higher voltages, 
safety is a major consideration. A capacitive potential 
divider by Hivolt uses a concentrated field around the 
periphery to protect the divider proper (arranged axially) 
from proximity effects; the indicator, connected by a long 

cable, can be read at an amply 
safe distance. Capacitive divi- 
ders are also made by B.T.-H. 
for examining high -voltage 
pulses on a c.r. oscilloscope. 

The facilities of wide -band 
amplification are perhaps even 
more valuable when the indica- 
tor is an oscilloscope. In this 
application, width of frequency 
band is usually appreciated as 

U.h.f. absorption fre- 
quency meter, Type TF. 
1026 /I (Marconi 
Instruments). 

Field potential divider and 
remote indicator unit com- 
prising 20 -100 kV voltmeter 
(Hivolt). 
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speed of response. Amplifiers are obtainable separ- 
ately from Nagard and Cossor, working from z.f. or 
thereabouts upwards, but for examining high -speed 
transients there are obvious advantages in having the 
amplifier built into the oscilloscope. Several new models 
are well adapted for this type of work, notably the Nagard 
DG.103 with double -beam tube, the Philips GM.5660 
with frequency band 15 c /s -10 Mc /s and pulse rise time 
40 mµs, and the Airmec 830 (30 c /s -20 Mc /s and 
25 miss respectively). The notable sharpness and bright- 
ness of the trace on the screen of the last -named oscillo- 
scope is maintained even at the extreme speed of 30 cm 
per µsec. Philips also have a new oscilloscope which, 
although a general- purpose model, takes into account the 
importance of pulse technique in television. It is notable 
for including two identical amplifiers covering 0.3 c /s- 
1 Mc /s and exceptional synchronization facilities. There 
are several other new general- purpose oscilloscopes. The 
Cossor 1052 also has two identical amplifiers and other 
improvements on the old 339, but does not include volt- 
age- calibrated shifts like the 1049; a separate voltage cali- 
brator (1433) is obtainable however. The Furzehill 
1684D/2 continues and extends the association of this 
marque with direct -coupled amplification, the frequency 
range now being 0- 4Mc /s. The Industrial Electronics 
2300, although a truly miniature 2}in -tube instrument 
weighing only 6$ pounds, includes features usually obtain- 
able only in types many times its size -push -pull amplifi- 
cation from zero to 100 kc /s on both X and Y plates, 
and automatic synchronization. 

The Advance range of signal generators has been 
extended in the 15 c /s -50 kc /s band by Type j, which 
differs from the H.1 in having a calibrated power output 
up to 1 watt at a constant 600 -fl impedance, rather than a 
voltage output. Two varieties are obtainable, with and 
without output meter. There is now a smaller version 
of the Dawe a.f. source. The previous Muirhead decade 
oscillator has been superseded by an improved model 
having remarkable frequency accuracy. 

All of these employ RC tuning, which has displaced the 
beat method for a.f. purposes, but where a very wide 
frequency is required without switching the beat method 
still applies, as exemplified in the interesting Philips 
GM.2889 a.m. -f.m. oscillator, covering 5 -225 Mc /s in one 
sweep. It is particularly suitable for measuring bandpass 
response of television and other receivers; f.m. at mains 
frequency can be obtained with deviation up to 10 Mc /s 
by means of a " loudspeaker " movement. For testing 
discriminator characteristics, 400 c/s f.m. is available up to 
250kc /s deviation. A separate 15- 30Mc /s oscillator is 
incorporated for introducing frequency marker " pips." 

The Marconi Instruments TF948 signal generator 
covers 20 -80 Mc /s in two ranges, the effective scale length 
being over 14 feet, and is provided with sine wave f.m. 
and sine and square wave a.m., internally at three audio 
frequencies. The specification is elaborate and includes 
crystal frequency checking and modulation depth and 
deviation measurement. Another new instrument from 
the same firm is the v.h.f. test set TF.982, comprising a 
signal generator for 60 -184 Mc /s and four i.f. ranges, a 
crystal calibrator, a r.f. field detector, an al. output power 
meter, and a multi -range test meter. A range of frequency 
hitherto not at all well provided for -300 -1,000 Mc /s -is 
covered by the Advance L.1 signal generator in two ranges, 
using a 6F4 valve in a conventional series -tuned oscil- 
lator circuit. Output is controlled over a 130db range by 
a piston waveguide attenuator, and modulation can be 
either sine or pulse. 

Instruments for frequency measurement are not so 
prominent as they have been in times past, but there are 
three new Furzehill crystal frequency standards : one 
providing 150 watts at 50 ± 10' c /s, and two portable units 
for general frequency checking, of which Type G.410 is 
provided with push -button control for selecting standard 
frequency signals at multiples of 0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1,000 and 
5,000 kc/s. A vastly more elaborate equipment is the 
Plessey frequency synthesizer, which now appears with 
motor -driven operation by which any multiple of 1 kc /s up 
to 100 Mc /s can be automatically selected. An unusual 
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ment 

RU5TIVOA'T//Y VALVE S 
Two years of rigorous testing have proved beyond doubt, 

that, under extreme conditions in the Services and 
Industry, Brimar Trustworthy types maintain a high standard 
of reliability and efficiency under conditions where ordinary 
production types fail. Here is an example : 

In order to investigate the stresses of helicopter motor 
blades, a D.C. amplifier was installed in the motor head, 
transmitting signal levels to the control cabin below. 

The excessive vibration rendered normal valves useless, 
and reduced the valve life to only a few minutes. 

Substitution of Brimar " Trustworthy " type 6067 freed the D.C. 
Signals of all noise, and measurements were able to proceed. 

In another case, an Aircraft Company required instrumentation to 
measure stresses on jet aircraft when approaching the speed of sound. 
This equipment consisted of sensitive amplifiers located in the aircraft. 
Normal valves were too noisy under these conditions to give reliable 
results, but modification, to employ Trustworthy valves, has since 
solved the problem. Further, the equipment has stood up for a 
considerable number of hours service under these arduous conditions. 

These are but two of many examples which prove 
that extra- rugged, extra -reliable Trustworthy valves 
are so often the perfect solution to an otherwise 
insoluble problem. 

3 TRUSTWORTHY types are immediately 

available for commercial use 

6064 the Trustworthy version of CVI38 (6AM6/8D3) 
6065 CVI3I (9D6) 
6058 Of CV I40 (6AL5) 

îkusnvoz,ryy fl 
VALVES 

5tandard Telephones aad Cables Limited F O O T S C R A Y, S I D C U P, K E N 7 
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Tracking 2000g at 
10 grammes maximum stylus pressure 

The listening public is inclined to 
take technical achievements for granted 
-to assume, for instance, that the 
increasingly exacting requirements of 
microgroove records can automatically 
be met by pick -up manufacturers. 
This is hot the case. There is nothing 
automatic about it. The technical 
progress made by record manufacturers 
is, in effect, a challenge to pick -up 
manufacturers -a challenge which 
Cosmocord, whose slogan " Always 
well ahead " really does mean 
something, are always ready to take up. 
Sometimes the record 
manufacturers set us 
a problem, to which 
the solution is " im- 
possible " and there- 
fore takes quite a time 
to provide. 

Such a problem is 
involved with regard 
to pick -up tracing 
capabilities which now 
have to be of a sub- 
stantially higher order 
than those for 78 r.p.m. 
records, and are likely 
to become even more critical. 

Cosmocord, with the very helpful co- operation of the 
Decca Record Company, have recently made a detailed 
examination into the optimum tracking requirements 
that could arise in modem types of microgroove records. 
This was done in order to establish a basis for the design 
of pick -ups that would not only satisfy the requirements 
of all records at present available to the public, but if 
possible anticipate future developments within the 
limits as set out in the recently published British 
Standard Specification (B.S.1928 : 1953). 

stylus radii are shown, the nominal .001in. radius 
(Fig. 1) and its upper and lower limits of .0012in. and 
.0008in. (Figs. 2 and 3 respectively) according to 
British Standard Specification. It can be seen that the 
.001in. radius has .0004in. wall above its point of con- 
tact, whilst the .0012in. radius has no more than .0002in. 
This does not take into account the pinch effect -which 
can reduce the margin by .0002in. at 5,000 c /s. 

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
In order to arrive at maximum possible displacement, 

some assumptions have to be made that are dictated 
by practical considerations. Working on the basis of 

200 grooves per inch the maximum 
possible displacement (d) is .003in. At a 
frequency of 40 cls. this displacement 
corresponds approximately to amaximum 
velocity of 2 cm /sec. (v = 2rfd). 

Accepting the recording character- 
istics of the Decca Long Playing test 
record No. LXT 2695 as typical for 
commercially produced long playing 
records, the maximum velocity and 
corresponding acceleration at 10,000 c /s. 
can be calculated. According to the 
record specification the recording 
pre- emphasis at 10,000 c /s. rela- 
tive to 40 c/s. is + 24.4 dbs. and 

this gives a velocity 
of 31.6 cm /sec. and 
a corresponding dis- 
placement of .0002in. 

(e = 2nf). It further 

follows that expressed 
in gravitational units 
the acceleration at 
10,000 c /s. may be as 

highas2000g (g =et2, 
10 

where e = displace- 
ment = .0002in. and 
f = 10,000 c/ s.). 

WHAT OF THE FUTURE? 
The examination, as can be seen even from this 

simplified statement, has brought to light conditions 
that appear to be incredible at first sight. They are, 
however, far from being purely hypothetical and 
it may be only a question of time before they 
appear on commercially produced records. Even 
now there are a few odd records on the market which 
come very close to these limiting conditions. 

It can be seen that the problem set by the record 
manufacturers in this matter was a formidable one. 
Cosmocord have answered it so completely with their 
Acos " Hi -g " series of pick -up cartridges that they 
already meet, here and now, any likely future develop- 
ment of gramophone records within the B.S. 1928: 1953 
specification. 

Fig. I 

Fig. 2 

THREE FACTORS 
The three important factors that had to be considered 

by Cosmocord in designing such a pick -up were mini- 
mum groove width, maximum lateral displacement 
and maximum stylus tip acceleration. 

The minimum groove width as laid down by the 
British Standard Specification is .002in. The con- 
ditions existing in a record giving up to 30 minutes 
playing time per 12in. side are well demonstrated in the 
accompanying scale drawings. For simplicity's sake, 
the groove angle has been shown as 90° and the radius 
at the bottom of the groove has been left out, as at 
.0003in. maximum it has no effect. Three pick -up 

Aros Crystal Devices are Protected by Patents and Pa 

COSMOCORD LIMITED 

Fig. 3 

always well ahead 

tent Applications to Gr. Britain and Other Countries. 
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form of absorption frequency meter (TF.1026 series), 
illustrating an entirely different conception of frequency 
measurement, has been introduced by Marconi Instru- 
ments; each has a 2:1 frequency ratio, the whole series 
of five covering 125 -4,000 Mc /s. The resonant system 
comprises a coaxial line closed at one end and tuned at 
the other by a variable capacitance. 

Nearly all new a.c. bridge designs, for all frequencies 
from power to v.h.f., are based on the use of transformer 
ratio arms for input or output or both. One of the chief 
advantages is that an admittance connected across part 
of a low- leakage transformer winding does not appreci- 
ably alter the ratio, as it would if connected across one 
of a pair of resistance ratio arms. As a result, the values 
of components can be measured in situ, notwithstanding 
that relatively low admittances exist between both 
terminals and earth. An example is the grid -to -anode 
capacitance of a screened valve, which is small absolutely 
and also relatively to the capacitances to cathode, etc. 
Wayne Kerr have for some time been exponents of this 
technique for high r.f., and now have several experimental 
models for a.f. In one, capacitances can be measured 
from 12,000 pF down to 0.0001 pF, at 10 kc /s. A 1 -Mc /s 
transformer bridge devoted more particularly to inter - 
electrode capacitances and conductances and therefore less 
wide in range has been produced by Electronic Tubes. It 
is worth noting that in both these bridges, as well as in 
other high -performance modern equipment, the humble 
" magic eye" is adequate as the indicator. In another 
experimental Wayne Kerr bridge the Maxwell form is 
brought up to date with a transformer output, 10 kc /s 
source, and " magic eye," to such good effect that self and 
mutual inductance are measurable in ranges as low as 
0.01µH full- scale. But perhaps the most interesting of 
the series is a 1 -kc /s bridge for four -terminal network 
measurements, in which full use is made of transformer 
arms to cover all four quadrants of the complex plane. 

If one terminal of a bridge arm is joined to its screen, 
as in most of these obtainable separately, its use is thereby 

QUARTZ FIBRE 

-- SPINDLE 

VANE¡ v./i I I11II' 
III" 

INDUCTANCE DIAPHRAGMS 
MIRROR 

TORSION HEAD 

DASHPOT 

Above: Torque vane wattmeter, 
for absolute measurements of 
power in the X (3 -cm) band 
(Elliott Bros.). 

Above, right: U.h.f. (300 -1,000 
Mc /s) standard signal gener- 
ator, Type L.l (Advance 
Components). 

Right: Microwave test bench, 
fitted with spaced detectors for 
automatic Smith chart display 
on the indicator seen on the 
right (Decca Radar). 
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WAVEGUIDE 

limited. For adaptability it is necessary to have two 
screens, the outer earthed and the inner joinéd to the 
arm; decade resistance boxes so arranged are produced 
by the Croydon Precision Instrument Company. 

Apparatus fdr displaying valve characteristics on a c.r. 
tube screen now appears in a form adapted for germanium 
valves (transistors), by 'Marconi's W.T. Co. The develop- 
ment of equipment for testing the mechanical properties 
of valves has been stimulated by the requirement for valves 
to stand severe conditions, such as being shot from guns. 
The usual technique is to vibrate the valves by a modified 
loudspeaker drive and to examine them mechanically and 
electrically. In the set -up by Electronic Tubes the move- 
ments of 'the electrodes can be seen stroboscopically, and 
their resonance spectrum recorded photographically from 
electrical responses. The observing instrument in the 
Industrial Electronics vibrator equipment is the c.r. 
panoramic wave analyzer by the same firm. 

Measuring apparatus for frequencies over 2,000 Mc /s 
centres on the waveguide " test bench " assembled from a 
wide variety of waveguide sections and components. Most 
of the work is based on observance of standing -wave ratio 
and node positions, and some recent devices have the 
object of facilitating this. In the Decca automatic s.w.r. 
indicator four crystal detectors mounted in the waveguide 
and spaced at eighth -wave intervals are connected to a 
c.r. unit which provides a display in Smith chart form 
from which the frequency variation of a match can be 
seen at once. A cylindrical chart enabling displacements 
measured at one frequency to be seen by inspection for 
any other frequency in the waveband has been devised by 
the Admiralty. Among the precision microwave instru- 
ments offered by Elliott Bros. is a torque vane wattmeter 
for absolute measurements of power ill the X band._ The 
vane is suspended by a fine quartz fibre at 45 degrees in 
the waveguide, and the power passing along the guide is 
measured in terms of the mechanical torque exerted on 
the vane. This can hardly fail to remind one of the 
Raleigh disc absolute method of measuring sound intensity. 

OSCILLATOR 
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ATTENUATOR 

r! 
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TRANSISTORS By THOMAS RODDAM 

5- Applications in Trigger Circuits 

EARLIER articles in this series have dealt rather 
generally with the nature of the two common forms of 
transistor and with some of the more elementary 
linear circuit properties. Following the plan of the 
series, which is to hop from topic to topic in an effort 
to cover an enormous field sometime in the foreseeable 
future, we must now look at the applications of 
transistors to trigger or switching circuits. Here the 
future is wide open and, from some points of view, 
rather depressing. As an example of a transistor 
application here, I have two blocking oscillator circuits 
performing equivalent functions, one using a valve, 
power consumption 1 watt, and a transformer, as 
well as the few resistors and capacitors ; the other uses 
a transistor, three resistors and one capacitor, and 
consumes only 50 mW. Apart from the difference 
in bulk and power consumption, the smaller unit 
should operate in the particular application for ever, 
while the valve must have its heater operating con- 
tinuously, so we can expect to change valves at least 
once a year. 

I say this is rather depressing, because it makes the 
fully automatic factory a much more immediate 
prospect. As Norbert Wiener has pointed out, we shall 
then have a community supported by slaves, a state of 
affairs which can be studied better in Gibbon than 

CURRENT CURRENT 

Fig. I. Characteristics of the two main types of negative 
resistance. 

Fig. 2. N -type negative resistance with load lines. Inter- 
sections like 8 are unstable. 

CURRENT 

in the works of the economists. This may happen 
quite quickly, and our only hope is to make sure that 
the first computing machine can be solving the economic 
problems faster than the industrial machines are 
creating them. I do not think we shall get much 
guidance from either the Georgics or from " Das 
Kapital." But make no mistake, within 10 years or 
so we shall see the development of two economies, 
transistorized and non -transistorized, and if we are to 
belong to the second class we might as well start 
planting cabbages now. 

The trigger circuit is the key item of any digital 
device. It produces pulses, re- shapes pulses, accepts 
them, rejects them. In most existing computer 
systems a twin -triode circuit has been used, but now 
the single or double transistor circuits are sweeping the 
board. Let us consider the general properties of these 
trigger circuits. 

The equations given earlier in parts 2 and 3 of this 
series showed that the impedances presented at the 
input or output terminals of a transistor- resistor 
circuit could be negative, provided that the current 
gain, cc, of the transistor was greater than unity. At 
the present time we can take this to mean that a point 
transistor must be used. This negative resistance 
is the first requirement for obtaining the type of 
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Fig. 3. Collector large -signal negative- resistance character- 
istic. 
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Left : Fig. 4. Idealized emitter large- signal negative- resistance characteristic. Right : Fig. 5. Bistable transistor circuit. 

non -linear operation which is nowadays called a 
" switching function." A general investigation of 
these " switching functions " leads to the view that the 
most rational method of analysis is obtained by split- 
ting the action into three regions : on, off, and transi- 
tion. The classic example of such a system is the 
famous Duke of York, who had 10,000 men (when they 
were up, they were up ...). All the important switch- 
ing functions used in engineering contain some sort of 
energy storage which drives the circuit through the 
transition region. A very simple example is the 
ordinary press type of electric light switch. As you 
press the button you store energy in a spring until a 
triggering threshold is reached, when the spring 
drives the mechanism from one position to the other. 

There are two types of negative- resistance charac- 
teristic, and it is necessary to be clear which type we 
are using in any particular circuit. The reason why 
there are two types is only understood when the full 
impedance diagram is plotted, because it depends on 
the way the impedance behaves at the extremes of 
high and low frequency. This is a topic for an article 
in itself. Here we can content ourselves with the 
voltage- current diagrams of what are called, for 
obvious reasons, the N and S types of negative re- 
sistance. Fig. 1 shows the simplified forms of these 
diagrams. The N type of negative resistance is stable 
when open -circuited, but is not stable when short- 
circuited : the S type is short- circuit stable, but 
unstable when open -circuited. A rough picture of the 
difference between the two is obtained by considering 
some conventional oscillator circuits, in which the 
tuned circuit may be either resonant, if the negative 
resistance is short -circuit unstable, or anti -resonant, 
if the negative resistance is open -circuit unstable. 

Let us consider what happens if we have an N -type 
negative resistance and we connect a positive load 
resistance R to the terminals. Since the N characteristic 
is the characteristic of an active network we must put a 
bias battery in the circuit, too. The load line can then 
be moved parallel to itself, and three possible positions 
are shown in Fig. 2. The middle position, marked RL 
is the most interesting. It intersects the N at three 
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points, of which A and C correspond simply to two 
positive resistances in series and are thus stable. At B 
we have a loop consisting of a negative resistance in 
series with a numerically smaller positive resistance. 
This is unstable, and ,if the system is moved to B by 
some means it will snap (as fast as the reactances in 
the circuit will allow) to either A or C. 

Now suppose that the system is stable at A and we 
alter the bias to move the load line up to RLI. The 
only stable point is E, and the current through the 
loop jumps smartly from IDI to I. Now we change the 
bias in the opposite direction, to bring the load 
line down to RL2. The current falls slightly to I'E and 
then as the load line leaves the right -hand corner the 
current drops to ID as the only stable point becomes D. 
This sort of snap action will be familiar to anyone 
who has ever used the Schmitt double -triode trigger 
circuit. 

It does not require much imagination to see that a 
load line can be imposed on the S -type characteristic 
in Fig. 1 to give three -point intersection. All the 
discussion in the last paragraph can be rewritten 
with the word current replacing voltage and vice - 
versa and it will then apply to the S -type characteristic. 
These two characteristics are, in fact, duals. The 
subject of duality has been explored by " Cathode 
Ray," and will be discussed in detail later. 

Switching Circuits 
Now, perhaps, we can turn our attention to transistor 

circuits. In Fig. 3 and 4, we have two very simple 
test circuits and the voltage -current characteristics 
obtained with them. In Fig. 3, the circuit is held under 
control by using a large value of R, so that the tests 
can be carried out even in the negative resistance 
region II. The same stabilizing function for the 
emitter characteristic of Fig. 4 is performed by Re. 
Both these curves belong to the N -type, although 
region III has got flattened out a bit : but regions I and 
III are positive resistance regions, linked by the 
negative resistance region II. 

Fig. 5 shows the simple transistor bistable circuit. 
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Fig. 6. Monostable and astable characteristics resulting 
from the addition of capacitor C. 
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Fig. 7. Basic circuit values and calculated (dotted) and 
measured emitter negative resistance characteristics, for 
a Type 1698 point transistor. 
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If you compare the characteristic with that of Fig. 2, 
you will see that there are two stable positions, and 
the system can be triggered from one to the other by 
applying a pulse of the right polarity at the " trigger " 
input. This circuit is equivalent in properties to the 
resistance -coupled multivibrator using two triodes. 

Having this idea of the multivibrator in our heads, 
let us see how we can introduce capacitors into the 
transistor circuit to convert it to either an oscillator or a 
" single -shot " multivibrator. A single capacitor has 
been introduced in the circuit shown at the top of 
Fig. 6. The extra resistance R, is fairly small, and is 
introduced to provide a convenient way of getting a 
low impedance output from the circuit. In the case 
shown in Fig. 6(b), the controlling resistance R, is 
low enough for the three -point intersection to be 
possible. The value of Vee is such that the circuit is 
normally stable at a. Suppose now we put in a trigger 
voltage D. The load line is lifted up to the apex of the 
N- curve, and can then " see " the single stable point b. 
As soon as the system starts to re -set itself to b, however, 
the capacitor C presents a short- circuit to the emitter, 
and the operating point jumps along the line 1 to a 
high emitter current. When the intersection with the 
N -curve is reached, however, R, takes control again, 
and the capacitor starts to discharge along the path 2. 
By this time, however, the trigger pulse has ended, 
and when the discharge brings the emitter voltage to 
the trough, the working point jumps along the short - 
circuit line 3 to meet region I again. Finally, the emitter 
voltage runs up along 4 to the point a, where the 
system waits for a new trigger. 

With a higher value of R, and positive bias applied 
to the emitter we have the conditions shown in Fig. 
6(c). This arrangement is astable, as the only inter- 
section is in region II. The circuit oscillates steadily 
round the path 1, 2, 3, 4. 

Pulse Length and Spacing 
Practical values for a circuit of this kind are shown 

in Fig. 7 for a 1698 point transistor. With the values 
given in the inset diagram and an emitter load re- 
sistance of 15,600 ohms returned to the earth line, 
frequencies of 2,000- 10,000 pulsès /second and pulse 
lengths of 20 -2,000 microseconds can be obtained with 
capacitors in the region 0.01 -0.5µF. Both experi- 
mentally and theoretically it can be shown that pulse 
length and spacing are proportional to capacitance. 
Experimentally I have found that pulse repetition rate 
is fairly linear with emitter bias. The characteristic 
in Fig. 7 is not extended far enough to enable the 
peak emitter current to be determined, but a rough 
estimate is about 12 mA. The pulse available at the 
collector will be about 40 volts. When very short pulses 
at repetition rates of the order of 1,000 pulses /second 
are needed, the most satisfactory arrangement seems 
to be to use an emitter load resistance of the order of 
one megohm, and a correspondingly smaller capaci- 
tance. The 40 -volt output pulse can then be obtained 
with collector current of about 1 -2 mA, but for reliable 
operation a positive bias voltage on the emitter is 
needed to lift the intersection clear of the corner. 

More elaborate circuits of this basic kind for bi- 
stable operation incorporate diodes in the base or 
emitter circuit. I hope we shall be able to consider 
these in more detail later, but for the moment we may 
note that one form of this arrangement converts the 
R, line into a " dog leg," and provides a more certain 
three -point intersection condition. 
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A very similar discussion will apply to the arrange- 
ments shown in Fig. 8. The N -type collector charac- 
teristic enables us to arrange for bistable, monostable 
or astable working. There is nothing of special 
interest here, unless it is the danger of excessive 
currents with the low emitter impedance. 

The base connection is rather more interesting. 
The voltage -current plot shown in Fig. 9(a) on the 
following page is of the S -type and it can be seen that 
one condition for the three -point intersection load line 
is that the external base load resistance must be 
numerically larger than the negative input impedance. 
By inserting inductance in the base lead we get the 
instantaneous open -circuit effect, corresponding to the 
capacitance short -circuit, needed to give the snap action 
in monostable and astable action. The circuits and con- 
ditions are shown in Figs. 9(b) and 9(c), and in any 
practical circuit a resistance in the collector lead would 
be added to provide an output. The main disadvantage, 
of course, is the rather limited 
range of time constants available 
using inductances. 

This treatment is obviously of 
great value in considering sinu- 
soidal oscillators. If the capacitor 
in the emitter or collector astable 
circuit is replaced by a resonant 
circuit, the system will act as a 
sinusoidal generator, limited by 
overloading. Similarly, the induc- 
tance in the base circuit can be 
replaced by an anti -resonant cir- 
cuit. The design problem is quite 
easy now. Looking at Fig. 7 we see 
that the emitter circuit resistance 
can be just over 9,000 ohms and 
the emitter bias -10 volts to give 
a barely astable condition with the 
other values as shown. The net 
negative resistance is then very 
small, so that oscillations will 
be limited without much over- 
loading. 

Refinements of the simple emit- 
ter circuit, the most commonly 
used form, are directed towards 
improving the pulse shape. With 
the simple capacitor circuit the 
collector current pulse has a 
drooping top caused by the run 
down path 2 (see Fig. 6). The 
capacitor can be replaced by an 
open -circuited delay network, of 
the ordinary pulse- forming type. 
This has two results : the pulse 
top becomes flat, and the pulse 
duration no longer depends on 
the time constant (C x emitter 
resistance), but is fixed by the 
line. Different samples of transis- 
tor give identical pulses. The 
second refinement is to use diodes 
in the monostable circuit, so that 
it takes the form shown in Fig. 
10. This circuit is triggered by a 
negative pulse applied to the base. 
Once the trigger action starts, the 
diode CD2 cuts off the input 
terminal so that it has no further 
control over the action. As a 
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result, the output pulse is practically independent, both 
in width and amplitude, of the input trigger. The other 
diode, CD1, is provided to reduce the time constant 
of the capacitor discharge in section 4 of the path. 
This means that the circuit returns very quickly to its 
quiescent position after producing a pulse, and very 
high repetition rates are possible. This circuit is used 
in computers to reform the pulses after they have passed 
through the various gates. Obviously it could also 
be used as a repeater in a pulse code modulation 
system. 

Another application of diodes is in stabilizing the 
position of the junction between regions I and II. 
In the characteristic shown in Fig. 7 this junction 
is at 11.5 volts. The value can be calculated, and is 
approximately VCRb /(Rb -{- r0), where V, is the collector 
voltage, Rb the total base resistance and r, the collector 
resistance. The weak point is r which varies with 
temperature. Typical figures suggest that the junction 
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Fig. 8. Collector- connection switching circuits. 
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may move about 5 per cent, or, say, 0.5 volts. For 
circuits adjusted to maximum sensitivity this is 
rather important, especially if, the transistor moves 
into the bistable condition and locks on. 

I do not propose to discuss the actual circuits used 
to prevent this until some later date. A word of 
warning is perhaps the best conclusion : in using 
these circuits, always make sure that they will fail 
safe and that if an oscillator or monostable circuit does 
lock on it will not allow a destructive current to flow. 

Vee 

T 

Fig. 9. Base connection switching circuits. 

INPUT 0--11 

OUTPUT 

Fig. 10. Addition of diodes to stabilize pulse width and 

amplitude. 
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Inductive loads are especially dangerous in trigger 
circuit working because they slow down the passage 
through the region in which the transistor has a large 
dissipation. 

Acknowledgment. -Figs 3 to 9 are based on Figs. 
3, 4, 6, 7, 20, 9 and 11 respectively of " Transistors in 
Switching Circuits " by A. E. Anderson and Fig. 10 
on Fig. 16(a) of " Transistor Trigger Circuits " by 
A. W. Lo. Both papers appeared in Proc. I.R.E., 
Vol. 40, No. 11, Nov. 1952. 

Manufacturers' Literature 
Metal Rectifiers; a brochure giving dimensions and weights 

of selenium spindle- mounted stacks, with an explanation of the 
coding system used to identify them. From Standard Tele- 
phones and Cables, Rectifier Division, Warwick Road, 
Boreham Wood, Herts. 

Solder, in wire, pellet and fluid form; a leaflet giving a 
summary of the products of Multicore Solders, Hemel 
Hempstead, Herts. 

Television Receiver, type TUG36; console with a 17 -in tube 
giving a picture 14in x 101in and with five controls on the 
front panel, described in a leaflet from Bush Radio, Power 
Road, Chiswick, London, W.4 

Radio -gramophone, H.M.V. model 1617A, with ten wave- 
band ranges, three -speed record changer and 8 -watt output 
from a 131 -m speaker. Circuit description and specification 
in a leaflet from the Gramophone Company, Blyth Road, 
Hayes, Middlesex. 

Universal Television Servicing Unit (" Klempt " Type 
FW0200), comprising a versatile a.m. /f.m. signal generator 
and oscilloscope. Technical specification leaflet from Otto 
Gruoner, Winterbach bei Stuttgart, Germany. 

High- energy Permanent Magnets using " Columax," an 
improved grade of " Alcomax III," and claimed to have the 
highest magnetic energy per unit of volume yet achieved 
(8.63 x 106 gauss -oersteds max.). Specification and curves 
in a leaflet from Swift Levick & Sons, Clarence Steel Works, 
Sheffield, 4. 

Electro- mechanical Devices, including a.c. and d.c. relays, 
mercury relays, time -delay relays, solenoids, thermostats and 
low- inertia motors for instruments. Specifications and 
operating characteristics in a catalogue from Electro Methods, 
Caxton Way, Stevenage, Herts. 

Anti -vibration Instrument Mountings, in stud form, made 
of rubber with projecting metal pins. A leaflet giving shapes 
and sizes available from Howard Clayton- Wright, Welles- 
bourne, Warwickshire. 

Television Converters; alignment instructions for Type 
AC /4 units in a leaflet from Spencer -West, Quay Works, 
Great Yarmouth, Norfolk. 

Surplus Equipment, Government and manufacturers', listed 
in a catalogue from Clydesdale Supply Co., 2, Bridge Street, 
Glasgow, C.5. Also a supplementary list of Components 
and Accessories. 

Microwave Test Equipment, for waveguide sizes 10 and 
11, including standing -wave meters, adjustable short circuits, 
matched loads, waveguide -to- coaxial.line transformers, variable 
attenuators, waveguide bench rails and supports, and a Heil - 
tube test oscillator. Loose -leaf book containing specifications 
from Decca Radar, 1 -3, Brixton Road, London, S.W.9. 

Toggle Switches and Signal Lamps, also a number of 
special -purpose switches, described in an illustrated catalogue 
with blue -print drawings from Arcolectric Switches, Central 
Avenue, West Molesey, Surrey. 

" Permanent Magnets," a well -produced illustrated book of 
58 pages covering the theory of magnetism, design of 
magnets, materials used, properties of various alloys (with 
curves and tables), effects of heat, shock and alternating 
fields, magnetizing and demagnetizing, testing, storage and 
handling; with a glossary of technical terms. From the 
Permanent Magnet Association, 301, Glossop Road, Sheffield, 
10, price 10s. 

Waveform Analyser; description and specification (with 
curves) of the Muirhead -Pametrada instrument and associated 
equipment with notes on its use for vibration measurement 
and waveform analysis in various industries. An illustrated 
booklet from Muirhead & Co., Beckenham, Kent. Also a 
leaflet on their amplifier- maintained tuning forks for fre- 
quencies of 480- 2,000c /s. 
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THE "BELLING-LEE" PAGE 
Providing technical information, service and advice in relation 
to our products and the suppression of electrical interference. 

Gold Plated Components 
Considerable interest was aroused 

by the gold plated contacts on 
several of our components on view 
at the recent R.E.C.M.F. exhibi- 
tion. 

This finish came about as a 
result of stringent tests to which 
many components under develop- 
ment for the Ministry of Supply 
and Admiralty are subjected. 

These tests, particularly those 
of R.C.S.rr, to which components 
of the H. r grading have to be sub- 
mitted, include subjection to tem- 
peratures of ioo°C dry heat, where 
hitherto the top temperature in 
many cases was only 7o °C. In 
addition, there are tests in which 
the components are exposed to 
exacting and prolonged conditions 
of damp heat. 

To maintain a low contact 
resistance under the exhaustive 
tests described above, considerable 
attention had to be given to the 
contact surfaces. After intensive 
investigation it was found that a 
gold flash on an appropriate under - 
finish gave the required durability, 
together ¡with low contact resistance. 

It will be obvious that once the 
process had been introduced, its 
benefits would be applied wherever 
desirable. 

It may be asked why not keep to 
silver ? Silver discolours badly as 
silver sulphide has an awful 
appearance, and makes it very 
difficult for soldering. 

Birds on the Aerial 
When speaking to an audience 

in a district where horizontal 
aerials are necessary, one question 
certain to be asked is, " What 

happens if a row of seagulls decide 
to perch on the elements ? " Web - 
footed birds don't perch in the 
accepted meaning of the term. 
They will sit in rows on the com- 
paratively rounded apex of a roof, 
or on the flat " bun finial " of a flag 
pole, but they cannot grasp a 

half -inch rod or tube. Starlings 
might, but they only weigh a few 
ounces. We have seen rooks that 
have developed a technique of 
grasping the top of an " H " aerial, 
and sitting apparently in comfort, 
but even a rook has little weight. 
Birds are built for lightness, even 
their bones are hollow and contain 
air. 

Suppression of Household 
Appliances 

A few days ago we were testing 
out a new flex lead suppressor on 
a number of appliances, hair- dryers 
of various makes, fans, sewing 
machine motors, etc. The tests 
were carried out at home. When 
tried with T.V. on an outdoor 
aerial, suppression was quite good, 
making all the difference between 
intolerable nuisance and entertain- 
ment value. On an indoor aerial 
in the same room as the receiver 
however, interference was still 
troublesome. That is why, as we 
have so often written before, the 
authorities will have scant sym- 
pathy for a complaining viewer 
who has not done his best for him- 
self by the erection of an aerial 
suitable for his location. 

A Lightning Tip 
A few peals of thunder at Easter 

reminds us to issue the annual 
soother regarding lightning. The 
chance of a strike on your house 
is very remote, and the presence 
of an aerial does not increase the 
risk. If anything, it is bound 
to reduce the chance, as the presence 
of the aerial connected to a receiver 
is constantly discharging that little 
pocket of air in the immediate 
vicinity, thereby reducing the vol- 
tage gradient. 

We can pass on a useful tip for 
those who feel they should do 
something to satisfy a qualm. 
Theoretically, the top element 
should be connected to the centre 
conductor of a co -axial feeder and 
the lower to the screen. We doubt 
if the average user would notice the 
difference, therefore reverse the 
arrangement and take the upper 
element to the screen, and before 
it enters the house, remove the 
P.V.C. outer covering exposing the 
screen, twist round it a length of 
heavy copper wire and take to a 
good earth by the most direct 
route. Care should be taken to 
waterproof the join with adhesive 
tape, otherwise water might syphon 
into the house via the screening 
mesh. 

"Non-Directional" "Multirod" 
We had a report from a useful 

source, that a " Multirod," care- 
fully installed, was apparently 
" all round looking." The case was 
sufficiently interesting to warrant 
sending the mobile research 
laboratory to examine the situation. 
We found that the answer was due 
to the fact that the site was 
surrounded by hills, there was 

13eiltng -Lee " " Aluitirod " 4 -ele- 
ment array. 

apparently no direct signal, all 
that the aerial received was reflec- 
tions and diffusions from the high 
ground. 

Aluminium Corrosion 
Most forms of corrosion are very 

serious to the engineer, and we 
would prefer to think that there 
was no such thing associated with 
our aerials. We ask users to paint 
aerials on erection and at intervals, 
but we know that few are so treated. 
The form that aluminium alloy 
corrosion takes, is that parts tend 
to " grow " together, with a reduc- 
tion of electrical resistance. 

Written 27th April, 1953 

BELLING & LEE LTD 
CAMBRIDGE ARTERIAL RD., ENFIELD. MUM.. ENGLAND 
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Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Company 

Ltd.-the world's most experienced radio 

communication engineers -are always ready 

to assist you with positive help and advice. 

MARCONI 
mobile radio 

PLANNED INSTALLED 

SERVICED 

MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH COMPANY LTD CHELMSFORD ESSEX 
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Diagnosis of 

Distortion By E. R. WIGAN* 
13.Sr..(Eng.). A.M.I.E.E. 

The " Difference Diagram" and Its Interpretation 

AT the outset it should be emphasized that this 
article is not concerned with the measurement of dis- 
tortion; it deals with a method of diagnosis aimed at 
recognizing, locating and removing the source of any 
distortion which is found. 

The diagnosis is made by examining an oscilloscope 
trace which represents all the defects of the apparatus 
which is being tested. By comparing the outline of 
this picture with certain standard shapes, examples 
of which are given here, the various sources of dis- 
tortion can be recognized. For example, typical 
overload conditions can be recognized at a glance 
(Figs. 10 and 11). In other photographs the distortion 
conditions have been artificially exaggerated to bring 
out the characteristic features. 

The technique adopted to generate these pictures 
can be summarized briefly as follows :- 

A pure sine wave signal is applied to the test object 
(an amplifier, for example) and also to the X- plates 
(horizontal axis) of an oscilloscope. 

The distorted output signal is applied to the 
Y- plates after passing through a network which sub- 
tracts the pure fundamental wave and leaves only 
the distortion terms, together with any hum, hum - 
modulation or circuit " noise." Before being applied 
to the Y- plates this "difference" signal is amplified, 
generally 30 to 100 times. 

When the phase of the X- signal is suitably adjusted 
the trace shown on the oscilloscope closes into a 
curved line which is a representation of the transfer 

-I0 
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characteristic of the circuit tested with all its defects 
enormously magnified (see Figs. 1 and 2). Because 
this display is produced by a subtraction process the 
term " difference diagram " has been chosen for it. 

The technique has the special merit that transient 
or slowly changing distortion conditions can be ob- 
served. Moreover, although it is not put forward 
as a measuring technique, it is possible to read off 
from the difference diagram the magnitude of the 
primary distortion terms with useful accuracy, a pro- 
cedure which is necessary when correlation with 
standard harmonic analyses is required. 

Since distortion components as small as 0.1 per 
cent can be recognized under good conditions, this 
method of diagnosis is applicable to amplifiers, oscil- 
lators, and the like, which have to meet even the 
most stringent performance specifications. 

The equipment required is relatively simple and 
can be assembled from apparatus generally available 
in an audio -frequency laboratory. 

Details of Apparatus. To understand the difference 
diagram, consider first the typical input /output 
transfer characteristic of a single -valve amplifier 
shown in Fig. 1. The curve for an ideal amplifier 
is represented by the dotted line with a slope of 45 
degrees, and the difference (i.e., vertical intercept) 
between these two curves represents the departure of 
the system from the ideal conditions. In Fig. 2 this 
difference is shown, plotted in the form which has 
been called the difference diagram. 

Left: Fig. I. Ideal (dotted) and actual transfer character- 
istic of an amplifier. 

Below: Fig. 2. " Difference diagram " corresponding to 
Fig. 1. 

OUTPUT 
MINUS INPUT 

PER CENT mV 
6 120 

-I.0 -0 5 
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The block schematic of the apparatus to produce 
this diagram electronically is shown in Fig. 3. The 
two upper branches carry out, at (9), the subtraction 
process illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. The fourth branch 
is used only when a large distortion term has to be 
cancelled to prevent confusion of the fine detail. 

The circuits shown are arranged for a test fre- 
quency of 1,000c /s. The filter (8) in Fig. 3 is neces- 
sary only if the phase shifter (7) contains valves 
which may introduce distortion. The ganged 
attenuators (4) and (6) are used to alter the input 
level to the test object (5) without changing the output 
level delivered by (6). 

If it is desired to cancel any selected component 
in the difference signal, the oscillator (15), which can 
be set to multiples of 1,000c /s, is locked to the input 
signal by a " spike " generated by clipping and 
differentiation at (14). Element (12) is used to adjust 
the phase of the harmonic frequency generated by (15) 
relative to the phase of the test signal. 

The arrangement shown in Fig. 3 is used when 
both the pure input signal and the distorted output 
signal from the test object are available, but if this 
is not so, and only the output can be obtained, the 
arrangement of Fig. 4 is employed. 

Since the signal equivalent to the missing input 
signal is necessary for the "subtraction" process, a 
filter (8) is employed to abstract a pure sine wave 
from the output signal. Tests of this kind are called 
here 2- terminal tests, to distinguish them from the 
4- terminal test made when both input and output 
terminals can be used. 

Typical Diagrams. Essentially the difference 
diagram is a Lissajous figure, the configuration of 
which will change with the setting of the phase control 
of the X- amplifier. In some circumstances it follows 
the shape of the transfer characteristics and it may 
also be used, with caution, to estimate the harmonic 
content. To introduce the reader to the kind of 
information which a difference diagram yields the 
following examples have been chosen: Fig. 5(a) is 
the difference diagram generated by a single -valve 
output stage. The input /output curve of such a stage 
is similar to Fig. 1, so the diagram of Fig. 5(a) 

I kc/s 

(2) 

2 kc/s 

200 

Fig. 3. Block sche- 
matic diagram of 
"four-terminal" 
test circuit. 
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(7) (8) 

2 kc/s 

resembles Fig. 2. When the input voltage is in- 
creased the diagram changes to Fig. 5(b) The down- 
ward " spike " on the right is due to grid- current 
which sets in fairly sharply and reduces the output 
voltage. (The reason for the curve being looped is 
dealt with in the Appendix.) 

The input /output curve of a push -pull stage is like 
Fig. 1 in the upper part, but in the lower part lies 
below the dotted line. As a result the difference 
diagram (see Fig. 6) droops downwards on the left - 
hand side and tips up on the right. 

The distortion component present in Figs. 2 and 5(a) 
is almost pure second harmonic, shown by the two 
positive maxima in the difference signal. Fig. 6, 
however, shows nearly pure third harmonic because 
there are three positive maxima in the trace on the 
tube; one on the extreme right, one as the fundamental 
approaches negative maximum, and one as it returns 
to the centre again. In this photograph the "go " and 
" return " traces are, of course, superimposed. The 
vertical width of the diagram is due to hum in the 
amplifier. In spite of this the upper and lower edges 
retain their characteristic S- shape. 

The flattened parabola of Fig. 7 indicates a heavily 
driven triode stage and contains both second and third 
harmonics. It consists of a parabola (characteristic of 
second harmonic) to which has been added an 
S- shaped curve which steepens one end and flattens 
the other. The relative proportions of the two corn - 
ponents can be deduced from this. Here again, in 
spite of a very large proportion of hum, the upper and 
lower edges of the diagram retain the shape charac- 
teristic of the non -linearity of the system. To get this 
photograph the earlier stages of the amplifier were 
heavily driven while the gain control at the input to 
the final stage was turned down. 

Fig. 8 shows the presence of hum- modulation in a 
push -pull output stage in which there was a strong 
100 -c /s ripple in the h.t. supply. The test -frequency 
was set to be exactly ten times the ripple frequency 
so that ten individual stationary traces could be seen, 
each corresponding to a different h.t. voltage. Each 
trace, Fig. 8(a), is a distorted S -shape and oscillates 
100 times per second about the centre point of the 
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STANDARD 
CASE COMER 

TWIN 
PREAMPLIFIERS._ 

OSCILLOSCOPE (10) 

POWER 
DISTRIBUTION 

BOARD 

CALIBRATED 
-PHASE SHIFTER 

PHASE SHIFTERS -- 
(H) & (12) 

POWER SUPPLY 
& TEST UNIT --"T 

CAMERA - 
HOOD 

- 

PLUG-E-1,ó't_ 

SCREENED LEADS 

SPIKE 
GENERATOR 

(13) 8 (14) 

SHORTING SWITCH 
(ZERO LINE) 

ATTENGA1ûï 

(3) 

(7) 

TWIN 
OSCILLATORS 
(I) 8 (15) 

FILTER UNIT 

GANGED 
ATTENUATORS 

(4)8(6) 

CONNECTORS 

Portable test equipment and accessories. Numbering ccrresponds to that used in Figs. 3 and 4. The twin pre -amplifiers on the 
left are used to provide either high -level test signals (up to 20 dbm) or to act as a buffer between the output from the test 
object and the input to the test gear. All units are housed in the standard ventilated boxes used by the B.B.C. Research Dept. 
for portable test apparatus. 
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Fig. 4. " Two -terminal " circuit for use when the input to the apparatus under test is inaccessible. 
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Fig. S. Single -valve output stage working (a) just below and (b) jus: above the overload point. Fig. 6. Hum and third harmonic 
in a push -pull output stage. Fig. 7. Hum at greater level thon second and third harmonics (3ingle -valve output stage). 
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diagram. When the driver stage was balanced the 
second harmonic term disappeared, yielding Fig. 8(b). 
Finally the third harmonic was removed by " injec- 
tion " (see Appendix). The resulting diagram, Fig. 
8(c), has nearly straight edges which shows that higher 
distortion terms were negligible, evidence that the 
system was operating well within its capacity. 

The previous example illustrates very well how effec- 
tive a picture of the distortion can be, for the amplifier 
in question had earlier been tested with a wave 
analyser. The 100 -c /s modulation had not then been 
noted, whereas the diagram showed at a glance that 
the modulation term was several times larger than the 
second or third harmonic. 

Figs. 9(a), (b) and (c) show gross distortion in an 
amplifier of the electro- mechanical type in which a 

moving -iron loudspeaker movement drives a pair of 
push -pull carbon buttons. There are some novel 
features. Fig. 9(a) shows the stepwise response of the 
carbon granules. Fig. 9(b) shows a double line at 
bottom centre due to an alternative transient condition. 
Figs. 9(c) and (d) show an unsuspected phenomenon, 
the reversal of the phase of the distortion terms when 
the d.c. voltage fed to the carbon button was increased 
slowly through a critical value. The distortion, Fig. 
9(c), momentarily disappeared and reappeared in 
reversed phase, as shown in Fig. 9(d). It will be noted 
that the "go" and " return" traces are different, owing 
to friction or other forces between the carbon granules. 

The remaining diagrams were obtained with the 
circuit of Fig. 4. Figs. 10 and 11 show the " spike " 
characteristic of a system driven beyond its designed 
limits. Figs. 12(a) and (b) show very clearly the sharp 
origin distortion produced by a diode. The loop in 
Fig. 12(b) generally appears when severe overload is 

associated with a large transient phase shift. 
The distortion illustrated in Figs. 11 and 12 is the 

result of two processes, and neither diagram alone 
gives any clue to the true cause. Both the recording 
and the playback equipment combine to produce 
Fig. 11, and transmitter and receiver combine to pro- 
duce Figs. 12(a) and (b). From a series of diagrams 
representing different carrier levels and degrees of 
modulation it is, however, possible to separate the 
influence of the receiver from that of the transmitter, 
but it is difficult to find an equivalent method of deal- 
ing with recording distortion. 

Fig. 11 is a good example of a difference diagram 
containing noise which has blurred the edges of 

the trace. Variation of the speed of the turntable 
caused slight oscillations of this diagram about its 
centre point. This has slightly lengthened the 
extremes of the trace and confused details which could 

be clearly distinguished when the diagram was directly 
viewed on the tube face. 

Scale of the Diagram. The Y co- ordinate (i.e., 
the height) of any difference diagram will depend 
directly upon the gain chosen for the Y- amplifies of 
the oscilloscope. This gain must be known and in- 
cluded in any photograph of the diagram either for 
record purposes or to allow one picture to be com- 
pared with another. If the procedure set out below 
is followed , the photograph is like Fig. 12(b). The 
necessary information is given by the scale. 

The percentages represent the deviation from 
linearity of the transfer characteristic; the scale must 
be used with caution, however, for it can be applied 
directly only to the extremities of the diagram (e.g., 
the point A in Fig. 2). At that point the percentage 
scale reads 4 per cent while the input voltage is 

2.0 V peak -to -peak. It follows that the 4 per cent 
ordinate corresponds to 80 mV. That is to say that 
if the conventional transfer characteristic were drawn, 
the instantaneous output voltage would exceed the 
instantaneous input voltage by 80 mV where the latter 
was + 1.0 volt. Observe, however, that the corre- 
sponding ordinate at -1.0 volt input indicates that at 
this point on the diagram the output voltage will be 
less than the input voltage by 80 mV. This follows 
from the simultaneous change of sign of input and 
output voltage as the left -hand side of the diagram is 

entered. 
This apparent anomaly should be carefully noted, 

and in practice a test always has to be made to estab- 
lish whether positive or negative ordinates on the tube 
face represent gains or losses. A simple test is to apply 
a biased -off diode to the test -circuit; where the signal 
voltage exceeds the bias a sharp kink or spike appears 
in the diagram. The direction of this spike indicates 
the loss ordinate. 

Suppose now that the diagram of Fig. 2 were used 
to predict what the distortion would be if the signal 
input were reduced from 2 volts to 1 volt peak -to -peak. 
The diagram of Fig. 2 would then terminate at B. The 
mV scale shows that the error voltages would be 
20 mV; i.e., 2 per cent of the input signal. The per- 
centage scale reads 1 per cent. 

At first sight it appears that this kind of difficulty 
could be avoided by scaling each diagram in mV 
instead of percentages. This, however, would involve 
a new scale for every photograph, which would be 
impracticable. 

On the other hand, if a percentage scale is used, 
three scales will serve for all purposes. In practice 
the percentage scale is determined as follows : - 

(a) The cancellation circuit (7), (8) in Figs. 3 or 4 

Fig. 8. Push -pull output stage with 100 -c/s ripple in h.t. supply. (a) modulation with second and third harmonics. (b) driver 

stage balanced to remove second harmonic. (c) both second and third harmonics removed. 
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Fig. 9. (a), (b), (c) Distortion in electro- mechanical 
amplifier at successively increasing input levels. 
(d) as (c), but with microphone current slightly 
increased. (Note phase reversal.) 
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is interrupted, the X- signal removed, and the gain 
of the Y- amplifier adjusted to bring the resulting 
vertical line to a chosen height on the oscilloscope 
graticule. Let this height be D units. 

(b) Having restored the cancellation circuit (7), (8) 
and the X- signal, the gain of the Y- amplifier is in- 
creased by a known amount (usually not more than 
30 times) so as to make the details of the diagram 
clearly visible. Let the gain increase by N times. 

(c) The percentage scale to be associated with this 
diagram must have an interval of DN /100 between 
the 1 per cent marks on the scale. 

It is convenient to arrange that the Y- amplifier 
(Al) has several fixed steps of gain which are exactly 
known (say N =10, 30, 100), and to prepare in ad- 
vance the corresponding percentage scales, which can 
be fixed to the face of the tube and photographed 
together with the diagram. 

Simplifications. The somewhat elaborate networks 
of Figs. 3 and 4 can be simplified if no more than 
a general impression of the distortion is required. 
If changes of régime are considered unimportant, and 
only the larger distortion terms are of interest, the 
ganged attenuators and the " slave " oscillator chain 
(12) to (15) may be omitted. 

Bridge -type circuits are a common feature of 
apparatus designed to measure total harmonic dis- 
tortion, but although they provide an output which 
contains only the distortion terms, they cannot be 
used to generate a difference diagram, because the 
various distortion products are " dispersed," i.e., 
shifted in relative phase, by passing through the bridge 
network. 

The essential components of a 2- terminal circuit 
are the phase- shifter and filter, (7) and (8). A 4 -ter- 
minal circuit requires, in addition, a bandpass or 
possibly a low -pass filter at (2). The performance 
of these filters need not be superlative, for many com- 
mercial oscillators generate no more than 1 per cent 
or 2 per cent of second or third harmonics, which 
can be reduced to 0.1 or 0.2 per cent by 20db attenua- 
tion at (2). If a valve stage, which may generate 
distortion, is incorporated in (7), filter (8) should have 
a slightly better performance. 

Photographing the Diagram. For the illustrations 
a Cossor oscilloscope, Type 1035, with a green tube, 
Type 89D, was used. 

The photographs were obtained with a Leica II 
camera on Kodak 35mm orthochromatic film R55, 
with an exposure of Ilsec at F/6.3. The brightness 
of the trace was adjusted for each exposure by the 
following procedure. The trace was dimmed until 
only just visible in its weakest part while being 
traversed to and fro by the X -shift control. The 
brightness control was then advanced by a fixed 
amount predetermined by trial exposures. 

This procedure makes allowance for the influence 
of mains -voltage variations upon the brilliance of the 
spot, and also for the large variations in writing speed 
which are caused by changes of test frequency or 
size and degree of detail of the diagram. 

The percentage scale will appear in the photograph 
if it has been attached to the face of the tube and 
is given local illumination. 

Conclusion. It is not easy to bring out in a short 
survey the full merits of this technique; the informa- 

Fig. 10. Oscillator running into grid current. Fig. 11: Disc recording grossly over -modulated. Fig. 12. Radio receiver with 
" delayed " a.v.c. ; modulation (a) just below and (b) just above 100 per cent. 
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tion given should, however, be sufficient to guide those 
who wish to explore its possibilities. The method 
has been in use in the Research Department of the 
B.B.C. in the course of the last 2 -3 years, its de- 
velopment being part of a general investigation into 
distortion in a.f. systems. 

The illustrations in this article are taken from a 
stock of several hundreds collected over this period. 
It should be noted that, in order to simplify dis- 
cussion, the most elementary examples have been 
chosen, whereas in practice much more complex forms 
may occur. Fig. 9 has therefore been included to 
demonstrate the application of this new technique to 
a more complex problem. 

For the investigation of distortion in recording 
systems the difference diagram has unique value, for 
unless the speed of the medium (disc or tape) is prac- 
tically constant only the simplest of the conventional 
distortion measuring systems can be applied in such 
work. It is justifiable in such cases to attempt to 
deduce the harmonic content from a geometrical 
analysis of the diagram, should a numerical .expres- 
sion of the distortion be required. In general, the 
diagram serves its most useful purpose in bringing 
to light the nature of the distortion and its relation- 
ship to hum and circuit noise. The history of Fig. 8 
is a striking example of this. 

It is not unreasonable to suppose that there is a 
relationship between the shape of the diagram and 
the aural assessment of the resulting distortion. Indi- 
cations of such relationship have been found, but 
cannot be discussed here. 

APPENDIX 

Operational Procedure. The circuits of Figs. 3 and 4 are used for 4- terminal and 2- terminal tests respectively. 
Their operation will be described for a 1,000 c/s test tone. For tests at any other frequency the filters must be 
changed. The figures marked against the filters refer 
to the attenuation peaks adjacent to the cut -off points. 

In setting up the difference diagram of an amplifier 
the first operation is to put 20 db at (4) and zero at (6) 
(see Fig. 3). Add attenuation at (3) to bring the overall 
attenuation from (3) -(6) to about overload point. Vary 
(7) and slightly adjust (3) until the difference signal 
contains no fundamental tone. This will be shown by 
minimum vertical deflection of the oscilloscope trace. 
Turn up the gain of the X- amplifier of the oscilloscope 
to get a nearly horizontal line. 

Now transfer attenuation from (4) to (6) thus driving 
(5) harder. The Y- deflection will grow and a loop will 
form. Adjust (11) until this loop closes to a line. When 
the input to (5) is small this line will resemble Fig. 2 
if the output stage is a single valve. As the input in- 
creases a difference diagram like Fig. 5(a) will appear. 
The centre should be tangential to the X -axis of the tube. 
If not, adjust (3) very slightly to tilt the diagram correctly. 
If a loop appears as in Fig. 5(b) first adjust (7) and then 
(11) to remove it. The final curve is a representative 
difference diagram. 

The phase shifter (7) should be designed to shift the 
phase without changing the amplitude of the 1,000 -c /s 
signal, otherwise any adjustment will cause the diagram 
to tilt about its centre point and this has then to be 
corrected by readjusting (3). 

The 2- terminal network is adjusted in much the same 
way, except that (3) is adjusted initially to equal the 
loss in (7) and (8). 

In some amplifiers a change of operating regime occurs 
as the drive increases. This is shown up by a 4- terminal 
test but not by a 2- terminal test. The gain at 1,000 c/s 
alters and the diagram tilts about its centre point. The 
change in gain can be measured by introducing a slight 
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compensating loss in the (7) (8) chain to restore the 
diagram to its original position. t 

The most difficult adjustment is the setting of phase 
shifter (11). If there are " overload spikes " as in Figs. 10 
and 11 there is no difficulty, for it is clear that these 
must be located at the extremities of the X -axis. Some- 
times artificial " spikes " have to be introduced (by a 
biased -off diode or rectifier) before the correct setting of 
(11) can be found. 

When, as in Figs. 9(c) and (d), the " go " and " return" 
traces are different and have to be displayed separately 
for examination, the diagram is opened into a loop by 
a slight readjustment of (7). 

If oscillator (15) uses a 2 -valve zero-phase -shift RC 
circuit, it can be locked by injecting the " spike " from 
(14) into the common anode lead. No frequency calibra- 
tion is needed, since the harmonic number can be read 
from the trace which appears when the output of (15) is 
made large enough. The magnitude of the spike signal 
must be adjustable so that it locks the oscillator without 
introducing visible distortion. 

Cancellation of the unwanted distortion term can be 
observed on headphones connected temporarily to the 
output of the Y- amplifier of the oscilloscope. Phase - 
shifter (12) can be of a simple type in which the output 
voltage is not strictly independent of the phase adjust- 
ment, for the size of the locking " spike " will not seriously 
affect the output of the oscillator (15). 

EARL'S COURT 
Preliminary List of Exhibitors 

AS a result of the recent ballot for space at the 20th 
National Radio Show to be held at Earl's Court from 
September 1st to the 12th, the Radio Industry Council 
has issued a preliminary list of exhibitors. In addition 
to the 80 manufacturers, traders and journals, etc., listed 
below, four banks, British Railways, the Electrical Trades 
Union, and the Association of Radio Battery Manufac- 
turers have also taken space. 
Aerialite, Ambassador, Antiference, Argosy, Automatic Coil Winder. 
B.B.C., Baird, Balcombe, Belling & Lee, Bernards, Boosey & Hawkes, 

Bowmaker, Brown Brothers, Bulgin, Bush. 
C.W.S., Cole, Collard, Cosmocord, Cossor. 
Decca, Dubilier, Dynatron. 
Econasign, Edison Swan, English Electric, Ever Ready, Electrical 

& Radio Trading. 
Ferguson, Ferranti. 
G.E.C., Garrard, Goodmans, Gramophone Co. 
Hobday, Hunt. 
Invicta. 
J.B. Manufacturing. 
Keith Prowse, Kerry's, Kolster- Brandes. 
Linguaphone, Lugton. 
McMichael, Marconiphone, Masteradio, Mullard, Multicore, Murphy. 
Peto Scott, Philco, Philips, Pilot, Plessey, Portogram, Practical 

Wireless, Pye. 
R.G.D., Regentone, Reproducers, Roberts, Rola- Celestion. 
S.T.C., Simon Sound Service, Sobell, Stella. 
T.C.C., Taylor Electrical Instruments, Telerection, Thompson, 

Diamond & Butcher, Truvox. 
Ultra. 
Valradio, Vidor. 
Westinghouse, Whiteley, Wireless World and Wireless Engineer, 

Wireless Trader, Wolsey, Wright & Weaire. 
Plans for the exhibition, which will be open to the 

public from September 2nd, include considerable space 
for displays of radio and electronic equipment to be pro- 
vided by the Services and manufacturers. It is also planned 
to have an educational and training exhibit on the lines of 
that introduced last year. Technical training colleges will 
be represented by Norwood T.C. and the Borough Poly- 
technic and industrial training establishments by E.M.I. 
Institutes and Marconi College. The B.B.C. Engineering 
Training Department will be participating and the 
universities will also be represented. 

Many of the exhibitors will be equipping demonstra- 
tion rooms and there will be the usual Television Avenue 
in which manufacturers have the opportunity of demon- 
strating their receivers. 
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%VOIiLti OF V1I1ELESS 
Mobile Television Transmitters ' Standard 

Frequencies New Amateur Band 

New T V Stations 
THE temporary low -power mobile stations at Glencairn 

(Belfast) and Pontop Pike (Newcastle) were brought into 
regular service by the B.B.C. on May 1st. Pontop Pike is 
linked with the main radio network, but Glencairn relies 
on its direct reception of the Kirk o' Shotts transmitter for 
rebroadcasting. Initially, the Newcastle station used a 
temporary aerial, but the main radiator, which will eventu- 
ally be employed by the permanent medium -power 
transmitter, is now in use. 

Both stations use horizontal polarization and their sound 
and vision carriers are slightly offset from those of the 
main high -power transmitters using the same channel to 
reduce interference. Glencairn, shown with its Marconi 
aerial in the above photograph, operates in Channel 1 (41.5 
and 45 Mc /s), and Pontop Pike in Channel 5 (63.25 and 
66.75 Mc /s). 

The low -power booster station near Brighton started a 
regular service on May 9th. It uses vertical polarization, 
operates in Channel 3 (53.25 and 56.75 Mc /s) and relies on 
its direct reception of Alexandra Palace for rebroadcasting. 
As in the case of the other two low -power stations, 
Brighton's carriers are slightly offset. 

MSF Schedules 
STANDARD FREQUENCY transmissions from the 

Rugby station MSF are now being radiated continuously 
for 24 hours a day. In accordance with the Atlantic City 
Convention (1947), the carrier frequencies will be 2.5, 5, 
10, 15 and 20Mc /s, but only three of these will be used 
simultaneously. Initially the transmissions are being radi- 

s ated on 2.5, 5 and 10 Mc /s with a power of 0.5 kW. 
These frequencies are not the most suitable for recep- 

tion within the United Kingdom and it has, therefore, 
been decided to continue the transmissions on 60 kc /s for 
a short period each day. A power of 10 kW will be used 
for this transmission which will be radiated from 1429 to 
1530 G.M.T. 

The carriers will be modulated in accordance with the 
following cycle (repeated each quarter of an hour) : 0 -5 
mins, 1,000 c/s tone; 5 -10 mins, 1 c/s pulses (59th pulse 
in each minute being omitted); 10 -14 mors, unmodulated; 
and 14 -15 mins, speech announcement. The carrier and 
modulating frequencies are derived from the same 100 - 
kc/s standard and are maintained to within ± two parts 
in 10' of their nominal values. 

Results of N.P.L. measurements of these transmissions 
are given each month in our sister journal Wireless 
Engineer. 
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Coronation Radio 
BIGGEST -EVER radio hook -up has been planned by 

the B.B.C. for the Coronation Day broadcasts. In addi- 
tion to the television arrangements (which include the 
relay to Europe detailed on pages 274 and 275) and those 
for home listeners, the entire transmitting equipment of 
the External Services of the Corporation will be employed. 
This includes thirty -six high -power and two medium - 
power short -wave transmitters in this country, six in 
Malaya, two in Canada and two in Ceylon as well as 
m.w. transmitters in this country, Germany and Austria. 

The B.B.C. has also been asked to provide land lines 
for a large number of overseas broadcasting authorities, 
while many other countries are retransmitting the 
received programme. It is estimated that in all some 
1,000 stations throughout the world will be broadcasting 
some part of the day's proceedings. Eighty -four micro- 
phone positions for commentaries in 44 foreign languages 
have been provided by the B.B.C. 

Amateur 2 -Mc /s Band 
SINCE MAY 1sT amateurs in the U.K. have not been 

permitted to use the band 1715 -1800 kc /s, but instead have 
been granted the 200 -kc /s band above 1800 kc /s. This 
change was necessitated by the enforcement of part 
of the Atlantic City allocation table and the Geneva fre- 
quency plan covering that band. 

It will be recalled that in the Atlantic City Radio Regu- 
lations there was no 2 -Mc /s allocation in Region I (Europe 
and Africa) for amateurs. A footnote to the frequency 
allocation table, however, reads " In the band 1715 -2000 
kc /s, Austria, Ireland, the Netherlands, Northern Rho- 
desia, Southern Rhodesia, Switzerland, the Union of South 
Africa and the United Kingdom may assign up to 200 kc /s 
for the amateur service provided that the mean power of 
any amateur station does not exceed 10 watts and that no 
harmful interference is caused to the authorized services of 
other countries." 

The Radio Society of Great Britain in giving details of 
the change lists the maritime stations (see p. 214 of our 
last issue) in the band which are likely to be particularly 
vulnerable to interference. 

°i Trader Year Book" 
THE " Wireless and Electrical Trader Year Book, 

1953," to give it its full title, is a veritable mine of inform- 
ation- technical, legal and general -for the radio and elec- 
trical trader. This 24th edition includes thumbnail speci- 
fications of current broadcast and television receivers, i.f. 
values of broadcast receivers marketed between 1947 and 
1951, valve base connections and mains voltages in the 
principal towns in Great Britain. It also includes in its 
264 pages directories of trade organizations, manufac- 
turers, wholesalers and proprietary names. It is published 
by the Trader Publishing Co., Dorset House, Stamford 
Street, London, S.E.1, price lOs 6d. 

Modern Navigational Aids 
AN EXHIBITION " Navigation Today " has been 

arranged from now until September at the Science 
Museum, South Kensington, to show the basic principles 
of navigation and the changes which have taken place in 
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navigational methods under the impact of high -speed fly- 
ing and the developments of radio and radar. 

There are demonstrations of such radio aids as Consol, 
Gee, Decca Navigator, v.h.f. omni- range, ground con- 
trolled approach and, of course, radar. The latter includes 
an interesting supersonic simulator by Kelvin and Hughes 
of the Thames approaches in which model craft in motion 
pn water are reproduced on a standard p.p.i. display. 

Firms contributing to the exhibition include S. G. 
Brown, Cossor, Decca, G.E.C., Kelvin and Hughes, Kol- 
ster- Brandes, Marconi, Siemens, Sperry and Ultra. 

PERSONALITIES 
Wing Commander R. Stanford -Tuck, D.S.O., D.F.C., who 

joined Marconi's W.T. Co. in 1949, and earlier this year was 
appointed sales manager of the Aeronautical Division, has been 
released by the company to join the Aircraft Division of the 
English Electric Co. Marconi's is a member of the group of 
which English Electric is the parent company. 

H. R. L. Lamont, Ph.D., M.A., B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E., has recently 
joined the scientific staff of the European Technical Repre- 
sentative of the Radio Corporation of America whose office 
is in London. Dr. Lamont, who is well known for his book 
on waveguides, will be principally concerned with technical 
liaison. Until his present appointment he was senior lecturer 
in electronics at the Royal Technical College, Glasgow, and was 
formerly at the G.E.C. Research Laboratories, Wembley. 

C. L. G. Fairfield, M.A., 
M.I.E.E., A.M.I.Mech.E., 
who has joined the Tele- 
graph Construction and 
Maintenance Co., Ltd., as 
manager of the overseas 
division, had been with 
Mullard, Ltd., since 1947, 
latterly as manager of the 
valve division. He has 
been a director of Mullard 
Equipment, Ltd., for the 
past two years, and was a 
Mullard representative on 
the board of Telcon Tele- 
communications, Ltd. 

Wilfred Sampson, B.A., A.M.I.E.E., has been appointed 
commercial manager of Telcon Telecommunications, Ltd. 
(owned jointly by Mullard, Ltd., and the Telegraph Con- 
struction and Maintenance Co., Ltd.). A graduate of Queen's, 
Cambridge, Mr. Sampson joined the transmission systems 
division of Standard Telephones and Cables, Ltd., in 1929, 
where he gained wide experience in the field of telecom- 
munications both in this country and abroad, particularly in 
South Africa. 

J. Foster Veevers, M.I.E.E., has resigned his recent appoint- 
ment as general manager of the Swindon factory of the Plessey 
Company to become managing director of Peto Scott Electrical 
Instruments, Ltd. Before joining Plessey's he was for many 
years manager of the Stockport factory of Salford Electrical 
Instruments, Ltd. 

Until his recent appointment as senior liaison engineer of 
the Components Division of the Plessey Co., E. Morgan, B.Sc., 
A.M.I.E.E., had been in the Engineering Division of the B.B.C. 
since 1950. He had held the positions of superintendent 
engineer (transmitters) and assistant head of the Valve Section. 
Before joining the Corporation he was a member of the tech- 
nical sales staff in the Osram Valve Department of the General 
Electric Co. 

OUR AUTHORS 
Ralph W. Hallows, who has been a frequent contributor to 

Wireless World for the past 21 years, writes in this issue on 
the efficiency of the dry cell and suggests ways in which its 
design and construction might be improved. He has been 
European Consultant to the Burgess Battery Co. Inc. since 
1925. During the war he was a major in the Royal Artillery 
and became chief instructor (radar) at the 6th A.A. Group 
School. Major Hallows, who was an open exhibitioner at 
Magdalene College and an honours M.A. (Cantab.), is author of 
a number of books including " Radar Simply Explained " which 
has been translated into six European languages. 
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E. R. Wigan, who writes in this issue on the diagnosis of dis- 
tortion, spent some 14 years in industry (graduating from d.c. 
and 50 c/s on the test beds of the G.E.C., Witton, in 1924 to 
audio and carrier frequencies in the laboratories of Siemens 
Bros., Woolwich, before joining the Signals Research and 
Development Establishment, Ministry of Supply, in 1938. At 
S.R.D.E. he was primarily concerned with the design of acoustic 
and a.f. field equipment and the associated test gear. Since 
1949 Mr. Wigan has been in the B.B.C. Research Department, 
Kingswood Warren, Surrey, dealing with problems associated 
with distortion. 

Eric Griffiths, contributor of the article on the design and 
construction of portable equipment in our last issue, is in the 
Lines Department of the B.B.C. Since joining the Corpora- 
tion in 1941 he has worked at both transmitter and studio 
centres, and was for some time an instructor in the Engineer- 
ing Training Department. Before joining the B.B.C. he was 
in the Research Laboratory of Callender's Cables (1936 -39) 
and with the Ministry of Supply (1939 -41). 

OBITUARY 
It is with regret that we record the sudden death of Simon 

Orde, manager of the B.B.C. Engineering Information Depart- 
ment, on April 23rd at the age of 59. Mr. Orde joined the 
Corporation in 1942 as a censor and in 1943 transferred to 
the Engineering Division. 

We record with regret that Charles Walter Eve, a former 
director of Standard Telephones and Cables, Ltd., and a direc- 
tor of Kolster- Brandes, Ltd., died on April 19th aged 66. He 
joined S.T.C. in 1906 and retired in 1947. Mr. Eve was closely 
associated with the formation of the Radio Industry Council, 
the Radio Communication and Electronic Engineering Associa- 
tion and the Telecommunication Engineering and Manu- 
facturing Association, and was at one time vice -chairman of 
the British Radio Valve Manufacturers' Association. 

IN BRIEF 
Broadcast Receiving Licences totalled 12,892,231, including 

2,142,452 for television sets and 183,996 for car radio at the 
end of March. The month's increase in television licences 
totalled 69,472. 

Stand -by Equipment has now been installed at the Sutton 
Coldfield television station and the switching arrangements 
permit it to be used with either the main or stand -by aerials. 
The powers are vision 5 kW, sound 2 kW. The last of the 
main stations to be equipped with stand -by gear is Alexandra 
Palace, where similar Marconi transmitters are now being 
installed. 

Radio Exports. -Of the £2.2M worth of radio equipment 
exported in March, £855,084 was for capital goods- trans- 
mitting gear, etc. According to Customs and Excise figures, 
components and test gear accounted for £454,580, domestic 
receivers £442,072, sound reproducing equipment £253,128, 
and valves £216,531. 

Plastics Exhibition. -Among the 90 exhibitors at the British 
Plastics Exhibition, which will be held at Olympia from June 
8th to 18th (10 a.m. to 6 p.m. daily) are the following radio 
and electronic manufacturers: -E. K. Cole, G.E.C., Radio 
Heaters, Redifon and T.C.M. Admission to the exhibition 
costs 2s 6d, but free tickets for the convention which runs 
concurrently with the show are available from British Plastics 
(the organizers), Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, 
S.E.1. 

Instruments. -The second British Instrument Industries 
Exhibition opens in the National Hall at Olympia on June 30th 
for 12 days. The Scientific Instrument Manufacturers' Asso- 
ciation is among the five supporting organizations. The ex- 
hibition will be open daily, except Sunday, from 10 to 6.30. 

Canadian Trade Fair. -Eight British publishers are corn - 
bining to present a display of 55 technical, trade and 
specialized journals at the sixth Canadian International Trade 
Fair, to be held in Toronto from June 1st to 12th. Our own 
publishers will be exhibiting 24 journals including Wireless 
World and Wireless Engineer. Among the British companies 
participating in the fair is the G.E.C., who will be exhibiting 
the BRT400E communication receiver and v.h.f. gear. 

Communications in the widest sense will be featured at the 
German Communication and Transport Exhibition which 
opens in the 670,000 -sq yd Munich Exhibition Park on June 
20th. The exhibition, which will remain open until October 
11th, will include sections devoted to broadcasting, radio -tele- 
graphy and telephony and navigation. 
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German Radio Show, which was to have been held last 
August and has twice been postponed, will open in Dusseldorf 
on August 29th for nine days. 

A.P.A.E. Officers. -At the annual general meeting of the 
Association of Public Address Engineers, L. W. Murkham was 
re- elected president. The vice -presidents are A. V. Sharp, J. F. 
Doust, C. Clarabut (who is also chairman of the Council), A. H. 
Middleton and Alex J. Walker, who is also honorary general 
secretary. The Council consists of G. F. Baker, A. B. Hulme, 
W. O. Mannerings, A. E. Buchan, F. Hedges, A. E. Ward, R. 
Jackson and S. W. Lewis (trade members), and R. E. Owen, 
J. F. Doust, F. Poperwell, S. Norley, A. V. Sharp, S. Kelly, 
C. T. Wright and P. Whiteley (manufacturing members). 

" Solid -State Electronics," which is at the foundation of 
such practical applications as germanium diodes, transitors 
and other semi- conducting devices, will be dealt with by 
Dr. Karl K. Darrow of Bell Telephone Laboratories, in a 
series of four lectures at King's College, Strand, London, 
W.C.2, at 5.30 on June 22nd, 23rd, 25th and 26th. Although 
the lectures are addressed to students of London University, 
admission is free to others interested in the subject. 

Transistor circuitry and applications will be dealt with by 
G. C. Sziklai of the R.C.A. Research Laboratories, Princeton, 
U.S.A., at a meeting at the Royal Society of Arts, john Adam 
Street, London, W.C.2, at 5.30 on July 1st. Dr. R. L. 
Smith -Rose will be in the chair. Tickets are available from 
the R.C.A. European Technical Representative, The Tower, 
Brook Green Road, London, W.6. 

Electro- Acoustics. -A series of 10 lectures covering the 
nature, generation, propagation, measurement, recording and 
reproduction of sound has been planned by the Department 
of Radio and Musical Instrument Technology at the Northern 
Polytechnic, Holloway, London, N.7. The lectures by E. H. 
Jones, B.Sc., A.M.Brit.I.R.E., will be given on Tuesdays and 
Thursdays, commencing on June 4th. The fee is two guineas. 

Fringe -area Reception. -A series of papers on this subject 
will be given at the summer meeting of the Television Society, 
which will be held at Bedford on June 27th. 

Photographing TV Pictures.- Readers interested in the 
photographing of television pictures from the cathode -ray 
tube may like to know that in the Coronation number of 
Amateur Photographer (May 27th) there is an article dealing 
with the subject. 

" Designing a Tape Recorder. " -In the complete circuit 
diagram (Fig. 7, p.231, May issue) the cathode resistor R_, 
of V, should be 470 ohms and in Fig. 4 (p. 165, April issue) 
C should be 0.5µF. 

SIR NOEL ASHBRIDGE. The Radio Industry Council is to 
present him with this portrait by Frank O. Salisbury. Sir Noel 
was recently elected an honorary member of the Brit.I.R.E. 
" in recognition of his services to the radio engineering 
profession of Great Britain and as a tribute to his outstand- 
ing work in developing the technical services of the B.B.C." 
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LITERATURE 
Engineering Education. -A booklet setting out the full -time 

and part -time courses in technical education available at 
colleges and institutes in London and the Home Counties 
has been issued by the Regional Advisory Council for Higher 
Technological Education. It includes a list of courses in 
radio and television servicing, in telecommunications for the 
C. & G. certificates and in electrical engineering for the Higher 
National certificate. It is available from Tavistock House 
South, Tavistock Square, London, W.C.1, price is. 

Metric Edition of the British Standard for enamelled round 
copper wire (oleo- resinous enamel) has recently been pub- 
lished as B.S.1961:1953. It_ differs from the 1951 edition 
of B.S.156 only in that all quantities are expressed in metric 
units. Copies may be obtained from the British Standards 
Institution, 24, Victoria Street, London, S.W.1, price 4s. 

Technical Papers issued by all departments of the Depart- 
ment of Scientific and Industrial Research, including the 
National Physical Laboratory and the Radio Research Station, 
are listed in the 31 -page catalogue " Government Publications, 
Sectional List No. 3 D.S.I.R. ", revised to March 1st. It is 
obtainable free from H.M. Stationery Office, York House, 
Kingsway, London, W.C.2. 

Scientific Literature published by and for the Institute of 
Physics is listed in a catalogue which is obtainable gratis from 
the Institute, 47, Belgrave Square, London, S.W.1. A summary 
is given of some 30 books, monographs and pamphlets including 
" Physics as a Career " by N. Clarke, which deals with the 
fields of work open to physicists and the training necessary. 

BUSINESS NOTES 
Emitron Television, Ltd., are to supply two flying -spot film 

channels for the new television station being built by the Italian 
broadcasting organization (Radio Audizioni Italiano) at Turin. 
They will operate on 625 lines and are fitted with magnetic 
heads for reproduction of sound tape recordings. Either married 
or single picture and sound films can be used. 

Mullard is to transfer the manufacture of cathode -ray tubes 
from its factory at Mitcham, London, to a new Government - 
financed factory of approximately 250,000 sq ft to be built in 
the North -East Lancashire Development Area. The vacated 
space at the Mitcham factory will be utilized for the produc- 
tion of other electronic devices. 

B.I. Callender's Cables, Ltd., have formed a new company 
in Australia to co- ordinate the activities of agents in the 
Commonwealth and to establish a technical service organiza- 
tion. The registered office of British Insulated Callender's 
Cables (Australia), Pty., Ltd., is 84/88, William Street, Mel- 
bourne, C.I., Victoria, Australia. B.I.C.C. has also formed a 
Canadian company. It has acquired the business of Phillips 
Electrical Works, Ltd., of Montreal and Ontario, which will 
now be known as Phillips Electrical Company (1953), Ltd. 

Modern Acoustics, Ltd., of Manor Way, Boreham Wood, 
Herts, (Tel.: Elstree 3636), has been formed to manufacture 
" Lectrona " loudspeakers which were previously produced and 
marketed by Acoustic Products, Ltd. E. L. Edwards, late of 
Edstone, Ltd., is managing director of the new company. 

Mattis Industries, Ltd., of 4, John Adam Street, London, 
W.C.2, (Tel.: Trafalgar 5502), inform us that they have been 
appointed sales representatives for London and the Home 
Counties for the " Milaflex " range of insulating silks, tapes 
and cloths manufactured by Miller & Ferguson, Ltd., of 
Glasgow. 

Decca's Glasgow office, which deals with both radar and 
navigation business, is now at 67, Blythswood Street, Glasgow, 
C.2, (Tel.: City 6457/8). The manager is R. E. G. Simmons. 

London Docks servicing depot of Rees Mace Marine, Ltd., 
is now at Yabsley Street, Poplar, E.14, (Tel.: East 4216). It 
is under the management of R. Aveyard. 

Exporting Computers. -The second electronic digital com- 
puter to be produced by Ferranti, Ltd., for export has been 
ordered by the Royal Dutch /Shell Group for installation in 
their research establishment in Amsterdam. 

B.T.H. has received an order from the European Head- 
quarters Command of the U.S. Army for $4M worth of mobile 
fire -control radar equipment for supply to N.A.T.O. countries. 

Marconi Marine radio and navigational equipment is being 
supplied by Marconi's associates Deutsche Betriebsgesellschaft 
für Drahtlose Telegrafie M.B.H., for four motor vessels being 
built at Rendsburg on the Kiel Canal. 
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.TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIER 
PROBABLY the first piece of commercial apparatus on 

the British market to make use of a transistor is a small 
pocket amplifier for boosting the outputs of hearing -aids. 

Designed by Multitone, it is 
intended for hearing -aid 
users who get adequate out- 
put from close -range sounds 
but not enough from sounds 
at a distance. The G.E.C. 
Type GET1 point transistor 
used gives a power' gain of 
about 15 db, and it has to be 
used with a high- impedance 
earpiece which is supplied 
with the instrument. The 
cylindrical housing has a 
plug at one end to fit into a 
standard hearing -aid battery 
(221 V or 15 V), and two 
sockets at the other for the 
input and output plugs and 
cords. Multitone have also 

produced a hearing -aid with a transistor output stage, 
the main object being to reduce l.t. consumption. 

No More "Reliable" Valves 
VALVE manufacturers in this country deplore the use 

of the term "reliable valves" because it implies that all 
other valves are not reliable. Their trade association, the 
B.V.A., now announces that it intends to describe these 
valves as " Special Quality " in future. A " Special 
Quality " valve is defined as " a valve which has certain 
design and manufacturing features making it suitable for 
use under conditions different from or in excess of those 
experienced in normal radio or television receivers and 
when operated under stated or agreed electrical or 
mechanical conditions it has an acceptable statistically 
determined expectation of life." 

This definition covers several classes of valves, for 
example, those which will withstand severe mechanical 
shock but do not necessarily have long lives; those which 
have particularly long lives or high electrical stability but 
not so much ability to withstand shock; and those giving 
normal lives under moderate conditions of shock and 
vibration. Thus the term "Special Quality" has quite 
a wide meaning, and does not really distinguish the 
particular class of valves hitherto known as " reliable " 
from valves with other special qualities such as long life 
or stability. 

Books Received 
Television Picture Faults. By John Cura and Leonard 

Stanley. Contains 150 photographs of television pic- 
tures illustrating various faults together with explanations 
of their cause. These explanations are printed in con- 
trasting types for readers with and without technical 
knowledge. The faults mainly comprise those resulting 
from incorrect adjustment of the controls, but various 
forms of interference are also illustrated. Pp. 68. Tele- 
vision Times, Ltd., 39a, Bartholomew Close, London, 
E.C.1. Price 3s 6d. 

Radio Engineering (Second Edition). By E. K. Sande - 
man, Ph.D., A.C.G.I., M.I.E.E. Method of approach is 
fundamental and general, though specifically related to 
practical ends. The book grew from an instruction 
manual written primarily for maintenance engineers at 
B.B.C. stations. Pp. 613 +xxi; Figs. 204. Chapman and 
Hall, 37, Essex St., London, W.C.2. Price 55s. 

Télévision Dépannage. By A. V. J. Martin. A practical 
book on the installation; adjustment, fault -tracing and 
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repair of televisión receivers. Pp. 176; Figs. 197. 
Société des Editions Radio, 9, Rue Jacob, Paris, 6. Price 
600 francs. 

Modulators and Frequency -changers. By D. G. Tucker, 
D.Sc. An analytical and largely mathematical approach 
to the subject as applicable to amplitude -modulated 
radio and line systems. The book is intended for design 
and maintenance engineers. Pp. 218 +xiv; Figs. 115. 
Macdonald and Company, 16, Maddox St., London, W.I. 
Price 28s. 

The Living Brain. By W. Grey Walter, M.A., Sc.D. 
(Cantab). Basically a book about research into the 
mechanics of the brain by means of electro- encephalo- 
graphy (and intended for general reading), but contains 
technical information on EEG apparatus developed by 
the author with appendices describing his electronic 
analogues of physiological mechanisms. Pp. 216 +xii; 
Figs. 23. Gerald Duckworth & Co., 3, Henrietta Street, 
Covent Garden, London, W.C.2. Price 15s. 

"Radio Designer's Handbook" 
MANY thousands of copies of earlier editions of " Radio 

Designer's Handbook " have been sold throughout the ' 

world. The fourth edition of this popular work, just issued 
by our Publishers (price 42s; by post 43s 6d) is more than 
four times as large as its predecessors. The book deals in 
detail with basic principles and the practical design of all 
types of modern radio receivers, audio amplifiers and 
record -reproducing equipment. It is the work of 10 
authors and 23 collaborating engineers, under the editor- 
ship of F. Langford- Smith. 

CLUB NEWS 
Birmingham. -The June programme of the Slade Radio 

Society includes two direction- finding contests. On the 12th 
there is to be an evening contest and on the 13th -14th the 
second event for the Harcourt Trophy. There will be a 
technical discussion evening on the 26th at 7.45 at Church 
House, Erdington. Sec.: C. N. Smart, 110, Woolmore Road, 
Erdington, Birmingham, 23. 

Coventry Amateur Radio Society's " night on the air " has 
been suspended for the summer months, but meetings con- 
tinue to be held on alternate Mondays at the Y.W.C.A., 
Queens Road, at 7.30. On June 8th G2BVW will talk about 
70- centimetre operation. There will be a v.h.f. field -day on 
Sunday, June 21st. Sec.: K. G. Lines (G3FOH), 142, Shorn - 
cliffe Road, Coventry. 

Hastings and District Amateur Radio Club, of which L. H. 
Thomas, M.B.E. (G6QB), assistant editor of Short Wave 
Magazine, is president, is participating in the Hobbies Ex- 
hibition to be held in the town during Carnival Week, July 
4th -l1th. Membership of the club, which during the summer 
meets only once a month, is now over 30. Sec.: W. E. 
Thompson, 8, Coventry Road, St. Leonards -on -Sea. 

Manchester. -The South Manchester Radio Club (G3FVA) 
meets on alternate Fridays at 7.30 at Ladybarn House, 
Mauldeth Road, Fallowfield, Manchester, 14, and is plan- 
ning a course of instruction for the Radio Amateur Examina- 
tion. Sec.: M. Barnsley (G3HZM), 17, Cross Street, Bradford, 
Manchester, 11. 

Reading.- Meetings of the Reading Radio Society, of which 
W. A. Smallcombe, B.Sc., was recently elected president, are 
held on the second and last Saturdays of each month at 7.0 
at the Abbey Gateway, Reading. The programme for the 
coming session includes lectures, debates and demonstrations. 
Sec.: L. A. Hensford (G2BHS), 30, Boston Avenue, Reading. 

Southend. -At the meeting of the Southend and District 
Radio Society on June 12th S. W. F. Asquith, A.M.I.E.E., 
will talk on frequency measurement. The winners of the 
recently awarded Pocock and Hudson Cups for home -built 
gear -J. Wallace and D. Whitworth, respectively -will demon- 
strate their equipment at the meeting on June 26th. Meetings 
are held on alternate Fridays at 7.30 in the Queen's Road 
Annexe of the Municipal College, Victoria Circus. Temp. 
Sec.: J. H. Barrance, M.B.E. (G3BUJ), 49, Swanage Road, 
Southend -on -Sea. 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
The Editor does not necessarily endorse the opinions expressed by his correspondents 

Two -band Television Reception 
WHEN alternative television programmes are provided, 

whether by the B.B.C. or by sponsoring or by both, it is 
plain that the new stations must operate on frequencies 
higher than the present 40 -70 Mc /s band. New television 
sets will be designed to cover the new band as well as 
the old and must obviously include some station -selection 
mechanism. 

The problems of design are technically straightforward 
ones, but what about the several million existing sets ? 

Has anyone yet thought seriously about the problem of 
making them suitable ? The usual glib answer is that 
cheap, mass -produced converters will be produced which 
will enable the frequency of the new station to be 
changed to that for which the receiver is designed. 

That is a satisfactory solution provided that the con- 
verter does what it is supposed to do, but will it ? It 
seems to me that there are a great many technical snags. 

It so happens that most existing television sets are not 
readily tunable from one channel to another and some 
cannot be changed at all without a major operation. In 
order that normal reception of the station in the 40 -70 
Mc /s band may be retained, therefore, the receiver must 
be left tuned to this station and the converter must 
operate to change the frequency of a signal in the higher 
band to this lower frequency. There is then a possi- 
bility of interference due to the direct pick -up of signals 
from the 40 -70 Mc /s station by the early circuits of the 
receiver. For the avoidance of interference a disparity of 
some 50 db between the two signals is required. In some 
areas and with some receivers this may be easily obtain- 
able, but when the receiver is used near a 40 -70 Mc /s 
station and remote from one of the new ones, the interfer- 
ence may well be intolerable. This is especially likely to 
be so with some of the earlier receivers which were not 
very well screened. 

The solution would seem to lie in having the television 
set permanently tuned to a channel other than the local 
one -say to Sutton Goldfield in the London area -and to 
include in the converter provision for changing the fre- 
quency of the local 40 -70 Mc /s station to this chosen 
channel. The converter then becomes necessary for all 
reception. This will increase its cost and the changing 
of the tuning of the set itself may be an expensive matter 
with some sets, although negligible with others. 

In addition to this, where the television set is a super- 
heterodyne, as most now are, the set plus converter will 
be a double superheterodyne having two oscillators. The 
almost limitless possibilities of self -generated interference 
by beats between their harmonics are well known and it 
seems likely that satisfactory operation would be largely 
a matter of chance and would depend on the precise fre- 
quencies of the signal, the input of the set (1st i.f.), the 
i.f. of the set (2nd i.f.) and upon whether the oscillator of 
the television receiver is above or below the signal. The 
converter oscillator will have to be always below the 
signal to prevent inversion of the sound and vision 
channels. 

The development and rapid growth of competitive tele- 
vision servièes will depend very much on the finding of 
satisfactory solutions to all these problems. 

London, N.14. W. T. COCKING. 

Broadcast Transmitter Distortion 
THE letters of Ian Leslie in your April issue and A. 

Yates in your May issue both deal with the overall per- 
formance of the broadcasting chain, and a few notes on 
B.B.C. practice may be of value. 

There is, of course, no such thing as completely dis- 
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tortionless transmission, and the problem facing any 
authority engaged in broadcasting is to what extent shall 
distortion be permitted. If no restriction of volume 
range is used between microphone and transmitter, and 
the modulation is adjusted to such a level that 100 per 
cent modulation is never reached, then distortion may be 
very slight, but the average level of modulation will be 
extremely low, and listeners will rightly complain of 
excessive background noise due to interference and 
receiver noise in the quiet passages. For these reasons 
it is the practice in this and every. other country to 
adjust levels manually so as to bring up the quiet passages 
and to keep down somewhat the level of the loud 
passages. This is done at the originating point in the 
programme chain. Sharp transients will, however, always 
occur, probably of such short duration as to be 
unobserved at the manual control position, and in any 
case so short as to make it impossible to take any human 
steps to limit their amplitude. In order to deal with this 
situation automatic means of amplitude limitation are 
incorporated at the transmitter input. These ensure that 
such transients cannot cause the transmitter to be modu- 
lated more than 100 per cent. Admittedly while so doing 
a certain amount of distortion is necessarily introduced 
by a very short period of time, but this distortion is very 
much less than that which would be heard by listeners 
if the transmitter were modulated more than 100 per cent. 
In that case the carrier amplitude would be reduced to 
zero for short periods of time and a very noticeable 
distortion radiated. Also, of course, heavy over- modula- 
tion can be very dangerous for the transmitting 
equipment. 

The extent to which the average programme level is 
raised, and the extent to which limitation is used, is, 
of course, very much dependent on judgment of the 
degree to which distortion is acceptable, and on a balance 
being made between the amount of such distortion and 
the improvement in signal -to -noise ratio for the general 
listener. This improvement in signal -to -noise ratio is 
particularly important at times like the present, when on 
certain wavelengths there is appreciable interference from 
continental broadcasting stations. 

The j3.B.C. has arrived at its present standards after 
very careful listening tests, 'and believes that in the exist- 
ing circumstances these represent the best compromise 
between distortion and interference. 

Within the restricted band of frequencies available for 
medium -wave broadcasting there seems to be no prospect 
whatsoever of any appreciable reduction in interference 
from stations in other parts of Europe, and in fact a 
probability that this may increase. To increase the power 
of the medium -wave stations is not permitted by the 
Copenhagen Plan, and in any case to increase by an 
adequate amount would in most cases be impracticable. 
The hope for future improvements in transmitting con- 
ditions lies therefore in the development of a v.h.f. broad- 
casting service. The B.B.C. has published the results of 
its experimental transmissions from Wrotham, and the 
development of a regular service is now under consider- 
ation by the Advisory Committee set up by the Post- 
master General under the terms of the Government White 
Paper on Broadcasting. 

Mr. Yates is in error in stating that we rarely give live 
transmissions. Of the programmes radiated after 6 p.m. 
in the week ending May 2nd, recorded programmes 
represented 25 per cent of the Home Service, 40 per cent 
of the Light Programme, and 62 per cent of the Third 
Programme. In any case, for the vast majority of 
recorded programmes the quality of reproduction is 
indistinguishable from that of a live programme. The 
continued introduction of new recording and repro- 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR . 

ducing equipment should in time eliminate all unsatis- 
factory recorded items. 

The quality of transmissions over the land lines from 
the studio to the various transmitters is subject to con- 
tinual careful check. Only very occasionally does the 
quality of transmission deteriorate, and in such cases it is 
rectified at the earliest possible moment. 

Consideration has been given to the use of the sound 
channels of the television service for the transmission of 
a sound programme, but the continued development of 
the television service and the fact that the equipment is 
in use for television purposes at times when the greater 
part of the public would wish to listen precludes such 
use. 

The conclusion drawn by Mr. Yates that the general 
average of performance has deteriorated in the last 
twenty years is, I think, not justified, as the improvements 
in the design of the equipment in the transmitting chain 
over the last twenty years have been very appreciable, 
while every care in the operation and maintenance of the 
equipment continues to be taken. 

London, W.I. F. C. McLEAN, 
Deputy Chief Engineer, B.B.C. 

I WAS interested to see A. Yates' letter, supporting my 
plea for better B.B.C. transmission quality, in your May 
issue. 

As regards the use of recordings, I wrote to the Director 
of the Third Programme last autumn deploring the trend 
towards the development of a " transcribed service " and 
pointing out that, apart from questions of optimum signal 
quality, those shortcomings which identify the medium 
used - rumble, regular clicks due to a scratch, the change 
in quality as between the end of one disc and the start 
of the next -produce a mental image of the revolving 
turntable and destroy the illusion of reality, that psycho- 
logical factor so important in a live service. 

In reply I was informed that the extensive use of 
recordings is both necessary and expedient in a compre- 
hensive service. Further, I was invited to Broadcasting 
House and shown that on direct playback (pickup track- 
ing the groove freshly made by the cutter, with monitor 
switched instantaneously to input line or replay amplifier 
at will) the reproduced signal is almost indistinguishable 
from the input signal and total background noise imper- 
ceptible. I was told, and it was evident, that deterioration 
in the signal finally radiated is due to deterioration in 
the equipment of the playback channels, and in the re- 
corded discs, due to careless handling by staff other than 
that of the recording department. There can be no 
excuse for this. 

That improvement is possible in landline quality is 
indicated by the fact that excellent quality is in fact 
obtained from landline relays -sometimes. It is doubtful 
whether the use of television transmitters for sound ser- 
vices would serve any useful purpose in view of the fact 
that they would only be available at odd, " off -peak " 
hours. As regards the development of a comprehensive 
f.m. service, clearly the B.B.C.'s hands are tied by the 
financial powers- that -be. 

Regarding automatic volume compression, the B.B.C.'s 
Parthian shot was a suggestion that I should see the 
matter in perspective; that " there is nothing more annoy- 
ing than a strong carrier with low average modulation." 
I strongly disagree. Average level means nothing; mini- 
mum level matters but can be maintained by manual 
monitoring. Various measures can be undertaken by the 
listener to improve signal pick -up and /or mitigate inter- 
ference of all types, but nothing can be done to correct 
a signal that contains non -linearity distortion. Many 
aspects of the interference problem are out of the B.B.C.'s 
control, but radiated signal quality is entirely their respon- 
sibility; in this at least let them set their house in 
order. 

London, N.1Q, IAN LESLIE. 
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. . . continued 

Flywheel Sync 
THE observation made in the opening paragraph of 

K. G. Beauchamp's letter in the April issue on the fly- 
wheel synchronizing circuit, described by B. T. Gilling 
in your March issue, we consider to be incorrect when 
it is stated without reservation that neutralization of im- 
pulsive interference is effected across the common load 
resistance of the diodes. This is true during the sync 
period; i.e., when the fly -back has been initiated and 
point B (B. T. Gilling's Fig. 2) is neutral, but prior to 
the sync pulse the circuit does not appear to be immune 
to noise. For example, during the period between the 
middle and end of the scan, point B is negative and thus 
noise spikes appearing 180 degrees out of phase at V2 (a) 
and V2 (b), anode and cathode respectively, will result in 
the greater conduction by V2 (a), and hence a positive 
signal voltage developed across the common load. 

The operation of the d.c. amplifier, as shown in Fig. 5, 
is obscure, since the valve is without cathode bias and 
will be driven by positive excursions during the sync 
period into grid current which can find no d.c. path to 
cathode. 

We support your correspondent in identifying the cir- 
cuit as a phase discriminator, and it is to be hoped that 
the discriminator as used in frequency modulation appli- 
cations, which for so long has assumed a similar identity, 
will be regarded more correctly as a frequency dis- 
criminator. W. J. CROSSLEY, S. L. FIFE. 

English Electric Company, Liverpool. 

Lamp Interference 
THE problem of lamp interference, raised by K. Robin- 

son in your May issue, is quite well known, though it 
does seem extraordinary that a lamp with a continuous 
filament can give trouble. 

Whilst the complete mechanism is, so far as I know, 
not fully understood, it is quite normal for vacuum lamps 
to act as quite powerful energy generators, and inter- 
ference from them can cover a range of at least + -+ -mile. 

The functioning of a lamp as a r.f. generator, and the 
frequency, depends on instantaneous voltage, and thus 
when a.c. is used the interference only occurs on certain 
parts of the voltage cycle, and the frequency also varies, 
this accounting for " herringbone " and similar effects. 

Luckily, this phenomenon is restricted to vacuum lamps 
normally of 25 watts or more, and these lamps are only 
used in special installations, such as traffic signs and 
" keep left " bollards, and are not on sale to the general 
public. The " gasfilled " lamp is quite innocent. 

Enfield, Middx. A. P. HALE. 

" Designing a Tape Recorder " 
REFERRING to the above article in your April issue, 

I should like to make two further suggestions for a level 
monitor. Both incorporate the refinement, particularly 
desirable in home -built equipment, of monitoring bias 
oscillator and audio output voltages simultaneously. 

The first uses the two meters from an aircraft direction 
indicator (see Wireless World article of September, 1951, 
and remember the warning about beta radiation- January, 
1952). Each meter is put in a bridge rectifier circuit 
which is fed through a high resistance from either the erase 
oscillator or the anode of the audio output valve. Because 
of the high sensitivity of these meters, there is no trouble 
concerning the load they will put on the two outputs. 

The second method is very suitable if a 500 -volt h.t. 
line is available. A 1CP1 type cathode ray tube is used 
as the indicating device, the oscillator volts being fed across 
one set of plates whilst the audio output is fed across the 
other. This gives a rectangular fluorescent area the width 
of which is proportional to oscillator output and the 
depth to audio output. 

Cussins and Light, Ltd. W. D. CUSSINS. 
York. 
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This Instrument may solve YOUR problem 
77 

The B.S.A. Cycle Factory in Birmingham uses the Cossor 
Model 1035 Oscillograph for a vital production test. 
Every bicycle fork assembly manufactured at this plant is 
individually tested for perfect brazing at the fork headstock union 
by examining the undamped resonant vibrations of the assembly 
on the screen of the Cathode Ray Oscillograph. 
This is a typical example of the innumerable problems capable of 
complete solution by this versatile instrument and every branch 
of industry is realising the potential of this apparatus in the 
detection and analysis of faults and the accurate monitoring of 
manufacturing processes. In displaying the mutual effect of two 
related and variable quantities simultaneously the instrument is 
also solving many of the fundamental problems with which 
Research and Development scientists are constantly beset. 

In Models ro35 and 1049 the two traces are 

presented on a flat screen of 9omm. diameter 

and the amplifiers and time base are so 

calibrated that measurement of the voltage 

input as well as the time interval between 

various significant portions of the Oscillogram 

is made possible. Permanent records of these 

traces for subsequent analysis may conven- 

iently be made by attachment of the Cossor 

Model 1428 Camera. 

The Technical Advisory staff of the Cossor Instrument Division is always at your Service 

STRUM T 
NDUST ' !ES 
XHIB'ION 

L.T+IP1ALONDON 

LIN.30 JUl.11'S3 

STANDN° 112 
COSSOR ELECTRONIC 

INSTRUMENTS 

Please address enquiries : 

A. C. COSSOR LTD., INSTRUMENT DIVISION (Dept. 1) HIGHBURY, LONDON, N.5. 
Telephone: CANonbury 1234 (30 lines) 

use COSSOR valves and tubes CI 45 

E 
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Inexpensive, featherweight SenTerCel Rectifiers types M -1 and M -3 can be suspended 
even in light wiring, and in most cases will replace a thermionic rectifier. They 
measure 9/32" diam. x }" thick ... and will operate at input levels of 0.5 volt 
upwards at frequencies up to 5 Mc /s. Less wiring! No valve-holder ! No heat ! 

TYPE M -1 
For A.F. 2nd detectors. AGC rectifiers. Muting circuits. Contrast expansion and 
compression. Level indicators. Modulation depth indicators. Limiters. Automatic 
frequency control. 

Average characteristics : 

Self Capacitance .... .... 22 pF 
Forward resistance at 5 V D.C..... .... 10 k Q 
Reverse resistance at 5 V D.C. .... .... 1000 M Q 
Maximum peak inverse voltage .... .... 68 V 
Minimum A.C. input .... .... .... 0'5 V 

TYPE M -3 
Has similar characteristics and application with a maximum 
frequency of 100 kc /s. 

Average characteristics: 
Self Capacitance .... 65pF 
Forward resistance at 5 V D.C. .... .... l'2 k Q 
Reverse resistance at 5 V D.C. 45 M Q 
Maximum peak inverse voltage .... 68 V 
Minimum A.C. input 0.5 V 

13/W" 

/B" 

1416' 

9/32 O -_ 
SELENIUM 

8enTrC/ 
RECTIFIERS 

QIGiSifgED TflAO( MP 

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited 
Registered Office: Connaught House, Aidwych, London, W.C.2, 

RECTIFIER DIVISION : Warwick Road, Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire 
Telephone Elstree 2401 Telegrams : SenTerCel, Borehamwoed 
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Television 
Standards 
Converter 

Mobile Equipment in Holland for the Coronation Relay 

READERS will see from our route map of the Corona- 
tion relay to Europe (following page) that the British 
405 -line signals are converted to the continental 625 -line 
standard at Breda in Holland. The converter equipment, 
designed by the Philips Research Laboratories at Eind- 
hoven, is basically the same as that used by the B.B.C. 
at Cassel last year for changing from French to British 
standards -a c.r.t. monitor displays the incoming picture 
and this is viewed by a camera working on the new 
standards. The situation is rather different at Breda, how- 
ever, in that the pictures are going in the opposite direc- 
tion and are being converted from a low number of lines 
to a higher number of lines. Moreover, the equipment is 
a good deal smaller than the B.B.C.'s, and is actually in- 
stalled in a trailer -which also contains a reserve converter 
(in case of breakdowns) and a quantity of monitoring and 
test gear. This trailer is stationed outside a church known 
as the Grote Kerk in Breda, and from it cables run up 
the side of the building to the centimetre -wave trans- 
mitting and receiving equipments which are mounted on 
the steeple. 

The smallness of the converter has been achieved 
mainly by the use of a c.r. tube with a screen diameter 
of only 5in to display the incoming picture. Normally, 
with a screen of this diameter, the definition would not 
be very good because of the relatively large size of the 
spot; but the tube is actually a flying -spot scanner with a 
very small spot and has a definition of 1,000 lines. The 
camera has an image iconoscope pick -up tube, and this is 
fitted with a mask at the edge of its viewing window to 
provide a black reference for the 625 -line signal. 

As in previous converter equipments, the monitor c.r. 
tube uses a long -persistence screen as a means of light 
storage. Without this, the camera pick -up tube would 
tend to act as a simple photo -cell and would respond to 
the instantaneous variations of intensity of the light spot. 
Thus it would produce a spurious waveform corresponding 
to the 405 -line vision signal, and this would beat with the 
normal 625 -line signal to give a completely meaningless 
output. With the long -persistence screen, however, a large 
component of unmodulated light is introduced, so that the 
intensity variations of the spot are made negligible in 
comparison and have little or no effect on the pick -up 
tube. 

At the same time, of course, the persistence must not 
be made long enough to preserve one picture into the 
next picture period, otherwise blurring would occur with 
moving images. Actually the decay characteristic of the 
phosphor is such that the brightness of a point on the 
screen falls to about ¡ths of its original value by the end 
of one frame period. 

Another important point is that the scanning beam of 
the camera is arranged to " read " the picture at a more- 
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or -less constant time interval behind the " writing " spot 
of the c.r. tube. (This is possible because, although the 
line periods of the two systems are different, the frame 
periods are the same.) If this were not done there would 
be a phase drift between the two scanning systems, and 
sometimes the camera would be " reading " the picture 
while it was still bright from the spot and sometimes while 
är. was fading out a long way behind the spot, and the 
result would be that the outgoing picture would fluctuate 
in brightness. The two scanning systems are actually 
locked together by synchronizing the camera waveform 
generators with the frame sync pulses of the incoming 
405 -line signal. 

Since the conversion is from a low number of lines to 
a higher number, it has been necessary to " fill in the 
gaps " in the 405 -line picture by spot -wobbling. Without 
this device, the scanning lines of the camera would some- 
times coincide with those of the 405 -line picture and 
sometimes fall between them, and an interference pattern 
would appear on the outgoing picture. 

Recently Wireless World had an opportunity of seeing 
the converted pictures at Amsterdam, after they had been 
transmitted from Lopik, and we were agreeably surprised 
by their quality. Inevitably there was some degradation, 
but not enough to worry the average viewer, and we have 
seen worse on receivers in this country. 

The converter equipment, with the monitor unit on the left 
and the camera on the right, is shown above, and below is the 
trailer in which the equipment is installed. 
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With the recent opening of the temporary, mobile, low -power television stations at Glencairn (Belfast) and Pontop Pike (Newcastle) 
and the booster station near Brighton, approximately 80% of the population are now within the B.B.C. television service area, 
indicated on this map by the 1001,V m contours. The estimated coverage of the Glencairn transmitter, which relies on its 
direct reception of Kirk o'Shotts, is Belfast and its immediate surroundings. Using the permanent aerial, Pontop Pike serves 
an area within a radius of approximately 20 miles of the transmitter. The Brighton booster station, which re- transmits 
the Alexandra Palace transmission, is intended to serve the town and district. 
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Cable z,000 - mile Network for the Coronation Transmissions 

THE international exchange of television programmes 
has been brought a stage nearer by the unqualified suc- 
cess of the recent tests conducted on the Continent, pre- 
paratory to the re- radiation of the B.B.C. Coronation 
day transmissions by stations in France, Holland and 
Western Germany. On these two pages we reproduce 
sketch maps of the British Isles and northern Europe 
showing the 2,000 -mile radio and cable network which 
will convey the B.B.C. television transmissions on June 
2nd to viewers in four countries. On the opposite page 
is shown the complete chain of British television stations, 
the methods of linking and the service areas of each of 
the five high -power and three low -power transmitters now 
in use. 

For the continental relay the vision signal will be trans- 
mitted from London to France by relay stations provided 
by Standard Telephones & Cables, Ltd. It will be picked 
up at a point near Cap Blanc Nez, Calais, and re- trans- 
mitted to Cassel. It will be seen from the map that the 
405 -line signal is carried by the French P.T.T. and Radio- 
diffusion et Télévision Françaises south from Cassel to 
Paris for conversion to 441 and 819 lines for re- trans- 
mission by Paris and Lille. The 405 -line signal is also 
carried east from Cassel to Lille where it is conveyed 
over a chain of centimetre -wave links across Belgium, 
which has not yet a television service. It is, however, 
planned to monitor the transmission in Brussels where a 

limited number of people will see the 405 -line picture 
probably on large- screen equipment. 

The key point for the 625 -line transmissions by the 
Dutch and West German stations is Breda, where, as 
described on page 273, the Philips organization has set up 
a conversion unit. The 625 -line signal will be taken by 
direct links to Hilversum and Eindhoven and via four 
centimetre -wave relays to Wuppertal to be fed into the 
permanent network recently inaugurated by the Nord - 
westdeutsche Runfunk to link the five N.W.D.R. television 
stations. The longest hop in this chain of relay stations 
is that linking the Berlin transmitter with the last station 
in Western Germany -a distance of nearly 100 miles. The 
frequency used for this hop is 196.25 Mc /s. In addition 
to the five N.W.D.R. stations the Frankfurt transmitter 
in the American Zone and possibly the Weinbiet station 
near Baden Baden (French Zone) will be radiating the 
625 -line transmission. 

The complementary sound transmissions will be car- 
ried by cable to the Continent, where broadcasting organ- 
izations will have the choice of two of the following three 
circuits: 1, background sound free from any commentary; 
2, English commentary; and 3, French commentary. It 
will, therefore, be possible for Dutch and German com- 
mentators to hear the English or French commentary 
which they can then translate for superimposition on the 
background sound. 

Centimetre -wave links covering some 1,200 miles form the chain for the re- transmission of the B.B.C.'s Coronation day broad- 
casts by Continental television stations. Against each transmitter is indicated the standard employed. 
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Improving the Dry Cell 

Making Better Use of the Raw Materials 

By R. W. HALLOWS, M.A.(Cantab), M.I.E.E. 

WHEN zinc was plentiful and little accounted, a 

run -down dry battery, whose cell -cans might still 
contain from two -thirds to four -fifths of their original 
weight of the metal, could be thrown light- heartedly 
into the dustbin. To -day, there is a world shortage of 
zinc, and it is a matter of some importance that it 
should not be used wastefully. The dry Leclanché 
cell, which has proved itself to be the most convenient, 
the least messy and the most foolproof source of what 
the late Dr. C. F. Burgess aptly termed portable power, 
is nowadays one of the major callers on the world's 
zinc supplies, for the number of such cells in use at 
any moment runs into astronomical figures. Apart 
from the fact that most of the world's homes are now 
within range of some source of broadcast entertain- 
ment, and that the majority are still without mains 
supplies of electricity, portable wireless receivers of 
various kinds enjoy wide popularity; much of any 
army's wireless equipment must be battery- operated; 
hearing -aid appliances, developed from the a.f. side 
of the wireless receiver, are being used in larger and 
larger numbers. If one thinks, too, of the flashlamps, 
the cycle lamps and other small electrical appliances 
used now by millions of people in all parts of the 
world, it is quickly realized that the term astronomical 
is no exaggeration when applied to the number of dry 
cells in use the world over at any time. 

The purpose of the present article is to investigate 
the efficiency, or otherwise, of the dry cell as we know 
it and to suggest ways in which its design, composition 
and construction might be improved. A second article 
will deal with the possibilities of using relatively cheap 
power from the supply mains to bring dry cells after 
discharge back to something like their original condi- 
tion. 

As almost everyone knows, the Leclanché cell 
" generates a current of electricity by consuming zinc 
as a fuel." Or, to put it a little less unscientifically, 
such a cell maintains a flow of electrons through an 
external closed circuit by converting into electrical 

energy the chemical energy involved in the recombina- 
tion of ammonuim- chloride and zinc into zinc - 
chloride, ammonia and hydrogen. As the textbooks 
have it, 

2NH,C 1 + Zn = ZnC l _ + 2NH, +H,. 

That is a considerable over -simplification, for every 
manufacturer has his own pet electrolyte, which may 
contain calcium, lithium, magnesium, zinc and pos- 
sibly other metals in the form of chlorides. This, 
however, is not the place to discuss such a complex 
matter, and we may accept for working purposes that 
the primary reaction is on these lines. 

Depolarizing Process 
The word " primary " is used because the cell is 

really a two -part affair. Part 1 consists of the electro- 
lyte and the zinc, between which (on open circuit) 
there is a potential difference of about 1.1 volt. This 
portion is very efficient, in so far as it does not suffer 
from polarization : it gets rid of its surplus hydrogen 
in the form of positive ions. In Part II we have a 
p.d. of 0.4 V between the carbon and manganese - 
dioxide element and the electrolyte; hence the overall 
open circuit p.d. between the terminals of the cell is 
about 1.1 V +0.4 V= 1.5 V. But in this second part of 
the cell we run into considerable trouble when the 
external circuit is closed. 

Each positive hydrogen ion, on reaching the carbon 
element, exerts an attraction which causes one electron 
to leave the negative pole, to travel through the ex- 
ternal circuit and to turn the positive ion in question 
into a neutral hydrogen atom. Were nothing done 
about it, the carbon would soon be surrounded by a 
blanket of inert hydrogen molecules. Part II of the 
cell would be clogged and the action of Part I would 
also be brought to a standstill, for it would no longer 
be able to discard its surplus hydrogen ions. 

Many textbooks lightly show the action of the man- 
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Fig. I. Curve A shows typical end 
voltages during intermittent discharge 
of high -grade cells under ideal con- 
ditions of load, temperature and rest 
periods. A considerable proportion of 
the ampere -hours potentially available 
from the zinc in the can is useless, 
since the e.m.f. is too low. 8 is the 
discharge curve of moderately good 
cells under similar conditions. 
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ganese- dioxide depolarizer usually employed as : 

2H + 2Mn02 = Mn_O, + H2O 
If that were a complete statement of the case polariza- 
tion would be eliminated; or, in any event, complete 
depolarization, with a return to its original e.m.f., 
would occur in a cell " rested " for a short time. That 
this does not happen is common knowledge. The re- 
actions involved are far more complicated. It would 
be nearer the truth to write : " In time, a certain 
amount of the hydrogen molecules become dissoci- 
ated into ions and some of these react with some of 
the manganese dioxide to form another oxide of 
manganese and water. Other slow and complex re- 
actions are involved, and this process of depolarization 
is never sufficiently rapid to keep pace with the clog- 
ging that takes place during discharge, or complete 
enough to restore the original load e.m.f., no matter 
how long the cell is rested." 

Now let us see how effectively the zinc is used. My 
experiments were made with cells of the 1* x 21-inch 
size. Each maker has his own designation for these. 
The Ever Ready " U2 " will be familiar to most 
readers and will be used as a general term, though 
cells of a number of different makes, British and 
American, were subjected to the series of tests on 
which the present articles are based. The cans of 
such cells vary somewhat in weight from make to 
make; nor is it always easy to determine the exact 
weight of zinc, for seamed cans contain a certain 
amount of solder. Some cans are thicker than others 
and there are slight variations in dimensions. On the 
whole, though, we shall not be far out if we put the 
average weight of zinc in cans of this size at 19 grams. 

There is no difficulty about discovering the number 
of ampere -hours of current which 19 grams of zinc 
would furnish, could it be used with complete effici- 
ency. An ampere is a flow of one coulomb a second, 
and a coulomb consists of 6.3 x 10" electrons. Zinc 
is bivalent; each atom passing into the electrolyte is 
a doubly positive ion, Zn + +. This means that for 
every zinc atom removed from the can two electrons 
are available at the negative terminal of the cell. To 
maintain a current of one ampere, then, 3.15 x 10" 
atoms must leave the can every second. The atomic 
weight of zinc is 65.38 (0 =16), and from Avogadro's 
Number we know that 65.38 grams of zinc contain 
6.0234 x 102' atoms. Hence the weight of 3.15 x 10" 
zinc atoms is 0.000338 gram; and that is the electro- 
chemical equivalent of zinc. Multiplying by 60 x 60, 
we have, in round figures, 1.2 grams of zinc per 
ampere -hour. 

In other words, the current obtainable if 19 grams 
of zinc were used a hundred per cent efficiently, would 
be 15.8 Ah. Discharged under ideal conditions of 
load, temperature and time allowed for recuperation, 
average cells of " U2 " size give 3 -4 Ah, and those of 
the highest quality from 5.5 to a little over 6 Ah. In 
other words, cells in common use may turn only from 
19 to 24 per cent of their zinc to good account, while 
for the very best the figure does not exceed 40 per 
cent. 

Many factors contribute to this low efficiency. One 
of the most important of these is that most apparatus 
intended to be operated by dry cells is designed to 
work satisfactorily down to, but not below, an e.m.f. 
of 0.9V per cell. Curve A of Fig. 1 shows typical 
lumped end voltages (that is, the average e.m.f.s at the 
end of each day's run) of a group of first -rate cells, 
discharged under the ideal conditions mentioned. It 
will be seen that much of the current potentially avail- 
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15 CAN PERFORATES WHEN 
e.m.f. IS STILL 105V 

Io CUT -OFF O.9V 

0.5 
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Fig. 2. Discharge curve showing the effects of perforation 
of the can at a moment when the e.m.f. is still 1.05V. 
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Fig. 3. Construction of modern dry cell. It will be seen 
that no sac is used. Perforation often occurs in line with 
the top of the electrolyte paste. 

able from the zinc is useless, since the e.m.f. has fallen 
below cut -off as a result of progressive polarization. 
The first requirement, then, if cells of high quality 
are to be made more efficient, is to speed up the 
depolarizing process and to make it more thorough. 
Possible means to this end will be considered later. 
Curve B of Fig. 1 shows the curve for moderately good 
cells, discharged under similar conditions. 

Though their overall performance is poor, the cells 
are classed as moderately good because they do not 
show one shocking and all -too- common fault; perfora- 
tion of the can when the e.m.f. is still above (some- 
times well above) cut -off. Fig. 2 indicates what 
happens in such cases. The e.m.f. begins to fluctuate 
and then falls almost like the proverbial stone. The 
electrolyte paste oozes from the hole in the can and 
may do serious damage. Perforation of one or more 
cans is in my experience one of the commonest causes 
of the breakdown of h.t. batteries. I have many times 
known it occur in batteries which had till then been 
giving readings of from 0.95V to 1.15V per cell. A 
curious point is that the cans perforated are nearly 
always near the middle of the battery; that is, in an 
80 -cell (120 -volt) battery untimely perforation is most 
liable to occur between the 20th and 60th cells from 
the negative end. 

Causes of Perforation 
Premature perforation is in most instances due to 

poor design or construction. Fig. 3 (which may come 
as a surprise to any who have not examined the inside 
of a dry cell for some time) shows how most of these 
cells are made to -day. There is no sac, the de- 
polarizing "mix" being in direct contact with the 
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Fig. 4. Suggested "inside -out " cell. Only a small part of 
the zinc used is now unemployed. By designing the cell so 

that the carbon forms a lining to the plastic container, the 
depolarizer is given a much larger surface area on which 
to act. 
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paste electrolyte. As Fig. 3 indicates, a position at 
which the first signs of perforation very often occur 
is in the part of the can on a level with the top of 
the electrolyte. When a cell which has failed in this 
way is opened one frequently finds evidence of a 
considerable amount of " creeping " of salts from the 
electrolyte in the vicinity of the puncture. Small 
differences in the concentrations of such salts may give 
rise to undesirable local action. 

Creeping does not occur to any marked extent inside 
really good dry cells. It may be due to one of two 
causes, or to both together. The first of these is the 
use of too strong a concentration of sal- ammoniac in 
the electrolyte; the second is failure to make the seal 
perfectly air -tight. These two causes are probably 
inter -connected. When a cell is not air -tight, evapora- 
tion takes place from the electrolyte, with the result 
that the ratio of sal- ammoniac to water increases. 
Another cause of the perforation of cans before cut -off 
e.m.f. is reached, is the use of zinc of too light a gauge. 

There is another important reason why a consider- 
able amount of the zinc in the can is not available for 
the production of current. A glance at Fig. 3 will 
show that all that part of the can which surrounds the 
air -space, the washer and the seal is out of the 
running : it is merely acting as part of a container and 
has no electrical role. Again, there is very little 
electro- chemical action at or near the bottom of the 
can; and here again zinc as zinc is mainly wasted. 

New Design of Cell 
Could not the dry cell be entirely redesigned on 

lines more in keeping with the present availability of 
raw materials? I think I am right in saying that, when 
the first dry cells were made, suitable carbon was most 
readily obtainable in the form of rods or plates. Zinc 
being then plentiful and cheap, the line of least resist- 
ance led to the familiar design of the dry cell. Great 
changes have occurred in the sixty -odd years that 
have passed since these cells began to come into any- 
thing like general use -changes, that is, in everything 
except their general make -up. High- density carbon, 
for example, is now readily shaped -or deposited -in 
any required way. 

It is some time now since it occurred to me that 
a good many advantages might accrue, were the dry 
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cell turned, so to speak, inside out. I have not the 
facilities for making up the dry cell illustrated in 
Fig. 4-or, for that matter, any kind of dry cell. But 
experiments made with wet Leclanché cells using 
carbon elements of large area have given very 
promising results. The main purpose of these has 
been (a) to put the zinc element where the greatest 
possible proportion of it plays a useful part; (b) to 
provide the depolarizer with the largest possible sur- 
face of carbon on which to act; (c) to make the greatest 
use of cheap and easily obtainable materials; (d) to 
evolve a cell which cannot play havoc by perforating; 
and (e) to produce a cell of exactly the same dimen- 
sions as the zinc -cased cell and fitting into any 
apparatus designed to be operated by it. 

Fig. 4 illustrates more or less diagrammatically the 
suggested new look for the dry cell. The case is of 
plastic and into the bottom is moulded a "collar- stud" 
carbon (or metal) contact, with a metal cap on its 
external end. Immediately inside the case is a thin 
carbon lining; it need not be more than a few 
hundredths of an inch in thickness, for in the cell 
the carbon is chemically inert. 

The zinc element is hollow and made of sheet metal, 
possibly perforated. Or again, it may be a finned die - 
casting. Its exact shape and mass must be the subject 
of experiments. The zinc is " pasted " with electrolyte 
in the ordinary way. The parts between the electro- 
lyte and the button forming the negative contact are 
protected from chemical and electro- chemical action 
by a plastic coating. 

... And its Advantages 
A cell made on the proposed lines cannot perforate; 

by far the greater part of the zinc is usefully em- 
ployed; polarization must be much slower and de- 
polarization quicker and more complete owing to the 
far larger area of carbon over which the hydrogen 
ions are distributed and on which the depolarizer is 
free to act. The surface area of the carbon walls is 
actually more than four times greater than that pro- 
vided by the rod element now used. It will be seen 
that the proposed cell appears to be also inside -out, 
or perhaps one should say upside -down, as regards 
the polarity of its terminals. That protruding from 
the seal is the negative, while the cap at the bottom 
is the positive. This, however, is not a matter of 
importance, so long as the terminals are plainly marked 
+ and -. 

Though the idea of designing a dry cell on the lines 
described was original, in so far as it was based 
on my own line of thinking and on nothing that I had 
read, seen or heard, I cannot claim to be first in the 
field in trying to make the dry cell more efficient by 
turning it inside -out. Somebody always seems to have 
thought a little sooner than oneself of any new con- 
ception that occurs! 

Explaining my scheme recently to an American 
friend, I learnt that an " inside -out " dry cell had made 
its appearance in the United States. I have not been 
able to acquire American cells of this type, or to find 
out anything more about them. Whether or not they 
bear any resemblance to the design suggested in Fig. 4 
I do not know. What I venture to hope is that this 
article may stimulate British designers of dry cells 
to break away from tradition and to give us (and the 
all- important export market) something far more 
efficient and more economical than the familiar dry 
cells of to -day. 
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V 0 R T E X I 0 N TAPE RECORDER 

FEATURES WORTH N ® 71,11N G 

* Extremely low distortion and background 
noise, with a frequency response of 50 c /s. -10 Kc /s., 
plus or minus 1.5 db. A meter is fitted for the 
measurement of signal level and bias level. 

* Sufficient power is available for recording on 
disc, either direct or from the tape, without 
additional amplifiers. 

* The 15 to 30 ohms microphone balanced line 
input is fully loaded with 20 microvolts. 

* Input 1, which requires 35 millivolts on 
.5 megohm, is suitable for crystal P.U.s, micro- 
phones or radio inputs. 

* A power plug is provided for a radio feeder 
unit, etc. Variable bass and treble controls are 
fitted for control of the play back signal. 

* The power output is 3.5 watts heavily damped 
by negative feedback and an oval internal speaker 
is built in for monitoring purposes. 

* Facilities are provided for using the amplifier 
alone and using power output or headphones while 
recording or to drive additional amplifiers. 
* Total power consumption is approximately 
50 watts. 

The amplifier, speaker and case_ with detachable lid, 
measures 84-in. x 221in. x 151 - -in. and weighs 31 lb. 

PRICE, complete with WEARITE TAPE 
DECK .E84 0 0 

* The hum and noise level which was already 
very low has been still further reduced. 

POWER SUPPLY UNIT to work from 12 Volt Battery with an output of 23Qv., 120 Watts, 

50 cycles within 1 %. Suppressed for use with Tape Recorder. PRICE E18 0 O. 

TYPE C.P.20A AMPLIFIER 

For A.C. Mains and 12 volt working giving 15 watts output, 

has switch change -over from A.C. to D.C. and "Stand- 

by " positions. Consumes only 52 amperes from 12 volt 

battery. Fitted with mu -metal shielded microphone 

transformer for 15 ohm microphone, provision for 

crystal or moving iron pick -up with tone control for 

bass and top. Outputs for 7.5 and 15 ohms. Complete 

in steel case with valves. 

PRICE 
£30.16.0 

Manufactured by 

VORTEXION LIMITED, 257 -263, The Broadway, Wimbledon, London, S.W.19 

Telephones: LlBerty 2814 and 6242.3 Telegrams: "Vortexion, Wimble, London." 
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GASTIGHT HYPERLOY A.F. TRANSFORMERS AND CHOKES 
The wide y -u -ec HYPERLOY rangt of over 100 Specificat ois is now available in 
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MODERNIZING THE 

wireless world Television Receiver 

Part 2. -Time -Base Circuits 

IN the original Wireless World Television Receiver 
the frame and line time -bases were built on two 
separate chassis and the sync -separator circuits 
were included with the frame time -base. A similar 
arrangement is adopted for these new time -bases and 
the sync -separator is included with them. 

The circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 1. VI is the 
sync- separator and is fed with the combined sync and 
picture signal from the cathode of the tube. It is 
actually fed through a 10 -k .C2 4 -W resistor suspended 

in the lead from the tube cathode to the sync -input 
connector on the time -base. This resistor is shown 
dotted in the diagrams to indicate that it is external 
to the chassis. In the original time -bases, C1 was so 
mounted and can be still if desired, but it is normally 
convenient to include it in the chassis. It must be 
so mounted that it has a low stray capacitance to earth. 

D.C. restoration is effected in the grid circuit in 
the usual way and the separated negative -going sync 
pulses appear in the anode circuit. They are applied 

Internal view of the frame time-base unit with some of the chief components indicated. The sync- separator compc:cents 

are on the extreme right. 

_._- -FRAME HOLD 

PICTJRE HEIGHT 

-711ry,' 

R21 
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R,2 
47 k(l 

C7 

(054F 

FROM 
C.R.T. V.F. 

CATHODE INPUT -0--1 
10 k C, 

0.1µ1 

R, 

2.2Mn 

R4 

33 kn 

SYNC SEPARATAR 

R2 

100 ka 

R, 

Okn 

V, 

EF9I 

40V 

C2 

8µF 

C3 
200pF' 

R, 

47 k0 

FRAME 

FRAME 
HOLD 

Rio 
22 kn 

IW 

R14 

10oV I Mg 

R11 

22 kn I 

8V 

_ C. 

EF9I 

C6 

8µF 

1 

AAA 

R13Á 

50 An 

PICTURE 
HEIGHT 

R12 R16 

Oto kil 2M0 

R13R 

39 kn 

22Oÿ 

R30 

22 kn 

C6 
200 pF 

.--- 
EF91 

, 

19mA 

PICTURE 
WIDTH 

R33 § R3v 

20 An 330. 

R33 

470 kn 

EF91 

V6 

R32 CI7 `' o-oolµF 470 kn R34 
20 kn 

R3, 

Ikn 
R34 

8.2 ka 

CIs 
001µF 1 

LINE 
HOLD 

v, 

C24 

0.001µF - 

C25 

0.001 µ F "" 

Roo 

soil 

D3 

N 36EHT60 

L 
1 

63mH 

N36EHT6o C25 

Zooo1µF 
T3 = 

9kV 

R43 

ton 

EL38 

R37 

470 kn 

C19 
sop. F 

LINE TIMEBASE 

through a differentiator and attenuator R5, C15, 
to V, of the line saw -tooth generator. They are also 
applied through a semi -differentiator C3, R6, to the 
limiter V2 which produces sharp output pulses from 
the trailing edges of the frame pulses. These are 
negative -going and are applied to the anode of the 
frame saw -tooth generator V3. 

This generator is a blocking oscillator using a trans- 
former T1. This transformer is identical with the 
one used in the original receiver. The saw -tooth 
appears across C7. Instead of using a variable 
charging resistance for the Hold control, the charging 
resistance R1, is now fixed and is taken to a variable 
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120 p 
12opF 

I120pF 
212opF 

12OpF 

R 
30 

120pF 

120 n 

3 

Ceo 

2 
R42 

R41 6W 
30011 
LINE 

LINEARITY 

DEFLECTOR COIL 30 mH 

D4 
14D134 

C2,"200pf 

C27 

o-sµF 

360V 

+300V 

72mA 

R46 
Ion 

Roi 

ion 

voltage point provided by RI,. The main reason 
for this is that a lower value variable component can 
be used and therefore one which can be wire- wound. 

The saw -tooth voltage across C7 is fed to the grid 
of V4, the frame output valve, through R,, and R16, 
the latter of which is variable as a Height control. 
The deflector coil is transformer -coupled to the valve 
by T2 and the 150-0 resistance R_D across the deflector 
coil is for the purpose of reducing the line -frequency 
voltages set up in the deflector coil by unavoidable 
coupling to the line deflector coil. 

Since it is not possible to make the inductance of 
the transformer anything like high enough to avoid 
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TIMEBASE 

210V 

RI6 

ss11 

15.5 mA 

0.P. 

R,9 

3311 

15:1 

R21 

M/A h 
fra kll 2W 

+300V 

DEFLECTOR COIL 10 mit 

0.5 

C6T IM11 D'1/lFI 

C 
o1µF 

301 

C1./54 
R24 

47011 

LINEARITY 1 

R25 

20k11 

R22 

47 k11 

R23 

250 kn. 

LINEARITY 2 

R26 

10k11 

R27 

1MO 

CI3 
0.1IcF R26 

M11 

CIO 

0.05 µ. F 

Fig. 1. Complete circuit diagram of the new time- bases. 
The resistor shown dotted is mounted in the wiring between 
the tube cathode and the input to the sync separator. C21 is 
mounted on the deflectoP -coil assembly. R45, R44 and R17 
have no circuit function but are included merely so that the 
current waveforms can be checked easily with an oscilloscope. 

severe waveform distortion, very heavy correction is 
needed to obtain linearity. This is obtained by a 
feedback circuit of the Blumlein type. There are in 
all four circuits introducing distortion of the same 
form ; the initial charging circuit R34, C7, the coupling 
R17, Cs, the cathode -bias circuit R247 C10, and the 
transformer coupling. The transformer is the major 
source of distortion and the bias circuit the next in 
importance. 

The correction circuit comprises C11 with R22 and 
R233 the latter being variable as a linearity control. It 
is the main such control and affects the linearity 
generally over the picture. The next elements R25 
and R26 with C13 affect the linearity at the extreme top 
of the picture only. In practice, R25 opens or closes 
the top half -inch of the picture. The remaining 
components R27, R287 C14 and C8, are unusual ones, 
but were found experimentally to improve the 
linearity at the extreme bottom of the picture. 

The linearity is affected by valve curvature, and so 
the settings of the linearity controls are slightly 
affected by the Height control. The dependence is 
small, however, and causes no practical inconvenience. 
In initial setting up the Height control should be 
adjusted for a picture of about three- quarters normal 
height and the two linearity controls roughly adjusted. 
Height should then be increased until the picture is 
just a little smaller than the mask and the linearity 
controls finally adjusted. Linearity 1 can easily be 
adjusted at any time for uniform line spacing at the 
top of the picture. Linearity 2 should be adjusted on 
Test Card C if possible. Height can then be increased 
to the proper value 
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A very hard frame lock is usually obtained, with 
the result that over a large part of its range a variation 
of Hold only affects the picture Height. Usually it is 
sufficient to set Hold at about the middle of the hold 
range and leave it there. 

In the line time -base the saw -tooth generator is a 
cathode- coupled multivibrator Vs, V6. The charging 
capacitance is C17 and the charging resistance is R33. 
The applied voltage is varied by R35 as a width control. 
This varies the amplitude of the generated saw -tooth 
and hence the drive on the output valve V7. 

The valve V6 is normally held beyond cut -off by 
the charge on C187 thus enabling C17 to charge. V5 is 
conductive. A negative -going sync pulse on the grid 
of V6 reduces its anode current and causes a rise of 
voltage on its anode which is passed to V6 by C06. 
This makes V6 conductive and its anode current is 
drawn from C17 to discharge it. Grid current also 
flows to charge C18. These currents flow through 
R31 and raise the cathode potential of both valves. 
which still further reduces the current in V5. The 
action is regenerative. When C17 is discharged, the 
current in V6 drops and so the cathode potential falls 
and the current in V6 rises. The action is again 
regenerative and V6 is cut off. It is held cut off by 
the charge on C16 until the next sync pulse comes 
along or until C16 has discharged sufficiently to let V6 
conduct again. The grid- return potential of V6 is 
adjustable by R36 as a hold control. 

A resistance R34 is included in series with C17 in 
order to produce a large negative -going pulse on 
flyback. This is necessary in order to cut off the 
output valve rapidly and hold it cut off during flyback. 
The value of this resistance has an appreciable effect 
on the e.h.t. voltage produced and some effect on the 
linearity at the start of the scan. 

No coupling transformer is used between the valve 
and the deflector coil and the circuit is one using a 
resonant flyback with an energy -recovery diode. 
Because of losses, the natural overshoot is less than 
100 %, and to obtain h.t. boost either a step -down 
transformer must be used or energy must be fed into 
the deflector -coil circuit during flyback so that the 
overshoot does become 100 %. This energy is derived 
from a second circuit comprising L1 and stray 
capacitances which is coupled to the deflector coil 
by C20. 

For a detailed explanation reference should be made 
to a previous article, but, briefly, L1 and the deflector 
coil form two tuned circuits with their self- and stray - 
capacitances and they are coupled together by C20, 
which acts as a top -end " coupling capacitance. 
When V7 is cut off during flyback, energy is stored in 
the magnetic fields of both coils. In the case of the 
deflector coil, it is required that the energy in its field 
be turned into electric form in the capacitance and 
then back again into magnetic form ready for the next 
scan. A loss of energy inevitably occurs, and this 
is made good by a transference of energy from L1 
through C20. 

The capacitance needed for this coupling is formed 
partly by the anode -cathode capacitance of V7 and 
partly by a 20 -pF capacitor C20. This capacitor 
actually comprises six 120 -pF capacitors in series, 
each of 750 -V rating, in order to obtain the required 
voltage rating of 4 kV total. 

A metal rectifier is used as a diode for energy 
recovery and avoids any difficulty over heater supply. 
It recovers about 50 -60 V at the mean anode current 
of V7 and this appears across C22. With the 300 -V h.t. 
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LINE LINEARITY 

Roi 

AANI.ter 

PICTURE WIDTH__L_ 

LINE HOLD 

R4z__ 

R45- 

the first by increasing R39, 
and /or reducing C20, will 
increase e.h.t. and, under 
some conditions, up to 11 
kV has been obtained with 
full picture width. Gen- 
erally speaking, if C20 is 

R35 reduced, R,4 must be in- 
creased to maintain 
linearity. 

It is not recommended 
that these changes should 
be made, for the picture 
width becomes rather bare 
at voltages much over 9 kV 
and the full width may not 
always be obtainable. Also, 
difficulty from corona is 
likely. 

Under the normal con- 
ditions of the circuit dia- 
gram, ample width is 
available with very good 
linearity and a complete ab- 
sence of fold -over or visible 
ringing, and the adjustments 
are not critical. Normally 
the linearity control R91 
should be set at about half- 
way and Width increased 
until the picture nearly fills 
the mask. Hold should be 
adjusted for a good lock, 
which will narrow the 
picture considerably. Then 
turn up Width again and 
re- adjust Hold. Adjust 
linearity on Test Card C. 

It is not a critical control. When R41 is too small 
the picture tends to be gradually compressed towards 
the right. As R41 is increased the linearity is im- 
proved and, if it is too high, it may expand towards the 
right. Adjust Width to the proper value and lastly, Hold. 

A large range of width is available without losing 
synchronization but, after adjusting it, Hold should 
be readjusted because, even if synchronizing has not 
been lost, it may be nearly lost, and a slight change of 
mains voltage may send it over. 

Some adjustment to Cal may be required. If this 
component is omitted, a series of grey and white bars 
will appear over the left -hand side of the picture. 
They are produced by ringing in the deflector coil 
itself and are quite independent of the time -base. 
They can only be avoided, in the absence of heavy 
coil losses, by equalizing the capacitances on the two 
coils of the line assembly. Ideally, C,1 would be an 
adjustable component and would be adjusted to the 
critical value at which the bars disappear from the 
picture. In practice a suitable component is difficult 
to obtain, for it must be stable and withstand 1 -kV 
peak. An approximate balance using a fixed capacitor 
has been adopted, therefore, with the result that the 
bars may not be completely absent. 

The balance is normally good enough if the bars 
are just visible on a blank raster, for they are then 
unnoticeable on a picture. Precise adjustment of C,, 
will make them disappear even on a blank raster, but 
sufficient precision for this is hard to obtain without 
using an adjustable component. 

This capacitor is not mounted in the chassis but 

R36 

#3?..-'"°._R34 

R31 

CI6 

The line time -base unit. The e.h.t. voltage -tripler components are mounted near the 
cen`re on a sub -panel of Paxolin: slots are cut around the fixing holes to lengthen the 
leakage paths. 

line the anode supply for the output stage is thus 
350 -360 V. 

Linearity is controlled by the variable resistor R41, 
which varies the magnitude of a control voltage 
injected by To in series with the diode and derived 
from the anode current of V,. This transformer is a 
simple scramble -wound component which needs no 
special insulation in itself and is, therefore, easy to 
make. As a whole it needs insulating for up to 2 kV 
from the chassis, because the peak voltage of the 
deflector coil appears on it. Magnetostriction in the 
core produces a whistle and the two are remedied 
together by enclosing it in sponge rubber to provide 
both electrical and acoustical insulation. 

The resistors R45, R46 and R47 have no circuit 
function. They are included merely to enable the 
current waveforms to be checked with an oscilloscope. 
If an oscilloscope is not used they need not be included. 
If they are employed they should be wire -wound 
resistors of 1% accuracy so that they can be used for 
actual measurement purposes. The mean anode 
current can be measured, for instance, by measuring 
the voltage drop across R95 or R48. The reading in 
volts multiplied by 100 gives the current in milli- 
amperes. 

E.h.t. is obtained through a voltage -tripler rectifier 
system from the peak voltage which appears on fly- 
back across L, and the deflector coil. The tripler 
gives a multiplication of about 2.5 times and produces 
some 8.5 kV from the 3.4 -kV peak. The magnitude 
of the e.h.t. voltage is governed by the rate of cut -off 
of the output valve and by the value of C,0. Increasing 
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directly on the deflector -coil assembly and across the 
" un'arthy " coil of the line pair. If the deflector - 
coil connections as a whole have to be reversed, C21 
must be changed over to the other coil. 

Adjustment of C21 is best carried out on a blank 
raster, which need not be synchronized. Without it, 
a series of vertical grey and white bars on the left -hand 
side of the picture will be seen gradually decreasing 
in intensity towards the right and ceasing about the 
middle. As C21 is increased in value up to the 
optimum they decrease in intensity, but reappear again 
when it is too large. 

In practice, if the bars are more than just detectable 
with a blank raster and a 200 -pF capacitor, one should 
try different values for C22. The first step is obviously 
to try an extra 20-30 pF capacitor in shunt with it, 
and to note whether this increases or reduces them. 
If it reduces them try a bit 
more, butifit increases them 
reduce the main capacitor 
to 150 pF and then start 
adding more capacitance. 

The precise value for 
the complete elimination of 
the bars is quite critical. 
However, a value which 
renders them undetectable 
on anything but a blank 
raster is far from critical, 
and no difficulty should be 
experienced in finding one. 
If, by any mischance, the 
proper value cannot be 
found, it is a good plan to 
replace C21 temporarily by 
a variable air capacitor of 
500 pF or so. This can be 
smoothly adjusted while 
watching the picture, and 
if a sharp balance point 
cannot be found, something 
is wrong somewhere. 

Before turning to the con- 
structional side it may be 
as well to say something 
about what parts of the 
original time -bases can be 
retained in making a change 
to the new one. The 
original sync- separator V1 
and V2 can be retained un- 
altered with the original 
circuit values; but R5, C15 
and R29 of Fig. 1 must be. 
included and have their new 
values. It may be found 
desirable in this case to re- 
duce R29 to 4.7 kS2, for the 
original sync separator 
gives a larger output than 
the new one. 

In the frame time -base 
the EF37 can be retained 
for V3 and the EL33 for 
V4, but using all the new 
circuit values of Fig. 1. In 
the line time -base the EL38 
is the only thing that can be 
retained. Although this has 
not been tried, it is probable 
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that the EF50 can be used in place of the EF91 with- 
out change of values. A 6SN7 double- triode has been 
employed successfully in place of V5 and Vs without 
changing component values. 

The use of an 807 in place of the EL38 has not 
been tried and can hardly be recommended. It has a 
screen dissipation rating of 3 W only, compared with 
the 6 W of the EL38, and its rating is therefore exceeded 
in this circuit. Apart from this, it would probably 
work satisfactorily but it might well have a short life. 

The time -bases give ample scan for a tube operating 
at 8 -9 kV, and this is an adequate voltage for a 12 -in 
tube. Many will consider it enough for larger tubes, 
although the trend is to operate such tubes at higher 
voltages. The use of higher voltages is not recom- 
mended to the inexperienced, however, on account of 
the difficulty of avoiding corona troubles. These are 
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Fig. 2. Waveforms at important points in the line time -base. The current waveforms were 
measured as voltages across 10 -Q resistors. 

Fig. 3. Waveforms in the frame time -base. A 10 -Mû resistor was connected to the oscillo- 
scope cable to reduce small superimposed line- frequency voltages. 
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small for voltages below 8 kV, but become very con- 
siderable above 10 kV. In the region 9 -10 kV corona 
can be troublesome, but is not unduly so. To minimize 
these troubles the voltage is limited to 9 kV in the 
present design and, allowing for the inevitable varia- 
tions, may be 8 kV in some models. 

It may be remarked in passing that a major effect 
of slight corona, which may be otherwise unsuspected, 
is poor line synchronizing. The discharge pro duces 
pulses which fire the time -base erratically. The 
visible effect is a ragged edge to the picture. 

The waveforms in various parts of the circuit are 
shown in Figs. 2 and 3 for the line and frame time - 
bases respectively. These were all taken using the 
" Television Oscilloscope *." In the case of the 
frame time -base, most were taken using a 10 -M û 
resistor as a probe to minimize the effect of the oscillo- 
scope on the time -base. In conjunction with the 
capacitance of the cable, this acts as a filter and 
removes the small content of line pulses which appear 
on some of the waveforms. If such a filter is not used, 
several of the frame waveforms will not appear as 
traces with clean lines but rather as fuzzy outlines. 

In the line time -base the oscilloscope was connected 
across R45, R40 and R47, so that its case was live to h.t. 
If this is not done, the small ripple on the h.t. line 
appears also on the trace to distort it. Since this 
makes the case of the oscilloscope live, care must be 
taken in handling it. 

* "Television Oscilloscope ', by W. Tusting, Wireless World, June 
and July 1952. 

Resistors 
R1 
R2 
R3, R26, R29 
R4 
126, RB, R30 
R6 
R7, R32, R22 
R9 
R10, R11 
R13A 

LIST OF PARTS 

2.2Mû 4W 
100kû IW 
10kû 4W 
33kû 4W 
22kû 4W 

220kû ,JW 
47kû 4W 

2.2kû 4W 
22kû 1 W 
50kû potentiometer, 

wire -wound, 
linear, 5W 
1W 
4W 
W 

variable, linear 

4W 
4W 
2W 
variable, log - 
law 

47Oû 4w 
20kû variable, wire- 

wound, linear, 
5W 

lkû ¡W 
8.2kû 4W 
120û 2W 
3O0û variable, wire - 

wound, linear, 
5W 

33Oû 6W 
470kû 1W 

R13B 39kû 
R14,R17,R27,R29 1Mû 
R16, R32, R33, R37 470kû 
R16 2Mû 

R18, R39, R39, R40 
R20 
R21 
R23 

R24 
R26, R36, R36 

R31 
R34 
R38 
R47 

R42 
R43, R44 each 2 x 

Capacitors 

33n 
1500 
6.8kû 

250k 

Erie 
Erie 
Erie 
Erie 
Erie 
Erie 
Erie 
Erie 
Erie 
Reliance 
Type T.W. /1 

Erie 
Erie 
Erie 
Reliance 
Type S.G. /.1 

Erie 
Erie 
Erie 
Reliance 
Type S.G. /1 
Erie 
Reliance 
Type T.W. /1 

Erie 
Erie 
Erie 
Reliance 
Type T.W./1 

Welwyn 
Erie 

C1, C4, C5, C8, C6, 0.lµF, tubular paper, 350 V, Dubilier 
C11, C13 Type 460 
C2, C6, C12 8µF, electrolytic, ' 500 V, Dubilier 

Drilitic BR850 
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C3, C16 

C7, C14 

C10A, C10B, C19 

C15 

C17 

C18 

C20 

C2I 

C22 

C23, C24, C26, C26 

200pF, silvered mica, 350 V, Dubilier 
Type 635 

0.05µF, tubular paper, 350 V, Dubilier 
Type 450 

50µF, electrolytic, 50 V, Dubilier 
Drilitic BR505 

20pF, ceramic, Dubilier Type 
CTD316 

0.001µF, moulded mica, 350 V, Dubilier 
Type 635 

0.01µF, tubular paper, 350 V, Dubilier 
Type 460 

6 x 120pF, silvered mica, 750 V, Dubilier 
Type 635 

200pF, mica (see text), Dubilier Type 
680 

0.5µF, tubular paper,. Dubilier Type 
4706B 

0.001µF ;10 kV, Dubilier Type 411 

Valves 
VI, Vz, V3, V6, V6 
V4 
V? 
Dl, 133, D3 
D4 

EF91 Mullard 
EL42 Mullard 
EL38 Mullard 

Westinghouse 36 EHT60 
Westinghouse 14 D134 

(to be concluded) 

Short -wave Conditions 
Predictions for June 

THE full-line curves given here indicate the highest 
frequencies likely to be usable at any time of the day or 
night for reliable communications over four long -distance 
paths from this country during June. 

Broken -line curves give the highest frequencies that will 
sustain a partial service throughout the same period. 
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FREQUENCY BELOW WHICH COMMUNICATION SHOULD 
BE POSSIBLE ON ALL UNDISTURBED DAYS - - - - PREDICTED AVERAGE MAXIMUM USABLE FREQUENCY - - FREQUENCY BELOW WHICH COMMUNICATION SHOULD 

BE POSSIBLE FOR 25% OF THE TOTAL TIME 
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Marconi Television for Italy 

Equipment purchased 
by R.A.I. through Italian 
Marconi Company includes: 

7¡ kW vision transmitters 

2 kW sound transmitters 

Marconi Image Orthicon Cameras 

Complete studio installations 

Two mobile O.B. television units, 
complete with micro -wave links. 

The largest export order for television equipment placed in Britain has 

been awarded to Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co. Ltd. by the Italian 

State Broadcasting Corporation. 
The order includes large complete studio centres at Milan and Rome, 

O.B. units for Rome, and medium power transmitting stations at 

Rome and Pisa. 
This order follows those for television installations in the U.S.A., 

Canada, South America and Thailand. 

Marconi high power or medium power transmitters and high power 

aerials have been installed in every one of the B.B.C.'s television 

transmitter stations. 

MARCONI 
television transmitting equipment 

MARCONI ' S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH C O M P A N' LTD CHELMSFORD ESSEX 
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Associated with 
H.M.V.' 

MARCONIPHONE 
COLUMBIA 

etc. 

82 WIRELESS WORLD 

SHORTAGE OF RADIO 

and 11V ENGINEERS 

There is an assured well -paid future for those 
trained and willing to train in electronics, radar and 
radio. Modern industrial techniques demand more and 
more highly trained personnel and the gap between 
demand and supply is still widening. 

This is your opportunity - write for our free 
brochures giving full details of courses to : 

E.M.I. INSTITUTES 
DEPT. I6R, IO PEMBRIDGE SQUARE, LONDON, W.2. 

Telephone : Bayswater 5131/2. 
The College associated with a world -wide electronics industry. 

IA9 

MEET THE FAMILY 
MEET 

FATHER... 

JUNE, 1953 

I YEAR COURSE 
We offer full -time day course 
for one year in the Principles 
and Practice oRadio and 
Television. 
Next course commences 
24th August, 1953. 

3 YEAR COURSE 
This course in Telecommunica- 
tion Engineering includes one 
year's Factory attachment. 
Next course commences 
24th August, 1953. 

In this country of ours steeped in National tradition, especially 
pageantry and British craftsmanship, may we modestly draw your attention to the A -Z AMPLIFIER 
which upholds the tradition of SOUND SALES LTD., together with British craftsmanship at its best. 

The A -Z FAMILY includes Junior, Miniature and, of course, A -Z Radio Unit. 
Space does not permit a detailed specification but Father is like most of his counterparts, capable 

of speaking for himself with quite a charming voice and must be heard to be appreciated. 

Price £ 3 2.10.0 including the Mark II Tone Colour Unit, 
undistorted output 
I2W., harmonic dis- 
tortion 0.002 (N.P.L.) 

PROJECTION TELEVISION - THE FAMOUS A -Z AMPLIFIERS 
MINIATURE - JUNIOR - PHASE INVERTER SPEAKERS 

SCRATCH FILTERS - TRANSFORMERS AND CHOKES 

WEBB'S RADIO 
14 Soho Street, Oxford Street, W.1 

Telephone : GERrard 2089 

SOUND SALES LTD 

WEST STREET, FARNHAM, SURREY 

Telephone: Farnham 6461 -2 -3 

HOLLEY'S RADIO STORES 
285 Camberwell Rd., London, S.E.5 

Telephone : RODney 4988 
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Radio Waves 
How the Magnetic and Electric Fields Support Each Other 

DURING the war, when thousands of people had 
to be trained in the shortest possible time to look 
after radar equipment, it surprised everybody, I think, 
how in a few months any reasonably intelligent lad, 
starting right from scratch, seemed to be quite at 
home among unprecedentedly complicated circuitry. 
Some of them, not noticeably bright in other respects, 
could quite readily reproduce diagrams of such 
circuits from memory. We, who were called upon to 
do our spot of instructing, sometimes wondered what 
we could have been doing during our years of study ! 

But when questions were asked that required the 
application of basic principles to a new situation some 
of the most outstanding memorizers failed the most 
dismally. It was not that they 
couldn't recite all the necessary 
principles from memory. The 
difficulty was -and is -first to 
know which to pull out of the bag, 
and secondly, how to use it. A, 
who relies entirely on memory and 
practical experience can go far 
astray when he comes up against something unfamiliar; 
B, who works things out from principles may be hope- 
lessly slow at routine stuff but can find his own way 
over new ground. 

Exactly what happens between radio sender and 
receiver doesn't concern most of us very deeply most 
of the time ; we are taken up with what happens before 
and after, and may not have to dig out our basic prin- 
ciples often enough to prevent them from getting rusty. 
So a little practice here and now may be all to the good. 

Two months ago, you may remember, I mentioned 
that radio waves -electromagnetic waves, to be precise 
-consist of equal electric and magnetic fields. People 
sometimes ask, " Which part produces the signal 
in the receiving aerial ; the magnetic, the electric, or 
both ? " If the receiving aerial were close enough to 
the source to be affected by induction fields, this 
would be quite a sensible question, because the in- 
duction fields are those parts of the total electric 
and magnetic fields that depend directly on the source, 
so it is possible for them to be mainly electric or 
mainly magnetic, depending on whether the source 
is energized mainly by voltag: or current. That is 
why G. Bramsiev was able to show (in the Nov. 1952 
issue) how to use a frame aerial to discriminate against 
noise interference from sources producing mainly 
electric fields. When no clear distinction is made 
between induction fields, tied to their mother's apron 
strings, and radiation or wave -motion fields, making 
their own independent way through the world, it is 
not surprising that there are confused ideas about 
wave reception, such as a belief that an open -wire 
aerial responds to the electric part of a radiated wave 
and a frame aerial to the magnetic part, so that one 
can choose whichever one wants. Actually, asking 

B 

"CATHOD 

which part of the wave causes the signal in either 
kind of aerial is rather like asking whether things 
blown over by the wind are affected by the movement 
or the pressure of the wind. Without movement 
there would be no one -way pressure, and without 
pressure there would be no movement. The two are 
inseparable, so you can please yourself which you say 
is the cause. 

If you still feel puzzled about this, even after the 
difference between induction and radiation has been 
made clear, I am not surprised. It does seem contra- 
dictory. Fact One is that an open -wire aerial responds 
to an induction electric field and a frame aerial or coil 
to an induction magnetic field, but not vice versa. 

Fact Two is that there is no 
difference between induction and 
radiation fields themselves but 
only in the way they are organ- 
ized. And yet one is asked to 
believe that with radiation fields 
the type of aerial cannot be used to 
distinguish between the electric 

and magnetic parts, and that this is not simply because 
the electric and magnetic fields happen to be present in 
equal proportions. The only possible explanation 
must lie in the difference in organization between 
induction and radiation fields. 

That is quite so, but to see it one needs to fall 
back on first principles. And it is just as well to remem- 
ber that these principles are not mere armchair theory 
but are the results of actual experiments. One of 
the greatest of all experimenters was Faraday. He 
it was who discovered how to generate electricity by 
magnetism. (The generation of magnetism by elec- 
tricity had already been discovered.) He found there 
were two ways of generating an e.m.f. in a coil of wire. 
One was to push a magnet in or pull it out. He found 
the e.m.f. lasted only while the magnet was moving 
relative to the coil. Of course the same result was 
obtainable with a fixed magnet and moving coil. 
The principle of the thing was summed up by saying 
that whenever any part of a circuit is cut by the flux 
of a magnetic field the circuit receives an e.m.f. pro- 
portional to the rate of cutting. If you were to 
get a large magnet and a small piece of wire as in 
Fig. 1, and move the magnet at right angles to the wire 
(i.e., towards or away from you in (a), and to left or 
right in (b)) the magnetic field extending between the 
poles of the magnet would cut across the wire and 
generate in it an e.m.f. The rate of cutting, and 
hence the e.m.f., would obviously be proportional to 
(i) the strength of the field, or flux density, (ii) the 
speed of movement, and (iii) the length of the wire. 

The other epoch -making experiment of Faraday 
was to generate an e.m.f. in a coil without any move- 
ment, by varying the strength of the magnet. He did 
this, of course, by using a coil of wire as the magnet, 
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 switching the current on and off. Again, the e.m.f. 
lasted only while the magnetism was varying. This 
result was generalized by saying that if the amount 
of magnetic flux linked with any circuit is varied the 
circuit will receive an e.m.f. proportional to the rate 
of variation. 

On the first experiment is based the generation of 
nearly all the world's electricity supplies, and on the 
second the transformers needed to make those supplies 
economically available ; so no wonder Faraday is the 
" patron saint " of electrical engineers. 

As sometimes taught, the flux -cutting idea (Fig. 1) 
is given as the basic principle, and the flux -varying 
idea is brought into line with it by supposing that 
when a current is switched on the resulting flux springs 
out from it and cuts across any close -up circuits, and 
when it is switched off it returns inwards and cuts 
them again in the opposite direction. This mental 
picture is none too clear when it is called upon to 
explain the e.m.f. of self-inductance. How does the 
flux springing out from a wire cut that wire itself ? 
And this is not the only dubious aspect of the flux - 
cutting idea. The " experiment " purporting to 
demonstrate it (Fig. 1) is quite phoney. Unlike those 
of Faraday, it is not an experiment that can be per- 

(a) (b) 

Fig. I. The basic principle of how electricity is generated 
in a power station is often expressed something like this, by 
saying that if a magnetic field is moved across a length of 
circuit I an e.m.f. is generated in it, proportional to I and to 
the rate at which the field is moved across. Here the field 
is shown as due to a permanent magnet, moved towards or 
away in (a) and to right or left in (b), which is a cross - 
section of (a). 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 2. When an attempt is made to verify Fig. 1, it is 
necessary to take account of the voltmeter leads. Moving 
the magnet causes no reading in (a) ; the arrangement 
shown in (b) is successful, but the action can at least 
equally well be explained as change of magnetic field 
passing through the whole circuit. 
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formed. To demonstrate the existence of the e.m.f. it 
is necessary to connect a voltmeter between the ends 
of the wire ; then what about the voltmeter leads ? 
If they are kept within the field as in Fig. 2(a) they too 
are cut by the flux so they receive an e.m.f. which 
(assuming the field is uniform) exactly counterbalances 
the e.m.f. in the wire and one is none the wiser. If 
the leads are taken horizontally as in Fig. 2(b) so that 
they are not cut, the e.m.f. now shown by the volt- 
meter can be explained equally well by the fact that 
moving the magnet in the direction of the arrow 
increases the flux linking the circuit. The absence 
of result in Fig. 2 can likewise be explained on the same 
basis ; the assumption that the field is uniform means 
that moving the magnet does not alter the flux linked 
with the circuit. So both of Faraday's methods of 
inducing an e.m.f. can be visualized and calculated as 
flux -linkage variation, without any need to bring in 
the rather shaky and experimentally undemonstrable 
flux -cutting picture. 

Example of Flux Linkage 
Just to consolidate the matter, let us take a simple 

example ; say the Fig. 2(b) situation, making the 
assumption that the flux density is uniform between 
the pole -pieces and zero elsewhere -no " edge effect." 
Wire, flux, and motion are all mutually at right angles. 
Field calculations are easiest if one uses the m.k.s. 
system of units, as most modern books do. The 
voltage generated is equal to the rate of flux cutting 
or linkage if that is in webers per second (1 weber = 
108 " lines "). Suppose the flux density (B) is 1.2 
webers per sq metre (12 kilogauss in the old units), 
the wire is 0.02 metre long, and the magnet is moved 
at 0.5 metre per sec. Then the cross -section area 
of flux passing through the circuit increases at the rate 
of 0.5 x 0.02 = 0.01 sq metre per sec, so the rate 
of flux linkage, and hence the induced voltage, is 0.01 x 
1.2 = 0.012. If the process is pictured as flux cutting 
the original vertical wire, the figures are of course 
the same, but the result (0.012) must not be taken as 
the measurable voltage until one has made sure that 
no other parts of the circuit are being cut by any flux. 
Because of this the flux -linkage way of looking at it 
is both safer and (in less absurdly simple examples) 
may be easier. 

So far we have supposed this moving magnetic 
field to be produced by a permanent magnet. But of 
course it could be an electromagnet. Fig. 3(a) shows 
a single -turn coil of wire carrying d.c. Its magnetic 
field is at right angles to the paper, and with an anti- 
clockwise current as shown it is towards us, as 
suggested by the dots. Next (b) imagine the loop to 
be whisked rapidly to the right. The effect of this is 
that paths such as those shown dotted experience an 
e.m.f. tending to drive current in the directions 
shown. But because no circuits are provided there, 
it is only a tendency. One can say that within the 
area covered by the loop at any instant there is an 
upward e.m.f. 

Electric -Field Current 
At this stage a little digression may be necessary 

to recall what happens when an e.m.f. is applied 
across a space. This is done in Fig. 4 by connecting 
a battery to a pair of parallel plates. The e.m.f. of 
the battery sets up a potential difference between 
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the plates, which is another way of saying that there 
is an electric field between them, indicated con- 
ventionally by the lines in Fig. 4. This field is reckoned 
in volts per metre. But before it can exist the battery 
must have driven a current from the lower to the 
upper plate in order to charge it positively. (Actually 
what happens, of course, is that electrons are driven 
downwards on to the lower plate to charge it negatively, 
but that is just another way of saying the same thing.) 
To anybody who thinks in terms of circuits and 
current electricity rather than charges and static 
electricity, this charging current is something of an 
anomaly. How can a current flow in a circuit that is 
not complete ? Maxwell, the genius who brought his 
mathematics to bear on Faraday's experimental results 
and predicted electromagnetic waves, argued that 
what happened in the space occupied by the field was 
equivalent to a current ; it flowed only so long as the 
field strength was varying, so could not continue 
indefinitely in the same direction, and to distinguish 
it from conduction or circuit current he called it 
displacement current. It is like the limited movement 
in a fixed block of rubber while pressure is being 
increased across it. So we think of the temporary 
current that flows upward through the battery in 
Fig. 4 when it is connected as being continued back to 
the start by a downward displacement current in the 
space between the plates. 

To fit this Fig. 4 picture into Fig. 3 it is necessary 
to imagine that the battery fills the whole of the space 
covered by the loop, because it is all occupied by up- 
ward e.m.f. So the downward displacement current 
must all flow outside the loop area. Finally, since the 
e.m.f. is not produced by a battery at all but by a 
moving magnetic field, the upward current too must 
be a displacement current. Since space at the top 
of the loop is positively charged, an upward displace- 
ment current must have just occurred in order to 
make it so ; in fact, at the extreme right -hand side of 
the loop the space is actually in the process of be- 
coming positive at the top, and so a displacement cur- 
rent must still be occurring here. Note that it is in 
the same direction as the magnetizing current produced 
by the loop battery. At the left -hand side the positive 
charge must disperse as the edge of the loop passes by, 
so here there is a downward displacement current - 
again in the same direction as the magnetizing current. 

Now any current causes a magnetic field ; no 
questions are asked as to whether it is a conduction 
current or a displacement current. So when the loop is 
moved there is no need to supply quite so much current 
from the battery ; the difference is made good by the 
displacement current caused by the motion. The 
faster the loop is moved the greater the electric field 
developed by a given magnetic field and the greater 
the displacement current. If the loop were moved 
fast enough, could it be dispensed with altogether, 
the moving magnetic field being sustained entirely by 
displacement currents ? 

That is the question that Maxwell answered and 
expressed in the celebrated Maxwell equations. 
These don't mean a thing to anybody who is not 
rather unusually bright at mathematics, so I shall 
try to arrive at the answer by an easier route, even 
if it may not altogether satisfy the stricter mathe- 
maticians. 

What we know already is that the electric field 
(denoted by e) is equal to the voltage per metre p.d. 
set up by the movement of the magnetic field. (If an 
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Fig. 3. If a simple loop electromagnet as shown, pro- 
ducing a magnetic field pointing towards the reader, is 
moved to the right it causes an upward e.m.f. 

Fig. 4. In order to set 
up a potential differ- 
ence between two plates 
it is first necessary for 
a temporary charging 
current to flow, and 
this is supposed to be 
continued as a dis- 
placement current along 
the directions of the 
electric field, shown 
here. 
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air capacitor with plates 1 mm apart is charged to 
50V, the electric field in the space between is 50,000 
V /m.) And we know that the voltage is equal to the 
rate at which the flux is changing in the space concerned. 
The flux (0) is equal to the flux density (B) multiplied 
by the area of its cross- section. And B is equal to the 
magnetic field strength (H) multiplied by the perme- 
ability (s). And in m.k.s. units H is equal to the 
ampere -turns per metre of field length. We can 
greatly simplify the putting of all this together if we 
make our chunk of space a one -metre cube. The 
original magnetizing loop would appear in Fig. 3 
as a one -metre square, but this would be an edge -on 
view of a turn made of strip one metre wide. Suppose 
that at the instant considered it exactly contains our 
stationary cube of space. And let the current round 
the loop be I amps. Then H is equal to I, and B (and 
therefore 0 in this case) is equal to [.I. The rate 
at which 45 is changing in this space depends on the 
speed with which the loop is moved across the space. 
By the time it has been shifted one metre the whole 
of the flux 0 has been taken away, so if the speed is 
v metres per second the rate of change of 0 is y 0, and 
we know this is equal to e. So the final upshot is 

r = via 

Doing Without the Loop 
Now to render the magnetizing loop entirely un- 

necessary, I has to be the displacement current 
generated by the charging of the space. A current is 
the rate at which electric charges are being moved. 
If a charge amounting to one coulomb is transferred 
at a steady rate in one second the current is one amp. 
The amount needed to charge C farads to V volts is 
CV coulombs. Our chunk of space can be regarded 
as a capacitor with plates one metre in area spaced 
one metre apart. Its capacitance in m.k.s. units is 
equal to the permittivity (K) of space. The move- 
ment of the magnetic field at y m/s causes it to be 
charged to E volts y times per second, so the rate at 
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which charging takes place (which is I) is Key coulombs 
per second. So now we know that I = Key. But our 
previous result told us that I = e /vµ. So putting 
these together we get 

KEv = - 
try. 

1 
. Kv= - 

vµ 

and va = 1 

so V = 

/lK 

1 

VpK 
For reasons that are too involved to explain in 

passing, the m.k.s. electrical units are based on the s 

of empty space -air is practically the same -being 
equal to 47r/107. Measured in the same units, K is 
found to be almost exactly 1/(367r x 108), so 

7 

v = .v(4 x 367 x 109) 

= /(9 x 1016 

= 300,000,000 metres per second approximately *. 

That is the speed at which fields have to move 
through space in order to be self -supporting. This 
apparently formidable requirement is in fact quite 
easily met, for any change in the magnitude of any 
current or voltage anywhere starts the process and 
launches an electromagnetic wave. But as we have 
seen in recent issues, it is only when the originating 
circuit is large and the rate of change rapid that the 
resulting wave is likely to be substantial. 

1f we did the above calculation more thoroughly, 
using a chunk of any dimensions, these would cancel 
out, giving the same result. I suggest you try it, 
just to convince yourself. Maxwell, being the bright 
boy he was, arrived at it by strict mathematical pro- 
cesses, before anybody knew definitely that electro- 
magnetic waves were possible. It was Hertz who 
came along later and proved Maxwell right by demon- 
strating such waves produced by electrical means. 

In case anyone thinks I have been trying to pull a 

* The latest estimate is 299,792,000. 

fast one by quietly forgetting about the current in the 
top and bottom of the magnetizing loop that was 
necessary to produce the magnetic field, I would 
hasten on to Fig. 5, which shows what happens when 
1 -metre " bricks " are put together as a start towards 
unrestricted open space. The currents in adjacent 
parts cancel out, so the dimensions of the bricks don't 
matter at all. 

Another thing : the result does not depend on using 
m.k.s. units. Any system of units, recognized or 
unrecognized, will do, provided it is a system. 

Procession of Fields 
Before finally knocking away the visible scaffolding 

that has helped us to build a picture of electromagnetic 
radiation, let us multiply it a little as in Fig. 6, showing 
three links in a whole chain of loops all moving to 
the right, with currents alternately clockwise and anti - 
clock. The middle one, S, is just our old Fig. 3 
friend, now escorted fore and aft by R and T. Between 
R and S the space which a moment ago, while R was 
passing, was positive below is becoming positive 
above, so an upward displacement current is necessary. 
Between S and T it must clearly be downward. Now 
accelerate the procession to the speed at which battery 
magnetization is unnecessary, and what remains is a 
sequence of moving fields, alternately positive and 
negative ; each bunch of magnetic field pointing 
towards us being accompanied by an upward- pointing 
electric field, and followed by an away- pointing 
magnetic field accompanied by a downward electric 
field. Since there is now no apparatus to maintain 
either field, each relies entirely on the other for its 
existence. It is the perfect marriage ; they cannot 
be parted even by death. 

So there is really not very much point in arguing 
about which partner causes the signal in a receiving 
aerial. Radiation can only exist as a combination- 
an electromagnetic wave. The logical view is that 
the electric field is primarily responsible, because that 
is what the free electrons in the aerial respond to. 
But since the radiated electric field is generated by the 
magnetic field the same answer is obtained if one 
supposed the e.m.f. in the aerial to be generated by 

the magnetic field as in ordinary 
Faraday induction. In practice the 
strength of a radio wave is usually 
given in terms of its electric field, 
in microvolts per metre, because 
this gives the aerial e.m.f. directly. 

Fig. 6, you remember, was a 
sample of what we imagined to be 
a long chain of " links." A pair of 
them, say S and R, makes up one 
complete wave, with positive and 
negative half -cycles. So wavelength 
is represented by twice the width of 
one link. 

All the way through we have, for 
simplicity, been assuming that the 

Left : Fig. 5. Showing how any number of current loops can 
be put together to form a larger one, because the currents 
along internal frontiers cancel out. 

Below : Fig. 6. Elaboration of Fig. 3 to show a procession 
of magnetic fields on the move, with the resulting displace- 
ment currents that help to maintain the magnetic fields and 
therefore themselves. 

+ + + 

fields are uniform over a whole link, 
loop, chunk, or brick. So Fig. 6 
represents square waves. In practice 
one is more often concerned with 
sinusoidal patterns of field strength, 
and the calculations are usually 
made on that basis, which does not 
alter the main conclusions. 
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Polytetrafluoroethylene 
,evo 
pater 01 
ELF GTE 

During the past few years a new 

resin -like substance, Polytetrafluoroethylene has 

been developed for Commercial use. It is unique among 

organic compounds in its chemical inertness, in its toughness 

over a wide range of temperatures, and in its low dielectric losses over 

a wide range of frequencies. 
P.T.F.E. has zero water absorption with low surface tension, high impact 

strength and form stability, a far greater resistance to chemicals than either 

Gold or Platinum, and retains its strength and dielectric properties at 

temperatures ranging from minus 100° C to plus 250° C. Its co-efficient of 

friction is of a very low order. 

The electrical losses of P.T.F.E. are substantially constant over a frequency 

range of 60 c.p.s. to at least 300 Mc.p.s. and are lower than those of polythene 

and polystyrene. Its resistance to surface arc -over is good and on failing it 

vaporises instead of carbonising to leave a conducting path. 

P.T.F.E. has been successfully used in a wide range of highest grade type - 

approved valveholders made by The Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd., and a 

range of lead- through and stand -off insulators is available. Also a number 

of stock sizes of Sheet, Rod, Tape, Yarn, Slugs etc., and moulded or fabri- 

cated parts can be supplied to specification. 

Its arc resistance, heat resistance and low electrical losses suggest unlimited 

applications within the Electronic Industry. 

E.R.72 

For full technical details please apply to 

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD. 

Sales Department P. T. F. E.ó, 21 Bruton Street, London, W.1. 

TELEPHONE: MAYFAIR 5543. 

Head Office: 155 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2 
Member of the A.E.J. Group of Companies. 
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TRINOX 
P,A, 

EQUIPMENT 

L 

r 
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Profitable P.A. business is built upon a reputation for reliability which can 
only be based on the dependability of your equipment. That is why it pays 
to use only TRUVOX, the reproducers that have had reliability built into 
them for a quarter of a century. 

TRUVOX PRESSURE 
TYPE DRIVING UNITS 

Senior and Junior models have a power handling 

capacity of 15 and IO watts respectively and 

provide a substantially linear response from 175 

to 10,000 c.p.s. The Senior model is available 

with built -in tropicalised multi -ratio transformer, 
a noteworthy feature much appreciated by sound 

engineers 

ROLA CELESTION LTD 
For Full Details Write to : 

TRUVOX REFLEX 
SPEAKERS 

Senior models give a substantially linear response 
from 250 to 8,000 c.p.s. with a peak handling 
capacity of 8 to 10 watts whilst Junior models 
range from 350 to 8,000 c.p.s. with 6 to 8 watts 
peak handling capacity. Either can be supplied 
with built -in transformer. Completely weather- 
proofed and designed to withstand prolonged 
exposure and vibration. 

FERRY WORKS, SUMMER ROAD, THAMES DITTON, SURREY 
'Phone: Emberbrook 3402 -6. 

Wholesale enquiries to- Truvox Ltd., Exhibition Grounds, Wembley, Middx. (WEM 1212) 

niE.MeI INSTITUTES 

EXPERIMENTAL KIT 

LEARN THE PRACTICAL WAY 
A specially prepared set of radio parts from which we teach 
you, in your own home, the working of fundamental 
electronic circuits and bring you easily to the point when 
you can construct and service a radio set. Whether you are 
a student for an examination, starting a new hobby, 
intent upon a career in industry, or running your own 
business - this Course is intended for YOU - and may be 
yours at a very moderate cost. Available on Easy Terms. 
WE TEACH YOU : Basic Electronic Circuits (Amplifiers-, 
Oscillators, Power Units, etc.) Complete Radio 
Receiver Testing & Servicing. 

POST IMMEDIATELY FOR FREE DETAILS 

TO: E.M.I. INSTITUTES, DEPT. 16X 

Grove Park Road, Chiswick, London, W.4 

Name 

Address 

I.C.12 

*Experimental 
Kits alsoform part 
of the following 
courses: Draughts- 
manship, Carpen- 
try, Chemistry, 
Photography, 
Commercial Art, 
etc. E 

INSTITUTES 
Associated with 

COLUMBAaHRIV 
(His Master's Voice) 
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Voltmeter Loading 
Usé of Potentiometer Method 

T is very well known that the measurement of I 
voltage in high -resistance circuits is liable to be 
inaccurate because of the load imposed by the volt- 

. meter. It is surprising, therefore, that more use is not 
made of a method which is described in all text -books 
of electricity-the potentiometer method. 

A voltmeter requires some power to operate it and 
this power is normally supplied by the circuit under 
test. If this circuit is of high resistance it cannot 
supply the necessary power without a drop in voltage. 
In the potentiometer method, a separate source of 
power is used to operate the voltmeter and the circuit 
under test has to supply no power at all. It is, there- 
fore, quite unaffected by the connection of the measur- 
ing circuit. 

The arrangement is shown in Fig. 1, where M1 is 
any ordinary voltmeter. The associated apparatus 
comprises a second meter M27 which is preferably a 
centre -zero galvanometer, a potentiometer R and a 
battery V of voltage greater than that to be measured. 
The circuit under test is represented by a box with two 
terminals AB. The measuring circuit is connected 
to AB, R is adjusted so that M2 indicates zero and the 
voltage is read from the voltmeter M1. 

If R is adjusted so that there is no current in M,, 
then AB neither supplies current to nor draws current 
from the measuring circuit. The voltage between 
A and B is thus the same as if the measuring circuit 
were not connected. If there is no current in M2 
the voltage across M2 must be zero and so the voltage 
between C and D must be the same as that between 
A and B. The voltmeter M1, however, indicates the 
voltage between C and D ; therefore, it gives a true 
indication of the voltage between A and B. The power 
for operating the voltmeter is drawn entirely from 
the battery V. 

In practice, it is not very convenient to have to use 
a separate power supply in this way. In most radio 
apparatus, however, the voltages appearing at high- 

. resistance points are derived by voltage -dropping 
from a common higher- voltage supply of relatively 
low resistance. Screen- grids, for example, are fed 
from the main h.t. line through dropping resistors or 
potential dividers. In most cases, therefore, the main 
h.t. line of the apparatus can be used for the voltmeter 
supply and the battery of Fig. 1 becomes unnecessary. 

The basic circuit of Fig. 1 can be simplified by the 
omission of the battery but in other ways it requires 
some elaboration. It is necessary to have something 
to protect the meter M, in case R is a long way from 
the proper adjustment when the circuit is connected. 
Let the voltage under test be VAB with a source 
resistance RAB. If the slider of R is at the bottom, 
the current in M2 will be VAB /(RAB + Rm), while if 
it is at the top it will be (VAB - V) /(RAB + Rm), where 
Rm is the resistance of the meter. 

It is necessary to make Rm large enough so that 
under these extreme conditions the current will not 
exceed the full -scale value of.Mi. The worst conditions 
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are when VAB is much less than V or nearly equal to 
V and, for complete safety under all conditions, it is 
desirable to have V /Rm no greater than the full -scale 
current of M,. In effect, this means that M, must be a 

voltmeter having V within its range. 
The resistance of M, will then be high and this will 

make the meter an insensitive indicator of the balance 
condition and it will be difficult to determine the 
proper setting of R. To overcome this, the resistance 
can be short- circuited by a switch as balance is 
approached. 

A second defect of the arrangement of Fig. 1 is that a 
potentiometer of ordinary quality does not give a fine 
enough control of voltage, particularly at low- voltage 
settings. It is often desirable to supplement it by a 

variable resistance. The circuit then takes the form 
shown in Fig. 2. R, and R, should be of about the 
same value and 20 k S? is suitable in most cases. With a 

300 -V h.t. supply they will draw up to 15 mA and the 
power will be up to 4.5 W, so components of at least 
6 -W rating should be used. If M, is a centre -zero 
instrument reading 1 mA f.s.d., R,,, should be 300 it 
to avoid any possibility of overloading it. 

In use, terminals 1 and 3 are connected to positive 
and negative h.t. of the apparatus under test and 2 is 

joined to the point at which it is desired to measure 
the voltage. With R, about mid -way on its travel, R, 
is adjusted for zero reading on M, (if this comes at the 
top of R2, R, is reduced). Then S, is closed and R2 
(and R, if necessary) is re- adjusted more precisely. 

AO 

Bo 

Fig. I. Basic potentiometer circuit for voltage measurement. 

Fig. 2. Practical circuit. M, is a centre -zero milliammeter. 
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3 

Fig. 3. Circuit for use with a left -hand zero meter for M2. 
The metal rectifiers ensure that the meter deflects one way 
only irrespective of the direction of the current. 

When a centre -zero meter is not available, the 
ordinary left -hand zero type can be used in con- 
junction with a bridge -type metal rectifier of the kind 
used in a.c. instruments, as shown in Fig. 3. This 
makes the meter reading independent of polarity 
and so the adjustment for zero current becomes one for 
minimum deflection of the pointer. The sensitivity 
obtainable is not quite so great because the resistance 
of the rectifier elements increases as the balance 
point is approached, but the adjustment of R is easier 
to carry out for a minimum reading than for zero. 

It is, of course, possible to elaborate the scheme. By 
introducing switching, for instance, one meter can 
be used for both purposes. The voltmeter M1, for 
instance, is only a milliammeter with series resistors. 
The meter itself can, therefore, be switched to do duty 
for M2 if its voltage -range resistors are left in place to 
keep the proper load on R2. 

NEW BOOKS 
Television Receiver Design : Monograph 1 ; I.F. Stages. 

By A. G. W. Uitjens. Pp. 17, xii ; Figs. 123. Philips 
Technical Library : distributors ; Cleaver Hume Press, 
Ltd., 42a, South Audley St., London, W.I. Price 21s. 

THE Philips organization (Holland) have already pub- 
lished English translations of a series of books on broad- 
cast receivers by members of their staff, and they are now 
embarking on a similar series on television receivers. 
This, the first, deals with the i.f. stages ; the translation is, 
on the whole quite satisfactory ; printer's errors are few 
and, except in one instance, of minor importance. At the 
end is a list of symbols, some of which will be unfamiliar 
to the English reader. It is a pity that the opportunity 
was not taken to bring all the symbols into line with 
English usage, as this would greatly enhance the value of 
the book to a student reader. There are seven chapters 
on single and coupled tuned i.f. circuits with staggered 
tuning ; gain- bandwidth, distortion, noise and valve inter- 
electrode feedback problems are thoroughly explored. The 
text is illustrated by numerical examples and the last 
chapter details a particular design of staggered tuning 
with five single circuits as well as indicates the response 
to a modulation envelope step function ; a circuit diagram 
of the complete amplifier would have been helpful. The 
effect of trap circuits protecting from adjacent channels 
is considered, and reasons are given for the choice of the 
circuit to which they are connected. To preserve con- 
tinuity proofs of many expressions used in the text are 
relegated to appendices. In Appendix 1, the attenuation 
and phrase responses of a single tuned circuit are derived, 
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and input, output and transfer impedances, and admit- 
tance locus diagrams are developed for dissimilar as well 
as similar tuned circuits coupled by mutual inductance. 
Constant reference must be made to the list of symbols 
if the derivations are to be followed. In section lg it is 
not immediately clear that the primary is the coupling 
circuit and the secondary an absorber circuit when dis- 
cussing trap circuits in terms of tuned coupled circuits. 
A diagram including values, such as Fig. 74 with suitable 
captions, would have made this clear. Appendix 2 
develops the expression for determining the response of 
staggered tuned circuits as used in Chapter 2 where the 
principle of " flat " staggered tuning is clearly set out. 

In television receiver design it is important to know 
how the pulse shapes of the input signal are modified in 
their passage through the i.f. stages, and Appendix 3 
shows how the modifications can be determined from the 
attenuation and phase response characteristics. A mis- 
print makes Appendix 4 on noise factor calculations 
difficult to follow ; Fig. 31 should read Fig. 56. Appen- 
dix 5 develops expressions used in Chapter 6, where 
feedback effects due to valves are considered. Table 1 
provides information on the characteristics (gain -band- 
width, etc.) of Philips valves suitable for use in wideband 
amplifier stages. The remaining three tables are con- 
cerned with factors of importance in staggered tuned 
circuits. There is no index. 

The inexperienced designer will find much of value in 
this book but the expert will discover little that he does 
not already know. K. R. S. 

Sound Reproduction (Third Edition) by G. A. Briggs. 
Pp. 368; Figs. 315. Wharfedale Wireless Works, Brad- 
ford Road, Idle, Bradford, Yorks. Price 17s 6d. 

WRITTEN professedly in non -technical language and 
addressed primarily to the layman, this book contains, 
nevertheless, much material of interest to the knowledge- 
able enthusiast, and the terms non -technical and semi - 
technical, often used by the author, should be liberally 
interpreted. The field covered is wide -literally all 
aspects of sound reproduction not dealt with in greater 
detail in the author's other books on "Loudspeakers" and 
" Amplifiers " -and this third edition has been brought 
up to date by extensive revision of the original text and 
by the addition of eight new chapters. 

Mr. Briggs has been fortunate in his collaborators and 
the chapter on vented (reflex) cabinets by R. E. Cooke 
is probably the best exposition of the underlying prin- 
ciples so far published. This is backed by tables giving 
specific recommendations for cabinet dimensions to suit 
typical sizes of loudspeaker and cone resonances. R. L. 
West and S. Kelly contribute new material on the design 
of pickups, and the practical aspects of successful mag- 
netic tape recording are ably dealt with by C. H. Banks 
and L. J. Bradley. The chapter on cross -over networks 
is detailed and contains much useful coil- winding data, 
together with some concrete facts about phase shifts near 
the cross -over frequency- hitherto a somewhat nebulous 
bogy. 

Mr. Briggs is an indefatigable experimenter and he has 
photographed countless cathode -ray oscillograms to verify 
the axiomatic as well as to illuminate the controversial 
in his search for better quality of reproduction. His con- 
clusions are generally sound, but occasionally hasty as 
when he states (p. 37) that there is no " vibration " at 
the mouth of a quarter -wave pipe. A " velocity " instead 
of a " pressure" microphone would have given quite a 
different picture. There is also some confusion of thought 
on the role of density, Young's modulus and viscosity 
sic of materials involved in the production and trans- 
mission of sounds. Weight rather than density (p. 102) is 
the criterion for confining low- frequency sounds, and a 
high Young's modulus is not a necessity for producing 
high frequencies as his " odd man out " example of hand 
clapping (p. 183) seems to prove. 

Whether one is learning from or disagreeing with the 
author -and no one interested in sound reproduction can 
fail to do both -there is little fear of falling asleep while 
reading this book. F. L. D. 
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Proposed Television 
Stations 

Plans for British Two programme Service 

0 N July 1st the Stockholm Plans for broadcasting in bands 41 -68, 87.5 -100 
and 174 -216 Mc /s, which were signed on June 30th last year, officially come 
into force. So far as this country (which was among the 21 signatories) is 
concerned, the signature is effective only for Band I. The British delegation 
would not commit this country to the plans for Bands II and III until it 
had been finally decided by the Government whether a.m. or f.m. was to be 
used for the sound service in Band II and also precisely how Band III was 
to be used. The Atlantic City Convention (1947), which allocated frequencies 
en bloc to the various services, contains a footnote permitting the U.K. to 
use Band III for other than broadcasting; actually for point -to -point com- 
munication (174 -200 Mc /s) and air navigational aids (200 -216 Mc /s). 

Provision is made in the Stockholm Plans for 40 television stations in this 
country-12 in Band I (including the existing and projected 10 stations) 
and 28 in Band III. In view of the recent statement by Sir Ian Jacob, 
director -general of the B.B.C., that the Corporation hopes to erect 10 low - 
power stations when the present scheme is completed, we give below a list 
of the 30 additional British stations provided for in the Stockholm Plans. 

It must, of course, be pointed out that this list, which provides for a dual 
service for the whole country, was drawn up before any decision had been 
reached regarding sponsored television. 

Vision 
(Mc/s) 

. Sound 
(Mc /s) Station 

E.R.P.* (kW) Polariz- 
ation 

Vision Sound 

BAND I 
61.75 58.25 Isle of Man 25 6 H 

Channel Islands 5 1.25 H 
BAND III 

179.75 176.25 Channel Islands 5 1.25 V 
London 200 50 V 
Pontop Pike 50 12 H 

184.75 181.25 Aberdeen 50 12 H 
Holme Moss 200 50 V 
South Devon 50 12 H 

189.75 186.25 Kirk o' Shotts 200 50 V 
Norfolk 50 12 V 
North Wales 50 12 H 

194.75 191.25 Northern Ireland 50 12 H 
South East Kent 50 12 V 
Sutton Goldfield 200 50 V 
West Cornwall 50 12 V 

199.75 196.25 Cumberland 50 12 H 
Wenvoe 200 50 V 

204.75 201.25 Isle of Man 50 12 V 
Isle of Wight 50 12 V 
Londonderry 50 12 H 
North Scotland 50 12 V 
West Wales 50 12 H 

209.75 206.25 Cumberland 50 12 H 
South East Kent 5 1.25 V 
West Wales 50 12 H 

214.75 211.25 Londonderry 50 12 H 
Norfolk 50 12 V 
North Scotland 50 12 H 
North Wales 50 12 H 
West Cornwall 50 12 V 

* Effective radiated power. 
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H, Horizontal. , V ertical. 

Our policy is to specialise in sound 
equipment. Sound problems are our 
problems and we have been solving 
them for over 25 years. For the 
usual or unusual in sound amplifica- 
tion install TRIX equipment. Infor- 
mation and advice is always at your 

disposal. 

The UNICORN, model 
H.21. A miniature ex- 
ponential horn typespeaker 
of novel design and con- 
struction (prov. patent). 
Ideal for noisy locations, 
vehicles, etc. Handling 
capacity approx. 5 watts, 
impedance 15 ohms. 

Model G7808 
Moving Coil 
Dynamic high 
fidelity Micro- 
phone. Excellent 
f req uency response 
between 50 and 
8,000 cps with 
freedom from 
resonance. Also 
high impedance 
G7808 /H. 

Model U885í P 2u watts AC, DC 
Equipment. Comprises amplifier 
unit, two 10in. loudspeakers, 
moving coil mike, folding stand 
and cables. Also supplied with 
high -fidelity Ribbon microphone. 

SERVICE IN SOUND BY 

The TRIX ELECTRICAL CO. LTD. 
I -5, MAPLE PLACE, TOTTENHAM CT ROAD, 

LONDON, W.I. Phone: MUSeum 5817 

Telegrams and Cables: TRIXADIO, WESDO, LONDON 
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RANDOM RADIATIONS 
By "DIALLIST" 

The Components Show 
THAT SUCH NUMBERS of visitors 

should have made special journeys to 
the Components Show from twenty- 
one countries is an outsize feather in 
the cap of the R.E.C.M.F. This year 
there were more of them than ever. 
How important the exhibition has 
become in the eyes of the world may 
be gathered from the fact that not 
a few technical journals in other 
countries didn't just send reporters: 
their editors came themselves. Two 
whom I was delighted to meet (and 
who expressed unbounded admira- 
tion for what they had seen) were the 
editor of Audio Engineering from 
America and the editor of Toute la 
Radio from France. There were 
buyers, manufacturers, journalists 
and others from all over the Empire, 
and from many countries in Western 
Europe, Asia, America and Africa. It 
is indeed a tribute to British com- 
ponents that so many people should 
find it well worth while to make long 
journeys to attend this small, private, 
three -day exhibition. The R.E.C.M.F. 
has been wise in adopting and ad- 
hering to the world's strictest and 
most rigid standards in materials, 
design and workmanship. Quality 
pays -and goes on paying. 

Striving for Inefficiency 
So POWERFUL are the a.m. and 

f.m. signals that I receive from the 
20 -kW Wrotham transmitter at a 
range of 50 miles with a pukka dipole 
mounted on a chimney stack, that 
I've been trying out aerials of lower 
and lower electrical efficiency with a 
view to discovering how far one can 
go before any marked falling off 
occurs. The arrangement I'm using 
at the moment cost is 8d, including 
the feeder. It consists of four yards 
of PVC -covered flex, the last 2 -1ft 
of which were untwisted and 
straightened out, the single wires 
being stapled to right and left along 
a picture rail 8ft above the floor of a 
ground -floor room. Signal strength 
is still so ample that I shall have to 
work out something a good deal less 
effective before the answer is found. 
Metre -wave broadcasting when it 
comes (and may that be soon!) looks 
like having very great advantages 
over medium- and long -wave trans- 
mission. Among these, if f.m. is 
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selected, are: (1) coverage of the 
same service area with about a 
quarter of the transmitter output 
power; (2) excellent reception (except 
in fringe areas) with the simplest and 
cheapest of indoor aerials; (3) far 
greater freedom from background 
hiss and impulsive interference; and 
(4) much better quality. 

A Nice Point 
SETTLE A COUPLE of wireless 

enthusiasts into comfortable arm- 
chairs of an evening and it won't be 
long before they start an argument 
on one of the finer points of their pet 
subject. Man has probably been an 
argumentative animal ever since he 
found out how to use speech to con- 
vey his thoughts and ideas to others. 
Our discussions and debates to-day 
carry on hi; age -old attempt to arrive 
at the truth about this or that. On a 
recent chilly evening a friend and I 
got on to the subject of valves as 
we basked in the warmth of a wel- 
come fire. He's a bit of an authority 
on matters wireless; but I had to take 
him up when he described the therm - 
ionic valve as basically a voltage 
amplifier. His thesis was that volt- 
age changes applied to the grid 
give rise to similar but much larger 
changes at the anode when a load 
is provided. By choosing the kind of 
anode load suitable for the work in 

hand you can pass these voltages on 
to another valve; or, you can use 
them as e.m.f.'s to drive current 
through a power- operated device 
such as a loudspeaker. I hold that 
the valve is essentially a power 
amplifier. There must be some resist- 
ance in the grid circuit and you can't 
get away from the fact that V' /R= 
W, however small the figures may be. 
An amplified copy of these small ap- 
plied powers appears in the anode 
circuit and you can use it as suits 
your purpose by selecting the right 
kind of anode load. I firmly believe 
that that is the best way of picturing 
the working of an amplifying valve. 
What are your views ? 

Room for Improvement 

SORRY THOUGH I AM to have to say 
it, there cannot be much doubt that 
too many of the h.t. batteries available 
nowadays are pretty poor things. I 
am thinking particularly of those made 
up of $in x 2 1-in cells, for they are 
by far the most widely used; but my 
criticisms apply equally to those with 
larger and smaller cells. . If you care 
to work it out from the electro- 
chemical equivalent of zinc, you'll 
find that a in x 2 1in can, weighing 
about 12 grams, has, in theory, a 
possible current output of 10Ah. Of 
course, you cannot expect to get any- 
thing like that from it since the cell 
is usually discarded when the e.m.f. 
has fallen from 1.5V to 0.9V. Still, 
with a load of 8 -10 mA you should 
justifiably hope for a good bit more 
than the 0.7Ah to 1.lAh that is all 
that I've been able to obtain of late 
from h.t. batteries with cells of this 

"WIRELESS WORLD" PUBLICATIONS 
Net By 

Price Post 
RADIO DESIGNER'S HANDBOOK. F. Langford- Smith, 

B.Sc., B.F,., M.I.R.E., A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.E., 4th Edition 42/- 43/6 
RADIO INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION as Applied to Radio 

and Television Reception. G. L. Stephens, A.M.I.E.E. ... 10/6 10/11 
SOUND RECORDING AND REPRODUCTION. J. W. Godfrey and S. W. Amos, B.Sc.. A.M.I.E.E., in collaboration with 

the B.B.C. Engineering Division ... ... ... ... 
MICROPHONES. By the Staff of the Engineering Training 

30/- 30/8 
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ADVANCED THEORY OF WAVEGUIDES. L. Lewin. ... 30,- 30/7 
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M.I.E.E. 3rd Edition 
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size. Again and again the overall 
e.m.f. of a battery has become un- 
steady after far too short a period of 
intermittent use. Once that happens, 
the set becomes increasingly noisy 
for an hour or two, and then packs 
up altogether. Test the battery with 
a high- resistance voltmeter and you'll 
find only tiny fractions of their stated 
c.m.f.s between certain tappings - 
usually near the middle. I have con- 
ducted post -mortems on scores of 
such batteries and have found in 
each case one or more perforated 
cells. Cell- perforation after a short 
period of intermittent use under a 
moderate load is something which, 
in my opinion, should not occur in 
a well- designed and well -made dry 
battery. 

Full Speed Ahead 

TOWARDS THE END OF MARCH àn 
American friend asked me in one of 
his letters whether the imminence of 
the Coronation was producing record 
sales of television receivers. I re- 
plied that sales weren't too bad, 
except in Scotland, where compara- 
tively few sets were being sold. 
" Possibly," I added, " the hard- 
headed Scots are holding their hands 
in the hope that the Budget will 
bring a reduction in purchase tax. 
If so, they are likely to be dis- 
appointed." My prediction could 
not have been more erroneous and 
I'm very glad of that. The reduced 
tax will mean bigger sales every- 
where and, therefore, more money 
for research and development. It 
isn't always realized that television 
has had a hard battle to fight in this 
country. Our television service, the 
first in the world, was just getting 
nicely into its stride when the out- 
break of war closed it down in the 
autumn of 1939. The TV research 
men were mobilized as the " back- 

' room boys" of radar and had, so 
to speak, to beat their viewing 
screens into p.p.i. displays. Then 
when the war was over shortages of 
men, money and materials prevented 
the rapid development of our 
national television system. The 
heavy purchase tax imposed on re- 
ceiving sets led inevitably to re- 
stricted sales and meant that with 
us television had to amble, instead 
of galloping, into its rightful position 
as the best of all sources of domestic 
entertainment. With the lowering 
of the tax, this Coronation year may 
well see a boom in television com- 
parable with that which occurred in 
the early nineteen -twenties in 
" sound" radio. 
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NEW 
Rolling- Spring 

MINIATURE "M" TYPE 

MICRO -SENSITIVE SWITCH 

BASIC TYPE SWITCH 

WITH WIRE OPERATOR 

WITH LEAF OPERATOR 

THE NEWEST addition to the range of Bulgin micro- 
sensitive Switches are these Miniature " M " type. 

Manufactured to the usual Bulgin superlative quality, 
these switches are made with high -grade moulded 
" Bakelite " bodies, with Styrene type covers, fitted 
with internal springs of hardened Beryllium- copper 
alloy and with heavy contacts of pure silver. Bakelite 
or Stainless -steel operating buttons. Different switching 
arrangements can be had by fitting the universal detach- 
able plates (Provisional Patents). Further details upon 
request. 

With Stainless Steel operating Button With "Bakelite" operating Button. 

LIST 
NO. 

Operating 
Pressure 
Grams 

Breaking 
Rating 

(Amperes') 

LIST 
NO. 

Operating 
Pressure 
Grams 

Breaking 
Rating 

(Amperes') 

S.530/A 
5.531 /A 

S.532/A 

25 -35 
35 -50 

50-100 

At 125 V. 
= 3.0A. 
and at 

250 V. 
= I.5A 

(A.0 SO'-) 

S.530'B 
S.531/B 

á.532 /B 

25 -35 
35 -50 

50 -100 

At 125 V 
= 3.OA. 
and at 

250 V. 
= I.SA. 

(A.C.50rr) 

= Surge- current (as from back -E.M.F., etc.) if greater than steady current of 
circuit. Switching -on surge, if any, should not exceed rating x1.5 max. value, for 
longest life. 

SEND FOR CATALOGUE No. 191 /WW Price If- Post Free. 

MANUFACTURERS OF RADIO AND ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 

A.F.BULGIN E, CO.LTD 
BYE -PASS ROAD BARKING 

TELEPHONE Pippleway 3474 IS' 
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UNBIASED 

Forestalling the Future ? 

WHEN our descendants celebrate 
the Queen's Golden Jubilee forty- 
nine years hence, the newspapers 
will doubtless publish many articles 
dealing with various aspects of life 
in England during the early years of 
her reign. Our descendants are 
bound to be struck forcibly by the 
amazingly primitive and comfortless 

Primitive and comfortless. 

condition in which we were content 
to live having regard to the degree 
of scientific knowledge attained. 

I think that one of the things at 
which the people of the year 2002 
will marvel most will be that we early 
Elizabethans of 1952 could make an 
atom bomb but failed to use the re- 
sources of radio to enable us to 
maintain communications with the 
rest of the world when journeying by 
land. The provision of radio -tele- 
phonic facilities on trains and other 
public vehicles, although technically 
possible is, I suppose, banned by 
bureaucrats. This is, however, 
equally true of private cars, for the 
P.M.G. has never bothered to equip 
each telephone exchange with v.h.f. 
radio apparatus so that car owners, 
who installed the necessary equip- 
ment, could be linked with the 
national telephone system while 
travelling. 

It is, however, a strange thing that 
if you own a boat and take your plea- 
sure in it anywhere in the Thames 
Estuary the P.M.G. does provide a 
specially equipped telephone ex- 
change for you so that you are as 
much " on the phone " as if you were 
at home. Recently I was visiting a 
friend who, like others of his kind, 
enjoys himself by spending his week- 
ends on a small but well -equipped 
sailing craft. 

I congratulated him on being " on 
the phone " in this special manner 
and said I wondered that he and 
others like him were not tempted, 
when temporarily abandoning ship 
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By FREE GRID 

on Monday mornings, to transfer the 
radio gear to their cars. 

No reply was made to my observa- 
tion but I did receive from my friend 
rather a queer look which might have 
been meant for silent reproof at my 
harbouring such subversive ideas; on 
the contrary, it might have been 
meant for withering contempt at my 
lack of sophistication. I just don't 
know. I merely record the facts and 
leave you to draw your own conclu- 
sions. 

Silent TV 
I WAS greatly interested in 

" Diallist's " prediction in the May 
issue that sets of the future may be 
provided with a three -position 
switch : sound and vision; vision 
only; sound only. But I certainly do 
not agree with him that more often 
than not the switch will be turned 
to the " sound -only " position. On 
the contrary, I think that if such a 
switch be provided it will almost in- 
variably be turned to " vision only," 
and eventually the B.B.C. will radiate 
only silent TV. 

I am led to this conclusion by the 
fact that owing to the development 
of a fault (which I have not yet found 
time to trace) in the " sound " side 
of my television set I have 
lately been looking at silent TV. 
As a result I have become quite 
expert at lip reading. I can, in 
fact, follow the dialogue by this 
means far more easily than I 
could when I had to rely on my 
ears, as the sound was so often 
tendered unintelligible by the 
ceaseless chatter of Mrs. Free 
Grid and her fellow females 
discussing the shortcomings of 
their respective husbands. 

Even when I have the house 
to myself the peace and enjoy- 
ment of watching this silent TV 
has to be experienced to be be- 
lieved. It does mean, of course, 
that I have to give the pro- 
gramme full concentration if it 
is to be intelligible, but this is as 
it should be. I have no more 
patience with people who use 
sound broadcasting as a sort of 
soporific background to their 
other activities than I have with those 
who go to the cinema and divide 
their attention between the screen 
and their own amateurish imitations 
of the amatory activities displayed on 
it. In common fairness, however, I 
must add that there is some excuse 
for their use of the cinema as an 
osculatorium as the proprietors fail 
to provide what used to be known 
in the U.S.A. as " necking niches " 
for those who don't want to see the 
film. 

Inter -departmental Quiz 
ANYTHING that smacks of the 

Totalitarian Police State is anathema 
to me. I must, therefore, register a 
very strong protest at the P.M.G.'s 
attempt to get the myrmidons of the 
Ministry of Transport to act as his 
Gestapo. 

The current form which we all 
have to fill up when we, want to re- 
new our car licence asks bluntly " Is 
the vehicle fitted with a radio set? " 
If the answer is " Yes " we have to 
answer a further question which asks 
us if the set is separately licensed. 
These questions are, in my opinion, 
wholly irrelevant to the licensing of 
a car. 

I presume that if the wretched 
motorist answers " No " to the ques- 
tion which asks him if the set is 
licensed, the informatión will be 
passed on to the P.M.G. Supposing 
the motorist declines to answer this 
question on the grounds that no man 
is compelled to answer a question 
which might incriminate him, I 
wonder if the authorities would re- 
fuse to issue him a Road Fund 
licence ? I wonder, too, whether the 
police have instructions and the 
necessary authority to ask about the 
licensing of any set they may see 

Decibelless dialogue. 

installed in the car when taking par- 
ticulars for some misdemenour? 

This sort of inter- departmental 
quiz is probably reciprocal and there 
is a danger that before long, when 
buying a radio licence at the local 
Post Office we may be asked if we 
have a clean driving licence. When 
applying for a marriage licence the 
bridegroom may, one day, be 
asked offensive questions about his 
income -at present the prerogative of 
the intended bride's father. 
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The HIGHEST 
ATTAINABLE 

* QUALITY of 
SOUND REPRODUCTION 

Representing a unique feedback circuit development, the " Vari -Slope " 
pre- amplifier gives audibly better reproduction. This advance consists 
of variable -slope " electronic " low -pass filters operating on negative voltage 
feedback principles. 
No Inductors (" Chokes ") are used, and their disadvantages are completely 
eliminated. The turnover frequencies are 5 kc /s, 7 kc /s and 9 kc's and the 
slopes of attenuation are continuously variable over the range 5db to 50db 
per octave. 

o 

s 

Io 

Is 

20 

GRAD 

SrELP 

\ 
351 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 15 20 

FREQUENCY, kc/s. 

Frequency amplitude curves for the "TREBLE-3" 
position (5kcis turnover). Curves of the same slopes 
are obtained on the other two positions turning over 
at 7kc/s and 9kc /s ( " -2" and " -I" positions). 

The VARI -SLOPE 
The filters consist essentially of 
twin -T resistor -capacity networks 
inserted in the return circuit of 
a single -loop feedback amplifier. 
The more obvious advantages of 
this electronic feedback method 
over conventional choke filters 
include : 

(a) Improved transient response 
characteristics (due to absence of 
chokes having self -capacitance) and 
the consequent reduction of "ring- 
ing." 

LIST PRICE IN 

POINT ONE TL /12 
Triple Loop Feedback Amplifier 

For laboratory use as a stabilised -gain audio frequency power amplifier. For 

the highest possible standard of disc recording. For the highest possible 

quality of reproduction from Pick -up, Radio, Microphone, Film and Magnetic 

Tape. For use as a driver amplifier in the speech modulator chain of broadcast 
transmitters. Used with the " Vari -Slope " pre -amplifier and the best available 

complementary equipment, the TL /12 power amplifier gives to the music -lover 

a quality of reproduction unsurpassed by any equipment at any price. 

27 Gns. 
Write for fully descriptive literature 

H. J. LEAK & CO., LTD., BRUNEL ROAD, WESTWAY FACTORY ESTATE, ACTON, W.3 

Phone : SHEpherds Bush 1173 4. Telegrams :- Sinusoidal, Ealux, London. Cables : Sinusoidal, London. 

(b) Extremely low harmonic and 
inter -modulation distortion due to 
negative voltage feedback action. 

(c) No discontinuities in the rates of 
slope when the slope control is 
operated, and no change in signal 
level at frequencies below turn- 
over. (Both these faults occur in 
variable -slope choke filters due to 
the slope control, altering the 
terminating impedance and the 
insertion loss.) 

(d) No chokes to cause magnetic 
hum pick -up. 

(e) Smaller size, lighter weight, greater 
uniformity in production. 

BRITAIN 12 Gns. 

The "Point -One" TL/I2 Amplifier is built 
to a tropical specification and used through- 
out the world, including : 

The British Broadcasting Corporation. 
The South African Broadcasting 

Corporation. 
The Swedish Broadcasting Corporation. 
The Swiss Broadcasting Corporation. 
The Italian Broadcasting Corporation 
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WIRELESS WORLD 

ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT LTD. 

Below is a list of B.V.A. and other 
Proprietary valves which we can 
supply at the Pre -1951 Budget Price, 
i.e., only one third tax. We can 
of course supply most of the other 
types to complete the range but 

OX50 8F1 
024 6F5 
OlA BFB 
1A4E 6F7 
1A4 BF8 
lA50 BF13 
lA8 8F14 
1A6E BF15 
1BC1 606 
1B4E BHW 
1B5 BH7 
101 615 
105 677 
1C7 SIS 
1Dtl 6K5 
105 8K6 
107 BK7 
1FW4A 8LD20 
1F3 SL1 
1F5 615 
1F8 616 
1F7 617 
104 6118 
106 61.19 
1H4 6511 
1H20 687 
136 BP25 
1LA8E 8Q7 
1LA4 8R7 
1L4 68A7 
1P10 6607 
1P11 88X7 
1RF120 65K7 
1R5 6917 
165 8387 
1T4 BSQ7 
1T5 8557 
1V 887 

2AS 
BT7 

2A7 
6175 
5U7 

SAS BW5 
EDS 6ZY5 
2D4A 
2D4 

B20413 

2D13 7A2 
2D13A 7A3 
2D13C 7A7E 
2P 7B5 
2YR215 7B8 
2Z3 707E 

3V9 7D3 

3Y4 705 
708 

1 
7H7 

401 7K7 

4THA 7É7 4TPB 757 

5 
8 

5174 SA1 5X46 ßD2 523 ßD3 
5Y4 

ODO 523 

6A/37 10D1 10D2 
SAC7 10 
BAE5 
SAGS 

10FF1 

SAGS 
1O 

B6/1/56 
1L 0F 
1013 

BATE 
413 

SA3 
10414 

BAB 1103 
SA7 1105 
BAB 
BBAB 12AL5 
8Há8 12AT7 
6B4 12AU6 
6136 12AU7 
ßB7 12AX7 
13870 12A5 
8B8EO 12Aß 
6880 12A8 
604 12Bß 
6C5 1235 
606 1237 
608 12Kß 
509 12Q7 
6010 12SA7 
601 12SF5 
602 12607 
603 ] 12S 
608 I 12817 

123117 
12807 
12SR7 
120W7 
13D1 
13SP A 
13VPA 

14 
15 
15A2 
1501 
1502 
15E 
17 
18 
19 
19BG8 
200 
2001 
20D2 
20F2 
20LPT 
21A 
22N41 
24 
24A 
24E 
25A0 
25E5 
25L6 
25Z5 
26 
27 
2807 
30 
31 
32E 
33 
34 
35 
3505 
35Z3 
3529 
36 
37 
38 
39 
39' 44 
415106 
459110 
4151111 
41MLF 
41MP 

4 
C 
A 1M 

4151TL 
42 
418TH 
4151X4 
42A 
42E 
42MPT 
43I11 
43 
45IU 
48 
47E 
48 
49A 
5005 
5016 
58 
61ST 
52BT 
82DDT 
62TH 
ß2V4 
1361117 

67PT 
71A 
75 
76 
78 
77 
80 
81 
63 
84 
101 
104V 
112A 

117Z6 
120 
124 
150 
1ßOA 
150B 
185BT 
202DDT 
202MPG 
2020TH 
202VPB 
202VP 
210002 
210HF 
210LF 
210PG 
210VPT 
215SG 
2201PT 
220P 
220PA 
220PT 
220VPB 
225ßu 
230PEN 
240QP 
29014 
244V 
301 
302 
307A 
329 
340 
3ß98X 
408011 
41011F 
41540 
415KP 
424 
425X4 
442BU 
807G 
825 
635 
807 
904V 
1215 
1904 
1912 
1915 
1920 
1924 
1927 
1928 
2102 
6153T 
9004 

ACIHL 
AC/HP5 
AC/P 
ACP4 
AC'VP1 
AC'VHPZ 
AC, 044 
AC2/HL 
AC91PEN 
ASL125 
A64120 
AS4125 
AZ1 
A20B 
A50A 

BR202 
BTHBG 
BVA42 
BVA43 
BVA44 
BVA45 
BVA47 
BVA49 
BVAStl 
BVA142 
BVA281 
B: 

COLI 
CBL31 
CCH2 
00035 
CIA 

DINE, 1953 

04.et need 
usually those not listed will have to 
be charged at the current rate of 
tax, i.e. 50 per cent. 
We give a very prompt insured 
C.O.D. service on valves and we 
shall be glad to execute your orders. 

CL33 
CY31 
Cl 
C1C 
C2 
C9 
C10 
C200 
C23B 
C300 
C36A 
C38C 
CSOB 
C50N 

DAC1 
DAF91 
DC/HL 
DC/P 
DD/PEN 
DDL4 
DDTR13 
DDT16 
DD13 
DD14 
DD40 
DD41 
DD101 
DD207 
DD820 
DD818 
002530 
DER 
DE3 
DESA 
DESE 
DF51 
DF91 
DIVE 
DF495 
DOS 
DH83 
01178 
DH77 
011149 
DH150 
DK91 
DL81 
DLS10 
DL2 
DL24M 
DL33 
DL35 
0163 
DL74 
DL93 
DL94 
DL145 
DN41 
DN143 
DP495 
01310 
DVSG 
DW2 
DW3 
DW8 
0020 
D024 
D023 
D1 
D3 
D41 
D42 
043 
D83 
D77 
D92 
D152 
D400 

EAF41 
EAF42 
EA50 
EBC3 
EBC41 
EBF11 
EBF32 
EBF80 
EBL21 
EB4 
EB34 
EB41 

ECC31 
ECC32 
ECC 91 
ECH21 
E01142 
ECL80 
EC 
ECM. 
EE50 
EFOD 
EF5 
EIS 
EIS 
EF12 
EF13 
EF22 
EF36 
EF39 
EF41 
EF42 
EF54 
EF80 
EF92 
EK2 
EK3 
EK32 
EK91 
EL2 
EL32 
EL33 
EL35 
EL38 
EL41 
EL42 
EL50 
EL82 
EL3 
EMI 
EM4 
E5135 
EY91 
EZ35 
EZ40 
EZ41 

FC2A 
FC2 
FC13 

0102 
G111 
024 

11013 
HD14 
HD24 
01001320 
HL4 
HL13 
HL13C 
11L21DD 
10123 
111.41 
HL41DD 
HL42DD 
HL45DD 
HL133DD 
1111320 
HPB13 
HP210 
HP211C 
HP215 
HP1118 
1112018 
HP4101 
HP4101C 
11P4103 
HP4106 
11141062 
024108 
HP4115 
HR210 
HVII1 
H20 
H21 
1131 
H83 
H141D 
10807 
1245 
KBC32 

KCF30 
KF35 
KF32 
KLL32 
KL32 
KL35 
KTWB1M 
KTW81 
11111/63 
KTW73 
KT W74 
KTW81M 
KTZ41 
KTZ83 
KT4 
KT8 
KT24 
KT32 
KT33C 
KT35 
KT44 
KT45 
KT81 
KT83 
KT66 
KT71 
KT72 
KT74 
KT78 
KT81 
1123B 
K30G 
K30K 
K33A 
10408 
K50M 
K5ON 
K52 
K80A 
K183 
K535 

LD210 
10210 
LL2 
LL4 
LP2 
LP220 
L1 
L2 
L2DD 
L13 
L21DD 
L38 
L83 
L77 
L410 
1810 

51E17 
51E41 
ME91 
ME920 
MDH4 
MHL13 
5104 
51041 
MH208 
MH1118 
MH4103 
MH4105 
51H4103 
MKT4 
ML4 
MP PEN 
MR1 
MS /PEN 
MS/PENB 
51SP4 
MSP41 
MS4 
MVSPEN 

5111113 
NH4105 
N14 
N18 
N18 
N37 
N43 
N77 
N145 
N150 
N152 

OC13L 
ODI 
0514 
OMB 
0519 
0202 

PA1 
PD220 
PD3521 
PEN B4 
PENDD1380 
PENDD2530 
PENDD4020 
PEN4VA 
PEN4DD 
PEN23 
PEN25 
PEN300 
PEN 40D D 
PEN45DD 
PEN220 
PEN383 
PEN428 
PEN453DD 
PL33 
PL38 
PL82 
PL83 
PM2A 
PM2B 
MUM 
PM3 
PM4 
PM4DX 
15112 
P511251 
PM14 
PM20 
PMM2225A 

P51202 
PPL4 
213/250 
P15/400 
PPBC 
PP6E 
PP24 
PP35 
11225 
PP411C 
PP4118 
PT/DD35DA 
PT10 
PT24A 
PT24/DAL 
PT230 
PVOB-25 
PV230 
PX230 
PY30 
PY82 
P2 
18 
P41 
P140N 
P215 
1220 
P81 
PENA 

QP22B 

QP21 
QP 42 

RB41 
RB1S0 
RP120 
R025011000 
RX210 
R8 

2020 
80410 
SP2 
SPED 
514 
SP4B.SP13 
5213 

SP13C 
SP22 
SP41 
SP42 
SP81 
8P210 
51220 
SP1320 
SP2220 
55210 
SS220PA 
0025 
SU81 
SU2150A 
SW1 
S3DD 
58 
823 
0110 
S215VM 
5217 
S435N 

TBC14 
TBL14 
TB9920 
TCH24 
TDD2A 
TDD13C 
TDD25 
TE584 
TF44 
TH4 
TH4A 
TH4B 
TH13C 
TH21C 
TH30 
21129 
TH30C 
TH233 
TIC 
T5114 
1.122 
TP23 
TP25 
TP28 
21220 
TP230 
2111411 
TP2820 
TSP4 

TT4 
TT 4A 
T7121 
T2 
T20 
131 
T32 

UAF41 
UAF42 
UBC41 
118F80 
UB41 
UCH21 
UCH42 
UP 41 
11142 
1L41 
17144 
11146 
UM34 

UR3C 
0177 
U179 

UU41 

13X223 
17Y21 
11141 
U18 
U17 
U18/23 
U21 
U22 
1724 
U25 
II33 
1135 

U37 
1741 
1750 
U52 
II70 
U71 
1774 
U78 
U78 
U81 
1182 
17101 
U142 
U145 
U281 
II403 
13404 
03920 

VMP4G 
VMP4K 
VM4K 
VPT4 
VP2B 
VP4 
VP4A 
VP4C 
VP13 
VP13A 
VP13B 
VP13C 
VP13K 
VP14 
VP20 
VP23 
VP28 
VP41 
1241E 
VP133 
VP 1320 
VW48 
V9 
V914 
V30 
V980 

WD14! 
W17 
W21 
W76 
W77 
W 81M 
W 101M 
W142 
W143 
W145 
W147 
W148 

XXL 
X7 
X17 
X22 
X24 
X63 
X64 
X65 
X71 
X78 
X7351 
X78 
X79 
X8151 
X101 
X138 
X142 
X143 
X145 
X148 
X150 
X410 

Yß3 

ZD17 
Z14 
221 
Z22 
226 
Z68 
Z77 
2152 
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I5in. up to the minute Television for 
only £35, including Cossor Tube. 

H.P. Terms if required, i.e., send only 
LI I/14/- deposit (carriage and insurance 
LI extra). 

Working models demonstrated at both 
our Fleet Street or Ruislip branches. 

You will have noticed that the 
modern trend is towards larger 
pictures, in fact the 12in. tube 
is fast going the way of the 9in. 
and 10in. tubes for few manu- 
facturers are using them in their 
latest models. However, you 
can be right up to date for we 
are now commencing delivery 
of a new constructor set using 
the Cossor 15in. tube type 85K. 
All parts to build the set (as 
illustrated) will cost you only 
£35, including tube, and 
contrary to what might be 
expected, to get down to this 
very low price we have not 
sacrificed quality in any way, 
in fact, interlace, sensitivity and 
definition, are equal to the best 
commercial standards. The 
chassis provided is of generous 
proportions and will allow the 
inclusion of a Radio unit if one is 
wanted. 

The whole has been so ar- 
ranged as to be particularly 
suitable for our popular Corona- 
tion Console cabinet, but there 
is no reason whatever why it 
cannot be fitted into any well 
made T.V. cabinet. 

Technical features : 
A. Superhet circuit fed by a 

R.F. amplifier. 

B. Particularly carefully dimen- 
sioned Video stage. 

C. Diode damped interlace net- 
work. 

D. Line and frame blocking 
oscillators. 

E. Fly back EHT. 

F. Optional voltage doubler for 
aluminisation effect. 

DATA. Full constructional data 
price 7/6, post free, are available 
on approval (if you decide not to 
make the set and return the data 
within 7 days 7 / -will be refunded). 

DEMONSTRATION. A made 
up chassis can be seen at Fleet 
Street, or Ruislip, and if you 
arrange to call during BBC trans- 
mission times, we will gladly 
demonstrate the excellent inter- 
lace and other qualities of which 
we are particularly proud. 

HOW TO ORDER. All parts 
are available and total cost is £35, 
which includes 15in. tube, 20 
valves, prepared metal chassis, 
in fact everything needed except 
cabinet and mask. Order form 
and parts list are included with the 
7/6 data. H.P. Terms : £11.14.0 
deposit then 12 monthly repay- 
ments of £2.7.0. 

OPPORTUNITY FOR ADVANCED CONSTRUCTORS 

We continually need designs for novel radio and television test sets, servicing 
instruments, tuning units, pattern generators, etc., particularly those which can be 
made cheaply from Government surplus and other low priced valves and parts. 

If you have made up any such equipment and would care to send us details we 
will willingly pay a fair price for the right to reproduce the data and /or 
equipment for our customers. 
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BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS 

SERVICE DATA 
100 service sheets, covering British 
receivers which have been sold in 
big quantities, and which every 
service engineer is ultimately 
bound to meet. The following 
makes are included : Aerodyne, 
Alba, Bush, Cossor, Ekco, Ever - 
Ready, Ferguson, Ferranti, 
G.E.C., H.M.V., Kolster Brandes, 
Lissen, McMichael, Marconi, 
Mullard, Murphy, Philco, Phil- 
ips, Pye, Ultra. Undoubtedly a 
mine of information invaluable 
to all who earn their living from 
radio servicing. Price £1 for the 
complete folder. 
Our folder No. 2 consists of 100 
data sheets covering most of the 
popular American T.R.F. and 
superhet receivers " all dry " 
etc., which have been imported 
into this Country. Names include 
Sparton, Emmerson Admiral, 
Crossley, R.C.A. Victor etc. 
Each sheet gives circuit diagrams 
and component values alignment 
procedure, etc., etc. Price for 
the folder of 100 sheets is £1. 
Post free. 

FREE T.V. SERVICE 
SHEETS 

The supplement to a new publica- 
tion " Television Faults " con- 
tains complete circuit diagrams, 
component values, technical 
descriptions etc., of 6 popular 
T.V. receivers as follows: 
Baird Everyman, T.29 ; Murphy, 
V.120C ; English Electric, 
1150M ; Philips projection model 
704A and 1800 ; Marconi, 
VT.53DA; Ultra V.711. 
The book itself in the introduc- 
tory chapter tabulates over 60 
common faults from complete 
failures to such troubles as 
shadows in the comer. Against 
each fault symptom is given 
probable causes and a reference 
to the part of the book where 
more detailed information can be 
found. Following the quick 
fault finding guide are 10 chap- 
ters, each giving typical circuits 
and data indicating the actual 
components likely to be at fault. 
The book is invaluable to novice 
and experienced T.V. serviceman 
alike because it contains a wealth 
of practical experience and priced 
at only 5/- it will undoubtedly 
save its cost the first time you 
have to refer to it. Order now to 
ensure getting the free supple- 
ment. 

THE ELPREQER 
This describes a completely 
effective but most inexpensive 
Signal Tracer that can be built 
in one hour at a total cost of 12/6. 
Price 1/6. 

A VIBRATOR UNIT 
FOR 2 VOLT BATTERY 

RECEIVERS 
Describes how an inexpensive 
unit, which will save its cost 
many times over, can be built 
and operated. Price 2/6. With 
Blueprint. 

' A VIBRATOR UNIT 
FOR 1.4 VOLT BATTERY 

RECEIVERS 
Shows how to make a unit which 
will permit you to dispense with 
expensive dry batteries. You can 
work your little set from a 2 volt 
accumulator which can be re- 
charged. Price 2/6 with blueprint. 

Wr1tELESS "Mom .D 

ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT LTD 
FOR OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE 

Model B. Six Wavebands, 
11 -15 metres continuous in 
5 ranges (4 Bandspread) and 
M.W. 185 -550 metres. Six 
position Tone Switch (3 Radio -3 Gram). Price £15/15/ -, 
plus 7/6 cart. and insurance, 
or H.P. terms £5/9/- deposit. 
Model B3. Three waveband, 
Long, Medium, Short, Gram 
switching on wave change 
switch. 3 position Tone. 
Price £12112! -, plus 7/6 carr. 
and insurance, or H.P. terms 
£4/6/- deposit. 
Both chassis 11 4in. x Tin. x 8in. high. Latest type valves : 6BE6, 
6BA6, 6AT7, 6BW6, 6X4. A.C. mains operated, flywheel tuning, 
negative feedback over entire audio section, engraved knobs, fully 
guaranteed. 
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BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS 

BUILT TO HIGHEST PERFORMANCE STANDARD AND 
SPECIFICATION 

7 VALVE 5 WAVEBAND RADIO CHASSIS 

GIVE AWAY 
PRICE 

only 

47/- 
deposit 

Loss valves and 
power pack. 

A famous set by famous manufacturer. Undoubtedly a serious 
listener's receiver. Among many special features are an H.F. stage 
and tuning indicator. Tunes up to 11 metre band. Price complete 
with valves but less speaker, £14/19/6. H.P. terms £5/10/- deposit 
and 12 monthly payments of £1/10/ -. 
We have a few left, less valves and power pack, otherwise in good 
condition ; they definitely have never been used. Price £6/19/6, 
or £2/7/- deposit and 11 monthly payments of 10/9, plus 15/- carriage. 

5 -VALVE I.F. /A.F. 
AMPLIFIER 

(For A.C. /D.C. working) 

This is on an aluminium chassis, 
size 114in. x Tin. x Sin. deep. 
The layout is neat and simple 
and provision is made and in 
fact holes are drilled so that 
tuning condenser and coil pack 
may be easily fitted if same 
are required. Alternatively 
this vacant space can be used 

for mounting a control panel to which various points of the circuit 
can be brought to plugs, thus making a signal tracer which is invaluable 
for radio and T.V. servicing. It uses one of the latest valve line -ups, 
as follows : 14S7 Triode Hexode, 7B7 I.F. Amplifier, 7C6 D.D.T., 
35A5 output, 35Z3 Rectifier. The I.F.s are present at 465 kc /s., 
but are variable over a fairly wide range. Price £6/101- complete 
with valves and 8in. speaker. H.P. is 63/- deposit. 

R1155 COMMUNICATION RECEIVER FOR ONLY £2/14/ - 
DEPOSIT 

This set, as most 
will know, is con- 
sidered to be one 
of the finest 
communications 
receivers avail- 
able to-day. The 
frequency range 
is 75 kc /s to 18 
Mc /a. It is com- 
plete with 10 
valves and is fitted 
in a black metal 
case. Made for 
the R.A.F., so 

obviously a robust receiver which will give years of service. Slightly 
used but completely overhauled and guaranteed in perfect working 
order. PRICE £7/19/6 or will be sent against a deposit of £21141 -, 
balance of 12 monthly payments of 11/6. If you cannot call to collect 
please include an additional 10/- to cover cost of transit and carriage. 
This partly returnable to you if and when you return the transit case. 

MAINS POWER PACK FOR R.1155 
With Pentode output stage. Plugs into socket on receiver so no 
internal modifications are required. Price £5/10/- complete with 5in. 
speaker ready to work, carriage 3/6. 

DEMOBBED VALVES." 
Gives the commercial equivalents 
of many thousands of service 
valves, and conversely gives 
the service equivalent of many 
thousands of commercial type 
valves, an invaluable publication 
recently revised. Price 2/3. 

AN ELECTRONIC TIMER." 
Shows how to build a device for 
controlling timed operations. The 
timer can be set to any timing up 
to 3 minutes. Price 2/3. " THE 
ELECTRONIC SWITCH." 
Shows how to make a device for 
switching without mechanical 
contact. Price 2/3. " THE 
IMPULSE RELAY." Explains 
the working of an ingenious 
relay, and gives several circuits 
including radio control. Price 119. 
" THE OCCASIONAL T.R.F." 
Shows how to build a T.R.F. 
Receiver for medium and long 
wave reception, of looks and 
quality output comparable with 
sets priced between £IO and £14. 
This costs less than £6 to build 
including cabinet. Price 1/6. 
" VALVE EQUIVALENTS." 
These are the best equivalents 
charts available today. Also 
the booklet can be used for keep- 
ing records of valve stocks. Price 
2/6. VISUAL ALIGNMENT 
SIGNAL GENERATOR. Re- 
print from " Radio Constructor " 
describes a very useful combined 
signal generator and oscilloscope. 
9d. 

RADIO HEARING AIDER 
The world for a deaf person must 
be particularly blank and mono- 
tonous, and a hearing aid which 
will function as a radio when not 
needed for hearing should help 
considerably. Constructional data 
and technical notes dealing with 
this are available. Price 2/6. 
Only standard parts are incorpor- 
ated therefore the constructor 
will have no difficulty in making 
this up. 

I.F. ALIGNMENT PEAKS 
This book gives the I.P. frequen- 
cies of more than 4,700 receivers 
including British, American and 
Continental types. Every popular 
British set is covered, and in 
addition hints on finding the 
frequencies of unknown British 
sets are also given. Sale price 3/9. 

EX -GOVT. CIRCUITS 
These give circuit diagrams and 
details of Ex- Government re- 
ceivers and equipment. In 
practically all cases the informa- 
tion has been extracted from 
official publications. 
AR.88D Ind.62 R.1355 
A.1134 Ind.6K R.F.24 
A.1368 Ind.62A R.F.25 
A.3611 R.76 R.F.26 
ANIAPAI R.78 R.F.27 
A.S.B.3 R.103 R28/ 
BC.221 R.107 ARCS 
BC.312 R.109 SCR269A 
BC342 R.208 SCR522 
BC.348 R.1082 T.1154 
BC.453 R.1116 TR.1196 
BC.454 R.1116 /A TR.18 
BC.455 R.1124/25 
BC.624 R.1147 All 1/6 
BC.625A R.1132/ each or 
BC.433G 1481 assorted 
BC.1206 R.1155 dozen 
Ï.F.F. R.1224A 12 / -. 
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TOOLS, ETC. 

Q -MAX " 
CHASSIS 

The simplest and quickest tool 
for cutting holes in aluminium or 
steel chassis. Comprises die and 
punch operated by Allen key. 
A separate die and punch is 
required for each size. r hole (B7G, etc.) 11/6 

r hole (B8A, 
etc.) 

11/6 
Same key fits these three, price 
10d. 
1' 
11" hole (Octal base) 14/9 

hole (English bases) 14/9 

1 }' holee(EF50, etc.) 16/6 
11" hole 18/6 
2 3/32' hole 30/- 
21' hole 35/- 
i x 1' square hole 23/- 
Same key fits these nine, price 
1/3. 

METAL DIVIDERS. 

Really well made for Government 
workshops. Ideal for marking 
out on metal chassis. Price 3/6. 

HARMONIC GENERATOR 
A harmonic generator is well 
worth making up, because it 
oscillates with a wave form having 
harmonics extending right into 
the radio frequencies. To trim 
a straight set therefore it is only 
necessary to inject its output into 
the aerial and adjust trimmers for 
maximum audio output, similarly 
with a superhet a great saving of 
time can be effected. 
We will supply this as a kit of 
parts, with constructional details 
price 15/- for battery, and 30/- 
for mains operation ; data avail- 
able separately, price 1/6. 

SPRING 
LOADED 

BLÓCKAL 
Fully insula- 
ted so is ideal 
for mains, 
terminal point 
fitted on bench of workshop or 
laboratory. Also suitable for 
temporary hook ups when testing 
components, etc. will save its 
cost the first week of use. Price 
3/6. 

SPRAY GUN 
Hand operated, ideal to put a 
good finish on a completed chassis, 
and for respraying valves etc. 
(completes the perfect job). 
Price 15/6 complete with in- 
structions, plus 9d. postage. 

BUILD AN OUTPUT METER 
Switch, Transformer, meter and 
rectifier to build a dual range O.P. 
Meter with instructions. £1/15/ -. 

WIRELESS WORLD 

ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT LTD. 

LOW PRICED TEST GEAR, ETC. 
T.V. SIGNAL AND PATTERN GENERATOR 
Cost of all components, valves, etc., only 29/6. 

Although this generator can be 
built and used by any beginner it is 

the same time a most useful 
instrument for the more advanced 
worker. o a f 
It can be tuned to the vision FREQUENCY 

channel and will produce a pattern 
on the face of the C.R. tube. v.,n B 
Alternatively if tuned to the sound - 
channel it will produce an audible 
signal in the loudspeaker. 
Thus its owner will become in- 
dependent of R.B.C. transmissions 4 B 
and can fault -find or test at any ' i( 'a 
time. It operates entirely from 
A.C. mains and is quite suitable 
for use with superhet or straight 
receivers. 
A complete kit of parts (in fact 
everything except the cabinet) 
with full constructional and opera- 
tional data will be supplied for 29/6, plus 2/6 post and insurance, 
alternatively data is available separately, price 2/6 (credited if you 
buy the kit later). 
NOTE. Cabinets as per the illustrated prototype are available 
price 17/6 

VISUAL ALIGNMENT 
SIGNAL GENERATOR. 

An interesting article in the 
October Radio Constructor des- 
cribed an instrument which is a 
combination oscilloscope and 
signal generator. It is designed 
to generate a signal into a super - 
het then permit visual inspection 
of same signal after passing through the superhet. The article 
further shows how the instrument could be made for the very low 
price of £S. 
This uses a small tube and is quite a compact instrument, so if it's 
only use is that of checking the band pass on the I.F. transformers, in 
a high fidelity receiver, its construction is justified. It can, of course, 
be used for a variety of different jobs other than the alignment of 

in fact, it is a good servicing 'scope. 
We can supply a complete kit of parts for £5 containing valves, tube 
and all components except shassis and case. A re -print of the article 
from the Radio Constructor is available price 9d. 
The power pack not shown on the block diagram is, nevertheless, 
included in the kit. 

S9 

CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE MAINS TRANSFORMER 

As described in the " Wireless World," August 1951 issue, this 

has a primary tapped at 81 v. and four secondaries of 1 v., 3 v., 

9 v. and 27 v. respectively. 
By suitable selection of windings, voltage in steps of 1 v. up to 

40 v. can be obtained with isolation from the mains at 100 watt 
rating, e.g., 20 amps at 5 v. and 21 amps at 40 v. By adding the 
primary the voltage can be varied in steps of 1 v. up to 280 v. 

This is undoubtedly an essential piece of equipment in all experi- 

mental laboratories. Price £3/10/- each. 

TRIMMER TOOL KIT. 
Invaluable for aligning radio or T.V. 
sets. Kit comprises : 10 precision 
tools set in polished ebonite and 
each tool has been carefully designed 
with the minimum of metal to avoid 
upsetting the circuits being aligned. 
There are ten tools comprising : 

4 box spanners 
3, screw drivers 

and 3 special tools. 
All packed in strong folding case. 
Price 35/- complete. 

WELD TYPE WIRE JOINTER 

This jointer melts the wires and causes the metal 
of each to run together, thus making a strong and 
permanent weld. It obviously is not intended to 
replace the soldering iron but nevertheless is ideal 
for making joints that have, for instance, to with- 
stand heat, vibration, chemical action, etc. In many 
cases also this method is faster than soldering and 
there can be a considerable saving of current. Price 
9/6. Or complete with enclosed mains transformer 
29/6. 

SUNDRIES 

SPINDLE EXTENDERS & 
COUPLINGS 

Small type. Solid Brass 
with two Grub Screw, 
7d. each. 
Flexible Type. These 
also insulate, 2/- each. 
Ordinary Insulated. These 
have additional spindle 
moulded permanently and 

they extend the control spindle 
by 1 -11'. 1/6 each. 
Bellows Coupling. These are 
ideal for slug tuning as they 
extend as well as bend. 1/9 each. 

CLEAR CEMENT. 
Almost instantaneous dry- 
ing for coil winding and 
all repairs, 1/6 per tube. 

HARD- 
WARE. Service- 

man's 3 
gross as- 
sorted nuts, 

bolts and washers, 
all useful sizes. 
Price 6/6. We en- 
deavour to main- 
tain stocks of wood 
screws, steel and 
brass round head 
and counter sunk. 
Parker Kalon self 
cutting screws, 
washers and stud- 
ding. Send us your 
orders and enquir- 
ies. 

RUBBER GROMMETS. 
r, r, r, ld. each. r, 1', 11', 11d. each. 
Serviceman's packet of 24 as- 
sorted sizes, 2/-. 

CROCODILE CLIPS 
Small instrument, 6d. Large 
Car Battery type, 9d. 

TERMINAL BLOCKS 
Heavy duty type, .5 way 4in. long 
x lin. wide x Ifin. high. 30 

amp. rating. Price 1/6. 
Heavy Duty type, 6 way porcelain 
15 amp. rating. Price 1/6. 
Heavy Duty type, 5 way porcelain 
15 amp. rating. Price 1/3. 
Heavy Duty type, 3 way porcelain 
15 amp. rating. Price 9d. 

OCTOPUS CLIPS 

MILLIBAR 
BARO- 

METER, 7/6 
The heart of a 
barometer is a 
metal bellows 
which will ex- 
pand and con- e 
tract with the varying air pressure. 
The aircraft altimeter works on 
the same principle, a series of 
gears and lever amplifying the 
expansion and contraction of the 
bellows and so works the pointer. 
We can offer the ex- R.A.F. 
Sensitive Altimeter slightly faulty 
but containing the essential bel- 
lows, gears, wheels, etc., from 
which a good barometer can be 
made. Price only 7/6, plus 1/- 
post. 

An ideal clip for 
fixing anything to 
a rod or pole, this 
is self adjusting 
from 11in. to 41in. 
Price 1/- each. 
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ELECTRICAL BARGAINS 
In addition to our large range of 
radio accessories we also carry a 
good stock of electrical wiring 
accessories ; details of a few of 
these can be found below :- 
T.R.S. CABLES. 250 v. CLASS 
1/.044 Twin flat 9d. 
3/.029 Twin flat 1/- 
3/.029 Twin with earth 1/3 
3/.020 3 Core flat 1/6 
3/.036 Twin flat 1/4 
3/.036 Twin with earth 1/7 
3/.0363 core flat 2/- 
7/.029 Twin flat 1/6 
7/.029 Twin with earth 1/11 
7/.036 Twin flat 2/9 
7/.036 Twin with earth: 3/3 
7/.064 Twin flat 4/9 
LEAD COVERED CABLES 

250 v. CLASS 
yard 

3/.029 3 core 2/3 
3/.036 3 core 2/8 
7/.044 twin 3/3 

7/.029 twin 2/9 
7/.064 twin 5/- 
WAR EMERGENCY TYPE 

CABLES 250 v. CLASS 
These are P.V.C. or rubber in- 
sulated, laid flat then braided with 
cotton and compounded: 

yard 
7/.029 3 -core flat 2/- 
7/.044 twin flat 2/- 
7/.064 twin flat 3/3 
MULTICORED FLEXIBLES 
All are suitable for mains work as 
the separate conductors are very 
well insulated, then they covered 
overall either with hard rubber, 
plastic or waterproof braiding :- 

yard 
10 core 2/6 
7 core 2/- 
5 core 1/- 

5 AMP 
SURFACE 

SWITCHES 
-HICRAFT 
OblongBrown 
Plastic 1 -way 
1/3 each. 
Oblong White 
Plastic 1 -way, 
1/3 each. 

Oblong Brown 2 -way .. 1/6 
Oblong White 2 -way .. 1/6 
Round Brown 1 -way .. 1/3 
Round White 1 -way .. 1/3 
Round Brown 2 -way .. 1/6 
Round White 2 -way .. 1/6 

SPECIAL THIS MONTH 
Customers ordering quan- 
tities of bakelite accessories 
can take discounts as follows : 

1 dozen of one item 25 %. 
1 gross mixed or one item 
33* %. 

SOCKETS 
HICRAFT 

Flush type for 
skirtings, 5 amp. 
3 -pin shuttered, 
1/3 each; ditto 
with switch, 2/3 
each. 

4 

CEILING 
SWITCHES - 

HICRAFT 
With corda nd 
acorn. Brown or 
White, 1 -way, 3/9 
each; 2 -way, 4/3 
each. 

LAMP HOLDERS 
Bakelite, 1/- each or 10/6 doz. 
Bakelite skirted Batten holder, 1/6 
or 15/- doz. 
Bakelite type threaded for fin. 
with HO skirt, 1/6. 
10 per cent. discount if bought 
in dozens. 

WIRELESS WORLD 

ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT LTD 
BARGAIN FOR CONSTRUCTORS 

Special this month is the Portable 
illustrated alongside. We offer a bake- 
lite cabinet with carrying handle, metal 
chassis, battery housing and two wave- 
band dial, all for 27/6, plus 5/- carr. and 
insurance. This cabinet and set of 
parts is ideal for making up either 
an all dry battery receiver for holidays, 
picnics, etc., or a battery mains set for 
everyday use. Constructional details 
of two suitable circuits using 1.5 v. 
valves 1R5, etc., will be given free with 
cabinet assembly, or is available 
separately price 1/6 post free. 

JUNE, 1953 

SPECIAL RADIO GRAM OFFER 
To those who want an auto radiogram 
at a low price, we offer the cabinet 
illustrated alongside complete with 
Collaro three speed record changer 
with dual purpose crystal pick up, at a 
special bargain price of £17/16/8, 
plus 12/6 carriage and insurance or 
H.P. terms £6/7/- deposit. 

3 colour scale, scale pan, chassis, 
pulley, driving head, springs, etc., 
etc., to suit the radiogram and two 
radio cabinets are available as a parcel 
at 15/ -, plus 1/6 post. 

Cabinet separately £7/10/- (or 
£2/10/- deposit), plus 10 /- carriage 
and insurance. 

* 

A Superhet Chassis to fit these two 
cabinets is now available. L.M. and S. 
waves, 3 colour scale, A.V.C. Tone 
control etc., complete with 8in. P.M. 
Speaker. Price £9/19/6 or H.P. 
£3171- deposit. Carriage 7/6 extra. 

TABLE MODEL RADIO 
This very nice- looking cabinet will 
take the same scale and chassis as the 
radiogram above, and we are able to 
offer this at the bargain price of 37/6, 
plus 3/6 post and insurance. 

THE REGINA 
T.V. Console Cabinet, undrilled, 
but cut for 12in. tube, with adjustable 
platform. This cabinet looks really 
superior and is ideal for all popular 
sets -Viewmaster, Tele -King, etc. 
Price £7/17/6. Carriage 10 /- extra. 

The table model illustrated is avail- 
able in fair quantity at £3/17/6, 
plus 7/6 carriage and insurance, 
which price includes the armour 
plate glass and surround. 
Mechanical details for this Table Model are available as a parcel: 
Punched and prepared metal chassis, punched outrigger valve plate 
with spacers, 12in. Tube Clamping ring, tube rear support brackets, 
etc. Price 25/ -, plus 2/6 post. 

" MIDGETRONIC " Radio Cabinet 
This pleasing small cabinet is iri bakelite and 
is supplied complete with dial ring, pointer as 
illustrated but less knobs, also included is 
metal chassis and hardboard back. Price 15/ -, 
plus 2/6 postage and packing. 

To ensure receiving prompt reply, please enclose 
stamped addressed envelope, when writing for 

additional details. 

ELECTROLYTIC 
CONDENSERS 

1 rnfd. 150 v. 1/- 
1 mfd. 250 v. 1/- 
1 mfd. 450 v. 1/3 

tnfd. 350 v. 1/3 
mfd. 450 v. 1/6 
mfd. 350 v. 1/8 
mfd. 450 v. 1/10 
mfd. 150 v. 1/6 
mfd. 350 v. 2/- 
mfd. 450 v. 2/6 
mfd. 500 v. 3/3 
mfd. 500 v. centre-screw 

aüm.g600 
1/6 

V. centre-screw d 

16 mfd 350 v. 29 
16 mfd. 450 v. 3/6 
16 mfd. 500 v. 4/9 

2 mfd. 150 v. 2 3 
2 mfd. 250 v 2/3 
2 mfd. 350 v. 2/9 
mfd. x 8 mfd. 350 v. 3/- 
mfd. X 8 mfd. 450 v. 3/9 
mfd. X 8 tnfd. 500 v. 3/9 
mfd. x 16 mfd. 450 v. 4/9 
mfd. X 16 mfd. 500 v. 6/- 

16 mfd. x 16 trrfd. 450 v. 6/- 
16 mfd. x 16 mfd. 500 v. 7/- 
20 mfd. x 20 mfd. 200 v. 4/- 
24 mfd. x 24 mfd. 200 v. 4/6 
25 mfd. x 25 mfd. 200 v. 4/9 
32 mfd. x 32 mfd. 150 v. 4/9 
32 mfd. x 32 mfd. 450 v. 6/9 
100 mfd. x 100 mfd. 150 v. 5/6 
10 mfd. 25 v. 1/- 

14 
1%6 
1/6 
2/- 
9d. 
2/3 
2/3 
2/6 

12 mfd. 50 v. 
20 mfd. 50 v. 
25 mfd. 25 v. 
25 mfd. 50 v. 
50 mfd. 12 v. 
50 mfd. 50 v. 
250 mfd. 12 v. 
250 mfd. 25 v. 
8 mfd. x 8 mfd. x 8 mfd. 

450 v. 3/9 

.0005 2 -GANG CONDENSER 
Ceramic insulation with " no back 
lash " gear drive. Drive easily 
removed if required, when con- 
denser becomes a standard type 
with long spindle. Price 8/6 each. 

c iss. 

Two socket engraved L.S., 6d. 
each. Bin. C16B. 
Two socket engraved A.E., 6d. 
each. Bin. C18A. 
Two socket engraved P.U., 6d. 
each. Bin. C19B. 
Two socket engraved Dipole 6d. 
each. Bin. C19B. 
Two socket plain, 5d. each. 
Bin. C18B. 
Three socket engraved DIP and 
E, 9d. each. Bin. C16D. 
Three socket engraved Al, A2 
and E, 9d. each. Bin. C19D. 
Four socket engraved A.E. Pick- 
up, 9d. each, Bin. C19E. 
Four socket engraved P.U. Ext. 
L.S., 9d. each. Bin. C16E. 
Five socket plain, 9d. each. 
Bin. Cl6C. 
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RADIO HEARING AIDER 
The world for a deaf person must 
be particularly blank and mono- 
tonous, and a hearing aid which 
will function as a radio when not 
needed for hearing should help 
considerably. Due to Purchase 
Tax no kit of parts for this will be 
made available, but construc- 
tional data and technical notes 
dealing with this are available, 
price 2/6. Only standard parts 
are incorporated, therefore the 
constructor will have no difficulty 
in making this up. 

HIGH VOLTAGE VALVE 
HOLDERS 

For four or five 
pin valves. Price 
2/9 each. 

21ín. TUBE MOUNTING 
This comprises metal cased 
moulded rubber tube mounting, 
front escutcheon, 4 screws and 
Perspex window with engraved 
cursor lines, 5/- complete. 

V.C.R. 139 
Tube base with mu -metal screen, 
4/6. 

MU -METAL SHIELD 
For 6in. tube V.C.R.97, etc., 
10 /- per pair. 

6in. TUBE MOUNTING 
Shock proof rubber mounted and 
adjustable, i.e., tube may be 
turned, with tube holder, 4/6 each. 

HIGH VOLTAGE 
Insulated spindle couplers, 1/6 
each. 

AUTO- 
MATIC 

D.C. 
STARTER 

For remote 
control of 
D.C. motor 
between I and 
3 kw., adjust - 
ment for 100 v. 
or 230 v. 
Unused andin 
first -class con- 

dition, complete with metal and 
wired glass cover. Price on 
request. 

6KV. EHT FOR 35/- 
6KV. R.F. EHT kit, comprises 
2 valves, mains transformer, con- 
densers, coil formers and wiring 
instructions. Price 35/- com- 
plete. Data available separately, 
price 2/6. 

SPECIAL LOW PRICES 
AMPLIFIER UNIT A 1134A 
This is a 2 -stage intercom and Tx 
pre -amplifier with transformers, 
etc. Easily modified as gram 
amplifier or dictaphone, etc. 
Complete with 2 2 v. valves, 
QPP and Triode. Price only 
9/6, plus 1/6 post and packing. 
Circuit diagram, free with unit, 
or separately, 1/6. 

MORSE OSCILLATOR UNIT 
Variable note and variable output, 
fitted with jack for external 
modulation, complete with 2 
2 v. valves. Price 8/6, plus 2/- 
post and packing. 

' STOP PRESS 
Weymouth miniature Coil Packs 
at half price. Long, Medium and 
Short wavebands with gram 
position. Size, 31in. x 3in. x lain., 
single hole fixing. 
Limited quantity, price 22/6, 
plus 1/6 post. 
12 for £12, post free. 
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RADIO DIALS AND SCALES 
Note. -Type A. Pointer 

moves from side to 
side. 
Type B. Pointer 
moves up and down. 
Type C. Pointer 
rotates centrally. 
Type D. Pointer 
rotates in semi- circle 
from bottom centre. 

Minimum dial openings 
are quoted to help you if you 

cannot find the right size listed, and the figures indicate to what size 
the dial could be cut down. 
Post and packing charges. Owing to the fragile nature of these 
dials, 2/- extra must be included to cover post and packing. 
Quantity Prices. Where 12 or more of one type are required 
discount is 25 per cent. ; 144 or more, 331 per cent. (there are no 
carriage charges on quantity orders). 

GLASS DIALS 

Type 
Glass 
Size 

Wide High 

Min. 
Dial 

Opening 
Wavebands Colours Price List No. 

in. in. in. in. 
A 12 61 81x4# M., Si, S2, 

S3, S4. 
4 3/6 C73A 

B 6 71 5# x61 M., 51 & S2 3 3/6 C74A 
B 41 111 2 x 6 L., M. & S. 3 3/6 C77A 
A 131 31 71 x 21 L., M. & S. 3 3/6 C78A 
C 31 31 21 x 3 L. & M. 2 1/6 C81A 
A 81 51 7 x4 L., M. & S. 3 4/6 C83A 
B 6 71 51 x51 L., M. & S. 2 2/6 C84A 
B 6 71 5# x51 M., Si & S2 3 3/6 C85A 
A 9 71 61 x 51 L., M. & S. 1 2/6 C88A 
D 61 5# 51 x 31 L. & M. 2 2/6 C89A 
B 74 71 6 x 5# L., M. & S. 3 3/6 C90A 
D 61 51 51 x 31 L. & M. 1 2/6 C91A 
B 71 71 6 x 51 L., M. & S. 3 3/6 C92A 
A 81 31 7 x 21 L., M. & S. 2 2/6 C93A 
A 10 4 6 x 2 L., M. & S. 3 3/6 C94A 
B 51 81 4 x 64 L., M. & S. 3 3/6 C95A 
B 71 71 6 x5# M., Si, S2 3 3/6 C96A 
A 111 41- 6 x 51 L., M. & S. 3 3/6 C97A 
C 51 7 41 x 51 L., M. & S. 3 2/6 C98A 
B 41 10 31 x 6 L., M. & S. 3 3/6 C99A 
A 51 41 31 x 21 L., M. & S. 3 2/6 C100A 
C 71 51 5 x51 L., M. & S. 3 3/6 C101A 
C 5 61 44 x5 L., M. & S. 3 2/6 C102A 
C 5 64 4 x41< M., Si & S2 3 2/6 C103A 

Metal, Fibre and Card Dials 

A 

C 
C 
D 

101 31 

4 
31 
51 

54 
3 
5 

8 x21 

3 x3 
21 x 21 
4 x21 

M., Si, S2, 
S3 & S4. 

L. & M. .. 
L. & M. . 

L., M. & S. 

Metal 

Fibre 
Card 
Card 

2/6 

1/6 
9d. 
9d. 

C75A 

C82A 
C86A 
C87A 

EXCEPTIONAL I.F. TRANSFORMERS 
Ferro enclosed and cored, 465KC adjustable, very high Q and gain. 
Ideal for car radios, personnel sets, etc. Dimensions : 1 }in. high x 
lin. dia. Price 8/6 per pair. 

THIS MONTH'S SNIP 
Owing to a fortunate bulk purchase we are able to offer .1 500 v. 
Tubular Condensers at 7/6 per dozen. These are not Government 
surplus but are recent manufacture of one of our most famous 
condenser firms and have been stored in air -tight tins. 

COLLARO AUTO -CHANGER 
Last year we purchased a large 
quantity of the Collaro Auto 
record changers type RC /511, 
3 speed, suitable for all types 
of records with the latest crystal 
pick -up, but these have been 
selling very rapidly, and it may 
well be that unless you buy one 
this month you will not be able 
to again, at this special price. 
We urge you, therefore to order 
right away, the price is 11 gns., 
plus 7/6 carriage and insurance. 

ELECTRONIC TIMER 
With this instrument processes 
which operate over a specified 
time can be controlled automati- 
cally, e.g., in photography use it 
to control exposures, etc. The 
instrument can be set to any 
length of time from a fraction of 
a second up to three minutes, and 
it can be made to switch the 
appliance on or off. Circuit 
diagram and instructions, 2/3. 
Complete kit of parts, including 
valves, mains transformer, power 
pack, sensitive relay, potentio- 
meter and metal case, 69/6. 

V. Du it n, 
1 

! 

VOLUME CONTROLS 
We carry a full range of standard - 
size volume controls from 2K to 
2 meg. Prices are : less switch, 
3/- Single pole switch, 4/ -; 
double pole switch, 5/ -. We can 
also supply midget -type controls, 
less switch, 4/- ; single pole 
switch, 5/9 ; double pole switch, 
6/6. Each of these midget con- 
trols has a serial number and 
carries a 12 -month guarantee by 
the makers; they are made on the 
new moulded track principle and 
really do perform well. 

SHORT WAVE TUNING 
HEART 

Coil Pack, 2 gang condenser, IF 
transformers and calibrated scale 
for frequency coverage of 13 -37 
metres, 37 -100 metres and 200- 
500 metres. Price 39/6 complete 
with circuit diagram. 

A POWER PACK FOR 15/- 
Efficient power supply, O.K. for 
operating a receiver, amplifier, 
instrument or other device re- 
quiring up to 60 mA. at approx. 
250 v. Parcel consists of filament 
transformer, rectifying valve, 
smoothing resistor and 16 x 16 
mfd. 350 v. electrolytic con- 
denser. Note the filament trans- 
former will supply enough current 
to operate 3 or 4 other 6.3 valves. 

M.E.M. SWITCH 
10 amp. all Porce- 
lain 250 v., 6/- each. 
15 amp. Ironclad, 
10/6 each, plus 1/6 
post. 
30 amp. Ironclad, 
16/6 each, plus 2/6 
post. 

FUSES 
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READY MADE T.V. and RADIO 
Combined 15in. Television and 2 -wave Radio chassis. Brand New - 
Ready to work -Fully guaranteed. Complete with Tube, Mask, 
knobs and speaker, Adjustable to any channel. Price £55, carriage 
and ins. £2. 

COMPLETE 15in. TN 
AND 

2 WAVE RADIO 

CEILING FAN 

This model, made by Revo, in- 
corporates a series -wound totally 
enclosed ball bearing motor of 
robust construction and noiseless 
operation. The fan has a blade 
diameter of 36in. and is supplied 
with 20in. suspension tube and 
ceiling canopy. All finished white 
cellulose enamel. The voltage 
working is 230 -250 v. D.C. Revo 
catalogue number D12288. Price 
£7/10/ -. 

I TWO ITEMS FOR V.C.R.97 I 

USERS 

(1) RF. E.H.T. UNIT 

To take the place of the mains 
E.H.T. transformer, has the 
following advantages : 

(a) Is more reliable. 
(b) Is cheaper. 
(c) Can be repaired. 
Complete kit comprises 2 valves, 
smoothing condenser, filament 
transformer and all necessary 
parts. Price 20/ -, plus 1/6 post. 
Constructional and operational 
data free with kit or available 
separately, price 2/6. 

(2) INTERNAL MAGNIFIER 
KIT 

The kit comprises a veneered and 
polished wooden surround, special 
mask, oil filled enlarger and four 
chrome -head fixing screws. 
Has these advantages 
(a) It gives the impression of 
being a standard 9in. tube. 
(b) Saves the cost of a 6in. mask. 
(c) Protects magnifier from acci- 
dental damage. 
(d) Is equally suitable for use 
with a 9in. tube. 
Price of kit 39/6, plus 2/6 post and 
insurance. 

PYREX AERIAL 
INSULATORS 

Ideal for aerial connections 
through cabin 
walls or through 
panels. Consists 
of glass dome with 
threaded rod and 
terminal ends, and 
metal fixing flange 
Price 2/- each. 

STAND OFF 
INSULATOR 

Vitreous porcelain. 
Price 1/- each or 
10 /- doz. 

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 

TELEVISION. This is an A.C. chassis of Superhet Design employ- 
ing 14 valves, viz. : 7 6F1 Mazda, 1 CP25 Mazda, 2 6D2 Mazda, 
1 6L18 Mazda, 1 EY51 Mullard, 1 EL38 Mullard, 1 6SN7 Brimar. 
Tube is Cossor 85K. 
Special features : Focus, PM with pre -set centring and tilting 
facilities, and continuously adjustable focus control, accessible to the 
user. 
Picture Tone Control : 3- position Gradation Control which adjusts 
the level of vision interference suppression. 
Aerial Attenuation : A screen Aerial Attenuator Box is provided on 
the chassis for use in the vicinity of transmitters. 
Sensitivity : 50 micro volts for peak white on the screen giving 
extremely good results in fringe areas. 
Picture Centring: 2 slider controls accessible from the back enable 
the picture to be moved horizontally or vertically to the centre of 
the screen. 

RADIO. This is a 4 -valve A.C. /D.C. chassis employing superhet 
principle. A two wave band tunable dial for the long and medium 
waves. 

VIEW MASTER OWNERS 
You pnibably know that a 15in. tube gives approximately three 
times ar many square inches of actual picture as does a 9in. tube. 
You mry not know, however, that without any modification at all 
your View Master will scan the 15in. Cossor type 85K which we 
offer for cash or on H.P. If you would like to go over to the big 
15in. pi Kure, the easy way is to send for " ` View Master Big Picture 
Parcel " as follows : 

1. Hin tube, type 85K. 5. Sundries, plugs, etc. 
2. Moulded rubber mask. 6. Blue print showing connec- 
3. Tube clamping ring. tions and method of fixing 
4. Spei ial ion trap. tube, ion trap, etc. 
We offrr the above six items at less than what a new 9in. or 12in. 
tube alone would cost, namely, £14/10/- cash with order or £5 
deposit and balance over 12 months, carriage 12/6. Limited 
quantity only at this price due to fortunate purchase of set manu- 
factures surplus C.R.T. stocks, so order by return. 

LONG & MEDIUM WAVE OCCASIONAL 
RADIO Yours for £2 . I . 6 (Deposit) 

You will find that the building 
of our all -mains radio receivers 
is simpli, ity itself, and the more 
you make the less time each 
takes, everything down to the 
last nut and bolt is supplied, 
and ever, thing fits together in a 
professional manner. When 
finished the receiver looks and 
plays as well as those being 
offered is radio shops at any- 
thing between £10 and £14. The one illustrated above we call the 
" Occasional," in a choice of colours, Ivory or Walnut and the T.R.F. 
costs £6/1/6 to make, H.P. terms being £2/1/6 deposit and 10 monthly 
payments of 10/6. 

JUNE, 1953 

ENAMELLED WIRE 
(On wooden reels) 

S.W.G. 2 oz. 4 oz. 
Reel Reel 

16 
18 1/3 

2 /-0 

20 1/4 2/2 
22 15 2/4 
24 1/6 2/6 
26 1/7 2/8 
27 1/8 2/9 
28 18 
30 1/9 3/-0 
31 1/10 3/1 
32 
33 1 /11 3/3 
34 
36 2/11 3/6 

40 
38 

2/4 4/20 

TINNED COPPER WIRE 
S.W.G. 2 oz. 4 oz. 

Reel Reel 
16 1/3 1/10 

20 
2 1/5 2/5 

DOUBLE SILK 
E 

COVERED 
WIR 

S.W.G. 2 oz. 4 oz. 
Reel Reel 

16 1/3 110 
18 1/3 1 /11 
19 1/5 2/3 
20 1/6 2/6 
22 
23 1/9 

2/10 

26 1 /11 3/4 

28 2/1 3/8 
29 
30 2/3 4/-0 
31 24 4/2 
32 2/6 4/6 
33 2/9 5/- 
34 2/10 5/2 
35 3/- 5/6 
36 3/2 5/10 
38 3/6 6/6 
39 3/9 
40 4/- 7/6 
41 2/3 - 
42 2/6 - 

TOGGLE SWITCHES 
Metal body standard size, made 
by a leading maker. Available 
with round dolly or with special 
V cut dolly. State which type 
when ordering. Price while 
stocks last only 2/3. 

GERMANIUM DIODES 
Wire Ended 

Several alternative types available 
at bargain prices. 
Types Equivalents Price 
Red CG4 GEX55, WG7A 10 /- 
Green CG5, GEX45, 

WG7B, GEX33, 
WG4A 7/6 

Orange CG6, GEX45, 
WG5A .. .. 7/6 

Green/ 
Orange For super detectors 516 
Yellow For Crystal Re- 

ceivers .. 4/6 
Blue For General Experi- 

mental purposes 2/3 
Parcel containing one each of the 
above, price 30/ -. 
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EX -GOVT. VALVES 

CV2654 

CV1090 

CV2579 

CV12 
CV 13 
CV18 
CVI9 
CV20 
CV22 
CV31 
CV32 
CV37 
CV43 
CV45 
CV51 
CV53 
CV54 
CV57 
CV63 
CV65 
CV67 

CV72 
CV73 
CV74 
CV82 
CV85 
CV92 
CV93 
CV 115 
CV117 
CVI18 
CVI20 
CV129 
CV 133 
CV138 
CV147 
CV148 
CV 158 
CV160 
CV 177 
CV185 
CV 187 
CV 188 
CV I93 
CV210 
CV271 
CV321 
CV327 
CV534 
CV594 
CV619 
CV621 
CV634 
CV640 
CV656 
CV659 
CV665 
CV668 
CV686 
CV702 
CV704 
CV755 
CV773 
CV779 
CV781 
CV849 
CV849 
CV852 
CV895 
CV922 
CV 1000 
CV1018 
CV1020 
CV1023 
CV1025 
CV 1029 
CV1031 
CV1032 
CV 1033 
CV 1035 

WIRELESS WORLD - ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT LTD. 

VALVE HOLDERS, ETC. CV 1037 
CV 1047 
CV 1051 
CV1053 
CV1054 
CV1055 
CV 1056 
CV 1057 
CV1060 
CV 1061 
CV 1061 A 
CVI062 
CV1065 
CV 1066 
CV 1074 
CV 1075 
CV1078 
CV1090 
CV1091 
CV1092 
CV1094 
CV1095 
CV1101 
CV1102 
CV1104 
CV1105 
CV1106 
CV 1107 
CV1108 
CV 1110 
CV 1111 
CV1118 
CV1120 
CV I 124 
CV1125 
CV 1126 
CV1127 
CV1128 
CV1129 
CV1133 
CV 1135 
CV1136 
CV I 137 
CV1139 
CV1141 
CV1147 
CV1152 
CV1170 
CV1175 
CV 1187 
CV1I91 
CV 1197 
CV1199 
CV1284 
CVI300 
CV 1306 
CV1310 
CV 1311 
CV1366 
CV1367 
CV1368 
CV1449 
CV1481 
CV1504 
CV 1508 
CV 1573 
CV1653 
CV1755 
CV 1913 
CV 1943 
CV2539 
CV2579 
CV2679 
CV2710 
CV2941 
CV2945 
CV3581 
CV3793 

93 

Type 

British 4 -pin 
British 5 -pin 
British 7 -pin 
British 9 -pin 
UX 4 -pin .. 
UX 5 -pin .. 
UX 6 -pin .. 
UX 7 -pin .. 

Paxolin Amph- 
enol 

Cera 
mic 

sd 
6 
6 
6 
9 
6 
6 
7 
8 

sd 

- 

sd 
9 
9 
9 

16 
9 

Large UX7 1 0 
Diode B3G 6 8 
B7G 6 8 10 
B8G Loctal 9 

1 3 1 6 
B9A (Novai) 1 3 
B9G 1 0 1 0 
B12A (Duo - 

decel) 13 
Int. Octal .. 6 9 1-6 
Mazda Octal 6 9 
8 -pin side 

contact 2 6 
Jumbo 4 -pin 3 6 
4 -pin Hivac 9 
5 -pin Hivac 9 
5- contact 

Acorn .. 1 6 

VALVE SCREENING CANS 

¡ 

lop 

Suitable for standard size 
valves consists of three 
parts, bottom plate, main 
body and spring top . 

B7G fixing base and top 
screen with spring.. 

Screen for octal G.T. Valves 

s 

1 

1 

d 

3 

6 
6 

VALVE RETAINERS 

Spring type for EF50 . . 

Threaded type for EF50 
General type for all valves, 

consists of a silk cord and 
two springs .. . . 

31 
6 

3 

VALVE TOP CONNECTORS 

Type Plain Scr ned Insu- 
lated 

ad sd sd 
British kin. 

top 11 9 1 6 American 
kin. type I 9 1 6 

Screw to clip adaptor (for 
modern equivalents) .. .. 6 

To ensure receiving prompt reply, please enclose 
stamped addressed envelope, when writing for 

additional details. 

ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT LTD. 

Post orders should be addressed to:- 
ELPREQ HOUSE (Ref 2), HIGH STREET, 

WEALDSTONE, MIDDX. 

Personal shoppers however must continue to call at:- 
42-46, WINDMILL HILL, RUISLIP, MIDDX. 

Phone: RUISLIP 5780 
(Half -day, Wednesday), 

152 -153, FLEET STREET, E.C.4. 
Phone: CENTRAL 2833 

(Half -day, Saturday) 

EX -GOVT. VALVES 
American TYPES 

2B26 807 
2C34 813 
4C27 830E 

832 
6J6 860 
35T 866 
54 Gam- 866A 
matron 923 
259A 
714AB 

723AB 
801 
803 
805 

8011 
DET12 
DET19 
RK20A 
RK28A 
RKR72 
RL5 
RL7 

1616 RX235 
1625 TZ0520 
1629 VT90 
4064B VT114 
4074B - VTX3 
4328A WE3A 

EXPERI- 
MENTERS 

VALVE SNIP 
CV1147, High Cur- 
rent Thyratron, fila- 
ment 5 v. at 5 amp., 
peak plate voltage 
1,000 v. peak plate 
current 12 amp. 
A limited quantity 
of these are available 
at 20/- each. 

THERMAL 
DELAY SWITCH 
Hermetically sealed 
with 4 -pin base, the 
operating voltage is 
6 v. with a delay of 
1 minute. Price 12/6 
TUNGAR VALVE 

RECTIFIERS 
Replacement for 
many home and in- 
dustrial chargers: 
1 amp. type 68502. 

Price 9/6. 
3} amp. type 68507. 

Price 12/6. 
MERCURY 
VAPOUR 

RECTIFIERS 
CV2946 max cur- 
rent 1.8 max. 1,000 
v. Price 6/6. 
VÚ29. max current 
2.5 amps., max. 
2,000 v. Price 9/6. 
BD10, max. current 
25 amps. max. 
1,000 v. Price 
£6/10/ -. 
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/4,MeuIìItß t/ekery- GiCGUrse 

VALVES ! ! TUBES ! ! 
RECEIVING. TRANSMITTING, MAGNETRONS, KLYSTRONS. 

CATHODE -RAY TUBES, PHOTOCELLS, ETC. 
First Grade Quality - British and American Make - No Dollar Expenditure Involved 

LARGE QUANTITIES & GREAT VARIETIES 

S mansk 
(pronounced SHE - MAN -SKEE) 

S 
ELECTRONIC ENGINEER AND STOCKIST 

Office and Stores : lia LEIGHTON GROVE - LONDON - N.W.5 
Telephones JCULliuer 6077.8 (2 lines) 

7C lHENdon 1617 Telegrams f Overseas: "Shemanskee" London 
(Inland: " Shemanskee " Norwest London 

PROBABLY THE LARGEST ACTUAL STOCKIST IN ENGLAND 

WHOLESALE AND EXPORT ONLY 

ANNOUNCEMENT!! 
WE'VE MOVED TO 

189, EDGWARE ROAD 
LONDON, W.2 

Just along the Road PAD 4455/6 
MORE ROOM FOR YOU 

MORE ROOM FOR US TO SHOW YOU 

THE BEST IN THE ELECTRONIC FIELD 

TELE -RADIO (1943) LTD. 
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For brilliant. high fidelity sound recording 

the (oRunDlo) 2 -speed tape recorder 

PUSH button controls and magic -eye tuning give you 
complete mastery over the Grundig's superb recording 

and reproducing qualities. The 1,200 feet of tape 
give you ONE HOUR of high- fidelity music record- 
ing and play back, High speed rewind mechanism 
enables you to reproduce from (or record on) any 
part of the tape in a few seconds. The same tape 
can be used repeatedly, each new recording auto- 
matically erasing the previous one, or recordings 
can be kept indefinitely. Sound frequency range : 

71in. per second, 50- 10,000 c /s. 3;in. per second, 
50-6,000 c s. 

* Condenser microphone -as sensitive 
as the human ear. 

* Mixer unit -to mix up to 4 different 
recordings at once. 

* Remote controls -hand or foot operated. 

* Two -way telephone recorder -without 
alteration to G.P.O. handset. 

* As compact and portable as a suitcase. 

THE 

95 

Price 80 gns. 
including condenser mike. H P. 
Terms available. 

V C/ Il/ 
TOOL TWO -SPEED TAPE RECORDER 

Not only a revelation but a revolution 
in tape recording! 

GRUNDIG (GT. BRITAIN) LIMITED, KIDBROOKE PARK ROAD, LONDON, S.E.3. 

GM6005 -a sensitive mains operated 
valve voltmeter for the measurement 
of voltages in the range 20 e/s to 1 Mc /s 

Features :- 
I. 0 -10 mV-0 -300 V F.S.D. in 10 ranges. 4. Input Impedance 
2. Covers the frequency range 20 c/s to I Mc /s IO mV to I V at 20 Kcs= I!.5 

3. Overall accuracy error < 5% 3 V to 300 V at 20 Kcs= i1.9 

Specially recommended for A.F. work and vibration investigations. 

M.ohm, < 15 pf 
M.ohm, < 6 pf 

INDUSTRIAL X -RAY EQUIPMENT ELECTRONIC APPARATUS 

LAMPS AND LIGHTING EQUIPMENT ARC AND RESISTANCE 

WELDING PLANT AND ELECTRODES MAGNETIC FILTERS 

BATTERY CHARGERS AND RECTIFIERS H.F. HEATING 

GENERATORS RADIO AND TELEVISION RECEIVERS 

PHILIPS ELECTRICAL LTD. 
INDUSTRIAL DEPARTMENT 

CENTURY HOUSE SHAFTESBURY AVENUE LONDON W.C.2 

Loma `! J 
,I2ts) 
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MODERN ELECTRICSI LTD., 
164, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2. 
Export enquiries welcomed. Immediate delivery from stock. 

TAPE RECORDERS 
SOUNDMIRROR 

New Table, TwinTrackL69 10 0 
New Portable, Twin 
Track £74 IO 0 

SCOPHONY -BAIRD 
New Model Mk. 2 E68 5 0 

SIMPH ON IC 
New Model IA L83 0 0 

GRUNDIG 2 -Track 
2 -speed press- button 
control £84 0 0 

WIREK 
Portable Battery 
Model ESS 0 0 

RECORDING TAPE 
GRUN DIG 

L.G.H., 1,200ft. E2 0 0 

SOUNDMIRROR 
Paper Tape, 1,200ft LI 5 0 

FERROVOICE £1 2 6 
Spare Spools 4 6 

E.M.I. 1-1.60, 1,200ft E1 IS 0 
E.M.I. H.60, 600ft LI 1 0 
E.M.I. 14.65 1,200ft LI IS 0 
E.M.I. H.50 1,200ft_ E2 8 0 

SCOTCH BOY 
1,200ft. EI IS 
600ft. LI I 

Spare Spools, 1,200ft. 4 
Spare Spools, 600ft 3 

E.M.I.H57,3,250ft f6 0 
SIM PH ON IC 

As advertised El IS 

RECORD REPRODUCING 
EQUIPMENT 

B.S.R. 
3-spd. 
hds.) 
3-spd. 
hds.) 
3-spd. 
hds.) 
3-spd. 

(Crystal T¡O 
£9 4 

(With 2 GP20 
EIO 8 

(with 2 Decca 
£12 17 

Auto -mixer E16 10 

11 

8 

8 

3 

GARRARD 
R.C.80,less Head EIS 3 3 

R.C.75A, less Head £13 10 0 
S.20I.B Variable 3 -spd. 
Transcription E22 14 8 

CONNOISSEUR 
3 -spd. Deck £21 16 3 

GOODMANS 
Axiom 150 Mk. 2 E13 11 S 

Audiom 60 ElI 10 0 

Axiom 101 £6 12 I 

Axiom 102 £9 18 1 

0 
WHARFEDALE 

O W.12.CS E13 3 

3 Golden 10 C.S.B E8 6 
3 Super 5 and 8 CS, /AL £6 13 
O Bronze 10in E4 12 

e Bronze 8in £3 4 
W.B. Crossover Unit El 6 

W.B.Tweeter Unit E3 IS 

3 
7 
0 

9 
0 
6 

0 

TEST GEAR 
AVO 

Modelé E23 
Model 7 (latest) £19 
Uniminor £10 
Electronic Meter £40 
Wide Band Sig. /Gen. E30 
Valve Characteristic 
Meter £60 0 
D.C. Minor ES 5 
10kV. Multiplier for 
Modelé L2 S 0 
Carrying Cases for 
Models 7, 8 and 40 L3 0 0 

ADVANCE 
H.1 (Sig./Gen.) f25 0 
E.2 (Sig. /Gen, ) E28 0 
1.1. New Model £35 12 

COSSOR 
Double Beam 1035 £93 10 
Double Beam 1047 L132 0 

TAYLOR 
ALL NEW TAYLOR TEST 
GEAR IN STOCK AND AVAIL- 
ABLE ON H.P. Send S.A.E. 
for Catalogue and Terms. 

PICK -UPS 
ACOS 

G.P.20 (Std. or L.P.) 
Spare heads for above 
G.P.30 L.P. /Std 

DECCA 
XMS, Magnetic E6 

CONNOISSEUR 
Super Lightweight, 
L.P. ¡Std 
Spare Heads 

JUNE, 1953 

'phone : TEMple Bar 7587. 

10 0 
IO 0 

IO 0 
O 0 
O 0 

o 
0 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 

E3 
£2 
E3 

6 
0 
6 

0 

9 5 

£9 8 6 
E3 6 3 

Prompt attention to post orders. 

VALVES 
We are one of London's Largest 
stockists - Please write for 
requirements. 

MICROPHONES 
ACOS 

Mic 22 (Crystal) E6 6 0 
Mic 22 (head only) £4 10 0 
Mic inserts for above E1 9 6 
Mic 16 (Crystal) £12 12 0 
Mic 30 (Crystal) E4 4 0 

SOUNDMIRROR 
M/C with T/F E7 7 0 

LUSTRAPH ONE 
M/C with T /F.C.51 ES IS 6 
M/C less T /F.C.51 ES 5 0 
Heavy Table Base for 
above , I 0 
Hand MC with T/F 
CF1.51 E5 IS 6 
Hand M/C less TIF 
CIi.51 ES 6 0 

RESLO M/C (Low Imp ) E6 0 0 
RIBBON £7 5 0 

FLOOR STAND 
(Mic), 3 extensions E3 12 6 

LEAK AMPLIFIERS 
Point I, TLI2 £28 7 0 
Point I, TL25 E34 7 0 
Control Unit f12 12 0 

CONN OISSEURAMPLIFIERS 
Q.25 in Cabinet £48 IO 0 
Q.25, less Cabinet E4I S 0 

"R.D. BABY DE LUXE" 
New Model Pre -amp. £22 10 0 

TAPE DECKS 
WEARITE 2A (limited stock), with complete instructions for Associated Amplifier, £3500, carriage extra. 

WHOLESALE, 

MANUFACTURERS' 

RADIO TRADERS LTD. 
23 WARDOUR ST., LONDON, W.I. 

(Coventry Street end) 
Note Phone No. GERrard 3977/8 Grams : "Radiotrade" 

AND EXPORT 

ENQUIRIES ONLY 

JUST PURCHASED 
A Large Consignment of 
Television Components 

Electrolytics, Ceramicons, Moulded and Silver -Mica, 
Tubular Waxed, Metal, Oil -filled, etc. 
Vitreous Resistances, Valve Holders and Volume 
Controls, etc., etc. 
Brand New Goods at Much Below Cost. 

RESISTORS 
HIGH STABILITY, close tolerances 
from 1%, 4, 1, I and 2 watts. All 

values up to 2 meg., including 8, 13 and 30 meg. 
VITREOUS WIREWOUND. Large selection from 2 

to 200 watts. 
CARBON. , -1 -' watt to 5 watt. All popular values. 
Standard Car Suppressors, 15,000 ohms. 

VOLUME CONTROLS 
LINITEpe, ,`M " 

type and WIRE WOUND. Most values and popular 
makes in stock. 

PLUGS AND SOCKETS BÉA I NGPY &,O LEE, 
BULGIN, IGRANIC, ETC. 

VALVE HOLDERS 
Paxolin,`Moulded and Ceramic. 
Large selection including all 

latest types. 

* IMMEDIATE 

SWITCHES 
YAXLEY, TOGGLE, OAK. Many 
other makes and varieties. 

INDICATOR LAMP HOLDERS C1e r. Green and 

EX -GOVT. CARBON BRUSHES -LARGE STOCKS 

TRIMMERS 
Variable CERAMIC TRIMMERS. 
Capacities from 5 to 100 pF. Spindle 

and pre -set types. Also Philips trimmers and trimmer 
tools and many other types. 

Large selection of 

INSTRUMENT & RADIO KNOBS, WIRES 
ENAMELLED, SILK COVERED, REG. CELLULOSE 
and PUSH -BACK. Screened, Standard and P.V.C. 
NUTS, BOLTS, WASHERS, P.K. SCREWS, 
RIVETS, EYELETS, SOLDER TAGS, GROMMETS, 
GLASS CARTRIDGE FUSES, BRASS TERMINALS, 
BAKELITE and DISTYRENE ROD and PANELS. 
SLEEVING- various colours z mm.-30 mm., etc. 
STOCKISTS of all CINCH COMPONENTS. 
" BELLING & LEE " PANEL MOUNTING FUSE 
HOLDERS. 
Large Stocks of Ex- Government 
Aircraft, Radio, Radar Equipment 

and Electronic Components 

DELIVERY * 
TRADE COUNTER OPEN 9.30 to 5.30 MONDAY All enquiries dealt with individually, but regret 

TO FRIDAY. CALLERS WELCOMED. no lists are issued. 
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TELCON MULTICORE 

AIRCRAFT 

CABLES 4 

97 

for electronic and radio engineering 

Whilst Telcon Multicore Cables are designed primarily for 
aircraft wiring, they are also eminently suitable for the 

varying needs of the electronic and radio engineer. 

Available in a range of from 2 to 25 cores, with alternative 
finishes, Telcon Multicore Cables are colour -coded for 

easy reference. Fully illustrated and detailed publication, 
ref MC /1, is available free on 

request."4 

TELEGRAPH CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE CO. LTD 

Head Office: 22 Old Broad Street, London, E.C.2 Tel: LONdon Wall 7104 

Enquiries to: Telcon Works, Greenwich, S.E.10 Tel: GREenwich 3291 

vr 

U 
"---from 

finest of recorde 
from Portable 

re 
Manager' 

R1, Actor- 
1 Reluctant Heroes 

producer of 

Brian Rix, G2DQU, successful impre- 

sario with a keen interest in Amateur Radio, has 
a trained ear for the technical merits of the Baird 

Tape Recorder. "Here is a portable instrument," 
he says, "with a performance equal to that of 
costly professional equipment. Its distortion -free 

true -to -life recordings are the result of many new 
and impressive advances in high fidelity tech- 
nique. The finest of all portable recording 
instruments, it's invaluable at rehearsals." 

Complete with 
microphone and 
tape 6S gns. 

BAIRD RECORDING TAPE CEMENT is specially 
prepared for splicing plastic base magnetic tape. 
Makes clean, quick- setting joints, which are strong 
and free from creeping. Each bottle is fitted with a 

brush for easy application. 3/6d. 
(post and packing 6d. extra) 

THE ALL -BRITISH TAPE RECORDER 

BAIRD TELEVISION LTD LANCELOT ROAD ,WEMBLEY MIDDLESEX 
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Great Britain's Valve Mail -Order 
IEx P'ìO RIT 
To all parts of the Commonwealth 
and beyond -safely packed (no 

C.O.D.) and Free of Tax. 

P I FCO 
A Il-in-one 
Radiomet- 
er AC/DC. 
T e s t s 
everything 
in Radio. 
Complete 
with Test 
prds. 
29-6 

SERVICE SHEETS 
The one you requise en- 
closed if available in :r 

dozen assorted of 106 our best choice. 

AMPLI ON 
TEST METER 

1,800 ohm per volt on all D.C. 
and A.C. ranges, 10 v., 100 v., 
and 500 v. D.C. and A.C., 
:0 mA. and 500 mA. D.C. 
Resistance up to 200,000 ohm 
(3,000 ohm centre scale), with 
self -contained battery, 6,000 
volt range with a separate H.T. 
test prod (9 /8 extra). Supplied 
with teat prods. Multi- colour 
scale easily readable. E5 
POST FREE. 

_ s' , 
A r" 1 

- Bulls' 10th '^ 
1 

Anniversary 
in `: 

'%I Coronation ' `Year 0'..- 

'-D9J /-t; 

Universal Minor £10. Model 
7 and 40 Avometers, £19. 
Electronic Testmeter, £40. 
AVO model R in stork, £23. 

BROADCASTER 
Connects to radio or gram. 
Talk over your 
own radio, room 
to room. 
Easy to fix. Two 
mikes make 2- 
station house 
phone in your 
own home. 
Order to -day. 
12 6 Pnst 

JuNE, 1953 

BULLS 
146 HIGH SL Had SDEN NNW 

"Demobbed 
Valves 
Manual" 
Giving Equivalents of British 
and American Service and Cross 
Reference of Commercial Types 
with an Appendix of B.V.A. 
Equivalents and comprehensive 
Price List. We have still some 
Valves left at very old Budget 
Rates (33i °L) which are actually 
sold at the old price. 

rt yours is a Valve Problem -Bulls 
are most likely to solve it. Please 
write us. 

TAYLOR Montrose 
7 -range Multi - 

meters, A.C. í D.C. 
:; imp precision JI 1 

movement. 
0 -6 -30 -150 
300 volt. 
0-30 n1A.- 
300 mA. 

50/- 

EASY TERMS 
ON ALL 

TAYLOR METERS 
Terms up to Io 
months and very 
near Cash Price. 
Please ask for full 
List, Terms and 
Proposal Form. 

AX 
Chassis 
Cutters 

and Keys 
12/4 

i fin., 12/4 
tin., 13/4 
lin., lAin 

and 1Fin., 16/- each ; 

11 in. and 1 }in. 18/- each ; 

l ¡in., 19/9 ; 2 in., 31/9 ; 

2' in., 36/9 ; lin. square, 
2413. Post 1/-. 

CONDENSER TESTERS & 

RECTIFIER UNITS 
Plugs straight into A.C. mains, 
200/240 v., and is indispensable 
for examination of condensers. 
Very slight and Intermittent 
leakages which cannot be 
discovered by conventional 
instruments can be traced by 
this milt. Complete. Supplies 
are becomi,ie lin iir I. 

Post 1 -. 3 9' 6 

Electric Paint Stripper 
Paint STRIPPING 
made easy with 
our foolproof elec- 
trie tool. Easy 
and faster. Clean 
and safe. Old 
paint comes off like 
MAGIC. Cost 4d. per 
hour. A.C. /D.C. Com- 
plete with long cable. 
Guaranteed. 
List 47/8 OUR 37/6 wr l'a PRICE 

Magic Plates 
as I scriii, ,) in April few 
L4tat 301 -, 

VCR 97 Tubes 
1 (rand new 

20 ;- Post 2/- 
RADIO 

CITY & RURAL 
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY FROM STOCK 

BULLS 
146. HIGH SI. HARIESOEN awn 

"VI EWMASTER /1 
SPECIFIED COMPONENTS 

(London - Sutton Coldfield - Holme Moss - Kirk -O- Shotts - 
Wenvoe - Newcastle - Belfast.) 
Send for Stage I now -price E3/2/3, post free. Complete Kits. 
Stage -by -Stage and Single Components Supplied. " Viewmaster ' 
Construction Envelopes 7/6 ea. 

NEW LANE TAPE TABLE, £17/10/ -, plus 10/- carriage and 
packing. 
LANE RECORD /PLAYBACK AMPLIFIER (including valves 
and complete down to the last nut and bolt), E13. 
LANE RECORD PLAYBACK AMPLIFIER (ready -built and 
tested), £15 /10,! -. 
CONSTRUCTION ENVELOPES. Stage -by -Stage Construc- 
tion Envelopes-for Lane Record /Playback Amplifier, 5/3, post free 
TRIP RECORD /PLAYBACK AMPLIFIER (complete and 
tested), 114. 
RONETTE " CORONATION " CRYSTAL MICRO - 
PHONES,52 /-, 
TRANSFORMERS : 30 v.2 a. for models, etc. Tapped 3- 4- 5 -6 -8- 
9-10-12-15-18-20 -24 v, 21/- ; 350 -0 -250 v. 80 mA. 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 
2 a., 2I / -. Ditto but 250 -0 -250 v., 21/.. Heater 6.3 v. 1.5 a., 7/6. 
350-0-350 v. 150 mA. 6.3 v. 5 a., 5 v. 3 a., Fully Shrouded, 45/- ; 

EHT 2.5 Kv. S mA. 0 -2 -4 v. 4 a., 0 -4 v. 2 a., 45/-. All Primaries 
200 -220 -250 v. 
METAL RECTIFIERS : 6 v. I a., 5/6 ; 12 v. I a., 9/9. 
ALUMINIUM CHASSIS : 6x4x2Fin., 4/9 ; 8x6x2fin., 
6,14 10 x 7 x 21in., 7/7 ; 12 x 8 x 2 4-in., 9/6. 
S.T.C. METAL RECTIFIERS : E.H.T. K3/40, 7/6 ; K3/45, 
8/2 ; K3/50, 8/8 ; K3 /100, 14/8 ; H.T. RMO, 5/- RMI, 5/3 ; 

RM2, 5/9 ; RM3, 7/- ; RM4, 21/- ; DRMIB, 11/6 ; DRM2B, 12/6 ; 

DRM3B, 15 / -. 
CLEAREX 6in. ENLARGERS (for VCR97, etc.), 17/6. 
Terms : C.W.O. or C.O.D. over L2. Over £2 post free, otherwise 
please add If- post and packing. 

FOR ATTENTION- ADVICE -SERVICE, WRITE : 

CITY & RURAL RADIO, 
101, HIGH STREET, SWANSEA, GLAM. 

Telephone : Swansea 4677. 

TYANA Soldering Irons 
Lightweight 16/9 

Post r/- 
VALVES 

Electric Paint Sprayer 
A C Model. Complete Unit. 

75/- Post 2 -. 

(Kindly mark envelope W.W.6) 

OUR 18th 
MONEY SAVING OFFERS YEAR 

LATEST FERRANTI ARI5 HIGH -POWER CAR RADIO. 12 volt 
Medium and long wave. Guaranteed brand new condition. Complete with 
control heads and leads. Unfortunately these sets are less the flexible 
drives. Purchased from the estate of a late dealer. List price L37/10/ -. 
4 only. Price EIS each. Absolutely perfect. 
TELEVISION AERIALS. From the same source. Small quantity of 
Antiference PDSRM Dipole and Reflector, with 10ft. metal mast and chimney 
lashing equipment. For Holme Moss. Listed currently at £7. Our price 
E4 each, carr. 4/ -. 
1155 AC POWER PACK AND OUTPUT STAGE. With built -in 
LS. See previous issues for full details, E7 /10 / -, carr. 3/6. 

G.E.C. VHF RECEIVERS complete with 
10 valves. Ex -Govt. As used by police. 
Used but guaranteed in excellent condition. 
Valves comprise ZA2's, 954's or EF50's in 
HF and Ist Det. stages. Det 19 in local 
oscillator, KTW63's in three IF stages, D63 
Det and AVC, LF H63, Output KT63, Noise 
suppressor D63, Power requirements 6v 3a, 
270v 80ma, 78.5 -82 Mc /s. Intermediate 
frequency adjustable 8.3 -9.8 Mc /s. Oscillator 
Crystal controlled (No crystal included). 
Sensitivity 3 microvolts for 50mw audio 
output. Input impedance 72 ohms. Housed 
in Grey enamel steel case with lid 10 x 8 x7in. 

Weight 22Ibs. Note the amazingly low price, 49 6 plus 5/- carr. 

OF INTEREST TO AIRCRAFT COMPANIES 
OXYGEN MASKS. 6D/643 and 6D645. Type G. Brand new. Indivi- 
dually boxed. E12 10/- per 100. 

GAUGES FOR DE -ICER. New. Black bakelite Case Approx. 2 }in. 
diameter. 4 screw fixing. Calibrated 14 -0 vacuum. C -10 psessure. 
Individually boxed. E10 per 100. 

AMERICAN AIRCRAFT CABIN HEATERS. Brand new. Type 
ABV- 50D -H7 -B. Makers " Surface Combustion " Columbus. 50,'- each. 

H. P. RADIO SERVICES LTD. 
55 COUNTY ROAD, WALTON, LIVERPOOL, 4 

Tel.: Aintree 1445 Established 1935 
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The LATEST and IIVIPROVED TAPE 
For all popular tape recording machines 

Specially wound on transparent perfectly balanced " "a\\\ m0 
plastic spools which fit easily to all popularr types of tape recorders. 
The advantages of FERROVOICE are now available to all. 
FERROVOICE improves the performance of all recorders. It 
provides twin -track recording of the highest standards of quality 
and faithfulness. Tape wear and rotation noises are reduced to 
the minimum. 
FERROVOICE is the most modem and most efficient tape 
available. 
It brings to all tape recorders the highest standards of recording. 
and reproduction. 
Technical features: Super Calendered Kraft Paper -breaking strain 
approximately 4 lb. -Tape width 0.247' ± 0.001'. Medium coercivlty- 
ease of erasure -frequency response 50 c/s to 10 Kc /s at 74' per second. 
Length of tape 1,200 ft. Spool 7" diameter. 
NOTE THESE OUTSTANDING FEATURES * TWIN -TRACK RECORDING WITH UNIFORM RESPONSE. * HIGH PLAY -BACK LEVEL AND LOW NOISE COMPONENT. * LIGHTWEIGHT PRECISION BALANCED SPOOL. * FERROVOICE SPOOLS KEEP WEAR, TEAR AND ROTATION 

NOISE TO A MINIMUM. 

99 

Trade Enquiries Invited. 

MAGNETIC COATINGS LTD., 38 GROSVENOR GARDENS LONDON SW1 'phone: SLOane 9129 

I.1!#!. +'-; 

comnuut4auen 
6444644a 6ortiv a de 

QUARTZ CRYSTAL 

UNITS 
Nf fy 

. 

,". 
,;/ 
-77 

;;A. 

From take -off to touch -down, the safety of the aircraft is 
dependent on trouble -free radio contact being maintained. 
The components used in the radio equipment must be the 
best obtainable. 
For reliable communications under all conditions, use G.E.C. 
Quartz Crystal Units. 

Write to -day for list Q.C. 5011(R) 

SALFORD ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD 
A Subsidiary of THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD. OF ENGLAND 

PEEL WORKS SILK STREET SALFORD 3 LANCS. 

% D / % i , / / , % r % , / , OOi %O/////// ////Ó%%%% D/, // , / % % % Ö i / i %y % %%//'/ , % i 
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BUILD A PROFESSIONAL 
RADIO OR AMPLIFIER 
AT LESS THAN HALF 

TODAY'S PRICE 

yvule SURE to get it at 

A MIDGET 4- STATION 
"PRE -SET" RECEIVER 
A complete Kit to build a 
4- station "Pre -set" Superhet 
Receiver for A.C. mains 
operation. 
The set is designed to receive 
any three stations on medium 
waveband and one on long 
wave, each station being 
received by the turn of a 
rotary switch -no tuning 
being necessary. It is of 

midget 
high. and has the performance 

being 
} ane of a far more 

expensive ready -made set, but can be built 
for half the price. This Receiver, ea illustrated, can be 
completely built for approx. £919/ -. The complete assembly 

iteAr actions, inclerbtg component layout and component price list, are available for 119 

A MAINS OR BATTERY PORTABLE KIT 
A Midget 4.valve Superhet Portable 
Set covering medium and long wave- 
bands. 
Designed to operate on A.C. mains 

200/240 volts, or by an "Alldry" battery. 
The set is so designed that the mains section 
lo supplied as a separate unit which may 
be added at any time. The Kit therefore 
can be supplied (a) as an " Alldry" Battery 

Superhet Personal Set which mn then 
be accommodated In the attache rase 

Se illustrated (size tilo, x 4 }1s.. x 
91n.), this Is attractively finished 
1s. lizard, maroon, dark green or 
blue marine, or (b) as a combined 
Mains/Battery Superhet Portable 
Receiver, for which a polished 
wood cabinet le available to 
accommodate both Maine Unit 
and Batteries together. 
Circuit incorpomtee delayed A.V.O 

and pre-selective Audio Feedback. 
Kit is complete In every detail and 

includes ready -wound frame aerial-, fully 
aligned 

Overall aloeonassembled cchassis lnx 41n. o 21. in. 
This receiver, as Illustrated, can be completely built for approx. £10 (plus Maine 
Unit If required). Shad 119 for the fully descriptive Assembly Book which Includes 
Practical Layouts and complete price list of Component.. Attache ease available 
e,+pamtely, 37/6. 

THE 
" Wireless 
World " 
3 -Valve 

Set 

A Midget 9 
valve T.R. 
Receiver for 
operation on 
A.C. mains, covering 

long and medium wavebands. 
We are able to supply all 
of the components to build 
this set, ea designed and 
specified in the Feb. 1950 issue, including 
the drilled chassis. Valves and moving coil 
speaker, etc., at the following prices To construct 
complete chassis, less dial and drive assembly, £5 /5 / -. Ditto 
Including dial and drive assembly, £8. To construct the complete set, including dial 
and drive assembly and cabinet. £7 /3 /6. Overall size of cabinet is 71 in. x 31fmx 
11 }in A reprint of the designer's article, giving circuit and assembly instructions 
(this is available separately for 9d.) together with a practical component layout is 
included with each of above assemblies. 

"PERSONAL SET " BATTERY ELIMINATOR 
A complete Kit of parts to build Midget 
" Alldry " Battery Eliminator, giving 
approx. 69 volte and L4 volta 
This eliminator le for use on A.C. 
mains and Is suitable for any 
4 -valve Superhet Receiver 
requiring H.T. and L.T. 
voltage as above, or 
approx. to 69 volte. 
The Kit is quite eaaily and 
quickly assembled and is 
housed In a light aluminium case size 441m x liin. x Slice. 
easy- to-follow assembly instructions, 42/6. In addition we can offer a similar COMPLETE KIT to provide approx. 90 volte and 
1.4 volts. Size of assembled unit 71n. x 2lim x 1}In. Price 4716. 

Price of complete Kit with 

THE "MINI -TWIN" 1 -VALVE BATTERY SET 
A design of a simple 1 -valve 2 -stage Battery Receiver, giving excellent results on 

medium and long wavebands and having exceptionally low 
battery consumption. 

Drilled chassis and practical diagrams make it the 
ideal set for the beginner to build. 

The complete chassis, includ. 
ing valve, can be built for 
37/6, the attractive plastic 
case is 9/6, and suitable 
headphones 14/9. 
The complete assembly in- 
structions, layouts and a 
component price list, are 
available for 1/6. 
This Receiver also performs 
excellently. without modifica- 
tion, as a tuning unit, and In 

addition, with simple modifications for which a complete diagram is provided 
makes a first -class pre- amphfer for pick -up or microphone. 

TWO BATTERY PORTABLES 
(a) THE "MINI TWO- THREE" 

An " Alldry " Battery Portable of midget size, 61in. x 
4(1n. x 31155., designed to cover medium waveband 190.559 
metres, with use of . _bort trailer aerial 
The simple design or this Receiver Is so arranged that either 
a 3-valve set or a 2 -valve (afterwards welly converted to 
the Svalre) can be Trade. 
Consists of a T.R.F. circuit using a regenerative detector 
with H.F. stage and high gain output pentode. Valve 
line up IT4- IT4- DL94.. 
Tae 2 -valve set can be completely built for £4/3/6 (less 
case), and the 3 -vtvve for £5(31- (less case). Each price 
Includes valves, speaker and drilled chassis. 
Send 1/9 for the assembly Inatruct(ono r they include 
simple and complete practical component layouts and dia- 
grams, which enable the most inexperienced construc- 

tor to successfully build either 
set. All components are 
available for separate sale, 
a price list being supplied 
with assembly instructions. 

(b) THE "MINI- FOUR" 
A. 4 -valve Battery Superhet Receiver designed to receive 
4 pre -set stations, three on medium waveband and one on 
long wave to suit local condition. Each station Is obtained 
on the set by the turn of a rotary switch. No tuning is 
necessary. 
It is of midget slue, being only 41155. x 681m x 4 }In. when 
completely built earl la very easily assembled from diagrams 
supplied. 
Cost of all componenta to build this set, In accordance with 
the design, including a drilled and cut chassis and panel and 
new valves, is £9/10.1- log Tess valves for £6)7/61. Attrac- 
tive carrying case flaishod in blue leatherette, 16/9. Com- 
plete constructional data with a blue print, which shows the 
practical component layent and wiring diagram, together 
with an Individual component price list, Is available 
separately, 1/6. Our batery eliminators (illustrated above) 
available in kit form are suitable for use with this set. 

THE FAMOUS ` SHAFTESBURY" 
RIBBON MIKE 

Incorporating Internal line transformer having trans- 
formation ratio from ribbon impedance up to 500 -600 
ohms ... reduced from SO gnu to £8. A special line 
to grid, 500 -600 ohms transformer, also available for 
25/-. 

DENCO I.F. LINER 
For accurately giving 465 Ke and 1.6 Me. I.E. channels 
and associate circuits. Battery operated, small and 
completely self -contained, 59/6 (plus battery 118). 

THE "WIRELESS WORLD " 
MIDGET A.C. MAINS 
2 -VALVE RECEIVER 

We can supply all the components to build this set, 
including valves and moving coil speaker, for 23/10/ , 
including designers' complete building instructions 
(these are available separately for ed.). 

THE VIEWMASTER TELEVISOR 
We have had very considerable experience in entrains 
customers to build this T/V and can supply a SPECI- 
FIED COMPONENTS EX- STOCK. The assembly 
instructions showing practical layouts and price list are 
available for 7/6 for London, Sutton Coldfield, Holme 
Moen, Kirk- o'- Shotte and Wenvoe. Complete television 
price list Is contained in our general STOCK LIST 
at ed., including Haynes, etc., components. 

HOME CONSTRUCTORS 
A CAR 

RECEIVER FOR 12 O O 
A design of a 5 Valve Superhet Receiver, employing 
am K.F. Stage for fi or 12 Volt supply. 
Send 2 8 for the complete set of Assembly Instruc- 
tions, CIRCUITS, LAYOUTS. and POINT -TO- POINT 
WIRING DIAGRAMS, together with a complete 
oomposent Price List. 
THIS IS NOT AN EX GOVT. RECEIVER, IT IS 
A NEW DESIGN EMPLOYING NEW COM- 
PONENTS. 

PICK -UPS 
Coamocord ..111.2.20," for standard records, 23/5/9 
Interchangeable (G.P.19) head for L.P. recorde, £2. 
Dewe lightweight "turnover head" type, for L.P. and 
standard recorde, 23/12/6. 
Goldring, Standard, lightweight Magnetic, 33/ -. 
Cosmocerd "Aces" G.P.30, turnover crystal type. 
For Standard or L.P. Recorda, £3/5/9. 

BATTERY CHARGER KITS 
All kits incorporate metal rectifiers and are for use on 
A.O. mains 220.250 volta All kits include an easily 
followed wiring diagram. All prices Include a TAPPED 
RESISTOR and a fivepeeltlon SELECTOR SWITCH 
to enable the charging rate to be varied. 
For 6 or 12 volt batteries at max. 1 amp., 21/18/9 
(excluding Resistor and Switch, 2113/6). 
For 6 or 12 volt batteries at max. 18 amps., am- 
(excluding Resistor and Switch, 21/819). 
For 6 or 12 volt batteries at max. 28 amps., £2/14/6 
(excluding Resistor and Switch, 21119/61. 
For 6 or 12 volt batteries at max. 4 amps., £3/2/6 
(excluding Resistor and Switch. £2/7131. 

THE DENCO ULTRA MIDGET 
SUPERHET COIL TURRETS WITH A 

ROTARY TURRET ACTION 
Type CTS consists of a four station "pre -set" unit from 
which any three stations on medium waveband and one on 
long wave can be received by turn of the turret switch. 
Price 39/6. 
Type CT10, is a 3 waveband Coll pack Incorporating a fourth 
switch position for 'Gram. Complete coverage le, long wave- 
band 700.2.000 metes, medium waveband 190-570 and 
short wave 15-50 metres. Price £218/. 
A complete receiver circuit and all ueceseary data is included 
with each turret. These can be supplied separately for 8d. 

e 

Send 9d. for our STOCK LIST 
it shows hundreds of RADIO AND 
TELEVISION COMPONENTS 
and many KITS OF PARTS for 
both Sets and Battery Chargers. 
When ordering please include 
approx. cost of Post and Packing. 
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TWO COMPLETELY ASSEMBLED le ALL -WAVE " 
SUPERHET CHASSIS 
(a) MODEL B.B. A 5 -valve 8.wavebmod euperhet Receiver. 
(b) MODEL B. A 5 -valve 6- waveband (4 bandepread) Snperhet Receiver. 
Both Receivers are for operation on A.O. mains 100/200 vole and 200/250 volta, and em- 
ploy the very latest miniature valves. They are designed to the most modern specification, 
great attention having been given to the quality of reproduction which gives excefeut, 
clarity of epeech and music on both gram and radio, making them the )deal replacement 
chacota for that - old Radiogram," etc- 

A GENUINE SPECIAL OFFER ! 
PLESSEY 3 -SPEED AUTO CHANGE UNIT'S 

Brand New in maker's Cartons, complete with mounting Instructions. 

£11 -3 -6 
(Normal price is £23/10/ -) 

MODERNISE YOUR OLD RADIOGRAM FOR 

£25IN. 
(plus I0 /- carriage andinsurance) 

with the very latest equipment. We will supply the 
3 waveband chassis on the left with the Plessey auto 
changer on the right. complete with 10' speaker for 
425 (628/7/6 with the 6 waveband chassis). This is 
less than half the price of comparable commercial 
three speed auto radiograms. 

lirirf sp. :teatiuns. Model B.3. -Valve line up, 6BE6, 
6BA6, OATS, 6ß1V6, 6X4 -waveband coverage, short 16-50, 

medium 187 -550, long 900 -2,000 metres. Controls: (1) volume with on/off ; (2) tuning 
(flywheel -type); (3) wavechange and grue; (4) tone (3- podtlon switch operative on gram 
and radio). 
Negative feedback ln employed over the entire audio stages. Chauds size: 11 x 7) x 81in. 
high. Dial size: 9 }in. x 411a. Price, complete and READY FOR USE. excluding speaker, 
£12/12/ -. (Carr. and Pkg. 7/6 extra). 
Model B employe a similar valve line up as the B.3, but coven 6 wavebands. Short wave 
11 -16, 16 -25, 22 -23, 31.46 and 43-120 metres, and medium wave 187 -550 metres. The 
flat four short banda are bandepread. The controls employed are as used on the B.8 
model, but the tone control operates a ais -position switch. having three additional positions 
for varying base and treble on gram reproduction. Negative feedback io employed over 
the entire audio otage. Size of chassis and dial le as given for B.B. Price complete and 
READY FOR USE, excluding speaker £15/15/. Carriage, packing and insurance 7/6 
extra 

These units will auto change on all three speeds, 7in., 10in. and 12in. 

They play MIXED 10in. and I2in. records. 

They have separate sapphires for L.P. and 78 r,p.m., wtidh are moved 
into position by a simple switch. 

Minimum baseboard size required 16ín. x 12 }in. with lie'ght above 
Skin. and height below baseboard 21in. 

A bulk purchase enables us to offer these BRAND NEW UNNTS at this 
exceptional price. 
Please add 7/6 pack- 
ing, carriage and 
insurance. 

A Complete Kit of Parts to build a 
3-4 WATT HIGH GAIN AMPLIFIER 
for operation ou 
A.C. or D.C. Mains, 
200.250 volta. 

This amplifier wilt give 3 watts output fur the small input 
voltage of only 75 millivolts, and Is therefore nultable for 
use with any type of pick -up from the crystal type to the 
miniature HIP Magnetic typa 
A tone control Is Incorporated and the quality produced le 
excellent. The overall elm of chaedn le Rn. x Sinn x 7in. and 
valve line up 25Y5- beH7 -25L6. 
Price of complete kit, Including drilled Cham'. and valves, 

/9, p 819iß 
P.M. (which Ate on chassis), 18/-, or 

P 
Price of fully assembled claws ready for use, £5/5/- 
(plue cost of speaker). 
Copy of assembly Instructions and components price Bet 
available for 1/3. 

! ! AMPLIFIERS ! ! 

TWO COMPLETE KITS OF PARTS 
A 6-8 wall QUALITY " PUSH-PULL AMPLIFIER 
designed for A.C. mains 200 to 250 volta, Incorporating a 
simple arrangement to enable either magnetic crystal 
or lightweight pick -up to be wed, and le euitabla for sea 
with Standard or long -playing recorda A torte control 1s. 

Incorporated, and the 10 -watt output tranerformer ie 
dceigned to match 2 to 15 oben speakers. 
The overall size of the assembled chassis le 10in. x Stn. x 
7 }in. high, and full practical diagram. are eupplled. Price. 
including drilled chaad. and valves, of complete kit. 
58/17/6. Price of eaeembled chasele, supplied ready for 
one, £8/12/6. Fall descriptive leaflets are available 
separately for 1 / -. 

A 12 -watt HIGH FIDELITY "PUSH- PULL" AMPLI- 
FIER designed for A.C. mains 200 to 250 volte, employe 
n valves plus rectifier, with negative feedback, and com- 
prlees a main amplifier chassie and a remote controlled 
Preamplifier and Tone Control Unit, incorporating four 
controls -bass. treble. main volume or mixing control, 
and a radio. gram, microphone, selector switch. This control 
unit measures only 7 x 4 x 21n. The measured frequency 
range of the ampllfler with this unit ehowe an excellent 
responue from 14,000 cycles down to 20 cycles, the base and 
treble controls allowing independent control of gain at 
both ends of the frequency range from rero to gale of 50. 
It can be siren, therefore, that ample correction le provided 
to suit any type of pick -op with any type of recording. 
Input voltage for maximum output I. 70 MY., 6.3 volts 
at 2 amps and 30 mA H.T. le provided fer tuning unit, 
etc. Price of complete kit, Including drilled chassie and 
valves, £14. Complete specification and layout, 2/ -. 
We can also supply completely assembled and ready for 
use at 517. 
THIS AMPLIFIER COMPARES WELL WITH THE 
WILLIAMSON AND SIMILAR DESIGNS AT A FRAC- 
TION OF THE COST. 

A 5 -VALVE `BALL- WAVE" SUPERHET RECEIVER 
For use on A.C. Maine 200 to 250 volts. 

Thin small attractive Receiver. embodying modern circuit 
technique, le designed to cover Short, Medium and Long 
wavebands, and Incorporates the following outstanding 
features : 

A superhet circuit designed for high efficiency on all 
three wavebands. 
A 3¢ín. P.M. Speaker accurately matched for good 
quality reproduction. 
The latest range of new 8 -volt B.V.A. miniature valves. 
Built -in frame aerial with prevtdon for external aerial 
for distant station. 
A white plastic cabinet of very attractive appearance 
overall alas lila. x 5 }m x 5lin. 

BUILT FOR APPROX. £10 /101 -.ATED 
CAN ] <i. 

Send 2/6 for the fully descriptive stage by etage aasemblc 
and wiring diagrams, with which complete price detail, 
are given. 

A DUAL CHANNEL PRE- PWIPLIFIER 
and TONE CONTROL UNIT 

Thle comprehensive PREAMPLIFIER and TONE CON- 
TROL UNIT provides a .nil ontrol of balm and treble 
in conjunction with a main Volume/Mixer Control. 

STERN RADIO Ltd. 
109 & 115, FLEET STREET, E.C.4 

Tel. : CENTRAL 5812 -3 -4 

It can be used with any aauplili c and eu all ;ray pick -up. 
the range of frequency control provided by the unit 
affording ample compensation for all types of pick -up 
and all natures of recordings, i.e., English. American and 
long playing. without recourse tc pick -up correction. 
The extreme flexibility of the tags and treble controls is 
each that the level of balm and treble can be net to suit 
any conditions irrespective of the volume output of the 
amplifier. 
ßeeponse characterietlm are giren In 12 -wati amplifier 
advt. 
The unit meaearea only 7in. x 413.x 2ín., including seB- 
contained power supply, and can be accommodated either 
ea Or away from the main amefifler, Le, on the front 
panel of cabinet er any other ,00nition. Price. Including 
drilled chseeb, valves (681q7 and 175). £3/18dß- Complete 
assembly data I. available separately for 11-. Completely 
assembled and ready for moo £5/5/-. 
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CRYSTAL DIODES. Germanium Vacuum 
sealed glass type with wire ends, 2/8 each or 
30/- per dozen. (P) 
WHANDA WIRE AND CABLE STRIPPERS, 
to take al I s ize flexes and cables up to j) in. d iamete r, 
with 3 alternative heads and triple screw adjust- 
ment. These are brand new and boxed, and the 
original price was 15/. each. Our Price 4/3 
each or 48/- per doz. (P) 
CARBON RESISTORS. f4 watt, 3d. each. 
Virtually all standard values in stock. Nearest 
value supplied, unless otherwise stated. (P or G) 
SILVER MICA OR CERAMIC CONDEN- 
SERS (pFs). 2, 4, 10, 15, 27, 30, 50, 75, 100, 
160, 200, 220, 300, 330, 350, 500, 1,000, 2,000, 

4,500, 4,700. All at 5d. each, or 4f- per doz. 
(P or G) 
WAX TUBULAR CONDENSERS. .1 mfd. 
350 v. 4d. each or 3/- per doz. (G) 
MOULDED MICA CONDENSERS. .01 mfd. 
500 v., 6d. each or 5/- per doz. (G) 
EHT CONDENSERS. .001 mfd., SkV. A.C 
Test, 1/6 each or 15 /- per doz. .02 mfd.. SkV, 
D.C. working, 1/6 each or 15 /- per doz. (G) 
SPEAKER FRET. Expanded Metal, finished Silver 
6 x 6, 1/3; 9x9, 2/6; 12 x 12, 3/9; 18 x 18, 8/6. (P) 
SPEAKER FRET. Expanded metal, finished gold 
6x6, 1/6; 12x 12,4/ -. (P) 
SPEAKER FABRIC. Fawn or brown, 12 x 12, 
2/-; 18 x 18, 4/6. (P) 
HEADPHONES. 4,000 ohms, per pair, 11 / -. 
(G) 
METAL RECTIFIERS. MI, 125 v. @ 80 mA, 
3/11. RM2, 125 v. @ 100 mA, 4/3. RM4, 250 v. @ 
250 mA, 17/ -. 140/972, 250 v. @ 25 mA, 616. 
12 v. } A., 6/ -. 6 v. I A., 4/6. 12 v. 2 A., 12/6. 
12 v. 2} A., 16/6. 12 v. 4 A., 21/ -. (P) 

SWITCH SOCKETS. Flush mounting 250 volt, 
3 pin, 5 amp., bakelite. Price 3/6. (M) 

BELLING AND LEE PLUGS 
AND SOCKETS. 5 way, 
2/ -, 7 way, 2/3 complete. (G) 
JONES PLUGS AND 
SOCKETS. 6 way, 1/9; 8 way 
2'- complete. (G) 

E. H.T. PLUGS AND SOCKETS. I /-complete. 

WIRELESS WORLD 

LINE CORD. 3 -way, 0.3 amp., 60 ohms per 
foot, 1/9 per yard. (P) 
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS. These 
are current production, not surplus stocks. 
32 mfd., 450 volts, 250 mA ripple, can., 4/6; 8 
mfd., 450 v., 1/9; 8 + 8 mfd., 450 v., 3/3; 8 + 16 
mfd., 450 v., 4/ -; 8 + 32 mfd., 450 v., 4/6; 
16 + 16 mfd., 450 v., 5' -; 32 + 32 mfd., 350 v., 
3/6; 25 mfd., 25 v., I/9; 50 mfd., 12 v., 1/9. (P) 
MAINS DROPPERS. Standard 0.2 and 0.3 
amp. Price 3/9 each. (P) 
AERIAL AND OSCILLATOR COILS. For 
medium and short waves. Price 5/- per set of 4 
coils. (M) 
HEATER TRANSFORMERS. 230 v. input, 
6.3 v., 1.5 amp. output, 5/6 each. (P) 
MOULDED BAKELITE ESCUTCHEONS. 
8}ín. x 2fin. with opening 6¡in. x I }in., I/. each. 
(M) 
GENERAL PURPOSE TRIODES. Type 7193. 
6.3 v. heater. Similar to 615G. Price 2/6 each. (G) 
ROTARY TOGGLE SWITCHES. 4 -pole 
bunching. Price 1/6 each. (G) 
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. Standard pen- 
tode matching to 2/4 ohms. Price 4/6 each. (M) 
L.F. CHOKES. 10 Henry, 70 mA. Price 4/9 
each. (P) 
ENGRAVING TOOL. For 200 -240 v. A.C. 
mains. Suitable for use on metals or plastics. 
Price 10 /- each. (P) 
COAXIAL CABLE. Stranded centre con- 
ductor, fin. diameter, 80 ohms, 9d. per yard. (P) 
CONDENSER CLIPS. Vertical mounting I in., 
4d.; Ij)in., 4 /d.; Horizontal mounting, 
4d.; Double, }in., clips, 4d. (G) 
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TAPE RECORDER OSCILLATOR COILS. 
6.3 mH, 45 kc /s, for high impedance heads only. 
Price 6/9 each. (P) 
TELEVISION MAGNIFYING LENSES.6in' 
clear, 19/6; 9in. clear or filter, 50 / -; 12in., clear or 
filter, 70/ -. Please state which and add 5/- for 
carriage and packing. (P) 
DIAL BULBS. 6 -8 v. 0.3 amp., M.E.S. fitting' 
Price 3 for 1/9. (P) 
PAPER CONDENSERS 0.01 mfd., 500 v., 
6d ; 0.01 mfd., 750 v., 6d. ; 0.25 mfd., 500 v., 
6d. ; I mfd. 400 v., 6d. ; I mfd. 500 v., 9d. ; 

I mfd. 600 v., 1/- ; I mfd. 800 v., 1/3 (all G) ; 
3 µfd., 750 v., 1/9. (U) 
OIL FILLED CONDENSERS. 1 mfd. 600 v., 31-. 
(G) 
AERIAL FILTER UNIT. No. 112. 10P/13089 
2/- each. (G) 
ALADDIN fin. COIL FORMERS. Ex- Govt.i 
wound. No slugs or cores. 2/- per doz. Iron dus 
cores for above 3/6 doz. (G) 
ADMIRALTY TRANSFORMERS. 36 vA. 
500/1,000 c. Pri. 0-80-180 v. Sec. 0- 900 -2,400 v. 
Can be used in reverse on 50 c., 3/9. (G) 
DIMMER SWITCHES. 5C/725. Wire -wound, 
approx. 300 ohms, with off position. 1/3 each. (G) 
ELECTRON COPPER AERIALS. 5Oft., 2/ -; 
I OOft., 3/9. (PZ) 

(G) 
PTE j COAXIAL PLUGS AND SOCKETS. 
If- per pair, complete. (G) 
4-WAY MOULDED PLUGS AND SOCKETS 
2/6 per pair. (G) 
ZINC PLATED CHASSIS. 131 x 6 x 21in. 
drilled for five valves, 2/6. (M) 
DUMMY AERIAL LOADS. Tapped at 20, 
10 and 5 ohms, 100 watts. British 5 -pin base. 
Callers only, 1/6 each. (G) 
PLASTIC SPEAKER CABINETS. Louvred 
for 5in. speaker. Callers only. Price 10/- each. (P) 
IGNITION SWITCHES. Low voltage, high 
current, in bakelite case. Price 9d. each. (G) 
S.W. TUNING CONDENSERS. 160 pF, 
with fixing feet. Price 2/3 each. (G) 
CATHODE -RAY TUBES. Type 5CPI. Sin. 
green screen, electrostatic focussing and deflec- 
tion. Callers only. Price 17/6 each. (G) 

FLEX CONNECTORS. 2k x }in., for 250 v., 
1/- complete. (G) 
TWO GANG TUNING CONDENSERS. 
0.0005 mfd., with fixing feet. Price 7/9 each. (P) 
THYRATRONS. Type NGTI (CV1141), 4 
volt heater. Price S/6 each. (G) 
TRIMMERS. 50 + 50 pF, 100 + 100 pF, 100 + 
S00 pF, 500 + 500 pF, ceramic mica, 9d. each; 
250 pF, 1,000 pF, 9d. each; 50 pF, 75 pF, airspaced 
pre -set, 1/3 each; 75 pF, air -spaced, tin. spindle, 
2/ -each. (G) 

MAI NSITRA NSFO RM ERS. All at 19 /6each. (P) 
MT I. 250 -0 -250 v.,80 mA, 0 -4 -5 v., 2 A.,0 -4-6.3 v. 

3 A. 
350 -0 -350 v., 80 mA, 0 -4 -5 v., 2 A., 0 -4-6.3 v, 
3 A. 
0 -30 v., tapped to give 3 v., 4 v., 5 v , 6 v., 
8 v., 9 v., 10 v., 12 v., 15 v., 18 v., 20 v. 
24 v., 30 v., all at 2 amp. 
4 v., 4 amp.; IO v. 4 amp.; 20 v. 3 amp., for 
battery chargers. 

MTS. Auto; 0- I O- I 20-200-230-250 v., at 100 watt. 
P.O. TYPE 3 -WAY TELEPHONE PLUGS. 
Ex- equipment. Price 6d. each. (U) 
MINIATURE LIGHT WEIGHT RELAYS. 
270 ohm, 18 v. Single pole on -off. Ex- American 
equipment. Price 2/9 each. (U) 
COMMERCIAL POTENTIOMETERS. All 
usual values. Less switch, 2/3; with single pole 
switch, 3/6; with double pole switch, 4/-. (P) 
VALVE HOLDERS. B3G, pax, 4d.; Do., with 
spring retainers, I / -; B5, pax, 4d.; B5, bakelite, 
6d.;85, baseboard, 6d.;B7, pax, 6d.;B7,amphenol 
I / -; B7G, amphenol, 6d.; Int. Octal, amphenol, 
6d.; B8A, amphenol, 9d.; 88G ( loctal), amphenol, 
6d.; B9, pax, 6d.; B9A, amph., 9d.; B9G, pax, 6d.; 
B9G, ceramic or siliconised polystyrene, 6d.; 
B12Á. pax, 9d.; UX4, pax, 6d.; UX4, amphenol, 
9d.; UX5, pax, 6d.; UXS, amphenol, 9d.; UX5, 
ceramic, If.; UX6, pax, 4d.; UX7, pax, 4d.; UX7, 
medium (for 1625, RK34, etc.) ceramic, I / -. (P) 

NEON LAMPS. 85 volt striking, S.B.C. 
centre contact base. Price 2/6. (G) 

SLEEVING. Approx. 2 mm. Price 1/6 per doz. 
yard lengths. (M) 
CARTRIDGE FUSES. All usual values in 

5d. each. Other sizes 6d. each. (P) 
SWITCHBOARD METERS. 6 }in. scale, 
0 -5 v. A.C. /D.C. full scale. Price 30/-. (G) 

HIGH FREQUENCY PENTODES. Type 
6SH7, high slope, octal based. 6.3 v. heaters. 
Price 6/ -. (G) 
GARLAND TAPE RECORDER OSCIL- 
LATOR UNITS. With valve, for use with 
high impedance heads only. Price 35/ -. (PZ) 

MT2. 

MT3. 

MT4. 

MINIATURE MUMETAL TRANS- 
FORMERS. Auto -wound, giving approx. 2/I 
ratio. Ideal rewind as head lift transformer, or 
lams can be used for recording heads. 2/6 each. 
(G) 
DECALS. 500 {in. high white transfer letters 
and words for marking electronic equipment. 
Price 4/9 per book. The new Decals book for the 
amateur now available. 29 words per page, 4 
pages radio and audio, 4 pages T/V and Scope, 
2 pages misc. incl. Tx. and Tape Recording. 3/6 
per book. (PZ) 
INSTRUMENT WIRES. Enamelled, silk and 
cotton covered, available in upwards of 2 oz. reels. 
Send S.A.E. for list of lowest prices. (P) 
ROTARY TRANSFORMERS. Type 31, input 
18 v. 12 A.; output 7.2v. 13 A. and 225 v. 0.11 A. 
Price 22/6. (U) 
VOLTAGE STABILISERS. Type VSI IO (SI30). 
With loose bases but otherwise sound. Price 
3/6. (U) 
GOODMANS OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. 
10 watts push -pull to match into 10,000 ohm., 
with two 3.75 ohm. secondaries for 3 or 15 ohm. 
speaker. Price 14/9. (P) 

SMALL PAPER CONDENSERS. in tubular 
metal cases with wire ends. 0.25 mfd., 250 v., 
}in. diam. x {in., 1/- each (M) ; I mfd. 150 v., 
fin. diam. x Ifin., 1/3 each (M) ; 2 mfd. 250 v., 
fin. diam. x21in., in Neoprene sleeve, 1/9 
each. (M) 
TYANA SOLDER GUNS. Weight 30 oz., for 
220 -2s0 v. A.C. mains only ; consumption 
100 watts. The low voltage bit can be easily bent 
to reach into corners and is insulated from the 
earthed case. Price 3 guineas. (PY) 
CONNECTION BLOCKS. 3 -way on porce- 
lain base, 6d. each. (P) 

WINDSOR SAPPHIRE NEEDLES. Available 
in the following three patterns : trailer type for 
magnetic or heavyweight pick -up ; straight t)pe 
for crystal pick -up ; midget type for lightweight 
or high fidelity pick -up. Price 2/9 each. (P) 

MIDGET 2 -GANG CONDENSERS. American 
manufacture, 500 pF., 7/6 each. (M) 
VARIABLE RESISTORS. 50 ohm, 1 amp., with 
calibrated very fine worm dri,e. Price 7/6. (U) 

1 
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IDENTIFICATION CODE 
G = Government unused ; U = Ex- equipment, 
used ; P = Current production, unused ; M = 
Manufacturers surplus, unused ; X, Y, Z = 
Varying trade discounts available. Particulars on 
request by bona -fide traders. 

Post and packing extra on all items (minimum 
parcel post 1 / -). Post orders to our Deptford 
address. Kindly print name and address. Early 
closing Thursday, open all day Saturday. 

GARLAND UE7B RECORD PLAYBACK 
AMPLIFIER. A revised version of our popular 
amplifier designed to suit Truvox Tape Desk or 
Lane Tape Table. New features include higher gain, 
magic eye record level indicator, and smaller 
size for incorporation in portables. Oscillator 
and power supplies included. Standard valves 
throughout. Formica control panel. Supplied 
complete with 8in. P.M. loudspeaker. Price E13/2/6 
plus 7/6 carriage, etc. Trade supplied. (PX) 
UNDRILLED CHASSIS. In 20 s.w.g., bright 
mild steel : Four -sided size 13ín. x 7in. x 2 }in., 
5/- each ; two -sided with two straps, 12ín. x 
4in. x 2f in., price 3/- each. Two -sided with two 
straps, size 6 x 5 x 2in., price 2/- 
each. Add one -third to above 
prices if chassis required in alu- 
minium. (P) 

0101 

HIGH CAPACITY PRECISION MICA CON- 
DENSERS. We have still afew thousand of these 
left, but as we can no longer offer our original 
comprehensive range, we are clearing the balance, 
in the values shown hereunder, at If- each, or 
9/- per dozen. Accuracy in all cues is plus or 
minus point five (0.5) per cent. Ruby mica and 
copper foil or silver. (a) 0.017970µF, (bl) 
0.027400µF, (d) 0.040710µF, (e) 0.055820µF, 
(g) 0.087460µF, (h) 0.108435µF. (G) 
ENGRAVED KNOBS. I }in. diameter, fluted 
in Walnut or Ivory, with the following markings : 

Volume, Vol -On -Off, Treble, Bass, Tone, Tuning, 
Wavechange. S -M -L -Gram, On -Off, Brilliance, 
Brilliance -On -Off, Contrast, Focus, RI- R2 -PB. 
Price 1/6 each. Plain knobs to match, 1/3 each. 
(PZ) 
VALVE TYPE 954. 6.3 volt Acorn pentodes. 
Brand new Westinghouse, boxed in 25's. Special 
offer per box of 25, 30/ -. Supplied separately at 
2/- each. (G) 
CONNECTION BLOCKS. Moulded plastic 
with brass inserts. 3 -way, 10d.; 4 -way, II-. (P) 
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ELECTRO- MAGNETIC CONTACTORS. 
Energised at 9- 14volt, I Amp; maximumswitched. 
current 40 Amps. In bakelite case. Price 2'9. 

(G) 
PAXOLIN PANELS. 3 }in. x I }jn. x 3/32in., 
I/- per doz., 5/- per 100. 2 4in. x tin. x I /16in., 
1/3 per doz., 6/- per 100. Many thousands avail- 
able. (M) 
CABINETS in handsome two -tone Walnut 
veneer to house 64in. extension speaker. Price 
16/6 each. (P) 
VALVE OFFER. Type 1625. These are the 12 
volt heater equivalent of the 807. Price complete 
with Ceramic holder 5/9 each. (G) 

ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSER OFFER, 
Tubular cardboard cased, with wire ends, 8 mfd., 
4;S v. wkg., 525 v. surge, 2 - each. (P) 
RECTANGULAR KNOBS. Size lfin. x 
with gold indicating spot ; to fit standard kin. 
spindles. Price 6d. each. (G) 

BOOKS FOR RADIO ENGINEERS 
Mullard Valve and Service Reference Manual 5/- 
Mallard Amateurs Guide to Valve Selection 1/6 
Osram Valve Manual, Part I 5/- 
Brimar Radio Valve and Teletube Manual 5/- 
Wireless World Radio Valve Data, 3rd 

edition 3/6 
Radio Valve Guide. By W. J. May 5/- 
The Williamson Amplifier Manual, latest 

edition 3/6 
Wireless World High Quality Amplifier 

Manual 
T.V. Fault Finding 
Television Faults 
Television Explained (Miller) 
Viewmaster Envelope (state transmitter for 

which required). 
Tele -King Envelope 

2/6 
5/- 
5/- 
5/- 

7/6 
6/- 

The Oscilloscope Book 5/- 
Magnetic Recording (Quartermaine) 4/6 

(Add 3d. to price in all cases for postage.) 
TYANA SOLDERING IRONS. Lightweight, 
40 watt irons with easily interchangeable elements 
and 3 /16ín. diameter bits. Voltage ranges, 6v., 
100 /110 v., 200/220 v. and 230/250 v. Price 16/9. 
"The iron that makes soldering a pleasure." 

(PY) 
WIRE WOUND RESISTORS. Open, cement 
coated or vitreous enamelled. 4 watt. 50, 90, 
Price I/- each. 6 watt, 30, 145, 270 10 k., 
IS k. Price 1/6 each. 10 -15 watt, 5, 90, 100, 
120, 170, 175, 200, 400, 700, 950, I k., 3.5 k., 
4.5 kr 4.7 k., 11 k., 15 k..25 k.. 1/9 each. 15 watt, 
650 ohm. Price 2/ -. (M or G) 
CERAMIC SWITCHES. Single pole, eight - 
way, 3/6 each. (G) 
VARLEY MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Primary 
10-0- 200 -220 -240 volts. Secondary 300 -0 -300 volt 
at 150 mA., 5 volt at 3 amps., 6.3 volt at 4 amps., 
6.3 volt at 1 amp. Open type construction. 
Price 45e -. (P) 

G 

CdKa 

T.R.F. COILS. Medium and 
long wave, aerial and H.F., 6/- per 
pair ; with reaction winding, 
6/9 per pair. (P) 

TOROIDAL CERAMIC POTENTIO- 
METERS. 260 SI50 w.,6/6. 17k. 100 watt, 816. 

(G) 
MAGNETIC TAPE. Scotch Boy MCI -III : 

1,200ít., 351- ; 600ft., 21/- ; 300ft., 12/3. Spare7in. 
spools, 4/3. Ferrovoice, the new kraft -based 
medium coercivity tape : 1,200ft., 22/6. Spare 
7in. spools, 4/6. (P) 
BRIMISTORS. Non -linear resistors to protect 
valves from current surges : CZI, 0.3A, 3/6; 
CZ2, 0.3A, 216 ; CZ3, 0.2A, 1/6; CZ4, 1.25 A, 
5/- ; CZ6, 0.45A, 3/6. (P) 
MOULDED BROWN BAKELITE 
CABINETS. Suitable for fitting Decca 3 -speed 
gram. motor, amplifier or loudspeaker. Outside 
dimensions (closed) 154in. x IOin. x 5 }in. thick- 
ness of wall, If I6in. Price, 22/6, to callers only. (M) 
AMPLION TESTMETER. 10 ranges A.C. an.. 
D.C. up to 500 v. Resistance up to 200,000 ohms, 
1,800 ohms per volt A.C. and D.C. Price E5. 

(P) 
HIGH WATTAGE WIRE WOUND RESIS- 
TORS. Capped end type, porcelain covered, at 
the following prices : 20 watt, If- ; 40 watt, 
1/3 ; 80 watt, 1/6 ; 100 watt, 1/9 ; 200 watt, 
2/6 ; 3 ohm, semi -variable, 20 watt ; 4 ohm, 
40 watt : 13.852+1.352 }8.352 ohm, 40 watt 
80 ohm, 40 watt ; 350 ohm, 40 watt ; 430 ohm, 
200 watt ; 5 k, 40 watt ; 7.5 k, 40 watt 
12 k + 2 k, 80 watt ; 20 k, 80 watt; 50 k. 100 watt ; 

75 k, 40 watt ; 100 k, 200 watt. Packinz and 
carriage extra on all of these resistors. (G & M) 
TWIN SCREENED CABLE. Suitable for 
carrying currents of up to 5 Amps. Cotton 
covered, 9d. per yard. Ditto uncovered, ed. 
per yard. (M) 
RUBBER TUBING. External diameter, 0.25in. 
internal diameter, 0.lin. Price 2d. per yard. (G) 
WALNUT VENEERED CABINETS. Size 
12in. x 7in. x 5 4in. Suitable for housing a T.R.F. 
receiver or inter -corn. Complete with back, 
chassis, dial and clips. Price, to callers only, 22/6. 

LARGE DIAMETER SLEEVING. Transparent 
plastic, kin. diameter, 6d. per yard length. (M) 
LITZ WOUND INDUCTORS. 199 micro 
Henry, wound on Aladdin }in. coil former (no 
iron dust core). Price, 2/6 per half- dozen. (G) 

)C1CM, 
CHESHAM HOUSE, DEPTFORD BROADWAY, S.E.B 

Telephone:. TIDE-WAY 4412,/3 

5 OBELISK PARADE, LEWISHAM, S.E.13 
Telephone: LEE GREEN 4038 

POTENTIOMETERS. 20k, 10w, 10% by 
famous maker, I4in. spindle, price 3/6. (G) 
RADAR REFLECTORS. Type MX138 / -A. These 
consist of 6 -2ft. x ;in. dural tubes covered with 
fine wire mesh. The whole assembly can be used 
as an omni -directional aerial, and the mesh has 
many horticultural applications. Price 3/9 each. 

(G) 
BRENETTE MICROPHONES. We are sole 
distributors in Great Britain and Ireland of these 
new cell microphones. The following range is 
now available. Type Dl. Directional in black and 
chromed case. Price E4/13/6. Type 9ND. Multi- 
directional ball type in black and chrome. Price 
/2/6/6. Type IIA. Wide frequency response, 
in brown and chrome. Price 16/17/ , Type I3U. 
Highly sensitive with wide frequency response, 
in black and chrome. Price E7/17/6. (PZ) 
BRENETTE MICROPHONE STANDS. Desk 
type with flexible member to ease adjustment. 
These stands will suit all British and Continental 
microphone stands. Price 1616 each. (PZ) 
CONDENSER OFFER. 25 mfd. 25 v. ear 
mounting. Price complete with ear, If- each or 
10,1- per dozen. I mfd. Condensers 350 v. screw 
mounting I/- each, 9/- per dozen. (G) 
AMPLIFIER ACII. Incorporating own power 
supplies ensuring that the chassis is completely 
isolated from the mains. Maximum output 3 

watts ; response 3 db. down at 30 c/s and 30,000 
c /s. Distortion at 2 watts output and 1,000 c/s, 
.08 %. Top cut tone control is fitted. Price 
16/2/6, plus 5/- carriage. (PX) 
ELECTRIC MOTORS. For use on 24 v. D.C. 
supply, 7/6 each. (G) 
HIGH QUALITY LO U DSPEAKERS. Wharfe- 
dale Bronze 10in., £4/12,18. Wharfedale Golden 
IOin., /7/13/3. Wharfedale Golden 10in. C.S.B., 
/8/6/7. Goodmans Audiom 60, 12in., £II /10/3. 
Goodmans Axiom Mk. 11, I2in., £13/12/4. All 
above prices include new P.T. (P) 
EX -GOVT. AND SURPLUS POTENTIO- 
METERS. Still available as in April copy of 
" Wireless World " with the exception of 50 
ohm and 500 ohm. (G) 
ROTARY WAFER SWITCHES. 3 -way, 3 -pole, 
3 -bank, 2/3 each. 4 -way, 2 -pole, 4 -bank, 2/6 each. 

(G) 
TAMSA TYPE 100 TAPE RECORDING 
HEADS. Housed in chromium plated brass 
case on adjustable mounting. Record /playback 
heads have 4 -thou. gaps and erase heads have 
2.5 thou. gaps. These heads are of high impedance. 
Price 45!- each. (PZ) 
PAXOLIN COIL FORMERS. These are of 
rectangular cross section and are suitable for 
mains transformer bobbins. 24in. x 24in. x 34in. 
long, 1/- each. 2jjin. x Isgin. x I2in. long, 1/3 each. 

(M) 

O CHAR /NG CROSS (s R.) 

MOON BRIDGE 
41 inn. S. 

NEW CROSS 

DEPTFORD BRANCHI 

/O ,nins. 0 LEWISHAM JN. 
LEWISHAM BRANCH 
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SPECIAL C.R.T. OFFER. 
Brand new and unused 12in. ion 
trap cathode ray tubes. 6.3 
volt heater, 7 -9 Kv. E.H.T. 
35 mm. neck. Black and white 
picture. 
Screen has very slight 
blemishes £11/1916. 
Perfect £12/19/6. 
Carriage and insurance 15/- per 
tube extra. 

10,000 VALVES IN STOCK. 
B.V.A., Special Purpose, Trans- 
mitting, etc. A few specials : 

Raytheon sub miniature 
CK510AX, pentode, 3/11. 954, 
956, VU120, 32, 57, E1148. All 
at 2/6 each. RK34, 2/ -; MS /PEN 
3/6 ; VU111, 3/6. Sylvania 
(red) EF50, 12/6. 

CRYSTAL DIODES 
Germanium 2/3d. each, post free. 

ION TRAPS. All types avail- 
able. PRICE 5/- each. State 
type number of c.r.t. 
SPECIAL OFFER. IT /6. 
(For MW31 -16), 3/- each. 

MANUFACTURERS SUR- 
PLUS T.V. COMPONENTS. 
Frame blocking oscillator 
transformer, Plessey 10/6 
Multi ratio frame output 
transformer 10/6 
Scanning coils. High im- 
pedance frame, low line 
By Plessey 17/6 
P.M. Focus units. For 
any type c.r. tube with 
35 mm. neck, with vernier. 25/- 
Scanning coils. Low im- 
pedance frame, low line. 
With aluminium shroud 12/6 

ALL DRY PORTABLE 
CHASSIS. Superhet. Medium 
and short wave bands. 1 each : 

1T4, 1S5, 1R5, 3S4. 465 Kc /s. 
I.F. Fully assembled and wired. 
Ready to fit into a cabinet. H.T. 
90 volts. L.T. 1.4 volts. Size of 
chassis : 9in. wide, 51in. deep, 
2in. high, Girl. overall height. 
LASKY'S PRICE. With valves, 
85/ -. Less valves, 52/6. 

Carriage 5/- extra. 

THE TELE -KING 
A practical 5- channel 

SUPERHET TELEVISION RECEIVER 
Using the new I6 -inch cathode ray tubes 
and wide angle components for the home 
constructor. 
Complete instructions, wiring diagrams and 32 -page 
descriptive booklet. 

6/_ POST FREE 

ALL COMPONENTS IN STOCK. 
W RITE FOR LIST. 

ALLEN WIDE 
ANGLE COM- 

PONENTS 
D.C. 300 latest 
type Ferroxcube 
Coils .... 39/6 
GL.16 Coil 10/- 
GL.18 Coil 10 /- 
Focus Coil 35/- 
F0.305 trans. 

21/- 
Frame B.O. 
transformer 15/- 
Line EHT. 
transformer, 
L.308 .... 50/- 

CHASSIS 
Power pack 
Sound -vision 
a n d S c a n 
chassis. 
PRICE 15/- 
each. All other metalwork available 
from stock. 

COILS 
13 all exactly as 
specified. Price 
£2/14/3. 

RESISTANCES 72 Re- 
sistances, all exactly as 
specified, 18/ -. 

CABINET 
As illustrated, £8/10/ - 

plus carriage. 
WIDE ANGLE CATH- 

ODE RAY TUBES 
14in. MW36 -22 £19/9/3 
14in. C14B, £20/10/1. 
16in. MW41 -1. £22/4/10, 
16in. T901, £22/4 /10, 
17in.MW43 -64, £23/12/8, 
17in. C17BM, £241131 - 
Carriage and insurance 
extra. 

PORTABLE RADIO 
CABINETS 

Rexine Finish. In all colours, 
blue, lizard, brown, red, etc. 
Complete with dial, pointer, . 
knobs, back, speaker fret, handle 
and escutcheon. Size: 13 x 7 
x 10in. (When ordering give 
second choice of colour). 
LASKY'S 37/6 Complete. 
PRICE 
Carriage 5/- extra. 

A.C. MAINS POWER UNITS. 
Brand new, in original cartons. 
Size: 5in. wide, 2¢m. 7 }in. 
long. Input 200/250 volts A.C. 
Output : H.T. 90 volts, D.C. ; L.T. 1.4 volts D.C. 

RICE 39/6 Ready 
Carriage 5/- extra, for use. 

JUNE, 1953 

Alexandra Palace, 
Sutton Coldfield, 
Holme Moss, 
Wenvoe, 
Pontop Pike, 
Belfast. 

ELECTROI.YTICS 
CONDENSERS 

8 mfd. 450 v.w. 2/3 
8 mfd. 500 v.w. 2/11 
16 mfd. 350 v.w. 2/6 
16 mfd. 500 v.w. 3/6 
32 mfd. 500 v.w 4/11 
50 mfd. 350 v.w 3/11 
60 mfd. 350 v.w. 3/11 
250 mfd. 350 v.w. 4/11 
8 +8 mfd. 450 v.w 4/6 
8 +16 mfd. 500 v.w. 4/11 
12 x 12 mfd. 350 v.w. 3/6 
16 +16 mfd. 500 v.w. 4/6 
16+24 mfd. 450 v.w. 5/11 
32 +100 mfd. 450 v.w 7/6 
60 +100 mfd. 350 v.w... 9/6 
25 mfd. 25 v.w. 1/6 
50 mfd. 12 v.w. 1/6 
50 mfd. 50 v.w. 1/6 
75 mfd. 12 v.w. 1/- 
All brand new and guaranteed 
(not ex- Govt.). All other types, 
paper, tubular, waxed, etc., in 
stock. 

RF25 UNITS. New, with 
valves. 19/11. Carriage 2/6. 

GARRARD RECORD 
PLAYERS 

For 6 and 12 v. operation Com- 
plete with magnetic pick -up, and 
volume control. In metal cabinet 
size: 17in, it 14in. x 11ín. Very 
limited quantity. £5.19.6 Lasky's Price 
Carriage 10 /- extra. 

Fully Assembled Power Pack 
and Output Stage, for R.1155 
Receiver. For use on 200 -250 
volts A.C. mais. 

A LASKY'S PRICE 79 6 Carriage 5/- extra. 

R.1155 RECEIVERS. 
AER TESTED 

BRAND NEW, EFOIRE DESPATCH 

These well -known ex -Air Mini- 
stry Receivers need no further 
introduction. 

Supplied complete with 10 
valves. 

LASKY'S 
PRICE 

USED 
MODELS 

£11.19.6 
£7.19.6 

Carriage 12/6 per unit extra. 

VCR97 C.R. TUBES, new 
unused, 40/ -. Carriage 5/ -. 

EHT. Transformer for VCR97, 
45/ -. 

Screen Enlarger for VCR97 
Filter type, 17/6. Postage 2/6, 

E.H.T. Condensers. 
.1 mfd. 3 Kv. 3/6..1 mfd. 2.5 Kv. 2/6. 

R1132 RECEIVERS. New. 
boxed, with all valves, £3/19/6, 
Carriage 10 / -. 

METAL RECTIFIERS 
12v. la. 6/9 12v. #a. 3/6 
6 v. 1 a. 3/11 6 v. 4 a. 18/6 

12 v. 4 a. 18/6 

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS 
40 mA. Multi ratio .... 
80 mA. Multi ratio 
80 mA. Pentode 
60 mA. Plessey, 6,000 ohms 
Standard pentode 
Pentode 
Midget Pentode 
Miniature Pentode. 354, 

1S4 
PX4 Intervalve 
5: 1 Intervalve 

6/11 
14/11 
12/6 
5/11 

3/61 
4/3 

46 
8/6 
5/11 

P.M. LOUDSPEAKERS 
METER BARGAINS. All less o'trans. new and unused. 

nosh Panel Mounting, 0 -4 First quality. 
Imps. R.F. thereto- couple. 3in. .. 12/11 Stn. .. 12/6 

_ lu. scale. 7'6. 0 -15 volts 50 6 in, .. 13/6 Bin. .. 15/- 
1+Ie. g g 

Moving iron. 211n. loin. 32/6 

LASKY'S 
Lasky's (Barr 

:370 HARROW ROAD, PA 
(Opposite Paddington 

MAIL ORDER & DESPATCH DEPARTMENTS 
Telephones : CUNningham 

Hours: Mon. to Sat. 9.30 a.m. to 6 p.m., Thurs. half -day 1 p.m. 
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THE VIEWMASTER 
ALL COMPONENTS IN STOCK 

ANY SINGLE ITEM AVAILABLE SEPARATELY 
COILS 

All models available 
including filter chokes. 
Price (except Alex- 
andra Palace), 28/- 
per 

er set. 
Alexandra 

per set. 
L9 RF choke, 2/ -. 

CHASSIS 
Sound -Vision, 18/6. 
Power -Pack /Time 
base, 1876. 
Support for S.V. 
chassis, 6/ -. 

G.B. T.V. 
COMPONENTS 

Line'Fra,ts. .. 29/6 
Frame Trans... 22/6 
Main choke.... 12/6 
Width Coil .... 6/11 
Boost Choke 3/9 
All suitable for Home 
Construction T /V. 
LASKY'S LINE 
TRANSFORMER 

RF. EHT for line fly 
back. 6 -8Kv, with 
EY51 heater winding. 
Suitable for home con- 
struction T/V 25/ -. 

TELEVISION 
SELENIUM 

The very latest " Sen- 
tercell " S.T.C. range 
K3/40, 3.2 kV.. 7/6 
K3/45, 3.6 kV.. 8/2 
K3/50, 4.0 kV.. 8/8 
K3 /100, 8.0 kV 14/8 
K3/160, 12.8 kV 21/6 

DARK SCREEN 
FILTERS 

18in. x 141in. 25/- 
141ín. x 121in. 19/6 
134in. x 1lin. 14/11 

PERSPEX. 131 x 
101 x fin. Neutral 
shade, slightly marked 
5/11 per piece. 

W/B & PLESSEY 
Line EHT 

trans. 32/6 
Frame trans. 25/6 
3 Mc /s boost 

choke 5/9 
Width control 10/- 
Scanning coil 33/3 
Main choke 15/6 
Focus ring 22/6 
Heater trans.: 

WB /103 42/- 
WB103A 52/6 

Front and rear 
C.R.T. sup- 
ports 21/6 

C.R.T. MASKS. 
Brand New. 
LATEST ASPECT 

RATIO 

loin. 7/6 
12in. 15/- 
12in. Flat Face 15/- 
12in. Old ratio 9/6 
12in. Plastic, 

with dk. sc. 
filter and gold 
finish escut- 
cheon 

15in. Plastic, 
with dk. sc. 
filter and gold 
finish escut- 
cheon 21/- 

14ín. Rect'glr. 21/- 
15in. Cream 

rubber 17/6 
16in. Eng. Elect. 42/- 
16in. Double D 31/6 
17in. Rect'glr. 25/- 

SOILED. NEW 
ASPECT RATIO 

9in.sorbo 5/- 
12in. 7/6 
12in. with fitted 

armour plate 
glass, cream 11/6 

12in. do. Black 8/6 

17/6 

METAL RECTI- 
FIERS 

WX3 and 6. Ea 3/9 
14D36 12/4 
14A86 20/4 
I4A100 21/6 
36EHT45 23/8 
36EHT50 2611 
36EHT100 29/6 

PLESSEY 
Scan coils 

per pair 25/- 
Width Control 6/6 

NOW AVAILABLE. 
LARGE SCREEN, 
WIDE ANGLE 
CONVERSION DE- 
TAILS FOR THE 
VIEWMASTER. 
Send 3d. stamp for 
full data. Fully item- 
ised price list of 
all Viewmaster com- 
ponents now avail- 
able. 

ALL T.C.C. CON- 
DENSERS 

exactly as specified 
for use in The View - 
master can now be 
spplied from stock. 

ARMOUR 
PLATE GLASS 

15in. Actual size 
18 in. x 19 lin. 
x191 in. xlin. 7/11 

12in. Actual size 
13in. x 101in. x 
lin. 4/- 

9in. Actual size 
9in. x Bin. x 
tin. 3/- 

PORTABLE TAPE 
RECORDERS 

Brand New -Unused -Complete. 
Fully assembled and wired. Ready 
to operate. Attractive carrying 
case. Twin track recording. 
Instant playback. Total playing 
time of 66 minutes. 6 Valves. A.C. 
Mains 200 -250 volts. Fast rewind. 
complete. Ready to switch on. 
Write for full illustrated details 
and circuit diagrams. 
LASKY'S PRICE £sa,19.s accordingly to £7/151- complete 
Carriage 10 /- extra. with valves. Carriage 10 /- extra. 

THE RECORDING AMPLI- 
FIER, as used in this recorder, 
can be purchased separately. 
Complete with 6 valves : 

1 5Z4, 1 6J5, 2 6V6, 2 6J7, 5in. P.M. 
speaker, etc. Fully assembled 
and wired. Size : 151in. wide, 
84in. deep, 6in. high. Circuit 
available. 
Although new, these amplifiers 
are untested, and may have minor 
faults. The price has been reduced 

INTERCOM UNITS 
4- station operation. For use on 
A.C. /D.C. mains 200 -250 volts. 
Supplied complete, with 3 new 
valves, ready for immediate 
installation. Fitted in attractive 
plastic cabinet. 
Suitable for use as baby alarm 
MASTER UNIT £71151 -. 
Carr. 5/- extra. 
Extension Units. Price 21/ -. 
each complete. Carriage 2/- 
each extra. 

DIWGHY AERIALS 
WITH REFLECTORS 

Umbrella type, with wire mesh 
reflector complete with setting 
up instructions. Mast not 
supplied. 

LASKY'S 7/6` 
Post 

PICE 
TANNOY PRESSURE UNITS 

10 watts. 7.5 -ohms imped- 
ance. Last Few only 
Price Reduced to 59 /s Carriage 4/6 extra. 

RADIO 
ow Road) Ltd., 
DDINGTON, LONDON, W.9 
Hospital) 
485/487 Harrow Road, Paddington, London, W.10 
1979 and 7214. All Departments. 

TERMS : Pro Forma, Cash with order, or C.O.D. on post 
items only. Postage and package on orders value £1 -1 /- extra, 
£5 -21- extra. L10 -3/6 extra. Over £10 carriage free. All 
goods fully insured in transit. 

The television set you can 
build at home from stan- 
dard parts. 
A MODEL FOR EACH 
FREQUENCY. State sta- 
tion required. 
Brilliant high definition 
black and white picture. 
Superb reproduction. 
Uses 9in. or 12in. Cathode 
Ray Tube. Table or Console 
Model. 
Incorporates all the latest 
developments. 
Television for the home 
constructor at its finest. 
Send to -day for the CON- 
STRUCTION ENVELOPE, 
32 -page booklet crammed with 
top -rate information and all 
the necessary data, also 8 full- 
size working drawings and 
stage by stage wiring instruc- 
tions. 
Alexandra Palace, Sutton 
Coldfield, Holme Moss, Kirk 
o'Shotts, Wenvoe, Pontop 
Pike, Belfast. State model 
required. 

Co -Axial Ca . le. 70 -80 ohms 
impedance. 
Single core, 9/- doz. yards. 
Twin core, 12/- doz. yards. 
Twin feeder, 6/- doz. yards. 
Co -Axial Connectors. For 
standard lin. cable, 1 /11. 
12 VOLT VIBRATOR POWER 

UNITS. 
Output 230 volts 80 mA. 
BRAND NEW AND UNUSED. 
Size : 9 x 5 x 5fin. Supplied 
less vibrator. Vibrator required 
is 6 pin synchronous. 19/6 
LASKY'S PRICE 

Carr. 3/6 extra. 
T.C.C. VISCONOL HIGH 

VOLTAGE CONDENSERS 
(Cathodray). 
.001 mfd. 15 kV. 10/- 
.001 mfd. 25 kV. 18/- 
.0005 mfd. 25 kV. 18 /- 
0005 mfd. 12.5 kV. 10 /- 
Plastic case, single bolt fixing, 
Other high voltage condensers 

1 mfd. 7 kV. 15/- 
0.04 mfd. 12.5 kV 7/6 
.001 mfd. 12.5 kV. 7/6 

PRICE 7 6` per 
Post free copy. 

MAINS TRANSFORMERS 
All 200 -250 volts c.p.s. primary. 
Finest .quality, fully guaranteed. 
MBA /3. 350 -0 -350 v. 80 rnA., 
6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 2 a. Both fila- 
ments tapped at 4 volts. An 
ideal replacement trans. Price 
18! -. 
MBA /6. 350 -0-350 v. 100 mA 
6.3 v. 3 a. 5 v. 2 a. With mains 
tapping board. Price 22/6. 
MBA /7. 250 -0 -250 v. 80 mA., 
6.3 v. 3 a., 5 v. 2 a. Both fila- 
ments tapped at 4 volts. Price 
18 -. 
AT /3. Auto transformer. 0 -10- 
120, 200- 230 -240 volts, 100 watt. 
Price 17/6. 

FILNT 
TRANS ORMERS 

6.3 v. 1.5 a., 7/11. 
6.3 v. 3 a., 12/6. 
Special Transformer. 2 amps., 
with the following tappings : 

3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 18, 20, 
24 and 30 volts. Price 17/6. 

DE LUXE 
TELEVISION 

CABINETS 
For 12in. cathode ray tubes. 
Beautiful figured medium 
walnut finish, with high polish. 
Fitted with shelf for receiver, 
glass speaker baffle and fret, and 
castors for easy movement. Un- 
drilled. Suitable for use with the 
Viewmaster. " Practical Tele- 
vision," " Practical Wireless," 
and " Wireless World " televisors. 

LASKY'S 
PRICE £8.1 0.0 

Carriage 12/6 extra. 

Outside dimensions of cabinet 
174in. x 161in. x 32in. Why not 
convert your table receiver 
to a console ? Adaptor frames 
for fitting 9in. or loin. C.R. 
tubes available if required. 

This cabinet can also be supplied e 
cut out for a 16in. C.R. tube. 
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For Quality Bargains Always 
-Best Buy at Britain's 
SKY CHAMPION S2OR by the American Hallicrafters Inc. This super 
receiver covers S60kc /s to 45Me/s (860 to 6+ metres) without gaps. Has 
band spread tuning with separate venier dial. Controls include RF and 
Audio Gain, AVC On /Off, Automatic Noise Limiter, BFO Pitch, Tone and 
Stand -by switch. (Standard mains 200 /250voltA.C. power pack and speaker 
is built into set and jack provided for 'phone use. Complete with all nine 
valves and ready for operation. Size of case 18in. x 81in. x 10in. and the 
appearance is typical of the well known Hallicrafter design. Each set air 
tested prior to despatch and demonstrates to callérs. Price E2I plus 10 /- 
carriage and packing. 
SKY RIDER DEFIANT SX24 is similar to above but includes crystal 
IF filter and S meter, etc. Complete with valves and crystal for E27/101- 
plus 10 /- carr {'age, Further details -send S.A.E. 
COMMUNICATION RECEIVER RII5S for world wide reception. 
Can be heard at any time during shop hours. Air tested prior to despatch. 
Brand new at El l/19/6. A few soiled at E7/I9/6. Also have a number of 
R1155N's at E17/1916. Carriage in original transit case 10/6 extra on all 
models. Send 1/3 for circuit details etc. 
A.C. MAINS POWER PACK /OUTPUT STAGE enables the RI 155 
to be used to operate speaker from 200/250 volts A.C. without any modifi- 
cation whatever. Guaranteed 6 months. Price E4 /10/ -plus 3/6 postage. 
SAVE MONEY BY PURCHASING THE NEW R1155 AND POWER 
PACK TOGETHER. ONLY E15'19/6. PLUS 12/6 CARRIAGE. 
U.H.F. RECEIVER ADMIRALTY TYPE P48. This is a U.H.F. net of 
advanced design covering 100 -150 Mc /s and suitable for commercial use by 
airline companies, etc. It is similar in appearance to the R1132 and is arranged 
for standard 19ín. rack mounting. Provision for crystal control, tuning 
meter. etc. Complete with all 13 valves, Price E12 plus 10/- carriage. 
POWER PACKS NO. 3. Standard 19ín. rack mounted power packs for 
operation from 200/250 volts 50 cycles A.C. mains. Paper smoothing, 
two heavy duty chpkes, VU39 rectifier. Output 250 volts D.C. 100 mA, 
6.3 volts 4 Amps. Two types, Mark I with H.T. current meter at E4/4' -; 
Mark II with H.T. current and volt meters at E4'10 / -. Carriage 5/ -. Suitable 
for use with P48, RI 132, RI 181, RI 155, etc. Lead for any specified net with 
Jones plugs 10/- extra. All power packs guaranteed in working order. 
" INEXPENSIVE TELEVISION." This book describes the building of 
a T.V. set from ex- Government surplus equipment. Price 2/9 post paid. 
RI355 RECEIVER. The justly famous receiver unit specified for the 
"Inexpensive T.V." Valve line -up 8 -SP61, I -VR92, I -VU120 and a 5U4. 
Slightly used, but in very good condition. BARGAIN PRICE 29/6 plus 5/- 
carriage and packing. 
BARGAIN OFFER. The RI355 complete with RF24 unit tuned to which- 
ever station is required (sound or vision) for only 62/6 plus 7'6 carriage. 
RF26 and RF27 uses 2 -EF54 and EC52. RF26 covers 5Q- 65Mc /s and RF27 
covers 65- 85Mc /s. Brand new and boxed, either type 596. 
INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 95. Exactly the same as Indicator Unit 62 
but is 50 cycle version. Double decker chassis with VCR97 mu -metal 
screen, 16 -SP6I 's, 2- EB34's, 4- EA50's loads of components, etc. in BRAND 
NEW condition. CHEAPEST EVER 59/6 plus 7/6 carriage. 
INDICATOR UNIT 182A contains VCR517, 3 -EF50, I -5Ú4G and 4 -SP61, 
BRAND NEW (less relay). Price 79/6 plus 7/6 carriage. 
45MC;S PYE STRIP Vision unit for London frequency, complete with 
6 -EF50 and EA50. Circuit provided. Price E3. 10 /- plus 2/6 carr. 
T.V. PRE -AMP uses 2- EF50's and tunes to 45Mc /s. Easily altered to other 
frequency. With valves 19 6, less valves 10/ -. Post I.- extra. 
E.H.T. TRANSFORMER for the VCR97, etc. Mains input. Output 
2,500 volts, 4 volts 2 Amp, 2 -0 -2 volts 2 Amp. Fully guaranteed at 35 - 
plus 1/- post. 
6in. MAGNIFYING LENS for the VCR97, etc. First grade, oiled filled. 
Now only 17;6 plus 2 6 post. 
STANDARD TRANSFORMERS of current manufacture. Two types, 
both standard tapped primaries. Universal mounting. (I) 350 -0 -350 volts 
80mA, 0 -4 -5 volt 2 Amp, 0 -4-6 3v 4 Amp. (2) 250 -0 -250 v BOmA, 0 -4 -5 
2A, 0- 4 -6.3v 4A. Both these transformers are new and boxed, fully guaran- 
teed. Price 18'- post paid. 
30 VOLT TRANSFORMER standard primary, secondary 30 volts 2 Amp. 
tapped at 3v, 5v, 6v, 8v, 9v, 10v, 12v, 15v, I8v, 20v, 24v. Has countless 
uses Price 176. 
METAL RECTIFIER 12 volt 2 Amp Full wave bridge type. Suitable for 
use with above trans. Price 12 6. 
METAL RECTIFIERS Selenium 230 volts 60mA at 5/ -. 250 volts IOOmA 
at 7'6. RM2 at 4 3 or two for 8 -. RM3 at 5/ -. RM4 at I7 / -. 
TEST SET 205A. This is a 3 centimetre precision test set. Latest version, 
brand new condition at E20. 
MARCONI VALVE VOLT METER E25. We have many other types of 
test equipment in stock. Enquiries invited. 
50 MICRO -AMP METER 2 }in. panel mounting at 65/ -. 
24in. SQUARE FLANGE 0 -IMA METERS. Brand new and boxed. ONLY 15 / -. 
UNIVERSAL AVOMETERS MODEL 40 -very little used, thoroughly 
checked and tested. First class multi -range test meter for ONLY E9/I9/6, 
SPEAKER CABINET rexine covered 5 ply, takes heavy duty 12in. 
speaker. Size 19ín. x 19in. x 14ín. Brand new at 59/6 plus 4/6 carriage. 
Can be supplied with Vitavox KI2/20 12in extra heavy duty P.M. speaker for 
only110 plus 4/6 carr. LIMITED NUMBER AT THIS PRICE. 
RECEIVER 68P a four valve battery superhet set. Uses standard 465kc /s 
I F trans. Complete with all valves.- Covers 1.5 to 3Mc /s (100 to 200 metres). 
Circuit supplied. ONLY 32/6. 
SYLVANIA RED EF50's. Brand new at 8 ;6 each. British types tested 
at 5/- each. 
SPECIAL PWIRPOSE VALVES VT501 (TTI I) 5/- .9542/6, VR136 (EF54) 
66, VR65A (SP4I) 3' -, 2C34 (RK34) 216, VRI35, CV6, E 1148 at 1/6 each or 
I5`- per doz. post free. Hundreds of other types in stock, including Mag- 
netrons and Klystrons. 

(BER 
CHARLES BRITAIN (Radio) Ltd. 
II UPPER SAINT MARTIN'S LANE LONDON, W.C.2 TÈM0545 

One minute from Leicester Square station (up Cranbourn Street) 
Shop Hours: 9 -6 p.m. (9 -1 p.m. Thursday). Open all day Saturday. 

JUNE, 1953 

G2AK 
This hunch -s G2AK 

lliirguins 
SPECIAL VA .VE OFFER. 866A Rectifiers, I5 /- each. 807's 
12/6 each, or 22/6 pr. 
METERS. 2 }in. Flush mounting M.C. 100 m /a., 12/6 each ; 2in. 
Flush M.C. 5 m /a., 7/6 ; 4 amp. thermo., 5 / -. 21in. thermo., 0 -2 a., 
7/6 ; 2in. Flush 20 -0 -20 amps. M.C., 5/- ; 0.20 volts 7/6 ; 2 1in. Flush 
M.C. 0 -100 m /a., 12/6 ea. 0 -15 a therm°. Proj. 24in., 7/6 each. 
BULGIN INDICATOR LIGHTS. List price 5/- Our price 3/6. 
CELESTION IOin. P.M. SPEAKERS. Few only, 27,6 each. 
TWIN RIBBON FEEDER. Heavy duty 300 ohm, 5d. per yd. 
Standard K25 300 ohm ribbon, 9d. per yd. Co -axial cable, }in. dia. 
50 ohm, 8d. per yd. 7ft. length kin. dia. Co -axial With Pye plug 
one end, 1/6, post free. All other Co -axial and feeder, plus 1/6 
post any length. 
POTENTIOMETERS. Carbon Type Potentiometers, 25k., 50k.. 
I00k., } meg., 2 meg., 1/6. Many W.W. slot types available for 

T.V. replacements. 

SPECIAL OFFER. 300 ohm. Flat Twin 150 w. rating, 6d. 
per yd. (minimum 20 yds.), post free. 
DEAF AID CRYSTAL MICROPHONE UNITS. 12/6 ea. 
STANDARD tin. T.V. CO -AXIAL CABLE, IId. yd. or 
9.6 per doz. yds. or 9d. yd. in 100 yd. coils. P. and p. 1/6, 
any quantity. 

SHROUDED M.C. MIKE TRANSFORMERS. M.0 mike or 
line to grid, 5/- each. P. and p. II -. 
M.C. Mike Trans. 2/ -, plus p. and p. 6d. 
CARBON MIKE TRANS., 2/- each. P. and p. 6d. 
COMPLETE SET OF AR88 TUBES (14) for LF or D model 
receivers, E5 /10 / -. 
AR88 MATCHING SPEAKERS by R.C.A., fitted rubber feet 
and 6ft. lead, 65/ -. Panel escutcheons 22/6 each. 
TAPE RECORDING EQUIPMENT. Desks by Bradmatic, 
Tamsa, Lane and Qualtape. Ex stock. Heads, Oscillator Coils, 
Tape and Reels always available. 
CRYSTAL DIODES. Silicon, 2/6, Germanium, 3/6 each. 
SEND lid. STAMP FOR COMPREHENSIVE NEW VALVE LIST. 
Carriage paid on all orders over LI evcept where stated. Please 

include small amount for orders under CI. 
Please print your name and address. 

CHAS. H. YOUNG, G2AK 
All callers to 110 DALE END, BIRMINGHAM 

'Phone : CENTRAL 1635. 
Mail orders to 102 HOLLOWAY HEAD, BIRMINGHAM 

'Phone ; MIDLAND 3254. 

RELAYS 
Types 3000 & 600 

Made to Specification 

COIL WINDING & TROPICALIZING A 
SPECIALITY 

Also Siemens High Speeds -Polarized types - 
Stowergers -Key Switches and Uniselectors 

TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT 

UNIVERSAL ENGINEERING CO 
(Dept SFR 2., 

HAVELOCK WORKS, HAVELOCK PLACE, HARROW, MIDDX. 
Telephone : HARrow 1432 

DIRECT T/V REPLACEMENTS 
134 -6, LEWISHAM WAY, NEW CROSS, S.E.I4 

TIDEWAY 3696 

Over 500 different Frame, Line and E.H.T. 
transformers in stock for post -war T/V sets. 
R.M.4 Rectifiers .. .. , , 22/0 
M.S.4 Silicone Compound .. 10/6 tube 

Our High Grade Heater Isolating Transformers 
26/6 

T/V Spares Manual 9d. (inc. pk. post) 
Tele -King components and C.R.T. in stock 
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5 Harrow Road, Paddington, W.2 
PADdington 1008,9 and 0401 

OPEN MONDAY to SAT. 9 -6 THURS. I o'clock. 

RADIO -GRAM CHASSIS 
3 Wave -band Superhet. Med., long and short. 
5 Latest Type MOLLARD Valves. 

4 Position Switching. Gram., med., long and 
short. 
Provision for A. C. Mains 
Extension Speaker. 110/25G volts. 
Chassis I I in. x 7in. x 2 1in. Scale Bin. Square. 
Or Chassis I3}in.x6fin.x2 }in. Dial I0in.x5 #in. 

PRICE 110/S/ -, 

BRAND NEW AND GUARANTEED. CARR., 
PACKING AND INS. 10 / , 

PYE 45 Mo /a STRIP. TYPE 3583 UNITS. 
Size 15ín. x Sin. x lin. Complete with 45 Mc /s. Pye 
Strip, 12 valves, 10 EF50, EB34 and EA50, volume 
controls and hosts of Resistors and Condensera. 
Sound and vision can he Incorporated on this chassis 
with minimum space. New condition. Modification 
data =applied. Price £5. Carriage paid. 

P.M. SPEAKERS 
I . Plessey, with Trans. 15 /- 

: io. Elac, lese Trans. 15/. 
51n. Plessey, less Trans. 12/6 
Sin. Rola, with Trans. 16/- 
Ain. Mae, lees Trans. 17/6 
10ín. Electron, with Trans. 25/- 
loin. Rola, with Trans. 30)- 
lOin. Goodman. with Trans. 301- 

WELWYN WIRE -WOUND SLIDER 
RESISTORS 

MOUNTED ON PANEL FOR T/V SETH. 
4 Bank: 1000, 5000, 2 -IOK 
4 Bank: IK, 2 -2K, 1 -1 meg. (car) 
5 Bank : '1000, 2K, 3 -10K 

5/- 
5/- 
6/- 

W /W. PRE -SET VOLUME CONTROLS 
TYPE " 901 " 

1000, 5000, 2K, 10K and 30K each 216 

METRO -VIC (METROSIL) PENCIL 
TYPE E.N.T. REGULATOR up to 10 k.v. 
particularly suitable for regulating E.H.T. Fly -Back. 

STROBE UNITS. Brand New, in sealed cartons, 
these contain 6 EF505 5 EA50s, 1 SP61, a host of 
condensers, resistors, tranfonners, chokes, relays, 
switches, 7 pots, and 5 smoothing condensers. Size 
18in. x 84in. x 75in. Only 67/8, plus 3/- carriage. 

L.T. RECTIFIERS 
6 v. 1 amp. G.E.C. 

12 v. 11, amp. Westinghouse 
12 v. 4 amp. S.T.C. 
12 v. 8 amp. S.T.C. 

4 0 
12 6 

£1 
17 2 12 6 

25/73 TRI196 RECEIVER 
This unit is complete with 6 valves, 2 EF36. 2 EF39, 
1 EK32, 1 EBC33 and 465 kc/s I.F.T.a. In new con- 
dition. Circuit and conversion data supplied. 39/6. 

S.T.C. RECTIFIERS E.H.T. 
K3/25, 650 v. 1 mA. 
K3!40, 1,000 v. 1 mA. 6 0 
K3/100, 8,500 v. 1 mA. 14 8 
K3/200, 10,000 v. 1 mA. £1 6 0 

4 7 
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VOLTMETERS 
15 v. (50 c.) A.C., M /I., 2fin., flush panel mounting 12/6 

20 v M /c., tin. square panel mounting 7/6 
300 v., M /c., tin. square panel mounting 12/6 

750 v., M /c., 2fin. flush panel mounting 
1,500 v., M /c., 2fin. flush panel mounting 22/6 

3,000 v., M /c., 2fin. flush panel mounting 25/- 
4,000 v., M /c., 2fin. flush panel mounting 25/- 
3,500 v., M /c., 3fin. projection 21 /- 

MILLIAMMETERS 
I mA., M /c., tin. square panel mounting 12/6 

I mA., M /c., 2fin., flush panel mounting 22/6 
5 mA., M /c., 2in., square panel mounting 7/6 

10 mA., M /c., 2fin., flush panel mounting 12/6 

30 mA., M /c., tin. round panel mounting 7/6 

30 mA., M /c., 21in., flush panel mounting 12/6 

50 mA., M /c., 2in., square panel mounting 7/6 

150 mA., M /c., 2fin., flush panel mounting 12/6 

200 mA., M /c., 2 fin., flush panel mounting 12/6 

500 mA., M /c., 2fin., flush panel mounting 12/6 

AMP -METERS 

I amp., T /C., 21in. 7/6 
3 amp., T /C., 2in., square panel mounting 7/6 

6 amp., T /C., 2fin., flush mounting 10/- 
15 amp., M /I. (50 c.) projection 351- 

300 volts 50 cycles A.C., 5in. dial, projection type 75/- 

M/c = Moving Coil. M/I = Moving Iron. T/C = Thermo -Coupled. 

ALL METERS ARE BRAND NEW IN ORIGINAL BOXES. 

H.T. RECTIF ERS 
N.T.C. 121 v. 60 mA. 
H.T.C. 125 v. 100 n.4 
H.T.C. 125 y. 125 mA 
S.T.C. 250 v. 250 mA 

WESTINGHOUSE 140/972 
250 v. 25 mA. 
S.T.C.51.1 /3 Noise Limiter 
G.E.C. METER RECTIFIER, I mA 

5 0 

18 0 

2 Ó 

11 8 

RECEIVER R1355. As specified for Inexpensive 
Television." Complete with 8 valves VR65 and 1 each 
51'4(., VU1.2o, VR92. Only 55 / -, carriage 7/6. 
Brand w original packing a 

RF24, 25/- : RF25, 25/- : RF'26, 59/6 RF27, 59/6. 

RECEIVER UNIT TYPE 159. Size His 

.6 }io. x 44ín containing VR9I, VIf /Il, CV66, VR65 and 
24 v. selector switch. New condition, 15/ -. 

WALKIE- TALKIE TYPE " 48," complete with 
6 valves. 2VP23, HL23 DD. QP25, TP25, and ATI'4, 

oaerial 
rods, 1.F. trans., 1.6 Me /s. mike trans. inn new 

ndition, but less transmitting components and 
coils r ved by 51.0.4., 35/ -, ear, paid. (Less 
valves e12/6.1 

V.C.R.517C BLUE & WHITE 6}in.TUBE. 
Tins tube replaces the VCR97 and VCR517 without 
alteration and given a full blue and white picture. 
Brand new in original crates, 45/ -, plus 2/. carr. 

CATHODE RAY TUBES 
VCR97. Guaranteed full T/V Picture 

(carr. 2/ -1 

VCR517. Guaranteed Full T/V Picture 

Ma Metal Screen for above 
Bin. Enlarger Lens for above 
VCH139A (ACR10). For T/V or Scope, 

brand new and boxed (carr. 1/61 
3BP1. For T/V or 'Scope (carr. 1/01 

£2 0 0 

£2 0 0 
10 0 
17 6 

£1 15 
E1 5 

0 
0 

VH91 IEF50). Brand new Red Sylvanfan, 
original boxes 

10 /- British types, brand new and boxed 
VR91 (EF50). Ex-Brand new units, 8 / -, or ten 
for 55/ -. 
PX2S, 12 8. Matched PX55 s at 25/- per pair. 
Raytheon CK510AX Sub- Miniature Valves, brand 
new, 7/6. 

No. 38 " WALKIE TALKIE " TRANS - 
RECEIVER, complete with Throat Mike, 
phones, Junction Box and Aerial Rods In canvas hag. 
Freq. range 7.4 to 9 Mc /s. Range approx. 5 miles. 
All unite are as new and tested before despatch. 
Offered complete with battery, £4110/ -. 

IT.V. PRE- AMPLIFIER FOR LONDON AND 
BIRMINGHAM. Complete with 6AM6. Ready to 
plug in to your set, 27/8. P.P. 2/6. 

INDICATOR UNIT TYPE SLC5 
This Unit is ideal for conversion for a ' Scope ' Unit or 
basis for Midget Television. It contains C/R Tube 
type ACR1O (VCRI93A) complete with holder and 
cradle also earthing clip. 1 -VR66, 2 -VR65, 24 mid. 
550 v wkg. condenser, potentiometers and a varied 
assortment of resistors and condenser. These Unite 
are in new condition and packed in wooden transit 
cases. The C /R. Tube will be tested before despatch. 
Dimensions 84in. x 6 }in. x 114 in. 

57/6 

INDICATOR UNIT TYPE I82A. 
unit contains VCR517 Cathode Ray Oi0. tube, com- 
plete with Mu -metal screen, 3 EF50, 4 SP61 and 
1 5U40 valves, 9 wire-wound volume controls and 
quantity of resistors and condensers. Suitable either 
for basis of television (full picture guaranteed) or 
Oscilloscope. Offered BRAND NEW (less relay) in 
original packing case at 78/6. Plus 7/6 carr. 

VIBRATOR PACKS 
Input 6 v., Output 2011 v., 60 mA. 
Input 6 v., Output 150 v., 40 mA. 
Input 6 v., Output 180 v., 90 mA. (ex. 21 set) 
Input 2 v., Output 180 v. /90 v., 35 mA., 1.4 v , 

250 mA. 
Input 6 v., Output 200 v., 80 mA. (Masteradio) 
Input 12 v., Output 300 v., 100 tnA. 
6 v. Vib. Trans. 250 v., 80 mA. 

25/- 
251- 
17/6 

50 /- 
30/- 

37/6 

WEARITE 
705 Coil Pack 3 waveband 
50lA and 502 465 kc /s. pair 
Wearite Mans Trans. Input 110/250 volts, 

output 325 -0 -325 80 mA., 6.3 v. 2.5 amps., 
5 v. 2 amps. 

£1 17 10 
10 0 

£1 1 0 

PLESSEY midget type 230 volts input, output 230.0- 
230. 50 mA. , 6 volt .2.6 amps., screened primary, 12/6. 

WEYMOUTH SUPERHET MINIATURE COIL PACK 
Covering Med. /Long/Short wave bands. Iron cored 
coils. Mittens.: 10 ens.: Height 14v Length Ilin. Width 
21in. Spindle length 21a. Complete with Circuit. 
Price 19/6. 

TUNING CONDENSERS 
2 gang .0005 standard 4 spindle, with trimmers 
3 gang .0005 with ceramic insulation } spindle .. 
Midget two gang, .000375, with trimmer. Size 

lin. x lain. x I Sin. 
Midget .00115 mid. 2 gang toning condenser. Size 

only 241n. x 14 in. x 1{1n. 
Or with built -In trimmers 
Two-gang Midget, .0005 with 9 -way Push button 

assembly. Suitable for car radio, etc. 

7/6 
7/6 

6/6 

5!- 
6/6 

8/6 

WANTED 
723 A/B and CV129 Klystron Valves, Philips Trimmers, 
3 -30 pF. RLIS, NR88. Any quantity. 

PLEASE ADD POSTAGE. ARTICLES UP TO 10 / -, I / -. LI, 1/6. £2, 2/ -. 
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UNIVERSITY RADIO LTD. 
Offer Guaranteed Used Equipment 

Taylor Sig. Gene. 65C, as new L12 

Taylor Sig. Gene. 65B, as new E9 0 

Eddystone 640 Receiver. Com- 
plete with valves. As new E20 0 

Valradio Converters. D.C. to 
A.C. 100 watts L8 10 

200 watts L10 0 

300 watts L12 0 

Avo Model 7. As new...... L14 0 

Garrard Model 201B, 2 speed, 
78 r.p.m. and 331 r.p.m. Can be 
adjusted to 45 r.p.m. As new L13 0 

Garrard Changer. R. C. 72A, 2 
heads. As new E13 10 

BC 221's with correct charts. As 
new. FROM L25 0 

Mullard RES CAP Bridge. As 
new E6 10 

E.D.C. Rotary Converter, 200- 
250 volt. A.C. I ph. 50 cy. 110 
watts. In metal case. As new E9 IO 

H.R.O. Coil Sets. Available from 
stock 

H.R.O. Senior, H.R.O. P.P.6 coils. 
Perfect L28 IO 

0 0 Advance Model E.2. Sig. Gene 
As new E18 IO 

Ex -W.D. Evershed's S00 v. Wee 
O Meggers. Perfect in leather 

cases L8 10 

Garrard R.C.75A 3 speed Auto 
Changer, 2 heads. As new E13 IO 0 

Several Constant Voltage Trans- 
formers in stock. FROM L8 0 0 

Cossor D.B. 'Scopes. FROM E27 10 0 

Taylor Windsor Model 190A 
As new C16 0 0 

Labgear Electronic Fault Tracer 
O comprises Sig. Gene. Cap and 

Res. Bridge, Test voltages etc. 
A.C. Mains. 200,'250 v. As new LIS 0 0 

Crypto D.C. to A.C. Rotary 
O Converter. Input 220/240. Out- 

put 220'240 v. A.C. 1.75 KVA. 
Complete with starter. Perfect E20 0 0 

O 6 Volt Chevrolet Car Radios. 5 
wavebands. Perfect. 2 only. Each E12 10 0 

Westinghouse Metal Rectifiers. 
F.W. Output 110 v. 5 amps. 

O Brand new. Each E4 0 0 

0 

at Attractive Prices 

o 

o 

o 

o 

0 

BC 348. Modified for A.C. 200/250 
0 v. with built in S meter. As new L22 

Meito Portable IS watt Ampli- 
fier. A.C. M Mike and Gram. 

p inputs. Perfect L10 

Sound Sales DX Plus 6 Quality 
Radio Amplifier. 3 waveband. 
8 watts. Perfect E20 

Radiovision Commander Re- 
ceiver. As new L28 

Cossor Ganging Oscillator 
Model 343. As new L20 

0 

10 0 

10 0 

0 0 

O 0 

O 0 

WE URGENTLY REQUIRE FIRST 
CLASS NEW OR USED STANDARD 
OR SUB -STANDARD SIGNAL 
GENERATORS OF EVERY DES- 
CRIPTION. ALSO ANY TYPE OF 
FIRST CLASS TEST EQUIPMENT 
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 
WE ARE AN OLD ESTABLISHED 
FIRM. WE WILL PAY THE VERY 
TOP PRICE. DO NOT BE MIS- 
LED. WE REALLY DO PAY 
MAXIMUM PRICES FOR FIRST 
CLASS EQUIPMENT. WHEN 
SENDING GOODS STATE 
WHETHER T.M.O. OR CHEQUE 
REQUIRED. 

THESE ITEMS ARE ONLY A SMALL SELECTION FROM OUR STOCK OF EQUIPMENT. YOUR ENQUIRIES FOR ANYTHING 
THAT YOU MAY NEED WILL BE WELCOME. WE HAVE OTHER EQUIPMENT ARRIVING QAILY I 

CASH OR CHEQUE WITH ORDERS. ALL ITEMS LISTED ARE CARRIAGE EXTRA. ALL ENQUIRES S.A.E. PLEASE. 

22 LISLE STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE, LONDON, W.C.2 
OUR BRANCH AT 39a (opposite) IS OPEN ALL DAY THURSDAY. 

Phone : GERrard 4447, 8582 and 5507. Hours 9 to 6. Thursdays 9 to I. 

RADIO EXCHANGE CO. 
RECEIVER $450 and S450B. Complete with valves, tuning 
65.85 or 85,95 me s, these are ideal for Wrotham or " 2 " metre 
conversion. Housed in attractive robust grey cases measuring 
12 x 4; x 5 }in., these contain 4 EF54's (RF, mixer, Xtal multipliers), 
EC32 (Xtal oscillator), 2 EF39's (2.9 mc's IF), EB34 (del.), 615 and 
6V6 (audio). Complete with circuit, 49,6, post 2; -. Please state 
which required. 

INDICATOR I82A. With VCR517 6in. tube, 3 EF50's, 4 SP61's, 
5U4, 9 pots, resistors, condensers, etc. Ideal for television or 
'scope. New in crates (less relay), 65, -. Less EF50's and 5U4G, 
50 /-. (CF). 

THE NEW 1355 CONVERSION. To produce a remarkably 
compact Televisor- Sound, vision, Time bases and power pack 
on ONE 1355 chassis -without the use of expensive R.F. units : 

OUR DATA contains full instruction for all five TV channels 
and calls for a minimum of extra parts. The I 82A indicator contains 
many of these, including a suitable tube. 
Due to improvements in paper situation NOW ONLY 2'6 per 
copy (post 21d.). 

1355 RECEIVERS complete with I I valves, in wooden cases : 

1st grade 45,- ; 2nd grade 35/ -. (CF). 

NEW VALVES. EF50 4.6 (Brit.), 6,6 (Red Sylvania), 5U4G 7/6, 

POWER UNIT CHASSIS, with 5Z4 and VUI20 (EHT) 
rectifiers, choke, condensers, transformer, relay, etc. Measures 
only 7 x 61 x 3, -in., 12;6. 

TRANSFORMERS: 230'24v., 2A., 9,'- ; 230/115v., 75 watt, 9/6 ; 
output, multi- tapped, 3,6. 

MIDGET AMPLIFIERS, complete with full instructions for 
converting to a really small 'gram amplifier, or a tiny radio 
receiver (both mains operated). Three valves included. 19/6 

14 ST. MARY'S STREET, 
BEDFORD 

Phone: 5568 

MAGNETIC RECORDING 
Tape Desks ; Record Playback Amplifiers 

Cabinets: (Console, Table & Portable). Rewind Spools. Tape & 
Microphones. 

Send for Constructor's Envelope 
Many Bargain Lines in Radiogram & Record Playing Equipment: - 

Single & 3 Speed Autochangers & Single Playing Units. 
Plug -in Pick -Ups dt Complete Boxed Pick -Ups. 

Polished Walnut "Standard Console" & Drop Front R.G. Cabinets 
Send for Hints on " Make Yourself a Radiogram at approx. Half 

P t Day Price" 
We also bold large stocks of " Viewmaeter " & Tele -King Cemponents, including many 
items for the big picture enthusiast. Detailed list available on request. 
13' C.R. Tubes- E.H.T. Boost Circuits - Wide Angle Scanning Components, 
«.g. 12" Console Model T.V. Cabinet Size 19' wide x 37' high x 16h" deep. Price £7. 

Don't hesitate, send new for our current monthly Bulletin which 

I -Al Y 

always announces special bargain lines in Electronic equipment. 
-1':xpoct Enquiries welrnmrd and given , ,mbnte attention. 

V.E.S. WHOLESALE SERVICES LTD. 
11 GUNNERSBURY LANE, ACTON, W.3, Telephone: ACOrn S027 

THE 

KEYSWITCH CO. 
Also Suppliers of 

UNISELECTORS - RELAYS 
N.O. EQUIPMENT - PLUGS - SOCKETS 

SEND ALL YOUR ENQUIRIES TO 
191 KENSAL ROAD, LONDON, W.IO 

LAD. 0666 
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Terms C. W. O. or 
C.O.D. No C.0.0. 
under £1. Postage 
1 1 extra under £1, 
1 9 extra under £3. 

Please enclose S.A.E. 
with all enquiries. 

WIRELESS WORLD 

RADIO SUPPLY CO. 
32 THE CALLS, LEEDS 2 Tel. 22153 

SPECIAL OFFERS. Germanium Crystal Diodes 
2;9. Midget Mains Transformers (size approx. 
2} x 3 x 24in.). Screened Primary 220/240 v. 50 cis. 
Output, 250 -0 -250 v. 60 mA., 6.3 v. 2.5 a. Only 
11/9. Small Filament Transformers, 220/240 v. 
input, 6.3 v. 1.5 a. output, 6/9. Auto Transformers 
(with separate 1.t. 6.3 v. 1.5 a.), 0- 110 -200 -210, 
230 -250 v. 50 watts, 4/9 each. 

BATTERY SET CONVERTER KITS. All parts for 
converting any type of Battery receiver to All 
Mains. A.C. 200 -250 v.50c /s. Kit will supply fully 
smoothed h.t. of 120 v. 90 v. or 60 v. at up to 
40 mA., and fully smoothed l.t. of 2 v. at up to 
1 a. Price complete with circuit, only 47/9. 
Supplied ready for use to 7/9 extra. 

PERSONAL SET BATTERY SUPERSEDER KIT. 
Complete with case. Supplies 90 v. 10 mA. and 
1.4 v. 250 mA. fully smoothed, from normal 
200 -250 v. 50 c /s. Mains. For 4 valve Superhet 
Receivers. Price with circuit 31/6. Or ready for 
use, 38/9. Size of Unit 5} x 31 x 14in. 

H.T. ELIMINATOR AND TRICKLE CHARGER 
KIT. Consists of h.t. and l.t. transformer, h,t. 
and 1.t. rectifiers, smoothing electrolytic, choke, 
and steel case. For Mains input of 200 -250 v. 
Output 120 v. 40 mA. and 2 v. } a. Price with 
circuit, 29/6. 
Or in working order, 37/6. 

BATTERY CHARGER KITS 
For 200 -250 v. 50 c /s. Mains input. 

To charge 6 v. ace. at 2 amp., 25/9. 
To charge 6 v. or 12 v. acc. at 2 a., 2916. 
To charge 6 or 12 v. ace. at 4 a., 49/9. 

Above consists of transformer, full wave rectifier, 
fuse, fuseholder, steel case and circuit. 
Or in working order, 6/9 extra. 

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS. 2/6 v. } a. H.W., 
2/11 ; 120 v. 40 mA. H.W., 4/6. 2/8 v. 3 a. H.W., 
3/9 ; 230 v. 50 mA. H.W., 6/9. 6112 v. 1 a. H.W., 
4/6' 230 v. 80 mA. I-1.W. (ex. equipt.), 7/9. 
6/12 v. 2 a. F.W. (Bridge), 1019. 6/12 v. 4 a. 
F.W. (Bridge), 16/S. 

ELECTROLYTICS (Current production. Not 
ex- Govt.). 

Tubular Types Can Types 
SiF 450 v. 1/11 16µF 450 v. 2/9 
81.4F 500 v. 2/9 2412F 550 v. 2/11 

16µF 350 v. 2/3 32µF 350 v. 2/11 
16µF 450 v. 2/9 32 mfd. 450 v. 4/9 
16µF 500 V. 3/9 40µF 450 v. 4/9 
24µF 350 v. 3/3 50µF 350 v. 419 

32µF 350 v. 3/9 8 -8µF 350 v. 3/9 
32 mfd. 600 v. 6/9 8 -8µF 450 v. 3/11 

8 -16µF 500 v. 4/11 8 -16µF 450 v. 4/6 
25µF 25 v. 1/3 16 -16µF 450 v. 4/11 
50µF 12 v. 1/2 16 -16 mfd. 500 v. 5/9 
50µF 50 v. 2/3 16 -32 µF 350 v. 4/9 

Can Types 32 -32µF 350 v. 419 
8 nfd. 450 v. 2/3 32 -32µF 450 v. 6/11 
8 mfd. 500 v. 2/11 60 -100 mfd. 350 v.7/6 

16 mfd. 350 v. 1/11 3,000 mfd. 6 v. 6/9 
CAN TYPES 

32.32 -8µF 350 v. (Small) 6/11 
16 -16µF 450 v. plus 20µF 25 v. 5/3 
50µF 350 v. plus 250µF 12 v. 4/11 
CHASSIS. (16 s.w.g. Undrilled Aluminium) Re- 
ceiver type. 6X 31 x 1 4in., 1/11 ; 71 x 4} x 2in., 
2 /9; 16 s.w.g. 10x5 }x 2in., 3/9; 11 x6x24ín., 
4/3 ; 12x 8x 24in., 6/3 ; 16x 8x 2 4in., 7/8 
20x8x2 }in., S/11 ; Amplifier Type, 12x8x 
2}fn., 7/11 16 x 8 x 21in., 10/11 ; 14 x 10 x 3in., 
13/0 ; 20x 8x 21in., 13/6. 

SILVER MICA CONDENSERS. 5µµF, 10µµF, 
15µµF, 20µµF, 25µµF, 30µµF, 35µµF; 50µµF, 
120µµF, 150µµF, 180µµF, 2001.iµF, 230µµF, 
3001.iµF, 330µµF, 4001.10F 470µµF, 500µµF, 

1,000µµF (.001µF), .002 mfd. (2,000 pfd.). All at 
6d. each. 3/9 dozen one type. 

WILLIAMSON AMPLIFIER KIT. To authors 
specification and complete in every detail. Only 
14 ges. 

A PUSH -PULL 3 -4 watt HIGH -GAIN 
AMPLIFIER FOR 53/12/6. Fur Mains input 
200 -250 v. 50 c /s. Complete kit of parts 
including circuit diagram and instructions. 
(Point -to -point wiring diagrams available for 
1/6 extra). Amplifier can be used with any 
type of Feeder Unit or Pick -up. Output is for 
2 -3 ohm speaker. (We can supply a very 
suitable 10in. unit by Goodmans at 31 / -.) 
The amplifier can be supplied ready for use 
for 84/17/6. Full descriptive leaflet 1/ -. 

MASTER INTERCOMM. UNIT with provision for 
up to 4 " Listen -Talk Back Units." A high gain 
amplifier enables speech and other sounds 
emanating from the rooms containing remote 
control units to be heard at the master control. 
The unit is in kit form and point -to -point wiring 
diagrams are supplied. A bakelite or wood cabinet 
is included. Mains input is 200 -250 v. 50 c /s. Sound 
amplification 4 watts. Price only 86/19/6. "Listen 
-Talk Back Unit" can be supplied at 81 each. 
Full descriptive leaflet 1/-. 

CABINETS. BAKELITE (Brown or White) 
and WOOD (Walnut veneered). Size approx. 
12 x 64 x 5in. Very attractive appearance. For 
illustrations see our List. Supplied complete with 
fully punched T.R.F. 3 -valve Chassis, back, 2 or 
3 wave. Glass scale with coloured station names, 
Dial Backplate, 25/ -, plus Carr. 2/6. 
All parts available for construction of T.R.F. or 
Superhet Receiver in above cabinets. 

VOLUME CONTROLS with long spindles, all values 
less switch 2 9, with S.P. switch 3/11. WIRE 
WOUND POTS. : 5K, 10K, 20K, 25K, 50K 
(medium length spindles), 2/9. 
AMMETERS. Moving coil. G.E.C. 0-5 amps., 
2in. scale, 12 6. 
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Open to Callers : 

9 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. 
Saturdays until 

1 p.m. 

FULL PRICE LIST 
5d. 

TRADE LIST 5d. 

COAXIAL CABLE, 75 ohms, }in., 10d. yard. 

DIAL BULBS, M.E.S., 6.5 v. 0.15 a., 8 v. 0.15 a., 
6/9 dozen. 

VALVE SCREENING CANS. International Octal 
3 piece, B7G (Button Base) 2 piece 106 doz., 
1/3 each. 

EX -GOVT. ITEMS. Cathode k:,y Tula *. \ CR137, 
29/6, plus carr. 5/ -. VCR139A, 25. -, plus 46 carr- 
Slydelock Fuses, 15 a., 1 /9. VR91, 4 6, VR65,1,11. 
Pye coaxial plugs and sockets 7/6 d, n. prs. Belling - 

Lee moulded type 5 -pin and 7 -pin plugs and sockets 
1/11 pr. .02 mfd. 5,000 v. Tubulars, 1/9. 

EX -GOVT. SMOOTHING CHOKES 
:330 mA. 5 H. 50 ohms. Potted type 12 9 

220 mA. 5 H. 50 ohms. Potted type 10 9 

150 mA. 10 H. 200 ohms. Potted type ... 10 11 

100 mA. 5 H. 100 ohms. Tropicalised 4 6 

50 mA. 50 H. 1,250 ohms. Potted type ... 8;11 

EX -GOVT. BLOCK PAPER MANSBRIDGE TYPE 
CONDENSERS 

2/11 4µF 500 v. 
8µF 500 s 4/9 

EX -GOVT. RF26 UNITS. Brand new, cartoned, 
59/6, plus Carr. 5/- 

P.M. SPEAK ERS. All 2-3 ohms., 5in. Plessey, 13/9. 
5in. Goodmans, 14/9, 64in. Elac, 14111, 64in. 
Plessey with Pentode Trans., 14/11, 64in. Good - 
mans, 16 /9, 8fn. Plessey, 15/9, 10ín. Goodmans, 
31/-, 10in. Plessev,18 /8. 

M.E. SPEAKERS. All 2 -3 ohms, 64in. Rola field 
700 ohms., 11/9, Bin. R.A. field 600 ohms, 12 ; ;9, 
loin. R.A. field 600 ohms, 23'9. loin. R.A. field 
1,500 ohms., 23 9. 

COLLARO TAPE DESK MOTORS, shaded pole 
type, clockwise or anti- clockwise, 29 9 each. 

R.S.C. MAINS TRANSFORMERS (Gua alnteed) 

Fully interleaved and Impregnated 

Primaries 200-230-250 v. 50 c/s. 
TOP SHROUDED DROP THROUGH 

250-0-250 v. 70 mA., 6.3 v. 2.5 a. 12/11 
260-0-260 v. 70 mA., 6.3 v. 3 a., 5 v 2 a. 14/11 
280-0-260 v. 80 mA., 6.3 v. 2 a., 5 v. 2 a. 15/9 
350-0-350 v. 80 mA., 6.3 y. 2 a., 5 v. 2 a 16/9 
250-0-250 v. 100 mA., 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 3 a 23/9 
:300-0-300 v. 100 mA., 6.3 v.-4 v., 4 a., c.t 

0-4-5 v. 3 a 23/9 
350-0-350 v. 100 mA., 6.3 v.-4 v. 4 a., c.t 

0-4-5 v. 3 a 23/9 
350-0-350 v. 150 mA., 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 3 a 29/11 
350-0-350 v. 150 mA., 6.3 v. 2 a., 6.3 v. 2 a , 

5 v. 3 a. 29/11 

FULLY SHROUDED UPRIGHT 
250-0-250 v. 60 mA., 6.3 v. 2 a., 5 v. 2 a., 

Midget type 21-3-3in 17/6 
350-0-350 v. 70 mA., 6.3 v. 2 a., 5 v. 2 a 18/9 
375-0-375 v. 60 mA., 12 v. 1.5 a., 5 v. 2 a 18/11 
250-0-250 v. 100 mA., 6.3 v.-4 v. 4 a. c.t , 

0-4-5 v. 3 a 26/9 
250-0-250 v. 100 mA., 6.3 v. 6 a., 5 v. 3 a , 

for R1355 conversion 29/9 
300-0-300 v. 100 mA., 6.3 v.-4 v. 4 a. c.t , 

0-4-5 v. 3 a. 25/9 
350-0-350 v. 100 mA., 6.3 v.-4 v. 4 a. c.t , 

0-4-5 v. 3 a 26/9 
350-0-350 v. 150 mA., 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 3 a 33/9 
:350-0-350 v. 150 mA., 6.3 v. 2 a., 6.3 v. 2 a , 

5 v. 3 a. 33/9 
350-0-350 v. 160 mA., 6.3 v. 6 a., 6.3 v. 3 a , 

5 v. 3 a. 45/9 
350-0-350 v. 250 mA., 6.3 v. 6 a., 4 v. 8 a , 

0-2-8 v. 2 a., 4 v. 3 a. for Electronic Eng. 
Televisor 57/6 

425-0-425 v, 200 mA, 6.3 v.-4 v. 4 a. c.t , 

6.8v.-4v 4a., c.t., 4-5 v. 3 a., suitable 
Williamson Amplifier, etc 61/- 

425-0-425 v. 250 mA., 6.3 v. 6 a., 6.3 v. 6 a , 

5 v. 3 a. 66/6 

E.H.T. TRANSFORMERS 2,500 v. 5 mA., 
2 -0 -2 v., 1.1 a., 2 -0 -2 v. 1.1 a., for 
VCR97, etc. 35/- 

4,000 v. 5 mA., 2 v. 2 a 39/6 

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS 
All with 200 -250 v..10 , - primaries : 6.3 v. 2 a., 
7/6 ; 0 -4 -6.3 v. 2 a., 7,9 ; 1`2 v. 1 a., 7/11 ; 6.3 V. 
3 a., 9/11 ; 6.3 v. 6 a., 17/6 ; 0- 2-4 -5 -6.3 v. 4 a.. 
16/9 ; 12 v.4a.or24v.1,.5a.,17;6. 
CHARGER TRANSFORMERS 
All with 200 -230-250 v. 50 c /s. Primaries : 0 -9 -15 v. 
1.5 a., 14/9 ; 0 -9 -15 v. 3 a., 16 %9 0 -9 -15 v. 6 a., 
22/9 ; 0- 4- 9 -15 -24 v. 3 a., 22,9 ; 0- 9 -15 -30 v, 

3 a., 23/9. 

SMOOTHING CHOKES 
250 mA. 7 -10 H. 200 ohms. Fully shrouded... 16/9 
250 mA., 3 H. 50 ohms. 11/9 
150 mA., 6 -10 H. 100 ohms. 11/9 
100 mA., 10 H. 100 ohms. 7/6 
100 mA., 5 H. 150 ohms. 515 
80 mA., 10 H. 350 ohms. 5/5 
60 mA., 10 H. 400 ohms. 411 
50 mA., 50 H. 1,000 ohms! 9/11 

ELIMINATOR TRANSFORMERS 
Primaries 200 -250 v. 50 c /s., 120 v. 40 mA. 7/11 
90 v. 10 mA., 9 -0 -9 v. 250 mA. 10/6 
120 v. 40 mA., 6 v. 1.5 a 14/9 
120 v. 40 mA., 5 -0 -5 v. 1.5 a. 16/9 

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS 
Midget Battery Pentode 66 : 1 for 3S4, etc. 3/6 
Small Pentode, 5,00052 to 352 3/9 
Small Pentode, 8,00011 to 352 3/9 
Standard Pentode, 5,00052 to 351 4/9 
Standard Pentode, 8,00052 to 352 4i9 
Stzndard Pentode, 10,000 ohms to 3ohms 4/9 
Multi -ratio 40 mA. 30:1, 45 : 1, 60 : 1, 

90: 1, Class B Push Pull 5/6 
Push -Pull 8 watts 6V6s to 3 ohms 7/11 
Push -Pull 10 -12 Watts 6V6 to 3f2 or 150 16/9 
Push -Pull 10 -12 Watts to match 6V6 to 

3 -5 -8 or 1551 1619 
Push-Pull 15-18 Watts to match 6L6, etc., to 

312 or 1552 Speaker 22/9 
Push -Pull 20 Watts, high -quality sectionally 

wound, 6L6, KT66, etc., to 3 or 1512 47/9 

MICROPHONE TRANSFORMERS 
100:1 5/9 
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COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER R1155. The famous ex- 
Bomber Command Receiver known the world over to be supreme 
in its class. Covers 5 wave ranges 18.5 -7.5 Mc's, 7.5 -3.0 Mc /a, 
1,500 -600 kc/s, 500 -200 kc/s, 200 -75 kc s, and is easily and simply 
adapted for normal mains use, full details being supplied. Aerial 
tested before despatch. These are BRAND NEW AND UNUSED 
IN MAKER'S ORIGINAL TRANSIT CASES, ONLY £11/19/6. 
A few used receivers, also tested working before despatch, 
are available at E7 19 6. 
A few of the R1155N model can also be supplied. This is the 
latest version which covers the Trawler Bands, and in addition is 
fitted with ultra slow motion tuning. Used, but tested working 
before despatch, ONLY £1719'6. 
A factory made Power Pack, Output Stage and Speaker, 
contained in a black crackled cabinet to match the receiver, can 
be supplied at ONLY E5 1 0 -. Operates receiver immediately. 
DEDUCT 101- IF PURCHASING RECEIVER AND POWER 
PACK TOGETHER. 
Please add carriage costs of 10 6 for receiver, and 51- for power pack. 
RECEIVERS R1355, as specified for "Inexpensive Television." 
Complete with 8 valves SP6I, and I each 5U4G and VU 120 or 
VU III. Used, good condition, ONLY 29 ;6 (carriage etc. 5 6). 
RF UNITS TYPE 26 AND 27 for use with the above receiver. 
The very popular variable tuning units, which use 2 valves EF54 
and 1 EC 52. Type 26 cosers 65 -50 Mc /s, (5 -6 metres), and Type 
27 covers 85 -65 Mc Mc s, (3.5 -5 metres). 
BRAND NEW IN MAKER'S CARTONS. CNLY 59/6 each. 
VIBRATOR UNITS. 2 volt type, American made, delivers 
67 volts at 4.7 mA, 130 volts at 20 mA, and 1.4 v. L.T. Easily adapted 
for use with any battery receiver, full details being supplied. 
ONLY 501- (postage 
6 volt type, made by The National Co. of America for use with 
HRO Communication Receivers, supplying 165 volts at 85 mA, 
fully smoothed D.C. Complete with vibrator and 6X5 rectifier 
in black crackle cabinet, size 7in. x 71in. x 6in. Slightly used. 
ONLY 39/6. 
INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 62A. Contains VCR97 tube with 
mu metal screen, 12 valves EF50, 4 of SP61, 3 of EA50, and 2 of 
EB34. Built on a two deck chassis containing hundreds of con- 
densers and resistors, potentiometers, etc. In BRAND NEW 
CONDITION IN MAKER'S TRANSIT CASES. ONLY L7 /Ill /- 
(carriage 5 6). 
ADMIRALTY TEST SET TYPE 5E2. For 160.1230 Mc's, this 
contains standard 230 /250 v. 50 c. A.C. Mains power pack, tin 
500 microamp. meter, and 7 valves as follows ; 2 ea. 615 and EA50, 
I each 6X5, VR 137, CV 172. Fitted in metal lined wood case with 
removable front. ONLY 50/- (carriage etc. 10 -). 
6 VOLT 90 A.H. BATTERIES. By famous American makers, 
these have genuine hard rubber cases, and are BRAND NEW AND 
UNUSED IN MAKER'S PACKING. Size Skin. long x 61in. wide x 
7 }in. high. ONLY 59/6 (carriage, etc., 7,6). 
TELESCOPIC AERIAL. Pulls out of metal tube 15in long to 
extend to 73in. BRAND NEW. ONLY 7/6 (post lad.). 
194 I.F. STRIP. An easily modified I.F. Strip recommended for 
TV constructors who want good results at moderate cost, or for 
those who hase built televisors but are hating trouble in the 
vision or sound receivers. Can also be modified for 2 channel 
working as per details in " Practical Television " October issue. 
This 6 stage strip measures 18ín. x Sin. x Sin., and contains 6 valves 
VR 65, I VR 92 and I of VR 56 or VR 53. Mod. data supplied. 
ONLY 45- (postage, etc., 2 6). Or less Valves 19 6 (post 2;6). 
208 AMPLIFIER. Ideal for conversion into a high gain TV pre - 
amp. Complete with 2 valves EF 50. ONLY 15/- (postage, etc., I 6). 
CERAMIC 2 WAY 3 BANK SWITCHES, 716 each. 
CHOKES. 10 H. 60 mA, 3 9 ; 30 H. 100 mA, 12,'6 ; 5 H. 200 mA, 
6/- (postage I - per choke). 
TRANSFORMERS. Manufactured to our specification and 
fully guaranteed. Upright mounti' g, fully shrouded normal 
primaries. 
425 -0 -425 v. 200 mA, 6.3 v. 4 a., 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 3 a., 50,' -. 
350 -0 -350 v. 160 mA, 6.3 v. 6 a., 6.3 v. 3 a., 5 v. 3 a., 42/6. 
350 -0 -350 v. 150 mA, 6.3 v. 5 a., 5 v. 3 a., 32 6. 
250 -0 -250 v. 100 mA, 6.3 v. 6 a., 5 v. 3 a., 32;6. 
Please add 2 - per transformer postage. 
TRANSFORMERS, FILAMENT. 6.3 v. 2 a., 7/6 ; 6.3 v. 3 a., 
106. (Postage 1' -). 
TRANSFORMERS EHT. Upright mounting. EHT for VCR 97 
tube, 2,500 v. 5 mA, 2 -0 -2 1.1 a., 2 -0 -2 v. 2 a., 37/6. 
EHT 5,500 v.5 mA,ty. 1 a.,2v. I a.,72//6. 
EHT 7,000 v. 5 mA, 4 V. I a., 82,16. Please add 21- per transformer 
postage. 
SPECIAL OFFER. L.T. Transformers with windings of 5 v. -0 -5 v. 
5 amps ; 5 s. -0 -5 v. 5 amps ; 5 v. -0 -5 v. 5 amps. By using combina- 
tion of windings will give various voltages at high current. Brand 
new and unused these have become damaged, but are still usable, 
the damage being confined to broken fixing lugs, and or broken 
bakelite terminal panels. Formerly sold at 35 -, now offered at 
22 6 (postage 26). 
2frin. SQUARE FLANGE 0 -I M.A. METERS. Brand new. 
ONLY 15, -. 
10in. P.M. SPEAKERS with output trans. Brand new. ONLY 
27/6 (postage 2; -). 

Cash with order please, and print name and address 
clearly. Amounts given for carriage refer to inland only. 

U.E.I. CORPORATION 
Radio Corner, 138, Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C.I. 

Phone : TERMINUS 7937. 

(Open until I p.m. Saturdays. We are 2 min. fro. High Holborn 
(Chancery Lane Station) and 5 min. by bus from King's Cross.) 

JUNE, 1953 , 

PRATTS RADIO 
1070 Harrow Road, London, N.W.10 
(Nr. Scrubs Lane) Tel.: LADbroke 1734 

al 

AMPLIFIERS 
College general -purpose unite. MODEL 
AC1OE, 4 valve, 10 watts. Neg. feedback, 
£10/7/8. MODEL ACSSE, 6 valve, 
184 watt P/P output. Feedback over 
3 stages, £151151 -. MODEL AC132E. 
32 watts P/P output. Feedback Oyer 
3 Emit/ 181 -. MDEL D10E. 
for D.C. /A.C. 

stages, 
valve 

O 
P/P output. 

Feedback over 3 stages, £12119/8. "- mama- - MI are COMPLETE WITH CASES and 

MODEL AC10E £10, '7,6. chrome handles. They bave a SEPARATE 
microphone stage. SEPARATE mike 

and gram. inputs allowing ?AMINO of speech and music. Input voltages average .003 
mike and .3 gram. Outputs match 3, 8 or 15 ohm speakers. MODEL QSC, 6 -valve unit 
with Base and Treble controls. P/P output of 9 watts. This amplifier incorporates an 
18 section O/Tranefr., variable feedback from zero to 25 db. Output imped. 3.0 to 230. 
Complete chassis, £13/19/8. MODEL Q4C. 4 valve 4 watt unit Base and Treble controls. 
Variable feedback. O /Imp. 3 to 15 ohm. Chassis complete, 89/15/ -. Complete range 
of accessories available. Send stamp for list.. All amplifiers are ready for use. 

LYONS RADIO LTD. 
STEEL AERIAL MASTS. Consisting of 9 tubular sections each 21n. dia. and a moat' 
hood pulley section to give a total height of 33ft. Guy wires are not supplied but three 
pickets for securing these are included. PRICE £3/15/ -, carriage 9/6. 
RECEPTION SETS AEW.1. These are five valve euperhet receivers, ex -New Zealand 
Forces, with a frequency range in four switched bands covering medium wave (18x- 
545 metres) and short wave (12 -50 metres). Incorporates power pack for operation 
from 6 v. accumulator. Loudspeaker is housed in its own separate case. Valves 
employed are 6K8, 6U7's, 6V6 and 6Q7 or equiv. types. Supplied complete with valves 
and speaker. Outside of cases are a little atore soiled otherwise condition is as new 

d unused. Aerial tested before despatch. PRICE £11/10 /-, carriage 9/6. 
POWER UNITS, TYPE 222. Neat metal cased unite, overall dimensions approx. 
9 X 9 x 6in. containing a rotary converter for 24 v. D.C. Input and having a twin 
O.C. output of 300 v. at :30 mA. and 6.5 v. at 3.2 A., carbon pile voltage regulator, 
a four section filter unit in diecast metal box, wire -wound resistors, relay, jack socket, 
fuses etc. Can he operated in reverse from O.C. mains or 6 v. A.C. Contents can 
easily lie dismantled providing a One case in which to build Power Pack, V.F.O. etc. 
Condition le as new and unused. PRICE 19/8, carriage 4/-. 
INVERTERS. Known as Motor Generator type 7. Input 22.29 v. D.C. Output 80 v. 
A.C. at 1,600 cycles, 240 V. A. at unity power factor. Complete with carbon pile 
voltage regulator and filter unit mounted beside generator on the same base plate. 
Overall dimensions appro., !I e ._ 3in. .,n.l oeigis ,mly i :,l Ibu. In mw uuw' nd 
condition. PRICE £5 10-. 

3 GOLDHAWK ROAD, (Dept. M.W.), SHEPHERDS 
BUSH, LONDON, W.12. Telephone Shepherds Bush 1729. 

L. WILKINSON AND EXPORT 

19, LANSDOWNE ROAD, CROYDON 
Phone : CRO 0839 Telegrams : '' WILCO " CROYDON 

RELAYS - P.O. TYPE 3,000 
BUILT TO YOUR SPECIFICATION -EARLY DELIVERY 
QUOTATION BY RETURN -PLEASE STATE RESISTANCE 
OF COIL REQUIRED AND CONTACT BUILD UP. 
RACKS. Standard 6ft. P.O. type for 19ín. panels, steel channel sides 
correctly drilled, heavy angle base. 
TEST SET 205. Wavemeter range. 3.05 to 3.35 centimetres, 
built -in oscillator with 9 valves including Klystron type CV.l29, 
etc., in good condition, £25. 
MICROAMMETER. 0.50 2f Flush type, contained in Test Set 
28. A very sensitive meter. Scaled 0 /100. E3 /10'- complete. 
VOLTAGE REGULATORS. Input 230 volt A.C. 21 amps., output 
57.5 to 228 volts in 16 steps. With current limiting Reactor. EIO. 
VARIAC TRANSFORMERS. Type 80 CO in brass case, oil filled, 
50 cycles, P.200 240 volts S. 220 volts, 7.5 amps, E7;10/- each. Also 
an osen type, 500 cycles, 1800 -180 volts, 7+7 amps., ¿12110 / -. 

RELAYS 
AND 

KEY SWITCHES 
LARGEST EX- GOVT. STOCK 

IN GT. BRITAIN 
Types 600.3000 Relays- Siemens High Speed 

Also A.C. 400 volts 50 cycles 

Unlselector Switches, Telephone Switch -Boards, Telephone Components, 
Plugs, Jacks, Handsets -Government Contractors. 

JACK DAVIS (RELAYS) LTD. (Dept. W.) 

36 PERCY STREET, LONDON, W.I 
Phones : MUSeum 7960, LANgham 4821 
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Primary, 200 -250 v. P. & P. 
on each, 2!- extra. 
300 -0.300, 100 mA., 6 volt 
3 amp., 5 volt 2 amp., 22/6. 
Drop thro' 350 -0-350 v. 70 mA., 
6 v. 2.5 amp., 5 v. 2 amp., 14/6. 
Drop thro' 250 -0 -250 v. 80 mA. 
6 v. 3 amp., 5 v. 2 amp., 14/6. 
Drop thro' 110 -HO 60 mA. 
6 v. 0.5 amp., 8/6. 
280. 0-280, drop- through, 80 mA . 
6 v. 3 amp., 5 v. 2 amp., 14/6. 
Auto-wound, H.T. 280 volts at 
360 mA., 4 v. 3 amp., 2 v. 3 amp., 
or 6 v. 3 amp. Separates 4 v. 
3 amp., rectifier winding 10/6. 
Auto-transformer, 110 v. 70 
watts, 10/6. 
250 -0-250, 80 mA. 6 v. 4 amp., I4/- 
Pri. 230 v. Sec. 200 -0 -200 35 mA. 
6 v. I amp., 8/6. 
Pri. 200/250 v. secondary 3. 4, 5, 
6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 18, 20, 24 and 
30 volt at 2 amps., 13/ -. 
Semi- shrouded drop -thro', 
200 250 v. primary sec. 280- 
0 -280, 200 mA., 6 v. 5 amps., 5 v. 
3 amps., 27/6. P. & P. 2/6. 
Semi-shrouded drop thro', 
270 -0 -270, 80 mA., 6 v. 3 amp., 
4 v. 1.5 amp., 13/6. 
Semi-shrouded drop thro', 
270 -0 -270, 60 mA., 6 v. 3 amp., 
II 6. 
Heater Transformer. Pri. 230- 
250 v. 6 v. I} amp., 6/- ; 2 v. 
2} amps., 5 / -. 2, 4 or 6 v. at 
2 amps., 7/6 ; 2 v. 21- amp. and 
6 v. 0.6 amp. E.H.T. insulated, 
8,/6. P. & P. each 1 / -. 

P.M. SPEAKERS (closed field) 
with less 

trans. trans. - 10 /- 
15/6 
13/6 

16/6 12/6 
16/6 12/6 
18/6 15 /- 

Sin. 
24ín. 
3 }in. 
5in. 
6 }in. 
Bin. 
P. & P. on the above 1/- each. 
10in. less trans., 2I / -. P. & P. 1/6 

R. A A. Bin. M.E. Speaker field. 
coil, 1,600 ohms O.P. trans. 
5,000 ohms, imp, 18/6. P. &P. 2/-. 
Sin. M.E. field coil 750 ohm 
with O.P. trans., 17;6. P. & P. If-. 
Extension speaker cabinet, in 
contrasting walnut veneers, size 
15 x 10 }in. Will take 61 or Bin. 
speaker. 17/6. P. & P. 2/ -. 
Volume Controls, by famous 
manufacturer. Long spindle less 
switch, 50K, 500K, I meg., 
2/6 each. P. & P. 3d. each. 
Expanded aluminium 
speaker fret, 134 x 9in., 2/ , 
Volume Controls by famous 
manufacturer. Long spindle and 
switch, }, }, I and 2 meg., 4/- 
each ; 50 K., 3/6 each. } and 1 

meg., long spindle double pole 
switch, miniature, 5/ -. P. & P. 

3d. each. 
Trimmers, 5 -40 pf., 5d. ; 10-110 
10 -250, 10 -450 pf., 10d. 
Twin -Gang .0005 Tuning Con- 

, 5/ -. With trimmers, 7/6. 
P. & P. If-. 
Line Cord. 3 -way 0.3 amp. 
188 ohms, per yard, 1/3 per yard. 
Twin -gang, .0005 with feet, size 
3} x 3 x I }in., 6/6. 
3-gang .0005, with feet, size 
4f x 3 x I {in., 7/6. 
Television Coils wound in 
alican, size 2f x fin., with former 
and iron core, If- each. 
H Variable Speed 600- 
1,200 revs. Tapa Recording 
Motor. Silent running, 200/ 
250 v. A.C. Shaded pole With 
fixing. Weight 5 lb., 27/6. Plus 
P. & P. 2/6. 
A.C. Mains 230 v. 4 pole in- 
duction motor, originally made 
as a gram. motor, 9/6. P. & P. 1/6. 
PERSONAL SHOPPERS 
ONLY. 9in. Enlarger 17/6, 12ín. 
27/6. 
Germanium Crystal Diode, 
2/3 post paid. 
Television Masks. White 
aubber 9in. with glass. 7 6. 
Cream Rubber, 12in.with armour - 

plate glass, 15 / -, plus 1:6 P. & P. 

T.V. Width Control, 3/6. 

WIRELESS WORLD 

D. COHEN 
RADIO & TELEVISION COMPONENTS 

Terms of Business: Cash with order. Despatch of goods within 3 days from 
receipt of order. Where post and packing charge is not stated please add 
I,- up to 10/ -, 1/6 up to CI, and 2/- up to C2. All enquiries and lists, S.A.E. 

SPECIAL NOTE: NO GOODS SENT WHERE CUSTOMS 
DECLARATION IS APPLICABLE. 

23 HIGH STREET (Uxbridge Road) 
ACTON, W.3 Telephone: ACOrn 5901 

Hours of Business : 
Saturday 9-6 p.m. Wednesday 9 -1 p.m. Other days 9-4.30 p.m. 

CABINET as illustrated, II} x 
61 x 51, in walnut or cream, com- 
plete with T.R.F. chassis, 2 wave- 
band scale, station names, new 
waveband, back -plate, drum, poin- 
ter, spring drive spindle, 3 knobs 
and back, 22/6. P. & P. 3/6. 
AS ABOVE but complete with 
5in. speaker and O.P. trans. (these 
speakers have been used but 
tested O.K.) 30; -, P. & P. 3/6. 
Metal rectifier 7,6. Gang with 
trimmers, 7/6. Medium and long 

T.R.F. coils 5/6. 3 obsolete Ex -Govt. valves, 3 v /holders, and circuit of an 
A.C. mains 3 -valve plus rec. T.R.F. which can be built for approx. C4, 8/6. 
Heater trans. 6/ -. Volume control with switch 3/6. Wave -change switch 
2/ -. 32 , -32 mfd. 4/6. Bias condenser If -. Resistor kit2 / -. Condenser kit4 / -. 

KIT OF PARTS FOR SIGNAL ENERATR. Coverage Ili Kc /s, 
320 Kc /s., 320 Kc /s. -900 Kc /s., 900 Kc /s. -2.75 Mc /s., 2.75 Mc /s -8.5 Mc /s., 8.5 
Mc /s. -20 Mc /s., Metal case 10in. x 6fin. x 41in., size or scale 6 1in. x 3 }in. 2 
valves and I rectifier valve, A.C. mains 230/250. Internal modulation 400 
c.p.s. to a depth 30 per cent. Frequency calibration accuracy plus or minus 
I per cent. Modulated or unmodulated R.F. output continuously variable 
100 millivolts, £3/10, -, P. & P. 4/ -. This includse the return to us for checking 
and calibration. We will build same for IS /- extra. Circuit and point -to -point wiring diagram, 3/6. Kit of parts for above, less checking and calibration, 
£3, plus 2/6 P. & P. 
CONSTRUCTOR'S 
PARCEL, comprising chas- 
sis 121 x 8 x 2in., cad. 
plated 18 gauge, v /h., IF 
and trans. cut -outs, back - 
plate, 2 supporting brackets 
3 waveband scale, new 
wavelength station names. 
Size of scale 111 x 4fin., 
drive spindle, drum, 2 
pulleys, pointer, 2 bulb 
holders, 5 paxolin inter- 
national octal valve holders, 
4 knobs, and pair of 
465 IF's., 16/6. P. & P. 1/9. 
AS ABOVE, but complete with 16+16 mfd. 350 wkg. and semi -shrouded 
drop thro' 250 -0 -250 60 m /a., 6 v. 3 amp. Pri. 200 -250. 28/6. P. & P. 3/ -. 

MODERNISE YOUR OLD CAB- 
INET BY FITTING THE WAL- 
N UT BAKELITE ESCUTCHEON 
as illustrated. Size 15x8fin., complete 
with 3 wave -band scale size 5} x 
4fin. S / -. P. & P. 1/6. 

CRYSTAL PICK -UP by famous manufacturer, complete with sapphire trailer needle and volume control, 23/ -. Post and packing on each If -. EX -GOVT. RECEIVER TYPE B28. Complete coil unit, 6 bands, 60 kc /s.- 
420 kc /s., 500 kc /s :30 Mc /s., 2I / -. Plus 2/- P. & P. Circuit for above, 4/ -. Variable selectivity IF Switch to suit above, 7/6. 
MAINS OR BATTERY SUPERHET PORTABLE COILS. Medium - 
waved frame aerial and long -wave loading coil, used as aerial coils. Midget 
iron -core screened L/M osc. coils, with circuit I.F. 465 Kc., 9/6. 
465 KC. MIDGET I.F.s. Q 120, size I }in. long, lin. wide, fin. deep by very 
famous manufacturer. Pre -aligned adjustable iron -dust cores, per pair, 12/6. 
Both these items LI, post paid. 
CONSTRUCTOR'S PARCEL comprising chassis Bin. x 4in. x I }in., with 
speaker and valve holder cut -outs, 5in. P.M. speaker with transformer, twin gang with trimmers, pair T.R.F. coils long and medium, iron- cored, four valve - holders, 20 K. volume control and wave- change switch, 23/:. P. & P. 1/6. OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. Standard type 5,000 ohms imp., 2 ohms 
speech coil, 4/9 42 -1 speech coil 2 -ohm with extra feed -back windings, 4/3. Miniature 42 -I 2 -ohm speech coil, 3/3. Multi -ratio 3,500, 7,000 and 14,000 
2 -ohm speech coil, 5/6. 10 watt push -pull, 6V6 matching, 2 ohm speech coil, 7/ -. TELEVISION CHASSIS. Size 9f x 91 x 3 }in., 18 gauge steel cadmium plated 
complete with 5 -coil cans size If x lin. with iron cored former. These are 
wound for television frequency, 6/6. P. & P. 1/6. 
PUSH -BACK CONNECTING WIRE. Doz. yds. 1/6, post paid. 
STANDARD WAVE- CHANGE SWITCHES. 6 -pole 3 -way, 2 - 4 -pole 
3 -way, 1/9 ; 5 -pole 3 -way, 1/9 ; 3 -pole 3 -way, 1/9 ; 9 -pole 3 -way, 3/6 ; Miniature 
type. long spindle. 3 -pole 4 -way, 2 -pole 5 -way, 4 -pole 3 -way and 4 -pole 2 -way, 
2/6 each. P. & P. 3d. 
AMPLIFIER CHASSIS, 18 gauge cadmium plated steel with transformer 
and 5 y holder cut -outs. 12} x 8 x Sin. 3,'-. P. & P. 1/6. 
USED C.R. TUBES. Heater cathode shorts, 9in. 45/ -. P. & P. 7/6. 

111 

CONSOLE CABINET 

In polished walnut originally 
made for gram. motor. Would 
make ideal bedside cabinet or 
T.V. stand. Site 28 1in. high by 
17 1in. wide by 13 }in. deep. 
39/6 plus 7/6 P. & P. 
Valve Holders, moulded, octal 
Mazda, and loctal, 7d. each. 
Paxolin, octal, Mazda and !octal, 
4d. each. Moulded B7G, B8A 
and B9A,7d.each. B7G moulded 
with screening can, 1/6 ecah. 
32 mfd., 350 wkg. 2/- 
16 x 24 350 wkg 4/- 
4 mfd., 200 wkg 1/3 
40 mfd., 450 wkg 3/9 
16 x 8 mfd., 500 wkg 4/6 
16 x 16 mfd., 500 wkg 5/9 
8 x 16 mfd., 450 wkg 3/9 
32 x 32 mfd., 350 wkg 4/- 
32 x 32 mfd., 350 wkg. and 

25 mfd., 25 wkg 6/6 
25 mfd., 25 wkg I Id. 
250 mfd., 12 v. wkg. If- 
16 mfd., 500 wkg., wire ends 3/3 
8 mfd., 500 v. wkg., wire ends 2/6 
8 mfd., 350 v. wkg., tag ends 1/6 
50 mfd., 25 v, wkg., wire ends 1/9 
100 mfd. 350 wkg 4/- 
16 A-16 mfd. 350 wkg 3/3 
Ex -Govt. 8 mfd., 500 v. wkg , 

size 31 x It, 2 for 2/6 
60+100 mfd., 280v. wkg 7/- 
16 x 32 mfd., 350 wkg 6/- 
50 mfd., 180 wkg 1/9 
65 mfd., 220 wkg 1/6 
8 mfd., 150 wkg 1/6 
60 -100 mfd., 280 wkg 8/6 
50 mfd., 12 wkg I Id. 
32 +32 mfd., min., 275 wkg 4/- 
50 mfd., 50 wkg 1/9 
Miniature wire ends mould- 

ed 100 pf., 500 pf., and 
.001 ea. 7d. 

Combined I2in. mask and 
escutcheon in lightly tinted 
perspex. New aspect, edged in 
brown. Fits on front of cabinet, 
17/6. P. & P. 2 / -. 
Frame Oscillator Blocking 
Transformer, 4/6. 
Frame O.P. Transformer. 
Inductance 10 hy. ratio 10 : I, 9/6. 
Tube Mounting Bracket, size 
91 x 4fin., I2in. tube clamps, 2/ -. 
Smoothing Choke, 2 henry 
150 mA., 3/6. 250 mA. 4 henry, 

5/- ; 250 mA. 5 henry, 6/- ; 
250 mA. 10 henry, 10/6 ; 250 mA. 
8 henry, 8/6. 
P.M. Focus Unit for any 9 or 
I2in. tube except Mazda I2in., 
with Vernier adjustment, 15 / -. 
P. & P. 1/6. 
P.M. Focus Unit for Mazda 
12ín. with Vernier adjustment 
17/6. P. & P. 1/6. 
Energised focus coil, high 
resistance with mounting bracket 
17/6 plus 2/ -. P. & P. 
Scan Coils, low line low 
impedance frame, complete with 
O.P. transformer. 17;6. P. &P. 2, 
Ion Traps for Mullard or English 
Electric tubes, 5/ -, post paid. 
465 Kc. I.F.s, size 21 x ¡fin. 
Q.I 10 removed from American 
equipment, 5/- per pair. Stand- 
ard 465 Kc. iron -cored IF's. 
4x If x 1 }in., per pr. 7/6. Wear - 
ice standard iron -cored 465 Kc. 
IF's, 3} x If x I fin., per pr., 9/6. 
Iron -Cored 46S Kc. Whistle 
After. 2/6. 
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H.R.O. SENIOR RECEIVERS. With A.C. P.P.,5 coils, t37 /I0 /-, 
D.S.T. 100 RECEIVERS, as new. Coverage is 7 bands from 
30 Mc s. to 50 Kc s., E30 each. 
HAMMERLU ND BC779B. Mint condition, rack mtg., L42/10 -. 

HALLICRAFTERS 5X28, 527, S2OR, 541, S38, etc. All 
in perfect condition. 
AR88LF, AR88D, CRI00, from stock. RII5S RECEIVERS, new. 
A.C. D.C. MOTORS, suitable for sewing machines, 47/6 each. 

A.C. D.C. 12 v. -I5 v. MOTORS, long spindle for models, IS / -each. 
20 WATT P.A. RACK MOUNTING AMPLIFIERS, complete 
with power pack, 200,250 v. A.C., less valves, E6 /101-. Valves - 
2 type PX25, I MH4 and I MU 14, L2 /15 /- per set. 
NEW M;C MICROPHONES, hand type, with 12 yds. heavy 
duty screened cable, E3 IS'- each. 
TEST EQUIPMENT. We hold a comprehensive stock of all 

test gear multi -range meters at 1,000 o.p.v. and 20,000 o.p.v., 
valve testers, signal generators, etc. 
4,00012 EARPHONES, 11,6 pr. 
10,00012 POTENTIOMETERS, large size, by Colvern, enclosed, 
8 6 each. 
TYPE 73 AND 74 VELLODYNE UNITS in stock. 
C.R.100 RECEIVERS, perfect order, E28/10/-. 
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Special offer, not ex -W.D., 
200 250 v. input tapped. Output 250 -0 -250 v. at 100 mA., 5 v. 3 a., 

6.3 v. 4 a., 21 6 each. 
350 -0 -350 v. Ellison at 120 mA., 6.3 v. 5 a., C.T. 5 v. 3 a., 39/-. All 
types in stock. 
EVERSHED BRIDGE MEGGERS, 250 v. Special price, 
02 10 - each. 
D.C. A.C. CONVERTERS, 230 v. D.C. input, 230 v. A.C. output 
at 140 watts, E9. 
MAGNAVOX 12ín. P.M. SPEAKERS, snip at ES /101- each. 

G.E.C. 7 WATT V.H.F. MOBILE TX RX. Complete with 
12 v. rotary p pack, 30.9, 81.1 and 81.3 Mcs., special offer, 00. 
EDDYSTONE 640 RECEIVER. Perfect, at£22. 
EDDYSTONE 504 RECEIVER, perfect, at £21. 
.IµF 350 v. METAL CASED TUBULARS, U.S.A., at 4/6 doz. 
(minimum 2 doz.). 
H.R.O. COILS. .46 -.96 Mçis., 14 -30 Mc/s., etc., at E2 /5 /- and 
0/5I- per coil. 
LARGE STOCKS OF MOTORS. A.C. /D.C. and A.C., 1/16, 

1 / 12, i, i h.p. 
Your post enquiries welcomed. S.A.E. for reply please. Prices 

quoted do not include carriage and packing. 
All types of equipment purchased. Top prices paid. 

SERVICE RADIO SPARES 
4, LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2 

Telephone: GERrard 1734 

JUNE, 1953 

U.S. NAVY OSCILLOSCOPE UNITS -Containing 5 BPI. 
5in. Tube with fully screened mu shield isolating heater trans. 
Dozens of H.V. Cond., Resistors, Pots, etc. The finest value 
offered to date in ' Scope " units. " W.W." T/V 'scope circuit 
included. Price 576. 
LABORATORY TEST EQUIPMENT. For aligning and 
checking Trans. Receivers covering 150 to 234 Mrs. comprising : 

Type BC906. Frequency Dip Grid Meter. 145 -235 Mcs. 
Type 1- 196 -B. Signal Generator. Is0 -234 Mcs. 
Type BC1066 -B. Radio Receiver. 150 -234 Mcs. Price Ell the 
Set. Carriage extra. 
VALVES. IS4, 8'6 ; 6AG5, 10 6 ; 117Z6, 12/6 ; 6SH7, 6/6 ; 

EF50, 6/6 ; 955, 954, 6 - ; SG2I5, 6 6 ; Pen 220A, 6/6 ; TTI I, 8/6; 
VR 150, 10,16 ; 42, 10 6 ; CK512AX, 9/- ; 9001, 9002, 9003, 7/6 ; 

954 -955, 616. 
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Input 200/240 v. Output 350 -0 -350 
or 250 -0 -250 volt 80 mA. and 4 and 6.3 v. 4 a. and 4 and 5 v. 2 a. 

Price 21/6. Input 200!240 v. Output tapped 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12 

IS, 18, 20, 24, 30 volts, 2 amps., 216. All with one year's guarantee. 
D.P.D.T. RELAYS. Operate at 200/300 volts D.C., 8/6. D.P. 
make and break, 8,6. We can supply any type of voltage and 
contacts at varying prices. 
NEW SELENIUM RECTIFIERS. F.W. 12/6 volt 3 amps., 14/6 ; 

4 amp., 22;6 ; 6 amp., 30'- ; I amp., 8/6 ; 12 v. 100 mA., 3/- ; 

250 v. 100 mA., H.W., 9 - ; 80 mA., 66. 
GERMANIUM CRYSTAL DIODES, 3/9. 
B.C. 603 RECEIVER AND B.C. 604 TRANSMITTER. 20 to 
28 Mc's. Including 80 crystal:, E35, carriage extra. 
VCR97 CRTs. New and crated. Picture tested, 45/6. Bases, 3/6. 
NEW MAG SLIP TRANSMITTER MOTORS. Made by G.E.C. 
50 v., 50 cycle. Mk. I -2in., 15 /-- 
NEW P.M. SPEAKERS. Sin., 14/6 ; 6in., 16/6 ; Sin., 20/- ; 

IOin., 29/6. 
CARBON MICROPHONES with Matched Trans., 10/6. 
0 -500 MICROAMMETERS 2in., IS 6. 
M C MICROPHONES with matched Trans., IS / -. 
4ft. ROD AERIALS, set of three 6 -. Base 3/ -. 
FLEA FILTER UNITS, 11,6. FLSD, 8/6. 
TYPE FT243 FREQUENCY CRYSTALS, 5.8 to 8.6 Mu. 
Odd frequencies 56. Spot 8,1 -. In 25 Kc. steps. 
Q.E.C. 0-75 mA. METERS. Ihin. x I-4m ., 8 /-- 
ADMIRALTY OIL FILLED TRANSFORMERS. Prim. 230 v. 
Sec. 3500 capped 3000 v. 85 mA. Weight 65 lbs. I0 }in. x 9 }in. x 
Bin. Steel cased, E4. 

All Carriage paid in the U.K. from Dept. W.W., 

The RADIO & ELECTRICAL MART 
253B PORTOBELLO ROAD, LONDON, W.II 

Phone : PARK 6026 

NEW G.E.C., S.T.C. AND " WESTA- 
LITE " SELENIUM RECTIFIERS. 
Largest L.T. range in Great Britain. 
Latest Current Products. NOT Surplus, 

CURRENT PRICE LIST 

S.T. & C. HALF WAVE. 100 v. 4 a., 92/ -. 
Post 1 / , 
BRIDGE CONNECTED FULL WAVE. 
17 v. 1.2 a., 16;4 1.6 a., 26/- ; 2.5 a., 29/-; 

3 a., 30 - ; 4 a., 34/6 ; 5 a., 37/6, all post free. 
33 v. 0.7 a., 24/3 ; I a., 28/- ; 1.5 a., 45/- ; 

2 a., 51/- ; 3 a., 52/- ; 4 a., 62/. ; 5 a., 67/-; 
all post If -. 54 v. i a., 38/6 ; 1.5 a., 62/- ; 

2 a., 69/- ; 3 a., 70/- ; 5 a., 93/- ; 72 v. 1.5 a., 
78/- ; 2 a., 811- ; 3 a., 92/- ; 5 a., I22/-; 
100 v. 1.5 a., 112/- ; 2 a., I28/- ; 5 a., 174/- ; 

all post 1/2. 
BRIDGE CONNECTED HEAVY DUTY 
7iin. SQUARE COOLING FINS. 17 v. 
6 a., 49/6 ; 10 a., 56/- ; post 1/6. 
BRIDGE CONNECTED HEAVY DUTY 
Funnel Cooled, also 
fin. SQUARE COOLING FINS. Re- 
vised price, same both types. 17 v. 12 a., 
102'- 20 a., 118/- ; 30 a., 164/- ; 50 a., 
E 12, 15/. ; 33 v. 6 a., 91/- ; 10 a., 104/- ; 

12 a., 168'- ; 20 a., 188 /- ; 54 v. 6 a., I20 /- ; 

10 a., 142 - ; 72 v. 6 a., 154/- ; 10 a., 1781 -; 
100 v. 6 a., Ell ; 10 a., 02/15/- ; all post I /10. 

" WESTALITE " (BRIDGE), 12 -15 v. 
D.C., 1.2 a., IS ¡10; 2.5 a., 27/8; 5 a., 31/9 ; 

10 a., 54/6 ; 20 a., 99/6 ; 30 a., 144/10 ; SO a., 
257,-; 24 V. 1.2 a., 15/9 ; 2.5 a., 27/8 ; 5 a., 
SI'. ; 10 a., 92/7 ; 20 a., 176/2 ; 36 v. 1.2 a., 
27 8 ; 2.5 a., 51 /- ; 5 a., 69/10 ; 10 a., 130/9 ; 

post extra. 

Wholesale and Retail 

T. W. PEARCE (Est 21 Yrs.) 

66 GREAT PERCY STREET, LONDON, W.C.1 
Off Pentonville Rd. Between King's Cross and Angel 

RECORD PLAYER 
110 -250v. A.C. 
78 -33f r.p.m. 

Dual 
Purpose 
Sapphire 
Stylus 

Few only at 
£6.7.13 

P. & P. 2 8. 

5 -6Kv. E.H.T. 

TRANSFORMER 

With 
U22 RECTIFIER 

377'6 
P. & P. 2 8. 

MOTORS 

110 -250v 
A.C. -D.C. 

3.000 r.p.m. 
Sizh 

e 6 x 3h" 
Spindle 5/16 x I" long, Ex G.P.O. 
Ideal for 101 uses. Price 27 6 P. & P. 2; -. 

WIRE & CABLE STRIPPERSBym ka ne 

Usual Price 15; -. Our Price 5/6 
Hundreds of Bargains in Radio -T.?. Components. 

Callers Welcomed. B,ad B.A.E. for List. 

JACKSON RADIO SUPPLIES 
183 EDGWARE ROAD LONDON, W.2 

A.B. 
A.M.C. 
Ace 
Ana 
Acoustical 
Aorylite 
Aotivette 
A lcola 
Advance 
Aladdin 
Allen 
Amplino 
Antes 
Anti! evince 
Arenlectric 
Amine 
Audigraph 
Audiom 
Avo 

Cornette Labgear R 

Cyldoo 
Dews 
Denon 
Delcc -Remy 
Dilecoo 
Douglas 
Drilitic 
Dubilier 
Eddystone 
Ediswan 
Elac 
Electron 
Elston 
E.M.I. 
Emitape 
Emitron 
Erie 

Lane &Ahermel 
Leak S.naoos 
Laetront IMgio 
Long & Santeroel 

Hambly Bervisol 
Latina Shaftesbury 
Lnatraphone Siemens 
McMurdo Siam 
Magnavieta SistoIez 
Mallory Solon 
Marconi Someriord 
Muds Spencer -West 
Megger Stentorian 
Micro -Switch T.C.C. 
Moldiest T.M.C. 
Morganite Tama 
Mnirhead Telcon 
Mallard Tree 

Axiom Eta Moltioon, Traver 
B.E.C. Ezide Mumetal Tung.tam 
B.I.C.C. English N.B.F. 0.I.0. 
8.8.R. Electric Nitrogol Varlet' 
B.T.-H. Ferranti Oak Vider 
Baird O.E.C. rimer Vilanoz 
Bstrymaz Gardners Oarsm Valradio 
Belling -Lee Garrard Paigoton Vitality 
Bernard, Goldring Partridge Vortezion 
Black &Decker Goodman. Pasolin W.B. 
Bradmatio Goodall Philips Wavemuter 
Brimsr Grampian Pirtoid Wearite 
Burgess Grandit Plessey Westinghouse 
Biagio Hartley -Turner Plus- a-gram Weston 
Colo Haynes Polar Wevrad 
Celution Hellermann Pullin Welwyn 
Ceramicon Hivw Pyres Wharfedale 
Cinch Hants Q.C.C. Wilkins& 
Mermaid Igranio Q-Maz Wright 
Clifton Ilirfe Qualtape Wimbledon 
Cliz J.B. B. & A. Wirek 
Collard 3 -Beam Baymart Wad= 

de7Colvern L.E.M. Halo 
Connoisseur Lab Reliance 

We issue no lists or catalogues, but we 
have since 1925, been giving off-the -shelf 
service on Electronic Components from 
stocks unequalled in the Industry. Send 
us a list of your requirements for a new 

experience in instant service. 

WIRELESS SUPPLIES UNLIMITED 
264 -266, OLD CHRISTCHURCH ROAD, 

BOURNEMOUTH, HANTS. 
Phone: Bournemouth 4567. 

Telegrams: Limitrad, Bournemouth. 
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CLYDESDALE 
Bargains in Ex- Service Radio and Electronic Equipment 

Rudy Made for T.V. 
THE POWER UNIT TYPE 28S. 
A.C. mains, input 230V. 30 cps. Outputs E.H.T. 
2kV. 5 mA. H.T. 350 V. 150 mA. L.T. 6.3V. 
10A. and 6.3V. SA. Fully smoothed and rectified 
with valves VUI20, 504G, VR9I (EF50) plus 
tond., resistors, etc. 
ASK 

X/H947. £4.19.6 CARRIAGE 
PAID 

LOOP AERIAL. Type 17. Ref. I0D/16950 
This aerial has wiper contacts, a ball race, also 
spring clip device for mounting. Complete with 
scale marked 0 -350 degrees (no housing). Weight 
2}Ib. 
ASK FOR NO. ß1.1 Al POST 

X/H938. PAID 

DIRECT CURRENT GENERATOR 
Type 3DG3. Ref. 420/506 

Output 14/32V. 9 amps. 2,500 R.P.M. fin. diam. 
splined spindle l in. projection. Size 11 in. x 7in. x 
6in. Weight3llb. 
Can be used as a Battery Charger or low voltage 
lighting generator, when driven by a motor or 
petrol engine. 
ASK FOR NO. £2.19.6 each CARRIAGE 
X/H939 PAID 

H TYPE # WAVE DIPOLE AERIAL 
in original wood case. 
For approx. 50 ma., Aerial 9ft. 3in., reflector 
9ft. 7in., crossarm 4ft. I Ifin. All metal construc- 
tion, tubular spans 10mm. dia. Co -axial downlead 
39ft. of 80 ohm. 12 mm. cable Can be mounted 
vertically to existing mast or wall bracket. 
ASK FOR NO. 55 / 

CARRIAGE 
X/E773 PAID 

Ex -R.N. LOUD HAILER 
Made by Ardents. 10/15 watts Output. 
Comprises 4- valve, 3 -stage Amplifier, Carbon 
Hand Mic. and Bell shaped power projection 
Loudspeaker. With instruction book, less 
accumulator, designed for 12V. D.C. input. 
A FEW ONLY. 
ASK FOR £25 CARRIAGE 

X/H948 PAID 
SELSYN MOTOR TYPE SJ /2512. 
Ref. No. W325A. 
230 volts A.C. input single phase, torque trans- 
mission value 45 lb /in. with fin. long, }in. shaft. 
Overall 124in. x 7in. diam. with fixing base. 
ASK FOR NO. 39/6 CARRIAGE 

X/H83. PAID 
F15.6 14 INCH LENS 
Complete with iris, filter, mount and extension. 
Suitable for Portrait or Commercial Photography. 
Supulied in transit case. 
ASK FOR NO. £9.19.6 each CARRIAGE 
X/H563. PAID 

NEW CATALOGUE No. BD 
Gives details and illustrations of Ex- 
Service and other items. Price 1/6 

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED 

DRIVER TRANSFORMER for ET -4336 
TRANSMITTER 

Ref. No. 110K/117. Part XT -3202. 
Centre tapped primary, Inductance 3.4 henries 
Two Secondaries, Inductance 14 henries each. 
Ratio whole pri. to one sec. 1 -2 approx. Dim. 
Ht. 44in. x 34in. x 34in. Wgt. 641b. 4-hole fixing 
ASK FOR NO. 18/6 each POST 

X(E562 PAID 
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SUPPLY UNIT RECTIFIER 
for No. 43 Transmitter. 
Ex. Cdn. Army in original wood case. 
Input 110 volts A.C. 50/60 c /s. 1.7 K.V.A. 
Outputs (HTI) 2,100V. 375mA. (HT2) 500V. 
400mA. plus HT Lines, 450V, 275V., also 383V. 
regulated and neg. bias 250V. 150V. 80V. Making 
3 complete power supplies all fed via double 
choke, condenser, input circuits. Valves are 
4/866A/866, 5Z3, 6SJ7, 2/6A3, VRI50/30 (Stab.) 
and IV. (Time Delay). 
The complete unit mounted in metal case with lid. 
Shock mounted. Dim. : 2ft. 6in. x Ift.6in. x Ift. 
Finish olive drab. Wgt. 420 lb. 
ASK FOR NO. £25 CARRIAGE 

X /H26. PAID 

AEROSCOPES 
This item makes a fine telescope with rubber 
eyepiece and adjustable focusing, which could 
also be used as a rangefinder, as it can focus down 
to 4 feet. Overall length 7 }in. 
ASK FOR NO. 32 /6 POST 

SPECIAL CABINET OFFER 
WALNUT -FINISH WOOD RADIO 
CABINET. 
Dim. : Int. 84in. x 151in. x 74in. approx. Ext. 
94in. x 17ín. x Bin. approx. With 3 W.B. glass 
dial, expanded metal L.S. grill. 3 1 }in. dia. fluted 
knobs. 
ASK FOR NO. 251- POST 

PAID X/H945. 

WALNUT -FINISH CABINET with other 
items as H945 plus 2 -gang 350P . Condenser, 
5 valveholders (your choice), 3 -bank wavechange 
switch 2 -pole 5 -way each bank, 16 -8 mfd. 450V. 
EI. tond. and clip, 2 -speed S.M. drive, drum, 
4 pulley wheels, 9 assorted tag strips, } meg. 
volume control with switch. 
ASK FOR NO. 45/- 

X/H946 

Order direct from :- 
CL YD E.7 D A L E CO. LTD. GLASGOWSTREC 

S 

Phone : South 2706/9 Branches in Scotland, England and Northern Ireland 

POST 
PAID 

A much enlarged edition of a 

most valuable reference book 

RADIO DESIGNER'S HANDBOOK 
Edited by F. Langford- Smith, B.Sc., B.E., Senior Member I.R.E. 

(U.S.A.), A.M.I.E. (Aust.) 

4th Edition. Deals with basic principles of practical design of radio receivers, 
audio amplifiers and record -reproducing equipment. This new edition is over 
four times as large as previous editions and is essential for everyone concerned with 
the design and application of radio receivers and audio amplifiers. 

42s. net. By Post 43s. 6d. MOW On Sale 
Published for " Wireless World" 

From booksellers or from : Biffe & Sons Ltd., Dorset House, Stamford St., London, S.E.1. 
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OUTSTANDING OFFERS FOR 
EXPORT ONLY 

U.S.A. Radio and Radar Equipment 
AIRCRAFT TRANSMITTERS, Model GO-9 (Westinghouse). 
RCA TRANSMITTERS. Type ET- 4336 -B, H, K, L. 
RADIO SETS SCR -695. RECEIVERS AR -77 and 88. 
TEST EQUIPMENT IE -46, TS- 36 /AP, TS- 56A,'AP, TS -5I APG -4. 

Type 205A, Type LR- I (General Radio), BC -221 (Bendix) AN /UPM 
Hallicrafters SCR -299, 399 and 499 (BC -610). 
INTERROGATORS -RESPONSORS BM-1 (and BN -I) 
REPEATER- INDICATORS AN APA -I. 
RADAR INDICATING EQUIPMENT, Model VF. 
Large Quantities of American Microwave Frequency Meters 

(Lavoie Laboratories). 
PULSE GENERATORS (RCA and Measurements Corporation). 
AIRCRAFT RADAR (complete units). APS -6. 
ANIAPN RADIO ALTIMETER EQUIPMENT. 
TS- 10AIAPN TEST EQUIPMENT FOR ABOVE. 

Spares (Radio and Radar -U.S.A.) 
Full range of spares for most U.S.A. Aircraft, Naval and Ground 
Radio and Radar Units (SCR -187, 188, 193/269, 274 -N, 287, 399, 
508 -10, 17, 536, 566, 593, 608 -10 (very large quantities), 694, 695, 
MRN -3, TRA- I -ABK, BM, BN, SM, SO, SQ, SK, APS -2, 3, 4, 6, 
15, etc.). Klystrons 2K33 (Oxford tubes). 
Large Quantities of Plate Supply Transformers for ET/4336 Trans- 
mitters. 
British TIR (X 42, W/S No. 11. W,JS No. 17, W/S No. 18 Mk.111, 

W/S No.38, W/S No. 58, W/S No. 68 -T). 
Power Units, Wavemeters, Motor Generators, Dynamotors 
and large quantities of various components 

Aircraft Instruments and Accessories. 
Catalogue supplied only to Governments, Airlines and Accredited 

Government Contractors. 
Enquiries to 

BRITISH SAROZAL LTD. 
(Export Branch) 

1 BRISTOL HOUSE, SOUTHAMPTON ROW, LONDON, W.C.1 
Telephone : HOLborn 6763/4/5 Cables Sarozal, London 
ALL EQUIPMENT AS ADVERTISED IS AVAILABLE FOR 
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY FROM STOCK AND IS FULLY CHECKED 
AND TESTED -PRIOR TO DESPATCH -IN OUR OWN WORKS 
AND LABORATORY. ARB OR AID CERTIFICATES CAN BE 

SUPPLIED UPON REQUEST. 

We buy for cash American surplus equipment. 

ne4'- MA INTEST 
100/700v 

" 
SEARCH LE RD 

I TOST PROD 
\jt,, 7i6., 

THE PERFECT FAULT FINDER 
NEO ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES LTD 

MANCHESTER 4 

JUNE, 1953 

UNIVERSAL ELECTRON /CS 
London's Largest Selection of High Quality Corn. 
munications, Audio, VHF and Test Equipment. 

VHF Equipment 
TS 69AP. 300-1,000 n.c s Wavemeter. TS 47AP. 40 -500 mes Oscillator. 
TS 34AP Oscilloscope. Lavoie Frequency Meters, 300 -700 mc;s. 
Bendix BC 221 Frequency Meters. Microwave Waveguide, output 
meters and 3 cm. Signal Generators. Also many other items of Lab 
test equipment in stock ; including 723/AB. 707A. CV] 29 Klystrons 
and Magnetrons. 

Receivers 
RCA AR88D -LF from E65. AR77E, L37. HALLICRAFTERS SX28, 
E56. SX43, C90. 540, S38, S20, 520R. EDDYSTO NE 640 AS NEW, 
E22'10/ -. 740, AS NEW, L35. S750, L50. MARCONI CR100, good 
condition, E30. NATIONAL HRO Junior and Senior from E30. 
VHF Hallicrafters 527 and 527C. 

Test Equipment 
AVO Model 7 as NEW, C16. AVO Electronic Test Meter, as NEW, £30. 
AVO Model 8, £23. AVO AC /DC Minors, as NEW, E6/I5/ -. AVO 
Valve Tester ; listed at E60, as NEW, E50. ADVANCE Type ES 
Signal Generator, as NEW, C22. WESTON 20,000 o.p.v. industrial 
tester, as NEW, C27. 1,000 o.p.v. Weston meter, L12. DUMONT 
224A Oscilloscope ; perfect, ESO. FURZEHILL Type 1936 Oscillo- 
scope, perfect, E35. TAYLOR Type 30A Oscilloscope, as NEW, 
L22. EVERSHED Wee Meggers, 500 v., E12. 250 v., E9. Bridge 
types in stock. MARCONI Test equipment : TF I44G, TF 390G, 
TF 517 Signal Generators ; in stock. 

DECCA 
Corner Cabinet, complete as NEW with speaker, C25. Wilcox Gay 
(USA) Portable Disc Recorder with built -in radio in American leather 
case, complete with microphone, 640. Baird, Boosey and Hawkes, 
Soundmirror Tape Recorders in stock : secondhand. STC microphones, 
ball type, CIO. Marconi Valve Voltmeters, E35. 

WANTED URGENTLY At your price. 
Frequency Meters Bendix BC22I. TS 174/U, TS 175, TS 3, TS 13, RCA 
AR88's. Hallicrafters S27C -CA. Spectrum Analyser TSX 4SE or TS 148, 
and Klystrons 723,/AB, 2K39, 2K40, 21(41, 21(42, 2K43, 707/8, CV129. 

Shop hours : 9.30 to 6. Thursday to 1 p.m. 
Phone GERrard 8410 (Day), MEAdway 3145 (Night). 

JUR ONLY ADDRESS DEPT. W 

27 LISLE STREET, 
LEICESTER SQUARE,LONDON.W.C.2 

The John Aldred Reproduction Co., 
36, Marylebone High St., London, W.I 

Welbeck 4058 

The logical outcome of wide 
professional experience in true 
quality reproduction will shortly 

be announced." 

\TANNOY/0 ; 
PRODUCTS 

SOUND EQUIPMENT 
clearly the best for 

all occasions , 
WEST NORWOOD S.E.27. Tel. GlPsy Hilt 1131 (7 ',nest 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS 
Use this Form for your Sales and Wants 
To "Wireless World" Classified Advertisement Dept., Dorset House, Stamford St., London, S.E.I. 

PLEASE INSERT THE ADVERTISEMENT INDICATED ON FORM BELOW 

RATE: 7/- for TWO LINES. 3/6 every Additional NAME 
Line. Average six words per line. 

Box No. Allow two words, plus II- ADDRESS 

Cheques, etc., payable to Iliffa & Sons Ltd. and 
crossed & Co. 

REMITTANCE VALUE ENCLOSED 

Please write in block letters with ball pen or pencil. NUMBER OF INSERTIONS 
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Wireless World Classified Ad. ertiscaments 
Rate 71. for 2 linea or leu and 3/8 for every additional 

line or part thereof, average lines 6 words. Box Numbers 
2 words plus 11 -. (Address replies: Bon 0000 c!o "Wireless 
World" Dorset Rouse, Stamford St., Loaaoo, 5.5.1.) Trade 
discount details available on application. Press Day: 
Jolt' 1953 issue, Thursday, June 4th. No responsibility 
accepted for errors. 

WARNING 
Readers are warned that Government surplus 

ctmponents which may be offered for sale 
through our columns carry no manufacturers' 
guarantee: Many of these components will have 
been designed for special purposes making them 
unsuitable for civilian use, or may have de- 
teriorated as a result of the conditions under 
which they have been stored. We cannot 
undertake to deal with any complaints regarding 

any such components purchased. 

NEW RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS 
AMPLIFIER XL, AC (1) 

(HIGH gain) 
INCORPORATES volume and tone controls. latest miniature valves. providing 4/5 watts output, for use with 2 to 15 ohm speaker. a.c. mains 200 -250 volts; size of chassis. 8X6X 
21/.,,in. tested and ready for use: price £6/10 plus 5/- postage and packing: battery chargers, (metal rectifier type) 200 -250 v, a.c. in and 72 v at 15 amps d c. out, new: £20. 
LET us quote you for all 
RADIO components, valves. press tools and has for the radio trade. 
TELEKIT SUPPLY Co.. Chantry Lane Works. Chantry Lane, Bromley, Kent. Ray. 5845. (1122 

in-WAquality amplifiers, bass and treble TT 
controls, £8 /10.- Imperial Radio & Tele- 

vision Co., 69, Buxton St., Leicester. 11105 
watt high quality amplifiers, bass and 
treble boost ; £12/15; lists.- Broadcast 

& Acoustic Equipment Co., Ltd., Tomb and, 
Norwich. [0065 

RECEIVERS. AMPLIFIERS- SURPLUS 
AND SECONDHAND 

C.A. AR77E, good condition; £32, Northern 
Ireland area. -Box 7074. 11077 

BAYSWATER 
radio dealer requires outlet fo: 

second -hand TV sets. -Tel. Bay, 4860. 
11036 

3. 58 XEddysto,ne communications receiver 
6737. 

speaker, phones, data; £30 emree -Box 
11016 

YNATRON Merlin console (cost E125, Mar.. 
1949). perfect condition; £65, or near offer. -Box 6854. 11031 

MURPHY table television, V204, 15in, £75: 
Wharfedale Golden 10in speaker, £6; both 

as new. -Box 6856. 11034 
TRIPLE diversity receiver, R.201. new condi- 

tion, every possible refinement.- Harris, 
Organford, Dorset. 11128 

1 155 p /pack, loin speaker, good condition; 
£7/10 or nearest. -Bain, 63, Castlecroft 

Rd., Wolverhampton. Staffs. (9934 
1132AV.H.F. receiver with power unit 
and spare valves, all as new; 

£8 or nearest, trial given. -Box 7073. [1078 
LEAK point-one amplifier (tone control) Ore- 

amplifier. moving coil, speakers (16ín, 9in 
" tweeter ") oak cases, offers set? -Box 6915. 

11041 

TELEVISION 
Baird new 12in tube, com- 

pletely overhauled. chassis only. bargain: 
£30, o.n.o.- Bexleyheath 8080, 96 Ramillies Rd.. 
Sidcup. 11109 

HRO Rx's and coils in stock. also AR88. 
BC348R, CR100, etc.- Requirements please 

to R.T. & I. Service. 254, Grove Green d.. 
London, E.11. Ley, 4986. 10053 

CONSOLE 12in and Console 6ín television 
both good working order; also Taylor pat- 

tern generator. as new; must sell. -Details from 
59, Beech Rd.. Harrogate, Yorks- 11056 

LEAK 
TL /12 12w point one. mint condition 

amplifier, control panel. metal cover: £20 
or best offer: inspection by appointment. please. -John Goodman. 2. Spencer Drive, N.2. Speed- 
well 6940. [1118 

DENCO.Comm. 
Rec. 19, as new, £32' 6M TV 

part Premier, superhet vision. giving good 
results. Wenvoe, no cabinet, £15.- Hipwell. 
Stockton, Warminster, Wilts. Codford 373 
(evenings). 19991 

HRO receiver. complete, 9 coil packs. good 
condition. £20: Taylor 65P. £7: Telecheck. 

as brand new. £20; Cossor 1039 oscillograph. 
as new. £22: all genuine goods, -W. Smith. 30 
Union St.. Trowbridge. Wilts. [1093 

IDEAL 
for club. hotel, hospital, etc., pack 

equipment consisting of two 30 watt ampli- 
fiers. med, wave tuner, mixer. etc.. all unus^d. 
undelivered overseas order, no reasonable offer 
refused, inspection by appointment. -Box 6851. f 103 
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LOUDSPEAKERS -SURPLUS AND 
SECONDHAND 

CZOUN{; sales phase, Inverter speaker with 

still vJ £r or horn. -Box (9985 

TWO excellent 
ent co horn loudspeakers; £5 

each. excellent condition. -16, Lovett Rd.. 

Q the 
(1115 

holds this Birmingham, 14. îahbury 1314. 
Rd. hS[1043 

complete 
18tH twin cone speaker 10 ohms 

lead nemplete with rectifier for mains operation. 
as new, £14 /10. -L. E Simmonds. ke Ltd.. 5. 
Bvrdn Rd., Harrow, Middlesex. [1048 

/ The 
Partridge 

WILLIAMSON 
11 PE \\ AN .F.11. 

OUTPUT TRANSFORMER 

Partridge is acknowledged synony- 
mous with the best in Transformer 
design and practice. Coupled with 
the name of Williamson there is 
little wonder that seekers after high - 
fidelity audio equipment unhesita- 
tingly say " PARTRIDGE William- 
son Type " Transformer. 
There is no substitute for the 
W.W.F.B. Transformer. For every 
W.W.F.B. is individually tested -to 
provide close limits on shunt reactance 
at 50 c,'s ; series reaotance at 5 Kc;`s, 
d.c, resistances and interwinding insu- 
lation resistances at 2 K.V. Available 
with eight separate secondaries of 
equal impedance. Fullest technical 
data on request. 

Potted type (as illustrated) . . 17.5.3 
De Luxe type .. .. .. f6. 16.6 

PARIRRID (i 
TRANSFORMERS LTD 

ROEBUCK ROAD, KINGSTON BY -PASS 

TOLWORTH SURREY 

Telephone ELMbridge 6737 -8 

NEW DYNAMOS. MOTORS, ETC. 

BATTERY chargers, 4 models, 2- 6 -12v, 1 -2 -4 
amp D.C.; any mains voltage; also larger 

types special transformers, chokes. test gear. in- 
terior car heaters, etc. -The Banner Electric 
Co.. Ltd.. Hoddesdon, Herts. [0112 

ALL types of rotating electrical machinery up 
to 20kva available, including rotary con- 

verters. rotary transformers. motors, petrol and 
diesel-engined generating plants. alternators 
and d.c generators. We are also in a position 
to quote for power transformers; as actual 
manufacturers we will be glad to quote for any 
quantity for home or export. 
DIESEL Electric generating plants, 3kva, 230v 
*ith push- button remote control. starting 
equipment, ready for use; £250. 
CHAS. F. WARD. Lordscroft Works. Haverhill. 
Suffolk. Tel. 253. [0089 

THE Pearce new model diesel alternator plant. 
on welded steel frame. 230/1/50 3gva plus 

32v 15a d.c., Petters latest AVAI. air- cooled 
diesel engine, alternator, self -energized. auto - 
ttiatic voltagie control by winding on stator. at 
govern, spebd 1.500 rpm d.c. output trickle 
charges or charges lighting and starter bat- 
tery up to 15amps, 24v lighting is used when 
plant is not in use; start and stop by remote 
control push -button; complete with main switch 
and fuses, battery cables. 24v 72 amp /hr bait., 
instruction book, spares: engine covered by 
Petters' inspection service: reduced price £260. 
free delivery; where remote start and stop not 
required, but only push start on plant, reduction 
of £6/10: a few from stbck. others quick delivery: 
if you collect, or we deliver. battery is charged 
and, a 10 cu ft concrete bed given free. 
SENp p.c. for full description and photographs. 
ALSO above plant fitted Lister slow -speed water- 
cooled diesel. and electric flywheels. 
ALTERNATORS. 230/1/50, 400VA, self-ener- 
gized, 3,000rpm, ball bearing. £23/15 del.: 
also special television model same price: volt- 
age regulator 30/- extra. 
J.A.P. No. IA 1.2hp petrol engine. air cooled. 
4- stroke, starting rove. tools, £17/10 del. 
SPECIAL rotary converters, guaranteed inter- 
ference free, fitted radio and television filters. 
wt. 601b d,c. input. 12v 200va out. 24v. 32v. 
50v, 110v, 230v d.c. to 230v out, 250va. £27710 
del.; also converters for radiogram and general 
use, inputs, outputs and prices as above: the 
above also supplied without smoothing. £24/10 
del., immediate despatch: trade supplied. 
AT a purchaser's home 60 mis. S.W. of Sutton 
Coldfield. a 24v 
TELEVISION converter was tested on Ekco tele- 
vision. l in tube. stated consumption 135watts. 
d.c. current from battery only 9t/,amps. picture 
and sound were perfect and completely free of 
interference or flutter. 
THE above are the latest products of British 
manufacture. and are guaranteed for one year: 
fullest details of plant. alternators or 400VA alt. 
or rotary converters. by return post: state which 
required; terms c.w.o.. pro forma invoice c.o.d. 
(post goods only). 
T. W. PEARCE. 66. Great Percy St., W.C.1 
(near Angel). (0013 

DYNAMOS. MOTORS. ETC.- SURPLUS AND 
SECONDHAND 

ROTARY convertor unit input 230v D.C.. out- 
put 110 /250v A.C., starter, suppressor, 500w; 

nearest £12.- Lamoma, Westbourne Rd., Pen - 
arth. Glam. [1072 

TV without mains. picture equal to mains sup- 
ply as supplied to the B.B.C. special 

Chorehorse A.C. /D.C. petrol electric genera- 
tors. self -starting, self- contained, compact. 
A.C. voltage 220/250. 50/60 cycles, 25 
0/350 watts; will also run radios, vacuum 
c e.aners. smell tools, etc.: D.C. output will 
charge batteries for permanent lighting. 
PRICE £47/10 plus 10 /- delivery. -Below. 
STORAGE batteries. finest possible specifica- 
tion. dry. uncharged. 12v 75 a.h. heavy duty, 
19 plates. separate cells. In hardwood cases, 
Price £7/17/6 plus 9/6 delivery. 
6V 90 a.h., 15 plate hard rubber cells, also 
suitable for cars. tractors. lorries; price £3/7/6 
plus 7/6 delivery. 
TEDDING ON ENGINEERING Co.. Ltd.. Dept. 

D." High St.. Teddington. Middx. 10023 

FOR SALE AND WANTED 
ADVERTISEMENT FORM 

TURN TO PAGE NO. 114. 
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GET THE BEST 
from your Speaker Unit 

by using the A.P. Enclosure 
Price 16 gas. , 

Call for demonstration or 
write for details. 
Other new products in STOCK: 
AMPLIFIERS by Sound Sales, Leak, Acoustical, 
Rogers and Decca. 
TUNERS by Lowther and Sound Sales. 
LOUDSPEAKERS by Voigt., Wharfedale, 
Decca, Goodmans, Tannoy and Whiteley. 
TELEVISION SETS. Ekco 12ín, models. 
Projection models by Decca and Sound Sales. 
Grundig TAPE RECORDERS and Wearite 
TAPE DECKS. 
Full range of AUTOCHANGERS & PICK -UPS. 

For further details see our May advt. 
HOLLEY'S RADIO STORES, 

285, CAMBERWELL ROAD, LONDON, S.E.5 
Telephone: RODney 4988. Open all day Saturday. 
Weekdays 9.30 -6 p.m. I o'clock Thursday. 

AMERICAN 
SiTRI'LITS 

RECEIVERS. 13C.639. BC.638, BC.529, 
BC.603, BC.312, BC.342, BC.470, BC,973, 
BC.1003, BC.728, 602A, CW.3, etc. 

POWER SUPPLIES. RA.34, RA.62, RA,37, 
RA.87, RA.91, RA.36, PE.95, PE.206, RA.38, 
BD.77, PE.103, RA.42, TCS.6, etc. 

TEST EQUIPMENT. TS.118 /AP, 1.83, 
1.56, 1.36, 1.122, 1.61, 1.51, LM, LZ, 1.193, 
1.176, 1.205, OAP. I, 1.85, 1.199, BC.949, etc. 

AERIAL EQUIPMENT. MS.49 to MS.S4, 
MT.7, TBY, Trylon Lattice Tower. MP.44A, 
YG, AN'TPX, AN.105, A.62, MP.48, etc. 

INSULATORS. Pot., Strain, Spreader, 
Lead -in, Suspension by Locke, Hemingray, 
Pyrex, also brackets and fittings, etc. 

FUSES. E.S., Glass and Cartridge oy Pyrex 
Ma¡or, Buss, Littel, etc., up to 600 amps. 

TRANSFORMERS. Audio and Modulation 
by Amertran, Kenyon, Stahcor, to 3,000 watts; 
also CHOKES, POWER TRANSFORMERS, 
to 15 KW. SWITCHGEAR, etc. 

TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH GEAR 
RM.12, RM.i3, RM.6, RM.29, TG.5, TG.l0, 
BC.I016, etc. 

TRANSMITTING EQUIPMENT. By 
Wilcox, Collins, Hallicrafter, Bendix. 

BRITISH APPARATUS, includes Carrier, 
Telephone and Telegraph Equipment, TRANS - 
MITTiNG Components up to 10 KW. High 
Power RECEIVERS R,201, DST.I00 etc. 

Many other items too numerous to mention. 
Send your requirements. Lists available. 
Packing and Shipping facilities. 

II. HARRIS 
ORGANFORD DORSET 

Telephone : Lychett Minsti r 212 

DYNAMOS, MOTORS. ETC. -SURPLUS AND 
SECONDHAND 

ROTARY 
converters. 200 DC to 220 AC. 

E.D.C..366A. in case with filter; £12/10. 
220 DC to 220 AC. .366A E.D.C., less case and 
filter: £9. 
220 DC to 220 AC. IA Lang. as above: £10. 
2W DC to 220 AC 120w. ex W.D., in neat case. 
£8. 
PHILPS charger. Type S66; £5. carr. extra. 
WYCOMBE ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES Ltd.. 51- 
52. Oxford St., High Wycombe. Bucks. H.W. 
457. 11007 

TRANSMITTING EQUIPMENT WANTED 

REQUIRED. 4 or 5 second -hand Canadian, 
American or British portable transmitter 

i ecéiver radio sets in good working condition.- - 
Write to Box 6680. [1012 

TRANSMITTING EQUIPMENT 

NEW 50ft and 100ft lattice ladder towers by 
Trylon. U.S.A., complete.- Harris, Organ - 

ford, Dorset. 11129 

TEST EQUIPMENT -SURPLUS AND 
SECONDHAND 

CLOUGH 
Brengle (American) oscillator, 100kc 

to 31 m /cs: £8. 
CLOUGH Brengle (American) freq. modulator, 
0 -50 m /cs sweep; £4. 
E.M.I. all -wave (AC mains) oscillator; £8. 
RADIO meter valve tester; £3, carr. extra. 
WYCOMBE ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES Ltd51- 
52. Oxford St., High Wycombe, Bucks. H.W. H 
457. 1100 

OSSOR model 3339D/13 oscillograph and 
spa;e tube, in excellent condition; £35. 

THE MACFARLANE ENGINEERING Co., Ltd.. 
Netherlee Rd., Glasgow. 19974 

VALVE tester, I -177, as new, offers.- Bohan. 
129a. Graham St., Penrith, Cumberland. 

[9997 
FOR sale. surplus requirements, Cossor model 

No. 1035 double -beam oscillograph. -Box 
6490. [9971 

TAYLOR TV pattern generator 240a. £9. -- 
Hipwell, Stockton, Warminster, Wilts. Cod - 

ford 373 (evenings). [9992 

COSSOR D.B. oscilloscope, perfect, £20; Tay- 
lor valve tester, as new. £10; Advance El 

signal generator. as new, £14. -Box 6692. [1013 

4 ELL out, AR88, wire -recorder, CR100, Cossor J Oscill, many unused valves, etc. -Write L. 
Robinson. 18, Alexandra Rd., Liverpool, 22. 

[9977 

SIGNAL 
generator W4999 TV bands. unused. 

offers or exchange one broadcast bands. - 
L. Streatfield, 9. Parkfield Drive, Taunton. 
Somerset. [1049 

EVERSHED Vignoles 250v bridge megger, re- 
cent:y overhauled and recaiibrpted; 

£15/10. -W. E. Thompson. 8 Coventry Rd.. St. 
Leonards -on -Sea. Sussex. [1089 

1% MARCONI receiver tester T.F.888 and audio 
IVA tester T.F.894, 'also three model 8 avo- 
mçters, as new; further, slightly used Cossor 
1035 D.B. oscilloscope; seen by appointment. - 
75, Grasmere Rd.. Barnehurst, Kent. [1086 

SIGNAL generators, oscilloscopes, output 
meters, valve voltmeters, frequency meters. 

multi -range nit ters in stock; your enquiries are 
invited.- Requirements to R.T. & I. Service, 254. 
Grove Green Rd., London, E.11. Ley. 4986 

[0056 

HICKOK 19XD.S.S.G., 230V AC. 100kcs to 
114mcs in 8 ranges, 100kcg, 1,000kes, crystal 

outputs 0.01 %, combined RF /AF valve volt- 
meter, output meter. -10 to +38dB in 3 ranges. 
buyer collects.-Bryant, 21, Longhorn Close. 
Langham Rd.. N.15. 19973 

NEW GRAMOPHONE AND SOUND 
EQUIPMENT 

RECORDING equipment to the trade. 

WEARITE tape decks and special parts, disc 
recording machines. 
BLANK discs Scotch -boy tape. Emitape. 
RADIO feeder units. microphones. etc. 
ALL from stock. -Sound Discs (Supplies). Ltd.. 
178. Bispham Rd.. Southport. Lanes. 11087 

TAPE 
recorder motors, 230v. a.c.. powerful 

quiet. brand new. 13/11; post, etc., 1 /1.- 
K. W. Logán, Westalley, Hitchin. Herts. 1023', 

CJ.R. ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONIC DE- 
VELOPMENT, Ltd., manufacturers of high 

quality portable and console magnetic tape re- 
corders for professional and amateur use; full 
details on application. 

0822. 
BIICKPORD Rd., Witton, Birmingham, 6. East 

WEARITE tape decks. £35; 9 watts P.P. 
R. /P. amplifiers to suit, £25; these are 

first -class amplifiers. freq. res. 25 -19 ltc /s, with 
sep. bass and treble controls; amplifiers for 
Bradmatic desks. £30; for Truvox 18gns f9 
watt P.P.); foQr Lane. etc.. 14gns anti 17gns. or 
built to order.- Harding Electronics, 120a. 
Mora Rd., London, N.W.2. 19875 

CINE 
-VOX disc recording equipments, type 

Q7J for high- quality recordings from exist- 
ing microphone equtyiipment, price from 28gns: 
also available as a complete channel ihclusive of 
mie., amplifier and playback equipment. at 
7ogns; type C7, for highest quality professional 
requirements- recorder mechanism at 48gns, or 
complete channel at llOgns; demonstrations 
arranged in London. 
PLEASE write for details to K.T.S., Ltd., 60. 
Aylward Rd.. London. S.W.20 (Liberty 2426.) 

I Callers by appointment only. [0209 

JUNE, 1953 

BARKER 

SOUND 

UNITS 

NOW 

COST 

LESS 

THAN EVER BEFORE 

The Barker 148a Sound Unit now 
costs you less than at any time since 
its introduction in 1948, and less than 
before the imposition of purchase tax. 
It is without question the most econo- 
mical unit available today for anyone 
who values really NATURAL SOUND 
REPRODUCTION. 

May we advise you to be certain of 
hearing a Barker Unit before you 
settle on any sound reproducer. So 
many people who do this choose one 
and enjoy its performance greatly for 
so long that we are sure you will be 
glad you have done likewise. 

Ask your dealer to get you a 148a 

or write direct to us: 

BARKER SOUND REPRODUCERS 
3 Newman Yard, London, W.1 

UN ISELECTOR 
Minor Type 2 
banks of 10 con- 
tacts, will operate 
from 24 v. or 12 v, 
with slight adjust- 
ment. Electro 
magnetic release 
when wipers reach 
end of bank. Resis- 
tance of drive coil 
50 ohms, release 
coil 70 ohms. Ideal 
for sequence swit- 
ching, model radio 
control, telephone 
exchanges, etc. 
Used, but new 

condition. 25/ -. Post 1/6. 
MINE DETECTORS. Consisting of 2 v. amplifier, 
complete with valves, satchel, search coils, head- 
phones, etc. Ideal for locating metals, hidden 
treasure etc. 451 -- Carriage 3.6. 
INDICATOR UNIT SLC No. S. Suitable for 
conversion into oscilloscope, using a 139A or a 
3BPI Tube. Unit consists of 3 valves, two VR65's 
and I VR66, condensers, 24 mfd. 500 v. working, 
tube holder and base, 4 potentiometers, 2 group 
boards containing 22 resistors, 17 condensers, 
three 4 -way sockets. Mounted on a chassis 
IIk6x3in., deep, complete with cover open 
at one end to take glass screen. 17'6. Post 2/6. 
TEST UNIT REPAIR TYPE 58. Containing 
volume controls, switches, resistances, condensers, 
built -in 230 v. power supply complete with all 
valves, front panel 18 x 15, case I lin, deep. 
L4 /10 -. Carriage IO' -. 
LARGE MAGNETS. As taken from magnetron 
units, weight approx. 9lbs. Will lift up to 30 -401b. 

Post 2/6. 
PRE -AMPLIFIERS. H.F. Suitable for con- 
version for television amplifiers, chassis site 
4in. x S in. x lkin. deep. Complete With valve 
VRI36 (EF54). 12/6. Post 1/6. 
Our new list, No. 10, now available. Price 6d. 
inland. 1/6 overseas air ma l. 

A. T. SALLIS 
93 North Road, Brighton, Sussex. 

'Phone : Brighton 25806. 
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GALPIN'S 
ELECTRICAL STORES 

408 HIGH STREET, LEWISHAM, ß.E.13 
Tel. : Lee Green 0309. Nr. Lewisham Hospital. 

TERMS : CASH WITH ORDER. NO C.O.D. 
All goods sent on 7 days' approval against cash. 

EARLY CLOSING DAY THURSDAY. 
MAINS TRANSFORMERS (NEW), 200/250 
volts input in steps of 10 volts, output 0, 6, 12. 
24 volts 6 amps., 42/6 each, post 1/6. Another 
as above but 10 -12 amps, 55/- each, post 1/6 ; 

another, as above, but 25/30 amps., 75/- each, 
carriage 3/6 ; another, input as above, output 
0/18/30/36 volts 6 amps., 47/6 each, post 1/6. 
MAINS TRANSFORMERS (NEW), input 
200!250 volts in steps of 10 volts, output 350/0/350 
volts, 180 m /amps., 4 volts 4 amps., 5 volts 3 amps., 
6.3 volts 4 amps., 4S /- each, post 1/6 ; another 
350/0/350 volts 180 m /amps., 6.3 volts 8 amps., 
0/4/5 volts 4 amps., 45/- each, post 1/6 ; another 
500/0 /500 volts 150 amps., 4 volts 4 amps. C.T., 
6.3 volts 4 amps., C.T., 5 volts 3 amps., 47/6 
each, post 1/6 ; another 425/0/425 volts 160 
m /amps., 6.3 volts 4 amps., C.T. twice 5 volts. 
3 amps., 47/6 each, post 1/6. 
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, input 200/250 
volts, output 45/50 volts, 70 amps., suitable for 
arc welding, LIS each ; another 70 volts, 50 amps., 
E10 each. 
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, input 180/250 
volts, output 435/0/435 volts, 250 m /amps., 
6.3 volts 10 amps., 6.3 volts 8 amps., 6.3 volts 
8 amps, 5 volts 6 amps, 65/- each ; another, intput 
as above, output 4,000 volts 2} m /amps., 4 volts 
I amp., 2 volts 2 amps., 45/- each. 
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 200/250 volts 
input, output a combination of 6, 12, 18, 24, 30 
and 36 volts at 6 amps., 45/- each, post 1/6. 
AUTO WOUND VOLTAGE CHANGER 
TRANSFORMERS, tapped 0/110/200/230 volts 
350 watts, 55/. each,5post 1/6 ; as above, but 
500 watts 70/- each, carriage 3/6 ; as above, 200 
watts, 40/- each, post 1/6. 
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 230 volts input, 
150,0150 volts, 200 m /amps., 6.3 volts 8 amps., 
5 volts 2 amps. output, 23/- each. 
3 KILOWATTS DOUBLE -WOUND VOL- 
TAGE CHANGER TRANSFORMERS, 110/ 
230 volts or vice- versa, as new, weight approx. 
100 lb., EI2 /101- each, carriage forward. 
METERS, Moving Coil, 0 to 14 amps., 18/6 each. 
Ditto, Moving Iron, suitable for A.C. 0 to 30 amps., 
25/- each. Another, Moving Coil, 100 to 250 amps. 
D.C., 35/- each, all 4in scale. (Others in stock, 
please state your requirements.) 
ROTARY TYPE RESISTANCES, stud 5 /arm 
type 10 ohms 3 amps., 17/6 each. (Other types 
in stock please ask 'or quotation.) 
D.C. MOTORS, 230 volts, .3 h.p., 3,000 r.p.m., 
in good condition, E3 /5 /- each ; ditto Fan Motors, 
230 volts D.C., 20/- each ; 110 volts D.C., 17/6 
each. 
6 or 12 VOLT RECTIFIERS at 4 amps. output, 
complete with suitable transformer 200/230 
volts input, 45/- each, post 1/6. 
ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METERS, useful 
for subletting, garages, etc., all for 200/250 
volts A.C. mains, 5 amp. load, I9 /- each ; 10 amps, 
22/6 ; 20 amps., 27/ -; 25 amps., 32/6 ; 40 amps., 
38/6 ; 50 amps., 46/6 ; and 100 amps., 57/6 each, 
all carriage paid. 
10 M.F.D. CONDENSERS at 350 v /wkg., 
40,. each. Relays 1,000 ohm, soil 2 breaks, 3/6 
each. 12 volt Mallory Vibrator-, 4 -pin type, 
4/6 each. 
12/24 VOLT RECTIFIERS at 4 amps., with 
suitable Mains Transformer, 200/230 volts input, 
55'- each. 
MAINS TRANSFORMERS (NEW), suitable 
for spot welding, input 2001250 volts, in steps of 
10 volts, output suitably tapped for a combination 
of either 2,46/8/10 or 12 volts 50/70 amps., 
95/- each, carr. 7/6. 
MAINS TRANSFORMERS (NEW), input 
200/250 volts in steps of 10 volts, output 350/0/350 
volts 300 m- amps., 6.3 volts 8 amps. twice, 4 volts 
4 amps., 5 volts 4 amps., 70/- each, carriage 3/6. 
Ditto, 450/0/450 volts 250 m /amps, 6.3 volts 
8 amps twice, 4 volts 4 amps, 5 volts 4 amps., 
70/- each, carriage 3/6 ; another, input as above. 
output 500/0 /500 volts 250 m /amps., 6.3 volts 
8 amps. twice, 6.3 volts 4 amps.. 4 volts 4 amps., 
5 volts 4 amps., 75/ -. Carriage 3/6. Another 
wound to (electronic) specifications, 350/0/350 
volts 250 m /amps, 4 volts 8 amps., 4 volts 4 amps.. 
6.3 volts 8 amps., 0/2/6.3 volts 2 amps., 70/- each, 
carriage paid ; another, input as above, output 
500/350/0/350/500 volts 250 m /amps., 6.3 volts 
6 amps., 0/2/6.3 volts 2 amps, 0/4/5 volts 4 amps 
twice, 75/- each, carriage 3/6. 
TRANSFORMERS SPECIALLY MADE TO 
ORDER, delivery 72 hours from date of order. 
Please let us quote you 

NEW GRAMOPHONE AND SOUND 
EQUIPMENT 

'OLLOCK lightweight. m/c pick -up. response 
40cs to 20kc /s, h.f. resonance 25kc /s 

approx.; complete set of parts for constructing 
head. 25/- plus 1/- post and packing; building 
instructions. 5/ -; sapphire stylus 001ín or 
0025ín. 7/6; model also for thorns; 100:1 input 

transformer, steel case, 20/- plus 1/- post. etc. -S.a.e. for details to A. M. Pollock, 31, Brook - 
lawn Drive, Manchester. 20. 19909 

FREQUENCY 
modulation. -Amos & John - 

stone's new receiver; enjoy the superb re- 
production offered by this service, with the 
added advantages of silent background and great 
volume range; sets in kit form (see New Com- 
ponents also). 145/ -. or complete ready to drive 
amplifier; demonstrations dly. exc. Fri.'s 3 -4.30. 
-Ring Arc. 5078. Bel Sound Products Co.. 
Marlborough Yard. Archway, N.19. 10185 

MAGNETIC recorders. all types, new and 
secondhand for sale; hire service in 

greater London area only; mechanical and elec- 
tronic repairs carried out by specialists; " Mag- 
negraph" limpet telephone pick -ups, suitable for 
all types of recorders, 25/ -; tape storage rack, 
for 12 reels, 37/6: B. & H. recording wire, new 
and used, from 15/- reel; tape, accessories. etc.: 
full details. s.a.e. -The Magnegraph Recording 
Co., Ltd., 1, Hanway Place, W.I. Tel. Lang - 
ham 2156. 10236 

GRAMOPHONE AND SOUND EQUIPMENT 
-SURPLUS AND SECONDHAND 

OR sale. Wearite tapedeck, almost new, £30. 
-Box 7131. 11090 

TAPE recorder, C.T.R. type 0.1. £95; Scotch 
Boy tape used once and erased. -Box 6916. 

11044 

SIMON 
tape recorder, perfect, showroom 

model, £44; Grundig, £68. -Tel. Arnold 
5201/2. 19982 

FOR sale, Wearite tape deck, as new, can be 
seen working by appointment; £30 or offer. -Box 6637. 19994 

GARRARD 201B /AC trans. motor, 33. 45 or 
78. perfect; £11. -Dix, 41, Talbot Rd.. 

Trowbridge. 19700 

36 new unused 1,200ft reels Scotch Boy tape. 
27/6 each; a few used once at 251 -. -Tel. 

Mountview 6875. Box 6850. 11029 

T APE recorder, complete £28 for auick sale. 
. -Tel. Bexlevheath 8080. Smith. 96. 

Ramillies Rd., S(dcup. 11110 

SOUND 
Mirror tape recorder, model TP445. 

mahogany case with microphone, slightly 
used, guaranteed; E45. carr. extra. 
WYCOMBE ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES. Ltd.. 51- 

527 
Oxford St., High Wycombe, Bucks. H.W. 

11008 

WEARITE tape deck, as brand new, £25; 
owner going abroad; amplifiers. etc. -L. 

Frances, 82, Wood Lodge Lane, West Wickham 
Kent. [9988 

NIS.S. 
portable disc recorder. list £80. accept 

£45; Ferrograph tape recorder, E65: Good- 
sell amplifier and T/C prestate, £18; all as 
new. -Box 7132. [1091 

NEW COMPONENTS 

" WIRELESS 
WORLD " portable P.A. out- 

put transformers, 141 -. -H, L. Brown. 
16. Rowan Rd., Walsall. [1071 

SWIFT 
RADIO. -Send for our free component 

catalogue to -day, Viewmaster, tape, gram., 
etc. -21, Hibbert Rd., Harrow. [9918 

BRIGHTON 
viewers.- Convert to channel 3; 

booster, set of coils. as W.W. design. £1; 
trade, and wired unit enquiries cordially invited. 
-Bel, Marlborough Yard, Archway, N.19. [OAr8c. 

7. 
RANSFORMERS, mains isolating. double- 

,- 230 -230. ideal for universal TV set 
testing and servicing: 67 /6.- Malden Transfor- 
mer Supplies, 200, Cambridge Rd., Kingston. 
Surrey. Kin. 5501. [0058 

MALDEN TRANSFORMER 
SUPPLIES offer 

250v 100 ma metal rects.. 9/6; 20k 20w 
w/w pots 6/6; 2mfd 3,000v paper condenser. 
5/9; metal rests.. 12v tamp F/w. 8/9: 80w 
fluorescent choke, 230v, with starter lamp. 14/6: 
battery charging transformers, 10v 18v at 
5amps. 15/6. -Kin. 5501. 200. Cambridge Rd.. 
Kingston -on- Thames. [0038 

FOR really good results you can do no better 
than use Osmor coils and coilpacks, ask 

anyone of experience! Send 5d (stampp) today 
for beautifully -drawn free circuits. our new cot: - 
data leaflets, and latest lists of matched radio 
components. 4 speedy mail order department is 
at your service, and remember, all Osmor lines 
are guaranteed. (Trade enquiries invited.) Dept. 
C. W.1. 
OSMOR RADIO PRODUCTS. Ltd.. Bridge View 
Works, Borough Hill, Croydon. Tel. Croydon 

FREQUENCY 
Modulation. -Parts for the 

Amos As Johnstone receiver; input 50µV 
for 0.3v AF from the Wrotham high fidelity 
station at 91Mc /s; avg. London field produces 
3 volts. audio output ready to feed amplifier 
consumes 30ma at 2 6.3v at 0.9a, described 
Oct.. '52; complete set pf parts including valves. 
wound coils, germanium d)odes, drilled chassis 
down to nuts and bolts, price, post free, 145/ -: 
add full frgquency range transmission to your 
set or amplifier; programmes 6 -1,1 p.m. and 
daytime; trade enquiries also invited. -Bel. 
Marlborough Yard, London, N.19. Arc. 5078. 

[0186 

Est. 1925 

FOR 

PROMPT & EFFICIENT SERVICE 

CASH or EASY TERMS 

NEW EASY TERMS 
LEAK 

(See Maker's Advert. page 85) 
TL /I2 ' POINT ONE ' AMPLIFIER 

Cash E28 . 7 . 0 
VARI- SLOPE' PRE -AMPLIFIER 

Cash E12.12.0 
For the two units : Deposit C9.0.0 with 
order and 18 monthly instalments of 40/ -. 
Passenger carriage 10/ -extra payable with 

deposit. 

CONNOISSEUR 
Three -speed Gram Units and Super Light- 
weight Pick -ups to match the above can 
be supplied from stock. Terms available. 

LOUDSPEAKERS 
The complete Wharfedale and Good - 
mans range of speakers are available on 
Easy Terms -please let us have your 
requirements. 

-ARMSTRONG CHASSIS 
The ;EXP. 73 -RF. 104 -and EXP. 125 
Chassis can be supplied on Easy Terms. 
Write for full specifications. 

CABINETS 
We can supply suitable high -grade radio- 
gram and loudspeaker cabinets for all the 
above. Made to special order only. 

14 FREE SHA VES 
WITH THE NEW 

SUPER REMINGTON 
CONTOUR 6 ELECTRIC SHAVER 

will convince you that 
this remarkable new shaver 
really does give a better. 
more pleasant and far 
quicker shave than 
any other method. 

OUR 
14 DAYS' 

FREE TRIAL 
is available on 
receipt of 20/- 
deposit (return- 
able if not entir- 
ely satisfactory), with eight 
monthly instal- 
ments of 20/ -. 
Cash E8 . 10 . 0. 
AC /DC 200/250v. 

GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS 
Other voltages available. Each shaver is 
BRAND NEW and despatched in superb 

silk lined presentation case. 

The L.R. SUPPLY CO. LTD. 
(LONDON RADIO SUPPLY CO.) 

BALCOMBE - - SUSSEX 
Telephone : Balcombe 254 
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S6BS 

S5 

S5E 

54 

9 Band (6 Electrical band spread) with 
R.F. F.C. 2I.F. Delayed Amplified A.V.C. 
Variable Selectivity. Fly Wheel Tuning. 
Tropicalised. Suitable for use with any 
High Quality Amplifier. E44. Tax paid. 

3 Wavebands. 16m.- 2,000m. R.F. Pre- 
amplifier, variable selectivity I.F. Delayed 
amplified A.V.C. Very low distortion. 
E21/618. Tax paid. 

As SS but 12.5m. -550m. 01/6/13. Tax paid. 

The Standard high -quality Feeder Unit. 
Specification as S5 but without R.F. 
amplifier. E16. Tax paid. 

A modified version of all models is available for 
use with Leak or Acoustical Amplifiers. 

C. T. CHAPMAN (Reproducers) LTD. 
RILEY WKS., RILEY ST., CHELSEA, S.W.IO 

FLAxman 4577,8 

Export Enquiries Invited 

THE 

BRITISH NATIONAL 
RADIO SCHOOL 

o ESTD. 1940 

BIASED BACK ? 

LOW GAIN ? 

ROUND THE BEND? 

We can improve the slope 

of your REWARD/ 
GAIN curve, especially at 
the top end. 

A.M.Brit.I.R.E. and 
CITY and GUILDS Radio and 
Telecommunications Exams, etc., etc. 

Please mention this advert. and send for free 
booklet to :- 

STUDIES DIRECTOR 

BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL 

66, ADDISCOMBE ROAD, CROYDON 
Phone : Addiscombe 3341 

NEW COMPONENTS 

CRYSTCRYSTAL 
microphone inserts (Cosmocord AL 
guaranteed brand new. 15,6. post 

free: Cosmocord M1c -30 hand stand micro- 
phones. black or white, £4/4 each, post free. 
-Radio -Aid. Lid. (Retail Dept.). 29. Market 
St.. Watford. [00.36 

COMPONENTS- SURPLUS AND 
SECONDHAND 

RADIO CLEARANCE, Ltd.. 27. Tottenham 
Court Rd.. London. W.1. Tel. Museum 9188. 

ELECTROLYTICS. capacity, voltage. size, type 
of 

1 spost paid, that order; 
400, 6v, 1 X2in, lug, 2/3; 250+250, 6v, 1X2in, 
lug, 2/6' 500 +500 6v, 1X3in. lug. 2/6' 40+40, 
150v. 11/011X2ti clip, 3/ -; 40, I50v, 1X2in. clip, 
276: 20 +20, 275v, 1X21n, lug, 3/6; 16 +32, 
275v, 1X2in, lug, 3/6; 16 +16. 275v. 
1X2in, clip, 3/6; 32 +32, 275v +50mí 25v. 
1X3in, rug, 4/ -; 60 +100, 275v, 13/ X3in, lug. 
5/6; 

X2in, clip,, 4/6: 16 +16 +16/935Óv 1laX211n, 
clip, 5/ -; 40 +40 +20, 350v, 13aX3in, lug. 5/ -; 
16. 350v, 314X2. lug, 9 / -; 40 +40, 300v, 1X3in, 
lug. 4/ -; 10, 450v, ;" X2in: lug, 2/ -: 16, 450v, 
/sX22ln, 3/ -; 20, 450v, 1X21n, lug, 2/9; 32. 

450 /52,5v, 1 X2in, clip, 4 / -; 16 +16, 450v, 13/4X 
3m210. clip 5/6; 32 +32, 450v, 13/sX3in, clip, 5/9; 

0 +30 450v +20mí 25v 13/,,X3in, lug, 5/6; 15+ 
15, 45óv +20mf 25v, 1'%X3in. lug, 5/3; 2170, 6v. 

5 /00.3/4fn, clip, 2/ -; 100. 1.22'v, s/,,X1r/in, wire. 
1/9; 450v, 1X2in, clip, 2/3; 50, 12v. bsX1s/sin, 
wire, 1/6; 150, 25v, 3aXlrtin,. clip. 2/ -; 250. 
12v, 3/,,X13/,,in, wire, 2/3; 350, 25v, 1X21 /,m, clip. 
2/6; 16 +1 450v, 11/ X2in, clap, 4/ -; 40+40, 
275v, 3 ,X210, clip, 3/6; 16+32, 450/525v 13/AX 
2M, clip, 5/6; 24 +24 +16. 350/425v, 13lX2in, 
clip, 4/9; 60 +200 275/350v 13L,X41kin, clip, 
6/6; 1,000. 12v, 1X21 /in, clip, 2/9; 4, 150v, 
'1,X1 %,;in. clip 1/1; 60 +100. 350 /425v, 13/4X 
41 /sin, clip, 6 /ó; 500, 12v, 13/4 X23/in, clip, 2/6; 
8. 350v. s4X2in. 2/ -: 6,000. 12v, 13/4X 
4.4in. lug. 4/6; 100 +200. 275/350v. l'/.X 
41/4in, 6/6: 100 +175. 275/350v. 13/4X 41/4in, 
clip. 6 / -; 8 +16 +16. 450/525v, 13/kX2in. 
lug 5/9; 32 +32, 350/425v. 13/ X2in, clip. 
5/ -; 2,000, 6v, 1X3in, clip, 3/3 8 }16. 
450/525, 1X2ln, clip, 4/3; 2, 450/525v, 34 X1yin, 
tag, 1/6; 2, 350v, 5/ X13/in, tag, 1/3; 8, 350/425v. 
"í X2in, clip, 2/ -; all are ali cans, some with 
sleeves. 
ALL new stock all voltages WKG, with surge 
v where marked; trade supplied most types. 
TELEVISION! Set of 3 comppnents, comprising 
line output trans., with E.H,T. winding to give 
71íV, using EY51 (heater winding for EY51 also 
included), and fitted with width control scan- 
ning coils, low impedance line and frame. focus 
coil (res. 10,0000, current approx. 20 mA): 
the set of 3 for 42/ -. plus 2/- post. diagram of 
une trans. supplied. 
PERSONAL receivers, 3 valve T.R.F. using IT4s . 

contained in handsome baketite case with lift -up 
lid, size 7X61/2X5in with lid closed, plastic 
carrying handle, from. AE in lid, these receivers 
cover the medium waveband and operate from 
self -contained dry batts., standard types 
W1435 and U2 output to a pair of lightweight 
'phones (H.R.) controls SM tuning and re- 

action, opening lid switches on, supplied brano 
new, with valves, batteries, 'phones, an ideal 
set for invalids hosp, patients, etc., these re- 
ceivers are not Govt. surplus and are offered 
wady to play; carr. paid; £4/10. 

RADIO CLEARANCE. Ltd.. 27. Tottenham Court 
Rd.. London, W.I. Tel. Museum 9188. (0015 

LARGE stocks of ex -Govt. radio equipment to 
clean-Box 7140. [1101 
B. CRAWSHAY, 166, Pixmore Way, Letch- 

worth. Herts. Tel. 1147. 
VOLTAGE regulators. Ferranti 230v motor - 
driven moving coil, 480va. £18; 1.440va. £28. 
METADYNE generators. 45v. 60a type 
MD70EX. new. £28: Servo d.c. motors, 11 /,hp. 
1.000 r.p.m., for use with MD70EX metadyne. 
fitted e.m. brake and worm drive for inching. 
new. £l'5. 
POWER -SERVOS. AP 55938 motor torque 
transinitters, £8. 
AMPLIDYNE motor generators, in 78/110v 
d.c.. out 250v la. 3.800/5,000 r.p.m.. G.H. 
(U.S.A.), E7. 
SELSYN motors. B.T.H. type SJ2512 230v a.c.. 
451b in torque. wt. 3816, 95/ -; type 54. 50v 
a.c.. wt. 131b. 45/ -: Diehl (U.S.A.). wt. 81Á,1h. 
115v a.c., new, 451 -. 
MAGSLIPS, Sin resolvers AP 10861, new. in 
tins, 45/ -; large quantity: other types. 
MULTIVIBRATOR. 100 kc /50 cps. G.E.C.. 230v 
a.c., rack mounting, complete unit, new, £55. 
MOTOR alternators. in 230v d.c.. out 210/420v. 
3ph, frequency variable 25/50 cps, 25/50 kva. 
B.T,H., £12; in 230v d.c., out 115/1/60. 33a. 
G E.. £18; in 400/3/50. out 180/1/500. 27a. 
£24: in 24v d.c., out 80v. 1.200e, 6.25a. £5. 
FREQUENCY meters, 40/60 cps. 230v bin. £9: 
ditto 130v, 5in. £5: ditto 12/18v, 5in. for use 
with alternators below. new. 40 / -. 
ALTERNATORS, small, 12 /18v. 3.000 r.p.m. 
18/ -. 
AMMETERS, San 0 /145, MI. a.c./d.c.. new 
25/ -: d}'tto, M.C.. d,c.. new 25/ -. 
PROCESS timing controls, Londex ASR /IMP. 
automatic repeating. 230v a.c., 0 /60 secs. £8. 
SELENIUM rectifiers, S.T.C., 12v 4a bridge. 
112mm discs. heavy duty tags, new. 17/6. 
RECTIFIER units for 230v a.c. complete. 90v, 
3;a £6; 24v, 10a. £11; 30v 40a. E18. 
PHOTO -RELAY sets, G.E.C., 230v a.c., com- 
plete set of 2 massive watertight units. £9. 
TRANSFORMERS. 15 kva. NV; 528. 480 432. 
264. 240, 216, 132, 120, 108v, LV 240. 120v. 
double wound, 1-ph. 50/60 cps. 522; Skye in 
230y. out 100/270v by 10v steps, auto. £10. 
VARIACS, in 230v out 0/230v. 8 amps. type 
101,0L as new. last few. to clear, £14. 
BRIDGE- MEGGERS. by E. & V.. 250v, self - 
contained type. accuracy tested. last few. £14. 
P. B. CRAWSHAY. 166. Pixmore Way. Letch- 
worth. Herts. Tel. 1147, 10240 i 

SUPERHET 
S -VALVE RE- 
CEIVER. Ex W.D. 
51124, but brand 
new condition. Six 
channel switching, 
tuning 30.6 to 40 
me /e Components 
include 30 ceramic 
trimmers, 30 small 

condensers, 30 
watt), (1.1 att), 2 

trans., 3 coils, etc. 
BARGAIN PRICE 7/6. Also 

complete w'th valves at 17/6 Post 2/9. Drawings 
available for suggested conversions to A.C. or 
A.C. /1).C. mains. 
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Brand new. Primary 
tapped 0, 200, 225, 245, 300 volts, at 300 m /A. Second- 
ary 5 v. at 2 a., and 6 v. at 7 a. OUR PRICE 12/6. 
Post 1/9. 
LOUD HAILER. Powerful P.A. system. Weather- 
proof. Consists of microphone and combined amplifier/ 
speaker. Colossal range. Works off 12 or 24 volts. 
PRICE £8 /17/8. Carr. 5/6. 
TUNING CONDENSERS. Two gang, .0005 mfd., 
standard size. Store soiled, but all tested. CLEAR- 
ANCE OFFER 2/9. Poet 9d. BARGAIN of 3 for 7/ -. 
RADIO -TELEPHONE. U.R.F. walkie- talkie type 
tranereceivern. 53 -75 me /e., tunable. Visual range. 
Works off set of internal batteries, or through a 
vibrator unit from 12 volts. Brand new and boxed. 
Maker's handbook with each pair. £8/17/6 each, or 
£18/17/6 per pair. Carr. 5/6 each. Vibrators 
27/6 each. 
FREE GIFT OF Sin. P.M. SPEAKER with either of 
following two chassis. 6 wave Export model at 
£15 /151 -; and 3 wave Home Market model at 612/121 - 
Both measure lilfn. x Tin. x Olin., have flywheel 
tuning, negative feed -back, gram pick -up sockets, and 
valve line -up 6BA6, 6BW6, 6ßE6, 6AT6, 6X4. Also 
special reduction to 12/6 for a 10in. speaker supplied 
with either of these. 
EXTENSION SPEAKERS. Brand new ells. P.M. low 
impedance speakers. mounted on polished and veneered 
baffle of modern design. Gold sprayed metal fret 
fitted. 5 feet of lead ready connected, GIFT PRICE 
19/8. Poet 
O.P. TRANSFO1/9. RMERS. CLEARANCE OFFER 
AT 1/9 each. Post 1 / -. Will match all normal O.F. 
valves to 2 -5 ohm speech coil. 

Stamp for 1953 List. 

DUKE & CO. 
621 Romford Road, London, E.12 

GRA 6677 
C.W.O. or C.O.D. Money back Guarantee 

CABINET S 

T/V Cabinet as illustrated, EI5 / - 1-. Cata- 
logue of T /V, Table, Radiogram and Speaker 
Cabinets available on request. Individual 
cabinets made to specification. BASS 

REFLEX corner Cabinet for Goodmans 
Axiom 150 Mk. 11, E26, Corner Baffle for 
Bin. or lOin. unit, E7, 15 -. 

COMPONENTS 
Comprehensive catalogue available. 

TAPE RECORDER 
We proudly present our latest product -a 
versatile portable Tape Recorder capable 
of being used as a high quality amplifier or 
radio receiver. Full details on request. 
List price 53 gns. Trade enquiries invited. 

LEWIS RADIO CO. 
(Dept. 653) 

120, Green Lanes, Palmers Green, 
London, N.I3. (Near Bowes Road) 

Phone : BOWes Park 6064. 
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When you turn your chassis on its side to 
make adjustments don't forget to protect 
the valves -they have been known to break ! 

And don't forget, if you wish to build asuperb 
receiver like the one shown above, our 

Home 

Constructor's Handbook 
contains 15 tried and tested circuits and lots 
of technical information and constructional 

hints. 
Send 2/6 to -day 

and get your copy with complete illustrated 
catalogue of our high quality components. 

OUR NEW SIGNAL GENERATOR 
which gives 12 spot frequencies covering 6 

wavebands, plus IF, will probably interest you 
also. Neat and compact, mains operated with 
A.F. and R.F. (modulated or unmodulated) 
outputs. This is a tool you cannot afford 
to be without. Full description, working 
drawings, circuit diagram parts list, 
point -to -point wiring charts and instructions. 

PRICE 1/6 ONLY. 
A SPECIAL OFFER ! 

For a short time the above two publica- 
tions are offered for - 

3/6 POST FREE. 
All components stocked 

SUPACOILS MAIL ORDER OFFICE 

98 GREENWAY AVE., LONDON, E.11. 

HIGH GRADE 

TRANSFORM ERS 
FOR ALL PURPOSES 

SINGLY OR IN QUANTITIES 
TO YOUR SPECIFICATION 

VARNISH IMPREGNATED 
BAKED WINDINGS 

WITH OR WITHOUT TAG PANELS 

GOOD DELIVERIES 
Our rewind dept. will handle your 

repairs promptly and efficiently. 

P. HOWORTH 
51 POLLARD LANE BRADFORD 

Tel.: 37030 

COMPONENTS -SURPLUS AND 
SECONDHAND 

MORRIS, 89, Tottenham Court Rd.. W.1. 
Goodge St. Tube). 

MIDGET radios complete 1953 Cadet, universal 
a.c. /d.c. portables. ivory plastic with handle, 
fine tone and volume, 510 speaker, maker's 
guarantee; £6/19/6. 
DULCI 1953 all -wave 5v superhets, ivory plastic, 
maker's guarantee; £10/19/6. 
B.S.R. gram motors with turntable, brand new. 
59/6; Rothermel S8 crystal pick -ups, 27/6. 
VALVES: VR108 (Spl3C). 3/11: VT171 (DK92). 
VT172 (DAF91) VT173 (DF91) VT174 (DL92). 
11/6; VU39 (M1Á2/14) 9/6; IL2 /K, 5/6; 500 
?ther types, this month's list, s.a.e. please: 
trade welcomed; 9 -6 week -days. 9 -1 Saturdays 

[0237 

P ROJECTION TV optical e.h.t. deflection 
MW6 -2 units, as new; £20. -Box 6879. 

[1035 

SEE 
our displayed advt. on page 108 for sur- 

plus bargains. -Radio Exchange, Bedford. 
[0012 

SUPREME 
RADIO. 746b. Romford Rd.. Manor 

Park. London, E.12. Tel. Ilford 1260. Est. 
17 years. 
P.M. speakers. all less trans. 2 -3 ohm v /coil. Sin 
10 /6 ea., 6< < /in 12/11 ea.. Bin 13/11 ea.. loin 
18 /11 ea.; 10in P.M. speakers by Elac, 2 -3 ohm 
v /coil, less trans to handle 5 watts. our price 
27/6 ea. or 7 -watt type 37/6 ea.; these are 
really capable speakers. 
ALSO in stock the famous Goodman 101n P.M., 
2 -3 ohm v /coil. less trans at the very keen price 
of 22/6 ea. 
ANOTHER good buy!! Small vol controls with 
long spindle and d/p switch. 1 meg or 1, , meg 
3/- ea. 
STANDARD size vol controls with long spindle 
and s/p switch. 250K ohms. 100K ohms. 25K 
ohms, and 5K ohms. our price 23 ea. 
ALSO the following values. less switch. 2 meg 
ohms 250K ohms. 100K ohms. 10K ohms. and 
5K ohms. cannot repeat at 1/6 ea. 
MAINS trans by Parmeko, universal fixing. 
primary tapped. 0 -200- 220 -240v. sec 290- 0 -290v 
80 M/A 6.3v 3a and 6.3v tapped at 4v 2amp. with 
screen, our price 15/11 incl. post and packing. 
HEATER trans. primary 0 -250v. sec 6.3v at 
1.5amp 6/3 ea. or 6.3v at 3amp type. 9/3 ea. 
OUTPUT trans. 40 M/A type matched for 5000 
ohms to 2 ohms 4/6 ea.. push -pull type 6/11 ea.. 
ideal for a pair of 6v 6 valves 
VERY popular line in condensers. 32 +32 +16 
mfd 350v metal can type 3/6 ea.. 60 +150 mfds 
275v d.c. wkg, our price 4/11, 200 +200 mfd 25v 
1/- ea., 16 +8 mfd 500v 4/9 ea., 16 +16 mfd 450v. 
4/11 ea.; tubular card board cond, 8 mfd 500v 
tag end 2/- ea., 8 mfd 500v tub /card wire -end 
small 2/9 ea., 100mfd 12v tub /cardboard wire - 
end bias cond 1 /6ea. (all cond listed are brand 
new stocks) 
TELEVISION rectifiers Sentercell type. K3/25. 
650v 4/7 ea., K3/40. 3.2 k/v 7/6 ea.. K3/45 3.6 
k/v 8/2 ea., K3 /50 4 k/v 8/8 ea.. K3 /100 8k /v 
14/8 ea., S.T.C. metal rectifiers, R.M.I. 3/11 ea.. 
R.M.2 4/3 ea.. R.M.4 18/- ea.: L.T. rectifiers. 
12v lamp 8 /6ea.. 12v 2amp 13/6 ea., 6v lamp 
3/11 ea. 
MOULDED midget mica cond. 100 p/f. 200 p.' f. 
300 p/f and 500 p /f. all at 7d ea. or 6/- doz. 
or ass. doz .001 mfd 1/3 ea. or 12/- doz. 
JUST arrived!! S.F. /T.S. 465 Kcis in small ALl. 
can 214ín 1X1Skin dia with dust cores, our price 
6/6 pair; twin balanced feeder for television 
80 ohms, our price 4d per vd. 
MANY other bargain lines in stock. 
TERMS: c.w.o.. no c.o.d.: send 9d extra for 
postage orders under £5: 2t/d s.a.e. all enquiries 
and list. 10021 

MAGSLIPS at 1/10 to 1/20 of list prices, 
huge stocks. please state requirements. 

K. LOGAN, Westalley, Hitchin, Herts. 10233 

SOUTHERN 
RADIO SUPPLY, Ltd.. il, Little 

Newport Street. London, W.C.2. See our 
displayed advertisement, page 124. [0016 

RERRF. 7SER, 25// 

-o; 

control un t Npp. 227, 
4/-; 

hfleld Pace,SOtley, Yorksfree.- 
Annakin[1124 

Ahigh vacuum impregnation unit to R.I.C. 
specification 214 or individual requirements: 

good delivery at competitive prices from Vactite 
Components and Assemblies, 505, Lordship Lane. 
S.E.22. Forest Hill 7089. 10310 

MIDGET portable radios. AC /DC two wave. 
completely self contained, cream or brown 

plastic; work anywhere without external aerial. 
giving good quality and volume; full maker's 
guarantee; £6/9/6; battery ditto, all dry. inc. 
batts.: £6/9/6; trade enquiries invited. -Radio 
Facilities. Ltd., 38. Chalcot Rd., N.W.1. Prim- 
rose 9090. [1065 

ULLARD 16in wide angle tube. new and 
unused, manufacturer's guarantee: Bush. 

focus unit and deflection yoke and E.H.T. unit. 
cabinet for same; also Garrard 201 B2. mounted 
in sycamore well with Garrard arm and Decca 
P.U.s, both heads, all brand new and unused; 
afters.- Howell, 56, Apsley Rd., Kingsway 
B ham, 32. [1024 

RADIO UNLIMITED, Eim Rd.. London, E17, 
offer mns trans. 350 -0 -350. 6v. 5v. 4v. 4v. 

80 MA 17/6. 250 -0 -250. 6v, 5v, 60 MA 17/6: 
fil trans 210 -240v. 6.3v at 1.5A, 5/9; 500vw elecs. 
card /tub. 8mfd 2/ -. l6mfd 2/9. 8X16 4/ -. 32mfd 
4/ -, 450vw special; BEC 8mfd, midget can 1/6 
16X16 3/9, 32X32 4/6; loin P.M. spkrs. 17/6 
S.T.C. recs. RMl 3/9. RM2 4/- RM4 17/6 ea. 
V /cntrls.. 500K. Lisp 1/9 SP /sw 2/6. DP /sw 
3/6; T.R.F. I/cored coils. Med /L. W /circ. 5/6 
pair; midget I.F. trans 465 Kcs 9/9 pr.: A.C. 
mains amplifier. 2- valve +rec. complete with 
valves, brand new. 75/- post free: new list 
available. -Tel. Kev. 4813. 10062 
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CELEBRATE 
CORONATION YEAR 

AND THEIR 

21st ANNIVERSARY 
OF QUALITY RADIO CHASSIS 

WITH AN 

OUTSTANDING NEW MODEL 

FC38 
A HIGH - CLASS CHASSIS 

AT AN ECONOMICAL PRICE 

FOR REALISTIC RADIO & 
RECORD REPRODUCTION 

New and Improved tuning scale 

Magic eye tuning indicator 
Bass and treble lifts 
Negative feed -back 

8 watts push -pull output 
8 valves including tuning indicator 

BRIEF SPECIFICATION 
Superheterodyne, with I.F. amplifier at 
460 k /c. and A.V.C. on Mixer and I.F. valves. 
A double diode triode valve for detector and 
automatic volume control, its triode section 
providing the first stage of audio amplifica- 
tion. The first section of a double triode 
valve provides further L.F. amplification and 
tone control, the second is arranged as a 
phase inverter feeding two beam power 
tetrodes operating in push -pull. All the 
necessary smoothing is incorporated in the 
chassis and no special field is required for this 
purpose. The output transformer is also in 
the chassis and any good quality P.M. loud- 
speaker with a speech -coil impedance of 
3 ohms may be used. 

WAVERANGE 
16 -50 metres. 190 -550 metres, 1,000- 
2,000 metres. 
For A.C. Mains, 200 -250 volts, 40 -60 cycles. 

L17 15 0 plus p.t. 

ARMSTRONG WIRELESS 
& TELEVISION CO. LTD. 
WARLTERS RD., HOLLOWAY, 

LONDON, N.7 
Telephone : NORth 3213 
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DIRECT FROM THE 
MANUFACTURER 
Dulci Radio /Radiogram Chassis 

A/C 100 -120 & 200 -250 VOLTS. 
All chassis II }in. x 7in. x 8 }in. high. Latest 
type valves 6BE6, 6BA6, 6AT6, 6BW6, 6X4. 
Flywheel tuning. Negative feedback over 
entire audio section. Engraved knobs. 

Fully G d. 
Model B3. Three Wavebands, Long, Medium, 
Short. Gram. switching on W /Change switch. 
3 Position Tone. 

Price, Tax Paid £12'12'0 
Model B3. Plus Push Pull Stage; as B3 with 
extra valve 6BW6. Output 6 watt max. Con- 
sumption 55 watt. 

Price Tax Paid £15 15 O 
Model B. Six Wavebands II -l15 metres con- 
tinuous in 5 ranges (4 BANDSPREAD) and 
MW.I85 -550 m. Six position Tone Switch (3 
radio -3 gram.). 

Price Tax Paid £15/1510 
Escutcheon for 9in. x Sin.dial, 4/9 extra. Matching 
speakers P.M. type 3 ohms. Bin. or loin, available. 
Chassis sent under money back guarantee con. 
ditionsagainst remittance. Free particularsfrom- 

THE DULCIoCONLTD.., 
Telephone : Willesden 7778 

QUALITY TELEVISION COMPONENTS 
Scanning Coils 
8/10 Hy. R,F E.H.T. Units 
E.H.T. and Output Transformers 
Line fly -back E.H.T. Units 

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED LIST 
(PUBLICATION 75) 

HAYNES RADIO Ltd. 
Queensway Enfield Middlesex 

ONDON CENT-RA 
RADIO STORES 

d 

Another fresh consignment of 
PHILCO Reconditioned SUPERHETS - UNIVERSAL MAINS - 
All thoroughly overhauled at our works. 
Ready for immediate use and guaranteed in 
working order. 
2- WAVEBAND MODEL £4 0 0 
3- WAVEBAND MODEL £6 10 0 

Plus 10/6 per set carriage and packing. 
ELECTRO MAGNETIC COUNTERS 

Ex-C. P.O., every one perfect, electro -magnetic, 
500 ohm coil, counting to 9,999, operated front 
25- v, -50 -v. D.C., 41in, long x 14. x lin., many 
industrial and domestic applications. 15/ -. 
Equal to new. Post & pkg. 9d. 
10in. 000DMANS P.M. LOUDSPEAKERS. 
With transformer. Not new but in good 
working order. Post & pkg. 2/ -. 25/ -. 

See previous ads. for other bargains. 
N,B. -We do not issue lists or catalogues, 
Carriage charges relate to British Isles only, 

23 LISLE ST. (G 2969 d) LONDON, W.C.2 
Gland Thursday 1 p.m. Open all day Saturday 

COMPONENTS -SURPLUS AND 

2 ELECTROSTATIC 
SECONDHAND 

TV tubes, 63 D /S. 
green, short persistence, £5 each; 4 Mazda 

AC /p4 valves for E.S. tubes, time base, £1 
each A.M. test unit 74 for oscilloscope with 
230v A.C. power pack and V.C.R. 139. no time 
bases. £4/10; 1355 I.F.s only, £1; R.F.26, 30/ -. -Hipwell Stockton. Warminster, Wilts. Cod - 
ford 373 (evenings). [9993 

A. RYALL. ' Utopia," Mayfield Rd.. Herne 
Bay, Kent, offers post free bargains: 

switches, Yaxley type, 2B SP. 6 -way no stop. 
double -spaced. 1/4 each; smaller type. 3B 2P. 
6 -way with total of 5 poles only, 2/3 each; one 
type with soldered tags, 2B, 4 -way, 5 -pole total, 
1/4 each; toggles, Bakelite, 250v a.c., close 
either 2 poles, 1/3 each, and DP.DT change- 
over. 1/6: also heavy duty break, several amps, 
bakelite marked on /off. 2/3 each; trimmers, 
25mm on ceramic, with locknut, new, boxes 10. 
2/6. or 12 cartons 10 /- to clear; radio mains 
suppressor units, metal cased. 4 division 5/9: 
special offers of following to trade customers, 
to be cleared at give -away prices, closing down 
warehouse; 8,000 bakelite resistor panels, 5.000 
vitreous resistors, 4 ohms, 3.59 ohms, 23 ohms, 
4.000 31 ohm miniature ditto, 1,000 4 -gang con- 
densers. 1.000 starter relays. 50 gross 3/31/,/4- 
mm sleeving, varnished and high voltage types. 

0205 
CABINETS 

WALNUT radiogram cabinets; details. - 
Cabinetware, la, Heyes St., Blackburn. 

[0091 

WALNUT radiogram cabinets; stamp details. -E. Wicker, 501, Hale End Rd.. Highams 
Park, E.4. [9787 

WALNUT radiogram and television cabinets, 
soundly constructed; stamp details. -R. 

Shaw, 69, Fairlop Rd.. L eytonstone, E.11. 
[9591 

BASS reflex speaker cabinet kits; 12in speaker 
model, 97/6; loin speaker model, 87/6; Bin 

speaker model, 80/ -; carriage, 7/6; ready built 
7/6 extra; send for list; rexine covered record 
player carry cases; Bass reflex cabinets made to 
your own specifications; gramophone, radio and 
record cabinets made to order; send drawings 
for quotations or call. -A. Davies & Co., Cabinet 
Makers, 3, Parkhill Place, off Parkhill Rd., Lon- 
don, N.W.3. Gulliver 5775. [1045 

NOTICES 
NORWOOD TECHNICAL COLLEGE, 

TRAINING in radio, radar, television and 
electronics. 
DAY and evening classes in preparation for 
Grad.Brit.I.R.E.. City and Guilds Examina- 
tions, P.M.G. Certificate, R.T.E.B. Radio and 
Television Servicing Certificates. 
ALSO special courses in radar, television. 
electronics (instrumentation). 
LONDON fees for full -time day classes: Free 
if under 18 years. £23 per year (£8 per term) 
if 18 years or over. 
FURTHER particulars from Secretary. Nor- 
wood Technical College, West Norwood, London. 
S.E.27. (374) [1085 

COUNTY 
BOROUGH OF BOLTON- Education 

Committee. 
BOLTON Technical College. 
A THREE -YEAR full -time course in Electronic 
Engineering commences in September, 1953, 
APPLICANTS should be in the age range 16 to 
18, and have obtained, or be taking. General 
Certificate (Ordinary Level) in Mathematics or 
Physics, or equivalent courses in technical 
institutions. 
THIS rapidly developing industry offers new and 
attractive openings to qualified men. 
APPLICATION forms and particulars may be 
obtained from the Principal, Technical College, 
Bolton, Lancs. 
W. T. SELLEY Chief Education Officer. 
Education Offices, 
Nelson Square, Bolton. f 985 

CADETSHIPS 
in the Electrical Branch of the 

Royal Navy. 
THE next competition pffor 

Royal 
Cadetshiipys in the 

Electrical in August. 
Branch of 

in September. 
will 

19 3e 
Completed application forms should be received 
by the Admiralty on or before July 1. 1553. 
2. CANDIDATES must have been born on or 
between March 2, 1934. and September 1. 1936. 
They must obtain passes at Advanced Level in 
at least two subjects of the General Certificate 
of Education. taken at one time, to include 
Physics and Pure and Applied Mathematics. In 
place of the G.C.E. a candidate may produce: - 
(a) A GRAMMAR School Senior Certificate of 
the Ministry of Education of Northern Ireland, 
with subjects at Advanced Level as particular- 
ised above. 
(b) A SCOTTISH Leaving Certificate with 
passes on the Higher Grade in Physics and 
Mathematics, and with passes on at least the 
Lower Grade in English, a language other than 
English. and two other subjects. 
3. CANDIDATES must also be educationally 
qualified to proceed to a University. 
4. FURTHER details may be obtained from the 
Secretary of the Admiralty. C.W. Branch 
(Cadets), Queen Anne's Mansions, St. James' 
Park. London, S.W.1. [1009 

WANTED, EXCHANGE. ETC. 
WANTED. 
50610 Hallicrafters, also spares; RCA ET 4336 
series with spares; BC348 receivers, also TCS6. 
TCS12 and components. 
McELROY ADAMS MFG. GROUP, Ltd.. 46. 
Greyhound Rd., W.6. Tel. Fulham 1138 -9. [0194 

Thé Gét y 
Around! 

The meticulous care with which all 
Savage Transformers are built is 
responsible for their enthusiastic 

reception wherever they go. 
Our customers themselves are 
responsible for spreading, their 
reputation and Savage Transformers 
are now in use in no less than 

34 countries. 

t"SFC,hf 

S_AYAGE DEVIZES) or. 
h,Tt 

SAVAGE TRANSFORMERS LTD. 
Nursteed Road, Devizes, Wilts. 

Telephone : Devizes 536- 

00 CAL L B'OV 
CARRIES YOUR VOICE 

COMPLETE INTERCOM. 
SYSTEM FOR OFFICE 
FACTORY. STORES, ETC. 

EASCO 
ELECTRICAL LTD. 

1)a BRIGHTON TERRACE 
LONDON. S.W., 

T.I.pne, - . Be 4 I.7.3 

YOUR ENQUIRIES 
are invited for all types of 
reconditioned COIL WINDERS, 
WAVE WINDERS & MULTI 

WINDERS 

by DOUGLAS, LEE, and 

WESTMINSTER, etc. 

These machines are reconditioned 
as new. 

Enquiries to 
THE 

C011. WINDING MACHINERY 
& ACCESSORY CO. 

MOBILE HOUSE, CLIFTON ROAD, 
MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.2. 
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High -fidelity amplifiers such as our 
own " N.S.P." models are naturally 
on their very best behaviour when 
the ancillaries ... motor, pickup, 
speaker, etc.... are of compar- 
able excellence. We can con, 
fidently recommend the following - 
available by return post from our 
stocks of high quality components : 

MOTORS : Connoisseur, Garrard, 
B.S.R., Collaro, Decca. 

PICKUPS : Connoisseur, Decca, Acos 
Chancery. 

SPEAKERS : Wharfedale, Goodmans, 
Whiteley. 

SEPARATORS : Wharfedale, White- 
ley. 

EQUALIZERS : Wharfedale. 
CABINETS : Reflex, Corner Baffles, 

Amplifier, to your specification. 
Quotations by return. 

AMPLIFIERS : Leak -Quad. 

STYLI : Connoisseur, Decca, Chan- 
cery, Garrard. 

L.P. Records Post Free by return 
post. Current Catalogues available. 
" N.S.P." AMPLIFIERS available : 

A.C. MODELS : " Sovereign " £26 ; 

" Major " EI7 /lo!- ; " Domestic " 
£I1í10 -. 

UNIVERSAL MODELS : " Major " 
£19 10,- ; Domestic E12. 

N.S.P. FEEDERS : V /Selectivity (LMS) 
£17 I7 /- ; 3 Band (LMS) £13;15;- ; 

2 Band (LM) £ I 1 /5/- ; 3 Stn. Pre -set 
S'het. £8/I8/- ; 3 Stn. Pre -set TRF 
L7/12//6 ; Wrotham (AM) E619í6 ; 

N.S.P. Precision Scratch Filter 59/6. 

NUSOUND PRODUCTS LTD. 
(Dept. W6) 136 WARDOUR STREET, 
LONDON, W.I. Tel.: GERrard 8845 

Hours of business : 9 a.m.- 5.30p.m. 
Saturdays 9 a.m, -I p.m. 

THE CHAFFEY 
CABINET CO. 

WILL SOLVE YOUR PROBLEM 
regarding any type of cabinet, large or 
small. We have specialised knowledge in 

the field of high fidelity reproduction, and 
owners of quality radio apparatus re- 
quiring exclusive cabinets are invited to 
send a sketch or relevant details for our 

quotation. 
RADIOGRAM -TV- REFLEX 

RECORD -TAPE RECORDER, etc. 
Trade Enquiries Welcome 

50a, Cheltenham Rd., London, S.E.IS 

WIRELESS WORLD 

WANTED, EXCHANGE, ETC. 

4 5' 
each offered for 813 type valves. -Write 

Box 5203. 19711 

45/- ex 
7ach 050 

offered for 813 type valves. -Write Bo. 11073 

WANTED, 
receivers A.P.R.4, also T.N. 16, 17. 

18, 19. etc., and any radio test gear. 
LESLIE DIXON & Co.. 214, Queenstown Rd., 
Battersea. S.W.8. Macaulay 2159. [0176 

WANTED. Voigt corner horn, complete or 
horn only; give details. -Box 6969. [1046 

MARCONI signal generator, type T.F.867, 
wanted to purchase, new or second -hand 

model. -Box 6519. [9979 

WANTED, 
RCA 4331 transmitters.- P.C.A. 

Radio, Cambridge Grove. Hammersmith, 
W.6. Tel. Riverside 3279. f0093 

BULK quantities urgently wanted for expoxt 
ex -W /D radio. telephone. signalling equip- 

ment of every description. -Box 6880. [1038 

ANY quantity, ex -Gov. valves type VT61A, 
prompt cash settlement. -Radio Supply 

Co. (Leeds), Ltd., 15. Wellington St.. Leeds. 1. 
[1051 

WANTED, acoustical corner ribbon speaker 
or similar quality reflex cabinet type 

67speaker; 
also Plus -a -Gram Auto model. -[101Bo7 x 

38. 

WANTED, HRO coils, Rxs, etc., A.R.88s, 
BC348s. S27s, etc. -Details to R.T. & I. 

Service, 254, Grove Green Rd., London. E.11 
Ley. 4986. [0163 

WANTED. 
laboratory test equipment, includ- 

ing standard signal generator, watt meter. 
oscilloscope, bridges, recorders; send price and 
details to: 
HATFIELD INSTRUMENTS 175, Uxbridge Rd.. 
Harwell, W.7. Tel. Ealing 0779. [0037 

WANTED, set manufacturers' or ex- Govern- 
ment radio equipment, large or small quan- 

tities of valves. electrolytics, speakers, meters, 
also components. 
LOWE BROS.. 5. Fitzroy St., London, W.1. 
Tel. Museum 4389. [9745 

WANTED. 
BC -610 Hallicrafters, RCA ET -4336 

transmitters EX -28, AR -88: S -27 HRO re- 
ceiver and spare parts for above; best prices.- 
P.C.A. Radio, The Arches, Cambridge Grove. 
W.6. [0081 

WE purchase all types of domestic or ex- 
Government radio receivers and equip .nent; 

send full details or call and collect cash: large 
or small quantities. -Walton's Wireless Stores, 
48. Stafford St.. Wolverhampton. 10146 

ALTHAM 
RADIO Co. pay highest prices in 

the trade for all American equipment. in- 
cluding test sets. transmitters, receivers. tele- 
printing gear, etc. -Jersey House, Jersey St., 
Manchester, 4. Tel. Central 7834 -5 -6. [0228 

WANTED, 
RCA speech amplifiers. type MI- 

11220. J or K, and ariel tuning units, 
BC939A; Hallicrafters speech amplifiers. BC614. 
-Offers stating quantity and price to P.C.A. 
Radio, The Arches, Cambridge Grove, W.6. 

[0080 

WANTED, 
AN /APR -4 receiver. any units; 

any other good quality U.S. surplus radio 
and radar tubes. test sets; laboratory equip- 
ments, etc.; give condition and price In first 
letter. -Engineering Associates, 434, Patterson 
Rd., Dayton, 9. Ohio, U.S.A. [0234 

WANTED. 
good quality communication rxs.. 

domestic radios. test equipment, etc.: top 
prices paid: established since 1937. -Miller's 
Radio, 38a, Newport Court. 1 min. from Leices- 
ter Sq. Tube. Tel. Ger. 4638. Call. write or send. 
Hours of business 10 -6 p.m. Open all day 
Saturday. [0199 

ANTED; We will pay 10% more for the WANTED; 
American equipment; test sets 

with TS prefix, BC221. APR4 receivers, APR4 
tuning units, BC342, BC312, power units No. 
15 and PE98. teleprinter equipment. -Altham 
Radio Co., Jersey House. Jersey St., Man- 
chester, 4. Tel. Central 7834 -5 -6. [0227 

URGENTLY 
wanted. -VHF test equipment 

TS47AP, T81740, TS34. TS148 /UP, 
TSX -45E, BC221s and any other types; valves, 
klystrons, magnetrons. 723/AB, receivers, 
APR4 and TN- 16 -17 -18 tuning units, RCA, 
AR88s, S27s, SX28s, S27CA and any late types; 
microwave equipment or spares; highest prices 
given; please write, call or telephone Gerrard 
8410; prompt attention assured. -Universal 
Electronics. 27. Lisle St., Leicester Square. 
London, W.C.2. [0229 

REPAIRS AND SERVICE 
ARMATURE Re- winding Service to the Trade. 

VACUUMS. drills, grinders. hood dryers. dental 
motors. vacuum cleaner armatures replaced from 
stock; 24 -hour service; every job guaranteed: 
all vacuum cleaner parts, hoses, etc.. In stock 
for any make. 
REGAM ELECTRIC. 95. Park Lane, Leeds 1. 

[0221 
ANNOUNCING a 48 -hr. transformer rewind 

service -with a difference. 
A FIRST -rate Job for a first -rate engineer. 
E.H.T.s, Mains. Fields, O.P.s, etc. 
NEW transformers made to suit your require- 
ments. designed on ' C " core or conventional 
methods. 
WILLIAMSON'S O.P. to original spec.; 80/ -. 
ALL w.-irk fully guaranteed. 
WOODROW Transformers, Ltd., 28. Balmoral 
Rd., Willesden, N.W.2. Tel. Willesden 2014. 

[9950 

121 

For 

SUCCESSFUL 

wide -angle 
scanning 

ALLEN 
DEFLECTOR COILS 

70 Scan with minimum de- 
flection defocussing. 

High - efficiency castellated 
" FERROXCUBE" core. 

Suits any Wide Angle C.R.T. 
up to 27" double (d) Scan. 

LARGE SCREEN TELEVISION 

Can only be achieved by using 

high efficiency components 
throughout. ALLENS can supply 
the complete range. 

For prices and details 
of the full range of 
ALLEN components 

write to:- 

For circuit diagram o 

Line and Time Base 

Send 9d. and S.A.E. 

to :- 

ALLEN 
COMPONENTS LTD 
Crown Works, 197 Lower Richmond 

Road, Richmond, Surrey 
Telephone : Prospect 9013 
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WIRELESS WORLD 

TRANSFORMERS 
of all types up to 25 KVA for 
Single or Three Phase operation, 

Phase Conversion, etc. 

MAINS 
Output and Special Purpose 
Transformers for Radio Equip- 

ment, Chokes, etc. 

COILS 
for Contractors E.M. Brakes, Air 
Valves, etc., and Coil WIND- 

INGS for all purposes. 

SOLENOIDS 
or A.C. and D.C. Operation. 

A.I.D. Approved. 

W.F. PARSONAGE E C° LT° 

INDUCTA WORKS 
PARK RD BLOXWICH WALSALL 

TEI,PHORE. X131, 66464 

A.W.F. RADIO PRODUCTS 
for " VIEW MASTER," " TELE - KING," 
WIDE ANGLE SCAN, components, valves, 
cabinets, TRUVOX TAPE DESK, etc., every- 
thing for the Service Engineer. 

Wholesale only. Send 3d. for our list. 

TATLER CHAMBERS, THORNTON ROAD. 
BRADFORD, Yorks. Tel.: 24008 

HIGH FIDELITY 

FREQUENCY MODULATION 
Enjoy the crystal clarity of FM trans- 
missions up to 50 miles from the 
Wrotham Kent transmitter. Together 
with the absence of background noise 
and great power contrast FM offers the 
ultimate in contemporary speaker music. 
We make the latest design in receivers 
and by utilising clever techniques and 
new components, a high sensitivity 
with remarkable fidelity is produced. 
The design is by Messrs. Amos & 
Johnstone, as published in the " Wire- 
less World." 
Audio Output -2 pin socket- 2/10V. 
Input -coaxial socket -from 5ft. horiz. 
dipole. 
Power Requirements -6.3V. and 220V. 
28MA. 

Price £11/17¡6 
Trade enquiries invited. 

Demonstrations: 3 -4,30 p.m. daily, except Fridays 

BEL SOUND PRODUCTS CO., 
Marlborough Yard, Archway, 

London, N.19 
A RC 5078 Nr. Archway (Northern Line) Underground. 

REPAIRS AND SERVICE 
MAINS transformers rewound. new trans- 

formers to any specification. 
MOTOR rewinds and complete overhauls: first - 
class workmanship; fully guaranteed. 
F.M. ELECTRIC Co., Ltd.. Potters Bldgs.. 
Warser Gate. Nottingham. Est. 1917. Tel. 3855. 

[0113 
REPAIRS. -E.H.T. mains and O.P. trans- 

formers. field coils and chokes; also arma- 
tures and motors; new transformers des'gned to 
any specification; all work fully guaranteed. 
WILLESDEN TRANSFORMER Co., Ltd., 2a, 
Frithville Gdns., Shepherds Bush, London. 
W.12. Tel. Shepherds Bush 5819. [0076 

ELECTRICAL test instruments repaired and 
standardized, all types British or American. 

ammeters, voltmeters, ohmmeters, DC /AC multi- 
range meters, etc.; meters converted to speci- 

tation. ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT REPAIR 
SERVICE. 329, Kilburn Lane, London, W.9. 
Tel. Lad. 4168. [1134 

REWINDS 
and conversions to mains and out - 

from 4/6; pp equipment sa speciality: all work 
guaranteed.-N. to 

Tel. WordsRwor 
Rewinds 

7791. 
Blackbird [1102 

24 HOUR service, 6 months' guarantee, any 
transformer; rewind. mains outputs and 

i.f.s., etc.; all types of new trans., etc.. sup- 
plied to specification; business heading or ser- 
vice card for trade prices.- Maiestic Winding 
Co.. 180. Windham Rd.. Bournemouth. (6520 

ALL types of transformers, chokes and field 

coils for radio and television. etc.. promptly 
and efficiently rewound or manufactured to 
any specification; 36 hours' service; 12 months' 
guarantee.- Ladbroke Re -wind Service, Ltd.. 34. 
Rainham Rd.. Kensal Rise. N.W.lO. Lad. 0914. 

0222 
MISCELLANEOUS 

SPENCER 
WEST AC4 /HL television converter, 

unused; £12 o.n.o.- DUnnett, Watling St.. 
Llanrwst. [1083 

ELECTRIC 
welding plant. used and unused 

for sale; s.a.e. for lists. -Harmsworth. 
Townley & Co., 1. Brook Rd.. Manchester. 

1Ó4!. 
STEEL lattice and guyed radio masts, 100ft 

high, for sale; delivery from stock; excel- 
lent condition.- Bellmans, Terminal House. 
S.W.1. [9975 

WOI SEY folded dipole three element array 
Len foot mast chimney lashings, Sutton 

Coldfield. offers. -197. Ramsgreave Drive. 
Blackburn. [1047 

METALWORK, all types cabinets. chassis, 
racks, etc., to your own specifications: 

capacity available for small milling and capstan 
work up to lin bar. 
PHILPOTT'S METAL WORKS, Ltd., (G4B1), 
Chapman St., Loughborough. (0208 

INTERCOMMUNICATION 
equipment; high 

impedance amplifier A1134: large stocks for 
immediate delivery at £12/10 each, complete 
with all necessary equipment. -Box 7139. 11100 

EMPIRE tape, any length. lin -lain wide. 
.Olin thick. 121- sa vd: .005in thick 10 /- 

sa vd: post free: min. order, i/, sa yd. -V. 
Hope, 11, Hooley Range, Stockport, Ches. 

[1042 
COAX" air -spaced cable. type Cl -T, large l.i quantity available in 60ft lengths new 

in original packing: small quantities at less 
than half list price, large quantities by quota- 
tion. -Box 7141. f 1104 

ALLSCREWS, 
Ltd., for B.A. screws. nuts. 

washers, studding. grub- screws, bolts 
soldering tags, woodscrews. etc.- plain or nickel 
or cadmium plated. one -gross packets or large 
quantities; stamp for lists. -270a. King St.. 
Hammersmith. W.6. Riv. 7762. 10225 

ENGRAVING 
amateurs and trade could take 

the opportunity of engraving problems in 
the future by getting in touch with A.G. En- 
graving. 19a, Windmill Rd.. London, S.W.18. 
Bat. 5793. Brass. bronze. erinoid, Perspex dials; 
one knob or repetition equally retained. 10034 

COPPER 
wires enamelled. tinned. Litz. cotton. 

silk covered. all gauges: B.A, screws, nuts. 
washers, soldering tags. eyelets, ebonite and 
laminated bakelite panels. tubes, coil formers: 
Tufnol rod; headphones, flexes. etc.; latest radio 
publications, full range available: list, s.a.e.: 
trade supplied. -Post Radio Supplies. 33, Bourne 
Gardens, London, E.4. 10138 

DECALS 
labels for marking radio and elec- 

tronic equipment. clear permanent lettering 
akin high, no background. easily applied. per- 
manent. Govt. approved; available In book form. 
each book containing approx. 750 titles. covering 
all aspects of radio and electronic equipment; 
price 4/9 plus 3d post, in black or white. - 
Alexander Equipment, Ltd., Childs Place. Earls 
Court, London, S.W.5. [0243 

SITUATIONS VACANT 
The engagement of persons answering these 

advertisements must be made through the local 
orrice of the Ministry of Labour and National 
Service, etc., if the applicant is a man aged 
18 -64 or a woman aged 18 -59 inclusive- unless 
he or she or the employer is excepted from the 
provisions of The Notification of Vacancies 
Order 1952. 
CALKS engineer required for the sale in Gt. 

Britain of world known test gear in the 
electronic field; write. stating experience and 
suggestions to Box 6970. 11050 
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"AUTOMAT" HOME CHARGERS, 

CHARGER KITS, 
SELENIUM H.T.& L.T. RECTIFIERS 

New Goods with Full Guarantee 
" AUTOMAT " 3 AMP. 
HEAVY DUTY HOME 
CHARGER for car or radio 
Bells our latest design 
supreme in value and 
performance. Virtually 
mwreckable, selenium rec- 
tification, fine workman- 
ship and appearance, damp - 
proof, 12 months genuino 
guarantee. wt. 9 lb., in grey 
finish steel case, 12 v. 
4 amp., 72/ -, post II -. or 

6 v. 3 amp. /1 v. 2 amp., 72 / -. Our well established 
6 v./12 v. 2 amp., output model, 69/8, post 2/-. 
FOOLPROOF CHARGER KITS. Really trouble free 
and reliable wi h full data sheet and circuit, standard 
kit 12 v.2 amp selenium rectifier, 45 watt Impregnated 
transformer, ballast bulb for 2 v., 6 v., 12 v. charger, 
38/6, poet /8, or with handsome steel case, 
62/, post 2/-, senior model 12/14 v. 3 amp. Weetallte 
rect., 66 watt mils., bailout bulb for 2 v., 6 v., 12 v., 
48/ -, post 1/10, or with our latest design steel case, 
68 /6, poet 2/- also 12 v. 4 amp. rect., 75 watt trans., 
ballast bulb for 6 v./12 v. charger, 55 /-, ditto but 5 
amp. S.T.C. cet. and 85 watt tram., with ballast 
bulb, 76/-, m nor kit 6 v. /12 v. 1 amp. met., trans., 

ballast bulb, 42/ -, poet 1 /10. 
HEAVY DUTY ELIMINATOR KIT. Large trans., 
selenium h.t. and l.t. trickle charge rects., electrolytic 
12 plus 12, handsome steel case, for 120 v. 20/30 mA. 
eliminator with amp. trickle charge, for 150 v. no 
extra, 37/6. poet I/O, or lees case, 32 / -. 
SELENIUM RECTIFIERS. Many 18 mm., 25 mm., and 
35 mm. rectifiera various voltages, bridge, h.w. and c.t. 
types. H.T. and L.T., new stock, not surplus, 2 v. /6 v. 

amp. h. wave, 4 /10 ; 12 v. 1 ash. wave, 6 / -, post 6,1. ; 

full wave 6 v. '2 amp., 9/ - ;12 v. 2.5 amp., 16/6; 
12/15 v. 3 a. to 3.4 a., 1618. all poet 8d. ; 6 v. 4 amp., 
16 /8; 24 v. 1.5 a.. 151-; 12 v. 5 amp., 27/6 ; 24 v. 
5 amp. 54/ -; large finned type, 12 v. 6 amp., 33/.; 
all poet lid. H.T. recta., small apace selenium, all 
new, 250 v. 60 mA., 7/6, poet 5d. ; 250 v. 120 mA. 
bridge, 14/8. poet 8d. ; 250 v. 200 mA. bridge, 24/-; 
ditto 300 mA., 3416. Efim. rect. 135 v. 30 mA., 616 
poet 5d. 
RENEWBAT, battery desulphater and conditioner, 
car size, 3/ -. 

CHAMPION PRODUCTS 
43 Uplands Way, LONDON, N.21 Phone LAB 4457 

MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDERS 
and COMPONENTS 

from 

WILL DAY, LIMITED 
19 Lisle Street, London, W.C.2. 

GERrard 7105 and 4.176 
SEND 11d. STAMP FOR LIST -SENT BY RETURN 

SAMSONS 
SURPLUS STORES 

36FT. AERIAL MASTS. R.A.F. Type 50. Complete 
kit consists of 9 tubular steel sections length 9ft, die. Sin. 
Set of pickets, top plate, guys and all fittings. Packed in 
canvas carrying bags. £8 /10 / -. Carr. 7/6. 
SOFT. AMERICAN SURPLUS TELESCOPIC STEEL 
AERIAL MASTS. Length closed 6ft., dia. of 
first section lilt, dia., of top section lin. Complete 
with base, guys. Insulated assembly and metal pegs. 
84/10/ -. Carr. 7/6. ADMIRALTY AC 280 VOLT 
CONTACTORS. W272 Single pole 2 -way. With delay 
action. 22,6. P. & P. 2/6. ADMIRALTY AC 230 
VOLT CONTACTORS. W129, 3 pole 2 -way- Snaking 
volts 2,000 v. D.C. 1,000 v. A.C. and 230 v. A.C. 32(6 
P. & P. 2/6. SOFT. LENGTH COILS CO -AXIAL 
CABLE with l'ye plug on each end, 8/5. P. & P. 1/6. 
MINIATURE LIGHTWEIGHT 46 VOLT MOTORS. 
Ideal for models, etc. Size lin. x lf in. x lin. 7 /8 
P. & P. 10d. TANNOT LOUD -HAILERS. Complete 
with Hand Mike, operates from 12 v. ear battery. 
Ideal for Public Address, Ship to Shore, Factories, etc. 
88/19/6. Carr. 5 / -. WESTINGHOUSE CLOCKWORK 
MASTER CONTACTORS. Type 2. 16F. P. & P. 2/ -. 
MUIRHEAD SLOW -MOTION DRIVES. 8/8. P. & P. 
1 /-. LARGE STOCKS of[A.M. Meters, Sliding Resistors, 
Transformers, Valves, Paper Condensers still available. 
Let us know your requirements or pay us a visit. 

169/171 EdgwareRoad 
London, W.2. Tel.: PAD. 7851 

125 Tottenham Court Road, W.I 
Tel.: EUS. 4982 

All orders and enquiries to our Edgware Road 
branch, please. This is open all day Saturdpy. 
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Solons save time, reduce costs. Solon 

soldering is always clean, reliable and 

simple. Five models, in voltage range 

100 -250; each with 6 feet Henley flexible. 
65 watt; oval tapered or round pencil bits. 
125 watt ; oval tapered or round pencil 
bits. 240 watts ; oval tapered bit. 

Write for Folder Y.IO 

W. T. HENLEY'S Telegraph Works Co. Ltd. 
51 -53 Hatton Garden, London. E.C.1 

_ 

NEW 
THE 

OLYMPIC 
HIGH GAIN 

THREE WAVEBAND 

MINIATURE COIL PACK 
A compact coil assembly of ultra modern 
design employing six "PERMACO" 
self screening high Q coils, permeability 
tuned. Together with silver mica con- 
densers and special low loss ceramic 

trimmers. 
N OTE The following outstanding 

advantages. 
Size 2" diameter by If" long. 
"PERMACO" self screening high 
Q coils. 
Separate switch wafers for AER and 
OSC sections. 
Four position switch with switch 
wafer for gram connections. 
Totally enclosed. 
Fully guaranteed. 
Only five colour coded leads to connect. 

Aligned and tested ready for use. 

Obtainable from all leading dealers and wholesalers, 

Write for full details to 

OLYMPIC RADIO 
COMPONENTS 
224, Hornsey Road, N.7. 

NORth 2914 
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SITUATIONS VACANT 

TELEVISION 
A first -class opportunity presents itself to a 
radio and television engineer who desires to 
become a staff member of one of the most 
progressive Murphy television dealers in the 
British Isles. 
EVERY facility will be given for furthering 
technical knowledge and experience; full range 
of modern test gear is carried and expert in- 
stallation staff are employed. 
SALARY will be much higher than normal, to 
the right man, and prospects for the future 
are of the best. 
PLEASE apply in writing, stating age, experi- 
ence and if able to drive. 
MOTHERWELL RELAY SERVICE. Ltd., 314, 
Merry St., Motherwell. Lanarkshire. Tel. 1243. 

I1Ú39 
TECHNICAL journalist. 
'iHE GENERAL ELECTRIC Co. Ltd. has a 
vacancy for a technical editorial assistant in 
the Press Relations Section of its publicity 
organisation to undertake work in connection 
with the Company's activities in the fields of 
telecommunications and electronics; candidates 
should be between the ages of 25 and 38 and 
should have a good knowledge of radio and 
television techniques: experience in journalism 
and ability to prepare interesting well -written 
articles essential. -Application should be made 
in the first place to Personnel Dept., Magnet 
House, Kingsway. W.C.2.. stating age, educa- 
tion. experience and salary required; samples 
of work should be submitted. 11068 

UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN. 

ELECTRONICS mechanic required for Physics 
Laboratory, Natural Philosophy Department. 
without supervision. ab-e to construct complex 
apparatus from theoretical circuit and design 
simple circuit to specification; some general 
workshop experience useful; wage £365 to £450. 
according to experience. -Applications to the 
Secretary, University of Aberdeen. (1130 

THE COLLEGE OF AERONAUTICS: 

APPLICATIONS are invited for the following 
posts in the expanding Electrical Section: - 
(1) Lecturer in electrical engineering (elec- 
tronics). who will be required to cover funda- 
mental electronic circuits. including pulse cir- 
cuits and their application to the measurement 
of hon- electrical quantities. He will also assist 
in the development of the specialised electronic 
instruments required by all departments of the 
College in their research work. Honours Degree 
in Physics or Electrical Engineering required 
with experience in at least one of the follow- 
ing fields; airborne radio and radar systems: 
servomechanisms; electronic techniques in mea- 
surement and control. Salary within range 
£600 -£1,000 p.a, with superannuation under 
F.S.S.U. and family allowance. Further particu- 
lars available. 
(2) Design draughtsman who will be respon- 
sible for the layout and detail design of the 
great variety of electronic and electrical equip- 
ment developed by the Section. Applicants must 
have had experience with electronic and /or light 
electro- mechanical equipments. Preference will 
be given to a person capable of assisting and 
supervising students ín their project- design 
work. Salary according to qualifications and 
experience. 
APPLICATIONS. giving full particulars and 
containing the names and addresses of not more 
than three referees, to the Recorder The Col- 
lege of Aeronautics, Cranfleld, Bletchley. Bucks. f 112 UNIVERSITY COLLEGE of the Gold Coast. 
DEPARTMENT of Physics. 
APPLICATIONS are invited for the appoint- ment of an electronics technician in the science 
workshops; some experience of instrument mak- 
ing is required: the appointment will be on a 
five -year contract in the first instance: salary 
£800 pa. plus a gratuity of £100 per annum in 
lieu of superannuation provision; part furnished 
residential accommodation at rent of not more 
than 10 per cent of salary will be provided: 
family allowance of £50 per child (up to a 
maximum of £150) if children are resident in 
the Gold Coast or £100 per child (up to a 
maximum of £300) if children are resident else- 
where; free first -class passages will be provided 
for the selected candidate and his family on 
assumption and relinquishment of the appoint- 
ment and for annual leave of eight weeks in the 
United Kingdom: outfit and baggage allowances 
are paid on first appointment. 
THE duties will include the construction, main- 
tenance and repair of electrical equipment, 
the training of staff and responsibility for 
electronic components stores. 
APPLICATIONS (six copies) with the names of 
three referees. should be sent to the Assistant 
Registrar (London) University College of the 
Gold Coast, 29, Tavistock Square, London. 
W.C.1. from whom further particulars may be 
obtained; closing date: 30th June, 1953. 11114 

THE MIDDLESEX HOSPITAL MEDICAL 
SCHOOL. 

DEPARTMENT of Physics Applied to Medicine. 
LABORATORY assistant required in physics 
teaching laboratory; experience in teaching 
laboratory essential; commencing salary £410 
pa. plus London and family allowances and 
superannuation. -Applications to the Secretary, 
Barnato Joel Laboratories, The Middlesex 
Hospital, London, W.I. (1026 

INSTRUMENT 
tester with experience in high 

grade electro- acoustic equipment; perman- 
ent position. -Amplivox. Ltd.. Mount Pleasant. 
Wembley, Middx. (W em. 5906) . 11117 

GEE-RRD/D 
_} LTD. 

SELENIUM METAL RECTIFIERS. Full 
range in stock as per our previous adverts. 
We can also supply rectifiers to individual 
requirements from m/a to amps., H /Wave, 
F /Bridge or 3 phase. Speedy delivery, com- 
petitive prices, fully guaranteed. Prices and 
list on application. Trade supplied. 
MORSE KEY, TYPE ' J,' made in U.S.A., 
a really well -made key for amateur or profes- 
sional use, 7/6, P.P. If- 
R.F. 25 UNITS, in excellent condition, 20/ -, 
carriage 2/ -. 
I2in. SPEAKER CABINETS, with carry- 
ing handle, detachable back, handsomely 
finished. Complete with lead compartment at 
bottom. Suitable for use as a portable ampli- 
fier and speaker cabinet. Brand new. Site : 

15in. x 17ín. x 13ín. Price £2/19/6. (List 
price 6 gns.). P.P. 5/ -. 
BATTERY CHARGERS. Ex- Govt., perfect 
condition, 200/250 v. A.C. output to charge 
2 -6 -12 v. at 5 amps. Complete with Am- 
meter, £4/l9/6, carriage 5/ -. 
INTRODUCING THE NEW ' SOLON ' 
INSTRUMENT MODEL ELECTRIC 
SOLDERING IROAJ. Weight 31- ozs., 
length 9in. Suitable for 220/240 v. 25 watts. 
Best instrument on the market, only 19/8 
P.P. I / -. 
MULTI -PURPOSE TRANSFORMERS. 
Ideal for charging, etc. Prim. 200/250 v., 50 
cycles. Sec., 38 v. -86 v. in 3 v. stages at 400 
watts or 30 v. -19 v. -I1 v., 3.8 v. and 3 v. at 
10 amps. Brand new, limited number available. 
Price E3, carriage 2/6. 
VARIABLE VOLTAGE REGULATOR 
TRANSFORMERS. Input 230 v. A.C. at 
21 amps. Output 57.5 in 16 equal steps to 
230 v. at 21 amps. Ex -Govt. In perfect 
condition, EIS, carriage 5/ -. 
AUTO TRANSFORMERS. 21 amps., 
I10 -125 v. 200 v. -240 v. Perfect condition, 
L6/10/ -, carriage 5/ -. 
WELDING TRANSFORMERS. 230 v. 
Prim. 50 cycles. L.T. tapped, II} v. -13} v. 
60 -70 amps., E3/19/6. P.P. 5/ -. Or 134 v. 
tapped to 16 v. as above. Same price. 
PHILIPS NEON TESTER. Screw- driver 
type, 100/500 v. A.C. /D.C., S / -. P.P. 6d. 
HELLERMAN TOOL KITS. T.K.2 com- 
plete with tool, oil, sleeves, 17/6. Tool only, 
9/ -. P.P. 9d. on either. 
MAINS INTERFERENCE SUPPRES- 
SORS. Type No. 5C/870, suitable for radios, 
motors, etc., size 4in. x 4 4in. x 2in., 4/II. 
P.P. I / -. 
MOVING COIL METERS -2 }in. FLUSH 
MOUNTING. 0 -10 m /a., 0 -30 m /a., 0 -200 
m /a., 0 -500 m /a., any type, 12/6 each. P.P. If-. 
AMPLIFIER TYPE 3582. Brand new, 
containing 45 m/c Pye Strip, ideal for T.V., 
limited number only, E5 /I5 / -. P P. 2/6. 
AMERICAN HIGH FREQUENCY SIG- 
NAL GENERATORS. Type 122A. Com- 
plete, brand new, 110 v. Input, 50 -230 m cs. 
8 -150 in'cs., E20, carriage 5/ -. 
AMERICAN DYNAMOTOR, TYPE P.E. 
103. Complete with stand and leads, brand 
new. 
EXIDE 80 v. STORAGE BATTERIES. 
Brand new, perfect condition. Suitable for 
bells, telephones, burglar alarms, etc., £15, 
carriage 5/ -. 
EXTENSION SPEAKER IN METAL 
CABINET. 6 1in. Goodmans heavy magnet, 
ideal for P.A. work, 23/6, carriage 1/6. 
MICROPHONE CABLE. 3/ 16th dia , 

stranded, screened and insulated, I/- per yard ; 

10/- per dozen yards. P.P. 9d. 
6in. G.E.C. FANS. 24 v. D.C. Brand new, 
complete with guard, 30/ -. P.P. 2/ -. 
OSRAM PHOTO -CELLS. C.M.G. 22, 
brand new. 25/- each. P.P. 6d. 
SPEAKERS : 
loin. P.M. 3 ohms Speech coil, 25/ -. P.P. 1/6. 
8in. P.M. 3 ohms Speech coil, I5 /6. P.P. 1/6. 
Sin. P.M. 3 ohms Speech coil, 15/ -. P.P. 1/6. 
2 }in. P.M. 3 ohms Speech coil, 18/6. P P. 9d. 
3 4in. P.M. 3 ohms Speech coil, I5/6. P.P. 9d. 
INDICATOR UNITS, TYPE 6C. Corn- 
piece with 3 4in. C.R.T. (VCR 138) mask. base, 
mu -metal shield. Condensers, resistors, 
wire -wound volume controls, valves (2 -VR9I, 
2- VR54). Brand new in original crates, E4, 
carriage paid. 
Terms C.W.O., C.O D. or pro -forma invoice. 

15 LITTLE NEWPORT ST., LONDON, W.C.2 
GERrard 6794/1453 
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Fzdelia 
HAND BUILT 

RADIO 
UNITS 

Major 
I0 valve 
radiogram 
chassis 231.8.4 

Hand built equipment has that additional care 
that comes from being built as an individual unit 
rather than part of a daily schedule. Coupled with 
balanced design it enables us to offer reproduction 
of the highest standard. Supplied only direct from 
ourselves the coat Is surprisingly modest. 

Fide lia Standard.. 7 valve model £20 12 0 
Fiddle Plus. 8 valve model £22 18 4 
Fiddle de Lase, 9 valve model with 
7 watt triode push -pull output stage £23 B 6 
Technical data sheets willingly sent on request. 

Annual Holidays : We shall be closed from June 
12th -tend. 

2 AMHURST ROAD, 

EI Brighton, RO 
TEL g CLIFFS 

Nr. Brighton, 
SUSSEX 

TeL: Peacehaunt 3156 

For high and low voltage 
testing :- 
1/80 and 100/850 volte A.C. 
or D.C. Write for interesting 

leaflet 30F. 

crommizmialum 

TELEVISION 
for " Fringe " and " Long distance " 
viewers is vastly improved with the 
SPENCER -WEST type AC /3 Pre - 
Amplifier. The specification includes a 
first stage neutralised triode cathode 
coupled to a grounded grid triode. The 
optimum arrangement for best "noise 
factor ". Self -contained po ver supply 
unit complete with correctly adjusted 
interference filter. Price complete, 
10 Ens. from your dealer or direct. 
Leaflets, etc. on request, 

RECEIVER CONVERSION TO 
NEW CHANNELS 

The type AC /4 Convertor units for 
perfect simple conversion. Price cofn- 
plete with 5 valves and self- contained 
power unit, etc., 15 gns. Available for 
Brighton booster on London receivers 
(type AC /4KL) and all other conversions. 
Leaflets on request. 

SPENCER -WEST 
QUAY WORKS, GT. YARMOUTH 

Phone : Gt. Yarmouth 3009 

SITUATIONS VACANT 

SENIOR 
Development Engineers are required 

for work on small electro- mechanical 
devices. 
HIGH technical and personal characteristics 
are essential and a University degree is desirable. 
THE positions hold promise of considerable 
responsibility and involve control of staff. 
SALARY Ls commensurate with ability and 
exPerí nee. 
EXCESe LENT working conditions in modernly 
equipped laboratories. 
PUS services to Kingston, London. Guildford, 
Pass the premises. 5-day week, canteen, pension 
scheme, sports and social club with recrea- 
tional facilities. 
APPLICANTS must be of British Nationality 
and should submit details of age and experience 
to The Manager, Cottage Laboratories, Ltd., 
Portsmouth Rd., Cobham. Surrey. 19999 

VICKERS- ARMSTRONGS Ltd., have vacan- 
cies in their Guided Weapons Department 

for the following staff: - 
(1) ELECTRONIC Engineers of degree standard, 
with at least three years' experience in one 
of the following: V.H.F. transmitter and re- 
ceiver design, pulse techniques, aerials, trans- 
formers design. servo- mechanisms and electro- 
mechanical devices. 
(2) TECHNICAL Assistants with H.N.C. or C. 
& G. standard, for development work, elec- 
tronics, servo- mechanisms and hydraulics, 
(3) DRAUGHTSMEN with experience in elec- 
tronic, electrical, or electro- mechanical design, 
(4) JIG and Tool Draughtsmen. 
APPLY, quoting reference G.W.I, to Employ- 
ment Manager. Vickers- Armstrongs, Ltd.. Way - 
bridge Works, Weybridge, Surrey. 
APPLICATIONS, with certain exceptions. are 
subject to the approval of the Ministry of 
Labour and National Service. 11094 

INSTRUMENT 
mechanics required to serve as 

reesarch and experimental mechanics at 
Ministry of Supply. Sellafield. 
ALL applicants must have served a recognised 
relevant apprenticeship. 
INSTRUMENT mechanics (Electronic) must 
have sound theoretical knowledge of electronics 
(Ordinary National Certificate standard desir- 
able) with practical knowledge of pulse ampli- 
fiers, D.C. amplifiers, electronic scalers, dis- 
criminations, and general trigger circuits, and 
in wiring and assembly of electronic apparatus. 
Experience of test gear and general instrument 
calibration an advantage. 
INSTRUMENT mechanics (physical) must have 
experience of industrial instruments used in 
measurements and control of temperature, 
speclfle gravity, pH and flow; knowledge of 
vacuum techniques and measurement of gaseous 

INSTRUMENTamechanics (general) must have 
pexperience of ngelm 

maintenance; 
and 

knowledge 
tele- phone exchange maintenance; knowledge of X- 

Ray and electrical measuring apparatus an advantage. 
RATES of pay for 44 -hour 5 -day week: 153/1 on entry with early assessment for merit pay; merit 
pay agreed after first assessment will be applied from date of entry; possibility of advancement 
to 195/1. 
HOUSING accommodation will be available with- in a reasonable period for married applicants. APPLY, giving details of apprenticeship train- ing (including Forces training), qualifications and experience. to Senior Labour Manager, Windscale Works, Sellafield. Cumberland, f 986 
THE ENGLLSH ELECTRIC Co., Ltd., Staf- ford, requires the following personnel for its new factory in the North Staffs area: - 
1- ENGINEER with experience of magnetic amplifiers; good academic and practical back ground is essential. 
2. ENGINEER with experience on electronic servo control gear and servo analysis, HOUSING facilities may be available In 12 months: salary up to £1.000 per annum. APPLY to Department Control Personnel Ser- vices, 336, Strand. W.C.2 quoting ref. 1095. 

1.1107 

ANUMBER of Qualified Engineers are re- quired for development work on aircraft instruments, the vacancies occur in three sec- tions as follows: - 
(a) THE development of special synchro test 
gear, knowledge of electronic measuring tech- niques is essential. 
(b) THE development of all types of synchro 
elements and associated equipment. previous design experience on A.C. synchros or precision electro- mechanical devices is desirable. 
(c) THE development of moving -coil instru- 
ments, previous experience in the design and manufacture of such instruments is essential. ALL candidas should have a degree or equiva- 
lent in electrical engineering, housing assist- 
ance may be given in due course to successful 
applicants. -Apply. quoting reference 13/EN, 

the 
stating age, experience and salary required, to 

PERSONNEL Manager. Smiths Aircraft Instru- 
ments, Ltd., Bishops Cleeve. near Cheltenham. 

DECCA RADAR, Ltd.. invites experienced 
electrical engineers to apply for the post 

of leader of a group to be formed for the pre- 
production of microwave links. 
THE post carries good starting salary, is pen- 
sionable, and there are good prospects of 
expansion in scope. 
APPLICANTS must be of British nationality and 
should be under forty years of age. 
WRITE, emoting ref. SRT.B. -The Reseach 
Director, Decca Radar. Ltd., The Reseach 
Laboratories, 2, Tolworth Rise, Surbiton, Surrey. 

[0241 

EXPERIENCED 
TV engineers reauired for re- 

tail service: permanent positions at good 
salary- -Full details to Shenstones (op. Town 
Hall), Leyton, E.10. Ley. 1362. [9266 

JUNE, 1953 

SOUTHERN RADIO'S WIRELESS BARGAINS 

TRANSMITTER - RECEIVERS. No. 18. 
Mark III. Brand new, complete in original 
packing cases. Complete with all attachments. 
Headphones, aerials, microphones, tappers, etc. 
and complete set of spares, including duplicate 
set of valves, L18. 
TRANSRECEIVER No. 18, Mark III. As 
above less attachments. Complete with valves. 
Guaranteed perfect, E7 10' -, plus 7/6 carriage. 
TRANSMITTER RECEIVERS (Walkie- Talkie). 
Type 38 Mark II. With 5 valves, microphone, 
headphones, aerial. Less batteries. Fully guaran- 
teed, E4'151 -, post paid. 
RECEIVERS. Telesonic, 4 -valve battery port- 
able. Complete with 4 Hivac valves. Contained 
in metal carrying case. Easily convertible to 
personal portable. Brand new, E2, including 
conversion sheet. 
RECEIVERS Rí09. Complete with 8 valves. 
Vibrator pack for 6 volts. Contained in metal 
case with built -in speaker, 1.8 to 8.5 megs. 
Guaranteed, 0,15 -, plus 76. 
INDUCTION MOTORS, shaded pole A.C. 
120/240 volts, 2,800 r.p.m. Ideal for recorders, 
models, etc., 23, -. 
GRAMOPHONE MOTORS. Garrard induc- 
tion 100,250 volts A.C., 78 r.p.m. Brand new 
with turntable, E411716. 
LUFBRA HOLE CUTTERS. Adjustable 
} to 3 in. ....... 
THROAT MICS., with lead and plug ... 4/6 
PLASTIC MAP CASES, 14 by IOlin. ... 5/6 
STAR IDENTIFIERS, A -N type, in case 5/6 
WESTECTORS W x 6, W 112 I/- 
MARCONI aerial filter units 4/6 
CONTACTOR Time Switches in case .. 11/6 
REMOTE CONTACTORS for use with 
above y/6 
RESISTANCES. 100 assorted, wire ended 12/6 
CONDENSERS. 100 ass'ted tub. & mica 15/. 
G.E.C. MINISCOPES M86IB. Brand new, in 
carrying case, with plugs, eta, £12/10/ -. 
W O B B U LATO RS, for above, L4/10/-. 

Full list of Radio Books 2 #d. 
HUNDREDS OF FURTHER LINES FOR CALLERS, 

SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY LTD. 
I I , LITTLE NEWPORT STREET, LONDON, 
WC,2, GERrard 6653 

MORLEY TRANSFORMERS_ 
QUALITY P.P.O/P TRANS. 20 w., super Sllcor lamer 
Sectionalised low leakage windings, prim. ind, 7050 
leakage lud..075H. Secondary imp. 3 and 15 ohms. 
Primary imp. to individual requirements. Fully 
shrouded and terminated, 3 gnu. Ditto 15 w., 2} gns, 
L.F. CHOKES. 105. 65 mA., 4/6. 15H. 100 mA., 
10/6. 20H. 150 mA., 12/6. 511. 250 ma., 15 /-. 
MAINS TRANS. 0- 200/250 v. tapped prim. 350.0 -350v. 
5 v. 2 a., 6.3 v. 4 a., ditto 300 v., ditto 250 v., 21/, 
Quotations for specials and rewinds by return. Part put and packing 1/- extra. please. 
2, PAWSONS RD., W. CROYDON, THO 1865 

ALUMINIUM ALLOY 
SHEETS 

Ex Government Surplus 
SUITABLE FOR CHASSIS, Etc. 

(Undrilled) 
Limited Quantity Available. 

Type No. 1. 14,1in. 
x 12 fin. x 20G. .. 2s. 6d. each. 

Type No. 2. 17 }in. 
x 12fin. x 20G .. 3s. Od. each. 

Type No. 3. 26ín. x 
23in. x 20G. Round 
Corners 5s. Od. each. 

Type No. 4. 22 Jin. 
x 18 in. x 18G 5s. Od. each. 

SIZES STATED FOR TYPES 
Nos. I and 2 are the maximum 
rectangular pieces that can be cut 
from irregular shapes. 

CARRIAGE PAID. 
REDUCTION FOR QUANTITIES. 
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOMED. 
JOHN CASHMORE LIMITED, 

Steel Department, 
GREAT BRIDGE, 
TIPTON, STAFFS. 

Tipton 2181/5. 
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B ENSON'S 
E T T E R 
A R G A 1 NS 

CONDENSERS, variable, twin 75pF, 4/- ; single D.E., 
21- 
OpF preset 1/3 

spindle, 
40or 65pF linear1/3 //- 52 pF twin 

butterfly, 2/6 ; 500pF twin. 51- ; single, 3/6 ; 250pF 
twin, 4/8 ; single, 3/6; 500pF 3 or 4 gang, 816; 
FIXED, .01, .02, .1 500 vw each, 8d.. Ceramicons, 
2.2, 3. 5.6, 6.8, 10, 12, 15, 20, 22, 27, 33, 39, 47, 100pFs, 
8d. each, 5/- dos. Oilfilled, 8 mid. 440 vw. A.C., 
518; 2 mid. 1 kVw, 2/- ; .01 or .001 4kVw, 1/3; 
.01 or .1 800 vw bak., 6d. Electrolytieo, 16 -8 -4 -4 mfd. 

5 00 vw., 61- ; 16-24 350 vw., 318 4 mid. 350 vw., 116 ; 

25 mfd. 25 vw., 1/3. Mica. .01 600 vw., 8d. ; 100 pf. 
or 1,000 pF, ed. RESISTORS. vitreous, ;ik 30w., 30k. 
25 w., 40007 25 w., 7k tap 2k 25 w., 15k 15 w., 2.5k 
25 w., 3051 30 w., 1.25k 3 w., lllk 3 w. (ai 1/- each : 

lk 100 w., 50k 20 w., 20k 120 w.. 16 -2 -2Sí1 120 w. ß 
1/6 each ; Resistances, variable, 85150 w., 3505 25 w., 
10051 25 w., 50051 15 w., 1,850 10 w., 2505 25 w. 

3/6 each, lk .25 a., 5/8. POTENTIOMETERS. 
carbon, most velure, less ea itch @ 1/9, with switch, 
4/6 : wirewound to 20k ® 2/9. RECTIFIERS, metal 
R.W. 270 v. 80 mA, 6/-; 480 v. 80 mA, 7/- ; 600 v. 
30 mA, 6/- ; 560 v. CT 100 mA, 7/6 ; 300 v. 100 mA, 

tom, 5/6 76177 
80 

. 8 a, 30/ -, 11W, CT v. 250mÁ, 
116. TRIMMERS /Padden, 30pf, silvered, 9d, ; Bee- 
hive 30 pF, 9d. ; 150, 500, 750 pF's, 1f- ; 100 pF twin, 
1 /3. ACCUMULATORS, 2 v. midget eel. 4AH, 6 /-; 
7AH, 7/6. CHOKES RF 4 pie Rx., 9d., To 250 mA, 
1/ -. MOTORS. Coliaro AC37 Gram. 110/250 v. A.C. 
var. speed, fin- dia. spindle, 30/-; Hoover Bhaded 
Pole. SP301 200/250 v. A.C. 1,400 r.p.m. anti clock, 
30/ -. U.B.A. 115 v. A.C. 400/2,000 c. Var. Freq. Cap 
start /run, with fan, 8 /6; 24 v. D.C. Beleyn 3 phase 
generators, 6/ -. R.F. UNITS type 24, 21/- ; 25, 25/- ; 
27, 45/.. Loading Units for these, type 51, 5/6 
spare coils, RF24. Od. ; RF25, 9d. ; 7 Me /a. I.F. traps, 
9d., 7 Mc /e IFTs. (R1355), 1/6; diode box, 2/-; 
10/13 Mc /e aireored, canoed. 1/6. COILS. Eddystone 
To types " F " and " Q " 5 pin hor. base, each 3/6 ; 
Formers 2hn. x 51e., cored, 4 for 1/3 ; Apadin fin., 
9d. Morse Keys, braes, small, 2/6. DYNAMOTORS. 
soiled cases, D.C. 9 v. to 450 v. (approx. 250 v. 80 mA 
0 8 v.), 8/8 ; Hand driven Generators, geared, out- 
puts 28 v. and 300 v., 8 /6. Iinecord .Sa 3 -way, 
6051 /ft. 1/- yd. tIBRAPACK8. Input D.C. 12 or 
24 v. Output 110 v. stabilised, smoothed, 15 / -. 
Co -axial plugs Pye type, 4d. ; elbows, Bd. 

List and enquiries, S.A.E., please 1 

Terms: Cash with order. Postage extra. 

Immediate delivery. 

W. A. BENSON 
(W.W.) 308 Rathbone Rd., Liverpool, 13. 

STO 1604 

This Alonth's Offers 
BATTERY CHARGERS. Special offer Westing- 
house 110/250 volts 50 cy. I -Ph. 16/96 cells 10 

amps output, new, Selenium Rectifier, ammeter 
0 -25, 135, carr. extra. Mercury Rectifier 365/440 
volts 50 cy. 3- ph.,input 120 volts 18.5 amps., with 
new Mercury Vapour Rectifier, E45, carr extra. 
Legge Charger 230/50 volts 50 cy. S.P. input 60 
volts 15 amps., Selenium Rectifier, M.C. Ammeter 
0 -20, L3S. Carr. Extra. Other sizes 0.75 toS amps. 
Send for special list. 
CONDENSERS. Ultra Short wave var.,Troiitul 
insulation, ball bearings, new,5 / -, post6d. 4 -gang 
var. air spaced, .0005 Mfd., 4/6, post 1 /-, Fixed 
Condensers I plus 1 mfd. paper,7 /5 dzn. 2 mfd. 
350 volts pape, 1/6 each.post 6d. 
VARIACS. 100L input 230/115 volts, output 
0.230 2 K.V.A. Rating, L15. 
CONTACT DRIVEN TUNING FORK by 
Muirhead, frequency range 15 -45 cycles with low 
frequency phonic motor by Muirhead, 10 watts 
100 volts D.C. as new. Send for list. 
MORSE KEYS. ex A.M. type on bakelite base, 
precision made with insulated knob, beautifully 
balanced, 3/6, post 9d. 
FANS. 110 volt D.C. 12in. Oscillating type with 
blade and guard, table model as new, O. 24 volt 
D.C. 15in. wall fixing exhaust fans, 70 / -. 200/220 
volt 12in. wall type with blade and guard, 50 /- 
220 volt D.C. I8in. exhaust Fans, porthole type, 
Lia. Carr and packing extra at cost. 
METERS. 2in. panel type,20 amp. or 0 -40 volts, 
12/6 ea. Electrostatic Voltmeter 1500 volts, 55/ -. 
G.E.C. Moving Iron A.C. iron -clad 4 }in. s /bd. 
type, 0 -60 volts, 65/ -. Crompton precision A.C. 
Voltmeters and ammeters 6in. sq.,0 -75 volts and 
0 -50 amp., 65/- ea. Frequency Meters 45/55 cycles, 
230 volts, from 110. 
DEWAR KEY SWITCHES, new P.O. stock 
7 pole C.O., 3/6 post 9d. Toggle Switches on -off, 
I/6, post 4d. 
MAGNETS. D.C. Electro Magnet 6 volt twin 
coil, weight 10 ozs., lift 4 lbs., 5 / -, post 6d. 

Dynamos, Motors, Transformers, Lighting Plants, 
Switchboards. Send us your enquiries. 

ELECTRADIX RADIOS 
Dept. A, 214 Queenstown Road, London, S.W.8 

Telephone: MACoulay 2159. 

SITUATIONS VACANT 

DECCA 
RADAR, Ltd., invites applications 

from experienced microwave engineers to 
join the company in its extensive work in a wide 
field of microwave link and radar development. 
THE company offers excellent starting salaries 
and first rate opportunities for men to exploit 
their initiative and to rise rapidly to responsible 
posts. Graduates without industrial experience 
who are prepared to undertake intensive training 
are also invited to apply for junior posts. 
APPLY in writing to Research Director, Radar 
Laboratory. 2, Tolworth Rise, Surbiton, S ó 42 
DRAWING 

office training. -Marconi's Wire- 
less Telegraph Co. have a limited number 

of vacancies at their Drawing Office School 
during the months of June to December. 1953. 
A SIX months' concentrated course, with fixed 
salary, at the Drawing Office School, Chelms- 
ford. 
AFTER successful completion, permanent posts 
will be available in the company's drawing 
offices at Chelmsford or Acton. London. 
QUALIFICATIONS -age limit twenty -eight; 
must have workshop experience; preferably 
have O.N.C.' must have drawing ability- -Write 
giving full details, quoting ref. 171A. to Central 
Personnel Services, Marconi House. 336/7. 
Strand, London. W.C.2. [9969 

WANTED, radio mechanic holding M.C.A.. 
A. and B. licences; also fully licensed radio 

operator for duties on Dakota C.47 equipment. - 
Apply, Starways, Ltd., Liverpool Airport, Liver- 
pool, 19. [1025 

COMPETENT television service engineer re- 
"v quired- mainly outside work; good rate of 
pay and assistance given in accommodation; 
Bedford area writer service manager- -Box 
6992, c/o W.W. [1054 

AIRCRAFT 
radio mechanics, skilled in work- 

shop practice, are required by Skyways at 
Stansted Airport. Essex. -Apply in writing to 
the Personnel Manager. Skyways, Ltd., 7, Berke- 
ley St., W.I. [1058 

THERMIONIC 
technical assistant required; 

must be keen on industrial electronics; 
experience of audio equipment; please state age. 
experience and salary required to-The Rover 
Co., Ltd.. Lode Lane. Solihull. [9757 

RADIO mechanics required for development 
work on test apparatus.- Write, giving full 

particulars of experience, age, etc., to Personnel 
Manager S. Smith & Sons (England), Ltd. 
Bishops Cleeve, Nr. Cheltenham. [1127 

TECHNICAL assistant required for commer- 
cial work with large company in London 

area, manufacturing electric telephone equip- 
ment.- Write, stating age, qualifications and 
details of experience, to Box 6693. [1015 

TV service engineer wanted by old -estbd. 
dealer in S.W. seaside resort, will consider 

good theoretical knowledge substitute for experi- 
ence, accommodation hard to find for married 
man -- Gerry, 36, Bank St.. NewquaY. [1103 

RADIO service mechanics required by Smiths A(Radiomobile). 
Ltd.. for all parts of the 

country. -Write details of experience and quali- 
fications to Personnel Officer, Goodwood Works. 
North Circular Rd., London, N.W.2. [0342 

JTJNIOR engineers required for design and tech- 
., nical process engineering of capacitors; pre- 
vious experience in this field will be an advan- 
tage but not essential. -Write giving full de- 
tails of age. experience and salary required to 
Box 7150. [1121 

TECHNICAL representative required by old - 
established firm to handle electronic acous- 

tic correction equipment from a London H.Q.: 
excellent scope for ambitious man to develop and 
expand completely new field. -Full particulars 
to Box 7064. [1074 

T/V Junior Engineers required for the testing 
of cameras and associated equipment; state 

details of television experience and education, 
degree standard not necessary; this work offers 
good training and prospects in this fleld.-ApPly 

AccFMBLY wiremen required, must be first- 
class, used to small, intricate chassis work. 

-Apply by letter. stating age. nationality and 
experience to E.M.I. Engineering Development, 
Ltd. (Wells Division), Penleigh Works, Wells. 
Somerset. [1108 

FIRST -CLASS radio and television engineers 
required by old- established. expanding 

business; good salary and prospects; permanent; 
all leading agencies. including Murphy. Bush. 
Pye. Ekco. etc-E. P. Fox- Ltd., East Molesev. 
Surrey. Molesey 2721. [0442 

BRITISH 
OVERSEAS AIRWAYS CORPORA- 

TION invite applications from radio main- 
tenance engineers, aged 21 years or over, pos- 
sessing " A" and " B " licences with radar 
endorsements for further training at London 
Airport and eventual overseas service. 
BASIC sa:ary whilst at London Airport will be 
£11/14 p.w. X7 /6 to £13/19 p.w.. and, when 
posted overseas, £586 /6 pa.X£19 /10 to £703/6 
p.a., plus overseas station allowance. 
PENSION and insurance scheme, annual leave 
in U.K. when based overseas. 
APPLICATIONS, in writing, should be sent to 
Staff Superintendent (Recruitment), London 
Airport Feltham, Middx. [1053 

EXPERIENCED 
radio testers and inspectors 

required for production of communication 
and radio apparatus. also instrument makers. 
wirers and assemblers. for factory test appara- 
tus -Apply Personnel Manager. E. K. Cole. 
Ltd.. Ekco Works. Malmesbury, Wilts. [0238 

"isn't it 
wonderful!" 

We do not have to search for adjectives to 
describe the performance of our F.M. 
receivers ; our customers have used 
superlatives of praise and amazement we 
could not employ without readers un- 
familiar with F.M. reception raising a 
sceptical eyebrow. 
The B.B.C. do put out wonderful quality 
from Wrotham, Home or Third from 
6 p.m. until programme close, Light at 
intervals in day, reception good up to 
70 miles. 
Here are some more users' comments : 

"Three dimensional sound." 
" Concert Hall realism." 
"I never knew radio could sound so good." 

Fair comment, we believe, and literally every 
user volunteers such remarks. You really ought 
to hear it for yourself. Send 3d. stamps and we 
will send you full details of the receiver, aerials 
and information as tc demonstrations. 

F.M. Feeder Unit, based on Amos -Johnstone 
" W.W. , design. For use with any good amplifier, requires 
8.3 v. and 200 v. SO mA. supply. A.F. output up to 3 v. 
on London indoor aerial -and no interference £11.17.6. Complete with valves, aligned. 

New Decca LP Pickup 
Better quality, less record wear with the 
new " H " head interchangeable with 
earlier Decca magnetic heads (3 -pin). 
H.F. resonance raised to 14 kc /s. 3 grams 
lighter. Not widely available, but we have 
a fair stock. 1,600 ohm replaces " C " or 
" D " heads, 90 ohm the B " head for 
Decola. Leak, etc. 
Head only with sapphire, 54/9 with diamond, 
£6/181 -. XMS pick -up with H " and 
78 heads, £6/916. 

Q.M. Record Mail Service 
We send factory -fresh records to all parts 
of the world. LP or more than 4 45's Post 
Free in U.K. Tax Free Overseas. Send 6d. 
for latest lists. Handsome Coronation 
Souvenir Catalogue of all Decca LP issues, 
2 3 post free. 

THE "GRAMOPHONE" AMPLIFIER 
So good that since its appearance in that 
journal we have sold no other amplifier. 
Remarkable for high performance at moderate 
cost. Ready built or make it yourself from 
constructional details, 1/9 post free. Over 9 w. 
output, only 0.15 per cent. harmonic at 8 w., 
0.1 per cent. at 5 w. Complete, tested with 
5 latest Mollard valves, 17 gns., carr. paid ; 
kit, reduced price, £14/6/4. Pre- amplifier, 
single valve, tone control suits all magnetic 
p.u.'s, 5 gas. ; kit, £4/2/2. Radio Tuner 
Unit, 3 wave band superhet, variable selectivity, 
crystal diode detector, reduced price, 13 gns. 
(no kit). 

RECOMMENDED NEW BOOKS 
Radio Designers Handbook, Langford- Smith. 
Over 1,500 pages, more than four times size of 
previous edition. 43/6 post free. 
Sound Reproduction, Briggs. 18/ -, post free. 
Audio Handbooks, Crowhurot. No. 3, Use of A.F. Trans- 
formers; also No. 1 Amplifiers, No. 2 Feedback, each 8/9 
post free. Amplifier Circuits,Crowhuret, 2/9. AU" W.W." 
books and reprints. 

Home and Export Trade Enquiries welcomed. 

UALITY MART 
8, Dartmouth Park Avenue, London, N.W.5 

GULliver 1131 

Order by Mail -Demonstrations by Appointment 
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QUARTZ CRYSTAL UNITS 

The type B7 unit is mounted in the standard B7G 
valve envelope and is hermetically sealed and fully 
evacuated. 
Available for the frequency ranges from 100 kc /s. 
to 500 kc /s. and from 3 Mc/s. to 16 Mc /s. Gold 
electrodes applied by cathodic sputtering give 
permanence of calibration. Normal adjustment 
accuracy0.01 %. Max. adjustment accuracy 0.003% 

Early delivery can be given of most frequen- 
cies, and we will be pleased to quote for 
your specific requirements. 

THE QUARTZ CRYSTAL Co. Ltd 
63 -71 Kingston Road, 

NEW MALDEN, SURREY 
Telephone: Cables, etc. 

MALden 0334 QUARTZCO NE WMALDEIv 

VOIGT 

In the early '20a Horn Type 
speakers 

and 
to be regarded 

as bad d designers oucen- 
trated on baste types, etc. 
Mr. Voigt recognised their error 

and designed for horn loading. 
Horn Loaded Voigt Units were 

selling by 1929. 
Lately the return to homloadi ng 

has become general, but- - 
Voigt Designs Led the Way. 

PATENTS LTD., LONDON, 8.E.26 

G.L. Electronics 

HOME & INDUSTRIAL 
TAPE RECORDERS 

Entirely new Model D 8 L65 
8 valve 10 watt P.P. Twin Amplifier, Truvox 
Tape Drive, 8 inch H.D. Speaker, contained 
Leathercloth portable case. 
Recording amplifier chassis only E24/10/ -. 
Also available, 25 watt Radio- Amplifier. 
3 wave Radio superhet and 25 w. P.A. Systems. 
General Purpose P.A. Portable E16, 

A full range of Sound Equipment for Home 
and Industrial applications. 

Home trade and export enquiries : write - 
16 Pattison Rd., London, S.E.I8 

(Wool. 0387) 

A 

MAST PROBLEM 

Write to 

SKY -MASTS 
BEADON GARAGE, BEADON RD., 

LONDON, W.6. RIV. 1124 

SITUATIONS VACANT 
RADIO and television engineer required. com- 

petent man, permanent position. -Apply 
Maxwell & Sons, Ltd., 45, Hill Rd., Wimbledon. 

TELEVISION radio engineers required. 
(1011 

one 
1st grade, and one 2nd grade, permanent position.- N.C.E.. 73. Mill Lane, N.W.6. Tel. 

Ham. 1118. [1064 

TECHNICIAN, 
with experience in electronic 

work, required for development laboratory 
in large telecommunication engineering works; 
give particulars of experience, education and technical training, qualifications and commenc- 
ing salary required; London S.E. area. -Box 
6765. [1019 

MESSRS. PYE, Ltd.. Cambridge, have 
vacancies for senior and .junior test engin- eers. also electronic wiremen on very interest- 

ing work in their television transmission equipment department. -Apply in writing to Personnel Department, St. Andrew's Rd. Cam- bridge. i9978 

AIRCRAFT Radio Mechanic required, prefer- 
ably with aircraft radio maintenance en- gineer's licence but not essential; to be based at White Waltham, nr. Maidenhead; apply in writing giving full particulars to -The Personnel Manager, The Fairey Aviation Co., Ltd., Hayes, 

Middix. 19849 
EXPERIENCED fault finders wanted by Mid- 

land manufacturers of radio equipment, per- manent posts located in the Midlands are offered 
to men with experience of radar, radio control, v.h.f. equipment.- Write. stating fully. experi- ence and salary required, to Personnel Manager, 
Box 5744. [9792 

WIREMEN, skilled, required for high -grade electronic equipment, ability to undertake prototype work from schematic drawings an advantage, first -rate workshop conditions. West 
London area and pension scheme.- Write, stat- ing age, details experience and present rate. - 
Box 7138. 11097 

GRADUATES in chemistry, physics or elec trical engineering, required for very interest - ing development of new materials for use in telecommunications. -Apply to Personnel Mana- 
ger, Standard Telephones & Cables, Ltd., North 
Woolwich, E.16, stating age, qualifications and salary required. [1014 

RADIO and radar testers, first -class men re- 
quired for work on v.h.f. communication gear and Government contracts for radio and radar equipment by Midland manufacturers; men with wide experience of fault finding in any of the fields mentioned should write, giving full details to Box 5743. [9791 

ELECTRONIC engineer required to work on development projects in small organisation 
situated on South Coast: experience on design of communications receivers essential; some 
F.M. experience an advantage: degree or equiva- lent desirable; write full details and Sala re 
expected. -Box 7011. [1059 

SENIOR 
inspector for electronic equipment. preferably with some mechanical experience. must be capable of handling staff and organising 

accurate technical records and have sound theoretical knowledge of basic theory and of 
A.I.D.. etc., requirements.-Allied Electronics. 
Ltd., 28, Upper Richmond Rd., Putney, London 
S. W.15. 11063 

SENIOR 
engineer required to design communi- 

cations components and electronic apparatus 
covering all aspects up to production; wide 
experience and versatile outlook more important than specialization in one particular field. - 
Write, stating previous posts held. full details 
of qualifications and experience and salary ex- 
pected, to Box 6572. [9985 

D ESIGNER draughtsman: electronic instru- 
ments, or radio, good prospects and salary 

according to qualifications; prospects of housing 
assistance to suitable applicant: Saturday in- 
terviews, if required; near City centre and all 
amenities; within easy reach London. -Apply 
Marconi Instruments, Ltd.. Longacres, Hat- 
field Rd., St. Albans. [1027 

ENGINEER required to undertake the develop- 
ment of electronic instruments; the success- 

ful applicant must be capable of working sub- 
stantially on his own initiative; salary will be in 
accordance with qualifications and experience; 
degree or equivalent preferred. -Apply in writ- 
ing to Advance Components, Ltd., Back Rd.. 
Shernhall St.. London, E.17. [1131 

ENIOR test /service engineers required for in-1 
electronics department, H.N.C. an 

advantage, experience in electronic control gear, 
H.F. heating equipment or instruments pre- ferred.- Please apply. stating age, qualifications 
and experience, to Central Personnel Services, 
English Electric Co.. Ltd., 336 -7, Strand, Lon- 
don, W.C.2, quoting reference 979B. [1022 

E LECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS. Ltd.. of Rich- 
mond, Surrey. have a number of vacancies 

for drawing office staff and for junior technical 
development engineers: age. 21 upwards; quali- 
fications. National or Higher National Certificate 
In appropriate subjects: excellent prospects in 
expanding and progressive company; apply in 
person or by letter, giving experience. [1060 

E LECTRONIC engineer is required for an 
interesting development project involving 

D.C. amplifier, servo and pulse techniques. 
Applications are invited from young engineers 
aged 24 -30, well educated and qualified to 
R.N.C. or equivalent. Experience in one or all 
of the aforementioned techniques would be an 
advantage.-Write full details to Box 6359. 

19932 

JUNE, 1953 

-- "TYANA" 

SOLDERING IRON 16/9 

1 

AP. 

The Perfect Small Soldering 
Instrument -overall length Ilin., 
diameter of bit *in. 

Adjustable Bit. 
Easy to handle. 
Weight approx. 4 oz. 
Heating Time 3 min. 
40 Watt economy Con- 
sumption. 
Standard Voltage Ranges. 
(Other Ratings Available on 
Request) 
Long Life and Efficiency. 
Replacement Elements and 
Bits always available. 

Just the Convenient Iron Re- 

i;,y,u.ursip,rquired for Intricate and Fine 

. u. bo7804 Soldering. 

Maintenance Service for Industrial users. 
British made by:- 

KENROY LIMITED 
152.297 UPPER ST., ISLINGTON 

LONDON, N.I. 
Telephone: Canonbury 4905 -4663 

RADIO & TELEVISION COMPONENTS 
WE OPERA'T'E A PROMI' "T & EFFICIENT 

MAIL ORDER SERVICE. 
'KI E W MASTE R" & "TELE -KING" specialists 

Easy terms available. 

JAMES H. MARTIN & CO., 
FINSTHWAITE, NEWBY BRIDGE, 

ULVERSTON, LANCS. 

ENGINEERS! 
Whitt ever yen,. age or experience, you m,,oi read 
"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES." Full details of 
the coolest way to pass A.M.I.ñfeh.E., A.M.I.C.E. 
C. & G. (Electrical, etc.), General Cert.. etc., on i 44 PAGES "NG PABS -NO FEE" 

terms and letailo of 

Coursesin all branches ree of Engineering - 
Mechanical, Bleariest, 
Civil, Auto., Aero.. 
Radio. etc., Building. 
ate. If you're earning 
lass thancláa week,tel l 

us what interests you 
and write for your copy 
of " ENGINEERING 
OPPORTUNITIES " tdav -FREE 

B.I.E.T. 
187 Shakespeare Hse., üloal i7 -19 Stratford Place, 

London, W.1. 
I N 'INSTITUTE 10 ENIIME I 

REP HIGH GAIN MATCHED 
PAIRS DUAL RANGE 

THE COILS. COMPLETE With BATTERY 
AND MAINS o CIRCUITS 

8'- 
PAIR 

POST 3d. 

(TRADE SUPPLIED) 

RADIO EXPERIMENTAL PRODUCTS LTD. 
33, MUCH PARK STREET, 

COVENTRY 
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REOSOUND 

RACK MOUNTING CABINET 
FOR 19" PANEL 

CABINET to accommodate one 19x 104in. 
x 14G. Steel Rack Panel with 17 x 12 x 24in. 
Chassis and Angle Brackets in 18G. Steel ; 

Panel secured by four chromium plated 
screws. Louvred on back, having radiused 
front corners ES 12 6 

With recessed Lid in cop E6 7 6 

Two carrying Handles fitted, extra. 
FINISHES : Black, Grey or Brown Wrinkle 
Enamel. 

CARRIAGE : Extra. 

ILLUSTRATED LISTS AND 
TRADE TERMS ON APPLICATION. 

REOSOUND ENGINEERING & ELECTRICAL 
COMPANY, " REOSOUND WORKS," 

COLESHILL ROAD, SUTTON GOLDFIELD 

Tel.: SUT. 4685. 
Grams.: Reosound Sutton Coldfield 

TAP EMASTER 

TAPEMASTER RECORDING COMPONENTS 
Suitable for use with either Hartley or 
Culpitts circuits. Retail 
JUNIOR MODEL. Play /record, imp. 
3,000 ohm at I Kc. Erase ... at each El 19 6 

SENIOR MODEL. Play /record, imp. 
5,500 ohm at I Kc. Erase ... at each E2 5 0 

Oscillator Coil in can each IO 6 

Oscillator Unit, incl. coil and 
6V6GT valve each E2 S 0 

TAPEMASTER MAGNET FEATURES. Electri- 
cally balanced to ensure low "hum " level. 
Play Record Model with .0005in. gap ensuring 
max. top response. Beryllium Copper, non- 
magnetic gapping. Mu -metal cores for Play/ 
Record models. Track width, Play /Record, 
.082in., Erase .110in. Bias frequency 45 Kc., 
exactly matching Tapemaster oscillator units 
and coils. Output IO mV. Recording level, 
10 mV. With optimum bias, recording level 
and equalisation of Amplifier response in fre- 
quency equals tape speed in inches /sec. Full 
instructions included for oscillator units and 
amplifier circuits. }in. Track. Erase Magnets 
to match for tracking. 

AVAILABLE FROM ALL GOOD 
RADIO DEALERS. 

WAITER TRRDIIIG C° LT! 

6, HARROW RD., LONDON, W 2. 

WIRELESS WORLD 

SITUATIONS VACANT TEST room foreman, familiar with electrical 
and acoustical measurements, to take 

charge of small department manufacturing 
miniature acoustic devices: permanent position. -Amplivox. Ltd.. Mount Pleasant, Wembley. 
Middx. (Wem. 5906). illlr 

TELEVISION tube engineer, must be fully ex- 
perienced in all aspects of mass produ_- 

tlon and test of cathode ray tubes. new projec: not connected with any existing company. Surrey area. -Write giving age and details of 
experience to Box 7144. (1119 

E. K. COLE, Ltd., Electronics Division. 
Malmesbury, Wiltshire, require Draughts- 

men (mechanical or electrical of National Certi- 
ficate Standard). aged 21 to 25 years, for In- 
teresting and varied work on radar and corn - 
munication equipments. also for test gear. ex- 
cellent conditions and prospects.- Apply, .n 
writing, to Personnel Manager. 11095 

ADESIGNER is required to organize and 
control a section engaged on the design and 

specification of electrical and electronic equip- 
ment intended for production testing in a valve 
and cathode -ray tube factory: this work in- 
volves familiarity with a wide range of tech- 
niques including pulse. R.F.. E.H.T.. circuits 
and automatic switching systems. 
IT is desirable that he shall have Graduate or 
equivalent status and essential that he can 
claim considerable practical experience in this 
or closely allied fields.- Write, giving full Par- 
ticulars of experience, etc.. to Box 7075. 11079 

THE De Havilland Engine Co., Ltd. -Electronic 
engineer required. interested in physical 

measurement rather than construction of 
apparatus. required for vibration measurement 
and analysis on gas turbine and piston engines 
-- Please write in confidence, stating age and full 
details of previous experience to the Personnel 
Officer, The de Havilland Engine Co., Ltd., Stag 
Lane. Edgware. Middlesex. r9951 

DECCA RADAR, Ltd.. invites applications 
from young scientists and engineers due to 

graduate this year, and who expect to get good 
Honours degrees. The posts offer interesting 
and well -paid careers in radar engineering for 
young men who are prepared to work hard. British nationality essential. -Write, quoting 
ref. CPH, to Decca Radar, Ltd.. Research 
Laboratory, 2, Tolworth Rise, Surbiton, Surrey. 

[0243 
PPORTUNITY exists for a transformer 
design engineer to create and manage a 

department to manufacture small transformers for specialized applications (such as " C " core); 
applicants should have the requisite mechanical 
as well as electrical knowledge with ability to train production staff. -Send full details of previous experience and salary required to Box 
6574. 19987 

DESIGN Engineer with a good degree and 
sound industrial experience required for 

design of television circuits and associated com- 
ponents; sound technical experience and ability 
to work on own initiative: permanent and pen- 
sionable staff appointment.- Please write, in 
confidence, quoting reference WW /Z, giving de- tails of experience and salary required to Box 
7077. (1081 

SECTION 
leader required to develop and ad- minister a section concerned with the elec- trical measurement of magnetic and resistance materials of a factory shortly moving to Craw - lev: candidates should be graduates in elec- trical engineering or hold equivalent profes- sional qualifications: experience in measure- 

ment work desirable but not essential. -Apply 
Box 6971. 11052 

DEVELOPMENT engineer required: experi- 
ence in electronic communication field an 

advantage; excellent opportunity for man with 
technical and industrial experience to broaden 
experience with well -established and well -known 
company; near town centre and all amenities 
and within easy reach London. -Apply Marconi 
Isttruments, 

Ltd., Longacres, Hatfie ld Rd.. 
St. Al. DESIGN engineer with a good 8 

egree 
and 

sound industrial experience required for 
design of television circuits and associated corn - 
ponents: sound technical experience and ability 
to work on own initiative; permanent and pen- 
sionable staff appointment. -Please write. in 
confidence. quoting reference WW /16. giving 
details of experience and salary required. to 
Box 6528. 19990 

TELEVISION engineer, conversant with T/V 
theory. testing methods and test equipment, 

able to organize and handle all servicing needs 
of large rental organization in London; post 
offers permanency and prospects, attractive 
remuneration to man of integrity and drive. - Application (fully confidential). to Telefusion. 
Ltd.. 69, Southwark Park Rd., Bermondsey, 
S.E.16. 

OIL prospecting; young electronic engineers. 
with Higher National or C. & G. Certificate 

and with some knowledge of physics. required 
to train for positions with seismic oil pros- 
pecting parties overseas: commencing salary 
£45 per month; free quarters and messing pro- 
vided whilst overseas plus allowances depend- 
ing upon area of operations: permanent career 
open. -Write Box 6275. 19989 
EXPERIENCED engineer required to take con- 

trol of and expand a vitreous enamelled 
wire -wound resistor project; applicants should 
be completely familiar with all design and 
Production problems of this ['ass of work, in- 
cluding the training of staff: an opportunity 
with top level potentialities for the right man. 
-Please write in confidence. stating the fullest 
particulars. to Box 6573. (9986 
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A WINDOW WORTH 
LOOKING INTO 

American Valve Testers, Radio City 
type W.I34. Brand new, A.C. mains 230 volt, 
covering practically the whole range of 
American valves, full working instructions, 
L12 19 6 each. 
A.C. Mains 200 /50 -Volt 50 -cycle Meter 
Movements, complete with gear train down 
to 4 revs. per min., wonderful value, 12/6 each. 
25 73 Receiver portion -1196 TIR. Com- 
plete with all valves in new condition, full 
instruction available for conversion, 39/6 each. 
465 I.F. Transformers, dust core tuned, 
6'9 pair. 
High Stab Resistors. 2 Meg., 2% I watt, 
1.2 Meg. 2% } and I watt, 1.5 Meg. 5% } and 
I watt, 29.5 K. 2% } watt, 100 K. 5% 4 watt, 
150 K. 5% I watt, 6/- per doz. min. quantity. 
Bleeder Resistors. 100 K. 150 watts, 
200 ohms 150 watts adjustable, 800 ohm ISO 
watts, 350 ohm 40 watts, 40 K. 150 watts, 
80 ohm 50 watts, 24 ohm 100 watts, all at 
2'- each. 
Venner Hour Meters, for operation on 
200,'250 A.C. 50 cycle, synchronous move- 
ment, capacity zero - 10,000 hours. 62,6 each, 
brand new. 
Auto Transformers. 110 -250 volts 100 
watts, 15'6. 1,000 watts, separately wound, 
E610 -. 
Welding Transformers. Input voltage 
230 volts 50 cycle, output 13/16 volt, 65/75 
amps., 82/6 each. 
Mains Transformers. Ex -W.D. Input 
voltages 230 volt A.C., output 500x 500 volt 
170 mA., 4 volt 3 amp., 22/6. 
Smoothing Chokes, Ex -W.D. 15 Henries, 
275 mA., Resistance 125 ohms, 10/6 each. 
Dural Masts, Telescopic 15in. to 7ft. 6in., 
2 6 ea., ideal for making own T/V aerial. 
Mains Isolation Transformers. 230 volt - 
230 volt 50 cycle 1,000 watts, ex -W.D. 
E6 10 /- each. 
Microamp Meters. 0 -50 24in. flush panel 
mounting, 59/6 each. 
Battery Chargers. Ex -W.D. Input voltage 
200/250 volts 50 cycle. Output 12 volt 5/7 
amps, tapped at 6 volt, complete with 24in. 
meter, manufactured by Hea) berds. Brand 
new. E6 /10 / -. 
Chokes. Ex -W.D. Heavy Duty. 20 Henries 
300;400 mA. Resistance 180 ohms. 17/6 each. 
Valves. Brand New and Boxed. VU I I 

4 volt E.H.T. Rectifiers, 2/6 each. 
H.R.O. 6 Volt Vibrator Power Packs. 
Output 165 volt 80 M.A., using 6x5 Rectifier. 
Brand new, boxed, 39;6 each. 
Rotary Converters. 24 volt D.C. input, 
230 volt A.C. 50 cycle output @ 100 watts, 
92/6 each. Ditto, 12 volt input, 102/6 each. 
A.C. Mains Transformers. 200/250 volt 
input, output 45 volt 4 amp., 19/6 each. 
.02 MFD 8,000 Volt E.H.T. Smoothing 
Condensers, I/. each. 
4 MFD Mansbridge Condensers 500 volt 
working, 2/6 each. 
Rectifiers metal 250 volt 60 mA. H /W., 5/- 
each. 
Chokes. Ex -W.D. 20 Henries 80/100 mA 
Brand new. 8/6 each. 

Don't forget your postage. 
Open all day Saturday. 

G. W. SMITH & CO. 
(RADIO) LTD. 

3 LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C. 
Telephone : GERrard 8204/9155 
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WANTED 
Offers are invited for the supply of 
the following equipment: - 
Transmitters Ti 154 .. 500 

Receivers R.I155 .. .. .. 500 

Loop Aerials 500 

Resistance Units .. .. .. 500 

Auxiliary, Switching Relays .. 500 

Aerial Selector Switches .. 500 

Crystal Drive Units. 
Microphones for use with above 

equipment. 1,000 required. 
Plugs Type 171.A.M. Ref. 104J431. 

1,000 required. 

J. H. DAKIN 
I3 CH URCH RD., EDGBASTON, 

BIRMINGHAM. IS 

EDGbaston 2220 

TELECRAFT 
AERIALS ENSURE THE 
BEST TELEVISION 
I TRY ONE AND SEE FOR 

I 
YOURSELF 

MORSE CODE Training 
COURSES for BEGINNERS 
and OPERATORS, also a 

SPECIAL COURSE for passing 
the G.P.O. Morse Test for 
securing an AMATEUR'S 
TRANSMITTING LICENCE. 

Send for the Candler 
BOOK OF FACTS 

It gives details of all Courses. 
Fees are reasonable. 

Terms: CashorMonthly 
Payments. 

THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO. 
(SSW) 52b ABINGDON RD., KENSI NGTON 

LONDON, W.8 
Candler System Co., Denver, Colorado. U.S.A. 

TELEPHONES, SPEECH ENERGISED. Mark III. 
Hand ringer, O.P.O. Handset, only twin wire needed, 
good for two miles communication, easy to connect, 
suitable sports meetings, farm, factory or office. all 
enclosed in metal carrying case. Price ß5 two sets, 
carriage 4/6. 
THROAT MIXES. U.S.A. pattern, by Kellogg. 
Ref. No. T -30 -R, 2/6 each, post 6d. 24/- doz.. 
poet 1/6. 
NAVIGATORS' COMPASSES. Prismatic. Type 20A_ 

New large size, complete in transit case. Cost e75. 
Our price 50 / -, post 2/ -. 
H.T. CONDENSERS. Ex- equipment. 0.01 mid. 
7,000 V.D.C. and 0.02 mfd. at 12,000 V.D.C., 2/6 coot. 
post lid. Reduction quantity. 
CONDENSERS. 15 mid. 750 V.D.C. Large size 5 - 

each, post 2/-. 
FLAP INDICATORS. Contains 4 Desyn motors. 
7/6 each, post 8d. 
CARBON MIKES, BOWL SHAPE. Complete wits, 
four -way Jack dug, new and boxed, 218 each, post öd. , 

30/- doe., post 2/6. 
Special attention Wholesale and Export Enquiries. 

L. C. NOHTHALL 
16 Holly Road. Quinton, Birmingham, 32 

'Phone : WOO 3166. 

SITUATIONS VACANT 

THE ENGLISH ELECTRIC Co., Ltd., Luton, 
have vacancies for electronic engineers for 

work in Australia on V.H.F. sub -miniature 
equipment with trials applications; assistance 
with housing will be provided. -Applications, 
stating age, experience and qualifications, 
should be sent to Central Personnel Services, 
336 -7, Strand, London, W.C.2, quoting ref. 456. 

[1135 

RECORDING 
studios specializing in the pro- 

duction of commercial discs and radio 
programmes require the services of an experi- 
enced balance engineer who is fully conversant 
with disc and tape recording techniques; a good 
technical knowledge of the equipment used in 
this type of work is essential. -Applications in 
writing, giving age, experience and salary re- 
quired, to Box 7167. 11126 

I*ISPECTION 
supervisors required by a large 

engineering company situated in the London 
area; applicants should have held a similar 
position and have previous experience of radar 
Ind /or radio equipment: a knowledge of pulse 
circuitry essential: modern factory and good 
staff conditions; please write, in confidence, 
quoting reference WW /IP, giving full details 
of experience to-Box 7014. [1062 

SCIENTIFIC 
instrument makers in North 

London have a few vacancies for skilled 
laboratory assistants and wire -men for the 
development and production of high quality 
electrical and electronic apparatus.- Please 
apply, in writing only, stating qualifications, 
experience and salary required, to Personnel 
Officer. Hilger and Watts, Ltd.. Hilger Division. 
98. St. Pancras Way, London. N.W.1. [9990 

YOLING 
Engineers with some experience in 

television design and development are re- 
quired for this type of work by a well -known 
company in the North -west of England: ability 
to initiate and carry out development projects 
and a University degree or equivalent are the 
essential qualifications; arrangements will be 
made to house the successful applicant. -Apply. 
quoting reference C.I.H., to Box 7101. [1088 

THE National Institute for Medical Research, 
The Ridgeway, Mill Hill, N.W.7, requires 

a Junior Asst. for instrument lab., G.C.E. or 

vlprodu production of 
Physics essential; 

perimentaa 
experi- 

ence of the apparatus 
and some knowledge of electronics are desirable 
(age 23 or under). Est. superaran. past after 
probationary period. -Apply in writing to 
Admin. Officer (Quote ref. AD /23). [1113 
TRANSFORMER engineers required by large 

light engineering company situated in the 
London area. applicants must be fully conver- 
sant with the design of all types of transformers 
(up to 500 VA rating) associated with radio, 
electronics and telecommunications equipment. 
progressive and permanent appointment. - Please 
write in confidence, giving details of experience 
and quoting reference WW /20, to Box 6638. 

11001 

THE ENGLISH ELECTRIC Co., Ltd.. Linton. 
have vacancies for electronic engineers for 

development work on V.H.F. radio sub- minia- 
ture equipment and /or recording techniques; 
some field trials engineers and assistants also 
required. -Applications. stating age. experience 
and qualifications, and quoting ref. 456L. should 
be sent to Central Personnel Services. English 
Electric Co.. Ltd.. 336/7. Strand, London. W..C.2. 

/9930 

RADIO Engineer required immediately for 
Aden Refinery Project, candidates must be 

experienced in maintenance of single -channel 
duplex V.H.F. radio systems. single man pre- 
ferred. attractive salary and allowances. Apply. 
in writing. giving complete details of previous 
experience, to J. E. Gill, George Wimpey & Co.. 
Ltd.. Beaufort House, Gravel Lane, Hounds - 
ditch. London. E.C.1. [1096 

ELECTRONIC 
circuit and development engi- 

neers are required by the English Electric 
Co., Ltd., for interesting work on H.F. heating 
generators; a university degree is desirable but 
practical experience of this type of work or on 
radio transBlitters or similar apparatus is essen- 
tial. -Write with full details. quoting reference 
357F, to Central Personnel Services. English 
Electric Co.. Ltd.. 336 -7, Strand, London W lÓ2 

TRANSFORMER 
Engineers required by large 

light engineering company situated in the 
London area: applicants must be fully conver- 
sant with the design of all types of transformers 
(up to 500 VA rating) associated with radio. 
electronics and telecommunications equipment: 
progressive and permanent appointment. - 
Please write, in confidence. quoting reference 
WW /TE, giving details of experience, for Box 
7078. 

ROOTES 
group distributors and Radiomobile 

accredited dealers in Harrogate require 
mechanic to instal and repair car radios in new 
and used vehicles; applicants must be prepared 
to attend H.M.V. course and conform to Radio - 
mobile standards; personality and appearance 
important as successful applicant will be re- 
sponsible for developing the department private 
customers: full details on application by letter 
for interview to:- 
HOWDENS of Harrogate, Ltd., Kings Rd.. 
Harrogate. (9976 

ASSISTANT 
transformer designer is required 

by progressive electrical manufacturers, 
specialised experience in audio and small power 
transformers, sound electrical training and good 
general knowledge of physics essential. perms - 
nent position arises through expansion of 
development and research facilities. salary com- 
mensurate with experience and ability. -Apply, 
with 
required, to 6769. 

details 
Box 6 6ge, experience and salary 
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Before constructing 
any of the equipment 

described in this Magazine 
*Send to 

D`G-W AREAOÄD 

for prices of components required 
(no general catalogue available yet). 

Price lists still available for :- 
"Sensitive T.R.F. Receiver" (Nov. 195l) 

( "W.w." Reprint If -) 

"F.M. Feeder Unit" (Sept. 1952) 
(Complete Kitof parts lens valves and diodes 701 -) 
'or better still, drop in and see the amazing 
variety of components available here. 

H. L. SMITH & CO. LTD. 
287;289 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2 

Telephone: Paddington 5891 

Hours 9 till 6 (Thursday, I o'clock) 
Near Edgware Road Stations, Metropolitan & Bakerloo 

We have a large stock of 

HIGH STABILITY 
RESISTORS 

Trade enquiries invited: Marris & Cartin Ltd., 
42 Brook Street, London, W.I. GRO. 5571. 

FRAME TRANSFORMER 60 Henries 
Suitable for most home constructed 15J6 
sets, magnetic deflection at J V 
T.V. HEATER TRANSFORMER 6.3e at 
7 amps., 0, 2 and 6.3v at 2 amps.... at 19/6 
T.V. HEATER TRANSFORMER. Primary 
wound for auto use 0, 190, 210, 230, 
245v at 250 M /A., separate L.T. secon- 
dories -0, 2, 6.3v at 2a., 0, 6.3v at 7a., 27/6 
insulated from Primary... at L V 
MAINS TRANSFORMER 400 -0 -400, 120 
mA. 6.3v at 3a, 5v at 3a. Fully 
shrouded. (Suitable for amplifier for 49/6 Truvox Tape Recorder) . at , 

CHOKES for above 20H. 5 m /A. at 9/- 
10H. 100 m/A .. . at 17/6 

u (Trade discounts on these 3 items only). 

NORTHERN TRANSFORMER CO. 
215 BARKEREND ROAD, 

BRADFORD, YORKS. 

r COVENTRY RADIO 
Component Specialists since 1925 

189 DUNSTABLE ROAD, LUTON 
Tel. : LUTON 2677 

Eddystone Receivers (740 No Tax) 
and Accessories. Components for 
" Viewmaster," " Tele -King " and 
" Electronic Engineering " T.V. 

Receivers. 
Stockists' or 

Demo Coils. Bulgin Components. 
Raymart Accessories. Weyrad Packs. 
Osmor Coils and Wearite Packs and 

Packs. Coils. 

All B.Y.A. and Tungsram Valves 

Send 6d. now for our new 50 page Catalogue 
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THE "FLUXITE QUINS" AT WORK 
" We're all the equipment, I know 
Including our FLUXITE. Lela go I 

Now don't make a fuss 
Well nip on a beta." 

" And leave me to walk t " shouted OH. 
See that FLUXITE SOLDERING PASTE is 
always by you -in the house- garage- 
workshop -wherever speedy soldering is 
needed. Used for over 40 years in Government 
works and by leading engineers and manu- 
facturers. Of all Ironmongers -in tins from 
1!- upwards. 

r 
TO CYCLISTS. For stronger wheels, 
that will remain round and true, here's 
a time tested tip. Tie the spokes where 
they cross with fine wire AND 

!SOLDER. It's simple -with 
¡FLUXITE -but IMPORTANT. 

FLUXITE 
SOLDERING PASTE 

A Staunch Companion to Fluxite 
Soldering Fluid. 

SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING 
Write for book on the Art of " SOFT" soldering and 
for leas on GASE-HARDENI 
TEMPERING TOOLS with FL UMÌTE.STEEL 

and 

FLUXITE LTD., 
BERMONDSEY STREET, LONDON, S.E.1. 

Boost that 
Signal 
Pre -Amps. Ultra S.W. uses EF54s, 
with Coaxial Input and Output sock - 
ets. Power Supply input. Broad Band, 
Slug -tuned for use on T.V. Fre- 
quencies or 10 Metres. (Valves to 
suit available), each 5/- 
Chokes, smoothing 20 H. at 60 mA, ea. 8/6 

-Chokes 10 H. 60 mA Shrouded, ea. 2/6 
Chokes, L.T. smoothing 5 ohms, ea. 2/6 
Twin Screened Cable, heavy, yd. 1/- 
Single Screened Cable, lightwe ght, 
yard 8d. 
Belling -Lee 5 -pin plugs and sockets, 
pair 2/3 
Black Bakelite, moulded 4 -pin plugs, 
and Skts., pair 1/- 

NORMAN H. FIELD 
The Ham's Shop with the 
helping hand - G3DBL 

Dept. A.6, 68 Hurst St., Birmingham, 5. 

SITUATIONS VACANT 

EXPERIENCED 
TV engineer reautred, per- 

manent position. rood salary and prospects with pension scheme available. able to drive. - 
Jakens. Ltd., Seaford. Sussex. (1033 

SENIOR 
and Junior Development Engineers 

required for responsible work in radio and 
television development laboratories. Applicants 
for senior position should be able to undertake 
development work with minimum supervision. 
Excellent conditions and salary available for 
applicants who are accepted. -Apply in first case 
to Personnel Manager (Dept. R.D.), McMichael 
Radio Ltd.. Wexham Rd., Slough. Applicants 
must be of British nationality. [9713 

THE General Post Office has vacancies for 
radio operators at its coast radio stations 

and applications are invited from men betwee n 

21 and 35 years of age who hold the Post- master-General's 
Gn Radio- telegraphy. 

Certificate 
candidates 

will be considered later for permanent pension- 
able posts. -Application should be made to any 
local office of the Ministry of Laoour and 
National Service. quoting Order No. City 4728. 

[9721 

SALES 
manager required by well established 

organisation distributing radio and electri- cal components to the wholesale and retail 
trades; applicants must have extensive know- 
ledge of same. and be sufficiently experienced to 
organise supervise and expand existing sales 
force which will entail travelling throughout 
the country; this position offers unlimited scope 
to a first -class man whose ultimate remunera- 
tien will be in accordance with results. -Box 
6739. [1018 
TEST and junior development engineers are 
A. required to assist in the development and production of precision electronic laboratory 
instruments; applicants should have a sound 
theoretical knowledge and have had substantial 
practical experience of measuring instrument 
circuits; salary in the region of £450 -£650 p.a.. 
according to qualifications and experience.-- 
eñorla gg fro Chief Laboatries, Ltd Br hamWood.. a 

ELECTRONIC and television engineer required, 
with sound technical qualifications, suitable 

design and practical experience, to take charge 
of small development unit (due for expansion) 
in London, producing specialized equipment for 
H.F. wide band line and /or space transmission 
systems; the post offers opportunities for 
initiative and progress with generous remuner- ation.- Replies (fully confidential), Telefusion, 
Ltd. 69, Southwark Park Rd., Bermondsey, 
S.E.i6. [1112 
XifcMICHAEL RADIO, Ltd.. require senior 

. and junior engineers in their equipment 
division laboratory at Slough; training and ex- 
perience in the field of applied electronics (in- 
cluding communications) and experience of 
working with Government Departments are the 
chief qualifications required. -Write stating 
age and full details of training, qualifications 
and experience, to the Chief Engineer. Equip- 
ment Division, McMichael Radio. Ltd.. Slough 
Bucks. [0198 

ELECTRICAL engineer or physicist. preferably 
with experience in high frequency measure- 

ments. required for industrial laboratory in West 
Midlands dealing with insulation and dielectrics: 
candidates should have a University Degree or 
equivalent and be between 24 and 30 years of 
age; the post is a pensionable and permanent 
one and carries a maximum salary of £1,100 in 
the case of a well qualified and experienced 
applicant.-Write to Assistant Staff Manager, 
Box 7049. [1070 

MULLARD Research Laboratories require ex- 
perienced wlremen for interesting work on 

electronic equipment; applicants must be able 
to work from theoretical wiring diagrams; high 
frequency wiring experience with a knowledge 
of components assembly preferred: staff condi- 
tions of employment: salary according m age 
and experience. 5 -day week; pension scheme. - 
Apply. Mr. G. A. Taylor. Mullard Research 
Laboratories. Cross Oak Lane, Salfords. Nr. 
Redhlll. Surrey. [9920 
TNSPECTION superintendent wanted by a firm 
L making electrical and mechanical components 
for the communications industry: to supervise 
inspection through all stages of manufacture 
for a variety of components: also to supervise 
the test laboratories; previous experience in 
control of staff as well as technical training in 
light electrical engineering is essential' salary 
between £500 and £650 per annum. subject to 
qualifications. -Apply Patnton & Co., Kings- 
thorpe, Northampton. [99o8 

LARGE 
engineering company situated in the 

London area invites applications from senior 
design engineers with experience of design and 
development of variable condensers; the appoint- 
ment is concerned with important defence pro- 
jects and long -term private venture development 
work and is permanent and pensionable; this is 
a first -class opportunity and a very adequate 
salary is available. -Write, quoting reference 
WW /97, giving details of qualifications and ex- 
perience, to Box 6640. [1003 

LONDON ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING 
Co., Ltd., require Senior Production En- 

gineers with theoretical and /or practical know- 
ledge, applicants should have had experience in 
the industry, preferably with components. pre- 
ference and considerably higher salaries would 
be Offered to men who have been engaged in 
the production of ceramic condensers.- Please 
write, giving full particulars, in confidence, to 
L.E.M., Beavor Lane. W.6, or tel. Riverside 
4824. asking for Mr. Lyons. [1076 

ALL ITEMS CARRIAGE PAID 
-SPECIAL OFFER !- 
MAINS OPERATED BELL. At last a 
door bell without Batteries or Trans- 
formers. Operates direct from Mains and 
Supply. 3in. Magneto type Bell by famous 
manufacturer completely self- contained. 
Equally suitable for burglar alarms, etc. 
200 -250 A.C. Supply only. Unrepeatable 
at 6 /6. 

DINGHY TRANSMITTERS. Ex U.S.A.F. 
B.C. 778 containing magnificent hand generator. 
output 28 Volt 0.175 Amps, 300 V..04 Amps, two 
valves 12 S.C.7. (V.T.268) 128 A.6. (V.T. 134) 
with bases. One high- quality 0.0005 mfd. variable 
condenser, 13 fixed condensers. 8 fixed resistors 
3 Relays. Small Transformer, morse key, two 
five way tag boards. Approx 100 yds. braided 
copper aerial wire on spool. Indicator lamps. 
etc., the waterproof outside case is soiled but the 
above contents in perfect condition, limited 
quantity. Price 42'6. 

EX- R.A.F. SIGNAL- 
LING LAMP. Trigger 
action control. Align- 
ment Sights as illustra- 
tion. Complete with 
6ft. Cable and 2 pin plug. 
Easily converted to Car 
Spot Lamp. 
Price excluding bulb 10/6. 

ALTIMETER. 0- 35,000ft. Aneroid instrument 
suitable for conversion to baromenter. 8,/6. 

AIR POSITION INDICATOR 

Containing a wealth of gears, drives, and shafts, 
3 infinitely variable gears, lamp holders, repeater 
motors, Veeder counters, has been used by many 
Universities as a basis of a calculating machine. 
£217/6. 

GENERATORS 
Heavy Duty, mag- 
nificently built to 
R.A.F. Standards, 
cost well in excess of 
L50 each, spline 
drive flange plate 
mounting. 
24 v. 1,500 watts, E4 IO]- each. 
12 v. 750 watts, 45- each. As illustrated. 

ACCUMULATOR 
CUT OUT 

24 v. 60 amp. Ex- R.A.F., 
originally cost over E6 
each, suitable for battery 
charging, etc., suitable 
for the above Generator. 
Limited quantity at IS /- 
each. 

SELF -PRIMING PUMP 

Self- contained 
motor 12v. 
D. C. immersed 
type pump. 
Flange mount- 
ing suitable for 
bilge pump 
caravans, etc. 30/- each, post paid. 
ANTI- VIBRATION MOUNTINGS. 3 corn- 
plete sets of 4, suitable for radio chassis com- 
pressors, etc. Ideal for power unit, compressors, 
etc., etc. 8;- per doz. 
EAR PIECES. Single Headset type. Low 
¡mped., suitable for telephone sets, ice., 2/3 ea. 

TERMS -CASH WITH ORDER. NO C.O.D. 

SHERMAN'S SUPPLY CO. (W.1) 
126, KENSAL ROAD, LONDON, W,IO 
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WOOLWICH POLYTECHNIC 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING and SCIENCE 

WITH TEACHERS RECOGNISED BY THE 
UNIVERSITY OF LONDON 

PRINCIPAL : J. S. Tait, Ph.D., B.Sc., A.R.T.C., 
M.I. E. E. 

Students read for Internal Degrees and are 
affiliated to the University of London Union 

and Athletic Union. 
B.Sc. ENGINEERING -Civil, Mechani- 
cal, Electrical, Telecommunications. 

B.Sc. Special CHEMISTRY 
B.Sc. Special MATHEMATICS 

B.Sc.Special PHYSICS B.Sc.GENERAL 
All the above are Three Year Courses. A 
preliminary One Year Course available if not 
possessing G.C.E. in suitable subjects and 

levels. 
FIRST MEDICAL EXAMINATION -One Year 

Cou rse. 
PROFESSIONAL COURSES 

HIGHER NATIONAL DIPLOMAS IN ENGINEER- 
ING ABSOCIATESHIP OF THE INSTITUTE OP 

CHEMISTRY. 
Three Year Courses for Students who have 

attained a suitable standard. 
Fees: £28 per Academic Year (no fee if under 

18 years of age) plus L2 Union Fee. 

Advice and information on Scholarships, 
Deferment, Entrance standards, etc., available 
on request to Secretary, Woolwich Poly- 
technic, S.E.IS. (WOOlwich 2856) 

GOODSELL LTD. 
for High Fidelity Equipment 

40 GARDNER ST., 
BRIGHTON, I 

Tel.: Brighton 26735, 

THE NEWEST TREPANNING 

PARALEX adjustable FLY CUTTER 
PLM Morse Taper No. 2 

cap. If-64m. 27/- ea. 

PLX fin, parallel shank 
cap. I f -64in. 21/- ea. 

PL 7 /16in, or 3 /8in. parallel 
shank cap. I -4in. 

I6/-ea. 

With 18% Tungsten 
Highspeed Toolbit. 

Send for illustrated 
folder to the Manufacturers 

British 
Made 

LUDFRY LTD. 
189, Wardour Street, London, W.I. 

Tel. GERrard 2291. 

U.S. WAR SURPLUS WANTED 
APR -4, APR -5, APR -I, ARC -3, et_. ; TS -12 
13, 34, 35, 36, 45, 120, 146, 155, 173, 174, 

175, 323 and other "TS -" units, etc., par_ 
titularly for the MICROWAVE REGION ; 

also U.S. commercial laboratory equipment 
(General Radio, Ferris, etc.); special tubes 
such as 723A/B, 3C22, etc.; spare parts, 
technical manuals: single units or large 
quantities. 

Sell direct co us, receive the full top price. 
Describe and price to: 

ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES 
444 Patterson Road, 

Dayton 9, Ohio, U.S.A. 

SITUATIONS VACANT 
TEST engineers, senior and junior, additional 
1. staff required for testing and calibration of 
wide variety of electronic equipment including 
transmitters, industrial H.F. heaters, V.H.F. 
transmitters and receivers, D.F. and communi- 
cation receivers, test equipment, etc., training 
pe i equipments; d ih expriend engineers arranged for 

ç 
ce 

posts with salary 
according to qualifications and experience, 5- 
day week, canteen facilities, pension scheme. - 
Write, stating full details. to:- 
REDIFON, Ltd., Dept. T., Broomhill Rd., Wands- 
worth, S.W.18. (1010 

BELLING 
8s LEE, Ltd.. Cambridge Arterial 

Rd., Enfield. Middlesex, require research 
assistants in connection with work on electronic 
components, fuses. Interference suppressors and 
television aerials; applicants must be graduates 
of the I.E.E. or possess equivalent qualifications, 
together with similar laboratory experience; 
salary will be commensurate with previous ex- 
perience; 5 -day week: contributory pension 
scheme. -Applications must be detailed and con- 
cise, and will be treated as confidential. [0230 

LARGE engineering company situated in the 
London area invites applications from 

Senior Design Engineers with experience of 
design and development of variable condensers: 
the appointment is in connection with both 
important defence projects and long -term pri- 
vate venture development work, and is perman- 
ent and pensionable: this is a first -class oppor- 
tunity and a very adequate salary is available. - 
Write. quoting reference WW /42, giving details 
of qualifications and experience, to Box 7076. 

(1080 

MECHANICAL design engineer required with 
experience of design and development of 

vibrators and /or valve holders, switches and 
panel accessories; applicants should be capable 
of sponsoring new components from specifications 
to production stage, degree or equivalent and a 
good industrial background; this appointment is 
of a permanent nature and calls for an engineer 
with sufficient experience and ability to .justify a 
good salary. -Please write, quoting reference 
WW /67, stating qualifications and experience. to 
Box 6639. 11002 

SENIOR 
mechanical designer: two or three 

vacancies exist in our electronics division for 
senior design draughtsman on electronic equip- 
ment: candidates should be of at least Higher 
National Certificate standard and should be 
capable of leading a design team in this class 
of work; salary £650 per annum upwards accord- 
ing to qualifications and experience: applications 
should include full details of experience to date 
and may be forwarded in confidence to the 
Personnel Manager, Murphy Radio, Ltd.. 
Welwyn Garden City. [9883 

MECHANICAL 
design engineer required with 

experience of design and development of 
vibrators and /or valve holders, switches and 
panel accessories: applicants should be capable 
of sponsoring new components from specifica- 
tions to production stage: degree or equivalent 
and a good industrial background: this appoint- 
ment is of a permanent nature and calls for 
an engineer with sufficient experience and ability 
to Justify a good salary: please write, quoting 
reference WW /35. stating qualifications and ex- 
perience to-Box 7013. [1061 

DECCA RADAR, Ltd., require draughtsmen 
and junior draughtsmen for research drawing 

office. preferably experienced in any of the 
following fields: radar, radio and electronic cir- 
cuits, electro- mechanical devices, light mechani- 
cal engineering; knowledge of workshop practice 
essential. Applicants must possess Ordinary 
National Certificate or equivalent positions per- 
manent and progressive: salaries based on 
A.E.S.D. rates.- Write, giving full details. to 
Chief Draughtsman. Decca Radar, Ltd.. 2, Tol- 
worth Rise, Surbiton. Surrey. 10240 

DRAUGHTSMEN; The English Electric Co.. 
Ltd., have vacancies at their Liverpool 

works for electrical draughtsmen with good 
experience in the layout of power installations. 
wiring diagrams and switchgear; pensionable 
and progressive positions with excellent oppor- 
tunities for promotion are offered to men with 
initiative: housing assistance for successful 
applicants and travelling expenses for inter- 
view will be paid.- Write. giving full details of 
age, qualifications and experience. quoting ref. 
140B, to Central Personnel Services. Marconi 
House, 336 -7, Strand. London, W.C.2. [9984 

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., LTD.. 
Brown's Lane. Coventry, requires Senior and 

Junior Electronic Development Engineers for 
work on Guided Weapons and like projects. 
particularly in the field of Microwave and Pulse 
Applications: Mechanical Development En- 
gineers, Designer Draughtsmen and Draughts- 
men, preferably with experience of radar type 
equipments. also required for the above projects: 
salary according to age. qualifications and ex- 
perience; houses available to selected senior 
staff. -Apply by letter stating age and experience 
to the Personnel Manager (Ref. R.G.). [0259 

MURPHY RADIO. Ltd.. have vacancies for 
two or three senior engineers to lead 

development teams 'n their electronics division: 
applications are invited from men with 
engineering or physics degrees or equivalent. 
and with first -class experience in the fields of 
Radar navigational aids, V.H.F. communications 
receivers and low -power transmitters: salary 
upwards of £650 per annum according to 
qualifications and experience: candidates pre- 
pared to bring energy and drive to their work 
may address their applications in confidence to 
the Personnel Manager. Murnhv Radio. Ltd.. 
Welwyn Garden City. [9884 

JUNE, 1953 

BRITISH ELECTRICITY 
AUTHORITY 

(London Division) 
Third Assistant Engineer (Communica- 

tions), Technical Department. 
Duties in connection with construction, 
testing and maintenance of Authority's 
Private Communications System, including 
equipment using Line, Teleprinter, and 
Radio Techniques. 
Previous experience of this work essential 
and experience in telephone manufac- 
turer's Works valuable additional quali- 
fications. 
Preference given to applicants having 
University Degree with First or Second 
Class Honours in Engineering or Physics. 

Salary and Conditions in accordance with 
N.I.B. Agreement, Schedule C within 
Class AX, Grade 5, Salary== £681 9s. to 
L829 10s. rising to ultimate maximum 
L927 3s. p.a. 
Application may be made on form obtainable 
from Divisional Secretary, B.E.A. London 
Division, Generation House, Gt. Portland 
Street, W.I, and be received within 14 
days of this advertisement. 

We repair and 

TEST 
THE 
ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT REPAIR SERVICE 
329 Kilburn Lane, LONDON, W.9. Tel. LAD 4168 

standardise 

METERS 

VICKERS - ARMSTRONGS LTD 

have vacancies in their Guided Weapons 
Department for Inspectors on inspection 
and test of complex electronic devices ; 

thorough experience of electrical lab- 
oratory instruments and low power 
V.H.F. technique essential ; knowledge 
of Servo Systems would be an advantage. 

Apply in writing to : - 
THE EMPLOYMENT MANAGER, VICKERS - 
ARMSTRONGS LIMITED (AIRCRAFT 
SECTION), WEYBRIDGE, SURREY. 

Applications, with certain exceptions, are 
subject to the approval of the Ministry of 
Labour and National Service. 

- HYNDBURN - 
TAPE RECORDER COMPONENTS 

enable you to build 
A TAPE TABLE 

for under 

£13 
OR A COMPLETE PORTABLE 

RECORDER 
for 

£30 
Details from 
HYNDBURN ELECTRONICS LTD 

2 & 4 Croft Street, Accrington, 
hone : Acc. 4526. LANCS. 
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STEEP - CUTTING INFINITELY VARIABLE 
FILTER 

No other filter combines all the advan- 
tages of this model which are, briefly, 
to cut response above any desired level 
between 4,000 and 8,000 c.o.s. at an 
average steepness of 30 db. per octave, 
easy fixing (connects between 15 ohm 
speaker and amplifier output), robust 
construction, no distortion or appre- 
ciable loss of volume. Recommended for 
reducing surface noise on ' 78 ' records. 
cutting ' edge ' on some L.P. records, and 
eliminating high -pitched interference on 
radio. Price £4,10 O. Leaflet on request. 

,F.M.G. HANDMADE GRAMOPHONES, LTD. 
6, Newman St., Oxford St W,I 

Telephone: Museum 9971 -2 -3 

THE MODERN BOOK CO. 

Radio Engineering by E. K. Sandeman. 
Vol. II. 55s. Postage Is. 

The Radio Amateur's Handbook by 
A.R.R.L. 1953. 30s. Postage Is. 

Principles of Radar by J.F. Reintjes and 
G.T. Coates. 55s. 6d. Postage Is. 

Radio Engineers' Servicing Manual edited 
by E. Molloy. 42s. Postage Is. 

The Recording and Reproduction of 
Sound by O. Read. 64s. Postage Is. 

Reference Data for Radio Engineers by 
Federal Telephones. 4Ss. Postage Is. 

Encyclopaedia on Cathode -Ray Oscillo- 
scopes by 1. Rider and S. D. Usland. 75s. 
Postage Is. 6d. 

Sound Reproduction by G. A. Briggs. 
I7s. 6d. Postage 6d. 

Radio & Television Receiver Trouble- 
shooting & Repair by A. A. Ghirardi and 
J. R. Johnson. 54s. Postage Is. 

TV Fault Finding complied by " Radio 
Constructor ". Ss. Postage 3d. 

Equivalent Radio Tubes Vade -Mecum by 
P. H. Brans. 1953. 20s. Postage 6d. 

Radio Data Charts by R. T. Beatty revised 
by J. McG. Sowerby. 7s. 6d. Postage 6d. 

Radio Valve Data compiled by " Wireless 
World." 3s. 6d. Postage 3d. 

Magnetic Recording: Wire & Tape by 
M. L. Quartermaine 4s. 6d. Postage 3d. 

Television Receiver Practice by R. Holland. 
5s. Postage 3d. 

We have the finest selection of British and 
American radio publications in the Country. 
Complete list on application. 

19 -23 PRAED STREET, 
(Dept. W.6) 

LONDON, W.2 
PADdington 4185 

SITUATIONS VACANT 
1111O.B.C. requires a limited number of technical 

assistants in operations and maintenance 
department for service at transmitter. studio 
aad television centres throughout the United 
Kingdom; knowledge of mathematics. electricity 
and magnetism to school certificate standard: 
experience In electrical or radio engineering an 
advantage; preferred age 20 -25: others with 
experience considered: salary £360 p.a. with 
annual increments to £470 p.a. maximum; pro- 
motion prospects. -Application forms from 
Engineering Establishment Officer, B.B.C., Lon- 
don. W.1. (enclosing addressed foolscap 
envelope.) [1069 

DEVELOPMENT 
engineers required in the 

radio component aboratory of The Plessey 
6o. Ltd.; applicants for these positrons should 
preferably have a degree in engineering or 
physics. or Higher National Certificate, and 
should have experience in the development of light electro- mechanical devices; the appoint- 
ments carry the right of entry into the com- 
pany's pension fund and life assurance scheme 
after a probationary period. and offer excellent 
opportunities for promotion. -Applications, 
quoting reference WW /51, should be made in writing, stating full details, to the Personnel 
Manager. The Plessey Co., Ltd., Ilford, Essex. 

[9981 

DRAUGHTSMEN (Electrical) required by 
Ministry of Supply, Chessington, Surrey, 

auals. O.N.C. or equivalent. at least three years' 
workshop experience and knowledge of radar 
and communication circuits, or aircraft elec- 
trical installations. wiring systems and electri- 
cal instruments, starting pay. £385 (age 21)- 
£533. rising to £612. 44 -hour week (including 
meal breaks) with payment for overtime, paid 
sick leave, 24 days' annual holiday in addition 
to public holidays.- Write, giving full details 
of age, quais. and experience, to Employment 
Exchange, Kingston -on- Thames. quoting Order 
No. 1103. [1095 

DEVELOPMENT 
engineers required in the 

radio component laboratory of the Plessey 
Company, Limited; applicants for these positions 
shou.d preferably have a degree in engineering 
or physics, or High National Certificate, and 
should have experience in the development of 
light electro- mechanical devices; the positions 
give the right of entry into the Company's Pen- 
sion Fund and Life Assurance Scheme after a 
probationary period. and offer excellent oppor- 
tunities for promotion: applications, quoting 
reference WW /DE, should be made in writing, 
stating full details, to-The Personnel Manager. 
The Plessey Company, Limited. Ilford, Essex. 

[1055 

ELECTRONIC. radar and radio engineers. 
senior and junior, are urgently required for 

new division of the General Electric Company. 
at their Stanmore Laboratories; applicants for 
the senior posts should be capable of directing 
the work of a small team engaged on the 
electrical development of electronic equipment 
for guided missiles or radar; knowledge of 
M.O.S. specifications and procedure would be an 
advantage. -Applications should be made in 
writing, stating age. qualifications and ex- 
perience to the Personnel Manager. G.E.C.. 
Stanmore Laboratories Brown's Lane Division. 
The Grove. Stanmore Common. Stanmore. 
Middlesex, quoting ref. RG /BLS. 19881 

NIGERIA /GOLD COAST.-Service/sales en- 
gineer required for West Africa by British 

company selling radio receivers, refrigerators, 
radio telephones and office equipment. Sound 
radio and electrical experience essential; re- 
frigeration experience desirable; selected man will be required to complete technical training 
course in our products before proceeding West 
Africa. Good salary and prospects. First -class 
passage, free furnished quarters, pension 
scheme. Apply in own handwriting, stating age 
(preferably between 21 and 26), whether married 
or single, full details education, qualifications, 
National Service and business experience. 
Original references should not be sent. -Apply 
Box 7156. 11123 

MINISTRY OF SUPPLY requires physicists 
or engineers for R.A.E., Farnborough, 

Hants., to work either on problems connected 
with generation and distribution of electric 
power in aircraft, or on problems of electro 
technology arising in design and development 
of aeronautical equipment; aptitude for prac- 
tical work essential, some knowledge of mathe- 
matics desirable; qualifications: Higher School 
Certificate (Science) or equivalent but further 
training in physics or electrical or mechanical 
engineering to standard of degree or H.N.C. 
may be an advantage; salary within ranges: 
experimental officer (min. age 26), £597 -£754. or 
assistant E.O.. £264 -£555; women somewhat 
less: posts unestablished.- Application forms 
from M.L.N.S.. Technical and Scientific Regis- 
ter (K.). 26, King St., London, S.W.1. quoting 
D.146 /53A; closing date 12 June, 1953. (1037 

ADMIRALTY invites applications for Experi- 
mental Officer or Assistant Experimental 

Officer vacancy at Royal Greenwich Observatory, 
Herstmonceux, Sussex, for recording of cosmic 
ray intensity and development of photo -electric 
instruments; appointment unestablished. but 
opportunities occur for establishment through 
open competition; starting salary depending 
upon age and experience within ranges E.O. 
£597 -£755 (men); £502 -£623 (women): A.E.O. 
£264 -£555 (£467 women); candidates must be 
British at least 171/2 years of age. and should 
possess at least H.N.C. or equivalent with some 
experience of modern electronics development 
work and circuit design; application forms from 
M.L.N.S.. Technical and Scientific Register (K), 26, King St., London. S.W.1. quoting 
A101 /53/A. Closing date June 20th. 1953. 11106 

ALPHA OFFERS 
COLLARO TAPE DESK MOTORS 
Shaded -pole type, clockwise and anti- clock- 
wise, 56/- pair. 
MAINS TRANSFORMERS 

3 -WAY MOUNTING 
TYPE 
MTI 
Primary : 200- 220 -240 v. 
Secondaries : 250 -0-250 v. 
80 mA., 0 -4 v. 5 amp. 6 3 v. 
4 amp. 0 -4 -5 v. 2 amp. 
17/6 each. 
MT2 
Primary : 200 -220 -240 v. 
Secondaries : 350 -0 -350 v. 

80 mA., 0 -4 v. 5 amp. 6.3 v. 4 amp. 0 -4 -5 v. 
2 amp. 17,6 each. 
AUTO TRANSFORMER 
0 -10 -120 -200- 230 -250 v. 100 watts. 17/6 each. 
MT3 
Primary : 200- 220 -240 v. Secondary 30 v. 2 
amps. Taps at 3 v., 4 v., 5 v., 6 v., 8 v , 9v. 

0 v., 12 v., 15 v., 18 v., 20 v., 24 v., 17/6 each, 

SPECIAL PURPOSE VALVES 
EF8, 7/6 ; 954, 2/- ; 955, 5/- ; 956, 3'6 ; 

VU I I I, 4/- ; VU í20A, 3/6 ; 6G6G, 7/6 ; 

6A6,8/ -; VU133,3/6; CV7I,I / -; TTII,6 /6; 
9001, 6/6 ; 9002, 6/6 ; 9003, 6/6 ; 9004. 6/6 ; 
9006, 6/6 ; VR137, S/- VRI 16, 4/- ; 2X2, 
5/6 ; 6A3, 5/- ; 6B5, 5!- ; 6F7, 5/- 6SF7, 
5/6 ; 6ST7, 5/- ; I I7Z6GT, 7/6 ; 28D7, 7/6; 
VU39, 8/6 ; VR53, 7/6 ; VR136, 7/- , VR55, 
7/3 ; VR56, 7/- ; VR65, 3/9 VR65A, 3/6 ; 
VR91, 5/6 ; VR9I Sylvania, 716. 

EX- GOVERNMENT VOLUME CONTROLS 
500n, 6000, IOK:, 5Kn, I00K0, 50K0, 
2 MEG0, } MEGo, ¢ MEGn. Double 1500n 
one spindle. Double 25K0 one spindle. 
Double 50Ko one spindle. All I/- each. 
BATTERY CHARGERS 
Type BCI, 200/250 v. A.C., charge 6 v. I amp. 
All enclosed just 2 leads for input and two 
leads for output, complete with bulldog clips, 
35/- each. 
WIRE WOUND VOL. CONTROLS 
5n, 200n, 10000, 2000n, 10K0, 15Ka, 
20Kn, 25Kn, 50Kn, all 2/- each. 
METAL RECTIFIERS 
2 to 6 v. 1 amp., 3/ -; 12 v. } amp., 1/6; 
12 v. I amp., 4/9 ; 12 v. 2 amp., 10/6 ; 12 V. 
5 amp., 18/6 ; 250 v. 45 mA., 6/- ; 250 v. 
75 mA., 7/- ; 300 v. 60 mA., 7/6 ; RMI, 
RM2, RM4, I6 / -. 
CRYSTALS 
Suitable for crystal sets, 3/6 doz. 
CRYSTAL DIODES, I/8 ea. 

SATCHWELL THERMOSTATS 
Complete with two heaters 230 v. 230 w., 
37/6 each. 
TRANSFORMERS. SPECIAL OFFER 
TI. 320 -0 -320 v. 95 mA., 6.3 v. 3.1 a., 4 v. 
2.5 a. I5 /- each. Ti. 445 -0 -445 v. I5 /- each. 
T3. 265 -0 -265 v., 4 v. 2.5 a., 6.7 v 7 a. 
I5 /- each. 
T4. Filament type, 4 v. 2 amp. 7/6 each. 
TS. Filament type, 4 v. 3.75 a., 4 v. 6.9 a. 
8/6 each. 
All the above are rated for 220 v. input. 
Carriage and packing 1/6 each. 
YAXLEY : I pole 8 -way, 1'3 each ; I pole 
2 -way, 1!- each ; 2 pole 3 -way, I'6 each 

MULTICORE SOLDER. Per packet, 6d. 
EFSO CERAMIC VALVE HOLDERS 
with screw Retainer Rings, lod. each ; 

Loctal Paxolin, 34d. each. 
G.P.O. TYPE TELEPHONE JACK 
PLUGS, 1/3 each. 
REPAIR YOUR OWN SPEAKERS. 
Speaker cone for Rola 8Z and most ocher 
speakers with lin. pole piece, 5/- each. 
6in. type suitable for Rola 67 types and 
other makes with fin. pole piece, 4/6 each. 
Bin. for Philco and R. & A. speakers, 5/- each. 
6in. for Philco and R. & A. speakers, 4/6 each. 
Postage and packing on above I/- each. 
TERMS : Cash with order or C.O.D. Please 
note minimum C.O.D. fee 2/3. 
MAIL ORDER ONLY 
Postage. Please add 6d. to l0/ -, I/- to 20/ -, 1/6 
to 40/- for all orders unless otherwise stated. 

ALPHA RADIO SUPPLY CO. 
5 6 Vince's Chambers, Victoria Square, 

LEEDS, 1 
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O D D I E FASTENERS 
PAT. 507249 

THE FASTENER WITH ENDLESS 
APPLICATIONS -SIMPLE -POSITIVE 
SELF- LOCKING. MADE IN A 
VARIETY OF TYPES AND SIZES. 

SPECIAL FASTENERS TO SUIT 
CUSTOMERS REQUIREMENTS. 
WIDELY USED IN THE RADIO 
INDUSTRY. 

Illustrated brochures and other information 
will be gladly sent on request. 

DEPT " w,w." 

Oddie, Bradbury & Cull Ltd., Southampton 
Tel.: 55883. Cables: Fasteners, Southampton 

PARTNERS Ltd. 
for 

HIGH FIDELITY 
EQUIPMENT 

Demonstrations and advice by specialists at 
229, REGENT STREET, LONDON, W.I 
Entrance : Hanover St. Phone : REGent 1051 

-BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORP. LTD.-" 
38 Chalcot Road, N.W.I. PRlmrose 9090 
CV553 8/6 CV571 .. 8/6 CV562 .. 8,6 
CV51I , 7/- CV2500 .. 8/- CV1988.. 8,8 
CV1985 8/6 CV785 .. 7/- CV1947 .. 10'- 
CV1858 7/6 CV574 .. 71- CV703 ,. 816 
CV578 9/- CV1946 .. 9/- CV1863 .. 8;- 
CV1193 7/6 CV547 .. 8/6 6N7 .... 6!6 
607 8/- 128117 .. 7/- 12807 .. 8 8 
68A7 . 7/6 CV1941 .. 4/6 CV1932.. 4 8 
CV885 7/- CV901 .. 7/- CV886 7'- 
CV900 7/- Cv522 .. 7/- 0Z4 .... 6M 

All Guaranteed. Pont. 6d. e.aeh. 

Always a good deal at 
WEST END RADIO LTD. 
COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS. The 
famous Marconi CR 1002 ex -Navy receiver, 
I I valves, crystal control, built -in power pack, 
200 -250 v. A.C. Mains, 6 W /bands, etc., etc. 
As new, complete with circuit, and fully 
guaranteed, L29/10 -, carr. t1. 
The R.C.A. AR77E, ex -U.S. Army, 10 valves, 
crystal control. 6 bands. BFO, NFB, AVC, 

S "Meter. Noise suppressor, built -in power 
pack, 110 -250 v. A.C., fully reconditioned and 
guaranteed, L37/ 10/ -, carr. LI. 
FOR 6 v, OPERATION. Car, Caravan or Boat. 
5 valve S'het high -performance receiver, 
4 Band, 6 -24 Mc /s, 550 -1,600 Kc /s. Special 
offer, E13/13/ -, carr. 15/ -. 
BATTERY CHARGER KITS to give 12 v. 

4 a. and 6 v 4 a. Consisting of : Trans, 
Selenium Rec., pilot lamp, and switch, in hand- 
some metal cabinet finished black crackle. 
Bin. x bin. x bin. Complete, 59/6, carr. 5/ -. 
EX -ARMY MINE DETECTORS. Com- 
plete with 2 search coils, I under -water type, 
amplifiers, spares kit, etc., etc., complete in 
transit case, E6, 15 ; -, carr., I5 -. 

WEST END RADIO LTD. 
Estrblished 25 years 

14. LISLE STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE 
LONDON, W.C.2 Tel. GER 7341 

OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY 
v 1,000 BARGAINS FOR CALLERS ! 

WIRELESS WORLD 

SITUATIONS VACANT 

VACANCIES 
exist under the War Department 

for the following: post (a) technical assist- 
ant grade II (predictor and workshop section, -ref. D348/52A: post (b) technical assistant. 
grade II (instrument and wireless section) 
ref, D349/52A; the qualifications for the posts 
in question are: (a) applicants should possess 
the Higher National Certificate or equivalent 
qualification and have experience in the manu- 
facture and repairs and test of electronic com- 
puting machines in respect of both electronic 
and mechanical equipment used. the selected 
candidate would be required to take charge of a 
workshop sub -section engaged in the base over- 
haul of electronic computors; (b) applicants 
should possess the Higher National Certificate 
or equivalent qualification and have experience 
in the manufacture, repair and test of service 
telecommunication equipment, the selected 
candidate would be required to take charge of a 
workshop sub- section engaged in the base over- 
haul and /or we issue inspection and repair of 
all types of service telecommunication; appli- 
cants must be of British parentage; the saary 
for the posts is £590 -E702: starting salary will 
be fixed according to age. qualifications and ex- 
perience; annual increases are payable subject 
to satisfactory service: successful applicants 
will be required to work in the Donnington, 
Shropshire area.- Application forms from 
M.o.L.N.S., Technical and Scientific Register 
(K). 26, King St., London, S,W.1, quoting ap- 
propriate ref. no. [1120 

SITUATIONS WANTED 

RADIO and television test engineer (26). with 
extensive factory practice (C. & G. stan- 

dard), seeks position in Derbyshire or neigh- 
bouring county. -Box 6766. [1020 

7OUNG engineer, used to responsibility. wide 
general experience electronics requires tech- 

nical position with company dealing with com- 
mercial or industrial equipment. -Box 7010. 

[1057 
WORKS manager, Ass. B.I.M., seeks post, 

experience covers all departments. small 
works, light electrical, communications, trans- 
formers, familiar Admiralty, M.o.S., A.I.D. 
starting £800. -Box 6434. [9961 

AGENCIES WANTED 

MEDIUM -SIZE radio and television manu- 
facturing concern in the North of England 

requires additional representation in all areas of 
the British Isles; enquiries will be appreciated 
from all free -lance representatives who are in 
need of additional lines. -Reply Box 7168. [1133 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

RADIO and electronic engineering organisa- 
tion has facilities for production and /or 

development of prototype to Gov. Dept. Stan- 
dards. -Box 7047. [1066 

EXPORTING 
firm handling radio, telephone 

and telegraph equipment and also electrical 
cables, has marketing service available for 
smallish firms with capacity to manufacture 
any of the above equipment. -Box 6855. [1032 

BUSINESS FOR SALE AND WANTED 

WANTED, 
radio /television business, living 

accommodation; West Dorset, Somerset. 
Devon area. -Box 6661. [1004 

CAPACITY AVAILABLE 

CAPACITY 
available for assembly, wiring and 

testing electronic instruments; any type: 
sub -assemblies or complete instruments; high 
standard of craftmanship. -Card to S. & S. 
Electronics, 10, Colosseum Terrace, N.W1[1132 

PAINTS, CELLULOSE. ETC. 

PAINT spraying handbook 3/6. post free. cellu- 
lose and synthetic paints and all spraying 

requisites supplied: catalogue free.- Leonard 
Brooks. 53. Harold Wood. Romford. [0207 

FINANCIAL PARTNERSHIPS 
ANTED, partner for radio business in Scot- 

!' good t.o. and profit. -Box 7133. [1192 
TECHNICAL TRAINING 

CITY & Guilds (Electrical, etc.) on " no pass 
no fee" terms: over 95% successes: for 

full details of modern courses in all branches of 
electrical technology send for our 144 -page hand- 
book -free and post free. -B I.E.T. (Dept. 388A). 
17. Stratford Place, London. W.1. 10117 

NDUSTRY needs trained men: send for free I giving details of our Home Study 
Courses in radio. television and all branches 
of electronics; we prepare students for the 
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds Telecommuni- 
cations. R T.E.B., and other professional exam- 
inations: train with the college backed 'by 
Britain's largest electronic industry -Write to 
E.M.I. Institutes. Postal Division. Dept. WW33. 
43, Grove Park. Rd. London. W.4 (Associated 
with H.M.V.). [0179 

TUITION 

NOTHING 
succeeds like success! What we 

have done a thousand times we can do again 
for you -see the B.N.R.S. advt. page 118. [0172 

WIRELESS 
operating; attendance and postal 

courses. -Stamp for reply to Manager, The 
Wireless School, Manor Gdns., London, 

Ñ.7. 

FULL 
-TIME courses for P.M.G. Certs. 

C.G.L.I. Telecommunications, Radar Main- 
tenance Cert. and B.Sc.(Eng.); prospectus free. 
-Technical College, Hull. [0111 

SEE the world. -Radio officers urgently re- 
quired: we train most in shortest period; 

training fees payable after appointment secured; 
Scholarships available; boarders accepted; 2d 
stamp for prospectus from Britain's leading col- 
lege.- Wireless College, Colwyn Bay. f 001 
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THE II:I YES COMPANY 

R A D I O G R A M C H A S S I S 

RG /200. Combining advanced design with a 

high standard of construction the RG/200 is making 
many new friends. The independent bass and 
treble controls give a smooth and continuously 
variable adjustment over the audio range. The 
output is eight watts, and the price L26, 10/ -, 

The ever popular RG/ 135 7 valve chassis is 
EI8 /I5 /- and the RG/I20 5 valve chassis is E15. 

Full details gladly sent on request. 

298, WIGHTMAN ROAD, LONDON, N.S. 

Mountview 6864. 

BRASS, COPPER, DURAL, 
ALUMINIUM, BRONZE 

ROD, BAR, SHEET TUBE, STRIP, WIRE 
3,000 STANDARD STOCK SIZES 

No Quantity too Small List on application 
H. ROLLET & Co., Ltd. 

6 Chesham Place, S.W.1. SLOane 3463 
ALSO AT 

LIVERPOOL BIRMINGHAM . MANCHESTER 

'14 Day (& Electric) Automatic Switches 
Reconditioned. Guaranteed one year, for con- 
trolling Window & Poultry lighting, heating, etc. 

From 50/- EACH 

Brie for illustrated lists 

DONOHOE'S (Timers) 6 GEORGE ST., 
NORTH SHIELDS, NORTHUMBERLAND 

THE 

DESIGN and DEVELOPMENT 
of specialised equipment for 

Research and Industry. 

DUN (electronics) & CO., 
17 Victoria Gardens, London, W.11. Pork 6636 

TRANSFORMERS & COILS 
TO SPECIFICATION 

MANUFACTURED OR REWOUND 
Filter Coils -!- 1% a Speciality. 

JOHN FACTOR LTD. 
9 -II EAST STREET, TORQUAY, DEVON 

'Phone: Torquay 2162 

RADIO G 200 OFFERS 
S00 c.p. Ediswan POINTOLITE equip- 
ment. A.M. ref. 9/559. Complete with 
Lamp. Price E5. 
Generator Type '320.' Permanent magnet 
nput 24v. to 200v. 50mA.; 12.6v. I,2A. A.M. 

ref. 10K/1046. Price 35/ -. 

ARTHUR HOILE 
55 UNION STREET 
MAIDSTONE, KENT 

Telephone 2812 
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TUITION 
M'I.Mech,E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and 
Guilds. etc.. on no pass -no fee" terms: 

over 95% successes; for details of exams and 
courses in all branches of engineering. building, 
etc. write for 144 -page handbook -free- B.IX.T. (Dept. 387B), 17. Stratford Place. W.1. 

10118 

WIRELESS Telegraphy. - Merchant Navy 
offers to youths 1511 upwards when quali- 

fied, lucrative positions as radio officers: Apply 
British School of Telegraphy. Ltd.. 179. Clap- ham Rd., London. S.W.9. Also postal courses in 
theory of wireless for P.M.G. Certificates. and Amateur Transmitting Licence. 10124 

HE Institute of Practical Radio Engineers 
A. have available home study courses in every phase of radio and television engineering. specialising in the practical training of appren- 
tices in the retail trade; enrolments limited, fees 
moderate. -The Syllabus of Instructional Text 
may be obtained post free from the Secretary. 
I.P.R.E., Fairfield House, 20, Fairfield Rd.. Crouch End, London. N.8. 10088 

FREE! Brochure giving details of Home Study Training in Radio, Television, and all 
branches of Electronics. Courses for the hobby 
enthusiast or for those aiming at the 
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds Telecommuni- 
cations, R.T.E.3.. and other rofessional ex- 
aminations. Train with the College operated by Britain's largest electronic organisation; moder- 
ate fees. -Write to E.M.I. Institutes. Postal 
Division, Dept. WW28. 43. Grove Park Rd.. Lon- 
don. W.4. (Associated with H.M.V.) 10001 

WORK WANTED 

ELECTRONIC eqpt. made to order, wiring. 
assy. contractors, prototypes developed. - 

R.A.E. Mfg, Co., 377, High Rd., London. N.2. 
10219 

ESPEE ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS.-Amp- 
A-4 and instruments built to your require- ments.- Enquiries to 9. Queens Rd., Wimbledon. 
S. W .19. f 1067 
LT.F. coil winding to specification. special coils 

for experimental work. low overheads per- 
mit keen quotations for quantities, accuracy 
guaranteed. -Coil Craft. St. Peters. Guernsey. 

[1084 

ELECTRONIC sub -contracts and prototypes. 
light assembly, wiring testing to specifica- 

tion; priority to Government work.- Enquiries 
to office, T -H Products, 92, Leathwaite Rd.. 
S.W.11. Bat. 4889. [9729 

MANUFACTURERS. -As specialists in all 
types of sheet metal work for the radio 

and electrical trade we are able to quote you 
very keen prices for a high quality job.- Inten- 
salite Sign & Fixture Co.. Ltd.. 89, Leopold St.. Birmingham, 12. Tel. Vic, 1165. [9962 

I.F. ALIGNER KIT 151- 
Provides a modulated signal, basic frequency 
465 kc /s., tunable above and below for other 
I.F. frequencies in this range. 
Robust construction in compact welded steel 
box 4in. x 4in. x 3in. Light, fully portable, 
operating from single " U2 " 1.5 volt dry cell. 
All metal parts are ready drilled for easy assembly 
from full instructions and diagrams. 
Post & packing 1 / -. Cash with order or C.O.D. 

Both these Kits are COMPLETE. 

No Valves to Buy. 

BOOKS. INSTRUCTIONS. ETC. 
W.," 1944 -1952 inc. -Offers to Welsh, 

VT 23, Napsbury Lane, St. Albans. 19995 
IRE1.F-Ç9 World," 1951 and 1952. offers 7 
-Dockree, 4, Leeside. Barnet, Herts. 

[9972 
IRELESS WORLD," July, '4.3 to Dec., 

'52. offers7- Rawes, 41, Selsey Rd., 
Chichester. [9996 

BOOKLETS " How to Use Ex -Govt. Lenses 
and Prisms,' Nos. 1 and 2, price 2/6 each; 

ex -Govt. optical lists free for s.a.e. -H. English, 
Rayleigh Rd., Hutton, Brentwood. Essex. 10181 
T.P.R.E. technical publications, 5.500 Align- 

ment Peaks for Superheterodynes, 5/9. post 
free; data for constructing TV aerial strength 
meter, 7/6: sample copy " The Practical Radio 
Engineer." quarterly publication of the Institute 
2/ -; membership and examination data, 1 / -.- 
Sec., I.P.R.E., 20. Fairfield Rd., London. N.8 

10089 
" D ALLIES and Trials," By S. C. H. Davis of 1 " The Autocar." Describes in a colourful 
style the author's many adventures whilst 
driving in rallies and trials in all parts of 
Britain and Europe. The Monte Carlo Rally, 
the exciting Alpine Trials and many other spec- 
tacular events are recalled by this world -re- 
nowned racing driver. 15/- net from all 
booksellers. 15/7 by post from Iliffe & Sons Ltd., 
Dorset House, Stamford St., London. S.E.1. 
" DEVELOPMENT of the Guided Missile." L By Kenneth W. Gotland. Presents all the 
main information now available on the develop- 
ment of guided weapons in Britain. U.S.A. , Ger- 
many, U.S.S.R., and elsewhere. Other chapters 
discuss guided missiles as instruments of re- 
search into the upper atmosphere and outer 
space, and as vehicles of inter -planetary travel. 
An appendix shows the characteristics of 90 
powered missiles known to have been designed 
or constructed. lOs 6d net from all booksellers 
By post lOs lid from Iliffe & Sons Ltd., Dorset 
House. Stamford St., London, S.E.1. 

CITY OF COVENTRY EDUCATION 
COMMITTEE 

COVENTRY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
Session 1953 -54 

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING 
Applications are invited for entry to the next 
3 -year full -time course commencing in 
September, 1953, from those requiring a 
comprehensive training to an advanced level 
in ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING to qualify 
them for technical posts in radio, tele- 
communications, television and industrial 
electronics. The syllabus will cover the 
requirements of C. & G., Brit.I.R.E., and I.E.E. 
examinations. Entry age 16 years or over. 
Application forms and further information 
available from the Principal, Coventry 
Technical College. 

W. L. CHINN, M.A., 
Director of Education. 

Council House, 
COVENTRY. 

28 -4-53. 

LOCKWOOD 
makers of 

Fine Cabinets 
and woodwork of every descrip- 
tionfor the Radio and allied trades 

LOCKWOOD & COMPANY 
Lowlands Rd., Harrow, Middlesex. Byron 3704 

YOUR 
RES. /CAP. BRIDGE KIT 31/6 
5 Megohms -50,000 ohms. 

100,000 ohms -1,000 ohms. 

50 mfd. -.2 mid. 

I mfd. :01 mfd, 

1,000 ohms -10 ohms. .01 mfd. -.0005 mfd. 

NO CALIBRATING 
Six fully variable ranges, separately scaled for 
direct reading. Full instructions and diagrams for 
easy assembly. 

Post & packing 1/6. Cash with order or C.O.D. 

RADIO MAIL 
4, RALEIGH STREET, NOTTINGHAM 

Stamp with all enquiries, please. 

METER DAMAGED? 

Leading 
Electrical 
Instrument 
Repairers 
to t h e 
Industry 

Contractors to The Ministry of Supply 
Repair. by skilled craftsmen of all makes and types of 
Voltmeters. Ammeters, Microammeters, Multirange Teat 
meters Electrical Thermometers, Recording Instruments, 
etc. Quick deliveries -for speedy estimate send defective 
instrumeuto by registered po t to :- 

Cr. Electrical Instrument Repairers 
96 -100 ALDERSGATE STREET, E.C.I. 

(Tel.: MONarch 6822) 

L GLASER && CO. 

BOOKS, INSTRUCTIONS, ETC. 

" CASH 
From Your Camera." By Arthur l.i Nettleton, F.R.G.S. Fhows how amateur 

photography can be made to pay for itself by 
the sale of pictures to newspapers, magazines. 
calendar publishers, etc., and deals with the 
many problems involved, 2nd Edition. 7/6 net 
from all booksellers. 7/10 by post from Iliffe & 
Sons Ltd., Dorset House, Stamford St., London. 
S.E.1. 
" DRIGHTER Photography for Beginners." D By David Charles, F.R.P.S. Describes 
the whole photographic process without tedious 
explanation of optics, physics, chemistry or 
mathematics. This new edition- revised through- 
out and lavishly illustrated, is the obvious choice 
for those who went a non -technical explanation 
of how to succeed with a camera. Fourth 
Edition, 6/- net, from all booksellers. By post 
6/4 from Iliffe & Sons Ltd., Dorset House, Stam- 
ford St., London, E.E.1. 
" D ADIO Circuits: Step -by -Step Purvey of 1 Superhet Receivers." 3rd Edition. By W. 
E. Miller, M.A. (Cantab) M. Brit. I.R.E. Editor 
of " The Wireless and Electrical Trader." Al- 
though this book deals mainly with the superhet 
receiver it is equally applicable to the straight 
set. The circuit of the superhet is dealt with 
section by section up to the complete receiver. 
5/- net, from all booksellers, or 5/4 by post. 
from Iliffe & Sons Ltd., Dorset House. Stamford 
St., London, S.E.1. [P3 

" THE Williamson Amplifier." By D. T. N. 1 Williamson. Gives full details of the 
basic circuit and ancillary equipment recom- 
mended by the designer for high -quality repro- 
duction of records and radio programmes. 2nd 
Edition. 3/6 net from all booksellers. By post 
3/9 from Iliffe & Sons Ltd., Dorset House. 
Stamford et., London, S.E.1. 

GIIIDE to Broadcasting Stations." Compiled 
by " Wireless World." Gives details of 

over 1.400 short -wave radio stations of the world 
and 550 European long- and medium -wave 
stations. Specially arranged for easy reference. 
6th Edition. 2/- net from all booksellers. 2/2 
by post from Iliffe & Sons Ltd.. Dorset House. 
Stamford St.. London. S.E.1. 
" 1 TICROPHONES." By the Engineering 

,LVl Training Dept., B.S.C. Discusses the re- 
quirements for microphones in a broadcasting 
studio, sets out the laws relating to sound waves 
and their behaviour, and describes the design 
and characteristics of various types of micro- 
phone -with special reference to those used by 
the B.B.C. 15 /- net from all booksellers. 15/5 
by post from Iliffe & Sons Ltd.. Dorset House, 
Stamford St., London. S.E.1. 

OPPORTUNITIES 
IN RADIO 

Get this FREE Book! 

'ENGINEERING 
OPPORTUNITIES' 
reveals how you can 
become technically quali- 
fied at home for a highly 
paid key -appointment in 
the vast Radio and Tele- 
vision Industry. In 144 
pages of intensely inter- 
esting matter, it includes 
full details of our up -to- 
the- minute home study 
courses in all branches of 
TELEVISION and 
RADIO, A.M. Brit. 
I.R.E., City & 

Guilds, Special Tele- 
vision, Servicing, Sound 

Film Projection, Short 
Wave, High Frequency and 

General Wireless Courses. 

We definitely Guarantee 

" NO PASS -NO FEE " 
If you're earning less than £15 a week this 
enlightening book is for you. Write for your 
copy today. It will be sent FREE and 
without obligation. 

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF 
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
,;g$b BHAxE3PEARE HOUBE, 
1719 STRATFORD PLACE, LONDOIN, W 1 
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